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Keynote 1: 
The Learning Sciences and learning in the sciences -  

The perspective from post-secondary science education 
 

Carl Wieman 
University of Colorado and University of British Columbia 

 
Chair: James Pellegrino, University of Illinois at Chicago 
Reactor: Richard Duschl, Pennsylvania State University 

 
Sponsored by the Spencer Foundation 

 
Abstract: As a physicist who has been working closely with university science departments 
in many disciplines to improve learning in all of their undergraduate courses, often by 
implementing the insights from the Learning Sciences, I confront the four guiding questions 
of this conference on a daily basis.  The disciplinary practices and understandings can inform 
research in the Learning Sciences, both in guidance as to important learning questions and in 
producing results that will be relevant and effective for improving educational practices.   
The broad characteristics of expertise, or expert-like thinking, in the science disciplines are a 
useful framework for studying science learning.  There are general knowledge structures, 
representations, modeling, and problem solving methods that have a large amount of overlap 
across different science disciplines, although the details can vary between disciplines in 
significant way.  The learning processes across the science disciplines reflect these large 
similarities and small differences.   

However, it is important to recognize that while the general nature of the science 
disciplines and learning within them have a high degree of overlap, science faculty typically 
see learning in their own discipline as unique.  There are many opportunities for collaborative 
research and perspectives between the Learning Sciences and the science disciplines.  Such 
collaborations are essential both for obtaining a deeper understanding of learning in the 
disciplines, and for framing Learning Science results in such a way that they can be effective 
at guiding educational practice.  However, I see curious idiosyncratic belief systems (a 
diplomatic way of saying “pervasive superstitions”) about learning, education, and learning 
research that have grown up in each of the science (and math) disciplines.  Recognizing and 
dealing with these belief systems is important for developing effective collaboration between 
the sciences and the Learning Sciences, and for allowing the work of the Learning Sciences 
to be widely understood and appreciated by post-secondary science educators.    
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Keynote 2:  
Instructional design, theory and practice 

in mathematics education 
 

Koeno Gravemeijer 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

 
Chair: Alison Castro-Superfine, University of Illinois at Chicago 

Reactor: Danny B. Martin, University of Illinois Chicago 
 

Sponsored by the Spencer Foundation 
 

Abstract: Since the 1960’s and 70’s we have seen a shift in the relation between educational 
research and instructional design. While the so-called first-generation instructional design 
theories aimed at founding design decisions on empirically-grounded theories, design 
research is nowadays seen as a method for developing empirically-grounded theories. In 
mathematics education, this shift in perspective cohered with changes in ways of thinking 
about learning and learning goals. First-generation instructional design theories were tailored 
to situations where the learning goals are clear and much scientific knowledge is available 
about how to shape instruction. Design research, in contrast, is tailored to more innovative 
instructional design, where little scientific knowledge is available. Another difference 
concerns the specificity of the theories involved; the theories of the 1960’s and 70’s were 
meant as general theories, while design research primarily aims for domain-, or topic-specific 
theories. The acceptance of design research as a legitimate research method did not go 
without struggle. The design part, however, got less attention. In this presentation I want to 
react to this imbalance by elaborating on practices, theories and heuristics in instructional 
design, while focussing on mathematics education. In doing so, I will not limit myself to 
design research, but also include professional instructional design as an informed practice. A 
central point of reference will be the so-called domain-specific instruction theory for realistic 
mathematics education, RME, which may be characterized by its compatibility with socio-
constructivism, and can be seen as fitting under the broader heading of ‘reform mathematics’. 
In addition, I want to dwell on the need to reconsider the goals of mathematics education in 
light of emerging demands of the information society. 
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Keynote 3:  
Learning to Ponder – 

The Puzzle and Pleasure of Literary Text 
 

Pamela Grossman 
Stanford University 

 
Chair: Susan Goldman, University of Illinois at Chicago 

Reactor: Carol D. Lee, Northwestern University 
 

Sponsored by the Spencer Foundation 
 

Abstract: If endangered status could be granted to curricular topics as well as to spotted 
owls, poetry might well make the short list. Regarded by students and teachers alike as 
esoteric, if not downright impenetrable, poetry faces an uncertain future in schools.  Yet 
learning to read poetry represents the kind of generative activity that is central to disciplinary 
learning in English. Reading poetry demands that we engage with demanding text, that we 
unpack highly compressed language by filling in the gaps of what is not said. Learning to 
read poetry requires that we move beyond the literal world into a symbolic one, and that we 
respond both analytically and aesthetically to the meaning and music of language.  Yet 
students resist poetry.  From the early work of I.A. Richards (1929/1954) on, studies show 
that students prefer poetic texts that are easily understood, that say plainly what they mean.   
Perhaps students' preference for poetry "that says what it means" is not surprising.  We all 
like what we understand, from literature to modern art.  One of the goals of teaching 
literature, however, is to help students respect complexity and engage with texts that on first 
blush seem to resist understanding.  Much work in both literary theory and English education 
has depicted the end point of literary studies--the transactions with texts that demonstrate 
expertise in literary understanding (Iser, 1978; Scholes, 1985; 1989; Wolf, 1988).  In order to 
build a curriculum that helps high school students acquire more sophisticated ways of reading 
and responding to literature, we must first explore what makes such texts difficult.  In this 
talk, I will unpack some of the challenges of puzzling through highly compressed literary 
forms and explore what students might be learning as they engage in literature.  I will also 
explore how student readers may resist literary texts, leading to affective, as well as 
cognitive, challenges.  Through explorations of student readings, we will ponder together 
what makes such disciplinary readings difficult, as well as pleasurable.   
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Invited Session 1: 
ISLS Advances and Future Opportunities 

 
 

Chair: Marcia Linn, University of California Berkeley 
Respondents: Iris Tabak, Ben Gurion University of the Negev 

Paul Kirschner, Open University of the Netherlands 
An Emerging Society - Christopher Hoadley 

Internationalization of Research - Pierre Dillenbourg 
Leveraging New Technologies - Roy Pea 

International Challenges - Claire O’Malley 
Highlighting Junior Researchers - Yasmin Kafai 

Collaborative Challenges - Naomi Miyake 
Capitalizing on Social Networking - Marcia Linn 

 
 

Abstract: Current and past ISLS presidents reflect on where the Society has 
been and where it is poised to go. Past presidents participating in the panel are 
Chris Hoadley (2002), Pierre Dillenbourg (2003), Roy Pea (2004), Claire 
O’Malley (2005), Yasmin Kafai (2006), and Naomi Miyake (2007). Iris Tabak 
(2009) and Paul Kirschner (2010) will respond to the panelists and suggest 
directions for the future. 
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Invited Session 2: 

Challenges in Professional Disciplinary Preparation 
 
 

Barbara Olds, Colorado School of Mines 
Sherri Sheppard, Stanford University 

Donald Wink, University of Illinois Chicago 
Louis Gomez, University of Pittsburgh 

Discussant: James Pellegrino, University of Illinois Chicago 
 
 

Abstract: How do we prepare practitioners in the disciplines? How do we 
apprentice new members to our respective disciplinary communities 
professional vision (Goodwin, 1994)? How can we establish productive dialog 
about professional preparation that can be informative across disciplines? 
What constructs are most useful for developing this dialog? In this session we 
ask members of three disciplinary communities to reflect on the problems and 
practices of professional preparation in each community. We have identified 
presenters representing the following areas: Learning Sciences (Louis 
Gomez), Chemistry (Don Wink), and Engineering (Barbara Olds & Sheri 
Sheppard). 
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Invited Session 3: 

Representational Practices and Modeling in the Disciplines 
 
 

Jay Lemke, University of Michigan 
Rogers Hall, Vanderbilt University 
Mary Nakleh, Purdue University 

Discussant: Andrea DiSessa, University of California Berkeley 
 
 

Abstract: Increasingly learning sciences research has explored ways 
knowledge, learning, and practice are distributed across people and artifacts, 
including material and cultural tools? Practices by which disciplinary 
communities differently represent, re-represent, model, or otherwise 
symbolize the world can provide a valuable lens for understanding learning in 
the disciplines? In this session representational practices are examined across 
multiple modalities of meaning-making, including visual/graphic inscriptions, 
gestural and linguistic semiotics, and embodied and spatial ways of 
representing and seeing the world. 
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Invited Session 4: 

Identity as a Lens on Learning in the Disciplines 
 
 

Chair: Josh Radinsky, University of Illinois Chicago 
Na’ilah Suad Nasir, University of California Berkeley 

Reed Stevens, Northwestern University 
Avi Kaplan, Temple University 

Discussant: Stanton Wortham, University of Pennsylvania 
 
 

Abstract: Learning Sciences research has increasingly explored the construct 
of identity as central to the study of learning. This has included examining the 
relationships among culture, identity, and instructional design; conceiving of 
learning as the development of identities of mastery in communities of 
practice; attending to race, gender, language, class, or other identity categories 
as contexts of disciplinary learning; and focusing on the ways individuals 
negotiate their own role and identity development among multiple and often 
conflicting lifeworlds and affiliations. Beyond traditional constructs of 
conceptual, strategic, or dispositional learning, conceptions of disciplinary 
identity have emerged as valuable constructs for understanding how learners 
become central participants in disciplinary communities. In this session 
speakers provide perspectives on how a focus on identity can inform the study 
of learning in the disciplines. 
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Invited Session 5: 
Geography Education Reform:  

A Cinderella Story in the Making? 
 
 

Chair: Daniel Edelson, National Geographic Society 
David Uttal, Northwestern University 

Josh Radinsky, University of Illinois Chicago 
David Rutherford, University of Mississippi 

Discussant: Clare Brooks, University of London 
 
 

Abstract: The history of geographic education in the U.S. can be read as a 
cautionary tale for educators in other disciplines and other countries. For a 
variety of reasons, it fell from a place of prominence and priority in the 
curriculum prior to World War II, to a place of neglect in the three decades 
following the war. Since the mid 1980's a community of committed 
geographers and educators have made the most of very limited resources in an 
effort to both restore geography to a place in the curriculum that reflects its 
importance to society and to improve the quality of geography teaching. This 
uphill battle has been complicated by the fact that the American public and its 
leaders have a poor understanding of what geography is and that it cuts across 
the rigid boundaries in our educational system between social studies and 
science. In this session, we will present these educational reform efforts as a 
Cinderella story in the making, in which the overlooked discipline achieves its 
deserved standing through the intervention of an enlightened intermediary. In 
this story, the part of the fairy godmother could be played by learning 
scientists. Presentations will cover current efforts to define geographic literacy 
(Edelson), the history of geography education reform efforts since 1986 
(Rutherford), the role of spatial thinking in geographic literacy (Uttal), and 
research on geospatial technologies (Radinsky). These will be followed by a 
reflection from a non-U.S. perspective (Brooks). 
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Invited Session 6: 

Disciplinary Foundations of the Computational Sciences 
 
 

Chair: Tom Moher, University of Illinois Chicago 
Mark Guzdial, Georgia Insitute of Technology 
Ulrich Hoppe, University of Duisburg-Essen 
Yasmin Kafai, University of Pennsylvania 

Discussant: Sally Fincher, University of Kent at Canterbury 
 
 

Abstract: The discipline of computer sciences has grown and matured over 
the last three decades but it is not clear that individuals outside the field 
understand the nature of the discipline. The panelists will be asked to consider 
the disciplinary foundations of computer science and address issues such as: 
How should the nature of knowledge in this field be framed? What should 
people learn? How should environments for learning be designed? 
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Symposium: Fostering the Acquisition and Application of Domain-
Specific Knowledge through Concept Mapping 

 
Carmela Aprea (Co-Organizer), Hermann G. Ebner, University of Mannheim, Department of Business 

Administration, Square L4, 1, 68131 Mannheim, Germany 

E-mail: aprea@bwl.uni-mannheim.de; ebner@bwl.uni-mannheim.de 

Bert Slof
1
 (Co-Organizer), Gijsbert Erkens

1
, Paul A. Kirschner

2
, 

1
Utrecht University, Research Centre Learning 

in Interaction, P.O. Box 80.140, 3508 TC Utrecht, The Netherlands, 
2 
Open Universiteit Nederland, P.O. Box 

2960, 6401 DL Heerlen, The Netherlands 

E-mail: B.Slof@uu.nl; G.Erkens@uu.nl; Paul.Kirschner@ou.nl  

Baerbel Fuerstenau, Jeannine Ryssel, Janet Kunath; Dresden University of Technology, Department of Business 

Administration, Münchner Platz 3, 01187 Dresden, Germany 

E-mail: baerbel.fuerstenau@tu-dresden.de; janet.kunath@tu-dresden.de; jeannine.ryssel@tu-dresden.de 

Peggy Van Meter (Discussant), The Pennsylvania State University, Department of Educational and School 

Psychology and Special Education, 228 CEDAR Building, University Park, PA 16802 

E-mail: pnv1@psu.edu 

Mireille Betrancourt (Chair), Geneva University, Faculty of Psychology and Education,  

Pont d'Arve 40, 1211 Geneva 4; Suisse  

E-mail: Mireille.Betrancourt@unige.ch 

 

Abstract: This symposium centers on the concern about the acquisition and application of 

conceptual knowledge in the domain of business and economics, both important and yet 

demanding educational goals. The contributions are aimed at studying whether concept 

mapping can be helpful in reaching these goals. Moreover, we intend to provide preliminary 

guidelines for using concept maps (CMs) as a learning tool in this specific field. For this 

purpose, we adopt an instructional design perspective that focuses on the issues as (1) what 

kinds of learning tasks can be successfully promoted by using CMs, (2) what kinds of learning 

activities need to be stimulated in order to accomplish these learning tasks, (3) how concept 

mapping supports students in performing the required learning activities, and (4) which 

additional instructional means can be helpful to increase its effectiveness. 

Symposium Overview 
Overall focus and potential significance: Issues in the field of business and economics dramatically affect 

peoples’ lives in an increasingly globalized world. Thus, the ability to acquire knowledge in this specific 

domain and to apply this knowledge to public and private concerns is not only essential with respect to 

professional business and economics training but may be deemed as an overarching educational goal. However, 

due to the diversity in (1) concepts, (2) possibilities of relating these concepts, and (3) representing the domain 

(i.e., causally, mathematically), knowledge in business and economics may be regarded as highly complex (e.g., 

Miller & VanFossen, 2008). As a consequence, acquiring a well-developed knowledge base and/or applying this 

knowledge to business and economics problems are anything but easy ventures. Empirical studies (e.g., 

Marangos & Alleys, 2007) suggest that even major business and economics students at an university level still 

encounter difficulties when trying to reach these educational goals. It is in the context of this unsatisfactory 

situation that concept maps (CMs) attract the interest of researchers and educators in the field. However, while 

most of the research done here uses CMs as a teacher-provided text adjunct or as an assessment device (e.g., 

Lawless, Smee, & O’Shea, 1998), scholars in business and economics education have more recently begun to 

study concept mapping as a learning tool for supporting the processes of acquiring and/or applying domain-

specific knowledge. Against this background, the main purpose of the symposium is to scrutinize this latter 

application of concept mapping in the field of business and economics education, which includes pinpointing 

potential benefits and pitfalls. Based on the results of the research studies presented, we also provide 

preliminary guidelines for using CMs as a learning tool in this particular field. In spite of being derived from 

domain-specific research, we suppose these guidelines to be adaptable to other complex knowledge domains. 

Thus, the symposium may be of interest to all researchers and educators who wish to understand and effectively 

cope with the challenges and predicaments of learning about complex knowledge domains. 

Major issues addressed: In order to obtain the goals mentioned above, we adopt an instructional design 

perspective (e.g., Van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2007), that integrates the views of CMs (1) as a mean of 

supporting certain kinds of learning activities (i.e., as a process), and (2) as a learning goal (i.e., as a product) in 

itself. Within this frame of reference, we particularly focus on the following issues: 

(1) What kinds of learning tasks in the field of business and economics education can be successfully promoted 

by using concept mapping as a learning tool? 
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(2) What kinds of learning activities need to be stimulated in order to accomplish these learning tasks? 

(3) How does concept mapping support students in performing the required learning activities? 

(4) Which additional instructional means might be helpful to increase the effectiveness of concept mapping as 

a learning tool?  

Summaries of the contributions:  

Paper 1 focuses on concept mapping and summary writing as learning tools for fostering students’ 

understanding of the knowledge domain after playing a management game. The findings indicate that both 

construction tasks lead to more learning gains in comparison to a control condition. However, in contrast to the 

expectation, the summary writing task was superior to the concept mapping task.  

Paper 2 suggests that collaborative problem-solving in the field of business economics is facilitated 

when the different part-tasks are made explicit, are properly sequenced, and foreseen with ontologically part-

task congruent support in the representational tools. Collaboratively constructing different representations (i.e., 

concept maps) of the knowledge domain with the aid of representational tools increases students’ understanding 

which beneficially affects their problem-solving performance.  

Paper 3 addresses the issue of students’ difficulties with concept mapping and how these may be 

overcome by directly (i.e., training) and indirectly (i.e., collaboration) scaffolding the construction of concept 

maps. The results indicate that collaboratively constructing concept maps fosters students’ understanding of the 

domain, but the effects of scaffolding should be carefully matched to students’ characteristics (e.g., prior 

knowledge) and the intended learning outcome (i.e., factual or conceptual knowledge). 

Paper 1: Concept Mapping versus Summary Writing as Instructional Devices 
for Understanding Complex Business Problems 
 

Baerbel Fuerstenau, Jeannine Ryssel, & Janet Kunath 

 

Background and Aim 

Prepairing students to work with complex cases and procedures is one of the central goals of business and 

economics education. Traditional instruction is meeting this goal with only limited success. Thus, researchers as 

well as educational politicians recommend solving the problems mentioned by relating instruction more closely 

to workplace assignments and business processes. Using management games has been advocated to meet this 

educational goal by supporting students in understanding complex interrelationships and applying knowledge in 

new situations and to new tasks. However, 20 years of research indicates that management games alone are not 

sufficient and additional instruction aimed at stimulating students to actively rethink the management game 

contents is required. For that purpose – among other forms – concept mapping or summary writing can be 

applied. In a meta-analysis Nesbit and Adesope (2006) showed a slight advantage of concept mapping over 

alternative construction tasks like summary writing. This may be explained by the diagram format which 

corresponds with the notion of knowledge as a semantic network. Thus, the similarity of knowledge and concept 

maps (as learning media) may support students in externalizing their cognitive structure and in using concept 

maps as learning aids. In addition, a concept map represents every concept only once, and by that directly shows 

the interaction of one concept with other concepts, i.e. the structure. In contrast, a text is linear and constructed 

according to a specific grammar (Larkin & Simon, 1987). Similar or same concepts can be used several times, 

and it is difficult to directly articulate a structure or macrostructure. However, since there are diverse findings, 

more research is needed with respect to the effectiveness of concept mapping in contrast to summary writing. In 

addition, many research studies have been carried out with the aim of investigating concept maps as learning 

aids in science education (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; O’Donnell, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002), whereas research in 

the domain of business and economics has rarely been taken into account. 

In light of these considerations, the aim of our study is to investigate the effects of concept-mapping 

and summary writing on promoting students’ learning processes in the field of business sciences. Both 

techniques are used as a complement to the management game “Easy Business
TM

” and should support students 

in understanding complex business interrelationships. 

 

Method 

Research Question: Is concept mapping more effective than summary writing for promoting students’ learning 

processes in the field of business?  

Participants and intervention: Forty-four ninth grade students at a public high school took part in our study 

during the school year 2008/2009. On average they were 14.5 years old. All students played the management 

game “Easy Business
TM

” in groups. It was designed as a board game that provides the opportunity to learn the 

supply chain of a company and the decisions involved by visualizing the departments of a company. Moreover, 

students have the opportunity to experience the effects of their decisions in the annual accounting. After 

finishing the management game, the students were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups (either 
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concept mapping or summary writing) or to a control group. The students of the experimental groups were 

asked to construct a concept map of the most important interrelationships of the management game. As an aid 

they received a list of concepts and relations. We trained the respective technique with the students about one 

month before starting the study. The text group was requested to write a summary on the most important 

interrelationships of the management game. They received a list of concepts as an aid. Both techniques aimed at 

supporting the students in consolidating the newly acquired knowledge. The students of the control group just 

played the management game and did neither additional concept mapping nor additional summary writing.  

Hypotheses: 1. Concept mapping and summary writing are superior to the control condition; 2. Concept 

mapping is superior to summary writing. 
Data gathering: Before and after the treatment a knowledge test consisting of 9 open-ended questions 

was administered. The test is constructed in parallel forms A and B, so that the results can be accounted for by 

the intervention and not by learning from the pre-test. Following the taxonomy of Anderson and Krathwohl 

(2001), the cognitive process categories “remember” and “understand” in particular were combined with the 

knowledge dimensions “factual knowledge” and “conceptual knowledge”. In addition, we included a question 

aiming at the cognitive process category “applying” and the knowledge dimension “procedural knowledge”. 

The tests were designed in a constructed response format including short answer and essay tasks.  

Data analysis: The students’ answers were analyzed using a qualitative content analysis. This is a 

systematic, replicable technique for assigning words or phrases of a text to content categories based on explicit 

rules of coding. The intercoder reliability measured 93% (Holsti coefficient) underscoring the reliability of the 

category system. On the basis of the qualitative content analysis a test score was calculated for each student. To 

determine whether differences in knowledge increase between the pre-test and the post-test could be explained 

by concept mapping or summary writing, a two-way mixed analysis of variance was carried out with “group” as 

between-subjects factor and “time” as within-subjects factor. Since neither the Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Tests of 

goodness and fit nor the Levene-Tests showed significant results, the prerequisites for conducting the ANOVA 

were given. In addition, effect sizes (measure dint) were determined. In case of pretest-posttest designs the effect 

size can be determined by: dint (= interaction) = dposttest – dpretest. The pooled standard deviation from the respective 

groups was used as standard deviation. 

 

Results 

The two-way mixed ANOVA showed a main effect for the factor time (F(1,41)=128.244; p=.000), indicating a 

significant increase in knowledge over time for all groups. The main effect for the factor group showed that the 

groups significantly differ in their level of knowledge in the post-test, but not in the pre-test (F(2,41)=4.289, 

p=.02). In the post-test the summary group exceeded the two other groups. The concept mapping group was 

second best, and the control group reached the lowest level of knowledge in the post-test. In addition, a 

significant interaction effect (time x group) could be identified (F(2,41)=6.131; p=.005). In other words, the 

groups differ significantly in their knowledge increase from pre-test to post-test. The effect sizes with regard to 

both experimental groups versus control group (d=0.867) and summary group versus concept mapping group 

(d=0.841) are remarkable. The data indicate that the summary group outperformed both the concept mapping 

group and the control group, whereas the concept mapping group and the control group did not differ 

significantly in knowledge increase. 

 

Conclusions 

As assumed in hypothesis 1, the summary writing group and the concept mapping group are superior to the 

control group that did not work on a construction task after the management game. This is especially indicated 

by the effect size which contrasted both experimental groups vs. control group, though the concept mapping 

group is not significantly but only by trend better than the control group. This result is consistent with other 

studies according to which active involvement in knowledge construction (e.g., by concept mapping or 

summary writing) is fostering learning. Though the management game in this case supports the learning process 

significantly (significant main effect time ANOVA), the additional construction activity is significantly better. 

This seems to be true across domains. Contrary to our second hypothesis, the summary group outperformed the 

concept mapping group. The following reasons might explain this result: 1. Concept mapping is a comparatively 

new format for knowledge explication and the students are not familiar enough with the technique so that they 

cannot apply it confidently. Instead, the students are much more used to summary writing. Continuous training 

in concept mapping previous to the study might lead to other results. 2. The format of active knowledge 

explication does not matter that much compared to the active involvement itself. Thus, summary writing is as 

effective as concept mapping or some other alternative. This is in line with many studies that report only 

marginal differences between concept mapping and alternative construction techniques. More research is needed 

here. 3. A closer look at the test shows that the difference between concept map group and summary group 

mainly results from items concerning procedural knowledge. By excluding these items from data analysis, the 

difference between the experimental groups is no longer significant. Therefore, it still has to be proven whether 
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summary writing better supports students in the development of procedural knowledge than concept mapping or 

whether this is only true for remembering and understanding.  

In a replication study planned for the school year 2009/2010 we will use exactly the same design 

except that we will train the students in constructing concept maps a number of times before starting the 

management game. Thus we will be able to determine whether results can be explained by familiarity with a 

special technique. Furthermore, we will apply the design to another topic in the field of business in order to 

exclude the possibility of the results depend on a specific business topic. Finally, we are going to examine 

whether concept mapping can foster the development of procedural knowledge and higher cognitive process 

dimensions, e.g., applying or analyzing. 

Paper 2: Matching Representational Tools’ Ontology to Part-task Demands to 
Foster Problem-solving in Business Economics 
 

Bert Slof, Gijsbert Erkens, & Paul A. Kirschner 

 

Background and Aim 

Collaborative problem-solving is often regarded as an effective pedagogical method beneficial for both group 

and individual learning. The premise underlying this approach is that through a dynamic process of eliciting 

one’s own knowledge, discussing this with peers, and establishing and refining the group’s shared 

understanding of the knowledge domain, students acquire new knowledge and skills and process them more 

deeply (e.g., O'Donnell, Hmelo-Silver, & Erkens, 2006). However, due to its complexity (i.e., diversity in 

concepts, principles and procedures, see Miller & VanFossen, 2008) students in business economics encounter 

difficulties with acquiring a well-developed understanding of the knowledge domain (e.g., Marangos & Alleys, 

2007). When solving problems, students, therefore, rely primarily on surface features such as using objects 

referred to in the problem instead of the underlying principles of the knowledge domain, and employ weak 

problem-solving strategies such as working via a means-ends strategy towards a solution (e.g., Jonassen & 

Ionas, 2008). This hinders students in effectively and efficiently coping with their problem-solving task because 

the ease with which a problem can be solved often depends on the quality of the available problem 

representations (e.g., Ploetzner, Fehse, Kneser, & Spada, 1999). To this end, it would be beneficial if students 

are supported in acquiring and applying suitable representations (e.g., Ainsworth, 2006). Research on concept 

mapping (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Roth & Roychoudhury, 1993) has shown that the collaborative construction 

of external representations (i.e., concept maps) can guide students’ collaborative cognitive activities and 

beneficially affect learning. Due to its ontology (i.e., objects, relations, and rules for combining them, see Van 

Bruggen, Boshuizen, & Kirschner, 2003) a representational tool enables students to co-construct a domain-

specific content scheme fostering students’ understanding of the knowledge domain in question. Problem-

solving tasks, however, are usually composed of fundamentally different part-tasks (i.e., problem orientation, 

problem solution, solution evaluation), that each requires a different perspective on the knowledge domain and, 

thus, another representational tool with a different ontology. To be supportive for problem-solving, the ontology 

provided in a representational tool must be matched to the part-task demands and activities of a specific problem 

phase. Otherwise, effective problem-solving may be hindered (e.g., Van Bruggen et al.).  

The goal of the study presented in this paper is to determine whether an instructional design aimed at 

providing ontologically part-task congruent support in the representational tools leads to more successful 

problem-solving performance in the field of business economics.  

 

Method 

Participants and intervention: Students from six business-economics classes in from two secondary education 

schools in the Netherlands participated in this study. The total sample consisted of 93 students (60 male, 33 

female). The mean age of the students was 16.74 years (SD=.77, Min=15, Max=18). Working in a Computer 

Supported Collaborative Leaning (CSCL) environment, all groups had to solve a case-based problem in 

business-economics in which they had to advise an entrepreneur about changing the business strategy to 

increase profits (i.e., company result). To come up with a suitable advice, students had to carry out three 

different part-tasks in a predefined order, namely (1) finding out the main factors that affects the company’s 

results and relate them to the problem (problem orientation), (2) evaluate how certain interventions such as 

changing the business strategy affect company results (problem solution), and (3) calculate and compare the 

financial effects of these interventions and formulate a final advice based on this comparison (solution 

evaluation). To study the effects on problem-solving performance, the ontology in the representational tool was 

either matched or mismatched to the part-tasks (see Table 1). The students were randomly assigned to 31 triads 

divided between the four experimental conditions; seven triads in the match condition and eight triads in each of 

the mismatch conditions (i.e., conceptual, causal, and simulation condition).  
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Table 1: Overview of the Experimental Conditions 

 
Condition Part-tasks and provided ontology Match / mismatch 

 Problem orientation Problem solution Solution evaluation  

Conceptual Conceptual  Conceptual  Conceptual  Match for the orientation phase  

Causal Causal  Causal  Causal  Match for the solution phase  
Simulation Simulation  Simulation  Simulation Match for the evaluation phase  

Match Conceptual  Causal  Simulation  Complete match 

 
 Hypothesis: It was hypothesized an instruction design aimed at providing ontologically part-task 

congruent support in the representational tools leads to more successful problem-solving performance in the 

field of business economics than not receiving it.  

Data gathering: All student groups spent six 45-minute lessons solving the problem during which each 

student worked on a separate computer connected by a network to enable synchronous communication (i.e., 

chat-tool and the sharing of the representational tool(s). Before the first lesson, students received an instruction 

about the CSCL-environment, the group composition, and the problem-solving task. Students worked on the 

problem in the computer classroom where all chat-discussions and answers to the part-tasks were logged.  

Data analysis: To measure the effect of condition on problem-solving performance, an assessment 

rubric for all criteria of the problem-solving task was developed (see Table 2). The problem-solving task 

consisted of three part-tasks in which the groups each had to answer three questions. All nine answers were 

evaluated based on their ‘suitability’, ‘elaboration’, ‘justification’, and ‘correctness’, resulting in 36 items (9 

answers * 4 criteria). It was also evaluated whether groups used answers from a subsequent phase and altered 

their way of reasoning when they had to answer the questions asked in a following phase (i.e., ‘continuity’). 

There were two phase transitions (i.e., transition from problem orientation to problem solution and transition 

from problem solution to solution evaluation) and therefore two items (2 items). Finally, the ‘quality of the final 

advice’ was evaluated by three items; number of concepts incorporated in the advice, financial consequence of 

the advice, and whether the final answer was in line with the guidelines provided in the original task description. 

All 41 items were coded as 0, 1 or 2; a ‘2’ was coded when the answer given was of high quality. Groups could, 

thus, achieve a maximum score of 82 points (41 * 2 points). One-way MANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc 

analyses was used to analyze the effect of condition. Since there were specific directions of the results expected 

(see hypothesis) all analyses are one sided. 

 

 

Results and Conclusions 

One-way MANOVA on the total score of the problem solving performance showed a significant difference for 

condition (F(3,27)=4.38, p=.01). Bonferroni post hoc analyses revealed that groups in the match condition 

scored significantly higher than groups in both the conceptual (p=.01; d =1.46) and the simulation condition 

(p=.01; d=1.48). When the results for the dependent variables were considered separately, using one-way 

ANOVAs with Bonferroni post hoc analyses, condition effects were found for ‘justification’ (F(3,27)=4.85, 

p=.01) and ‘correctness’ (F(3,27)=3.97, p=.01). The mean scores indicate that there were two significant 

differences between conditions. First, groups in the match condition scored significantly higher on ‘justification’ 

than groups in both the conceptual condition (p=.01; d=1.56) and the simulation condition (p=.01; d=1.56). 

Second, groups in the match condition scored significantly higher on ‘correctness’ than groups in both the 

conceptual condition (p=.01; d=3.97) and the simulation condition (p=.03; d=2.52). Although expected, no 

significant differences were found between the match and the causal condition. Students in both conditions 

received the causal ontology (relevant concepts, solutions and their causal interrelationships), providing students 

the means to co-construct multiple qualitative perspectives on the knowledge domain. It seems, therefore, 

Table 2: Items and reliability for problem-solving performance (N = 31). 
Criteria  Description  Items ! 

Suitability Whether the groups’ answers were suited to the different part-tasks.  9  .81 
Elaboration Number of different business-economics concepts or financial consequences 

incorporated in the answers to the different part-tasks. 

9 .56 

Justification Whether the groups justified their answers to the different part-tasks. 9 .71 
Correctness Whether the groups used the business-economics concepts and their interrelationships 

correctly in their answers to the different part-tasks. 

9 .68 

Continuity Whether the groups made proper use of the answers from a prior problem phase.  2 .67 
Quality advice  Whether the groups gave a proper final advice. 

- Number of business-economics concepts incorporated in the advice. 

- Number of financial consequences incorporated in the advice.  

- Whether the final answer conformed to the guidelines provided. 

3 .76 

Total  Overall score on the collaborative problem performance.  41 .92 
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important to recognize that causal reasoning is beneficial for collaborative problem-solving (e.g., Jonassen & 

Ionas, 2008). 

Collaborative problem-solving in business economics is facilitated by an instructional design aimed at 

making the different part-tasks explicit, sequencing them properly, and foreseeing them with ontologically part-

task congruent support in the representational tools. The complementary function of those different perspectives 

can gradually increase students understanding and, therefore, support them in solving a complex problem (see 

Ainsworth, 2006). That is, groups receiving ontologically congruent support for each part-task (i.e., match 

condition) gave more correct and justified  answers to the part-tasks and a came up with better final solutions to 

the problem than groups in the non-matched conditions. Future work is aimed at analyzing the chat-discussions 

and the constructed representations (i.e., concept maps) to gain more insight in the learning process itself and 

the lack of difference between the match condition and the causal condition. During the conference insight into 

students’ discussions about the knowledge domain (i.e., concepts, principles, and procedures) will be presented.  

Paper 3: Direct and Indirect Means of Scaffolding the Effective Use of Student-
generated CMs in Economics Education 
 

Carmela Aprea, & Hermann G. Ebner 

 

Background and Aim 

Not only does the adjunctive presentation of diagrams, drawings, pictures and other forms of visualizations play 

a prominent role in everyday classroom practice, it is also a long-running issue in educational research (e.g., 

Ainsworth, 2006). With the growing popularity of cognitive and constructivist learning approaches, many 

scholars in the learning sciences have begun to suggest that the benefits of these adjuncts can be further 

intensified if students are prompted to generate their own graphical representations (e.g., concept maps). This 

conjecture seems to be corroborated by empirical findings in various content domains (e.g., science learning, 

teacher education, foreign language acquisition) and with different types of students such as primary school 

children and high school students (e.g., Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). However, besides the fact that only few 

studies address the question whether the benefits of student-constructed concept maps are transferable to the 

domain of economics education, the research literature is not conclusive, and in some studies even severe 

difficulties in using concept mapping as a learning tool are reported (e.g., Reader & Hammond, 1994). As the 

results of these studies suggest, one reason that might have caused these difficulties is students’ (and teachers’) 

lack of familiarity with these learning tools. Thus, beginners are easily overwhelmed by the demands of the 

concept mapping task. Against the background of these findings, it can be concluded that there is no such thing 

as a ‘concept mapping finger-tip effect’, but that some form of scaffolding might be required to ensure adequate 

tool use. One way of addressing this need is to provide students with a mapping training. Yet, the results of 

training studies (e.g., Chang, Sung, & Cheng, 2002) suggest that the success of this direct scaffolding method 

seems to be limited. At least in short time interventions, it proved helpful only for students with sufficient 

domain and strategic knowledge. However, students lacking such a level of prior knowledge seem to need 

additional support. Given the current debate on the social construction of cognition and learning (e.g., 

O'Donnell, Hmelo-Silver, & Erkens, 2006), a promising candidate for such an additional support is to embed the 

concept mapping task within a collaborative learning environment. For example, Roth and Roychoudhury 

(1993) assume that collaboratively constructed maps may provide an ideal context for overt negotiation of 

meaning and construction of knowledge, because they require individuals to externalize their propositional 

frameworks. Others (e.g., Jones & Issroff, 2005) have highlighted the motivational and affective support of 

collaborative learning. Congruently with De Simone, Schmid, and McEwan (2001), this adaptation of the 

learning environment is classified as an indirect form of scaffolding.  

Given these suggestions, the aim of the research study to be presented in this paper was twofold, 

namely exploring (1) the impact of student-generated maps as tools for fostering conceptual knowledge 

acquisition and application in the domain of economics education, and (2) whether effective tool use can be 

facilitated by direct means (i.e., training) and/or indirect means (i.e., collaboration) of scaffolding. 

 

Method  

Participants and intervention: 169 students from two urban secondary level business schools participated in this 

study. Fifty percent of the students in the sample were female, and the mean age was 20 years. In order to 

address the research issues mentioned above, students were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups: 

(1) Subjects of the first group (text plus experimenter-provided graphic group; n = 52) received a text passage in 

combination with an already elaborated expert map. The text passage deals with the topic of environmental 

economics and contains about 1000 words. This treatment group was included to control for the general dual-

coding effect of verbal and visual information provision. (2) Subjects of the second group (individually mapping 

group; n = 59) firstly received a mapping training unit. This training unit was inspired by a cognitive 
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apprenticeship approach and consisted of three components: (a) a list of steps how to construct a concept map; 

(b) a short text passage to model map development; (c) a training text passage for coaching purposes. The 

content of these text passages was unrelated to the experimental text on environmental economics. After the 

training, the experimental text passage was handed out and students were asked to individually read the text, to 

identify the main ideas of the text and then to re-construct its content in a diagram. (3) As in the individually 

mapping group, subjects in the third group (collaboratively mapping group; n = 58) received the mapping 

training and the environmental economics text passage without any visual adjunct. They were then asked to first 

read the text alone and make a preliminary sketch. After that, they were requested to discuss their sketches with 

a learning partner and to subsequently draw up a shared concept map. 

Hypotheses: We hypothesized that the collaborative mapping treatment might lead to the best results in 

terms of cognitive learning outcomes, followed by the results of the individually mapping group and the results 

of the text plus experimenter-provided diagram group. Moreover, we supposed that collaborative mappers 

outperform the individual mapping group with respect to concept map quality. 

Data gathering: An achievement test and a free recall test were used for assessing the cognitive 

learning outcomes. The achievement test (Knowledge Acquisition Test; KAT) included six mixed-format 

questions (multiple choice and open-ended). These questions mainly addressed detailed understanding and 

transfer of conceptual knowledge and encompassed content from the whole text passage. The KAT was 

administered twice, namely immediately after the instructional treatments (subsequently referred to as KAT1) 

and approximately three weeks later (subsequently referred to as KAT2). Likewise, about three weeks later, 

students were asked to write down all they could remember about the text. This free recall test (FRT) was 

intended to assess whether and to what extent students were able to remember the overall conceptual structure 

of the text. To account for map quality (MQ), we moreover evaluated accuracy, elaboration and organization of 

students’ representations. In addition, we included students’ general economic knowledge as a covariate by 

using several items from the Test of Economic Literacy (TEL) (Soper & Walstad, 1987).  

Data analysis: All dependant measures (i.e. KAT1; KAT2; FRT, MQ) were submitted to one-way 

ANOVAs and post-hoc tests. These statistical procedures were conducted for (1) the whole sample as well as 

(2) for students with extremely high or low general economic knowledge as indicated by the TEL items. 

 

Results and Conclusions  

Analyses of the whole sample showed that subjects from the collaborative mapping group significantly 

outperformed the text plus provided graphic group with respect to the FRT (F(2,142)=3.545, p<.05). Moreover, 

these subjects constructed more accurate and elaborated concept maps than their individual mapping 

counterparts. On the other hand, individual mappers demonstrated a significantly better knowledge organization. 

None of the other outcome measures proved to be significant at the !=.05 level. Students with low general 

economic knowledge mirror the whole sample results with respect to the FRT and the MQ measures. 

Furthermore, collaborative mappers within this subgroup showed significantly better results on the KAT 1 than 

individual mappers (F(2,78)=3.841, p<.05). With respect to this latter learning outcome measure the reverse 

holds for the subgroup of students with high general economic knowledge (F(2,25)= 3.231, p<.05).  

Since the data only partly reflect the expected effects, it cannot be concluded that concept mapping 

generally enhances students’ knowledge acquisition and application in the domain of economics education. 

However, the results seem to reveal an important relationship between the means of scaffolding the mapping 

task on the one hand and learning outcomes as well as prior knowledge on the other. Thus, a more refined 

perspective on the operating conditions of concept mapping within our field of application might be needed. On 

the basis of the data, at least three directions for such refinements seem to be evident: 

(a) Firstly, the results give rise to the assumption that students who can be considered as high-achievers in 

terms of general economic knowledge seem to profit most from an individually concept mapping task in 

combination with a training. In contrast, collaboration seems to be particularly helpful with regard to 

supporting students with low economic knowledge scores. However, since the current design did not entail 

a non-trained control condition, a cautious interpretation of the findings is of course imperative. With this 

admonition in mind, it can be tentatively recommended to differentiate the means of scaffolding with 

respect to the prevailing learner characteristics.  

(b) Secondly, the results indicate that concept mapping in economics education seems to be of specific use for 

promoting long-term retention of overall conceptual knowledge structures, whereas no such long-term 

effect for the retention of text details could be found. In accordance with researchers of learner-generated 

graphical representations in other domains (e.g., Van Meter et al. 2006), we therefore deem it necessary to 

differentiate the effectiveness of concept mapping tasks with respect to intended learning outcomes.  

(c) Finally, along with De Simone, Schmid and McEwen (2001), we feel that in order to gain a deeper 

understanding of the specific benefits of concept mapping and the respective means of scaffolding we need 

to study in more depth the learning processes that are associated with the various treatment conditions as 

well as the interactions of students in the collaborative mapping group. 
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Conclusions and further work 
The contributions indicate that a learning tool as concept mapping enables students to represent their conceptual 

understanding of the knowledge domain and to discuss it with their peers. Actively engaging in such learning 

activities can foster the acquisition/retention and the application of domain knowledge (i.e., during problem-

solving). Its effect are, however, not straightforward, what students can represent in the concept map should be 

carefully match with (1) the intended/desired learning process and learning outcome, (2) and students’ prior 

knowledge. Future research is, therefore, required to gain more insight in how specific learning activities, 

leading to intended learning outcome, can be evoked and what role instruction exactly plays in supporting those 

kinds of learning activities. 
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Abstract: Recent reports on adolescent literacy state that students must develop domain-specific 
reading skills in order to comprehend the complex texts that pervade secondary and tertiary 
education.  It has been argued that disciplinary historical thinking, in particular, because of its 
emphasis on evaluating and reconciling conflicting accounts, translates into the skills required for 
informed citizenship. However, the research on historical thinking is marked by a pronounced 
absence of (1) prolonged curricular interventions in real classrooms and that attempt to develop 
students’ historical thinking; (2) transfer studies that examine the application of students’ 
historical thinking to digital resources and other texts with which students feel personally invested; 
(3) the use of multimodal texts in fostering students’ historical thinking.  The four papers 
presented in this symposium address these gaps by examining the development of students’ 
historical thinking across instructional contexts with various textual resources.  

 
History education has been justified for over a century on the grounds that no subject is better suited to develop in 
students the capacity for judgment that is essential for democratic citizenship (Bradley Commission, 1988; 
Committee of Seven, 1899; National Council for the Social Studies, 2007).  However, data from the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) raise the question of how well we are carrying out this important task.  
Only 32% of 12th graders scored proficient or advanced in school civics in the 2006 NAEP administration (Lutkus & 
Weiss, 2007), and only 14% scored at the proficient or advanced level in history on the NAEP (Lee & Weiss, 2007).  
In the wake of No Child Left Behind, the problem has been exacerbated as school districts have cut social studies 
classes in an effort to raise literacy and math scores (Center on Education Policy, 2007). This unfortunate curricular 
reshuffling flies in the face of a recent spate of national reports that insist reading instruction be tied to content and 
involve domain-specific reading skills (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006; Heller & Greenleaf, 2007; National Institute for 
Literacy, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).  Moreover, the digital age demands that students possess the skills to 
evaluate the reliability of information sources and reconcile conflicting claims.   

Research on disciplinary historical reading practices has identified certain domain-specific reading skills 
practiced by expert historians. This same body of research has suggested that novices—both high school and 
undergraduate students—do not spontaneously practice the same reading strategies that expert historians practice 
automatically and unconsciously (Holt, 1995; Rout et al. 1997; VanSledright & Kelly, 1998; Wineburg, 1991a, 
1991b). Historians wend their way through the documentary record, scrutinizing the reliability of sources, 
corroborating information, and imagining the personal, social, political, and economic contexts of their historical 
actors.  Novices struggle in their attempt to interpret historical texts and have difficulty evaluating the reliability of 
sources (Wineburg, 1991a).  Far from the closed presentation of facts that students encounter in their textbooks, the 
discipline of history as historians practice it presents knowledge as open and dynamic and sees the past as ultimately 
elusive and irretrievable.  Many students not only view history textbooks as an authoritative historical account, but 
they also find the texts themselves disconnected from their lives (Bain, 2006).  

Having established the difference between experts and novices, the research on historical thinking has 
largely focused on prompting students to recognize the interpretive, constructed nature of history and to read 
multiple documents intertextually (Britt & Aglinskas, 2002; Paxton, 2002; Rouet, Britt, Mason, & Perfetti, 1996; 
Stahl, Hynd, Britton, McNish, & Bosquet, 1996; Wiley & Voss, 1999; Wolfe & Goldman, 2005). The findings from 
these studies suggest that students will respond to certain instructional manipulations that make apparent and 
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scaffold the epistemological structure and constructed nature of the discipline. For example, researchers found 
effects for writing prompts that ask for an argument (Wiley & Voss, 1999), for the insertion of an author’s voice in 
an otherwise passive textbook (Paxton, 2002), for the explicit request for sourcing information (Britt & Aglinskas, 
2002), and for the juxtaposition of two contrasting arguments about an historical event (Wolfe & Goldman, 2005). 

Yet, we believe this body of research has considered historical thinking on relatively narrow terms. With 
two classroom interventions standing as exceptions (Nokes et al., 2007; De La Paz, 2005),  each approximately two 
weeks long, the research on historical thinking lacks the ecological validity of the classroom. In most cases, 
researchers designed laboratory conditions and students individually worked their way through computer-based 
prompts or document packets.  Second, most of the studies were conducted with undergraduate students or high 
school students who were already proficient readers, not with struggling readers who represent many of the students 
in our nation’s schools. Third, given researchers’ claims that historical thinking should be widely transferable to 
online resources, the materials used in the research on historical thinking have been surprisingly limited to primary 
or secondary historical sources.  Similarly, because this body of research has largely grown out of the findings of 
expert reading of written texts, the field has by and large ignored the other textual resources and multimodal forms 
through which the discipline is represented in the classroom.   

The four papers in this symposium seek to broaden the foundation upon which historical thinking research 
has developed to date.  In particular, the papers in this symposium address on or more of the following questions:  
 

1.  What does an extensive historical thinking curriculum look like in real classrooms, with many students 
reading below grade-level? What are the effects of such a curriculum intervention?   

2.  What does historical thinking look like when students work with digital resources and other texts with 
which they feel personally connected?  

3.  In what instances can we broaden our definitions of historical texts to include multimodal forms of 
disciplinary representation?   

 

We believe the four studies we will present make a significant contribution to the field by broadening the 
resources and contexts that have typically been considered in research on historical thinking. Our panel includes a 
mixed-methods, experimental study comparing five treatment classrooms and five control classrooms involving over 
200 11th grade students.  This study looks at the effects of a documents-based curriculum, featuring modified 
historical documents, on student reading comprehension and historical thinking. The second study asks how students 
use processes of historical thinking in their engagement with online texts, using verbal reading protocol data, 
recorded reader-computer interactions, and content analysis of students’ graphic representations. We will also 
present a design study looking to integrate disciplinary practices from history into a community action project after 
school in an urban community.  This effort explores the application of historical thinking, research, and reading to 
the engagement of youth in developing solutions to issues of concern in their community, using an iterative process 
of design study to test and develop the model.  Finally, the panel includes a case study of three middle school 
teachers’ conceptualizations and uses of historical texts and representations in their classrooms.  This study asks 
how teachers represent historical ideas and texts in their classrooms and relies upon qualitative data and constant 
comparative analysis as well as video data analyzed through semiotic and multimodal analyses. 

This symposium will examine different applications of disciplinary practices in and around schools—from 
middle school classrooms to high school classrooms to digital environments to after-school programs. We combined 
our diverse research settings and methodologies to demonstrate the wide range of practices that can inform our 
thinking and pedagogy in this area. By drawing from these studies of disciplinary practices across multiple settings, 
we hope not only to expand the conversation around what it means to learn history, but we also hope to add to 
conversations about collaborating across methodologies to study this important topic in education. 

Individual Presentations 

The Teen Empowerment through Reading, Research, and Action (TERRA) Project  

Darin Stockdill, University of Michigan 
 
The Teen Empowerment through Reading, Research, and Action (TERRA) Project involved a design study on the 
implementation of an after-school historical reading and action research program for students in an urban school.  
As a design study, the project was carried out with the goal of studying the initial effectiveness of the model and 
refining its design as an intervention model for future research.  Twelve students were initially recruited to meet 
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once a week during the school year to take part in this effort in an urban school located in a primarily Latino 
community.   

The instructional approach used was based upon disciplinary practices in history which entail the 
identification of an historical problem, the selection and analysis of historical evidence, and the production of new 
historical accounts based upon this process (Bain, 2000).  Students engaged in group brainstorming and discussion 
and chose to focus their study on environmental and infrastructure problems in their community.  With the 
researcher as instructor and co-participant, the group then began the ongoing process of using disciplinary practices 
and reading heuristics from history to explore the roots of particular manifestations of these problems.  In particular, 
as they learned about the history and economics of the physical deterioration of their community, the participants 
were provided disciplinary reading instruction as they analyzed historical evidence through the processes of 
sourcing, contextualizing, and corroborating evidence (Wineburg, 2001).  Through this type of critical reflection, 
students engaged in the production of their own historical accounts of environmental decay in their community and 
used this to initiate a process of participant action research in which their historical study is guiding informed action 
(Cammarota, 2007; Morrell, 2006).  In this context, students began to see that historical reading and research can be 
tools for community development and can take on important uses beyond their school classrooms. 

Data collection and analysis for this research focused on the process of developing and implementing this 
instructional intervention.  Decisions made by the researcher, who was also the instructor, were carefully recorded 
and analyzed.  Data was also collected in order to describe how students thinking and reading about historical topics 
developed over the course of the program, with a focus on how the immediate context of the problem of study 
played a role in setting purpose for their reading and learning.  In addition, the study also looked at the role played 
by their prior knowledge of the community in this process.  

Initial analyses of field notes, discussion transcripts, and interview data demonstrated that students were 
very excited about the project and wanted to learn about the problem.  For example, when asked what was different 
about learning in this fashion, one young man stated that it seemed more important because, “It’s about me, it’s 
about my city.” Nevertheless, as in many after-school programs, consistent attendance of participants became a 
concern in some cases despite student expressions of interest.  Also, some participants initially resisted the focus on 
reading when it appeared too much like typical schooling.  However, when program adjustments were made to 
include more discussion and active research such as surveying classmates and documenting the environment with 
photography, students showed more motivation to engage in readings which they viewed as connected to these 
experiences.  Over the course of the program, four participants in particular committed themselves to this learning 
process and began to take on the role of researchers.  Their prior knowledge of the community helped to set the 
purpose for their reading and research, but it was actually quite limited in an historical sense.  Nevertheless, after 
being in the program for several months, they began to incorporate evidence from their research into their evolving 
accounts of urban decay in their community.  As the program ended, they used their accounts to develop an 
educational presentation on solving the problem for other students and community members.   

This preliminary evidence suggests that after-school learning may be more effective when it incorporates 
disciplinary approaches to learning with learning experiences less typical to conventional classrooms.  In addition, 
the initial evidence suggests that disciplinary approaches to historical learning can be effectively linked to the 
solution of real world problems and thus engage young people in meaningful, active learning.  

Historical reasoning on the Internet: How do students read and learn about socially 
controversial issues in new literacy environments? 

Byeong-Young Cho, University of Maryland, College Park 
 
This study describes reading strategies that students used to identify, comprehend, and evaluate Internet texts, and 
explores promises and challenges in applying heuristics for historical reading into a conceptualization of reading for 
learning with Internet texts. Twelve 11th-grade participants with established reading abilities individually located 
and read websites deemed useful to learn about a self-selected socially controversial issue that required historical 
reasoning. Data collection and analysis used multi-methods aimed at triangulating participants’ verbal reports, 
recorded reader-computer interactions, and graphic representations of their understanding in order to infer their 
Internet reading strategy use (Afflerbach, 2000) 

A preliminary data analysis indicates that historical reasoning strategies may play an important role in 
critical reading on the Internet while students often have difficulties using these strategies. Internet reading requires 
readers’ constructive strategy use (e.g., constructing potential texts to read, learning text content, monitoring one’s 
reading processes, and evaluating different aspects of reading) in which historical thinking processes are broadly 
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involved (Afflerbach & Cho, 2009). Internet reading demands intertextual modeling of text content, interrogation of 
hidden meanings, and critical source evaluation (Rouet, Favart, Britt, & Perfetti, 1997; VanSledright & Kelly, 1998; 
Wineburg, 1991b) through which active readers learn about the world by responding to the new literacy 
environments (Bruce, 2000; Kress, 2003; Kuiper, Volman, & Terwel, 2005; Landow, 1992; Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, & 
Cammack, 2004). The analysis of students’ strategy data will eventually inform a role of historical reasoning 
strategies in reading multiple, digital texts and what knowledge, epistemology, and skills and strategies should count 
in history instruction that fosters both students’ domain expertise and literacy development.  

Reading Like a Historian: A Document-Based History Curriculum Intervention with 
Adolescent Struggling Readers 

Avishag Reisman, Stanford University 

 
In this mixed-methods study, five history teachers’ urban classrooms implemented a seven-month documents-
based history curriculum with eleventh-grade struggling readers. The study asks whether the findings on expert 
historical reading can be brought to bear in urban public school classrooms, where students read well below grade 
level. With five treatment and five control classrooms, and over 200 eleventh grade students, this study was the first 
of its kind in any major U.S. school district.  

The curriculum features modified historical documents, vetted reading instruction methods, and innovative 
activity structures that provide the necessary supports for disciplined historical inquiry.  The curriculum rests on 
three theoretical assumptions.  First, the approach views historical reading as fundamentally intertextual.  The 
intervention shifts the grammar of the history classroom, from one where a single document—the textbook—
embodies all historical knowledge, to one where historical knowledge results from the interpretation and evaluation 
of multiple documents.  The second theoretical assumption is that students must see cognitive strategies explicitly 
modeled before they understand how to use and practice them.  Third, the curriculum radically modifies documents, 
both lexically and syntactically. Though originals were available to all students, these adaptations were the only way 
struggling readers could be exposed to the voices of historical figures. 

This study uses mixed methods to capture the effects of the proposed curriculum on student historical 
reading and general reading comprehension. Four measures were administered to students before and after the 
intervention: 1) A 30-question multiple choice and constructed-response test of historical thinking that was 
developed, piloted and validated by the researcher; 2) A nationally-normed reading comprehension test (Gates-
MacGinitie); 3) A content test comprised of released multiple-choice items from California’s state history 
assessment; 4) A 20-question transfer test that asked students to apply historical thinking skills to contemporary 
issues and problems.  Because students were not randomly assigned to condition, pretests were used as covariates.  
A MANCOVA analysis found statistically significant gains for treatment students on all four measures. 

Though the quasi-experimental nature of the study precludes causal conclusions, the fact that results were 
consistent for the treatment condition across a wide range of school and teacher contexts, suggests that the 
curriculum may have contributed to student gains in reading comprehension and historical thinking.  This paper will 
discuss the features of the curriculum and contrast them with the textual resources and instruction in traditional 
history classrooms. 

Constructing History in Middle Schools: A Social Semiotic Analysis of Texts Used in 
Three History Classrooms 

Amy Alexandra Wilson, University of Georgia 

 
This ten-month multicase study (Stake, 2006) documents the forms of representation used by three middle school 
history teachers as part of their daily instruction. This study is framed in theories of social semiotics (Halliday, 1978; 
Hodge & Kress, 1988; van Leeuwen, 2005), which posit that texts realize any given social system by “not merely 
expressing it, but actively creating and maintaining it” (Halliday, 1978, p. 172). A semiotic conceptualization of 
texts includes communication in any mode or combination of modes, including spoken words, gestures, written 
words, music, images, and more (Kress, 2003). According to this theoretical framework, multimodal texts used 
within history classrooms realize the discipline of history by instantiating common disciplinary practices, norms, 
problems, and epistemologies (cf. Brophy, 1996; McDiarmid, Ball, & Anderson, 1989).  

To study how the discipline of history was realized in three middle school classrooms, this study undertook 
a close analysis of the types of texts that three middle school teachers used, the ways in which they combined them, 
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and the goals toward which they employed them. Four types of data were collected over the course of ten months: 
field notes from three to five hours of classroom observations per week; artifacts and photographs collected during 
these observations (e.g., photographs of PowerPoint presentations); monthly interviews with the teachers regarding 
their evaluation of the instructional materials they used; and three videotaped lessons from each teacher, which 
enabled a fine-tuned analysis of how different modes were integrated.  

The written data are currently being coded in accordance with a modified constant comparative method 
(Smagorinsky, 2008), whose codes are designed to indicate discipline-specific patterns in the types of representation 
that are used and the ways in which they are combined, while the video data are being transcribed and coded in the 
form of a multimodal concordance chart (Baldry & Thibeault, 2006), which records how different modes (images, 
gestures, written words, spoken words) are integrated and used for different purposes within any given stretch of 
communication. Preliminary data analysis indicates that teachers often used photographs, maps, video, and other 
iconic images to refer to observable events or phenomena, but they used written or spoken words to emphasize 
intangible themes, such as power, governance, changes, or people’s thoughts on events.  

For example, one eighth-grade history teacher (T1) showed video footage of fire fighters approaching the 
Twin Towers and clips from the Disney movie Johnny Tremain to teach about tangible events that preceded a war: 
the destruction of the Twin Towers and the Boston Tea Party. However, to raise questions of ethics surrounding 
when it is appropriate to go to war, he held a classroom discussion that culminated in the students writing an essay 
addressing when soldiers should be honored as heroes, drawing evidence from multiple instances when America had 
been at war. As another example, a sixth-grade teacher (T2) showed photographs of the effects of air pollution and 
acid rain in Mexico City, including statues whose faces had been eroded, along with pointing to maps including the 
geographical features of Mexico City that trapped the pollution. In talking about intangible themes such as 
governance and power, however, T2’s students held discussions comparing governmental structures across South 
and Central America and the Caribbean. A third example, drawn from the final teacher who participated in this 
study (T3), included using drawings of Cortez’s landing in the New World to introduce the event of the landing; 
students later wrote paragraphs evaluating whether or not the Colombian Exchange was ultimately beneficial or 
harmful.  

The three history teachers also drew heavily from embodied representations, or representations in which the 
students’ or teachers’ bodies represented a historical figure or object. For example, T3 asked one student to wear a 
blindfold and walk to the edge of a table to demonstrate what Columbus may have felt like in venturing into 
relatively unchartered territory, whileT1’s class involved students who dressed up as Civil War soldiers and 
explained what life was like during their time period. In T2’s classroom, students studied the histories of sports in 
different Latin American countries and dressed in jerseys to indicate those countries’ affinity for soccer. T3, in 
teaching an enrichment lesson on reading maps, dressed as a pirate and asked her students to search historical maps 
to begin a “treasure hunt,” while T1 and his students acted in plays that required them to take the place of 
immigrants to America in the 1800s. Because one goal of history is to encourage students to read both 
empathetically and critically (Levesque, 2008), while recognizing that all texts convey a perspective shaped by the 
author’s context and group affiliations, these representations enabled teachers and students to embody history as 
though they were actually living in that time and thinking from that perspective.  

In all, however, the teachers valued written words as being the primary source of information in history, 
regardless of whether those written words were from primary source documents, textbooks, or self-created power 
point presentations. Though the teachers viewed other representations as vital to their disciplinary goals, they 
emphasized that history was characterized by a heavy reliance on written and spoken words as key mediators of 
students’ historical understandings and as primary purveyors of content. Written and spoken words enabled them to 
discuss intangible themes, such as power or justifications for war, in ways that could not be conveyed through iconic 
representations (or representations such as photographs that bear a physical resemblance to the item they represent). 
These themes and ideas were more important to the teachers than the actual tangible and observable historical events 
themselves.  

Implications 

 
Taken together, these four papers broaden the resources and contexts that have heretofore been considered in the 
study of historical thinking.  We see two direct implications for the development of historical thinking in students.  
The first emerges from the scholarship on adolescent literacy that argues that reading instruction must be embedded 
in the content areas and integrate domain-specific ways for reading if students are to be prepared to comprehend the 
complex texts they encounter in their upper-level classrooms. According to Massey & Heafner (2004), many 
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teachers “do not know how to help students develop the skills and strategies necessary for reading comprehension in 
history classes” (p. 26).  Several of the papers on this panel suggest new instructional approaches and alternative 
resources that could be used to teach disciplinary reading in history classes.  The second implication emerges from 
the earliest arguments for the inclusion of history education in high schools that emerged at the end of the 19th 
century:  the study of history has the potential to develop the capacity for reason and judgment.  All the more so in 
2009, as the deluge of data in the information age demands an unprecedented degree of discernment and judgment.  
In the face of increasingly sophisticated marketing of products and ideas towards our youth, it is more important 
than ever that young people think and learn critically from and about multiple forms of texts, that they can consider 
opposing points of view and conflicting accounts, and make informed judgments about the world.  In the words of 
Wineburg and Martin (2004), “in our age of new technologies, every crackpot has become a publisher.  The ability 
to judge the quality of information can no longer be considered ‘extra credit’” (p. 42).  We believe that the papers in 
this symposium, by broadening both the resources and contexts associated with historical thinking, increase the 
likelihood that youth will encounter opportunities to ‘judge the quality of information’ and use their analyses in 
productive ways. 
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Symposium overview
The mathematics education research community has considerably evolved during the two last 

decades towards and within a socio-cultural approach (e.g., Cobb & Bauersfeld, 1995). This approach has 

first led to fine-grained descriptions in which they could identify specific entities that are central to learning 

processes in classroom contexts. For example, they identified socio-mathematical norms (Yackel & Cobb, 

1996) and important practices such as collective argumentation (Krummheuer, 1995) or collective 

reflection (Cobb & Yackel, 1996) that are central for understanding learning in classroom contexts. These 

theoretical tools have helped in describing learning processes in specific social settings (Hershkowitz & 

Schwarz, 1999). Also, anthropologists have elaborated methodological tools for describing mathematical 

activities in a succession of activities (see for example, Saxe et al., 2009 for a methodology for describing 

the 'travel of ideas' through observation of the transformation of form and function of artifacts).

Finally, researchers in mathematics education have adopted a design research approach to 

elaborate successions of activities in which they used the methodological tools developed to envisage 

desirable outcomes and values (Cobb, Sophian, et al., 2001; Hershkowitz et al., 2002). Among the central 

desirable practices, talk practices (e.g., Sfard, 2008) and collaborative practices (e.g., Hoyles & Healey, 

1995). In another tradition, scientists from the Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) 

community also shares talk and collaboration practices as settings that promote learning. CSCL scientists 

have recognized that these practices are not easy to trigger and have subsequently elaborated computerized 

tools that afford desirable practices (Stahl, Koschman & Suthers, 2006). For example, Suthers (2003) has 

shown that computerized tools provide representational guidance that deeply affects collaborative 

practices. The CSCL community has developed an impressive number of environments for triggering 

collaborative and argumentative practices. 

This symposium is intended to present perspectives from the two communities in order to 

understand in depth some key issues in mathematics education. The three contributions of the symposium 

focus on successive activities that include collaborative and argumentative practices. This kind of focus 

invites in-depth analyses of learning processes that involve meaningful changes. The following themes 

emerge from the three contributions:

1. The transformational character of argumentation/collaboration in successive activities

2. Novel ways to mediate the social production of meaning: In Stahl's contribution, these are the 

multiples channels and mathematical representations that enable the synchronous coordination of 

actions among dyads; For Rasmussen, Zandieh and Wawro, these are the brokering moves of the 

teacher; For Hershkowitz, Schwarz & Azmon, these are distinctive talk patterns that propagate in 

individual and unguided activities.

3. The central role of the design of the learning unit towards productive interactions.

Each of the contributions provides a methodology for a fine-grained follow-up of the unfolding of 

production of mathematical meaning. Stahl extends discourse analysis methods to synchronous multi-

channel communication; Rasmussen, Zandieh and Wawro adopt a cultural-historical activity theory 

approach to study the transformations of boundary objects between activity systems; Hershkowitz, Schwarz 

and Atzmon integrate between interactional analyses with inferential statistics to study the effects of kinds 

of structuring adopted by teachers during their interactions with students on the ways students engage in 

these interactions and on their argumentative ability in the collective discourse and individual tasks. 
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Computer Mediation of Collaborative Mathematical 
Exploration

Gerry Stahl, Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA, Gerry.Stahl@drexel.edu

Two central principles of contemporary learning science theory (Stahl, Koschmann & Suthers, 2006)

are:

! Student learning involves construction of meaning by the learners (constructivism).

! Learning often takes place originally inter-subjectively (socio-cultural theory).

For learning in the discipline of mathematics, these principles imply: 

! Student exploration of mathematical issues should play a significant role in math education.

! Collaborative approaches should be incorporated, in which small groups of students build 

mathematical understanding together. 

The field of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) proposes that these aims could 

be furthered through the use of networked computers. Online collaboration environments can mediate 

activities designed to promote math learning in multiple ways. They can provide a workspace, 

representations of math objects and tools for manipulating the representations, to provide stimulating 

experiences of math exploration, discovery and meaning making. They can also provide 

communication media to support productive collaboration and the sharing of knowledge by individuals, 

small groups and larger communities, such as classrooms and communities of people interested in 

math.

The Virtual Math Teams (VMT) Project (Stahl, 2009d) is developing an online environment 

for small groups of students to explore mathematics together. As a result of a design-based research 

effort at Drexel University since 2003, our software system has evolved to integrate synchronous text 

chat, shared whiteboard, asynchronous portal and community wiki. Analysis of student interactions in 

this environment have documented processes of group cognition (Stahl, 2006), which move between 

graphical, narrative and symbolic modes of collaborative mathematical meaning making !"#$%&'()*+*,(

& Stahl, 2009). 
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We have found that mathematics can be accomplished collaboratively, even by small groups 

of novice math students helping each other, building sequentially on each other’s moves and exploring 

together, even across sessions (Sarmiento & Stahl, 2008). Virtual math teams can engage in graphical 

constructions, verbal accounts and symbolic derivation, using conventional methods of interaction 

adapted to online media, such as methods of social acknowledgment, proposal offerings, deictic 

references, questioning and agreement. Issues of presence, orientation and embodiment—so important 

in face-to-face mathematical discourse—remain critical in virtual media, although in transformed ways.

Our approach to computer-supported collaborative mathematics learning is based on the 

theory that math cognition is at base a matter of math exploration (Livingston, 1999; Lockhart, 2009)

and math discourse (Sfard, 2008; Stahl, 2008). Of course, math discourse involves drawings and 

symbolic expressions as well as terms, propositions and arguments in natural language. According to 

(Netz, 1999), the origin of mathematical deduction in ancient Greece was a function of the 

development of labeled diagrams and a specialized math dialect used for asynchronous collaboration. 

Consider the flowering of Western mathematics through the exchange of text and diagrams on clay 

tablets and papyrus documents among Euclid’s colleagues around the Mediterranean; now imagine 

analogous digital versions of this within online global communities equipped with specialized 

computer media and tools.

Based on theories of embodied cognition, distributed cognition, discursive cognition and 

mediated cognition, we are currently extending the VMT virtual learning environment to support 

dynamic mathematics. We are integrating the first multi-user dynamic geometry system into VMT. 

This is a port of the single-user GeoGebra system, which provides coordinated symbolic, graphical and 

spreadsheet representations of geometric constructions. This will allow online teams of math students 

to propose, explore and solve problems from algebra, geometry, matrices, trigonometry, conics and 

elementary calculus. The VMT system is instrumented to capture the entire interaction of these groups 

for replay and analysis by students, teachers and researchers—allowing the students themselves, their 

teachers and educational researchers to observe and reflect on actual collaborative math processes.

The design of the VMT software supports scripting of educational activities integrating 

individual, small-group and community meaning making (Stahl, 2009a). The synchronous textual chat 

and graphical workspaces are associated with asynchronous wiki pages and web browsers. Curriculum 

units (Powell, Lai & O’Hara, 2009)—which can be tuned by teachers to classroom circumstances—

guide students to explore sequences of open-ended mathematical topics, to pose their own questions, to 

reflect on multiple problem-solving paths, to bring in mathematical terminology and principles, to 

summarize their argumentation and to post accounts of their work for other student groups.

As learning-science researchers, we are interested in the details of how math learners make 

meaning within various learning environments. The VMT system, with its logging and replay facilities, 

makes visible and persistent the details of the interactions by means of which small online groups co-

construct their understandings of mathematical problems and situations. In this symposium 

presentation, we will take a more detailed and comprehensive look at the interaction data that we began 

to analyze in CSCL 2007, CSCL 2009 and ICCE 2009 (Koschmann, Stahl & Zemel, 2009; Stahl, 2007; 

2009b; Stahl, Zemel & Koschmann, 2009). This is data from Team B during VMT Spring Fest 2006. 

Three students spent four hours online together discussing, exploring and reflecting upon a number of 

related pattern problems. We approach this data with a form of interaction analysis based on 

conversation analysis (Stahl, 2009e). Our new look at the data will extend sequential analysis to 

consider longer sequences than adjacency pairs—including group-cognitive moves and larger-scale 

thematic work. It will also look at a more detailed scale to identify different kinds of references—

indexical, temporal, semantic and deictic, for instance—that link a given utterance to multiple past 

postings, drawings, events, resources and future potentialities.

Although chat postings often appear to be chaotic and inscrutable (Stahl, 2009c), it is possible 

to reconstruct their implicit response structure and to recreate the indexical relations that underlie their 

ubiquitous deictic references. We can then build up an explicit analysis of the semantic and linguistic 

structure that was implicit in the student collaboration. (This corresponds to the tacit understanding that 

participants maintain of the on-going interaction.) From the detailed relationships among lexical 

elements of the chat postings, we can identify pairs of initiating proposals and responses to them. These 

can be seen as communicative methods by which the students achieve group-cognitive moves that 

advance their larger discussion themes. In this way, among others, we analyze the mediation (within 

computer-based media) of collaborative mathematical exploration. By observing at this unprecedented 

level of detail the methods by which students actually coordinate their mathematical work and their 

shared understandings, we can see how collaborative mathematics can take place in a setting like VMT. 
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We observe and analyze how: students co-construct, communicate, negotiate and make shared sense of 

math representations (graphical, narrative and symbolic); decide as a group what to do next; inquire 

about things they do not understand; agree on their joint findings. An understanding of student methods 

for doing such things deepens our sense of how to design technology to support collaborative math 

exploration and how to guide, script or scaffold it pedagogically. It also advances our understanding of 

collaboration as sequential interaction, math exploration as discourse and learning as a social process. 
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Brokering as a Mechanism for the Social Production of 
Meaning

Chris Rasmussen, Michelle Zandieh, Megan Wawro

           

A pressing concern in mathematics education is to reveal processes by which inquiry-oriented 

classrooms enable learners to explore and develop their own reasoning powers while simultaneously 

connecting them with the collected wisdom and conventions of the discipline (Cobb & Bauersfeld, 

1995; Lampert, 2001). A teacher’s role in this process is one that often comes with considerable 

tension. For example, in her work with elementary school students, Ball (1993) posed the tension in the 

following way: “How do I create experiences for my students that connect with what they now know 

and care about but that also transcend their present? How do I value their interests and also connect 

them to ideas and traditions growing out of centuries of mathematical exploration and invention?” (p. 

375). Research in inquiry-oriented undergraduate mathematics classroom reveals similar tensions 

regarding the role of the teacher and other students in the social production and uptake of ideas (e.g., 

Wagner, Speer, & Rossa, 2007).

In this report we address the aforementioned pressing concern by identifying the brokering 

moves of the teacher and some students in an undergraduate mathematics class that functioned as a 

mechanism for the social production of meaning. From an individual cognitive point of view, there are 

well-established mechanisms that describe how individuals build ideas. From a social point of view, 

however, mechanisms that describe how ideas are interactively constituted are less developed. Such 

mechanisms are significant because they address the complex job of teaching and specific teacher 

moves that promote the social construction of meaning (Rasmussen & Marrongelle, 2008).  

In his seminal work on communities of practice, Wenger (1998) highlights how brokering 

requires the ability to “cause learning” by introducing into one community elements of practice from a 

different community (Wenger, 1998, p. 109). We adapt Wenger’s work to the classroom and consider 

three different communities: the broader mathematical community, the local classroom community, 

and the various small groups that make up the local classroom community. The brokers in these 

communities are the teacher and specific students in the class. A broker, by definition, is someone who 

has membership status in more than one community. For example, in our case the teacher is a member 

of the broader mathematics community, the classroom community, and a peripheral member of each of 

the small groups that make up the classroom community.  

Data for the analysis is drawn from classroom videorecordings collected during a 15-week 

classroom teaching experiment (Cobb, 2000) conducted in an undergraduate differential equations 

course. Focusing on a one week sequence that led to the reinvention of a sophisticated inscription 

known by experts as a bifurcation diagram (Rasmussen, Zandieh, & Wawro, 2009), we identified 

different types of brokering moves that contributed to the social production of meaning. Each of these 

brokering moves highlight the view that teaching and learning mathematics is a cultural practice, one 

that is mediated by and coordinated with the broader mathematics community, the local classroom 

community, and the small groups that comprise the classroom community. 
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Close analysis of the function of students’ and the teacher’s discursive contributions resulted 

in the identification the following three broad categories of broker moves: creating a boundary 

encounter, bringing participants to the periphery, and interpreting between communities. In the first 

brokering move category, creating a boundary encounter, a boundary encounter refers to direct as well 

as indirect encounters between communities. Moreover, boundary encounters involve boundary objects 

that serve as an interface between different communities. A broker, by virtue of his or her membership 

in more than one community, is in a position to bring forth boundary objects that can facilitate 

encounters between communities. For example, we identified instances when the teacher functioned as 

a broker between the classroom community and the mathematical community by introducing and 

constituting tasks that engaged learners in indirectly encountering the mathematical community via 

their participation in mathematizing (Rasmussen, Zandieh, King, & Teppo, 2005; Schwarz, Dreyfus, & 

Hershkowitz, 2009). The task, as it was constituted, functioned as a boundary object. Creating a 

boundary encounter was not limited to the teacher, however. The presentation will detail how one small 

group’s presentation of their work on a task resulted in their creation of an inscription that was new to 

other students in the class and mathematically quite sophisticated. As such, this inscription functioned 

as a boundary object between the small group community who created it and the classroom 

community.

We refer to the second brokering category as bringing participants to the periphery. We follow 

Wenger (1998) in distinguishing between the terms boundary and periphery. The term boundary is 

more closely aligned with possible discontinuities between communities, whereas the term periphery is 

more closely aligned with possible continuities between communities. As such, the brokering move of 

bringing participants to the periphery is one in which the broker helps members of one community 

move along a continuum toward another community. For example, brokers are able to draw specific 

ideas out from a small group community so that these ideas become more accessible to the classroom 

community. Conversely, brokers are in a position to encourage and promote engagement and reflection 

by the whole class community in ideas that were put forth by a particular small group community. Our 

analysis revealed that the teacher was more likely than students to function as broker in this capacity.

The third brokering category we identified, interpreting communities, is one in which the 

broker makes explicit connections between two communities with respect to how ideas are construed, 

notated, related, or labeled. In comparison to the first brokering category, creating boundary 

encounters, this third type of brokering move occurs when a broker takes specific steps to fulfill or 

realize the opportunities that the creating boundary encounter moves offered. Our examples of this type 

of brokering move involve both the teacher and specific students as brokers as they interpret between 

the mathematical community and the whole class community and between the whole class community 

and various small group communities. 

The presentation will illustrate and further clarify each of these types of brokering moves. 

Implications of these brokering moves for teaching and professional development will also be 

discussed. 
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Distinctiveness of teachers' discourse patterns and their 
impact on students' emergent and subsequent argumentative 

activities

Rina Hershkowitz, Baruch Schwarz, and Shirly Azmon

Although many researchers have recommended guidance practices involved with intensive 

interactions, argumentation and collaboration as effective ways to foster learning gains in classroom

(e.g., Webb, 2009), systematic research on influencing student interaction and learning gains through 

teacher discourse is under-represented. The goal of this research is twofold. We first aim at uncovering 

patterns of teacher-led talk in the course of a learning unit. We then aim at investigating whether those 

patterns impinge on the students' commitment to argumentation that emerged in the talk itself, as well 

as on characteristics of their individual arguments in a consolidation phase, at the end of the learning 

unit.

Four teachers, in four different schools, and their Grade 8 students participated in the study. 

The teachers were invited to teach a learning unit in probability carefully designed to encourage 

productive argumentation. The teachers were left free to choose the way to manage their lessons: we 

did not stipulate social settings (individual work, [un]guided small group problem-solving, teacher-led 

discussions, etc.) and did not provide scripts for teachers' structuring of interactions with learners. All 

lessons were observed, video documented and transcribed. Three episodes in three different lessons 

where chosen for each teacher for micro-analysis. Each episode was similar for all four teachers. This

similarity between the four teachers concerned not only the problem situations involved but 

comparable length of time of the analyzed episode. Another criterion for the choice of the episodes was 

episodes that focused on content whose mastery was checked in an individual activity at the end of the 

learning unit.

A major finding of this study – supported by qualitative and quantitative analysis, is that 

teacher-students interactions were governed by patterns: These patterns were distinctive and relatively 

stable, for each teacher, beyond the different tasks and lessons that constituted the learning unit. The 

distinctiveness of each pattern was characterized as follows:

The kinds of challenges initiated by the teacher. For example, the first teacher generally 

initiated challenges through open questions that invite the expression of elaborated explanations and 

dialectical moves. In contrast, the second teacher did not challenge students but rather asked closed 

questions whose answers were clear and expectable. 

The patterns identified at a micro-level conveyed socio-mathematical norms at a meso-level: 

For example, the first teacher adopted a dialogic-dialectical talk (similar to the exploratory talk 

identified by Mercer, 1987) in which the diverse claims which were raised, were supported by 

examples or/and explanations and at the same time, were also challenged by examples or explanations

in a rich social context. The construction of knowledge emerged from this tension. In the second class,

the talk is closer to a cumulative "traditional" talk governed by IRE patterns (Cazden, 2001) in which 

initiative is almost exclusively in the teacher's hands. This difference between the two teachers is 

exemplified in following data; while Teacher 1 dedicates 63% of her utterances, in all three episodes, 

to encourage argumentation (explanation of claims, arguing, raising dialectical dialog, etc…) and 11% 

to ask for claims only (short answers, declaring facts), Teacher 2 dedicates only 14% of her utterances 

to encourage argumentation and 49% to ask for claims. Beyond these data, we identified distinctive 

patterns involving teachers and students across all teacher-led discussions. These patterns and their 

validation will be presented in the symposium.
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Delegation of responsibilities. The socio-mathematical norms that developed in each class 

impinged at a macro-level concerning the responsibility of students to their knowledge constructing. 

For example in the class of the first teacher, the challenges of the teacher led students to feel 

responsibility to provide elaborated explanations. 90%) of the claims expressed by the students in the 

three episodes were reasoned and eventually turned to full-fledged arguments. In the second class, the 

elaboration of explanations was not under the responsibility of the students but of the teacher. Only 

18% of the students' claims, in the three episodes in class 2, were reasoned. Interactions appeared as 

chains of short questions and short claims as answers (70% of the students utterances in class 2, were 

claims and 46% in class 1) punctuated by social validation of correctness. Quite naturally, correctness 

was valorized rather than processes that led to the (correct) result.

The transformatory character of argumentation. The enactment of dialogic-dialectical talk

(like for the first teacher) in a succession of tasks designed to encourage knowledge construction, led

students to discuss mathematical principles under the orchestration of the teacher and to co-construct 

them with the teacher and when left alone in small groups. It turns then that there are strong bonds 

between teacher-led dialectic argumentative talk and subsequent co-construction of mathematical 

principles/concepts.

Adaptive planning as an expression of dialogic-dialectic norms. When the teacher aims at the 

construction of mathematical principles, it impinges on the structure of the lesson. The order of tasks, 

within the learning sequence, is only a suggestion that the teacher adopts or does not adopt according to 

her pedagogical considerations. The more confident the teacher is in her contents' knowledge and 

pedagogical knowledge, the more flexible she is in planning the activities of her students. In contrast, 

sticking in an orthodox way to a sequence of tasks and to proposed social settings (like for the second 

and third teachers) suggests that some teachers view educational goals in a bureaucratic way that 

preserves the authoritative status of the teacher in the class.

A second major finding suggests that the impact of teacher-led argumentative talk in the 

classroom, on subsequent individual argument elaboration is deep and subtle. We checked the quality, 

frequency and correctness of the explanations which were given by her students to support their claims

at the end of the learning unit. In this posttest a high percent of students in all classrooms answered to 

the questions on a claim level, and gave explanations as required in the test. While more than half of 

students in the first class (in which the patterns of interaction between the teacher and the students were 

dialogical/dialectical) constructed right arguments (including right reasons), less than third does it in 

the other classes. In addition, in another test item it appeared that answers that interacted with the first 

teacher, arguments were richer as they contained more idea units per argument.

In the presentation we will present quantitative data and conclusions will be drawn.

The present research suggests the importance of the mediation of the teacher. This mediation 

seems to be more productive when the teacher acts as an agent that negotiates meanings with students 

(Hershkowitz & Schwarz, 1999). The argumentative patterns that characterize talk can either give birth 

to meaningful constructions or to senseless artifacts. Our findings suggest the importance of in-service 

teachers' programs focusing on the animation of classroom discussions for the sake of the promotion of 

mathematical reasoning and for delegating responsibility to students on their learning.
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Abstract: The purpose of this symposium is to provide a forum for exploring how contemporary 

developments in philosophy can enrich learning sciences research on epistemic cognition (EC). In 

three papers, we discuss ways in which research on epistemic cognition can profit greatly from 

closer attention to the philosophical literature. The first paper reviews a broad range of 

philosophical literature to identify philosophical topics and subtopics which are potentially 

relevant to research on epistemic cognition but which have not yet been much investigated by EC 

researchers. The second paper discusses implications of philosophical work for the assessment of 

epistemic cognition. The third paper discusses implications of recent philosophical work on 

underdetermination for both assessment and instruction in science education.  

Rationale for the Symposium 
There has been rapid growth in psychological and educational research on epistemic cognition (EC)—by which we 

refer to research on people’s cognitions related very broadly to knowledge and knowing, including research on 

learners’ personal epistemologies, epistemological beliefs, and their understanding of the nature of science. 

However, research on epistemic cognition has made relatively little contact with relevant scholarship in philosophy, 

particularly contemporary philosophy. We think that this lack of contact has had negative consequences for research 

on epistemic cognition, because the philosophical analyses provide many insights that can enrich EC research.  

 To determine the extent to which educators cite philosophical works, we examined 128 articles addressing 

EC in six major educational journals from 2004 through 2008 (Journal of Educational Psychology, Contemporary 

Educational Psychology, Educational Psychologist, Science Education, Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 

Journal of the Learning Sciences, and Cognition and Instruction). The modal number of philosophical citations was 

0; the average was about 1. Even fewer of the citations referred to recent developments found in contemporary 

epistemology and philosophy of science. Contemporary philosophical research raises a variety of important issues 

and problems that are relevant for research on EC, but it appears to us that EC researchers have not yet much 

considered this body of philosophical work.  

 The purpose of this symposium is to explore how contemporary developments in philosophy can enrich 

learning sciences research on epistemic cognition. We present three papers that highlight a variety of ways in which 

EC research could be improved by drawing on insights from philosophy.  

 With its strong commitment to multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research, the learning sciences are 

the field of educational research that should be at the forefront of bringing insights from philosophy into research on 

epistemic cognition. This ICLS symposium will provide a forum for presenting and discussing critical implications 

of contemporary philosophy (epistemology and the philosophy of science) for educational research. The symposium 

includes three presentations, each discussing distinct ways in which philosophical research can help learning 

sciences researchers expand and improve research relating to epistemic cognition. The discussant will be James 

Blachowicz, a philosopher, who will comment further on implications of philosophy for educational research.  

 We think that philosophical insights have the potential to transform EC research in at least four different 

ways. We describe each below. 

1. Scope of Issues Addressed in Research on Epistemic Cognition 
In the first paper, we argue that philosophers have discussed many epistemological issues that should be of interest 

to EC researchers but that EC researchers have seldom or never addressed. For example, philosophers ask manifold 

questions about social dimensions of knowledge and about reliable processes for producing knowledge (e.g., 

Goldman, 1986, 1999), but researchers have not addressed human cognitions related to these and many other topics. 

Thus, attention to philosophy can dramatically expand the scope of dimensions of issues that EC researchers address.  
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2. Conceptualization of Important Epistemic Constructs 
On many EC topics, philosophical work provides insights into how important dimensions of epistemic cognition 

should be conceptualized or analyzed. For example, we argue in the second paper that philosophical work indicates 

that relativism should be defined differently from the way in which EC researchers have defined it, and—as a 

result—EC research falls short of providing adequate evidence for their claims that people in certain stages of 

epistemic development are relativists.  

3. Formats for Assessments 
Recent developments in contemporary epistemology have strong implications for the development of assessments of 

personal epistemology and understanding of the nature of science. Many EC researchers have employed interviews 

or questionnaires that ask students to reflect on fairly abstract statements (see Hofer & Pintrich, 2002). Recent 

philosophical work, including new trends in experimental philosophy, challenges the usefulness of such measures 

and argues for more contextualized approaches to assessment. These issues are a main focus of the second paper.  

4. Goals for Instruction 
The philosophical literature provides insights into new goals for instruction. For example, we note in the first paper 

that social epistemologists have discussed processes in the media that reliably produce true beliefs as well as 

processes that do not (e.g., Goldman, 1999). Given the importance of the media in influencing the formation of 

beliefs in a society, this suggests that understanding the “nature of media” is an important form of epistemological 

knowledge, one that has been little studied by educational researchers.  As another example, the review in the third 

paper of the philosophical literature on underdetermination suggests new goals for science instruction that will 

provide science students with more powerful tools for resolving conflicts between competing knowledge claims.  

Overview of Session 
A central goal of the session is to provide a forum to begin discussing philosophical work relevant to the learning 

sciences and the implications of this work for research on epistemic cognition. Our hope is that greater contact 

between philosophy, psychology, and education will inspire psychological and educational research both on new 

topics and subtopics relevant to personal epistemologies as well as on new approaches to addressing some of the 

topics that have already been investigated. We believe that this symposium could help spur the initiation of 

productive new lines of research on epistemic cognition.  

 The session will begin with three presentations reviewing philosophical research with a focus on 

applications to educational issues. Clark Chinn will present findings from a very extensive review of the range of 

epistemological topics addressed in contemporary philosophical research. He shows that philosophers have 

discussed many topics that are highly relevant to EC research but that have so far been neglected in educational 

research. Luke Buckland will review the same corpus of philosophical books and journals with a focus on 

implications for assessments of personal epistemology and understanding of NOS. Ala Samarapungavan will review 

the philosophical literature on underdetermination and discuss critical implications for the design of science 

instruction as well as the design of instruments to measure students’ understanding of the nature of science. The 

discussant will be James Blachowicz, a philosopher of science at the University of Loyola in Chicago. He will 

discuss further philosophical issues that educators may want to consider, as well as comment on the issues discussed 

by the three presenters. The session will conclude with a period of time for extended, in-depth discussion with the 

audience about these interdisciplinary issues.  

Papers 

Paper 1:  Broadening the Scope of Research on Epistemic Cognition: Implications from 
Epistemology and Philosophy of Science  
Presenter: Clark A. Chinn, Rutgers University  

Goals 
This paper presents a review of important topics addressed in philosophical literatures in epistemology and 

philosophy of science. An important goal is to identify important epistemological topics that have heretofore been 

neglected by research on epistemic cognition (EC). Currently, many researchers have focused on the following 

components of epistemic cognition: the nature and structure of knowledge (including theories and laws or the 

complexity of knowledge), the certainty of knowledge, and the sources and justification of knowledge (e.g., Hofer & 
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Pintrich, 1997; Lederman et al, 1992). Philosophical scholarship suggests other components that should be 

considered as part of epistemic cognition, and we aim to identify some of these components.  

Philosophical Works Reviewed 
The review of philosophical work surveys two voluminous literatures that discuss epistemological topics: analytic 

epistemology and the philosophy of science. To identify epistemological topics of potential interest to EC 

researchers, we analyzed epistemological topics and subtopics covered in 8 recent handbooks and anthologies of 

epistemology and 8 recent handbooks and anthologies of philosophy of science; in 5 years of each of 10 philosophy 

journals; and in 150 significant books in contemporary epistemology and philosophy of science. From all these 

sources, we compiled and structured a large list of epistemological topics addressed in the philosophical literature.  

Topics Addressed in Philosophical Works and Some Implications for  
The topics and subtopics identified in the review were grouped into six categories, which are summarized and 

discussed briefly below. Within each of these six broad categories, there are many new topics that are worthy of EC 

research but that have received little or no attention as yet from EC researchers. A few of these are discussed below.  

 1. Knowledge and other epistemic attainments and their limits. EC researchers have tended to define 

epistemic cognition as cognition related to the nature of knowledge and its justifications (e.g., students’ beliefs about 

what knowledge is and how knowledge is justified). However, an examination of what epistemologists actually 

study reveals that their investigations encompass much more than just these topics. Epistemologists do not focus 

only on knowledge, but rather aim to explicate a large network of epistemic phenomena and their interrelationships, 

including knowledge, belief, acceptance, understanding, wisdom, epistemic virtues and responsibilities, rationality, 

emotion, information, objectivity, meaning, explanation, model, theory, truth, “truthlikeness,” consensus, memory, 

testimony, perception, observation, subjectivity, objectivity, justification, warrant, explanation, evidence, standards, 

inquiry, methods, aims, and many others (e.g., Goldman, 1986, 1999; Kvanvig, 2003; Zagzebski, 1996).  Thus, 

following the practice of philosophers, EC researchers can investigate students’ ideas and practices related to many 

diverse concepts besides knowledge and justification. Philosophers treat these topics as highly interconnected. This 

suggests to us that epistemic cognition should be treated as a system of interconnected cognitions—or as an 

epistemic network. If we assume that different aspects of this network may be activated at different moments 

(Rosenberg et al., 2006), the network could be best viewed as a dynamic epistemic network.  

 2. Epistemic and nonepistemic aims, values, and virtues. One core topic discussed by philosophers is what 

kinds of epistemic aims there are (e.g., true beliefs, knowledge, understanding, good explanations that fit the data—

whether true or not—and so on).  Another topic is the extent to which people actually adopt epistemic aims. Some 

have argued that epistemic aims are of little interest to most people, who seek instead aims such as happiness and 

family welfare (e.g., Stich, 1990). Other philosophers argue that epistemic aims are important because they are 

highly conducive to achieving nonepistemic aims, as when accurate knowledge of how to eat healthily is conducive 

to family welfare (e.g., Bishop & Trout, 2005). Philosophers also investigate issues related to epistemic virtues, 

including what human traits should be regarded as epistemic virtues (e.g., intellectual courage) or vices (e.g., 

intellectual laziness) and what people’s epistemic obligations are (Montmarquet, 1986; Zagzebski, 1996).  

 This set of topics discussed by philosophers raises many relatively unexplored issues for EC research. Few 

studies have examined students’ epistemic aims or their epistemic cognition related to topics such as epistemic 

virtues, vices, and responsibilities. EC researchers could examine what epistemic aims students adopt and what 

kinds of epistemic virtues and vices students exhibit in their practices (e.g., whether they exhibit virtues such as 

intellectual courage and intellectual carefulness during inquiry experiences). EC researchers could also present 

students with vignettes posing dilemmas related to intellectual virtues and obligations, such as vignettes directed at 

finding out how well informed students think citizens are obligated to be about issues such as global warming.  

 3. Sources and justification of knowledge and other epistemic attainments. The third category of 

epistemological topics we consider include the sources of knowledge (and of other epistemic attainments) and 

justifications for claims of knowledge or belief. EC researchers have extensively investigated students’ beliefs about 

the sources of knowledge, particularly authority and experience. Many philosophers frame these sources differently 

(e.g., they break experience into different kinds of experiences such as perception, introspection, and reasoning; and 

they view authority more broadly as testimony, which is often viewed as a necessary and positive source of most of 

human knowledge) (e.g., Lackey, 2008). This suggests new EC investigations that address sources such as these.   

 Philosophical research on justification addresses a wide variety of issues that go beyond the typical EC 

focus on whether people justify knowledge using experience, authority, evidence, and the like. Philosophical 

research addresses many other issues, including the foundations (if any) of belief, the role of coherence in 

justification, whether and how the validity of methods of inquiry can be justified, basic reasoning schemes such as 
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induction and abduction, contextual standards that may be used for justification, and the nature and varieties of 

evidence. Many of these topics are likely to be fruitful topics for EC research, as well. We think that a particularly 

useful avenue of research will be to investigate the standards or criteria that students employ and can articulate for 

evaluating theories, evidence, and arguments. (Paper 3 provides examples of criteria for evaluating theories.)  

 4. Disagreement. The category of disagreement encompasses philosophical work on the causes of 

disagreement and their prospects for rational resolution. Much of this work is in philosophy of science, where a 

large literature has arisen in response to the arguments of philosophers such as Thomas Kuhn (1962) that proponents 

of rival theories have different epistemic practices and standards that cannot be resolved by any rational means. 

Many of the philosophical works that are cited by EC researchers are works that tend to deny that rational, data-

driven theory choice is possible in science. However, our review highlights the work of many different post-

Kuhnian philosophers who have argued against radical views, and these philosophers are cited much less frequently 

in the EC literature (e.g., Boghossian, 2006; Haack, 2003; Kitcher, 1993). We therefore suggest that EC researchers 

could find new directions for EC research in a broadened exploration of post-Kuhnian philosophy of science. This 

research has developed new ideas about the strategies used by scientists to make rational decisions despite the threat 

that theories are underdetermined by data. It would be of great psychological interest to consider students’ epistemic 

cognition in light of these new ideas. These issues are discussed in greater depth in Paper 3 of this symposium. 

 5. Causal processes that produce knowledge. Reliabilism is an influential contemporary epistemological 

theory which analyzes knowledge in terms of the reliable causal processes that produce true beliefs (e.g., Goldman, 

1986). For reliabilists, epistemology investigates all aspects of the causal processes by which true beliefs are reliably 

produced, including the generation of new ideas (discovery or invention), inquiry methods (methodology and 

epistemic practices), methods of resolving disagreement and achieving consensus, and so on (Bishop & Trout, 2005; 

Kornblith, 2003). It would be difficult to overemphasize the degree to which reliabilism expands the scope of 

epistemology (and hence the potential scope of EC research). Reliabilism suggests that people’s ideas about various 

processes that facilitate or impede true beliefs (memory processes, perceptual processes, processes by which groups 

and institutions produce knowledge, etc.) should be viewed as part of epistemic cognition. In line with these ideas, 

EC researchers can examine students’ ideas about topics such as when the processes underlying vision are and are 

not trustworthy, how to make observations in a reliable way, how research should be conducted in order to reduce 

chances of erroneous findings, when people’s testimony can be trusted and when it cannot, and so on (Goldman, 

1986; Haack, 2003). Research into people’s ideas about such matters may illuminate much about how they endeavor 

to produce knowledge and how they evaluate knowledge claims.  

 6. Social epistemology. The final category of epistemological topics discussed by philosophers addresses 

the social dimensions of knowledge and other epistemic attainments (Coady, 1992; Goldman, 1999; Kusch, 2002). 

The subtopics in this category are too numerous to enumerate in this brief summary. One topic of particular interest 

concerns students’ understanding of reliable social processes for producing knowledge, such as people’s 

understanding of journalistic and media processes that tend to enhance knowledge of significant truths in a society 

versus those that tend to spread falsehoods. More generally, EC researchers can investigate people’s epistemic 

cognition in relation to a wide variety of putative knowledge-producing processes, ranging from how groups can be 

best organized to generate knowledge to how the formal policies and sanctions of institutions affect knowledge-

producing processes of their members. Despite the intense interest by educators in social and sociocultural theories 

of learning, it seems to us that most EC research has focused on individualistic dimensions of epistemic cognition, 

so that there is a great need for research into the social dimensions of epistemic cognition. 

 Our research suggests that epistemic cognition encompasses a broader diversity of topics than many 

previous researchers have considered. We propose as a working hypothesis that students’ epistemic cognition be 

viewed as a network of interconnected cognitions clustered into these categories: (a) epistemic aims, (b) cognitions 

related to the nature and structure of knowledge and other epistemic achievements such as understanding, (c) the 

sources, and justification  and certainty  of knowledge; (d) epistemic virtues, vices, and responsibilities; (e) good and 

poor processes of achieving epistemic aims (including cognitive processes, methods of inquiry, and social 

processes); and (f) social as well as individual features of epistemic cognition. 

Paper 2: Implications of Philosophy for Assessing Epistemic Cognition 
Presenter: Luke A. Buckland, Rutgers University 

Objectives & Theoretical Framework 
Educational researchers in the fields of “Personal Epistemology” (PE) and the “Understanding of the Nature of 

Science” (UNOS) suggest that attending to learners’ ideas about the nature, sources and limits of knowledge 

promises a better account of cognitive development and real prescriptions for improving educational practice (e.g. 
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King & Kitchener, 1994; Hofer and Pintrich, 2002; Lederman et al., 2002). These research efforts share at least three 

central aims: (1) Expose the epistemic frameworks implicit in cognition and learning; (2) Ascertain the relations 

between these frameworks and the activities of formal and informal learning environments; and (3) Design targeted 

instruction for the effective and reliable improvement of students’ epistemic cognition. The assessments used to 

investigate epistemic dimensions of learning are clearly crucial to the achievement of each of these goals—both for 

accurately charting psychological attitudes and dispositions, and for measuring instruction-driven change. In paper 

1, we explored ways in which the contemporary philosophical literature might represent a considerable yet under-

exploited resource for research on new components of epistemic cognition. This study focuses on the design of the 

instruments used in this research, reviewing these in light of insights from philosophical practice. 

Methods 
A broad range of PE and UNOS research assessments are reviewed, with a particular focus on written and verbal 

questionnaire formats. Assessments are critically analyzed in terms of the scope of the philosophical issues they 

address, as well as in terms of the ways in which their constituent questions are formulated. New and modified 

assessment items are suggested for both PE and UNOS research, as informed by consideration of the psychology of 

survey response and the philosophy literature described in Paper 1 of this symposium. Finally, alternate methods for 

eliciting and measuring epistemic cognition are considered.  

Results 
The assessments used in UNOS research cover a very broad range of topics, many of which overlap in complex 

ways and resist straightforward classification. Although PE instruments do present students with a fairly diverse set 

of questions, there are fewer of them, and correspondingly fewer dimensions of epistemic attitudes surveyed (e.g., 

the role of experience and authority as sources of knowledge, the certainty of knowledge attributions, etc.). PE 

assessments generally do not display the scope and fine-grained coverage of UNOS assessments, and would 

particularly benefit from a much greater engagement with research in epistemology. Paper 1 in this symposium 

canvasses a very large number of topics and subtopics that epistemologists have considered important, and many of 

these have not yet been subject to psychological investigation. 

 Resources from philosophy provide for the improvement of several existing educational research 

constructs. For example, consider a student who hears about two sets of experts with persistent disagreement on the 

safety of a food additive, and who concludes that “both groups of experts are right” (King & Kitchener, 1994). This 

kind of response is traditionally identified as “relativist.” However, variation in the semantic role of “safe” may well 

influence the student’s pattern of responses, with any sensitivity to the interest-relative meanings of “safe” leading to 

the ascription of relativism. Further, assessment items are insufficiently sensitive to ontological relativism (i.e. that 

there is no objective fact, or truth, of the matter) versus epistemological relativism (i.e. that it is not possibly to 

objectively compare methods, reasons, and justifications). Finally, students may well commit to an uncontroversial 

descriptive relativism (i.e., that different communities can disagree about what is true or justified) without also 

committing to a fully normative relativism (i.e., that there are no objective facts regarding what is true or justified), 

yet would still be characterized by this research program as “relativist.” Alternatively, students might take an 

approach to knowledge based on verisimilitude, or “truthlikeness” (Niiniluoto, 2002), such that the views of each of 

the disagreeing expert groups are considered to approximate the truth to some degree, and so to “both be right.” This 

example of a problematic construct is of particular interest, given the popularity of epistemic developmental 

trajectories in which students are considered to progress from “absolutist” to “relativist” to “evaluativist” stances 

(e.g., Kuhn & Weinstock, 2002).  

A number of items used in UNOS and EC assessments also seem likely to confound ontological, semantic, 

or social aspects of cognition with epistemic aspects. For example, Greene et al., 2008 correctly note that there is an 

ontological dimension associated with beliefs about the simplicity of knowledge. However, there is evidence from 

philosophical practice that beliefs about the simplicity of knowledge have a significant epistemic dimension, as well. 

Philosophical work provides resources for disentangling epistemological, ontological and semantic dimensions of 

cognition, and suggests that students’ responses to survey questions might imply philosophical stances that may be 

quite different from what EC researchers have previously assumed.  

Assessment items can also be considered in terms of three general levels at which they are presented: (1) 

reflection on general questions or statements about the nature of science and knowledge; (2) metacognitive 

reflection on epistemic practice; and (3) engagement in actual epistemic practice. Assessments in both UNOS and 

PE research are dominated by abstract questions from level 1 (e.g., “What is science?”) and so assume that 

participants have a high degree of introspective access to the epistemic underpinnings of their own cognition. They 

also assume that students can engage in some fairly sophisticated philosophizing, and that their explicit beliefs about 
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knowledge and science align with their actual epistemic practices. These assessments therefore neglect the role that 

implicit epistemic attitudes might have on natural deliberation (i.e., deliberation in authentic contexts of inquiry and 

belief formation) rather than in contexts of involving the rating of agreement with abstract statements about science 

or knowledge. While a considerable amount of research has been directed at level 3—at revealing students’ actual 

epistemic practices—far less has been directed at level 2, for example, asking students to justify their selection of 

the better theory and to explain why their justification is a good one.  

Perspectives on survey design are also drawn from work in experimental philosophy, a nascent field of 

study in which surveys are used to explore traditional philosophical problems as well as to map the philosophical 

attitudes and assumptions of the “folk” (i.e. non-philosophers). Weinberg, Nichols, and Stich’s (2001) study is a 

representative example, assessing variation in epistemic norms within and across cultures. The experimentalist 

movement in contemporary philosophy has involved a shift from a focus on normative, a priori, and intuition-driven 

practices in philosophy, towards more descriptive, a posteriori and empirical practices. In particular, this research 

has downplayed the degree of introspective access participants have to the philosophical underpinnings of their own 

cognition. Experimental philosophers thus expect that people might engage effectively in an epistemic practice 

without being able to articulate a good understanding of it; for example, nonscientists might exhibit facility with 

some of the reasoning practices of science without being able to reflectively articulate what these practices are. This 

therefore represents a challenge to the educational research communities’ reliance on questionnaires that elicit 

general, abstract beliefs.  

Assessments from both UNOS and PE research would thus benefit from a shift in focus from what learners 

can articulate about their epistemic commitments, towards the study of their epistemic practices when engaged in 

authentic inquiry. Real benefits are likely to flow from a greater reliance on more detailed vignettes, thought 

experiments, case-based reasoning, rich and intensive interviews, and real inquiry tasks for both PE and UNOS 

research.  

Conclusions 
The philosophical literature represents an excellent and under-utilized resource for educational researchers, both for 

improving assessments of epistemic cognition and for better interpreting participants’ responses. A richer and more 

authentic set of tasks and environments is likely to enhance assessment, revealing the influence of both implicit and 

explicit epistemic attitudes during real learning, reasoning and decision-making. An explicit focus on “enacted,” 

contextualized epistemic cognition is therefore likely to enrich research in this area.  

Paper 3: Underdetermination in Philosophy of Science and Science Education 
Presenter: Ala Samarapungavan, Purdue University 

Objectives 
The goal of this paper is to provide a theoretical review of the post-positivist literature in the philosophy of science 

on the underdetermination of theories by evidence. The results of this analysis have implications both for the scope 

of issues discussed in EC research and for the goals of science instruction.   

Modes of Inquiry, Sources, and Theoretical Framework 
The methods comprise a theoretical analysis of underdetermination arguments in the philosophy of science and the 

application of these ideas in science education. A wide range of contemporary philosophical works on 

underdetermination including recent books and anthologies that address issue related to underdetermination are 

included in the review. Philosophers of science and sociologists of scientific knowledge whose works are reviewed 

include Achinstein, Bloor, Cartwright, Clough, Cole, Collins, Daren, Fuller, Galison, Giere, Haack, Hacking, 

Harding, Kitcher, Knorr Cetina, Kuhn, Latour, Laudan, Longino, Machamer, Mayo, Newton-Smith, Niiniluoto, 

Pickering, Popper, Solomon, Staley, Thagard, van Fraasen, Wylie, and Zammito. The paper draws especially on 

Nersessian’s work (2002, 2008) on conceptual change in the history of science and on Laudan’s (1977, 1990) 

arguments against the claim that scientific theories are so underdetermined by evidence that the rationality of 

science is in doubt (e.g., Bloor, 1981; T. Kuhn, 1962). Grounded in these works, the paper discusses postpositivist 

arguments against the epistemic relativism implied by strong forms of underdetermination in philosophy and 

identifies situations in which rational theory choice is possible. The theoretical analysis developed from the 

philosophy of science literature is then applied to the science education literature.  

Results and Conclusions 
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Analyses in the philosophical literature (buttressed by historical case studies) show how disagreements among 

competing scientific paradigms might be rationally resolved. For instance, Laudan (1977) used historical examples 

(such as the disagreement between the Cartesians and the Newtonians with regard to whether the earth was a perfect 

sphere or an oblate spheroid which bulged at the equator and was flattened at the poles) to show that rival paradigms 

often resolve disagreements at the factual level on methodological grounds because they agree on the relevant 

methodological rules. Nersessian (2002, 2008) argued that incommensurability arguments of the kind advanced by 

Thomas Kuhn (1962) are mistaken in focusing excessively on a comparison of the products (i.e. end theories such as 

Newtonian theory) rather than the cognitive processes of generating and evaluating theoretical alternatives (see also 

Kitcher, 1993). Boghossian (2006) and other philosophers have argued that there are epistemic standards that can be 

used to adjudicate between competing theories in situations in which theories are underdetermined by data. The 

problem that the data themselves may be theory-laden can be ameliorated by strategies that increase the 

independence of data and theories (Haack, 2003).  In short, the review of the philosophical literature discloses many 

strategies used by scientists to avoid underdetermination in actual practice. 

 The implications for science education are complex. On the one hand, the normative content of formal 

school science may be even more underdetermined for students than competing scientific theories are for practicing 

scientists.  For example, while scientists who favor rival paradigms often share methodological norms, the typical 

science novices in the classroom probably do not. Moreover, students are aware of much less data that constrain 

theories than scientists are. Thus, available theories may often be genuinely underdetermined for science students. 

Although many science educators recognize the problem of underdetermination, there has been less success in 

developing instructional strategies that might reduce specific forms of underdetermination for science learners. 

There has also been little work on helping students learn epistemic practices that they can use to try to resolve 

disagreements between competing theories. Our review of the philosophical literature identifies learning goals and 

instructional strategies for science classrooms. For example, developing and applying methodological standards and 

epistemic values to theory evaluation and choice should be a specific focus in the design of science learning 

environments. 

 Philosophical scholarship provides analytic tools that science educators can use to identify specific forms 

of underdetermination faced by science learners, to design ways of reducing underdetermination in instruction, and 

to teach students strategies that can ameliorate problems of underdetermination. In addition, philosophical work 

points to existing work in cognitive development and conceptual change that successfully addresses problems of 

underdetermination. For example, cognitive research points to effective instructional strategies that help students 

understand radically new and incompatible knowledge frameworks that can contribute to problems of 

underdetermination. Examples of these strategies include refining student intuitions through progressive abstraction 

(Nersessian, 1992), using bridging analogies (Clement, 1993), and facilitating model articulation with the use of 

electronic visualization and simulation technologies.  

 As noted earlier, one way in which scientific theories may be underdetermined for students during science 

learning is that unlike practicing scientists, students may not share or even be aware of the existence of certain 

epistemic and methodological standards and practices. For example, the work of cognitive psychologists has shown 

that non-scientists, especially children, typically do not use methodological strategies such as the control of variables 

strategy (e.g., Chen & Klahr, 1999) and often focus on gathering confirming evidence in hypothesis evaluation 

instead of trying to systematically build and evaluate a comprehensive body of evidence that includes a search for 

potentially disconfirming evidence. Philosophical analyses suggest a wide range of standards for evaluating and 

choosing among theories in the face of uncertainty; these include evidential criteria (e.g., explaining the broadest 

array of data), consistency criteria (e.g., internal coherence of the theory; coherence with other accepted theories), 

criteria concerning the theoretical precision of terms and measures, criteria of testability, methodological standards, 

simplicity, relevance to practical human needs, and so on.  These criteria could be explicitly discussed by students as 

a way of helping them develop strategies for dealing with situations in which theories are partly underdetermined by 

data. This is an area that is currently under-analyzed and under-researched in science education. One problem is that 

many science education researchers fail to pay attention to important differences in methodological and epistemic 

norms and practices within different areas of science (Samarapungavan, Westby & Bodner, 2006). Helping students 

understand the epistemic and methodological norms and practices that form the foundation of normative scientific 

knowledge in different areas of science is critical to reducing underdetermination for students. 
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Abstract: This symposium addresses how different classes of research methods, all based 

upon the use of log data from educational software, can facilitate the analysis of students’ 

learning strategies and behaviors. To this end, four multi-method programs of research are 

discussed, including the use of qualitative, quantitative-statistical, quantitative-modeling, and 

educational data mining methods. The symposium presents evidence regarding the 

applicability of each type of method to research questions of different grain sizes, and 

provides several examples of how these methods can be used in concert to facilitate our 

understanding of learning processes, learning strategies, and behaviors related to motivation, 

meta-cognition, and engagement.  

Symposium Topic 
 

Increasingly, students’ educational experiences occur in the context of educational technology. A trend with 

importance for the Learning Sciences is that this usage is increasingly being logged in very fine-grained 

fashions, providing a trace of students’ conceptual and strategic learning processes and behaviors. As these data 

become increasingly available to the broad Learning Sciences research community, in some cases through large 

public data repositories such as the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (cf. Koedinger et al, 2008), 

researchers are increasingly asking the questions: What can we learn from log data (in particular, what can we 

learn from log data, that is difficult to learn from other types of log data)? And how can we best learn from log 

data?  

 

The emergence of the Educational Data Mining conference and journal (cf. Baker & Yacef, 2009) have 

provided one perspective about how to use log data to study education research questions. In Educational Data 

Mining, automated methods are used to explore and model educational data. However, researchers have also 

utilized analytical quantitative methods, such as cognitive modeling (Anderson, 1993) – the production of 

quantitative models within a cognitive architecture to represent student cognition – and human-driven statistical 

analysis, to explore log data. Similarly, case study and qualitative analysis methods have been used to explore 

log data.  

 

In this symposium, we bring researchers experienced in the use of these methods to discuss the relative benefits 

of each of these categories of method for analyzing log data. We focus the discussion on the methods’ use to 

study students’ learning processes, learning strategies, and behaviors related to motivation, meta-cognition, and 

engagement. The progress in methods for analyzing log files has enabled more sophisticated analysis of how 

students choose to interact with learning software, in turn allowing fine-grained investigation of which students 

choose which learning strategies, in what situations these strategies manifest themselves, and how the behaviors 

impact learning. The set of talks demonstrates how each of these methods can help elucidate learner strategies 

and processes, and how these impact learning, and then discussion illuminates the relative benefits and 

drawbacks of each of these methods. 

Structure of Symposium and Potential Significance of the Contributions 
 

The symposium, chaired by Ryan Baker and Janice Gobert (Worcester Polytechnic Institute), has four 

presentations: one by Janice Gobert (using quantitative/statistical and qualitative methods to study the 

relationship between learner characteristics and inquiry skills), one by Ryan Baker (using educational data 

mining methods and quantitative/statistical methods to study why students game the system), one by Roger 
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Azevedo (using qualitative and quantitative/modeling methods to study self-regulated learning processes), and 

one by Ido Roll (using quantitative/modeling and qualitative methods to study student thinking during invention 

tasks). The four presentations are followed by commentary from our discussant, Wouter van Joolingen, and in 

turn by vigorous group discussion as to what research questions each methodology is most appropriate for, and 

what conditions are necessary for each research method to succeed. For example, educational data mining 

methods often require significant amounts of data to be utilized, whereas qualitative methods are difficult to 

scale to massive amounts of data. Similarly, Quantitative/modeling methods enable closer understanding of the 

constructs being studied, whereas educational data mining methods can support higher construct validity, in 

terms of supporting closer matches between models and “common sense” notions of the constructs, and can 

integrate model validation explicitly into the model creation process.  

 

The discussion of the issues are brought into context by the multi-methodological experience of each of the 

presenters, enabling the presenters to speak with insight on the relative merits of different approaches. Given the 

mixed-method approaches represented, the symposium contains several examples of how these methods can be 

used in concert to promote valid and innovative research that is only possible through the analysis of log data.  

 

Each of the presentations concerns work that contributes to a deeper understanding of why specific students 

choose specific learning strategies or behaviors, and how a student’s learning strategies and behaviors impact 

their learning and/or the depth of their learning. These features make the presentations relevant to attendees for 

whom the methodological issues are of lesser import. 

 

At the same time, the presentations provide insight as to what types of research questions each type of method 

can best be used to address, including which ways of using educational data mining methods are optimal, what 

types of research questions are better addressed through non-automated methods such as cognitive modeling, 

and when qualitative analysis enables richer understanding than other methods support.  

Presentations 
 

Studying the interaction between learner characteristics and inquiry skills in 
microworlds 
 

Janice Gobert, Michael São Pedro, Juelaila Raziuddin, Nathan Krach & the Science Assistments Team 

Department of Social Science and Policy Studies, and Department of Computer Science, Worcester Polytechnic 

Institute, USA 

Email: jgobert@wpi.edu 
 

It is broadly recognized that science literacy means that learners have content knowledge, have process skills for 

conducting inquiry, and have an epistemological understanding of the nature of science (Perkins, 1986). 

Although this definition prescribes the knowledge ontologies learners need, it is not clear that these forms of 

knowledge are sufficient to characterize the variance observed in students’ scores on conceptual post-test scores. 

More recently, there has been interest within the intelligent tutoring community in obtaining data on important 

student characteristics in order to better explain the variance observed in conceptual learning scores.  

 

In this presentation we describe research conducted to study the relationship between learner characteristics and 

inquiry skills in the Science Assistments project, a free, online, intelligent tutoring system that “assists students 

while assessing them”. The Assistments approach was previously used only in mathematical content domains. 

 The Math Assistments project has been successful at modeling student learning and tutoring students on math 

skills. Some key findings are: 1) Students’ responses to scaffolding are helpful in tracking students’ knowledge, 

and 2) By taking into account the scaffolds requested by students, state scores can be more reliably predicted 

when compared to using correctness information only. As an extension to this system, the Science Assistments 

system tutors students on their inquiry skills with the goal of supporting both skill development as well as 

content knowledge. We have shown that the system can be successfully used to tutor students’ understanding of 

the control for variables strategy (CVS), a key strategy under the larger skill named “design and conduct 

experiments” (Sao Pedro et al, 2009). In the Science Assistments project, we are also using data on learner 

characteristics to design individualized instruction and adaptive scaffolding.  

 

In the talk, we discuss qualitative and quantitative-statistical analyses conducted to investigate the relationship 

between learner characteristics and inquiry skills. Baseline learner characteristic data were gathered from large 

cohorts of 5th through 8th grade students (n=1000) from three different public middle schools in central 

Massachusetts. Schools vary in their performance on the state standardized science test (MCAS) from 50% to 
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90% of students scoring in the “below proficient” category. Our measures for learner characteristics included 

GRIT, i.e., perseverance (Duckworth & Seligman, 2005), learning orientation, i.e., mastery/performance 

orientation (Midgley et al, 2000), self-efficacy (Kettelhut, 2007) for science, and epistemologies of models in 

science (Treagust et al. 2002). Our measures for inquiry learning included students’ skills at formulating 

hypotheses (IV, DV, and a relationship between them), planning and conducting experiments within the 

learning environment, interpreting data from these trials, and linking data back to their hypotheses. Our results 

indicate statistically significant relationships between both conceptual post-test knowledge (time1) and 

conceptual post-test knowledge (time 2) with inquiry skills, adaptive learning (PALS scales 1 & 4), and self-

efficacy (for science inquiry and computer use). Results are discussed with regard to the interaction between 

learner characteristics and inquiry skills. 
 

Educational Data Mining Methods For Studying Student Behaviors Minute by Minute 
Across an Entire School Year 
 

Ryan S.J.d. Baker 

Department of Social Science and Policy Studies, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA 

 

Adriana M.J.B. de Carvalho, Jay Raspat, Vincent Aleven, Albert T. Corbett, Kenneth R. Koedinger  

Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center, Human-Computer Interaction Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 

USA 

 

Mihaela Cocea 

London Knowledge Lab, Birkbeck College, University of London, UK 

 

Arnon Hershkovitz 

Knowledge Technology Lab, School of Education, Tel Aviv University, Israel  

 

Email: rsbaker@wpi.edu 

 

In this talk, we discuss how educational data mining methods (cf. Baker & Yacef, 2009), conducted using log 

files of student use of Cognitive Tutor software for mathematics (Koedinger & Corbett, 2006), have 

significantly increased our scientific understanding of two behaviors that students engage in. The two behaviors 

studied are gaming the system and off-task behavior. Gaming the system is defined as attempting to succeed in 

an interactive learning environment by exploiting properties of the system rather than by learning the material  

(cf. Baker, Corbett, Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004). Examples of gaming within Cognitive Tutors include 

systematically guessing or abusing hints. Beyond Cognitive Tutors, gaming the system has been observed in 

assessment software (Walonoski & Heffernan, 2006), graded-participation newsgroups (Cheng & Vassileva, 

2005), and educational games (Miller, Lehman, & Koedinger, 1999; Rodrigo et al, 2007). Off-task behavior 

(engaging in behavior that does not involve the system or the learning task) has been shown to occur with 

comparable frequency in Cognitive Tutors and traditional classrooms (cf. Baker et al, 2004). Both off-task 

behavior and gaming the system have been shown to be associated with poorer learning in Cognitive Tutors 

(Baker et al, 2004; Baker, 2007).  

 

We discuss two analyses where educational data mining shed light on the nature, causes, and impacts of these 

behaviors. Each analysis can be considered an example of “discovery with models”, where a model developed 

using educational data mining methods is then applied to a more extensive data set, and utilized to make 

inferences about how data from factors available in the larger set (additional measures or contextual factors) 

associate with the predictions from the model (cf. Baker & Yacef, 2009).  

 

In the first analysis, log file data was obtained for 58 students using a Cognitive Tutor for Algebra in 22 topics, 

across the course of an entire school year. The 58 students solved 73,880 problem steps within the tutoring 

software, and data on the timing and semantic meaning (wrong, wrong-indicating-misconception, correct, and 

help; also, the relevant cognitive skill) of their actions was collected. A model validated to accurately infer off-

task behavior (cf. Baker, 2007) was applied to each action in the data set. Gaming the system was assessed by 

“text replays”, rapid hand-coding of distilled log files (cf. Baker, Corbett, & Wagner, 2006). An enumeration of 

the ways intelligent tutor lessons vary from each other was developed via a collaborative design process 

involving both researchers and practitioners, and was applied to each of the 22 tutor units. The assessments of 

student behavior and the information on the design of each tutor lesson were combined to discover factors in the 

design of Cognitive Tutors that predicted the incidence of the behaviors. The resultant models predicted over 
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50% of the variance in each behavior. One example finding is that problems with many seductive details (cf. 

Harp & Mayer, 1998) are gamed less, and problems with no cover story at all are gamed less, but problems with 

sparse (“hokey”) cover stories are heavily gamed.  

 

In the second analysis, log file data was obtained for 296 students using a Cognitive Tutor for middle school 

mathematics in three topics, Geometry, Percents, and Scatterplots. The 296 students solved 72,845 problem 

steps within the tutoring software, and data on the timing and semantic meaning of their actions (as described 

above) was collected. Models validated to accurately infer off-task behavior and gaming the system (cf. Baker, 

Corbett, Roll, & Koedinger, 2008; Baker, 2007) were applied to each action in the data set. Next, we developed 

logistic regression models to investigate two hypotheses about the mechanisms that led to reduced learning: (a) 

the behaviors lead to less learning within individual problem steps (immediate harmful impact) and (b) the 

behaviors lead to overall learning loss due to fewer opportunities to practice (aggregate harmful impact). Our 

findings suggest that gaming has immediate harmful impact on learning, whereas off-task behavior has 

aggregate harmful impact on learning. 

Deciphering the complex nature of log-file data collected during self-regulated 
learning with MetaTutor 
 

Roger Azevedo, Amy Witherspoon, Amber Chauncey, Mihai Lintean, Zhiqiang Cai, Vasile Rus, Arthur 

Greesser  

Departments of Psychology and Computer Science, Institute for Intelligent Systems, University of Memphis 

 

Email: razevedo@memphis.edu 

 

MetaTutor is a multi-agent, adaptive hypermedia learning environment that trains and fosters high school and 

college students’ use of self-regulatory processes in the context of learning about science topics such as human 

body systems. The purpose of the MetaTutor environment is to examine the effectiveness of pedagogical agents 

(PAs) as external regulatory agents used to detect, trace, model, and foster students’ self-regulatory processes 

during science learning with multiple representations of information. The multi-agent system provides adaptive 

tutoring based on students’ evolving conceptual understanding of the topic and their strategic use of cognitive 

and metacognitive processes. Each of the four agents is responsible for specific aspects of SRL, including task 

definition, planning, metacognitive processes, and learning strategies. Based on their specialized roles, each PA 

has been designed to detect a specific set of SRL processes. For example, Mary the Monitor is in charge of 

detecting when students deploy metacognitive processes and make metacognitive judgments such as expressing 

a judgment of learning (JOL; e.g., used in relation to judging one’s understanding of the current content) and 

also in determining the valence (e.g., JOL - or JOL +) associated with the metacognitive judgment. The 

presupposition of an accurate detection method (by each agent) leads the agent to model the temporal dynamics 

associated with each SRL process, across all SRL processes, and how they relate to several learning  outcomes 

such as declarative, procedural, and inferential knowledge and mental models of the science topic. This 

evolving model is then used to foster SRL and content understanding by providing several levels of scaffolding. 

Instructional scaffolding involves the coordination of other architectural modules of MetaTutor that coordinate 

and manage the dialogue system between agents and the learner. Instructional scaffolding is provided based on 

current research on human and computerized tutoring research (Chi et al., 2004; Graesser, D’Mello & Person, in 

press; VanLehn et al., 2007; Wolff, 2009) and recent studies comparing SRL with ERL (externally-regulated 

learning; Azevedo et al., 2007, 2008). The types of scaffolding range from having the learner vicariously watch 

as the agent models the SRL process to having the student use a specific SRL process while being provided with 

elaborate feedback regarding the effective use of the process (based on Zimmerman & Moylan, in press). 

 

We present quantitative and qualitative analyses of log-file data from a mixed-method study with sixty (N = 60) 

college students using MetaTutor to learn about the circulatory system. Our analyses focus on the various data 

analytic techniques used to make inferences from the complex log-file data. The quantitative analyses focus on 

comparisons between frequency use of SRL processes, duration of SRL processes during learning, amount of 

time spent on each type of informational source, strategic moves made during each session, navigation patterns, 

and learning outcomes and their relation to specific type of scaffolding and agent moves during the learning 

session. We also provide descriptive and qualitative data focusing on the quality and cyclical nature of learners’ 

deployment of SRL processes and the agents’ use of ERL processes. Overall, this study stands to contribute to 

theoretical conceptions of SRL and ERL, examination of the cyclical nature between SRL and ERL, and the role 

of various scaffolding methods to foster learning. Lastly, we also derive instructional implications for the design 

of intelligent learning environments. 
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through the numbers. 
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Carl Wieman Science Education Initiative and the Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of British 
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Vincent Aleven, Kenneth R. Koedinger 

Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center, Human-Computer Interaction Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 

USA 

 

Email: idoroll@gmail.com 
 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems are widely used coached problem-solving environments (Koedinger, Anderson, 

Hadley & Mark, 1997; VanLehn, Lynch, Schulze, Shapiro & Shelby, 2005). They are successful, in part, due to 

their ability to give adaptive feedback (Corbett & Anderson, 2001; Koedinger & Aleven, 2007). More 

specifically, Intelligent Tutoring Systems adapt to students' behavior and knowledge by tracing students' 

learning trajectories using a cognitive model of the domain (Corbett & Anderson, 1995). A different family of 

educational technologies supports students during discovery and scientific inquiry tasks (de Jong & van 

Joolingen, 1998). However, the large solution space in these tasks, among other reasons, make the model tracing 

approach very hard to design and implement in these environments (van Joolingen, 1999; Veermans, de Jong & 

van Joolingen, 2000). 

 

In this symposium we discuss data from the Invention Lab, an intelligent tutoring environment for invention 

tasks in the domain of Variability, built using the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (Aleven, McLaren, Sewall & 

Koedinger, 2006). Invention tasks are a form of scientific inquiry activities, in which students are asked to 

invent solutions to novel mathematical problems without prior instruction (Roll, Aleven & Koedinger, 2009; 

Schwartz & Martin, 2004). In order to tailor the support students receive to their knowledge, the Invention Lab 

analyzes students' responses and identifies features that are apparent or missing from their solutions. To deal 

with the unique challenges of inquiry tasks, the lab uses two cognitive models - a metacognitive model of the 

inquiry process, and a domain-level model of variability. The domain-level model combines two approaches, 

model tracing (Corbett & Anderson, 1995) and constraint based models (Mitrovic, Koedinger & Martin, 2003), 

in order to extract the conceptual features of students' solutions. We present qualitative and quantitative results 

from an in-vivo evaluation of the Invention Lab with 92 students in a public middle school. Specifically, we 

focus on how the Invention Lab analyzes students' inventions, and how its log files open a window into students 

thinking, giving us an opportunity to identify a-ha moments at the domain and metacognitive levels as the data 

unfolds students' learning trajectories. 

Discussant 
 

The session discussant is Wouter van Joolingen. Wouter van Joolingen is Professor of Instructional Technology 

at the University of Twente, The Netherlands. His main research interest is the use of technology to support 

inquiry learning, which includes the design of cognitive tools to support inquiry processes and modeling with 

intuitive interfaces, such as freehand drawings. He studies the influence of cognitive tools and/or the interaction 

with learner characteristics such as motivation and or epistemological beliefs. Currently he is technical 

coordinator of the European SCY (Science Created by You) project in which science learning is modelled as the 

creation and exchange of Emerging Learning Objects. An important role is seen for pedagogical agents that 

base their behavior on the real-time analysis of learner interaction data.  
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Abstract: This symposium offers a reflexive examination of the Learning Sciences. We draw 

upon a variety of empirical data to explore the way the Learning Sciences is a distributed 

phenomenon, built on assemblages of artifacts, in which cognition is distributed and 

constructed, and identities are constituted. Our analysis has three steps. First, we explore the 

learning sciences community as a space in which discourse circulates, concepts are put 

forward, and specific kinds of objects have become recognized. Central among these objects, 

of course, is 'learning.' Second, we look in detail at examples of the interactions in which 

learning scientists do their work. Third, we consider how a learning scientist is formed as a 

particular kind of person through participation in formative practices of the community. 

Overall Focus of the Symposium 
The Learning Sciences have been defined as an interdisciplinary approach to the study and the facilitation of 

learning in real-world settings (Bransford, Barron, Pea, Meltzoff, Kuhl, Bell, Stevens, Schwarts, Vye, Reeves, 

Roschelle, & Sabelli, 2006; Meltzoff, Kuhl, Movellan, Sejnowski, 2009). Learning Sciences programs 

frequently include faculty with diverse background and training, from fields that may include cognitive science, 

psychology, education, machine learning, neuroscience, sociocultural studies, and educational technology. But 

what kind of setting is the Learning Sciences itself? Through what kind of participation in real-world activities 

do learning scientists learn how to recognize learning, and what do they learn about it? How does someone learn 

to be a learning scientist? 

This symposium undertakes a reflexive examination of the learning sciences. The presenters consider a 

range of empirical data to explore the Learning Sciences as a distributed phenomenon, an assemblage of 

artifacts, a space in which cognition is distributed and constructed, a community in which identity is forged. Our 

analysis has three steps. First, we examine the official discourse of the Learning Sciences, its texts and 

announcements, in order to reconstruct the space in which that discourse circulates, to articulate the concepts 

that are advanced, and to identify the specific kinds of objects that the Learning Sciences recognize. Central 

among these objects, of course, is ‘learning.’ Second, we look in detail at samples of everyday interactions 

among learning scientists in one selected program to see how they do their work. Third, we consider how, in 

this program at least, a learning scientist is formed as a particular kind (or kinds) of person through participation 

in formative practices of the discipline. 

A number of learning scientists have pointed to the importance of reflexivity in learning. For example, 

Sawyer (2006) points out in the introduction to his Handbook of the Learning Sciences:  

“Studies of experts show they are better than novices at planning and criticizing their work - 

both reflective activities…. Based on these findings, and similar findings regarding other 

school subjects, learning scientists often conceive of the problem of learning as a problem of 

transforming novices into experts by developing their ability to reflect on their own thinking 

in these ways” (p. 7).  

It is appropriate, then, for learning scientists themselves to be reflective, and work to increase our reflective 

activities of, and capacities for, examining our own work. One way to do is this by applying some of the 

techniques of objectification of the Learning Sciences to these sciences themselves.  

Indeed, it has been proposed that reflexivity is an important component of all social scientific inquiry, 

one that is necessary to avoid the “symbolic violence” of imposing the scientists’ conceptual framework on the 

people who are studied, or assuming an intellectual attitude when in fact people are engaged in embodied, 

practical activity (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). This is not to ignore or deny the challenges involved in any 

self-reflexive activity. Blumenfeld, Kempler, and Krajcik (2006) note that teachers and students “may not 

respond well to the idea of reflecting on and revising their work” (p.475), and they point out the importance of 

finding the right motivators and forms of cognitive engagement to promote a reflexive frame of mind. We hope 

to demonstrate in this symposium that a reflexive investigation of the Learning Sciences has value. 
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Major Issues Addressed by the Collected Work 
The three presenters will each report on one step of our analysis, though our work has been a collaborative 

division of labor. The first presenter (Evans) will describe the results of our activities of tracing and mapping the 

“community of practice” of the Learning Sciences as a dispersed and contested network in which concepts are 

mobilized to develop claims about specific objects of investigation. The second presenter (Stevens) will add a 

temporal dimension, reporting both on our reconstruction of this history of this network and on an interaction 

analysis of an episode of everyday activity in a selected Learning Sciences program. The third presenters 

(Packer and Maddox) will explore the “techniques of the self” in which students become learning scientists 

through their participation in such activity. Our intention is that these three steps will lead to a more profound 

understanding of the Learning Sciences as a form of life: a human activity system that produces knowledge, 

practices, and people that is, in turn, reproduced and transformed by these people as they apply their knowledge 

in action.  

The Learning Sciences are frequently located in Pasteur’s quadrant, that is to say as bridging the 

division between ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ research, as seeking fundamental understanding of scientific problems 

and at the same time aiming to be beneficial to society at large (Stokes, 1997; Schoenfeld, 1999). The design 

studies and design experiments advocated by methodologists in our field hold up this “bridging” feature as 

unique, distinguishing us from disciplines more focused on theoretical conjectures and clinical work, such as 

cognitive science, neuroscience, and educational psychology (Confrey, 2006). The reflexive examination of the 

Learning Sciences in this session has the same dual goals. We hope to understand how our interdisciplinary 

enterprise is functioning - what makes it tick. But we also hope that by identifying key characteristics of the 

operation of the Learning Sciences - as well as perhaps pointing out some contradictions and obstacles - our 

analysis can be beneficial in practical ways, and have application to the training of the next generation of 

learning scientists. The presentations are not intended as external criticism, but rather as an example of 

circumspection from within, in which practitioners pause to look around at what we are always already doing, to 

articulate what we see to return to our practice with increased clarity. The three presentations will now be 

described in more detail in the next sections, a brief overview offered below: 

 

• Presentation 1: Mapping the Network of the Learning Sciences: traces the network of the Learning Sciences 

and maps its territory, primarily by focusing on the dispersion of concepts in ‘official’ texts such as 

program descriptions, course syllabi, and published papers. The various Learning Sciences programs are 

then located on this map. 

• Presentation 2: The History and Micro-Genesis of the Learning Sciences: reconstructs the history of this 

network and also describes its micro-genesis, through the interaction analysis of an episode of everyday 

interaction obtained through fieldwork at one Learning Science program selected from the map. 

• Presentation 3: The Making of a Learning Scientist: describes how a student becomes a learning scientist, 

based on the same interaction analysis and interviews with newcomers and old-timers. 

Presentation 1: Mapping the Network of the Learning Sciences 
The first presentation will explore the Learning Sciences as a form of life and a setting for learning. This 

presentation traces and maps the networks or assemblages that define the Learning Sciences. Rather than 

assume from the outset that the Learning Sciences is a coherent, consensual or clearly defined intersubjective 

space, we treat it first as a geographically dispersed and temporally dynamic network of participants, artifacts, 

and institutions, and then map this network to see where consensus lies and where there is contestation. As 

Nespor (1994) has written: 

“interactions and situations are… articulated moments in networks of social relations and 

understandings, in which our experiences and understandings are actually constructed on a far 

larger scale than we happen to define for that moment as the place itself, whether that be a 

street, a region, or even a continent” (p. 3) 

Tracing the linkages of the network that is the Learning Sciences is a necessary first step, then, that 

should be prior to any examination of interpersonal relations or personal understandings. It is increasingly 

recognized that learning takes place in interactions that are mediated by designed artifacts (Stahl, 2006; Suthers, 

2006), and that such artifacts are often arranged in a highly geographically dispersed manner, the extreme case 

being international virtual teams of academics, researchers, and collaborators (Bichelmeyer, Cagiltay, Evans, 

Paulas, & Soon, 2005; Evans & Schwen, 2006). There are now Learning Science programs in at least three 

universities outside the United States (in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Australia), so the network 

has now grown to this scale. Given the interdisciplinary character of much research in the Learning Sciences it 

is quite likely that even the simplest arrangement will involve sophisticated linkages.  
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This first presentation will present the results of our analysis of data from at least twelve recognized 

Learning Sciences programs. Official program definitions, statements of program goals, syllabi of required 

courses, and other data provide evidence of the similarities and differences among these programs. In this way, 

the assemblages of the Learning Sciences can be said to define a space in which discourse circulates. In the 

form of published papers, oral presentations, research reports, informal messages, and so on, this discourse 

serves to propose claims about the specific kinds of objects recognized by the learning sciences, using concepts 

of various kinds. The concepts of the Learning Sciences serve as a vocabulary in which knowledge claims about 

these objects are proposed, contested, and accepted or abandoned. They offer ways for learning scientists to see 

the world. Tracing these concepts enables us to see where the Learning Sciences is dynamic and contested, and 

where it is unified and homogenous.  

For example, one of the central concepts of the Learning Sciences is cognition, but it is interpreted in a 

variety of intersecting ways. Cognition can be understood as the structures and processes of knowledge, so that 

the principal goal of teaching and learning is the transformation of cognition. But cognition can also be 

understood as something situated, practical, and even ‘wild’ (Hutchins, 1995). On one side there are laboratory-

based computer models that aim to simulate human knowledge and skills. On another side are ethnographic 

studies in which it is insisted that cognition should never be separated from culture. The metaphor of building 

knowledge is frequently used (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994), but individuals interpret this metaphor in 

different ways with different presumptions about cognition.  

A second central concept is that of social context. The Learning Sciences tend to emphasize the 

dynamics of real situations of learning and teaching, in contrast to the laboratory studies of cognitive science. 

Attention is focused on the complexities of the real world, and on the need for ecological validity in scientific 

studies. But social context can be construed either as an external factor which has an influence or impact on 

cognition, or as an intrinsic aspect of cognition, something constitutive of thinking and learning. Social context 

can be a concept used to refer to specific circumstances, such as the workplace or classroom, or it can be used to 

refer to everyday life, to the essentially social character of all thought and action. In the latter case, even the 

laboratory is a social situation. 

While these are concepts that surely are inherent to the Learning Sciences, so that without them it 

would not exist, there are others that one might say demonstrate how the network extends to other areas of the 

social sciences. One such concept is mediation. Mediation is a major tenet of Vygotsky’s (1986) account of 

learning and especially concept development in children, since he proposed that people interact with the world 

“indirectly” through the use of mediators. In the Learning Sciences the concept has been applied in this way to 

analyses of how children acquire understandings of the world around them. From this perspective, it is as 

children use cultural and psychological tools (i.e. signs and symbols) that they acquire higher psychological 

functions such as analysis and reasoning. This original conception of mediation, though, has been challenged 

(Wertsch, 2007) and extended to include rules, community, and division of labor (Barab, Evans, & Baek, 2004). 

What might be claimed is that mediation has taken on a broader, more complex place in the learning sciences, 

particularly in the digital age (Shaffer & Clinton, 2006). 

Vygotsky’s texts on cultural-historical development also make use of the concept of tool. Vygotsky 

argued that society’s tools, language, signs, and technologies were closely intertwined with their collective 

levels of cognition. As a result of the integration, how things are done changes, perhaps forever: 

“As soon as speech and the use of symbolic signs are included in this (tool) mediated 

operation, it transforms itself along entirely new lines, overcoming the former natural laws 

and for the first time giving birth to authentically human use of implements… speech and 

actions are in this case one and the same psychological function” (Vygotsky & Luria, 

1930/1993, pp. 108-109) 

But the concept of tool has another lineage in Learning Sciences, one that reflects interests in the 

cognitive potential and transformative power of technology. For example, Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) 

recommended that knowledge be thought of as a set of tools. Tools can be learned only through their use, and in 

using them the user changes, in particular they come to adopt the belief system of the culture that produced the 

tools, because “tools and the way they are used reflect the particular accumulated insights of communities” (p. 

33). In this way of talking and seeing, learning is a process of enculturation and apprenticeship, a result of being 

embedded in practical activity that, nonetheless, leads to abstract knowledge.  

Finally, the core concept of the Learning Sciences, of course, is learning. Here too what we find is, 

understandably, not consensus but an intersection of efforts to carve out a plausible way of conceptualizing the 

complexity of people coming to do their work successfully together. To return to the example in the last 

paragraph, in Brown, Collins and Duguid’s way of talking and seeing, learning is a process of enculturation and 

apprenticeship, a result of being embedded in practical activity that, nonetheless, leads to abstract knowledge. In 

Vygotsky’s texts, in contrast, learning is a process of self-mastery, in which social tools are applied to self. 

These various positions and perspectives on learning in the Learning Sciences, at times complementary, at times 
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in opposition, reflect to some degree its interdisciplinary character. Is learning a neurobiological phenomenon? 

Is it a change in internal systems of mental representation? Is it transformation in embodied practical activity? 

Here the dynamic tension of the Learning Sciences is most evident, and the sources of its creativity and 

generativity are most apparent. 

By tracing these concepts of cognition, social context, mediation, tools and learning, this first 

presentation will construct a map of the territory occupied by the Learning Sciences, and identify its shifting and 

contested boundaries. The various Learning Sciences programs can then be located on this map, enabling us to 

make a principled selection of a program to study in detail in the second and third steps. 

Presentation 2: The History and Micro-Genesis of the Learning Sciences 
The second presentation introduces a genetic or temporal dimension into our investigation, both historical and 

micro-genetic. It traces the history of Learning Sciences, reconstructing the genealogy of its origins in the 

Artificial Intelligence and Education conferences of the 1980s, the founding of the Northwestern University 

Institute of the Learning Sciences and the Xerox Institute for Research on Learning, the inauguration of the 

Journal of the Learning Sciences, the newly-named ICLS conference in 1991 and the subsequent alternation of 

ICLS and CSCL conferences, and the founding of ISLS in 2002. 

Roger Schank has argued that it is in stories that humans store and organize knowledge (Schank & 

Abelson, 1994). The stories that participants tell about the origins of their community of practice offer important 

insights into the character of that community. This second presentation will draw both on published 

retrospective accounts of Learning Sciences and on interviews with selected learning scientists or, at least, those 

who would claim that their work addresses problems important to the learning sciences. One way of telling the 

story of the Learning Sciences, for example, is as a tale of frustration with cognitive science that led to the birth 

of the new journal JLS, a “big ideas” journal that has focused on learning in real-world situations, that has 

explored new perspectives and new methodologies as well as novel uses of technology, and from which a 

community has grown and matured (Kolodner, 2004).  

Another example is Koschmann’s (1994, 1996) retelling of the history of “paradigmatic shifts” in 

learning theory, models of instruction, and research issues. His reconstruction of the origins of computer-

supported collaborative learning describes the accumulations and dissolutions that took place as the field moved 

from its early roots in behaviorism, programmed instruction, and instructional efficacy to socially oriented 

theories of collaborative learning and instruction as enacted practice (Koschmann, 1996, p. 16).  

Like any good evolutionary account, this presentation will pay attention to the fit and mutual 

constitution of organism and environment (in this case the various niches of the Learning Sciences and its 

various niches) as well as to the impact of rare but dramatic forces from outside the system. Or, to switch 

metaphors, like any genealogy, it will pay attention to the orderly arrangements of patrimony and birthright, as 

well as to the accidental encounters that bring strangers together and lead to unforeseen offspring. 

At the same time, a second temporal aspect of the Learning Sciences is the moment-to-moment 

processes of learning scientists’ interactions. Study of face-to-face interaction has become an important 

methodology for the Learning Sciences (Jordan & Henderson, 1995), and “Many learning scientists study the 

moment-to-moment processes of learning” (Sawyer, 2009, p. 13). A reflexive investigation of Learning 

Sciences should not neglect this important aspect of understanding the discipline. Consequently, this second 

presentation will also report on analysis of a selected episode of everyday interaction. This episode will be 

obtained through fieldwork in a selected Learning Sciences program. As Nespor (1994) has pointed out, studies 

of face-to-face interaction need to be informed by knowledge of the network in which they are located, and this 

will be one way in which the second presentation relates to and is informed by the first.  

In short, the second presentation will bring an explicitly temporal dimension to the network of 

discourse, concepts, and objects that was described in the first presentation, to explore both the history of how it 

came to assume its current form and the ongoing way in which the network is reproduced.  

Presentation 3: The Constitution of a Learning Scientist 
The third presentation describes the final step in our analysis. Having traced the network of arrangements that 

define the community of the Learning Sciences, and having studied in detail both the history of this network and 

the interactions in which learning scientists do their daily work, we turn to the specific techniques by which 

people become learning scientists. Here too we are able to turn the tools of the Learning Sciences around and 

apply them reflexively, for this too has been a topic of interest in the Learning Sciences. Whether it is 

“peripheral participation,” the move from “novice” to “expert,” or the formation of “identity,” learning scientists 

have been interested not only in the ways that learning involves construction of knowledge but also the ways it 

transforms the learner as a person.  

Kolodner, for example, has written of LS as a “community of practice” in which a learning scientist is 

formed as a person with “deep and abiding” beliefs who can “harvest” theories in order to “design” 

environments. She has pointed out that although the first members of the Learning Sciences community were 
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“immigrants” from the shores of other disciplines and endeavors, new learning scientists are now home grown: 

“Over the past decade, we’ve added a generation of young researchers educated by immigrants to the learning 

sciences as first-generation learning scientists” (Kolodner, 2004).  

Graduate training in programs in the Learning Sciences is frequently described in terms that reflect the 

local theoretical framework. For example, there may be a focus on apprenticeship, as students collaborate with 

teams working on funded research projects. Such teams are often interdisciplinary, so students have hands-on 

experience of design and methodology from a variety of perspectives. Coursework may emphasize practical 

work on projects, closely tied to faculty members’ ongoing research. Effort may be made to establish 

community, in part through informal meetings that are both academic and social, in part through participation in 

formal events such as conferences and colloquia. Both classroom and research activities may be situated in real-

world settings such as workplaces and schools. Finally, students’ research may be directed towards the design of 

learning environments and to the transformation of activity in a real setting. 

Such aspects of graduate training can be considered as ways the Learning Sciences has arranged for its 

reproduction over time, its continued existence through the production of new practitioners who have not only 

the appropriate knowledge and skills but also the practical know-how and everyday common-sense needed to 

act as a member. Since Lave and Wenger (1991) coined the phrase “legitimate peripheral participation,” if not 

before, learning scientists have conceived of group membership as the entry not only to new forms of 

knowledge but also new kinds of identity. As they put it, “one way to think of learning is as the historical 

production, transformation, and change of persons” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 52), so that “learning thus 

implies becoming a different person with respect to the possibilities enabled by these systems of relations. To 

ignore this aspect of learning is to overlook the fact that learning involves the construction of identities” (p. 53). 

But identity is a concept that itself is used in differing ways by different branches of the Learning Sciences 

discourse. For example, when Greeno (1997) proposed that “students develop patterns of participation that 

contribute to their identities as learners,” Anderson, Reder and Simon (1996) complained, “We really do not 

know what Greeno means by a student’s ‘identity as learner,’ or to what extent he pictures identity as being 

subsumed in a ‘group identity’” (p. 19). An accord was soon reached (Anderson, Greeno, Reder & Simon, 

2000), but still for some, identity is equivalent to self-concept: the conception a person has of him or herself. 

For others, identity is an aspect of membership, how other participants in a community identify a person. It has 

been suggested that we conceive of learning as a process in which both people and their form of life are 

transformed (Packer & Goicoechea, 2000), a transformation with an embodied character, an ontological rather 

than merely epistemological process.   

Whether the transformation is thought of as a peripheral participant becoming non-peripheral, 

apprentice becoming master, or novice becoming expert, what is of central importance to us is that the work of 

becoming a learning scientist is public and practical, and so it can be studied. A particular application of 

interaction analysis, then, is the investigation of participation in those professional activities in which the person 

is transformed. The third presentation will draw on analysis of both episodes of interaction and interviews, the 

latter as opportunities to explore the “ontological complicity” that a participant comes to have with their 

community of practice.  

An example of a technique for bringing a student into the Learning Sciences is provided by a research 

project co-led by undergraduate students at the University of Chicago. The aim of the project was to identify 

children’s communicative strategies when faced with the task of solving a geometric puzzle in a group setting, 

and so identify their potential for creating ‘distributed’ cognition in mathematics learning contexts.  One data set 

included two groups of three 8-year-old children, one group of boys and the other of girls, each given a tangram 

puzzle to solve in two different settings: a physical set-up, using plastic pieces and a board; and a virtual set-up, 

using a computer and mouse to maneuver the pieces into place on the screen. By examining the children’s 

speech, gestures, gaze and actions, the student researchers explored the points of discursive cohesion that 

structured the groups’ collaborative reasoning throughout the process of solving the problems. Cohesive points 

were identified as “coreferences,” understood as the repeated expression of a single referent (Evans et al., 2009). 

In this study, the investigators wished to expand the concept of ‘coreference’ to include both verbal and non-

verbal deixis. The result was an expansive rubric for classifying how action, gesture, and speech related to and 

built upon one another during the problem-solving process. Viewed in terms of the larger goal of developing 

advanced technologies to facilitate collaborative problem solving in mathematics, such results may lead to new 

requirements for instructional strategies, technologies, and interventions. 

Our point in summarizing this research project is to emphasize that participation in such projects is one 

important way that students become seasoned scientists. Viewed reflexively, such a project amounts to a 

communication and learning task for the researchers. They must discover how to establish points of discursive 

cohesion as they observe and talk together about the video-recordings of children’s interaction. As they develop 

a system of classification of children’s actions, gesture, gaze and speech, their collective vision of the events 

they are studying is transformed. The researchers concluded that pivotal moments of interaction occurred when 

the children directed the development of their collaboration by using meta-commentary about the task itself. 
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Our reflexive analysis of this kind of example of learning science research amounts to just such a meta-

commentary. 

In short, this third presentation will focus on the material practices in which learning scientists are 

constituted, the embodied expertise or habitus they come to have, and how this provides them with the methods 

(such as interactional devices) that are necessary for them to be successful members of the community.  

Connections Among Presentations 
In summary, these three presentations work together to describe three aspects of the Learning Sciences 

considered as a site and activity of learning, and becoming. The first presentation maps the terrain that is 

defined by the network of people, artifacts and places that constitute the Learning Sciences, the second 

reconstructs the history of this network and describes the ongoing collaborative work in which it is maintained, 

while the third explores how one becomes a participant. The search for knowledge will be considered a process 

of interaction among members, and a practice in which newcomers become old timers. We hope that we have 

shown how the parts of this symposium fit together to create something that is more than their sum. 

Potential Significance of the Contributions  
Where are the Learning Sciences at this moment? In what direction is the field going? Which questions have 

been asked and answered successfully, and which questions apparently resist solution? What questions need to 

be addressed in future work? What is the problematic from which these questions arise? 

These are our questions about the Learning Sciences, and in this symposium we will begin to answer 

them. In a paper titled “Learning for anything everyday,” Heath and McLaughlin (1994) discussed pedagogical 

authenticity and presented their ethnographic research on fields of informal learning. They offered two 

conclusions that are relevant to any focus on the inter-relationships of participation in diverse communities. The 

first is that authenticity cannot be artificially created.  The second is that, nevertheless, it is possible to create 

supportive organizational or learning environments in which authentic activity is embedded, environments 

which may increase the likelihood of novice members moving into more sophisticated roles and communal 

ways of knowing.  

Heath and McLaughlin concluded that pedagogical authenticity is to be found in the structure of tools 

and activities, both current and historical that define participation in a specific community. This suggests that 

authentic curricula should include access to “the social distribution of knowledge and skills through personal, 

interpersonal and community working together” (Heath and McLaughlin, 1994, p. 473), and that analyses of this 

distribution are necessary if we are to understand how people work together in a community. Taking 

participation seriously means thinking in spatial-temporal terms. Authentic curricula are explicit efforts to 

provide students entry into the experiences afforded by being part of the historical-material-social geographies 

of participation. Authenticity also requires relevancy; when institutions such as the Learning Sciences are 

certainly created, the goals, values, initiatives, and functions of the social organization must be relevant to the 

day-to-day needs of the participants and communities involved.   

Heath and McLaughlin also indentified structural features shared by successful, authentically 

embedded informal learning fields (cf. Schneider & Evans, 2008), features we will look for in our analysis of 

Learning Sciences: 

 

1. Organizations serve as border zones: they support active participation in the community while 

brokering and preparing participants to participate in other organizations. The community’s 

participation shares values, skills, and roles with these other communities.  

2. Successful organizations value novices as a resource that contributes much-needed talent, perspectives, 

and experience. The division of labor is non-hierarchical and there is a strong sense of belonging. 

3. All participants contribute to defining problems and finding solutions or to the plan of action. There is 

intense collaboration, with activity organized around a relevant problem, project, or product.  

4. Participants are accountable to each other and to the group. 

5. There are few community rules of conduct, but these are strictly enforced. 

6. Participants are continuously assessing themselves and each other, and are assessed by people outside 

the community that they perform for, provide products to, or interact with.  

Participants (alphabetical order) 
Michael A. Evans – Presentation 1: The Learning Sciences as a Community of Practice  

Dr. Evans, an assistant professor in the department of learning sciences and technologies at Virginia Tech, 

teaches courses and conducts research focusing on the application of human learning theory to the design and 

development of instructional materials and systems. Graduate courses taught include games and simulations for 

education, instructional multimedia development, and, perhaps most relevant to the symposium, and 
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introduction to the learning sciences for advanced masters and doctoral students. His publications include 

Facilitating guided participation through mobile technologies: Designing creative learning environments for 

self and others (Journal of Computing for Higher Education), Transforming e-learning into ee-learning: The 

centrality of sociocultural participation (Innovate: Journal of Online Education), and Conceptual and practical 

issues related to the design for and sustainability of Communities of Practice: The case of e-portfolio use in 

preservice teacher training (Technology, Pedagogy, & Education). 

 

Jorge Larreamendy, UNIANDES – Chair  

Dr. Larreamendy is associate professor and chair of the Department of Psychology at the University of the 

Andes in Bogotá, Colombia. He was a visiting professor at the Learning Research and Development Center, 

Pittsburgh. His research interests center on scientific reasoning, informal learning, and learning in communities 

of practice. His publications include Going the distance with online education (Review of Educational Research 

with G. Leinhardt), Learning, identity, and instructional explanations (to appear in Stein & Kucan (Eds.), 

Instructional explanations in the disciplines).  

 

Cody Maddox - Presentation 3: The Constitution of a Learning Scientist 

Cody Maddox is a graduate student in the Department of Psychology at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh. 

 

Martin Packer – Presentation 3: The Constitution of a Learning Scientist 

Dr. Packer is an associate professor in the Department of Psychology at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, and 

associate professor in the Department of Psychology at the University of the Andes in Bogotá, Colombia. He 

teaches courses in developmental psychology and qualitative research methodology. He is one of the founding 

editors of the journal Qualitative Research in Psychology, published by Taylor & Francis. He is author of 

Changing Classes: School Reform and the New Economy, and co-editor of Cultural and Critical Perspectives 

on Human Development. His book The Science of Qualitative: Towards a Historical Ontology will be published 

this year by Cambridge University Press. 

 

Keith Sawyer, University of Washington, St Louis – Discussant  

Dr. Sawyer is an Associate Professor of Education at Washington University, with additional appointments in 

the Department of Psychology and the School of Business.  He is author of Group Genius: The Creative Power 

Of Collaboration and editor of The Cambridge Handbook Of The Learning Sciences.  He studies creativity, 

collaboration, and learning. 

 

Reed Stevens – Presentation 2: Interaction Analysis of the Learning Sciences 

Dr. Stevens is Professor of Learning Sciences at Northwestern University. His research interests include 

learning and activity in a wide range of places and situations; design of learning tools — curriculum, activities, 

and technologies. Publications include (co-authors cited in reference below) Foundations and opportunities for 

an interdisciplinary science of learning (The Cambridge Handbook of the Learning Sciences). 
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Abstract: The Science Literacy through Science Journalism (SciJourn) project aims to 

reframe the discussion of science literacy for citizenship, and explore how science journalism 

practices can be used to inform a cognitive apprenticeship that increases the science literacy of 

participants. This symposium features four paper presentations that report on the progress of 

the SciJourn project. We report on the development of standards for science content literacy 

based on the expertise exhibited by science journalists, assessment measures for science 

literacy, and assessment measures for engagement with science and technology. Finally, we 

describe our efforts aimed at apprenticing high-school aged learners into a science journalism 

community of practice spanning multiple schools and a community-based organization.  

General Introduction 
Members of the Learning Sciences community engaged in science education almost universally agree that 

educated citizens in democracies should develop a strong disciplinary understanding of science. To date, such 

efforts have focused primarily on practicing expert scientists as the yardstick for what it means to "know 

science", and in the last twenty years on "coming to know science" through learning environments inspired by 

apprenticeship. Knowing science has typically been seen as having conceptions consonant with those of expert 

scientists (e.g., diSessa 2006); "talking science" (Lemke, 1990); using reasoning about models (Lehrer & 

Schauble, 2006) and spatial representations (Schwartz, 2006) like scientists; and knowing how to carry out the 

authentic inquiry practices of scientists (e.g., Edelson & Reiser, 2006; Krajcik, et al., 1998; O'Neill & Polman, 

2004). Coming to know science has frequently been encouraged by creating communities of practice carrying 

out science inquiry (e.g., Pea, 1993; Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1993; Ruopp, et al., 1993). Learning 

environments based on a community of practice model have taken inspiration from the research on traditional 

apprenticeship learning (e.g., Lave & Wenger, 1991), and the related concept of cognitive apprenticeships for 

learning in schools (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). 

 

These views of science knowing and learning have had a profoundly positive impact on education through 

direct reform and by being taken up and elaborated on in influential reports (e.g., Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 

2000; Michaels, Shouse, & Schweingruber, 2008) and standards for science education (e.g., National Research 

Council, 1996, 2000). The tendency to base science learning goals on analysis of the expertise of practicing 

scientists is understandable, but it has important limitations relative to a broader view of "science literacy." In 

the learning sciences and science education literature, "science literacy" is sometimes used synonymously with 

"practice-based science literacy" (O'Neill & Polman, 2004) focused on being able to carry out the first-hand 

inquiry practices of expert scientists. When this happens, the literacy in "science literacy" may become lost. But 

a "science literacy" which includes reading, making sense of, writing, and communicating about contemporary 

science topics as they relate to everyday life and policymaking is obviously important to life and citizenship. 

 

The Science Literacy through Science Journalism project ("SciJourn"; Polman, Saul, Newman & Farrar, 2008) 

is a National Science Foundation research effort to better understand science literacy, and how science 

journalism practices can be used to inform a cognitive apprenticeship that increases the science literacy of 

participants (see http://www.scijourn.org). The project includes team members with backgrounds in the learning 

sciences, science education, literacy, science, and journalism; we draw on these diverse backgrounds to inform 

our understanding of both science literacy and learning. The project began in 2008, and we are in our second of 

four years of planned development and research. The 2008-09 academic year consisted of our alpha and beta 

tests of a journalism model for advancing science literacy in two high schools, simultaneous to the development 

of standards and discourse practices for science literacy, as well as transfer tasks and a survey of engagement. In 

summer of 2009, we conducted professional development with high school science and English teachers who 

are implementing various pilot instantiations of a journalism model in their classes during the 2009-2010 school 

year. At the same time, a group of science news reporters and editors was established at a youth development 

program at the Saint Louis Science Center (SLSC). The student reporters at schools and SLSC are publishing 
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science news articles in an online and print newspaper we established called The SciJourner 

(http://www.scijourner.org). We are piloting our research instruments in 2009-2010 at school and SLSC sites. 

The project will conduct further teacher professional development in the summers of 2010 and 2011, and 

continue implementation studies. 

 

There is an extensive and ongoing discussion in the broad field of science education over what constitutes 

science literacy and how it applies in schools, various other settings and life situations (e.g.; DeBoer, 2000; 

Eisenhart, et al., 1996; Hurd, 1998; Shamos, 1995; Turner, 2008). Nearly all definitions include aspects aimed at 

furthering civic, cultural and personal understanding (AAAS, 1989; Department of Education, n.d.; National 

Research Council, 1996; Trefil, 1996). For the purposes of the SciJourn project, we embrace the ideas embodied 

in terms such as “public understanding of science” (Bodmer, 1985); “public engagement with science and 

technology” (House of Lords, 2000); “scientific awareness” (Devlin, 1998; Shamos, 1995); “science for 

citizenship” (Fensham, 2004); etc. To whit, our goal is to educate students to:  

 

• Think, talk, and write critically about what they read, hear and see in the media; 

• Understand what counts as science; 

• Recognize the risks and benefits of scientific discoveries and technologies; 

• Become engaged with science and technology; 

• Develop the confidence and skills to tackle science/technology issues independently; 

• “Use” experts to answer questions and solve problems; and 

• Understand the nature of science as an ongoing process of exploration with varying 

opinions or general consensus on theories, different stakeholders and levels of expertise, 

and norms for claims and evidence.  

 

In this symposium, we feature four paper presentations that will report on the progress of the SciJourn project in 

developing standards and measures for science content literacy and engagement, as well as developing a set of 

practices and norms aimed at apprenticing high-school aged learners into science journalism as means to 

increase science literacy. Our discussants, who also serve as advisory board members for the project, will 

provide critical commentary and discuss the project's implications for the learning sciences. Bill Penuel (SRI 

International) will comment on the science education and measurement issues raised by the papers; Kevin 

Leander (Vanderbilt University) will comment on the literacy and discourse practices and issues.  

Symposium Presentations 

Toward an Articulation of Standards for Science Literacy Based on Journalism –
Newman, Saul, Singer, Turley, Pearce, and Polman  
Authors of the Alliance for Education/Carnegie Foundation (AAE) report entitled “Literacy Instruction in the 

Content Areas” call upon educators to rethink the ways in which we prepare students for college, work and 

citizenship. They—and we—are especially concerned with the ability of secondary students to read and write 

about academic content—specifically science content. To clarify salient features of science literacy we turned to 

a set of experts who work to communicate scientific content to a public audience—science journalists and 

editors.  Drawing on qualitative data from interviews, read-alouds, and editorial comments experts provided to 

high school students and teachers writing science news articles, this paper begins to articulate prominent 

features that characterize scientifically literate individuals. Their comments, perspectives, and priorities are then 

used to articulate standards we seek to introduce to high school students and teachers. These standards are not 

an attempt to impose professional journalistic standards on novice student writers, but rather to help articulate 

practices of reading, writing and thinking that stand to improve students’ science literacy. In the SciJourn 

project, we will be using these standards to inform a writing rubric as well as coding of discourse. 

 

The five standards describe the importance of: 1) using multiple sources; 2) attending to issues of credibility and 

attribution of sources; 3) contextualizing science information; 4) making the reported science relevant to readers 

[high school students in our case]; and 5) presenting factually accurate, up-to-date information.   

 

Just as science journalists report comments and ideas from multiple sources as they write and edit, we want 

students to write articles based on multiple sources, and recognize the importance of corroboration of sources 

when reading. Science journalists determine relevant and reliable sources with respect to a topic or issue and, 

when appropriate, consult various stakeholders. It is important for students to recognize that not all sources are 

equally trustworthy and even credible sources have perspectives and biases, which should be taken into account. 

They also need to understand and assess the limitations of scientific information.  
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Identifying credible sources and attributing them properly within stories is critical to building a journalist’s 

and a scientifically literate individual's ethos. Science journalists name experts and organizations, qualifying 

their areas of expertise and noting any biases or potential conflicts of interest. Attribution prevents a science 

journalist from making blanket or false statements, especially by quoting credible sources. For students, 

determining whether a source is credible is crucial to science literary. When students name and evaluate their 

sources, they recognize that information comes from someone and some organization (that may have an 

agenda). Attribution provides a pathway for the reader to verify and expand on the story, develop new paths of 

inquiry and creates an historical record of circumstances, opinions and concepts at the moment the story is 

published. 

 

Science journalists contextualize technical and scientific information for a broader audience by: identifying the 

import of the new scientific information; indicating the status (accepted or preliminary) of those findings, data, 

or ideas; weighing the importance of the findings; and providing sufficient details. For students, 

contextualization brings a greater scientific understanding to the story by helping the reader understand the 

significance of the scientific information, as well as the nature, limits, and risks of the discovery, technology or 

issue as it relates to science.  

 

In science journalism it is imperative for the journalist to make the scientific information in the article relevant 

to the readers. Most often science journalists accomplish this by “translating” technical language and concepts 

in easier-to-understand words, analogies or images.  We have found that linking scientific findings to local 

concerns or considering new applications of the discovery/technology helps the student reporter produce stories 

that are relevant to their reader.  Students, then, ought to consider their audience and the audience’s questions in 

writing about a scientific discovery, new technology or pertinent scientific issue.  

 

Finally, a science journalist presents factually accurate information showing an understanding of the content 

and explaining scientific ideas and experimental processes. Precise language is employed and scientific terms 

are used appropriately. Students learning to think like expert journalists need to pay attention to details, ensuring 

the science is right and names, figures, and dates are correct. Students should draw on the latest scientific 

information in their reporting. This encourages students to look at publication/announcement dates as a means 

to determine timeliness.   

 

Studying the literacy practices of experts in the field of science journalism provides a language and framework 

for how educators might use science journalism as a means engage students with scientific content.  Fusing 

“science content” and “science journalism” places some traditional practices of science education and general 

journalism in the background, while foregrounding new ways of engaging students with literacy practices and 

science content that is current and developing. 

Designing Transfer Tasks to Measure Science Literacy–Farrar, Polman, Saul, Newman 
This discussion focuses on the development of tasks to measure changes in learners' scientific literacy as 

defined above. Unlike some other attempts at measuring science literacy, our approach is premised on the 

notion that science literacy is not limited to an accumulation of facts and concepts, but includes the ability to 

critically consume and produce science information in order to make decisions personally, socially, and 

politically.  While there are a multitude of assessments designed to assess conceptual understandings in science, 

a measure that captures such a view of scientific literacy is needed. 

 

Research on scientific literacy stems from three broad interests; social scientists and public opinion researchers, 

sociologists and science educators (Laugksch, 2000). Although many of these interests agree on a 

multidimensional nature of scientific literacy (conceptual knowledge, contextualization, and skills) rarely is 

scientific literacy measured in its entirety (Laugksch & Spargo, 1996). By focusing on smaller components of 

scientific literacy separately, an incomplete picture of student scientific literacy emerges.  Few composite 

measures of scientific literacy have been published (Laugksch, 2000).  

 

As part of the Science Literacy through Science Journalism project, we have strived to develop a series of tasks 

that will measure scientific literacy skills that enable them to be critical consumers and producers of science 

information.    These tasks stem from the broader goals of educating students to think, talk, and write critically 

about what they read, hear and see in the media; understand what counts as science; recognize the risks and 

benefits of scientific discoveries and technologies; develop the confidence and skills to tackle 

science/technology issues independently; “use” experts to answer questions and solve problems; and understand 

the nature of science as an ongoing process of exploration with varying opinions or general consensus on 

theories, different stakeholders and levels of expertise, and norms for claims and evidence. Korpan, Bisanz, and 
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Bisanz (1997) posit that one of the hallmarks of scientific literacy is “the ability to make effective requests for 

information or to ask good questions about scientific research” (p. 518).  We contend that in order to do this, a 

student must be able to do the following: evaluate expertise; identify appropriate questions for experts; select 

and use multiple credible sources to gain more information; determine coherence between text and image or 

graphic; employ effective search strategies for more information. 

 

Research on critically evaluating articles about science is limited (Mallow, 1991). Korpan et al (1997) created a 

series of tasks to explore the ways in which students evaluated science information in the form of news articles, 

where students were presented with a science article and asked a series of questions such as “what additional 

pieces of information would you like to have about the researcher’s report to decide whether the conclusion is 

correct?” (Korpan et. al., 1994). It is in this vein that we have developed the transfer tasks. These tasks were 

developed in the fall and spring of 2008-9.  In the fall of 2009, several teachers are piloting the tasks in their 

classrooms.  The completed tasks will be used to inform the revision process.  Full implementation will begin in 

the fall of 2010 and continue through June of 2012. 

 

Currently there are seven tasks, each of which provide opportunity to gain insight on multiple aspects of a 

student’s scientific literacy.  Examples of the tasks: 

 

• Reading informational text such as a brochure on high blood pressure or the flu; followed by prompts 

such as “What are your risks associated with this?”, “Who else would you consult about this to learn 

more?”; “Why would you contact that individual?”, and “What questions would you want them to 

answer?”. 

• Creating interview questions from a news article in conjunction with identifying search terms and 

additional sources. 

• Evaluating text and graphics for factual accuracy; suggesting other experts or sources that could help 

determine if it is accurate. 

At this point in development (Fall 2009), our team is creating the coding scheme based on the standards and 

frameworks for science literacy described above. In the symposium, we will present our coding scheme, results 

of our pilot implementation in 2009-2010, and describe any revisions to the instruments and coding intended in 

our research during the 2011-2012 academic year.  

  

In order to comprehensively assess scientific literacy in students, a measure must assess conceptual knowledge, 

contextualization of information, and the skills necessary to consume and produce scientific information.  With 

the development of these tasks, we aim to provide a more nuanced picture of student scientific literacy, to 

inform both educational practice and assessment in science classrooms. 

Reframing and Measuring Engagement with Science and Technology – Hope, 
McCarty, and Polman 
This paper focuses on the fourth goal of the Science Literacy through Science Journalism (SciJourn) project: 

educating students to become engaged with science and technology, not just in school but throughout their lives. 

We believe that the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields need to follow a path 

similar to that blazed by Rosenzweig and Thelen (1998) who reframed the discussion of how educated citizens 

understood history by conducting research on how citizens in the United States were actually engaged with the 

past. We see this as aligned with the framing of science literacy as “public understanding of and engagement 

with science and technology.”  

 

Many recent studies of science education interventions focus mainly on “engagement” as indicated by student 

achievement in the science classroom (Lichtenstein et. al, 2008; Markowitz, 2004; Martin, 2005).  Fewer studies 

of organized education programs consider science engagement related to students’ personal lives.  While still 

focused on the outcome of academic achievement, Lau and Roeser (2002) posited that engagement involves 

multiple facets, including positive feelings and focused attention during the learning activity as well as amount 

of time spent on school assignments or other science-related tasks during non-school hours.  Barton and 

colleagues (Basu & Barton, 2007; Furman and Barton, 2006) studied urban minority youth in after-school 

programs, finding that connecting science experiences with students’ own future plans, in a social learning 

environment that supported student agency, led to what they considered a sustained interest in science and to 

shifts in identity. Ethnographic research from the Learning in Informal and Formal Environments Center (e.g., 

Barron, 2006; Zimmerman & Bell (2007), has shown the myriad ways that youth engage with science and 

technology activities in the out of school hours, including personally meaningful experiences at home that 

school people seldom know about.  
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Although research shows the public does engage with science and technology, the public’s engagement with 

free-choice science learning is poorly understood (Falk, et al, 2007) and has not been fully researched (Falk, 

et.al, 2007; Korpan, et al, 1997).  Data gathered about books being read, television programs watched, games 

played, and Internet searching, could lead to insights of how people learn science and influence practices in 

schools (Korpan, et al, 1997). 

 

We believe that a coherent concept of engagement, which captures what is meaningful about the term as it is 

generally used, includes three facets: Behavior, or actual involvement with science and technology ideas and 

tools; Interest, or openness to and stance toward the science and technology in the moment; and Identity, or 

ways that the science and technology connects to people’s identity affiliations, in the past, present, and future. 

These facets have been operationalized in a small research study that will result in a written survey intended for 

broader use. 

 

Following Fowler’s (2009) recommendations, the Youth Exploring Science and Technology (YEST) survey 

was developed based on previous surveys and the literature, utilizing interviews and verbal think-aloud 

protocols to refine the survey instrument with a subset of the project participant population, and then 

administered the pilot survey to a broad audience. A select group of seven teen participants in the Saint Louis 

Science Center's youth development program contributed to the development of the survey in summer 2009; 

case studies of their engagement with science and technology were constructed based on observations, 

interviews, and analysis of drafts and final science news articles created by these youth. In addition to this 

group, several hundred students of 13 teachers from 10 schools participating in the wider research project were 

administered surveys in Fall 2009 (prior to the introduction of science journalism related activities), and will be 

administered parallel surveys at the end of the school year.  

 

At this time, the survey consists of five sections: demographics/background (8 questions), science behaviors (10 

questions), technology behaviors (20questions), interest in science and technology inside and outside school (12 

questions), future (5 questions). Questions relating to identity are interspersed throughout. By June 2010, at the 

time of the paper presentation, pilot survey results will be collected, analyzed, and available for inclusion in the 

presentation. The revised survey structure and items will be presented as well.  

 

Preliminary results of case studies from Summer 2009 give a sense of how engagement may shift through youth 

participation in the sort of science journalism practices taking place in SciJourn. Max (all names are 

pseudonyms) was in the summer before his 12
th

 grade, and the survey revealed he was highly engaged in 

reading and consuming technology-oriented media, although he was not otherwise a big reader. He had strong 

interests in science and technology, and connected his identity in the present and future with potential computer 

technology or science careers. Although he did not have much initial interest in researching and writing science 

news stories, and did not see himself as a writer at all, he responded to the challenges put before him, and 

produced stories on the program, the health risks of tattoos, and electric cars. Thus, he expanded his engagement 

in communicating with others about science and technology, and appears to have begun to refine his identity. 

Khadijah was also in the summer before 12
th

 grade, and her identity was tied more to her general interests in 

reading, writing, and arguing, and her plans for becoming a lawyer and advocate for youth in foster care. Her 

engagement in science news reporting allowed her to connect her identity as a writer with science, especially 

social science concerns, such as the school dropout rate for children in foster care, and how social networking 

affects the life of teens.  

 

In order to understand the means by which for America’s youth connect with learning opportunities, science 

educators should better understand how youth are engaged with science and technology in their daily lives. The 

Youth Engagement with Science and Technology survey described in this paper stands to provide a more valid 

measure of engagement than is presently available. With this tool, programs can pay attention to how 

individuals with different engagement profiles learn, and can measure the impacts of in-school and out-of-

school programs on engagement.  

 

Building an Apprenticeship Community of Practice for Science Journalism – Polman, 

Saul, Newman, Pearce, and Graville 
Within the SciJourn project we are in the process of building a distributed community of practice centered on 

apprenticing students and teachers into the authentic production of a science newspaper we call The SciJourner 

(http://www.scijourner.org), with the support of a diverse university team. Since our goals involve fostering and 

driving learning through the critical consumption and production of science news rather than maximizing 
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readership or ad sales, the community of practice can be seen as a cognitive apprenticeship (Brown, Collins, & 

Duguid, 1989; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) for science learning that is a hybrid of traditional journalism. 

 

Wenger's (1998) research revealed the importance of brokering and boundary objects to the transfer and 

transformation of practices across communities of practice. As described above, the SciJourn project is taking 

practices from traditional science journalism, and moving them into a distributed learning environment that 

encompasses teachers' classes in multiple schools as well as a youth program at the Saint Louis Science Center. 

As a Ph.D. chemist who worked over 20 years as a science journalist and managing editor, Alan Newman has 

been our primary agent brokering journalistic practices to our nascent community. In addition, we have a 

diverse set of additional science journalism advisors who provide input. Other members of our project team 

broker practices from literacy education, journalism education, and science education in formal and informal 

learning environments. Wenger's concept of boundary objects refers to artifacts, documents, terms, and 

concepts around which communities of practice can organize their interactions. In this paper presentation, we 

will describe the brokering and boundary objects that have emerged thus far in our project.  

 

The development of this community thus far has been as follows. In 2008-09, the team of university-based 

science educators, literacy educators, researchers and journalists began clarifying the links between science 

journalism and science literacy through literature review and the research with professional journalists described 

above. At the same time, we implemented what we refer to as "alpha" and "beta" models of a science journalism 

curriculum and news writing units in two schools, including the classes of one of our PIs (Farrar). We shared 

results of this with our advisory board, a key journalism advisor, our external evaluator, and our partners at 

SLSC at two advisory board meetings, to inform our plans for expanding our implementation and research. In 

the summer of 2009, 14 teachers from 10 high schools participated in the 3-week SciJourn professional 

development under the direction of Wendy Saul and with the help of Newman and Turley. The teachers also 

wrote news stories and produced a print edition of The SciJourner with Newman as editor, and also co-

developed pilot mini-lessons and science journalism units with us. Also during summer 2009, 8 teenage youth 

from the SLSC participated in the project during their summer 5-week youth development and work program, 

learning to research and write science news stories, and producing three print editions of The SciJourner with 

Newman acting as managing editor, and the support of three SLSC staff including one professional novelist. 

During the 2009-2010 school year, the teachers are implementing their own and others' lessons and units and 

participating in the research. At the same time the development team, which includes Saul, Newman and Pearce, 

visits classes with the express purpose of refining lessons so they can be used in the summer of 2010 and 2011 

as models that can be used for debriefing and discussion. SciJourn curricula is being piloted in biology, 

environmental science, physics, physical science, English, research, applied biology and chemistry, chemistry, 

and advanced biology classes. The school districts vary by location and SES (rural, urban, suburban and urban 

parochial). Although a goal was to implement various aspects of the project during the school year so that 

teacher efforts culminated in students writing articles for The SciJourner, several of the teachers are focusing 

more heavily on reading than writing. Teachers from the 2009 cohort will meet several times as a group with the 

SciJourn team during the year. Individual meetings with the teacher group are also held regularly to focus on 

their activities, concerns and to debrief lessons. 

 

Key boundary objects that have emerged thus far in the project include: 1) the genre of science news articles 

(beginning with a lede and moving in an "inverted triangle" structure from more important to less important 

information) vs. the traditional school-based "5-paragraph essay"; 2) story pitches delivered in a "fishbowl" 

activity; and 3) the related notions of sources, credibility and attribution. So far in schools and in the youth 

program, teachers and facilitators found that they had to actively work to overcome students' prior experiences 

with the 5-paragraph essay structure as normative for all non-fiction writing in schools. The SciJourn team and 

teachers have developed ways of revealing and learning the genre, and it has become a boundary object for 

moving students out of "writing as usual in school." Journalists traditionally pitch story ideas to editors and 

groups before being given the go-ahead on assignments, and we have refined a model for pitches that combines 

this practice from the journalism community with a fishbowl structure borrowed from schooling. In our hybrid, 

students do some research on story ideas, then one pitches their story to an adult editor as they both sit in the 

middle of a circle. The editor asks questions, makes suggestions, and helps the student reporter refine their idea, 

and the people around the edges of the circle also chime in. At the end of the pitch, the editor and group decide 

whether to move forward on that story. Afterward, the student who made the pitch moves to the editor's chair, 

and another student pitches. In this way, learners experience modeling and coaching (Collins, Brown, and 

Newman, 1989) and then begin to appropriate ideas even further as they are asked to model the ways of 

thinking exhibited by editors. Routinely, students quickly begin asking peers what makes their story interesting 

to readers (contextualization), what or who their potential sources are, etc. Finally, the journalistic notions of 

using multiple sources, concern with the credibility or reliability of sources, and attributing sources are all 
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becoming part of the vernacular of science classes in a way that they were not previously. The science teachers 

in our project have been receptive to these terms and the thinking behind them, and they are implementing them 

in reading-focused activities in school that take less time than having students write and research new stories.  

 

Several additional instances of people brokering practices and their possible variations within this nascent 

community of practice are worth noting. The persona and manner that Newman takes on with students both in 

schools and in the youth program, as a professional editor focused on ideas and concepts in the draft and final 

products, makes for different feedback norms than most students have previously experienced. In several cases, 

students have been surprised at the amount of markup provided by Newman in electronic documents returned 

by him using Microsoft Word's Track Changes. Early on, we began looking for ways to introduce changed 

attitudes toward extensive feedback as productive rather than merely providing negative judgment, as many 

traditional school papers with "a lot of red" would signify. We have also pushed the notion that "science and 

technology can be connected to anything" in order to welcome individual learners' interests and story ideas, but 

we know that school curricular requirements as well as the knowledge of facilitators will sometimes limit the 

possibilities for transforming personal topic interests (e.g., tattoos, social networking) into science news stories. 

Teachers with different backgrounds and in different subject areas (biology, chemistry, environmental science, 

or English) bring varying assets and vary in what sorts of science news relates to their learning goals. Thus, we 

will monitor how different classes, contexts, and facilitators deal differentially with welcoming and 

transforming student ideas into stories.  

Conclusion 
This symposium will present a reframing of the notion of science literacy, exploring the projects' progress at 

fostering a scientifically literate citizenry through a focus on the practices and ways of thinking developed by 

journalists. Implications for research on learning and educational practice will be discussed.  
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Abstract:  This symposium brings together researchers focused on issues of learning and 

identity development. We examine how the development of identity relative to a 

particular domain-specific learning environment—such as a leadership seminar, a nature 

trail guide program, a writing class project, or a teacher professional development 

course—can be better understood by looking at learners as whole persons, relative to 

their other experiences and identities.  In other words, we investigate evolving identity 

within contexts by looking more broadly at participant identity across contexts. The 

session will present findings from this research, share methods for accomplishing this 

difficult work and making it manageable, discuss implications for further theory-building 

about identity, and provide recommendations for designing learning environments with 

identity development in mind.   

 

 

Introduction 
Identity has only recently begun to emerge as a focal point in educational research, as educators and 

scholars now struggle with not only the constructivist idea that learners’ shape their own meanings of 

domains, content, and contexts (Palincsar, 1998), but also the more thorny and difficult assertion that 

learners shape their own subjectivity toward, attitudes about, and affinity or hostility for all aspects of their 

educational endeavors (Sfard & Prusak, 2005).  Further, researchers of cultural identity have articulated the 

phenomenon that aspects of learners’ identities may be positioned by institutions and cultures such that 

they conflict in various ways with success in school or success in particular academic domains (Davidson, 

1996; Nasir & Saxe, 2003).  Clearly, as educators and researchers, we ignore identity at our peril.   

Yet identity is a slippery concept and difficult to pin down.  Individual identity has been described 

by research and theory as a constant sense of self, or a fluid and ever-changing performance (Buckingham, 

2008; Goffman, 1959). Identity development has likewise been framed as a consistent trajectory, or a 

rapidly shifting current (Erickson, 1968; Gee, 2001).  Nowhere are these paradoxes more obvious than 

when we follow the same individuals across multiple contexts and domains, as in connective ethnography 

(Leander, 2008), or when we hear the coherent life narratives that emerge from a host of disparate 

experiences (Bruner, 1991).  Thus when research focuses on solely one context in the lives of learners, we 

leave great gaps in our understanding and insight.    

The papers on this panel represent research that attempts to bridge these gaps. We examine how 

the development of identity relative to a particular learning environment—such as a leadership seminar, a 

nature trail guide program, a writing class project, or a teacher professional development course—can be 

better understood by looking at learners as whole persons, relative to their other experiences and identities. 

In other words, we investigate evolving identity within contexts by looking more broadly at participant 

identity across contexts. Our methods for these studies vary.  Some actively follow participants through 

different contexts they inhabit, while others rely on the participants to make those boundary-crossing 

connections via interviews, essays, life maps, or other narrative means.  In all cases, however, participant 

voices and participant stories are key, since our work is founded on the idea that identities and selves are 
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constructed and reconstructed through narrative (Ochs & Capps, 1996).  In the abstracts that follow, 

representing those voices and narratives is difficult given length restrictions, but participant stories and 

cases will be a vital part of the conference session.   

 

Trail guide self-perception and domain-expert identity at an environmental 
reserve.   Emily Evans (University of California, Davis)   
Non-formal education programs in outdoor settings are common methods to impart land management 

messages and promote environmental stewardship (Ham, 1992; Widner & Roggenbuck, 2000). For many 

of these programs, with low budgets and limited staffing, their ability to recruit and retain volunteer guides 

and educators has a direct impact on the quantity and quality of programs available to the general public.  

This study sought to find out why volunteers choose to become involved with a guided educational hike 

program and how their perceptions and past experiences shaped their interest in guiding and in the Reserve.  

When social interactions, such as teaching and learning, take place in natural settings, the 

environmental context of those interactions directly impacts the meanings ascribed to the environment and 

the nature of the social interaction. (Anderson, 2004; Clayton, Clayton, & Opotow, 2003; Neilson, 2009). 

The case of the volunteer guide program is a means to explore these issues of identity at the intersection of 

social and natural environments. This study explores how guides think of themselves in relation to the 

social and environmental context of the Reserve and how these perceptions influence their practice as a 

guide.   

To answer these questions, the researcher interviewed guides and observed them in training and 

leading walks.  The researcher also had a participant-observer role in guide training, by enrolling in and 

going through the guide training program with a cohort of guide volunteers.  Participants for the study were 

recruited from this cohort of volunteers.  Guides were interviewed either in-person or on the phone; 

interviews were audio recorded and transcribed.  Fieldnotes were taken during guided walks, which were 

then matched to interview transcripts from guides (although not all participants had both interviews and 

walk observations).  In interviews, guides were asked about their initial motivations, experiences leading 

the outings, and their interest and past experiences with non-formal teaching and learning in outdoor 

settings. Analysis of interviews and observations of the guided outings revealed three main characteristics 

of active guides:  guides were motivated by an interest in teaching and learning, had a previous relationship 

to the place, and held an image of themselves that matched their perceived image of a guide.  

This issue of image compatibility is critical to a focus on identity.  Guides with some domain 

background such as plant biology or ecology, and who viewed their responsibility as educating visitors in 

the science of the reserve, made use of their existing expertise in their volunteer teaching.  Yet on guide 

walks, the researcher observed that visitors to the reserve were not always engaged by taxonomic 

terminology and technical explanations of the reserve ecosystem, a phenomenon that some expertise-

focused guides were aware of and frustrated by.  Guide walks also revealed that some volunteers who 

lacked domain expertise, and who considered domain expertise important, were flustered on walks by 

visitors asking scientific or environmental questions that they could not answer. Yet image compatibility 

was not always related to domain expertise.  Included in the participant pool were successful guides who 

identified more as artists or nature lovers, and thus lacked a background in environmental science or 

biology, but who viewed their responsibility more in terms of generating visitor enthusiasm and connection 

to the reserve. One example was an artist who led walks focused on finding spectrums of color in the 

reserve in different seasons; her walks contained virtually no scientific information at all yet still managed 

to engage visitors and create a positive walk experience.  Retention in the guide program was the least 

successful for those who had a perceived image of a guide (as expert, inspiring, charismatic, educational, 

etc) that they could not match with their own identities and strengths.   

This case study demonstrates that guides have different perspectives on what it means to be a non-

formal educator, and that their perceptions of the guide identity are related to their motivations to 

participate. A prescribed identity of what it means to be a volunteer educator, such as domain expertise, 

may dissuade a potential volunteer from participating, if that image does not match their own self image. 

For land managers and education program coordinators interested in attracting and retaining volunteer 

leaders, carefully outlining the expectations of a guide and allowing for diverse perspectives on the role of 

volunteer educators may encourage a broader population of volunteers to participate and, in turn, a broader 

audience of visiting participants. 
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Life maps and the multi-contextual development of undergraduate leadership 

identity.  Elizabeth Faber (Humboldt State University)   
American institutions of higher education are working to develop relevant and meaningful learning 

experiences that prepare young people for leadership in a knowledge-dense, adaptive, and multicultural 

society (The Boyer Commission, 1998). But how does a college student learn to become a leader? This 

study explores the process of learning leadership across multiple contexts through the lens of identity 

development theory (Baxter Magolda & King, 2004; Erikson, 1968; Lord & Hall, 2005; Marcia, 1994; 

Rangell, 1994).  

Existing theories of college student leadership development fall short in that they either focus 

primarily on one college context such as student government or athletics (Dugan, 2006; Hall, Forrester & 

Borsz, 2008) or lack specifics about the importance of reflective practices in the identity development in 

young, aspiring leaders (Logue, Hutchens & Hector, 2005; Posner & Brodsky, 1992). This qualitative study 

explores the learning outcomes and leadership narratives of undergraduate student leaders at a large public 

university. Six student leaders were recruited from the past participants of a leadership seminar on campus 

taught by the author, as well as through the social networks of those participants.  Through narrative and 

artifact-driven interviews ranging from one to two hours in length, the student participants reflected deeply 

on their learning and development in college. They mapped their leadership experiences through lifelines—

timelines showcasing their many involvements across curricular, co-curricular, extracurricular, and 

community-based contexts in college.  The interviews revealed that these college students lead across 

multiple aspects of their identities:  ethnic, social, academic, professional, etc.  

The study also explores three new areas not described by existing literature in which young adults 

develop a leadership identity: identifying and committing to a core personal mission, developing emotional 

intelligence, and experimenting with peer teaching of leadership.  Regarding core personal mission, 

interviews revealed that students were highly reflective about making connections across their various 

leadership experiences and finding common themes.  One example is a Native student who was also a 

Cultural Studies major and led across social and academic groups on campus as well as in community 

service.  This student articulated that across all these areas, her focus was on teaching others about 

connection to the land and repatriation of artifacts.  Given that students themselves are generating these 

across-context missions, it is all the more crucial, then, that research on leadership development move 

beyond a focus on singular contexts for study.   

Regarding emotional intelligence, students articulated that they struggled with handling frustration 

appropriately and dealing with difficult people, and that part of their growth as student leaders involved 

developing concrete strategies for these kinds of personal and interpersonal challenges that could transfer 

across situations. While existing research has examined emotional aspects of leadership in terms of 

enthusiasm for leadership and one’s own motivation to lead, dealing with negative emotions in leadership 

has not been a focus of inquiry yet in the broader field and is recommended as an implication of this study.  

In terms of peer teaching, one of the hallmarks of college student leadership contexts, and one that has yet 

to be dealt with in existing research, is a continuous turnover of participant leaders.  Undergraduate 

students are on campus for four to five years, and they may attain significant leadership positions only in 

their last two or three years of their enrollment at the university.  Thus by the time students have learned 

how to lead effectively in any given context, they are already on the verge of graduating and being replaced 

by other students in those positions.  The student leaders in this study reflected on how they might 

effectively pass on what they had learned to the next group of student leaders in their various contexts, but 

they described that they were given little support for this peer teaching process.   This is clearly another 

area for research and development on college student leadership.    

In closing, this study’s focus on learning leadership through identity development is unique in the 

literature on college student leadership development and both complements and complicates the primary 

Leadership Identity Development model (Komives, Longerbeam, Owen, Mainella, & Osteen, 2006). The 

use of lifelines to promote reflection and guide narrative-based interviews is also a new and effective 

method both for research and practice.  Other recommendations for college student leadership development 

include active opportunities for reflecting and connecting across leadership contexts to articulate a core 

personal mission, and an explicit emotional intelligence focus in both research and training on dealing with 

negative emotions and difficult people.  In terms of peer teaching, this study suggests the practical need for 

leadership development programs, as well as individual leadership contexts, to build in acknowledgement 

of and support for the high turnover of student leaders, and to create opportunities for peer teaching of 

leadership.  Research on peer teaching could effectively examine leadership identity from the new 
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perspective of how students think about their “legacy” as they graduate, and also investigate students’ 

implicit theories of learning leadership through research observations of how they instruct their peers.   

  

Identity tensions among teachers as online professional development participants 

and novice bloggers.  Cynthia Carter Ching (University of California, Davis)  
More and more teachers are turning to reading blogs in order to find web resources for education, and using 

blogs as pedagogical tools to encourage their students to write for a “real” audience (Martindale & Wiley, 

2005; Williams & Jacobs, 2004).  Yet research on teachers-as-bloggers is relatively rare.  While a 

pioneering study by Luehmann (2008) examined the case of a highly competent and prolific teacher 

blogger, this study takes on a group of teachers as novice bloggers and uses Gee’s identity theory (2001), to 

address the questions of what factors affect teachers’ attitudes toward blogging, experiences with creating 

blogs, and meanings they make out of blogging as a social, educational, professional, and personal activity.   

 Blogging is a highly productive context for examining questions of identity for a number of 

reasons.  Nardi and colleagues argue that most personal blogs fall into at least one of a few categories:  blog 

as documentation, blog as muse, blog as confessional, blog as commentary, blog as catharsis, and blog as 

community resource (Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz, 2004).  In each of these functions, and 

sometimes in several different functions within the same blog, writers work to position themselves in 

complex ways in relation to their audience, their topics, and, in many cases, in relation to the hosting 

technology itself.  While most naturalistic studies of blogging end up examining a self-selected population, 

those who have already internalized the value of blogging and decided to create an online identity and 

voice for themselves, this study examined the case of a cohort of practicing teachers in an online program 

who were given the task of short-term blogging as a course assignment.     

The context for this study was an online cohort of thirty-seven teachers enrolled in an MA 

program for practicing teachers with a focus on global issues in education. In addition to participating in 

live online meetings, teacher participants posted conversations asynchronously on a CMS discussion board 

and worked throughout six weeks on their major assignment for the third course, taught by the author, 

which was to develop a blog and make at least three entries reviewing educational websites about 

globalization.  Teachers were encouraged to think of their blogs as both an opportunity to use the lens of 

the course readings to analyze educational websites (blog as commentary) and as a resource for other 

teachers who might be looking for similar web-based tools for teaching about globalization (blog as 

community resource).  Out of the thirty-seven teachers, only three had prior experience with blogging in a 

personal context, involving sharing pictures and anecdotes from travel and family life (blogging as 

documentation).  No participating teachers had ever blogged before from their professional perspective and 

voice as teachers.  Data for this study include the archived feeds from all live meetings (12 course meetings 

for two hours each) wherein participants regularly talked about and referenced their career experiences at 

their schools sites, teachers’ discussion board postings about their developing blogs and ensuing threads of 

responses and replies, and the teachers’ blogs themselves.   

Using Gee’s identity framework (2001), data were analyzed using axial coding to determine 

various different identities teachers were displaying throughout the course, in their blogs, in their 

discussions of themselves as teachers and bloggers, and tensions that occurred between these identities.  

Even aside from blogging, some participants experienced tensions between their reported institutional and 

discourse identities as expert and/or gifted teachers within their schools, versus their emerging institutional 

and discourse identities as “problem” students in the online program (i.e., those who often needed help with 

troubleshooting their online access, difficulties uploading work to the College of Education server, etc).  

These “problem” identities, both in the online program in general and in the blog assignment, were often 

associated with teachers’ assertions about their nature identities, which they had also adopted as discourse 

identities—that of being “a dinosaur” (i.e., too old to be fully comfortable with online technologies) or 

somehow being inherently “hopeless” with computers.  Additionally, those teachers who initially displayed 

an affinity identity as technology enthusiasts had little trouble setting up their blogs and personalizing their 

blog aesthetic, but some of these teachers still had difficulty writing in their blogs, as they struggled with 

how to establish and convey their discourse identities online and find voices for evaluating educational 

websites.  In most cases, teachers who had never blogged before and teachers who had family blogs before 

the course both experienced some social anxiety regarding the public nature of blogs (Nardi, Schiano, & 

Gumbrecht, 2004).  Thus there emerged an additional tension between their discourse and institutional 

identities as authorities within their schools, or their affinity identities as previous family bloggers, versus 
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taking on a discourse identity as a blogging educational authority to the online public-at-large.   

This study demonstrates the importance of examining teachers’ use of and meaning making with 

technology from an identity perspective, rather than an exclusive focus on training, since teachers in this 

study were daunted not primarily by the technical task of setting up and maintaining a blog, but by the 

tensions this requirement provoked in their ideas of skill, voice, authority, and self.   

  

From Home to School and Back Again: Intersecting Trajectories of Identification 

in a Student’s Development as a Writer.  Deborah Fields (UCLA)   
How can students build on their experiences, knowledge, and values from different parts of their lives (i.e., 

their identities) to develop an “academic identity,” or a sense of self as interested in, good at, and having a 

future in some academic discipline such as science or writing (e.g., Barton, Tan & Rivet, 2008; Carlone & 

Johnson, 2007)?  In this paper I use boundary objects and narrative analysis to unpack how one student 

developed a trajectory of identification as a writer, particularly as a writer that had a positive influence on 

other people.  

This presentation represents part of a larger connective ethnography (Leander, 2008) following 

two 11 year-old children in many places of their lives during their sixth grade year, from October 2008 to 

August 2009.  Data collection was theoretically driven to study how youth acted in different social spaces 

(their “identities-in-practice” – e.g. Barton et al, 2008), how the youth thought about themselves (what I 

call their “identities-in-narrative”) and how others thought about them (others “identities-in-narrative” 

about the youth). To this end data include over 200 hours of observation of different subjects at school, 

sports practices, music lessons, performances, play with peers, and time with family (to focus on 

“identities-in-practice”) and more than 50 interviews with the two youth and important adults in their lives 

(to focus on self- and others- “identities-in-narrative”). In analysis I constructed narratives (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000) of trajectories of intersections based on events and narratives in the data to understand the 

consequences of youths’ intersecting trajectories of identification. Then using grounded theory (Charmaz, 

2000), I identified common themes across the different trajectories of intersections that might account for 

either productive connections or unresolved conflicts between identities. 

In this presentation I discuss one trajectory of intersections across the life of an 11 year-old boy 

named Wynn. The instigating artifact that stimulated this trajectory was a letter he wrote to Dr. Seuss as 

part of an everyday classroom assignment, a letter for which he subsequently won a significant award. In 

his letter Wynn drew together personal conflicts about his bi-racial heritage; a beloved book from his 

childhood, The Sneetches; and his current social studies project in civil rights, which he described as “what 

all of my ancestors have done to each other.” In itself, the letter acted as a powerful connecting artifact 

between different areas of his life that helped him to resolve conflicts in how he saw himself and how 

others treated him. A first place award for the letter further led to ripple effects across social spaces of his 

life: classmates began listening more carefully to his writing in class, extended family cited his award and 

the letter as evidence that Wynn was “smart,” and African-American and bi-racial members of his church 

expressed how he had touched their hearts and that his writing was powerful. Eventually Wynn himself 

took up this narrative of himself as a good writer and at the same time began to change his daily practices 

to include more writing during his free time. 

I argue that multiple things supported the development of Wynn’s identity-in-narrative and 

identity-in-practice as a writer. Both the letter and the award acted as boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 

1989) that signified Wynn as an accomplished writer to different groups of people.  The certification of the 

letter through the award he won magnified the impact of the letter. Both the certification and his mother’s 

brokering of the letter to family, church members, and peers supported others talking about Wynn as 

“smart” and a good writer, and about his writing as touching their lives. Finally, the ways that Wynn was 

characterized as a writer tapped into values of different communities: academic achievement (particularly 

at school and home), leadership and diversity (at church), and creativity (at home). Boundary objects, 

certification, brokering, and shared values are themes found not only in the case of Wynn and his trajectory 

of identification as a writer but across other trajectories of intersections found in the larger study. I will 

discuss the implications of these findings for supporting productive intersections of identities. 

 
Doing Cross-Contextual Work:  On Method 
While the papers on this panel differ in terms of their basic methodological approach—interviews, 

observations, connective ethnography, discourse analysis of texts and online conversations—there are some 
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critical intersections that are worth noting.  First, all the studies are qualitative in nature, and they all have 

engaged meaningfully with presentation of findings and also hermeneutic interpretation through theoretical 

and critical lenses.  Related to the qualitative nature of inquiry is a post-positivist approach wherein we are 

not so much concerned with the objective validity or accuracy of the narratives we hear from participants.  

Instead we argue that the stories participants carry with them from experience are more important and more 

powerful for shaping identity than the actual events themselves (Bruner, 1991; Ochs & Capps, 1996).  Thus 

our boundary-crossing work to examine identity in multiple contexts is not for the purpose of somehow 

“triangulating” data or validating participant reports from one location to another, but rather to fully trace 

the terrain of participants’ narratives through the worlds they inhabit, on their terms.  

Second, in all the studies on the panel, the researchers are co-participants in at least one context 

under study, thus having some already-existing connection to the participants and the contexts they inhabit 

(Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). This not only facilitates subject recruitment and data collection, as well 

as conversation during interviews, such that researchers can ask informed questions about the shared 

context and participants can respond with abbreviated insider language without explaining every detail, but 

it also seems to push participants to do more identity-positioning and boundary-crossing rhetorical work in 

interviews, reflections, etc, almost as if they are thinking, “You know me in this context, but let me explain 

myself in that context.”   

Finally, third, in three out of four of the studies on the panel, written texts are of critical 

importance.  Participants construct written artifacts—a lifeline, a blog, an essay—and then that artifact 

becomes a focal point for reflection, a fulcrum for personal change or revelation, and the crux of research 

inquiry. Writing is an artifact of practice that is authentic, crystallizing, and useful for research as an anchor 

for further analysis, but it is also a valuable kind of data in and of itself, particularly when examining 

identity. As described by Bazerman and Prior, the aim is to perform discourse analysis on written texts and 

their surrounding narratives, “so as to uncover signs of social identities, institutions, and norms as well as 

the means by which these social formations are established, negotiated, enacted, and changed through 

communicative practice,” (Bazerman & Prior, 2004).   

 

Symposium Structure  
The session will take the form of a traditional 90-minute paper session, with brief opening chair’s remarks 

and approximately twelve minutes per paper, followed by discussant comments and audience question-and-

answer.  Our discussant, Na’ilah Suad Nasir, from UC Berkeley, is an authority on cultural identity, culture 

and mathematics practices, and the sociocultural and practice-related shaping of identities across contexts.  

Her work represents one of the earliest attempts to connect learning practices in and out of school among 

African American mathematics students, situate these practices within institutional and cultural contexts, 

and elucidate important tensions among these phenomena (e.g., Nasir, 2002).  Her comments will speak to 

common themes among the papers, provide suggestions for future research, and frame some productive 

topics for discussion with the audience during question-and-answer.    
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Abstract: History learning has been of interest to learning scientists for many years,

though it has not been investigated as vigorously as the Science-Technology-Engineering

and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines. This symposium presents four projects that are

united by two goals:  helping young learners understand what makes the discipline of

history unique, and helping learning sciences researchers understand how insights from

research in STEM disciplines may transfer to work in history education. The research

spans three countries and both formal and informal learning environments.

Objectives
The discipline of history has been of interest to learning scientists for many years, though it has not been

investigated as vigorously as the Science-Technology-Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines.

The participants in this symposium are united by two goals:  helping young learners understand what

makes the discipline of history unique, and helping learning sciences researchers understand how insights

from research in STEM disciplines may transfer to work in history education.

Helping students to understand and appreciate historical accounts has always been difficult work.

However as western societies increasingly recognize cultural diversity, a new level of challenge has been

added. The pressure to understand and account for multiple accounts of past events is steadily increasing

(Banks, 2008; Seixas, 2004; Takaki, 1993), and without an understanding of why two carefully researched,

honestly reported historical accounts may disagree, students may hold either a cynical view that history is

“written by the victors”, or an “anything goes” conception in which all accounts are equally valid. Such

conceptions undermine participation in democratic society. This symposium brings together researchers

who are addressing this challenge through the design of technology-intensive learning environments.

Theoretical Background: What makes history unique?
At first blush, what historians do may not seem so different from what scientists do. Scientists make careful

observations, bring questions to bear on evidence and test possible explanations and interpretations against

this evidence (National Committee on Science Education Standards and Assessment, 1996).  So do

historians (Howell & Prevenier, 2001). However, the historian’s questions and the nature of the evidence

available to address them are substantially different. Historical questions deal not only with what happened

in the past, but with change over time, and with the human significance of events. Even events that have

been studied thoroughly before can attain new significance and attract new curiosity as we learn more

about “how things turned out.” For example, the questions that will be asked about the events of September

11, 2001 will be different 50 years from now than they are today. However the historian (unlike the

scientist) cannot “re-run the experiment” under different conditions to answer a specific question.

This begins to suggest how honest, well-trained historians can differ in their interpretation of past

events; yet many students do not have mature conceptions about conflicting accounts of the past. This is

due largely to the fact that textbook-driven instruction (which is common worldwide) shields students from

varying perspectives on historical events and personalities. History textbooks often present a single,

homogenized perspective on the events they cover, written in an impersonal “voice of History” (Wineburg,

2001) that obscures the decisions made by the historian in constructing the account.

The participants in this symposium share the goal of developing students’ understandings of the

reasons why historical accounts may differ. These are part of a larger set of “metahistorical” conceptions
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that scholars have studied for many years (Lee, 2004; Shemilt, 2000; Wineburg, 2001), including historical

significance, causes and consequences, perspectives, constancy and change. How can learning sciences

researchers influence these conceptions, and what previous scholarship will help us?

O’Neill, “Compassionate Canada?”
Together with colleagues at Simon Fraser, O’Neill recently developed a curriculum unit to lead 11th grade

Social Studies students to more mature conceptions about why historical accounts differ. Students spent

two weeks pursing a thorny historical question using a variety of online source materials, and getting

advice along the way from history Ph.D. students serving as “telementors” (Single & Single, 2005). The

unit was developed in collaboration with three seasoned Social Studies teachers, whose goal was to develop

students’ metahistorical ideas without sacrificing the coverage of mandated curriculum.

In the unit, students were invited to interrogate Canada’s popular image (echoed in textbooks) as

the world’s do-gooder.  Students were asked “Has Canada become a more compassionate country in the

last 100 years?” The design team favored this question because it addressed change over time, and dealt

with the entire scope of the year’s history curriculum. The unit could thus be used either as a pre-exam

review, or (for more adventuresome teachers) to kick off the year.

Based on teacher input, the researchers assembled an online archive of primary source documents

covering seven historical cases. Some of the cases illustrate the compassion of Canada’s government or its

people towards those in need (e.g. Canada’s response to Tamil refugees in the 1980s), while others call that

compassion into question (e.g. the internment of Japanese Canadians during World War II). In some cases,

the government has issued an official apology to people it has wronged, and provided compensation for its

past actions; but even in these cases it is not clear what apologies or compensation indicate about how the

government or individual citizens might respond to similar cases in the future.

Students were assigned to groups of four, each of which pursued the overarching question of the

unit using evidence about a different historical case. This design deliberately orchestrated cognitive conflict

between groups of students, and within students’ own minds in order to induce conceptual change (Johnson

& Johnson, 2009; Limon 2001). As they progressed through the unit, students formulated positions on the

central question of the unit, which were critiqued by volunteer telementors. At the conclusion of the unit, a

“horseshoe debate” was conducted in which each group presented its stance on the question of the unit

based on its assigned case, then literally stood on a large horseshoe shape on the school library’s floor to

indicate how close it stood to the “yes” (Canada has become more compassionate) or “no” (it has not) side.

The implementation reported for this symposium took place in three sections of Mr. George’s

Social Studies 11 class at Hanover Secondary, involving almost 90 students. Hanover Secondary is a public

school within walking distance of some of the wealthiest and the poorest Vancouver-area neighbourhoods,

and serves 500 students whose families speak many heritage languages.

 A survey was developed to assess the unit’s impact on students’ metahistorical conceptions, and

was administered to every student, pre and post. Survey questions included:

• What makes somebody a historian?

• Why do historians write new books about events that were already written about before?

• If a historian is learning about the events of a period and finds two stories about them that

disagree, what should she do?

Students responded to each question by rating their agreement with four statements that appealed to more

or less mature metahistorical ideas described by Shemilt (2000). Statistical analysis of students’ responses

showed that over the course of the unit, students overall made significant gains in their appreciation of the

idea that historians must make educated guesses when evidence is limited. It was also found that when

students reported receiving particular kinds of advice from their online mentors (such as alternate

interpretations of the sources students were working with) they tended to lose faith in the notion that there

is always one true story to be told about a past event (O'Neill & Guloy, 2010).

Our experience showed areas in which the unit design could be improved as well. For example, in

whole-class discussions at the end of the unit, some students told us that they felt their answer to the major

question of the unit (had Canada become more compassionate) was predetermined as yes, because the

historical cases depicting a lack of compassion were not matched with similar current-day events. In their

view one had to assume that improvement had been made in 100 years! It became evident to us and the

teacher that his students knew little about cases of abuse in Canada’s contemporary environment, though

these certainly exist and could be integrated into our materials for future iterations. With further refinement,
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the team expects both the curricular framework for this unit and the survey measure of metahistorical

conceptions to be useful in many other contexts.

Ben-David Kolikant, “Doing history together”: A collaborative investigation by
Israeli Jewish and Arab students of their shared past of conflict
The “Doing History Together” project brings Israeli Jewish and Israeli Arab students together to

collaboratively investigate their shared past of conflict. In these activities, students use primary and

secondary source materials, such as the writings of Jewish, Arab, and British historians, to write historical

accounts collaboratively in a Wiki environment. This environment enables students of all backgrounds

equal access to the public writing space, and hence to revise, comment, and challenge the text written so

far. The project team involves Israeli Jewish and Israeli Arab historians and learning sciences researchers.

This activity design was inspired, in part, by Contact Theory (e.g. Amir, 1969), which describes

the conditions that need to be fulfilled in order to have a fertile encounter between people from conflicting

groups. For example, in order to promote collaboration and reduce competition among narratives, students

have the freedom to choose whether they will write a consensual account on the event, or an analysis of the

essence of their disagreement. We encouraged students to pinpoint the issues that the “other side”, being

mediated by their culture and sense of belonging, chose to ignore, resist, or accept ‘automatically’ when

interacting with historical text (Wertsch, 1998). Our design hypothesis was that such discussion would

promote historical thinking and more mature metahistorical conceptions.

A primary objective is to generate awareness that the language one chooses to use encrypts one's

ideology (Bakhtin, 1981). The secondary sources that students receive on the Balfour Declaration (an event

they study) demonstrate this. In 1917 Lord Balfour, then a minister of foreign affairs in the British

government, issued a document addressed to Lord Rothschild, conveying the sympathy of the British

government to the establishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine. In Jewish sources the event is

referred to as the Balfour declaration, Arab sources call it the Balfour promise. The word “promise” implies

a stronger commitment of Britain to the Jews than “declaration” does. Britain made a similar “promise” to

the Arabs previously (the Hussein-McMahon correspondence), and hence deceived them.

 “Doing history together” has been implemented in two rounds. In the first, six groups at the

university level participated. This phase enabled us to fine-tune the assignment and the analysis tools. The

second round involved 120 Jewish and Arab high-school students, who were asked to work in foursomes,

each including a pair of Arabs and a pair of Jews. Data collected in the second round included

questionnaires about students’ concerns and expectations (pre and post), students’ individual essays

concerning the events studied (pre and post), joint essays produced by the foursomes (as well as all drafts),

scripts of the e-communication, and post-interviews with a sample of the students.

Four out of six groups at university level produced joint answers, two of which inclined towards

the Jewish narrative, and the other two inclined towards the Arab narrative. (The other two groups stopped

the conversation in early stages.) Three out of the four completed conversations were “charged” in terms of

the moral judgment employed by both Jewish and Arab participants, vis-à-vis the historical agents of the

“other" side. The encounter with historians' writings in the presence of interlocutors from the “other side”

brought about a growth in students' understanding of history as interpretive in nature. Here we briefly

describe two common topics of discussion between bi-ethnic groups.

(a) Terminology. Students discussed terminology either as an outcome of their reading of a source,

or when needed, to agree on the terminology to use for the group’s joint essay. This segment is taken from

a class discussion initiated by a Jewish student (JS1) before the students turned to work in groups:

!

1. JS1: I read the sources and in one of them instead of Israel it is written Palestine,

why?

2. AS1: That’s the name. Before you came here.

3. JS1: The place has a name. Israel. You can’t change it just because you don’t like it.

4. AS1: It is not a matter of liking. I suggest that we search and see how it was entitled

in the period we are studying, and use that name.!

!

The different terminology used by the Arab historian bothered JS1, so she initiated a discussion on it, and

suggested the name “Israel.”  The correspondence between her and AS1, an Arab student in lines 2&4,

demonstrates “presentism,” students bringing present-day controversy to the discussion. In line 4, SA1
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(perhaps in an attempt to reduce the tension) suggested to investigate the name used back then. In essence,

he utilized historiography as a way out of controversy.  

Similarly, when AS2 (an Arab student from another group in the first round) was asked during an

interview to describe the dynamics of the discussion within his group, he referred to his group’s discussion

on the terms “declaration” and “promise”:  "They [Jewish peers] said ‘declaration’. We said ‘promise’. So

we [Arab peers] [said], ‘Listen. It’s a declaration but it has the same importance as a promise.’ "

(b) Controversy within the sources. All the students noticed that the historians whose writing they

read “disagree”, i.e. each suggests a different hypothesis about the event. The group responses to the

controversy varied. During the pilot study, two groups suggested that each participant try to construct his or

her own hypothesis. For example, in the following excerpt, JS3 summarizes the contradictions among

historians as to whether Britain was aware of the consequences of issuing the declaration, and suggested

this action: “So Friedman [Jewish historian] is basically the only one who says that Britain knew that a

Jewish state would be established here and supported it. Sykes [British historian] says the opposite, and so

does al-Hout [Arab historian]…. What is your opinion? Your personal opinion?” This brought about vivid

discussion in these groups as they constructed a chain of counter arguments to the hypotheses suggested.

Analysis of the second round data shows similarities to the results from the first round. Students’

e-discussions were embedded with “hot” (emotional) segments, yet despite the virtual nature of the

encounter and the lack of shared personal history, there were few incidents of vandalism (using

inappropriate words or deleting the work of others). Further, most groups strove to produce joint answers.

Polman, Narrative metacognition and story diagrams as scaffolds for the critique

and construction of history narratives
Working with historians from the Catoctin Center for Regional Studies in Frederick, MD, an intervention

was developed in which youth critiqued existing historical narratives, and constructed competing narratives

of a local history event. Both critique and construction utilized mediational frameworks aimed at

scaffolding the evidence-based and narrative aspects of historical thinking. These activities utilized a four-

part model of narrative metacognition and computer-based story diagrams or "storygrams" (Polman, 2006).

This symposium presentation will report on qualitative research from this intervention in which

youth critiqued and created "empirical narratives." Interpretation of the student case studies is augmented

by structured interviews with two trained historians. The study focused on a summer camp entitled "Telling

the Stories of the Past: Creating Digital Documentaries about Controversial Local History". The camp met

for six hours per day for one week during summer 2007. Four 12-14 year-old boys (one African-American

and three European American) participated. The camp curriculum was co-designed by the author, historians

at a regional history center, and the instructor (a doctoral student in American Studies), and focused on

local history leading up to and during the United States Civil War.

One highlight of the week related to metahistory was analysis of two "digital documentaries"

about the role a regiment played in a battle. Analysis used "narrative metacognition" elements.

Metacognition is a powerful aspect of thinking across disciplinary domains (e.g., Bruer, 1993; White &

Frederiksen, 1998). The following types of metacognitive practices were used as prompts on a paper form

used to scaffold the youth critiques, as the literature suggests they could contribute to more sophisticated

understanding of empirical narratives (Polman, 2006): monitoring perspectives, considering precedents,

analyzing storytelling craft and symbolism, and recognizing the "story frames" used to "spin" accounts.

Good history teachers encourage learners to focus on the perspectives and biases of those who

created the sources they are using, especially in initiatives involving youth in the “doing of history”

research utilizing primary sources (e.g., Levstik & Barton, 1997). Similarly, in critiquing the two accounts,

the young men in this study readily picked up on the influence of perspective: one youth described how the

teller of the first tale was "proud of the Northern fight put up", in contrast to another which characterized

the teller of the other tale as taking a "negative perspective". The "precedents" or existing accounts with

which the hearer is familiar also influence credibility, and the youth were able to recognize important

precedents they recalled related to these accounts. In this case, the youth saw precedents for these tales

about a battle in their recollection of other accounts where a regiment was outnumbered like that of the

Battle of Thermopole (retold in the movie 300), or overcame great odds as in The Lord of the Rings. The

goal of this prompt was to target law-like precedents, where previous legal decisions shape reactions of the

courts to new cases which are essentially narratives crafted to link to precedents that will provide beneficial

interpretations—and thus legal decisions (Bruner, 2003). But the way the precedents prompt worked for

these particular accounts and these youth related more to the third narrative metacognition item, about
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storytelling craft—they could see the way that the teller was trying to craft a heroic or tragic tale to appeal

to viewers. In literature and language arts classrooms, students often analyze storytelling craft and

symbolism that helps create meaning in fictional stories, but such considerations are rare in the context of

history or journalism. Nonetheless, compelling metaphors or images, either explicit or implicit, strengthen

the reception of empirical narrative texts or multimedia artifacts (Beach and Myers, 2001). In this case, the

youth were able to recognize how colors such as red were used to symbolize violence, an upward shot of a

soldier statue reinforced the heroic interpretation of one commentary, and tone of voice clarified the

negative message of the other commentary. Finally, "frame recognition" is an essential aspect of a critical

stance toward empirical narratives. Although accusing political opponents of spin has become

commonplace, all sides in political arguments place events in a preferred frame; the question is how

honestly or deceitfully. Several authors (e.g., Lakoff 2004) have written on how framing influences

meaning interpretation. Critical consumption of empirical narratives can include attention to facts excluded

by the narrative frame, as well as unsupported assumptions bolstered simply because they make sense in

the storyline. In this setting, the framing of the first tale was seen by the participants in the inclusion of

some facts and the exclusion of others. For instance, the pro-regiment story mentioned that the regiment

later played a role in the Confederates’ surrender at Appomattox; it did not mention any particular soldier’s

death as described in the more negative account.

A second metahistorical highlight of the intervention was analysis and diagramming of competing

interpretations of a local lawyer and U.S. Supreme Court justice's position on slavery. These 12-14 year old

boys were challenged by the difficulty of using primary and secondary texts from the 19
th

 century to make

sense of the legal and ethical debates around slavery, and we attempted to scaffold their analysis with a

story diagram ("storygram") tool. The primitive categories for the version of storygrams explored in this

study were based on Wertsch’s (1998) interpretation of Kenneth Burke's pentad. Storygrams describe each

event using the pentad. Each event is centered on the action (what happened), carried out by agents (who

did it), utilizing cultural tools (how they did it), in order to serve goals (why they did it), within the context

of some scene or interpreted context (where/when it happened). In the web-based computer application

(http://www.storygraph.org), each element of a storygram can be linked to supporting evidence. After the

boys’ had initial difficulty diagramming their ideas in the Storygraph computer program individually with

reference to the source documents, the group convened as a whole the next day for a group diagramming

process, which Polman facilitated. The coaching technique of prompting the learners with questions and

suggestions, and then showing them how to do the steps in the Storygraph computer program while they

carried out the same steps as the facilitator on their computers proved useful in engaging the youth.

Finally, the camp youth participation in the research, writing, and creation of digital

documentaries about a local battle from the U.S. Civil War revealed the utility of metahistorical scaffolds.

For this activity, two boys were asked to create stories defending the notion that the battle was a greater

victory for the North, while the other two were asked to support the idea that the South was the bigger

victor in the battle; they used the Storygraph program to plan their accounts, and were encouraged by

facilitators to consider the narrative metacognition elements. The Storygraph computer tool proved

particularly useful as a kind of diagrammatic storyboard/outline for evidence-based accounts. It acted as a

prop in organizing the gist of the story, and discussing which elements of it were well-supported by

evidence, and which were assumptions. Epistemologically, the most difficult aspect of the learning these

relatively young children faced was the idea that two accounts that disagree could both be factually

accurate, but differ because of perspective and selection. The youth struggled with this notion, as

exemplified by initially insisting one side or the other had to "win" the argument about whether the North

or South was the greater victor in the battle, until one proclaimed, "maybe it was a tie." Two of the youth

acknowledged the possibility of competing perspectives in their statements and narratives, while another

chose to discount the competing perspective. After seeing contradictory factual details described in primary

sources, the fourth participant dwelled on his personal revelation that "history may not be true."

Radinsky – Building nuanced historical narratives around geographic data
The development of metahistorical reasoning includes learning to make sense of potentially conflicting and

contradictory narratives (Lee, 2004).  But integrating multiple historical narratives also goes beyond

interpreting authored accounts like primary-source documents or secondary-source explanations: it also

includes the “emplotment” of what Wertsch (2004) calls “specific narratives” (p. 51) built in classroom

discourse. This process of “emplotment” includes constructing the significance of historical data whose

meaning might at first appear to be direct and unambiguous.
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This study examined the ways high school students and teachers constructed and problematized

interpretations of historical census data, displayed in geographic information system (GIS) interactive

maps, and constructed multiple ways to make sense of the data observed, within a curricular narrative about

the African American Great Migration(s) of the early and mid 20
th

 century.  These “emplotments” of the

data maps also incorporated historical documents, prior knowledge of students and teachers, and concepts

introduced in a mini-lecture and in discussion.  The study made use of an online, public-use GIS for

browsing and querying historical U. S. census data, GIS for History (www.gisforhistory.org), developed by

the author (Radinsky, 2008; Radinsky, Loh & Lukasik, 2008). 

Common explanatory narratives about the Great Migration in high school textbooks include a

standard set of historical actors, themes, and “plot points”: African Americans left the South in large

numbers to escape poverty, Southern racism, and/or the sharecropping system that had replaced de jure

enslavement after the Civil War.  They moved to Northern cities like New York and Chicago, where

industrial jobs were available to them due to the shortage of white workers and the need for military

production, both caused by the World Wars.  Railroad lines like the Illinois Central were common means of

leaving the South, accounting for settlement patterns in these cities.

 

!

Figure 1.  GIS for History maps showing African American population (darker shades) by county in 1930

(left), and in 1960 (right).

 

GIS maps (Figure 1), like historical photographs or documents, can serve to reinforce key points of such a

narrative, but can also be used to perturb it, afford questions, or bring out nuances. In this excerpt from a

whole-class discussion of the GIS map on the overhead, multiple and competing observations and

interpretations emerge for historical phenomena that might have occurred between 1930 and 1960.!The

excerpt begins as the teacher (the author, who co-taught the unit) has just facilitated a series of observations

about where African Americans lived in 1930 (left side, Fig. 2).! The class is asked to imagine and predict

how the patterns they have observed (i.e., most African Americans living in the Southeast, few in most of

the North and West) will change when the map is changed to the census year 1960.

1.     Teacher:      I’m going to change the year from 1930 to 1960.  How is it going to

change?

2.     Byron: They will start moving. 

3.     Renee: They’ll be mostly in the North

4.     Teacher: OK, they will start moving, will be mostly in the North.

5.     Kimberly: But they’ll be spread more evenly

6.     Shakiya: The population may increase too

7.     Teacher: {Can you clarify that?  What do you mean?}

8.     Shakiya: Like, people are gonna have children, and the population will change

{because of that}

9.     [TEACHER CHANGES MAP TO 1960 –right side, Fig. 2]

10.   Angela: OK, they may {…} There is more, and they are more spread, going

west and north, but it still looks the same

11.   Renee: A couple of spots turned red – here in California, and kind of here

[pointing]
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12.   Stephanie: {And in Florida and … there are} sprinkles, {and like some} spots.

13.   Teacher: So then in Florida {there are some} sprinkles and some spots. 

Excellent.

14.   Stephanie: There are large amounts of {sprinkles}

15.   Teacher: {When you say} sprinkles, what does that mean?

16.   Stephanie: They are {mainly} in certain places

17.   Angela: {They could be} free spaces, where it’s like they can have more

rights and {freedom}

Here students articulate elements of the standard narrative of the Great Migration:  Byron predicts

movement (line 2); Renee predicts that they will go to the North (line 3); Angela confirms this with her

observation of movement towards the west and north (line 10); and Angela goes on to hypothesize that a

search for rights and freedom might be a motivation (line 17). 

Even this brief excerpt opens doors to other possible narratives.  Renee’s prediction that “they will

be mostly in the North” (line 3) is problematized by the 1960 map as soon as it appears: in the words of

Angela, “it still looks the same.”  That is, the greatest concentration of African American population

remains in the Southeast – “they” are not “mostly in the North,” as predicted. This point might indicate the

need for a narrative to explain why most African Americans did not leave the South during this time. 

Another point that emerges is the complex pattern of population concentrations within and across

regions, described by Stephanie as “sprinkles” and “spots” (lines 12-16), explainable by migrations of

previously-dispersed rural populations into urban centers.  Stephanie’s observation directly challenges

Kimberly’s prediction that “they’ll be spread more evenly,” suggesting competing narratives that might be

explored.  Also, Stephanie’s identification of such “spots” in Florida raises a provocative counter-narrative:

in some cases, the Great Migration was a movement southward.  This seemingly simple “plot point” sets up

Angela to hypothesize about the nature of those “spots” not in terms of their geographical placement or

urban status, but rather as “free spaces.”  This is a noteworthy possibility: a narrative about free spaces in

the South is substantially outside the traditional plotline, and affords meaningful discussion of how an

oppressed people might create “free spaces” in a region that has been associated (in the standard historical

narrative) primarily with slavery and sharecropping. 

These examples suggest how complex geographic and historical data can become part of a process

of problematizing simplified historical accounts. Data showed that the most commonly-articulated

explanations by the end of the lesson (identified through coding of student answers on a 4-question pre-post

assessment) were predictable parts of the traditional narrative: e.g., that the migration was a move from the

South (evidenced by 67% of students on the post assessment), and from rural areas (evidenced by 50%). 

However, only 38% specified it as a movement to the North, perhaps reflecting these kinds of discussions

in each of the four classes studied that troubled the “to the North” narrative.  On a map-based assessment,

while a majority of students (72%) identified a Northern city as a likely in-migration area, and a Southern

rural location as a likely out-migration area (66%), there were 41% who also identified a Southern city as a

likely in-migration area (though we had hoped for higher numbers on all of these). Similarly, the number of

students mentioning racism as a push force for the migration increased from the pre to the post in each

class. However, the small amount of the increase (from 24% to 36%) disappointed us.  It seems that this

mechanism was problematized for students by documents and discussions that revealed the intense racism

African Americans encountered in the urban North.

These findings, and others to be presented in the talk, suggest directions for future work exploring

the ways multiple, conflicting historical narratives might be productively developed in classrooms and

leveraged for teaching metahistorical understanding.

Discussion
Each of the contributions to this session builds upon a unique foundation within learning sciences theory

and a unique set of technological affordances, to develop curriculum and pedagogy that promise to enrich

students’ metahistorical conceptions. In each of the presentations we also see researchers building upon the

empirical findings of previous learning sciences research beyond the domain of history. As a whole, the

work presented here provides promise that the worth of learning sciences research can transcend current

national policy environments and the disciplines in which it has traditionally focused. In the ways explored,

students may be brought to an appreciation of how history differs from other disciplines – including its

unique strengths and uses, the unique characteristics of the evidence it considers, and the ideologically
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“loaded” nature of its narrative framing and the language in which narratives are shared. Students’

conceptions of these unique aspects of history may be influenced for the betterment of democratic society

by the design of new media and schemes for their use in curricular and extra-curricular settings.
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Abstract: Inquiry learning is an educational approach that involves a process of exploration, 

asking questions and making discoveries in the search for new understandings. Researchers 

however are divided about the value of the approach. In the symposium, it is argued that one 

of the reasons for this controversy is the way that inquiry learning is assessed. Consequently, 

we aim to present papers which reflect on the challenge of assessing inquiry learning by 

describing the prevailing approaches to assessment and how technological and theoretical 

advancement is changing these approaches. The aim is not just to describe these approaches 

but reflect upon the opportunities that are created and difficulties that must be overcome as we 

pursue the goal of assessing the processes and outcomes of inquiry learning. 

 

Introduction 
Inquiry-based learning involves learners asking questions about the natural or material world, collecting data to 

answer those questions, making discoveries and testing those discoveries rigorously (e.g., de Jong, 2006). It is 

an idea with a long history (Dewey, 1916; Bruner, 1961) and many researchers and educators argue for the 

benefits of an inquiry approach to science (e.g. Dunbar, 2000; Duschl, 2008; Linn 2006).Yet, this approach 

remains controversial with debates still ranging about its effectiveness (e.g., Klahr & Nigram 2004; Kirschner, 

Sweller, & Clark, 2002; Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007). One complicating factor in attempting to 

resolve this debate is that researchers are divided about how best to assess inquiry learning: should we focus on 

the process on inquiry or its outcome and if outcomes, what is it that inquiry learning help students develop? 

Consequently researchers working in inquiry learning have produced in depth analysis of the processes of 

!"#$!%&' ()*%"!"+,' -.)&' .*/)' 0.12"' .12' !-' 3)/)(140' 1/)%' -!5)6' .12' 3!77)%)"-' ()*%")%08' 4*%-!9!4*-)' !"' !"#$!%&'

learning and the ways that teachers or technology can scaffold inquiry learning (e.g., Kuhn, & Pease, 2008; 

Quintana et al 2004; de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998). The outcomes of inquiry learning have been seen in terms 

of domain knowledge at different levels and in different modes, inquiry skills, nature of science and scientists; 

attitudes to science and science self-efficacy (e.g., Hickey et al 2003, Linn & Hsui, 2000; Lederman, Abd-El-

Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; Fraser, 1981; Ketelhut; 2007; Linn 2006). With such a variety of approaches 

and their implicit value systems, it is perhaps not surprising that this inquiry debate still rages.  

The papers presented in this symposium reflect on the challenges of assessing inquiry learning. The 

paper by de Jong and Wilhelm aims to provide a sucient overview of the range of methods and concepts that 

researchers have used to assess inquiry learning. It summarizes the traditional approaches and points forwards to 

how new technological approaches avilable to researchers are increasing the sophistication by which we can 

measure the process of inquiry learning. As a complement, Hickey, Filsecker and Kwon focus on how 

theoretical advances in our understanding of inquiry learning change our approach to assessment. As cognition 

is seen as increasingly situated, the nature of the evidence required to understand learning by inquiry changes. 

:.!0' 4%1/!3)0' 3!77!9$(-!)0' 71%' %)0)*%9.)%0' -.)"' *0;)3' -1' 0.12' *"' !"3!/!3$*(80' 4%17!9!)"9&' !"' !"#$!%&' ()*%"!"+<'

Hickey et al describe an approach to inquiry assessment, participatory assessment, which is designed to address 

-.!0' 9.*(()"+)<'=!"021%-.' )-' *(' 3)09%!>)' -.)' 4%1>()5'17' )"+*+!"+' ()*%")%08'2!-.' *00)005)"-<' :.)&' *%+$)' -.*-'

traditional outcome tests of inquiry learning can under-%)4%)0)"-'()*%")%08'$"3)%0-*"3!"+'17'-.)'!"#$!%&'4%19)00'

by requiring completion of pen and paper tests that do little to motivate learners. They present an approach ? 

Inquiry Comics ? 2.!9.' 4%)0)"-0' *' "*%%*-!/)' 17' *' 9.*%*9-)%80' !"/)0-!+*-!1"' 17' *'5)*"!"+7$(' #$)0-!1"' *"3' *0;'

0-$3)"-0' -1' %)041"3' -1' -.)' 9.*%*9-)%8s decisions. Finally, Clarke-Midura, Mayrath, and Dede also tackle the 

problem of student engagement with assessment but with a decidedly more high tech solution ? that of 

immersive virtual environments. They reflect on the opportunities that such an approach brings but also 

helpfully share the problems they face in developing an innovative form of assessment. 

The issue of how we understand the processes and outcomes of inquiry learning is one that has no 

simple answer. The purpose of bring together the papers in this symposium is to reflect upon whether inquiry 
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learning assessment is providing the evidence that researchers, educators and policy makers need to improve 

21
st
 century science learning. We therefore envisage a lively debate with members of the audience led by our 

discussant Cindy Hmelo-Silver. 

Assessment and inquiry; issues and opportunities 
Ton de Jong & Pascal Wilhelm, Faculty of Behavioral Sciences, University of Twente, the Netherlands 

Email a.j.m.dejong@utwente.nl, p.wilhelm@utwente.nl 

 

Inquiry learning is an educational approach that involves a process of exploration, asking questions and making 

discoveries in the search for new understandings (National Science Foundation, 2000). In a typical (computer 

based) inquiry learning task, learners conduct experiments to test hypotheses about the relationships between 

variables in a particular knowledge domain (de Jong, 2006). Inquiry learning tasks vary in the constraints they 

pose to learners. Tasks may vary from open-ended, self-paced tasks in which learners follow their own 

particular inquiry paths, generating their own questions and hypotheses to tasks in which research questions and 

hypotheses are defined by an instructor. Although any particular study takes a stance somewhere along this 

continuum, there are still many routes possible for learners during the learning process and what is learned may 

differ between students. As a result a variety of types of learning outcomes are possible, ranging from different 

types of knowledge to specific skills. Assessing these can be done after the learning process outside the learning 

environment but also on-line during the process 1"' -.)' >*0!0' 17' -.)' ()*%")%08' !"-)%*9-!1"' 2!-.' -.)' !"#$!%&'

environment and the products (e.g., hypotheses, models) produced. In case of collaborative learning chat data 

can be included in this analysis. A specific challenge with on-(!")'*00)005)"-'!0'-.*-'-.)%)'!0'"1'0!"+()'@"1%5A'

>).*/!1%'-1'2.!9.'-.)'()*%")%08'*9-!1"0'9*"'>)'9154*%)3<':.!0'4%)0)"-*-!1"'0)-0'1$-'-1'0-%$9-$%)'-.)'9.*llenges 

and potential solutions for the assessment of inquiry processes and outcomes. 

Since inquiry learning is an educational approach, domain knowledge is the first most obvious concept 

addressed. Posttests measuring different types of knowledge (e.g. content, structural and conceptual knowledge) 

and transfer tests have been applied. There is nothing specific to inquiry learning about these types of tests. 

However, the concept of intuitive knowledge is primarily seen only in inquiry learning and tests have been 

developed for this (Swaak & de Jong, 1996). On-line representations of domain knowledge include learner-

generated models, concept maps, or research reports that are produced while learning. Automatic assessment of 

these products that represent domain knowledge is now being developed (see e.g., Bravo, van Joolingen, & de 

Jong, 2009). 

Another concept pertains to the assessment of specific inquiry skills. Again a division can be made 

with a measurement outside the learning environment and one in which on-line interactions are the basis for the 

assessment. Outside the learning environment (e.g., as a post-test) inquiry skills have been measured with the 

use of paper- and- pencil tasks. The concept of critical thinking skills shares many characteristics with inquiry, 

e.g. the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal® test includes scales that call upon data interpretation and 

drawing conclusions. The Test of Science Processing (Tannenbaum, 1971) and the Test of Integrated Science 

Processes (Padilla, Okey, & Dillashaw, 1983) were developed to assess science skills (e.g., variable 

identification, hypothesis formation, operationalization, experimentation and data interpretation). Another way 

of assessing inquiry skills is using a task that includes all aspect of inquiry, but is domain-independent, thereby 

controlling for the effect of prior knowledge. Evidence on the validity of this method, however is still lacking. 

Other concepts that have been related to inquiry learning are assessments of epistemological beliefs 

(Kuhn, Cheney, & Weinstock, 2000) or tests that call upon knowledge about the workings of science (Nature of 

Science, see Chen, 2006). Several motivational concepts, such as attitudes and self-efficacy towards science 

have been measured using questionnaires. 

Computer technology enables extensive logging of actions performed in digital learning environments 

and data mining techniques are currently used to extract patterns indicative of specific learning behaviours. 

Inquiry skills are often induced from the inquiry cycle. These skills pertain to the formulation of hypotheses, 

systematic experimentation (e.g., usage of the CVS) and data interpretation, although other labels have been 

used. Various other skills, for example metacognitive skills also have been object of research. In fact, inquiry 

learning relies heavily on regulative processes. Learning process data may include specific activities of learners 

(e.g., values assigned to input variables), chatlogs of collaborating learners, and even neurobiological measures 

(van Leeuwen, van der Meij, & de Jong, submitted). 

The characteristics of the different assessment and measurement techniques are as manifold as the 

concepts measured. They involve criterion measures (e.g., a model score calculated on the basis of the actual 

model in the task, and descriptive measures (e.g., measures indicative of transformative or regulative processes), 

individual and group measures (e.g., questionnaires measuring epistemological beliefs), and process data 

collected unobtrusively or explicitly (e.g., with prompts). Assessment is performed by teachers, researchers, 

sometimes peers and sometimes automatically. 
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The goals of assessment include grading, but also informing learners (online support) and creating a 

basis for pedagogical interventions. In both cases, the system may present hints to learners to optimize learning 

(Veermans, de Jong, & van Joolingen, 2000). System based assessment of online activities may even be focused 

on collaborative activities. For example, monitoring online communication using chat may provide for real time 

information of the contributions of the different collaborators to the learning process or provide hints about what 

is best to communicate about (Anjewierden, Chen., Wichmann, & van Borkulo, submitted). Of course many 

validity issues have to be solved using these system-based assessment techniques for these purposes, but 

progress is being made towards automatic online support in inquiry learning environments.  

Many concepts, measurement and assessment techniques are applied with regard to inquiry. The open-

ended and self-directed nature of inquiry makes it hard to define hard criteria for grading and aptitude in inquiry, 

but both the assessment of learner behaviour and learning outcomes are indicative of emerging understandings 

*"3' @+113A' !"#$!%&' 0;!((0<'B&0-)5-based assessment of inquiry learning to support learning is promising, but 

also hindered by the fact that there are various effective inquiry paths, which raises several validity issues (e.g., 

vary several variables at a time may be unwise in general, but functional in the orientation phase). The current 

presentation will give a structured overview of issues involved illustrated with examples from running projects 

(e.g., the SCY project) that show what problems are encountered and how solutions to these problems are 

implemented.  

Participatory Assessment: Supporting Engagement, Understanding, and 
Achievement in Scientific Inquiry  
Daniel T. Hickey, Michael K. Filsecker, Eun Ju Kwon. Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47404, USA,  

Email dthickey@indiana.edu; mfilseck@indiana.edu; ejkwon@indiana.edu 

 

Tensions over educational assessment and measurement are central to ongoing debates about inquiry-oriented 

science education. This presentation sheds new light on this issue by (1) reviewing widely-appreciated tensions 

over assessment of inquiry-oriented vs. more expository science instruction, (2) revisiting these tensions using 

newer situative views of measurement and assessment, (3) introducing a participatory assessment model that 

addresses these tensions, and (4) showing how this model was used to foster communal engagement, individual 

understanding, and aggregated achievement in three design studies of leading technology-based inquiry 

curricula. 

Th)'3)>*-)'1/)%'*00)00!"+'!"#$!%&'%)7()9-0'-.)'91"7(!9-'>)-2))"'3!77)%)"-'/!)20'17'2.*-'!-'5)*"0'-1'@;"12A'*"3'

therefore what counts as authentic evidence of that knowledge. Hickey & Zuiker (2005) examined how 

associationist, rationalist, and situative views of cognition support different assumptions about knowledge of 

inquiry and what those assumptions mean for evidence. The associationist perspective characterizes knowledge 

as numerous specific associations regarding behavior (i.e., stimulus-response) and/or cognition (e.g., if-then). 

Hence, they support more direct instructional methods that efficiently teach those associations, and then use 

conventional recognition/recall tests to reliably measure how much individuals have learned. Antithetically, the 

rationalist perspective on cognition characterizes knowledge as a smaller number of higher-order conceptual 

schemas that vary from one person to the next. This supports constructivist inquiry-oriented instruction and the 

use of more open-ended problem solving and performance-oriented assessments of learning. These assessments 

*%)'51%)'0$>C)9-!/)'*"3'()00'%)(!*>()'-.*"'91"/)"-!1"*('-)0-0D'-1'015)'-.!0'5*;)0'-.)5'()00'@09!)"-!7!9A'*0'2)((<'

Schwartz, Lindgren, & Lewis (2009) argue that constructivist pedagogies are often evaluated through non-

91"0-%$9-!/!0-' 5)*"0<' :.)&' 41!"-' 1$-' 5)*0$%)0' 17' @)77!9!)"9&' *-' %)5)5>)%!"+6' )E)9$-!"+' 0;!((06' *"3' 01(/!"+'

0!5!(*%'4%1>()50A'*%)'@!"#$%&'()*"+*,*#'!#,%-&* %"* .,/)$/*-"(!%/0-%'1'!%*)",.!2 (p. 35). Our presentation will 

examine this tension, and summarize advances in constructivist assessments (e.g., Schwartz and Bransford, 

1998). 

We then explore these tensions using newer situative perspectives on cognition. In their examination of 

the broader debate over constructivism, Gresalfi *"3'F)0-)%'GHIIJK'0$++)0-'-.*-'@()*%"!"+'!0'*>1$-'51%)'-.*"'*'

9.*"+)' !"'5)51%&' >$-' *>1$-' *' 9.*"+)' !"' *>!(!-&' -1' !"-)%*9-'2!-.' %)01$%9)0' !"' -.)' )"/!%1"5)"-A' G4<' HLMK<'=0'

Greeno and Gresalfi (2008) pointed out, this assumption casts doubt on the validity of the entire enterprise of 

*00)00!"+'*"3'5)*0$%!"+'!"3!/!3$*('4%17!9!)"9&<'B$9.'.!+.(&'91"-)E-$*(!N)3'G!<)<6'@0!-$*-)3AK'9.*%*9-)%!N*-!1"0'17'

proficiency ultimately require more interpretive evidence which can account for the broader technological and 

social context of knowledgeable activity. But these methods do not yield the evidence of individual proficiency 

that other stakeholders demand. We will examine this issue and summarize the burgeoning literature on situative 

assessment (e.g., Gee, 2003; Moss et al., 2005) and discursive approaches to assessment and formative feedback 

(Hickey & Anderson, 2007). 

The presentation will conclude by describing a comprehensive approach to assessment that addresses 

these tensions. Participatory assessment uses design-based refinement of informal discursive assessment and 

feedback to align inquiry curricula to constructivist assessments of individual understanding; once sufficiently 

large gains in understanding are obtained, achievement gains are formally measured using external achievement 
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tests. Results from three inquiry learning projects that employed this model will be summarized, including 

GenScope (Hickey et al., 2003; 2006), three NASA multimedia curricula (Taasoobshirazi et al., 2006; Anderson 

et al., 2007), and the Taiga ecological science curriculum in the Quest Atlantis videogame (Barab, et al., 2007; 

Hickey, et al., 2009). For all but one of the NASA curricula, gains in understanding and achievement were 

statistically significant and equal to or larger than the gains in comparison classrooms using expository curricula 

to teach the same content. 

 

Engaging students with assessment: Inquiry cartoons. 
Shaaron Ainsworth, B-*5*-!"*'="*0-141$(1$D'O!;)'B.*%4()06'P.*%()0'P%11;'Q'P(*!%)'R8O*(()&6'F)*%"!"+'

Sciences Research Institute, University of Nottingham.  

Email: Shaaron.Ainsworth, Stamatina.Anastopoulou; Mike.Sharples; Charles.P%11;D'P(*!%)<R8O*(()& 

@nottingham.ac.uk 

 

Personal Inquiry (PI) project aims to enable learners to explore questions to which they genuinely want to know 

the answer, carry out investigations that relate to their own needs and concerns, and analyse and interpret 

findings (e.g. Anastopoulou et al 2009; Scanlon et al, 2009). These inquiries are designed to link the school 

classroom and the children80' 9155$"!-&' G0$9.' *0' .15)06' 4*%;06' ()!0$%)' 7*9!(!-!)0K<'F)*%")%0' *%)' 0$441%-)3'>&'

teachers and by the PI Toolkit which runs on netbook computers with connected data probes and is designed to 

scaffold the process of inquiry learning through scripts (dynamic lesson plans). These are lofty aims, and of 

course, we face the challenge of evaluating the extent to which we achieve them. Consequently, we have 

evaluated many aspects of the processes and outcomes of inquiry science. The paper reflects upon one of these: 

the development of inquiry skills. The central challenge we faced was to design an inquiry process test that was: 

*K' !"71%5*-!/)' -1'%)0)*%9.)%0'*"3' -)*9.)%0D'>K'*'/*($*>()' ()*%"!"+')E4)%!)"9)' !"' !-0'12"' %!+.-6'"1-' SC$0-'*' -)0-8'

and; c) one that engaged students ? for personal learning we needed personal assessment.  
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Figure 1. Two sample comic page (a) addresses what students understand about choosing appropriate samples; 

b) explores aspects of their understanding about hypothesis testing. Note these examples are taken from the 

middle of extended narratives. 

 

The solution we have trialed is Inquiry Comics. :.)0)'*00)005)"-0'*%)'%)(*-)3'-1'P1"9)4-'P*%-11"0T'

(e.g. Keogh & Naylor, 1999) which are cartoons of children discussing different (correct and incorrect) ideas 

about scientific phenomena in everyday settings. Concept Cartoons have a number of uses including promoting 

*%+$5)"-*-!1"6' 0-!5$(*-!"+' 9.!(3%)"80' 12"' !"/)0tigations, and formative assessments (e.g. Keogh & Naylor, 

1999; Chin & Teou, 2009). Inquiry Comics share with Concept CartoonsT the principles of minimal text, 

visual representation, familiar everyday settings, and correct and incorrect statements of scientific ideas. 

However, we use a comic form (a series of connected events presented in sequence to form a narrative) to 

4%)0)"-' *' 9.*%*9-)%80' !"#$!%&' 4%19)00' 7%15' -.)' )*%(&' 0-*+)0' 17' 9.110!"+' *' -14!9' -1' !"/)0-!+*-), through to 

selecting appropriate methods, collecting data, presenting it and drawing appropriate conclusions. At each stage 

in the process, the character makes decisions about aspects of scientific investigations that are known to be 

difficult for learners, such as judging veracity of source information, data collection, controlling variables, 

hypothesis testing, and drawing appropriate inferences from data (e.g. de Jong 2006; Kuhn, Pease, & Wirkala, 

2009; Schauble, Glaser, Duschl, Schulze, & John, 1995). Sometimes those decisions are appropriate and 

sometimes less so (see Figure 1 for a decision considered to be less appropriate).  

There are a number of challenges that we have faced in creating Inquiry Comics. It is, of course, 

difficult to create informative situations with minimal text. We also need to trade off the benefits of a full 
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inquiry cycle and the resulting potential to probe understanding of the inquiry process at all stages with the 

length of the comic book which would result from such a complete activity. We needed dialogue that was easy 

-1'%)*36'(*9;)3'C*%+1"'*"3'-.*-';)4-'()*%")%08'*--)"-!1"<':.!0'2*0'*'4*%-!9$(*%'")9)00!-&'71%'-.)'9$%%)"-'4%1C)9-'*0'

we used Inquiry Comics as summative assessment so learners read them silently and did not discuss their 

meaning with peers or teachers (unlike the typical use of Concept CartoonsT). The comic form required a 

consistent narrative so any decision made by the character needed to continue through the comic. This obviously 

posed little problem for appropriate decisions but when the character was portrayed as making a decision that 

would threaten the veracity of the whole investigation (such a mischoosing a sample), this needed to be resolved 

within the comic. On these occasions, after the learners had been invited to write their interpretation of the 

investigator 9.*%*9-)%80'9.1!9)6'*'-)*9.)% or friend character would intervene to nudge the investigation back on 

course. Again this needed to be done with a light touch and in minimal text. Finally, given our requirements to 

use Inquiry Comics as pre and post-tests, we needed to create parallel version of each comics. Consequently, we 

needed similar topics to investigate and which contained the same methods. It is not clear in our first attempts 

with this technique the extent to which we have achieved this objective. 

However, there were a large number of benefits to using Inquiry Comics<'B-$3)"-08'4)%71%5*"9)'1"'-.)'

tests revealed a depth of understanding that was not visible through other assessments (e.g., we had previously 

trialed asking students to design their own investigations). They were motivated and engaged with the comics, 

again far more so that with our other written tests. Analysis of their responses has revealed when learners are 

responding super7!9!*((&'G)<+<'S("%*,*+,'/*%$!%3) rather than more deeply (why something might not be a fair-test). 

This might be difficult to achieve in a multiple choice style of assessment. Their post-test responses also shed 

light on problems they had faced during their own investigations (e.g. their sensitivity to the problems of 

accurate on-going data collection). 

The use of Inquiry Comics seems a promising addition to the battery of approaches to assess inquiry 

learning. We created comic books but they could also be adapted and used within other forms of Technology 

Enhanced Learning. They can be used summativly as we have done but also could be used for formative 

*00)005)"-'*"36'17'91$%0)6'(!;)'P1"9)4-'P*%-11"0T'71%'5*"&'1-.)%'-)*9.!"+'*"3'()*%"!"+'4%19)00)0< 

 

Measuring Inquiry: New Methods, Promises & Challenges 
Jody Clarke-Midura, Michael Mayrath, Chris Dede, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA,  

Email: jody_clarke@mail.harvard.edu, mayratmi@gse.harvard.edu, chris_dede@harvard.edu 

 
Contemporary views of science education regard scientific inquiry and the ability to reason scientifically as the 

essential core of science education (American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), 1993; 

Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; NRC, 1996; Krajcik et al, 1998; Songer et al, 2003). According to White and 

colleagues, scientific inquiry is an active process comprised of four primary components: theorizing, 

questioning and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing and synthesizing (White & Frederiksen, 1998; White, 

Frederiksen & Collins, in preparation). Measuring these inquiry processes as well as the products that result 

from the processes has long been a challenge for educators and researchers (Marx et al, 2004); however, 

advances in technology and measurement are creating new possibilities for assessing both process and product 

(Pellegrino, Chudowsky & Glaser, 2001; Behrens, 2009). There are three themes that this symposium is 

addressing: what inquiry is and is not, the best way to teach inquiry, and the best way to measure inquiry. We 

have chosen a widely accepted definition of what inquiry is by White et al, described above, and are focusing 

our work on the latter, how to best measure inquiry.  

One such possibility for measuring inquiry comes in the form of immersive virtual assessments (IVAs). 

IVAs are three dimensional (3-D) environments, either single or multi-user, where digitized participants engage 

in virtual activities and experiences. Each participant takes on the identity of an avatar, a virtual persona that can 

move around the 3-D environment. IVAs allow us to create and measure authentic, situated performances that 

are characteristic of how students learn inquiry (NRC, 2000). These immersive environments have advanced 

capabilities for student experimentation and data analysis in a virtual setting, such as working with large data 

sets, GIS map visualizations, and simulated models of phenomena unobservable to the naked eye. Further, these 

environments enable the automated and invisible collection of very rich and detailed event-logs on individual 

learners in real-time, during the very act of learning (Pellegrino et al, 2001). Such event-logs provide time-

0-*54)3'%)91%30'17' -.)'3)-*!(0'17'0-$3)"-08'*9-!1"0'2.!()' -.)&' !"-)%*9-'2!-.' -.)'UV=< Our prior work on using 

immersive technologies for learning environments lead us to believe that assessments delivered via this 

technology will be more motivating and engaging (Clarke, 2006; Clarke & Dede, 2009). We hypothesize that 

015)' 0-$3)"-0' 2!((' >)' ()00' (!;)(&' -1' @7%))N)' $4A' 2.)"' -*;!"+' -.)' *00)005)"-' *"3' 2!((' -%&' .*%3)%' 1"' -.)0)'

assessments than on paper-and-pencil and multiple choice tests.  

In order to measure inquiry process and products in situ, we are using the Evidence Centered Design 

framework (Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003) to develop IVAs for measuring inquiry at the middle school 

level, grades 6-8. These assessments are intended to be part of a standardized component of an accountability 
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program. Our work on developing assessments for measuring inquiry is guided by the knowledge, skills, and 

abilities that underlie White and colleagues four components of scientific inquiry, e.g., theorizing, questioning 

and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing and synthesizing. We are designing tasks that allow us to observe 

students gathering appropriate data, interpreting data, drawing conclusions, and providing evidence. The design 

of our tasks allows us to capture evidence of student learning outcomes and processes that contribute to an 

ongoing student model of proficiency in inquiry. 

While IVAs are promising in their potential for studying student performances and learning 

trajectories, they also come with a cost. The field does not have a common model or algorithm for modeling the 

complexity of student learning and behaviors (Behrens, 2009). In our design process, we have had to work 

through the following challenges and issues such as: how do we ensure task dependency without disrupting the 
flow of the inquiry process? What model best fits our data for proficiency? How do we score process separately 
from content? How do we measure a learning progression? These and other issues will be addressed in more 

depth in the presentation.  

If we succeed in addressing the challenges and issues on how to measure inquiry, we believe we will 

aid in the discussion of what inquiry is and also cast light on how to best teach inquiry. Only through deep 

understanding of how to measure and model inquiry will we better understand the best methods for teaching it 

(i.e. direct instruction vs problem-based learning debate). 
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Abstract: In this presentation, we will discuss the design history, comparison studies, and 

scaling research focused on four units we have designed based on our theory of 

transformational play. The goal is to both discuss the power of these designs, but also the 

challenges of scaling such innovative learning experiences internationally.  These four units 

(one focused on mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies) are situated in an 

online, multiplayer videogame called Quest Atlantis, supporting over 25,000 children 

worldwide. Each presented unit has gone through multiple iterations of implementation, 

analysis, and redesign, informed by empirical data and our evolving theoretical framework.  In 

reviewing both results from comparison studies and differences in international engagement 

with the units, our accounts will illuminate the theory transformational play, how the theory 

has shaped design and interpretations of findings.  

 
Introduction 
We, as a society, are in the middle of a troubling transition in which teachers and schools are held increasingly 

accountable for students’ acquisition of particular content but, at the same time, are facing a generation of 

students who view the curriculum as largely irrelevant to their own lives. This is, in part, because while much of 

the world is experiencing significant change in the ways we engage content, most K-12 classrooms continue to 

operate with an underlying cultural logic of “print-based” literacies and pedagogies in which the teacher dictates 

the learning process and textbooks determine what is true. Given this emphasis, it is not surprising that as 

students progress in the American educational system, their academic performance and engagement decreases 

when compared with other countries (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2007). This is especially true for students 

who are disenfranchised from classroom structures that focus on compliance without rationale, position content 

as facts to be memorized, and position students as objects to be changed as opposed to empowered change 

agents. In fact, a central argument of the papers in this symposium is that such positioning of person and content 

is pedagogically ineffective, personally disempowering, and conceptually inadequate if our goal is to prepare 

youth for meaningful participation.  

The concern with students’ meaningful participation is not new; Resnick (1987) stated that the 

fundamental challenge facing educators is to align the gap between how learning content occurs in schools and 

how it is used outside of schools. Specifically, she concluded that “schooling is coming to look increasingly 

isolated from the rest of what we do…the packages of knowledge and skills that schools provide seem unlikely 

to map directly … from school to out-of-school use.” While such a perspective inspires new visions of the 

possible, realizing those possibilities in the context of schools has proven to be a significant challenge. Our 

work attempts to realize some of these possibilities by leveraging the tools and technologies associated with 

online videogames (Gee, 2003; Squire & Jan, 2007).  We believe that videogames have the potential to bridge 

this gap because they, unlike any other form of curriculum, can offer entire worlds in which learners are central, 

important participants; a place where the actions one takes has a significant impact on the world; and a place in 

which what you know is directly related to what you are able to do and, ultimately, who you become.  

For the last decade, we have been working to understand the power of videogames for supporting 

learning, translating emergent insights into design work from which we have continued to evolve our insights as 

they are cycled back into subsequent designs and analyses (Barab et al., 2007; Barab, Gresalfi, Dodge, & 

Ingram-Goble, in press). In this symposium we simultaneously advance a theory and report on the curricula we 

have designed, with the goal of illuminating for others the possibilities of leveraging game-based technologies 

and methodologies to support content learning in actual schools. Building on this theory and our own 

experiences designing for and studying student learning, we have begun to build a theory of Transformational 

play, which describes a strategy for situating the learner and curricular content within a play context. The idea of 

transformational play highlights relations among the three interconnected elements of person, content, and 

context. Specifically, transformational play involves positioning students as empowered actors who must 

understand and enlist academic content in order to effectively transform problematic scenarios.  

The purpose of this symposium is to overview a series of comparison studies that investigated the 

power of transformational play in terms of its instantiation in three designs (one focused on mathematics, 

science, and language arts) situated in an online, multiplayer videogame called Quest Atlantis 

(http://QuestAtlantis.org. Each unit that will be presented in the session has gone through multiple iterations of 

classroom implementation, analysis, and redesign, informed by empirical data and our evolving theoretical 
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framework about transformational play. In this presentation, we describe comparison study implementations of 

the designed units, first overviewing how the designs were intended to support learner intentionality, content 

legitimacy, and contextual consequentiality and then how they supported such positioning in practice. In 

building the latter characterizations, we looked through field notes, captured video, submitted work, interviews, 

and in-game log files from which to build implementation profiles. Using these data forms and the pre-

determined focus on the elements of transformational play (person, content, and context), one researcher built 

initial claims and then worked with another researcher to form these into final arguments as presented below. 

The focus here is not to simply demonstrate that our designs scored significantly higher than the controls. 

Instead, our claims are theoretically motivated with the goal of shedding light on mechanism and further 

justifying the value of transformational play as a powerful theory for education. 

 
Taiga Fishkill: Example 1 of Transformational Play 
The Taiga Fishkill unit is an interactive narrative set within an aquatic habitat (Taiga National Park) where a 

serious ecological problem has resulted in many fish dying. Students are hired as environmental scientists 

whose job is to investigate the fish population decline, and propose solutions for the problem. To prepare the 

student for this role, the curriculum begins with an over-worked scientist, Abby, asking the visiting player to 

make several observations of and corrections to conditions of fish tanks she is using to run some experiments 

(see Figure 3). In one tank, the student identifies the dissolved oxygen in the tank as low, causing the fish to 

breath near the surface, and in another they observe that a significantly acidic pH has killed some fish. As the 

player is scaffolded through resolving each tank’s problems, Abby becomes impressed by the player’s growing 

sophistication at analyzing and solving the problems, and recommends that they may use this understanding to 

solve the fish population decline problem at the local national park where Abby used to work—thereby, 

legitimizing the disciplinary content. 

 Experiential consequentiality is supported by creating key decision points that require leveraging 

disciplinary formalisms, and enable the player to observe and interrogate the consequences of those decisions.  

For example, in investigating the problem, students are introduced to concepts such as erosion, eutrophication, 

water quality, and system dynamics. As they are introduced to what these concepts mean, they experience how 

these concepts have meaning by making decisions about how to improve water quality. Students, for example, 

may decide to target the role of nitrates in the water by asking the indigenous tribes, who are farming near the 

water, to stop their activity; they might focus on the role of erosion by asking the loggers to leave the area, or 

they might attribute the cause of the fish death to overfishing, and ask the commercial fishing company to close. 

After making this decision, students are able to see the consequences of their recommendation by traveling to a 

future world and considering the ramifications of their decision. Intentionality is supported by positioning 

students as expert helpers who can impact the situation by determining the cause of in the diminishing fish 

population. Players are asked to carry out various investigations into the health of the waterway and the impact 

of the nearby park activities—and non-player characters treat them as if they have the skills and dispositions to 

succeed. More specifically, they interview people with various perspectives on the problem, collect and analyze 

data to develop a hypothesis about the problem, propose an informed and practical solution, and examine the 

impact of their recommendation—all practices designed to position them in the role of a scientist. Because there 

is no clear “right answer,” students have to balance between what the data are telling them about the river, their 

own values about the park community, and their sympathies that might lie with some community groups. Thus, 

their decisions about how to improve the park, and their positioning as an environmental scientist (as opposed to 

a student) who makes scientifically knowledgeable decisions, becomes an opportunity to become a scientist.  

 
Figure 2. Screenshot from Taiga Fishkill showing a popup sequence associated with the fishtank  

 

 A comparison study was conducted with four equivalent classes in a suburban school (see Arici, 2008). 

The Traditional condition curriculum was text-based, and activities were teacher-led. The 3D MUVE condition 

was virtual-based, and placed the teacher in the role of resource, while students uncovered information within 

the larger structure of the Quest Atlantis virtual world. Both conditions were taught by the same teacher, 

presented with the same domain content, and assignments were aligned so that they were highly similar in their 

tasks. However, the traditional condition’s lessons involved lecture, class discussion, and nicely organized 

notes, with micro-contexts serving as examples (a new exemplar for each new concept taught, as typically found 
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in textbooks). The 3D multiuser virtual environment (MUVE) condition’s lessons were embedded within a 

macro-context, the story of Taiga, where all science content was distributed in the game, needing to be 

uncovered and solved, within the overarching narrative about the fish decline in a local river.  

The posttest showed significant learning gains for both conditions. However, the QA group learned 

significantly more than the traditional group as indicated by a repeated measures analysis of variance [F(1,115) 

= 6.53, p < .01]. Further, the delayed posttest, administered at an 8 week delay, showed the 3D MUVE groups 

(M = 23.65, SD = 5.85) also scoring significantly higher than the traditional groups (M = 18.4, SD = 6.52) 

[F(3,87) = 5.73, p < .001]. Also, twice during the study, students were interrupted from their activities (both 

groups doing an equivalent assignment) to respond to a series of questions on their current state of engagement 

in the task at hand. Comparison between conditions showed that the 3D MUVE groups (M = 6.50, SD = 2.10) 

scored significantly higher engagement and enjoyment than the traditional groups (M = 2.64, SD = 1.94) when 

collapsing across group membership [t(104) = 9.73, p < .001]. Further, when asked why you were doing this 

activity, 98% of the traditional said because they were required while only 54% of the 3D MUVE students 

selected this reason with 46% selecting that they were doing the activity because “they wanted to be doing it,” 

not because required. Additional measures of engagement included the degree to which students opted to 

participate in non-required activities. In the 3D group, 38 out of 51 (74.5%) opted to do the optional quests, 

while in the traditional group only 2 out of 54 (3.7 %) did the ‘extra credit.’ 

While these results demonstrated the power of the intervention for supporting important outcomes, it 

was also our goal to illuminate why transformational play was a powerful design pedagogy. Toward this end, 

our qualitative examination of both classrooms focused in on the positioning of person, content, and context. As 

a first example, we contrast two dialogues over similar scientific data to illuminate the power of positioning the 

data in terms of a fantastical problem.  

Traditional Curriculum Intervention Curriculum 

G1: What did you get for Site A? 

G2: good, ok, good, ok, good, ok. 

G3: that’s what I got. 

G1: For site B, I got ok, ok, bad, bad, ok, bad. 

G2: For Site C, I got good, ok, good, ok, ok, bad. 

G1: Would 0.3 count as being good? 

G3: I got ok, ok, bad. 

This continues until they finish all of the list… 

G1: Good! So I only missed one! 

  

G2: Hey, he opened the blinds! 

G1: It’s sunny! 

G3: I’m wearing shorts on Sunday to the thing. 

G1: What thing? 

G3: I have practice Sunday.  

G2: Hey, I got new volleyball shoes and they are 

awesome! I had basketball shoes earlier which is 

fine, but I didn’t want to scuff them. And so I got 

new Asic shoes, and they are like… 

G3: Really grippy?  

G2: yeah, and I got new knee high socks too. 

 G1: I don’t get like the questions. 

G2: What are the main water quality concerns at sites 

A and C? (reads question) 

G1: It’s like really cold in here. 

G2: Mr. Summers, (whining) we need help! 

G1: Why is he talking to Daniel when he knows we 

need help?? 

G2: My pupils are really big. They are a little smaller 

right now, but they are usually really big. 

G3: you have a freckle on your eye! 

G2: I love that freckle! 

G1: Okay, no Turbidity. That is good. 

G2: I think this one is really bad. I’m pretty sure. 

G1: Now I want to check water sample A. What do I 

do? 

G2: Just look at each of the chemical indicators, for 

A, B, and C. So, like with pH, look up the level at 

site C, and then look, it is in a range that is listed 

here as being ‘very good’ for aquatic life! Oh good! 

Okay, now you do it. The pH… 

 

G1: It is very good for…. Wait… (reading aloud 

while typing) The chemical indicator for A, B and C 

is very good for ‘aquatic life’.  Okay, so then go on 

to the next one, Dissolved Oxygen. Okay, for the 

chemical indicator, D.O., the level is unhealthy in 

sample A. Okay, Location A, it is a very unhealthy 

level, but it is fine in the other places. (turning to 

friend) And the p is lower case in the ’pH’. 

 G2: Hey, I know why everything is worse at C. 

Because that is where everything ends up… see 

(pointing to Y shaped river, with C at bottom)… see, 

this is where the rivers come together, so everything 

bad ends up going there! 

  

G1: Okay. I’m on phosphates, what are you on? Holy 

cow! The phosphates are like so frickin’ high! 

Can I say they are ‘bad’? That’s like a kindergarten 

word, but okay. 

G2: Okay. Now, turbidity… Ohh! That’s not very 

good. Look at the turbidity.   

G1: Talking aloud while typing… ‘The aquatic life 

might be a little stressed, as shown in sample…’

These contrasting cases illuminate the differences in both the kind of intention that students form as they work 

on a context that they are trying to transform, and in the legitimacy of the way content is taken up when it 

becomes a tool to be used to solve meaningful problems. This positioning changes the experience of learning 

from compliance to engaged participation where the feedback from the context frames participation as opposed 

to teacher reprimands.  
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The legitimacy of content was further substantiated because there is an object of refutation, grounding 

the conversation in terms of particulars that have substance, instead of what could conceivably be abstracted 

content. This is evident Chris and Jake’s interaction as they analyze data.  

Chris: "Whoa! Look at the temperature for B! That's WAY over. Way too high! 

Let's go get the third one!" 

Jake: "Okay!" (They each went to get the sample in Taiga). 

Jake: "Now back to the lab. Let's compare it to the first two." 

Just then the bell rang. 

Chris: "Awwww! I'll do the next one at home." 

[while packing up their bags, they continued] 

Jake: "But man, did you see that temperature? Twenty-two degrees CELCIUS!" 

Chris: "No man, that's twenty-two POINT FIVE! Way too high." 

Jake: "That can't be good for the fish." 

Chris: "Yeah! I know!" 

This grounding in particulars is bolstered when student choices impact the response of the world, creating an 

even stronger sense of situational agency.   

J: At first I thought the Mulus were to blame, because the chief was mean to me, and I didn’t like him. 

S: That’s because you were mean to him first! [referring to choices the other student made in game] 

J: Yeah, yeah. I know. … But you have to go more by the information that the charts give you, like the 

water samples and chemicals (indicators) in the water. You need to conduct tests on the water before 

you can really decide what is going on.  

Because videogames provide a sense of consequentiality, intentionality involves more than simply caring, and 

legitimacy involves more than contextualizing, but instead the contextual responsiveness leads to a way of 

acting; leading to the development of what some have called dispositions towards engaging.   

 

Ander City: Example 2 of Transformational Play 
The Ander City unit positions students as political arbitrators when a child who lives in the city contacts them 

for help.  Their current mayor is up for re-election, and he is running under a campaign of innovation. His 

opponent is challenging the mayor’s innovative agenda, and claims that traditional methods of running the city 

are superior. The problem is that although both candidates completely disagree with each other, they BOTH 

claim that they have proof to support their claims. Is someone lying?  Desperate for help, the children of Ander 

city hire Questers to become statistical consultants who can help them figure out who really is making the best 

decisions for kids.  The unit targets three key ideas in statistics: different statistical tools can reveal different 

insights into data; statistical tools can be used opportunistically to support different perspectives; and beliefs can 

shape interpretations of results.  In this way, students learn about both how to use statistical tools such as mean, 

median, and mode, and also learn how they work as mechanisms for making decisions about the world. In this 

unit, intentionality is supported as players are positioned as central decision makers in determining which 

candidate is making the best decisions for the town; as students learn more about the decisions the candidates 

are making, they can support one candidate or the other through the statistical tools that they choose to leverage.  

Legitimacy is supported by designing scenarios that allow for different recommendations based on the 

disciplinary tool that is leveraged. By designing the data so that students’ choice of tool is directly linked to the 

outcomes, we serve to position students’ disciplinary decisions as having legitimate impact on the decision that 

is made. Finally, consequentiality is supported by allowing students’ decisions to impact the final outcome for 

the town as to whom is eventually elected mayor.  

Ander City was part of a comparison study that involved comparing two matched curricular units about 

statistical data analysis. The units were parallel in that they both targeted the same key ideas (measures of 

center, distribution, sampling, graphing) and included “contexts” which situated students’ mathematical 

engagement.  The units differed, however, with respect to the details of the contexts (actual situations and 

duration of storyline); the form of the unit (paper-based activities vs. online videogame); and the designed 

accountability structures (teacher or unspecified external reviewer vs. fictional protagonists.  Two 7th grade 

classes were included in the study, both taught by the same teacher. Students in these classes ranged from 12-14 

years of age. Although the classes were not tracked, one class’ achievement was generally lower than the other, 

and the students in the lower-scoring class were identified by the classroom teacher as “less motivated” than the 

higher-scoring class. The lower-scoring class used the immersive videogame (Quest Atlantis) for their statistics 

unit; the higher-scoring class used the comparison curriculum (comparison).  Results of the comparison suggest 

that the Ander City class learned more. Specifically, a repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect 

for curriculum, F(1,23)=5.355, p=.03. These results suggest that students using Quest Atlantis improved 

significantly more than the comparison class, despite their lower pre-test score.  

The differences between these implementations can be understood in part by considering the extent to 

which students were positioned relative to the units. Seen clearly through their submitted work and in whole-
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class discussions, students in the Quest Atlantis classroom appeared to be playing transformationally with 

content, while students in the comparison classroom were grounded more profoundly solely in the domain of 

mathematics. For example, one of the first decisions that students have to make concerns which brand of bike is 

safer—the innovative brand that Mayor Enoch supports, or the traditional brand that the city has always used, 

which Mr. Grant prefers. Students collect data on both brands of bikes, and then analyze the data however they 

choose. In the response that follows, we can see how the student was positioned relative to the activity, 

specifically, that the student was acting with intention, in order to take action on a legitimate context, the 

outcomes of which were consequential.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

“I analyzed the data by making a bar graph then added each 10 skids up and came out with speedy 

spokes for the answer as which is most reliable bike to stop soon enough before wrecking into 

something. But I just noticed that the Speedy Spokes skid can be anywhere from 30 in. to 54 in. and the 

Rollin steady skids were from 43 in. to 55 in. I would much rather be on a Rollin Steady bike because it 

is more consistent to what we are looking for here in Ander City so you don't run into the cars at stop 

sign. The reason why I chose range for the analysis is because I just thought that with a more consistent 

stopping bike that you wouldn't be worrisome about you stopping before the traffic or in the traffic this is 

why I chose the range for my analysis.” 

Evidence that the student was positioned with intentionality can be seen first in the students’ use of the 

first person in describing her decision: throughout the recommendation, the student positions herself as the 

agent, both in terms of describing what she did to analyze the data (lines 1-4), and in terms of her personal ideas 

about safety (lines 4-8). More specifically, the student was adopting an intention when she made a decision 

about the kind of statistical tool that she could use in order to best represent the potential outcomes of interest. It 

is clear that the situation also was legitimate for the purposes of using disciplinary tools to make sense of 

situations; specifically, the student was able to discuss what she understood about the two brands of bikes based 

on the tools that she used to analyze the data. For example, in considering the minimums and maximums of 

both data sets, she discovered something important about the situation that she hadn’t previously noted. 

Likewise, it’s clear that the student is aware of the potential consequence of her (disciplinary) decision on the 

context, when she considers what it means to be safe (being able to predict when you would be able to stop, a 

statistic that is revealed by her use of the mean).  

Differences between the ways that students are positioned relative to the content and the context can 

also be seen in whole-class conversations that took place around core activities. When the students playing 

Ander City were asked to decide which brand of bike was better, they answered in terms of both the content and 

the context, thus revealing their positioning with intentionality as they act with legitimacy on designed contexts 

that are responsive to their decisions. Consider the following conversations that took place in two classrooms 

taught by the same teacher: 

T:  Somebody explain to me, how on earth, how we as Mayor Enoch people who LOVE him, could look at 

Mr. Grant and think ‘Gosh, he has some valid points.’ How on earth could Mr. Grant POSSIBLY have 

valid points when he agrees totally NOTHING with what Mayor Enoch is saying?  

St: Well it is of course…it could work either way, because, um, Rollin’ Steady, you have…I might be getting 

mixed up but you have a more likely that you’re going to have a better braking distance, but on the other 

hand, it’s also got the HIGHEST braking distance. So= 

T:  =you mean a more consistent braking distance? 

St:  But its also got a high braking distance, so you got, either way, you could be screwed either way, it 

depends on what you want.  

This exchange, which took place in the Quest Atlantis classroom, highlights the teacher’s consistent 

positioning of the students as active decision-makers who have the right and obligation to make sense of the 

designed context. The student’s response to this query reinforces this positioning, as he is able to think about the 

consequences (being screwed—i.e. crashing the bike) of the decision that he might make depending on which 

element of his analysis he prioritizes—consistency or average stopping distance.  In contrast, the conversation 

that unfolded in response to a similar activity in the comparison classroom reveals different positioning: 

T:   What cool thing did you notice that this data has in common? 

St:  They both have the same median and mean 

T:  Their mean and median is both the same. So, does that mean it doesn’t matter which machine my factory 

has? 

Sts: (five second pause) 

T:  So, if you were a factory owner, or someone who’s looking at that, does it matter which machine you 

use? They’re both the same, right? The mean and the median are the same. 

St:  Not the mean 

T:  well, it has the same average 

St:  It doesn’t matter. 

T: Oh, it doesn’t matter which one you use? 
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This exchange refers to a very similar activity using quite similar data (two different candy bagging 

machines which bag the same average amount of candy, but are different in terms of consistency). However, the 

tone of the conversation, specifically with respect to the consequentiality of decisions, is quite different. The 

teacher’s opening question lacks the emotional valence of the QA example, and, unsurprisingly, the students’ 

response is likewise relatively context free. Indeed, the students initially conclude that because the data sets 

have the same average, they must be equivalent, suggesting that they had not considered the relationship 

between the context of the data, that is, the implications of offering for sale bags with dramatically inconsistent 

amounts of candy in them. In theory, this context should be of significant personal relevance to the students, as 

it relates to candy and getting what you pay for. In reality, however, the students were quite distanced from the 

context of the problem, and did not act with noticeable intentionality in solving the problem. Instead, they 

leveraged the first tool they had available to them (average), and left the implications of their decisions 

(consequentiality) unexamined.         

 

Modern Prometheus: Example 3 of Transformational Play 
Modern Prometheus is a relatively new addition to the Quest Atlantis project. Modern Prometheus was 

developed with the goal of better understanding the potential of converting a classic piece of literature, like 

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, into a transformational play space (see Figure 4). The Modern Prometheus unit 

focuses on persuasive writing, as students are asked to convince others to share their perspective on particular 

ethnical dilemmas. In particular, students grapple with the role that ethics play in science and technology, 

whether and when ends justify means in the battle with a plague, and the importance of companionship. The 

unit culminates with students making a decision about whether the Doctor Frank’s creation is ‘human,’ and 

trying to persuade others about whether or not its life should be saved.  

To support intentionality, players initially receive a letter from their mother, pleading with them to visit 

Doctor Frank and assist him with “anything he needs.” Stepping off the train as they arrive in the plagued town, 

players make their way through the town square, meeting each of the major townspeople and gaining a sense of 

the desperation regarding the plague. They speak to people who have lost loved ones, family members, and 

friends. This establishes the player as an insider to the story, and also more generally as a citizen needing to care 

for the well being of others. Players are positioned as having a legitimate role, working as a writer where they 

engage and develop persuasive writing skills.  The play space and motivation to help the doctor provides a 

legitimate reason for becoming proficient at writing persuasively. Players have to reflect on the town 

happenings and their own beliefs, and then use both evidence and their own opinions to craft an argument 

supporting or opposing the doctor’s experiments that can convince even the most committed dissenters.   

Experiential consequentiality is threaded throughout the unit. As an example, very quickly after 

making their way to the doctor’s lab players engage the first ethical dilemma of the Unit: they decide whether or 

not to take a package from the crypt in the cemetery, a task that involves lying to the constable. It is in this 

moment that they experience their first sense of consequentiality with the philosophical notion of ends justifying 

means. Given the choice they make at this point, they begin to develop a stronger reputation with either the 

doctor or with the constable. Likewise, as students begin to write for the paper, they develop a reputation, which 

is recognized by characters in the space who refer to his or her skills and accomplishments. 

 
Figure 3. Screenshot from Modern Prometheus World 
 

We conducted the comparison study research in inner-city, 7th-grade classrooms with over 90% of the 

students in the implementation classrooms receiving free-and-reduced lunch. All data comes from the 

classrooms of one teacher. The Control classes went through a persuasive writing unit based off a novel that had 

been assigned to the class, called The Clay Marble. Students in the control group spent the first 45 minutes of 

the day, (period 1), listing to the teacher’s audio recording of the book, while they read or followed along in 

their own copies.  Later in the day, the students would complete their assignments in the computer lab, where 

they followed a worksheet with explicit instructions of what to write. Overall, both units took 10 classroom 

days. We initially compared the post-test learning gains of both groups. There were significant learning gains 

for the control group from pretest (M=7.16, SD=3.72) to posttest (M=11.22, SD=4.98), [t (31) = 8.75, p < .001], 

as well as for the experimental group from pretest (M=8.55, SD=3.77) to posttest (M=14.67, SD=3.52), [t (32) = 

14.85, p < .001]. While both groups had large effect size gains (control=1.22, experimental=1.83), as would be 

expected from a two-week lesson with an experienced teacher, the repeated measures using Hotellings (1931) 
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T2 statistic showed the experimental condition had significantly more learning gains, f(32,31)=11.03,  p < .001. 

In terms of student engagement, 86% of students in the experimental group enjoyed or strongly enjoyed the 

activity while only 22% did in the control group. Also, when asked if they wish they were doing something else, 

71% of the experimental group said not at all while 70% of the control said definitely. Lastly, when asked about 

their main reason for completing the activity, 95% of the control students said they wanted to get a good grade 

or their teacher required them, while only 30% of the experimental condition that these were their reasons for 

doing the activity with most students saying that they did it because they wanted to be doing it. As further 

evidence of student engagement, one researcher recorded an average of 10 teacher reprimands to stay on task a 

day for the control while there were under three per day for students assigned the experimental condition.  

Given these significant differences, similar to the above two discussions, we were also interested in 

better understanding the implementation experiences of the two units. Our goal was to gain insight into the ways 

that the classroom system itself is shaped by the two curricula, specifically so that we could understand the 

circumstances of this and future implementations. While not all students took up the role to the same extent, by 

in large students in the experimental condition were positioned as change-agents who were uniquely skilled to 

persuade and care for others in order to help resolve the deadly conflict in Ingolstadt. When interviewed, 

students described their intention and position in the curriculum as people who were on a mission to help 

change Ingolstadt. When explicitly asked, “What’s going in on in Ingolstadt?” students often described the 

conflict or situation in terms of a first person role, one who found themselves as positioned within the narrative, 

as a protagonist, who is there to fulfill a mission and help a town get rid of the plague. Jose said, “I’m pretty 

much there to find a cure and stop people from dying.” Another student, Alexus, said: “Um there’s like this 

plague and people are getting sick and possibly dying and we’re trying to go and um like people to stop the 

plague.” Unlike the treatment condition where participants were positioned by the teacher and curriculum as 

change-agents in relation to the task, in the control group the teacher positioned students agents-to-be-changed.  

In this case the teacher simply positioned students in their more common school role as agents who 

needed to change their ability to write robust persuasive articles in a short time.  In her instruction to the whole 

class, the teacher tells students that they need to spend time practicing essay planning, drafting and revising 

because of an important upcoming standardized writing test (EOG). Below is an excerpt from an interview with 

Tianna, a motivated student who acknowledged her position as an agent-to-be-changed.  

Researcher: Why are you doing this assignment in here?  

Tianna: Because we have a big writing test coming up and they’re using them on computers and she 

(Teacher) wanted us to get use them on computers and not just writing like we normally do.  

Researcher: Do you enjoy this assignment?  

Tianna: I do because it helps me like; I know it’s going to help me do better on my writing test.  I think I 

will be very prepared this time.  

Importantly, it might be argued that this is a more legitimate use of the content than, say, to save a fictional 

village from a fictional page, even if in the fantastical scenario it is more consistent with the use of persuasive 

writing in the real world. More generally, in terms of the positioning of content of persuasive writing, in the 

treatment it was a tool that possessed necessary use-value for allowing a cure to be found.  In contrast, the 

control group content uptake was exchanged good grades. The use value was evident in the following interview:  

Kristena said: Right now in Ingolstadt there is a plague going on and it’s deadly! And right now our 

character is a person whose um whose she is immune to the plague and right now she is an 

investigative reporter … there are some people who think he’s [the doctor] crazy and some people 

don’t and they still want to cure the plague like, she has to like find evidence for that [supporting the 

thesis of the argument].” 

In an interaction the player has with the in-game doctor, we see in his submission the simultaneous legitimacy 

of content and the player’s belief that his previous actions on an in-game uniform issue had consequences: 

Doctor frank, persuasive writing can change the world in many ways. THe way people write persuasive 

writing makes it powerfull!! For example... when I wrote my persuasive argument about wearing 

school uniforms i wrote to CONVINCE people!! If you have good evidence supporting what your 

thesis is (your side you are on) then people will listen to you even if it a really bad idea. 

Lastly, below is a transcript from an interview with a girl who had just completed the final mission in Plague. In 

the interview, she explains that from seeing all the people dead, a result from her choice of thesis, she was 

reconsidering what it would have been like if she would had allowed the doctor to continue his research.  

Interviewer: What did you find out? 

Girl: Well, I found the creation and Tina and Gene 

Interviewer: do you feel that you made the right decision for doing that? 

Girl: I don’t know. I talked to the Fabric Lady and she said that people aren’t caring about each other 

anymore, for the good of Ingolstadt. It’s kind-a sad because people are starting to die.  Henry died and 

the Constable is coming down with it (the plague) I feel that a lot of people are dying. 

Interviewer: Do you feel responsible for their death?  
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Girl: Kind-a, because of my paper, they went [thesis was to stop the doctor] I feel bad for the Doctor.  

Interviewer: Really? 

Girl: People kicked him out of his lab and his house and … Because they wanted to stop him from 

putting in his experiments. And I think they were too extreme  

What is interesting here is the expressed remorse at the consequences of her decision to write a persuasive essay 

that was printed and resulted in the doctor’s being forced to discontinue his practice. 

Conclusions 
Games have become one of the most popular forms of entertainment in our society, recently surpassing 

Hollywood in annual sales. Games are popular in part because they are fun. However, it is not simply their 

entertainment value that should be gaining the interest of educators. Instead, we have argued that it is the way 

that games can draw players in, capturing their interests, time, commitment, and passions, which is the real 

value of the medium. Toward communicating the power of games, we have developed a theory of 

transformational play. Designing for transformational play involves establishing academically useful and 

meaningfully engaging situations where learners adopt goals, have legitimate roles, and develop increasingly 

sophisticated relations to disciplinary concepts and those situations in which they have value. In such contexts, 

there is a shift from dispensing facts and transmitting content to a commitment to supporting students as they 

enter into conceptually illuminating situations where they develop passions and apply content understandings.  

Games allow us to do this in ways that heretofore were not possible. Even when there are appropriate 

resources to support a field trip to a local park, for example, it is unlikely for the experience to cleanly 

illuminate the need for particular content understandings, and even less likely that students will be able to 

meaningfully transform some problematic aspect of the context—most parks are unwilling to put the future of 

their park in the hands of a 10 year old. Indeed, most teachers would be challenged to arrange classroom 

materials in a manner that could truly immerse learners in a dramatic narrative in which they act as protagonist, 

find legitimate roles, and interact meaningfully and consequentially with the storyline. In contrast, because we 

are designers of virtual worlds, we can ensure that game play success requires learning disciplinary content and 

that the problems are approachable by young children, even embedding pedagogical scaffolds in the game world 

or cuing teachers when just-in-time lectures will likely have value.   

More than a simulation, games support playing, allowing players to become someone and do things 

that we are unlikely to do in the “real world.” During play, one engages a space of possibility, negotiating rules 

and roles and discovering the potentialities for growth within and across the boundaries of fantasy and “reality.” 

Through play, we transcend the borders of reality, and it is this potential that, in our opinion, gives play the 

power to support meaningful learning. In the types of videogames we develop, the learner becomes a character 

that engages in storylines and takes on roles that the learner would not in real life. Ironically, it is the act of play 

and the affordances of the fictional world that legitimizes disciplinary content, providing learners with 

opportunities to engage authentic and consequential disciplinary tasks not usually available in schools.  
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Abstract: This symposium brings together researchers at the frontier of an emerging 

subcommunity of the learning sciences that looks toward developing methodologies and 

infrastructures with the potential to lead towards an integrated agenda of global research in the 

learning sciences, spanning both the developed and the developing world, in both formal and 

informal learning environments.  It explores how emerging technologies and methodologies 

could be further developed to this important end, building on work already in progress. 

Overview 
In recent years there has been a growing awareness that research in the Learning Sciences community could be 

significantly strengthened by intensifying the extent to which it draws in researchers from underrepresented 

regions.  While the methodologies we have developed and applied in our own backyards and the yards of our 

close colleagues have served to build up a substantial body of knowledge that we can be proud of, we 

understand as a community that we stand to gain tremendous insights from diversifying our target student 

populations from those that are primarily in Europe and North America to regions such as East Asia, South Asia 

(including India), as well as Africa.   

Currently, and unfortunately, there is surprisingly little exchange between the educational research 

communities of the US and Western Europe and other parts of the world such as Asia where substantial bodies 

of educational research are conducted but not well known in the West.  Other countries such as India have less 

well developed traditions of formal research in education, but nevertheless have much to add to this 

international exchange.   In India, for example, achievement in mathematics ranks among the top worldwide, 

which suggests that they have something to teach us while learning about areas where they rank less well in 

comparison to the West, such as innovation (Steinbock, 2008; de Haan & Narayan, 2008).  We hypothesize that 

systemic differences in the educational systems between countries (Ma, 1999) introduce unknown random 

factors that interact with key independent variables and thus make it unclear the extent to which results from 

experimental studies within Asia, for example, generalize to the West, and vice versa.  Recent evaluations of 

Western teaching practices within Asia cast doubt that findings can be transported wholesale from one 

community to the other without an understanding of what these variables are and how they interact with key 

educational interventions (Chang et al., 2006; Chang & Tsai, 2005; Chang, 2001).   

While we fully appreciate that the concerns of the Learning Sciences community are much broader 

than international comparisons of standardized tests, it cannot be denied that large scale international 

comparison studies such as TIMSS (http://nces.ed.gov/timss/) and PISA (http://www.pisa.oecd.org/) have 

revealed significant differences in achievement between countries that raise questions we much consider.  

Despite the well known limitations of such standardized measures of achievement, differences between national 

educational systems undoubtedly exist and raise questions for learning science researchers to address in order to 

understand these differences.  Corresponding large-scale comparisons of teaching practices, such as the well-

known TIMSS video study (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999), reveal systematic differences in teaching style across 

countries.  Nevertheless, due to the impracticality in controlling for differences in these comparisons in past 

studies, work to date investigating the reasons for these differences may be considered limited.  Thus, while 

differences in teaching practices between countries are known to exist, what is not known is how these 

differences in individual teaching practices interact with systemic differences between countries that lay the 

foundations for learning within individual countries.  And thus, policy makers who would seek to raise scores 

on standardized tests within their home countries are left with more questions than answers. Culture and its 

implications for learning is one example of a concern that is orthogonal to what is captured by typical 

international comparison studies based on standardized tests.  Thus, we benefit from acknowledging that 

controlled cross-cultural studies within the Learning Sciences (e.g. Vatrapu, 2008) help us identify gaps in our 

current understanding of cognition, learning, and the use of technology in service of learning and instruction.  

Deeper understanding arising from this kind of work holds the potential to help us reach towards insightful ways 

to appropriate lessons learned from international comparison studies. 
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In some regions, such as India, research in the learning sciences as we know it within our international 

Society is less well developed, and thus an effort to build up collaborations and infrastructure will require a 

lengthier, concerted effort. The field of Information Communication Technology for Development (ICT4D) has 

already made strides towards developing technologies and methodologies for technology-supported education 

and education research within these contexts, which was featured in a CSCL 2009 symposium (Evans et al., 

2009), although the focus of this work has been distinct from that of the core Learning Sciences community. We 

see this earlier symposium as a welcome and synergistic effort to build a bridge from the ICT4D community 

into the Learning Sciences community. In this proposal, we respond by continuing the conversation by inviting 

both Learning Sciences researchers and ICT4D researchers to discuss together how to build effective bridges 

between communities and learn from one another. We believe that this conversation will extend Learning 

Sciences research to address the challenges of education in the developing world, and in turn identify new 

research challenges in this space while providing valuable opportunities to challenge our thinking about learning 

in the developed world at the same time.  

Symposium Themes 
Recent research in the Learning Sciences community and the ICTD community works towards reaching beyond 

past limitations, in a wide spectrum of learning contexts, from the “traditional” classroom context, all the way to 

informal learning environments. This symposium brings together researchers who are working towards 

internationalizing the Learning Sciences across this spectrum, from formal learning contexts (Rosé and Kam; 

Laferriere and Law) to informal learning (Moraveji; Kam), or spanning the gap in between (Vatrapu). Each talk 

argues in a different way that sharing of educational tools and resources internationally would provide an 

infrastructure that could be used to broaden our understanding of cognition and learning.   

One crosscutting theme throughout this symposium is the potential role of educational technology in 

raising new questions about cognition and learning, adding new insights to our storehouse of knowledge about 

international education. The presenters have been chosen from a range of backgrounds, such that the symposium 

will explore the tensions between the cognitivist and sociocultural traditions of learning, design research vs. 

controlled studies, and local relativisms vs. global universals, as they pertain to the internationalization of the 

Learning Sciences. The diversity of perspectives is intended to facilitate a lively discussion that re-examines the 

ideological assumptions behind our methods and theoretical constructs, as well as the historical and cultural 

processes that shaped them. Finally, presenters will articulate their conceptualizations of culture and its relation 

to learning. 

We have included 5 talk abstracts for this panel style discussion.  Each presenter will have 10 minutes 

to present an overview of their work.  The discussant will then conduct an extended panel discussion, which will 

include questions from the audience. 

LearnLab India: Towards “In Vivo” International Comparative Education 
Research 

 

Carolyn Penstein Rosé & Matthew Kam, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue,  

Pittsburgh, PA 15213, {cprose,mattkam}@cs.cmu.edu 

 

LearnLab India is a recent effort in the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (PSLC, http://www.learnlab.org), 

which is devoted to studying human learning in realistic contexts using state-of-the-art technology.  This effort 

represents one endpoint on the formal learning to informal learning spectrum in that it is specifically focused on 

highly controlled classroom studies, which have been termed “in vivo” studies because they occur within “live” 

classrooms rather than laboratories, with a strong emphasis on balancing high internal validity with high 

external validity. 

The PSLC LearnLab model has been successful in over 50 schools in the United States.  It brings state-

of-the-art intelligent tutoring technology such as Cognitive Tutors (Koedinger et al., 1997) and Collaborative 

Learning environments that trigger context sensitive support into realistic contexts (Kumar et al., 2007; 

Chaudhuri et al., 2009).  Furthermore, it brings the ability to study human learning in a rigorous way through 

analysis of logged data related to student interactions with and through the technology on a moment by moment 

basis through application of datamining, text mining, and speech mining technology (Prata et al., 2009; Gweon 

et al., 2009; Rosé et al., 2008). LearnLab India is a partnership between PSLC and the larger School of 

Computer Science community at Carnegie Mellon University with the Indian Institute for Information 

Technologies in Hyderabad (IIIT-H). LearnLab India will be housed at the three campuses of Rajiv Gandhi 

University of Knowledge Technologies (RGUKT, http://www.rgukt.in), which is an educational outreach by 

IIIT-H to the rural youth of Andhra Pradesh, India. The goal of LearnLab India is to help RGUKT students, 

most of whom attended non-English-medium schools prior to college, to succeed in English-medium university 

coursework at RGUKT. 
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As planned outreach in connection with this effort, the PSLC is sponsoring an Internship Program in 

Technology Supported Education (http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cprose/winterschool/index.html), with the goal of 

building bridges between institutions of higher learning in India and top ranking universities in the United 

States, beginning with but not limited to Carnegie Mellon University.  This program will begin in December 

2009 with a Winter School in which 130 undergraduates from around India will come together for an intensive 

two-week program to learn about research in the Learning Sciences and participate in short-term projects related 

to the LearnLab India effort. 

As an example of planned research, drawing both from cognitivist and socioculturalist learning 

traditions, we propose to use language technologies to study the learning process itself as well as important 

social processes connected with that, which play a key role in second language learning, identity formation and 

commitment to a lifelong learning path. We will build on our prior work, where text mining and speech 

processing technologies are developed and used to track key patterns in the interaction between students in 

learning groups (Gweon et al., 2009; Joshi & Rosé, 2007).  We will target patterns that are predictive of how 

much students are learning from the interaction or how well or poorly project teams are functioning together. 

The research will also draw on earlier research on how videogames can create more engaging learning 

experiences.  Currently an effort is in progress to deploy a collaborative vocabulary building game built on top 

of the Basilica framework (Kumar et al., 2009). 

A current comparative effort in progress is focused on an information literacy unit that will be shared 

by students at RGUKT and students at Carnegie Mellon University.  Two initial pilot studies, one with 10 

students and the other with 300 have already begun to reveal differences in information seeking behaviors 

between students from highly developed areas in India and those of the target user population that suggest 

principles for needed scaffolding support, which differ from those previously proposed within the mainstream 

information retrieval literature. 

The RGUKT campuses have an annual intake of 6,000 students. The magnitude of the size of the 

student population available in the research partnership with RGUKT would provide invaluable insights to 

inform continued research on the effective use of language technologies to support instruction. This partnership 

would not only greatly accelerate the effort to develop highly effective computer supported instruction because 

of that magnitude.  It would also allow fine grained and finely controlled international comparison studies such 

as has never before been possible, which holds the potential to transform the field of international comparative 

education research. 

Knowledge Building International Project (KBIP): a Nested Network of 
Learning and Knowledge Creation 

 

Therese Laferriere, Laval University, 2325 rue de l’Université, Quebec, G1V 0A6, Canada, tlaf@fse.ulaval.ca   

Nancy Law, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, nlaw@hku.hk 

 

The Knowledge Building International Project (KBIP 2007-2009) operates on the basis of locally based 

networks of innovation distributed around the globe. Catalunya (Comconèixer), Hong Kong (KBTN), Quebec 

(RNS), and Toronto (IKIT) are currently the four main sites.  Similar to the Rosé and Kam abstract above, this 

work represents work primarily within a formal, classroom learning context.  Nevertheless, while this work is 

connected with classroom learning, this work is unique in that it reaches beyond activity within individual 

classrooms or campus communities to build digital bridges between classrooms in different countries. 

Pedagogical and research activities within this international effort are conducted within local 

university-school-government partnerships connected to one another. Much autonomy is left to the participants 

(students, teachers, graduate students, and researchers) for the designs of what works within their respective 

socio-cultural contexts, but they come together as they share a common understanding of knowledge building, 

and use the suite of tools available (knowledge building principles, Knowledge Forum® software, applets for 

specific analysis measures to be taken on the fly by researchers, teachers, and students). 

As part of the applied cognitive sciences, Knowledge Building (KB) has its own epistemology, and it 

has become a pedagogical approach focusing on developing classrooms as communities for progressive problem 

solving and knowledge creation (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). Unlike learning organized in traditional 

classrooms, the KB process is necessarily an intentional community effort, and is simply not possible as an 

individual enterprise. Learning takes place as a “by-product” of the knowledge creation process as learners 

tackle significant problems of understanding. Designing curriculum units for implementation as knowledge 

building experiences for school age children that can, at the same time, satisfy mandatory curriculum 

requirements is a challenge that has to be tackled to realize the vision of Education for Knowledge Creation in 

schools.  

Agents (students, teachers, school principals, school district personnel, ministry personnel, university 

teacher educators and researchers) use Knowledge Forum as a “collaboration space” (asynchronous online 
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discourse). For synchronous discourse, a multi-user web-based videoconferencing system is used. The focus of 

the students’ KB activities in KBIP has been on understanding and tackling issues related to climate change, 

energy and sustainable development. Typically collaboration at the classroom level is organized in clusters of 2 

to 3 classes of students from different countries. Students from these classes engage in KB around a common 

theme and identify questions and problems. Working on them over a period of several months they contribute 

hundreds of notes on Knowledge Forum®. In 2008-2009, over twenty videoconferences were held among 

collaborating classrooms. Additional videoconferences for professional development among teachers from the 

different sites are also organized throughout the year. School personnel and ministry officers provided guidance 

and encouragement regarding curricular requirements, university teacher educators and researchers conducted 

onsite and online professional development workshops. One highlight of the year was the three-day onsite 

summer institute conducted in Mallorca (Spain), which provided an opportunity for the 30+ participating 

teachers, teacher educators and researchers to collaborate on designing, facilitating, analyzing and reflecting on 

the KB work of the 45 primary and secondary students who attended to work on the problem of the 

sustainability of caves (e.g. tourism effect, cave ecology, installing light in the caves and its impact) as well as 

visited two famous Mallorcan limestone caves.  

Despite the challenges of differences in language, culture and time zone, there have been high levels of 

motivation shown by teachers and students to participate in KBIP. Implementing KB as a pedagogical approach 

is an innovation and a challenge, both for teachers and learners. Curricula and facilitation design, as well as 

classroom practices and culture are necessarily different in the different sites. KBIP forces teachers, learners as 

well as teacher educators and researchers to make explicit their ideas and assumptions and to learn from each 

other during the process of collaboration and knowledge building. We will report on specific research results 

obtained in Hong Kong and Quebec regarding student motivation, online discourse patterns, and students’ depth 

of understanding of critical questions facing our world today. 

Supporting and Measuring Global Information Literacy Through Cross-cultural 
Studies of Web Search 
 

Neema Moraveji, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, neema@moraveji.org 

 

In contrast to the earlier two abstracts, this work takes us into an informal learning environment within the 

developing world.  Nevertheless, it is connected with the work in progress discussed in connection with Rosé 

and Kam’s abstract above in its focus on information literacy skills.  It connects also with the work discussed in 

the Laferriere and Law abstract in its focus on the internet as an environment to support knowledge sharing and 

knowledge construction. 

Web search is a timely and imperative skill for citizens in information economies or those who 

participate in interconnected knowledge work regardless of their country.  Moving beyond the traversal of 

digital libraries and into general knowledge acquisition it is a skill that crosses the boundaries between formal 

and informal learning environments and the developed and developing worlds. While we tend to think of web 

search as information retrieval rather than learning, much of lifelong learning in modern societies takes place 

during information seeking on the web, and increasingly internet penetration, and web based technologies, are 

growing into less developed regions. 

Unlike many traditional school disciplines, the topic of web search (part of the broader topic of 

information literacy) does not belong to any one country or tradition.  The technologies involved are culture-

agnostic and there is little historical precedence of curricula, learning mechanisms, or best practices.  We argue 

that these factors conspire to make web search an ideal topic to study as a means of integrating global 

perspectives and expertise in the learning sciences. 

Among the sub-skills involved in being information and media literate (i.e. as discussed in Jenkins et 

al., 2006; Enochsson 2005), the ability to effectively and efficiently find, assess, and synthesize credible and 

authoritative information on the Internet combine to transcend cultural boundaries.  We discuss reasons why 

Web search (herein referred to as ‘search’) is an ideal topic of study and alongside planned and ongoing 

research in a global context. 

Academics, instructors, and policy makers have worked to study how search practices are learned in 

recent years, but much remains unknown.  Computer experience, developmental stage, exposure to experts, 

formal instruction, accurate mental models of search engines and the Internet, and peer interaction each play a 

role.  We plan to focus on social factors in particular and study them across cultures as they emerge in 

distributed and collocated environments. 

We have designed and developed tools to support search learning and plan on giving them to schools in 

different areas in exchange for anonymous usage data that will provide us with the ability to take the global 

‘pulse’ on global information literacy expertise.  
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To deploy such technologies in classrooms within different countries, we plan to build upon the 

existing base of dozens of schools worldwide using the Mouse Mischief platform by the authors (Moraveji et 

al., 2008).  Complemented with interviews and classroom observations, this work will illustrate the distribution 

of expertise in search across the world and how such skills spread socially.   These findings will inform the 

redesign of the tools and design guidelines for systems and curricula aimed at improving information literacy.  

We anticipate that search expertise may follow a distribution quite different from those in traditional school 

topics and performance on standardized tests, revealing trends on expertise in the global information economy, 

helping all countries prepare accordingly. 

Information-processing theory posits that the formal mental operations required to conduct purposeful 

and effective searches (e.g. as required to define abstract keywords) emerge at the corresponding developmental 

stage.  We view the logical steps in search as a partial and abstracted representation of the user’s cognitive 

process.  Used as such, the data collected from our systems (or through large-scale studies done using 

Mechanical Turk) will help us conduct comparisons between users and aggregate them to make comparisons 

across cultures regarding expertise in Web search.  By representing such processes we allow them to be 

transferred between participants via cognitive apprenticeship, a process by which learners can model accurate 

problem-solving skills by inspecting the transparent processes of instructors (Collins 1987). 

At this symposium, we will present results from work on studying the social factors involved in the 

learning of search and information literacy skills on the Internet.  The results will incorporate or have 

implications for learning across cultural boundaries.  We advance that studying search is an ideal platform for a 

global agenda on research in the learning sciences. 

Comparative Informatics: Investigating Cultural and Linguistic Influences in 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning 
 

Ravi Vatrapu, Center for Applied ICT, Copenhagen Business School, Frederiksberg, Denmark, vatrapu@cbs.dk 

 

Similar to the previous two abstracts, this work focuses on technology enhanced learning.  However, this work 

takes its point of departure in the human computer interactional (HCI) aspects of informal and formal learning 

settings. Currently, the Internet is undergoing a profound shift towards social interaction, participation and 

collaboration. Many, if not all, of the informal and formal learning settings are situated within this transforming 

socio-technical landscape. Within this context, the Comparative Informatics (CI) research program studies how 

participants interact with  technology enhanced learning environments in systematically varied experimental 

contexts of group composition (intra- vs. inter- cultural; same vs. mixed gender) and linguistic mediums (e.g., 

Danish, Chinese, English). The rest of this abstract is organized into two parts. The first part presents the design 

of and findings from a laboratory study of an intra- and inter-cultural CSCL system. The second part discusses 

conceptual and methodological challenges in conducting controlled studies of technology enhanced learning. 

Technology enhanced informal and formal learning environments are characterized by socio-technical 

interactions. Socio-technical interactions involve individuals interacting with (a) technologies, and (b) other 

individuals through technologies. These two interactional aspects are theoretically conceived as (a) perception 

and appropriation of socio-technical affordances and (b) structures and functions of technological 

intersubjectivity (Vatrapu, 2009). Affordances are action-taking possibilities and meaning-making opportunities 

in an actor-technology system relative to the competencies of the actor and the capabilities of the system. 

Technological intersubjectivity (TI) refers to how participants interact with, relate to, form impressions of, and 

have empathetic experiences with each other in technology enhanced settings. The basic premise of the 

Comparative Informatics research program is that the perception and appropriation of affordances as well as the 

structures and functions of technological intersubjectivity vary across cultures and languages.  

The CulturalReps research project investigated two specific research questions related to the effects of 

culture on appropriation of affordances and on technological intersubjectivity in a computer supported 

collaborative learning environment with external representations. The experimental study design consisted of 

three independent groups of dyads from similar or different cultures (American-American, American-Chinese, 

Chinese-Chinese) doing collaborative problem-solving in a knowledge-mapping learning environment. 

Participants interacted through an asynchronous computer interface providing multiple tools for interaction 

(diagrammatic workspace, embedded notes, threaded discussion) as they worked on an intellectually 

challenging problem of identifying the cause of a disease outbreak. Based on empirical findings documenting 

cross-cultural variations in behavior, communication and cognition, several research hypotheses were advanced. 

Empirical data were collected using demographic, culture and usability instruments; participants’ self-

perception and collaborative peer-perception instruments; screen recordings and software logs of experimental 

sessions.  

Statistical results showed that members of different cultures appropriated the resources of the interface 

differently in their interaction, and formed differential impressions of each other. For example, on average, 
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American participants of the experimental study created more evidential relation links, made more individual 

contributions and were more likely to explicitly discuss information sharing and knowledge organization 

strategies than their Chinese counterparts. Despite statistically significant differences between the three 

experimental groups on (a) how they used the tools and resources of the learning environment and (b) how they 

related to each other during and after their collaborative learning interactions, individual learning outcomes 

analysis of the essays indicated no significant differences (Vatrapu, 2008).  

One interpretation of the individual learning outcomes result is that participants utilized the “alternates for 

action” incorporated into the learning environment effectively and appropriately from their own cultural 

standpoints. The results of the experimental study indicate the existence of multiple interactional pathways to 

learning outcomes in intra- and inter-cultural CSCL. However, more systematic empirical work is needed to (a) 

establish the existence of and (b) evaluate the efficacy of multiple cultural interactional pathways.  

Several theoretical and methodological challenges remain in the design and analysis of controlled 

studies of cross-cultural and cross-lingual technology enhanced learning systems. Interacting through 

technology is not unproblematic. First, it makes interaction more difficult. Second, it may not mean, feel, and 

afford same thing to everyone. With respect to computer supported collaboration, there is a productive tension 

between the future possibilities envisioned and the present realities documented by empirical research. 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) are often designed under the implicit assumption that 

members of different cultures using different languages equally view a given functionality as appropriate for 

carrying out a given, or that another member observing a given act in an ICT environment interprets it as 

originally intended by the actor. Given that culture, language, cognition, and action (Aydede, 2004; Gibson, 

1979; Gumperz & Levinson, 1996; Kramsch, 1998; Nisbett & Norenzayan, 2002; Noë, 2004; Vatrapu & 

Suthers, 2007) are intricately intertwined, in a technology driven multi-cultural and multi-lingual world, it is an 

open empirical research problem that the human computer interaction (HCI) design and development aspects of 

ICT and collaboration systems still permeate with unexamined assumptions. As can be seen from this 

symposium submission, learning sciences researchers have begun to critically engage with these issues by 

employing a rich mix of theories and methods across a diverse set of informal and formal learning settings. 

At this symposium, an outline of the conceptual and methodological framework for comparative 

informatics will be presented. Comparative informatics is the application of the comparative method to the 

study of information and communication technologies across a diverse set of contexts. According to Ragin 

(1987, p. x), the comparative method is “especially well suited for addressing questions about outcomes 

resulting from multiple and conjectural causes where different conditions combine in different and sometimes 

contradictory ways to produce the same or similar outcomes.” Prior and emerging findings from experimental 

studies will be presented. Implications for design and evaluation of technology enhanced learning will be 

discussed. 

Language and Literacy Learning in Developing Communities via Cellphones 
 

Matthew Kam, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, mattkam@cs.cmu.edu 

 

This final abstract builds on the earlier four by studying mobile learning across multiple cultural contexts in the 

developing world. Now in its 6th year, the Mobile and Immersive Learning for Literacy in Emerging Economies 

(MILLEE, http://www.millee.org) research project aims to leverage the increasing ubiquity of the cellphone – 

the fastest growing technology in developing regions such as South Asia and Africa – to make language and 

literacy learning more accessible to children in rural areas and the urban slums. The educational intervention 

involves the design of educational game software that runs on the cellphone. The e-learning games target global 

languages such as English as a Second Language and Mandarin, so as to empower low-income children from 

minority-language backgrounds to integrate into the mainstream, global economy. 

 In the last five years, we have performed 10 rounds of fieldwork in India spanning about 12 months on 

the ground. We observed that rural Indian children found our earlier game designs – which were subconsciously 

influenced by our prior experiences with Western videogames – to be non-intuitive. This observation forced us 

to examine the traditional village games that rural Indian children play everyday, and to perform a cross-cultural 

analysis of the systematic differences between these games and contemporary Western videogames (Kam et al., 

2009a). The results from this analysis have been used to inform subsequent game designs. A semester-long 

evaluation of the games in an after-school program at a village school site in Northern India demonstrated 

significant learning gains on spelling skills (Kam et al, 2009b). We are making preparations to conduct a larger-

scale evaluation in the form of a controlled experiment with 800 rural children in 40 schools in India. While the 

project in India targets ESL, we are working with new partners to expand the project into backward regions in 

Africa (ESL literacy) and China (Mandarin literacy). The longer-term goal is to build a research infrastructure 

that will collect data for us to engage in cross-cultural comparative studies, so as to explore how we can more 

effectively perform cross-cultural design and reuse/localize learning objects across multiple cultural settings. 
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 In spite of the above (early) successes so far, the greatest opportunity for mobile learning is to put 

language and literacy learning within reach of the low-income children who cannot attend school regularly due 

to child labor challenges such as the need to work for the family in the agricultural fields or households. This 

informal learning approach calls for the cellphone-based games to be embedded within the social fabric of the 

children’s everyday lives, to be used in times and places such as their homes and fields that are far more 

convenient than schools. This new phase of the project calls for methodological and conceptual innovations. We 

have conducted participation-observations to uncover the scenarios in the everyday lives of rural Indian children 

that are promising for mobile learning, and have ran a semester-long in-situ study in which children in the same 

village used the games under naturalistic conditions. We will continue to refine our data logging procedures to 

allow us to study how participants play and learn with the mobile games when researchers are not present. 

 The challenges with designing technology-supported learning interventions for out-of-school settings 

are not only logistical, but also theoretical. Our results suggest that our current instructional designs are more 

effective for improving learning among children who have more years of schooling, vis-à-vis children with less 

schooling. This implication is hardly surprising; drawing on sociocultural theories of learning which posit that 

the development of higher-order mental functions occurs through social interaction mediated by signs including 

language, a landmark study by Scribner and Cole (1981) found that the social practices associated with the 

institution of schooling led to new ways of deploying their cognitive resources. While most published research 

in education and the Learning Sciences has centered around learners with access to schooling, if we are indeed 

to design technologies that truly promote learning among out-of-school children, it follows that more research is 

needed to understand and account for the cognitive processes employed by the latter.  

In this symposium, we will present an overview of our results and an initial conceptual framework on 

instructional design for out-of-school children. This framework will not only aim to help us design educational 

applications that improve lives for child laborers, but also inform the design of “bridge programs” that help out-

of-school children reintegrate into formal schooling as well as better design adult literacy programs. By working 

with out-of-school learners in multiple cultural settings that include sub-Saharan Africa to South Asia – two 

regions on the lowest end of most human development indices, our long-term vision is to establish a research 

agenda whose intellectual merit is to arrive at a more holistic understanding of human learning and cognition – 

which will fill the gaps in existing research that is largely rooted in Western traditions and societies. 
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Increasing Rigor and Generativity in Learning:  
Connections Between the Disciplines,  

Children’s Lived Experience and Everyday Knowledge 
A Symposium  

 

Megan Bang, TERC, American Indian Center of Chicago, megan_bang@terc.edu 

Christopher Wright, Tufts University 

Eli Tucker-Raymond, TERC 

Folashade Cromwell-Solomon, Harvard Graduate School of Education, TERC 

Beth Warren, TERC 

 

Introduction 

 Improving school achievement for students from non-dominant backgrounds is 

increasingly requiring researchers to embrace the complexity of intersections between 

identity, lived experience, knowledge developed in our everyday lives, and target 

disciplinary knowledge and practices. The stances towards, understandings of,  and 

engagement with the practices and knowledge children develop in their everyday life are 

central to engaging in this complexity (Warren et. al, 2001; Lee, 2001; Nasir et. al, 2006). 

Typically – although not theoretically aligned with notions of constructivist learning 

theories – many education researchers tend to explicitly or implicitly view children’s 

lives and knowledge developed in everyday life from deficit perspectives that assume a 

lack of connection or potential alignment with expert disciplinary understandings 

(Warren et. al, 2001). We argue that a deeper understanding of the disciplines and the 

associated practices combined with an orientation towards children’s practices and 

knowledge as resources to mobilized can increase the rigor and depth of learning 

environments for all children (i.e. Hudicourt-Barnes, 2003; Bang et. al, 2007). 

 This symposium presents three studies by junior scholars who have been trained, 

in part, at the Chèche Konnen Center (CKC) at TERC. CKC has been engaged in 

studying the ways in which children’s linguistic, intellectual, and cultural strengths can 

be recognized and mobilized towards more rigorous science teaching and learning. These 

three studies expand the empirical work conducted from this perspective into new 

disciplinary domains. The first paper explores representational competence of elementary 

age Black boys as they interpret and produce architectural diagrams. The paper compares 

the criteria and dimensions of representations produced by the boys in the study as 

compared to experts.  This paper expands the empirical evidence of the benefit of 

engaging both a disciplinary perspective as well as a resource framework into the field of 

engineering and design. The second paper presents a design study of a history classroom 

that engages students’ own local histories and personal identities and works to extend 

these localized place based identities and narratives to global conflicts and narratives. 

This work demonstrates the ways in which engagement of students’ identities transforms 

learning in the domain of history for students both by engaging them in more expert 

forms of historical scholarship as well as positioning them as historical actors and 

scholars with agency and choice.  

 The third paper compliments the first two presented by shifting focus from close 

study of student thinking to teacher thinking. The opportunity to expand learning 

environments by engaging disciplinary perspectives and viewing students’ intellectual 
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strengths at any large scale will require the field to more deeply understand the ways in 

which to improve the capacity of teachers to more effectively teach children from 

communities historically placed at risk.  This requires professional development 

opportunities in which teachers can delve more deeply into their own views about 

students from diverse backgrounds, themselves as cultured and raced individuals, and 

their understandings of the ways in which race and white privilege are embedded in the 

historic fibers and institutional structures within the United States (Ladson-Billings & 

Tate, 1995; Bell, 1992; Harris, 1993). The third paper does just this by presenting a case 

study of one teacher engaged in a five-year design based professional development 

research study focused on learning to see and teach to the intellectual strengths of 

students of color. The teacher in this case study learns to see the intellectual strengths of 

the Black boy students’ in her classroom in the domain of literature and writing.  

This study demonstrates the ways in which structuring professional development to 

embrace a disciplinary (in this case a literary perspective) and resource based lens, can 

transform teacher practice to improve teaching and learning for students from non-

dominant communities. Each paper is presented in more depth following this 

introduction. 

 Collectively these papers provide domain specific insights into teaching and 

learning and simultaneously demonstrate the generativity and potential benefit of deeply 

engaging with children’s everyday experiences and knowledge as strengths and resources 

for designed learning environments across domains. Further, each study uses different 

complimentary strands of research and theory to explore these dynamics. The work in 

this symposium takes steps to more deeply understanding, supporting, and leveraging the 

ways in which diversity – of people, practices, languages, meaning, knowing, histories, 

goals, values, and the like…in learning environments are an asset and expand the 

possibilities for human knowing and meaning (Gutierrez et al. 1999; Warren, Ballenger, 

Ogonowski, Rosebery, and Hudicourt-Barnes, 2001).  

  

Structure of the Symposium 

 Megan Bang, Chèche Konnen Center at TERC & American Indian Center of 

Chicago will serve as chair. We will open the session with a brief 5 minute introduction.  

We will then present the three papers, each for 15 minutes. Beth Warren, Chèche Konnen 

Center at TERC, will serve as the discussant. We will leave 25 minutes for questions and 

open discussion with the audience. 
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Paper 1: Learning to “see” sound: Meaning-making about sound through 

architectural diagrams among elementary school Black boys 

Christopher G. Wright, Tufts University 

 

 This work has to primary objectives: 1) To explore the representational criteria 

that elementary school Black boys utilize in producing and interpreting architectural 

diagrams; and 2) To identify the sense-making practices that elementary school Black 

boys demonstrate while producing and interpreting architectural diagrams. 

 Using meta-representational competence (MRC) as an analytic lens has proven 

productive in uncovering children’s representational competence (diSessa, 2004).  It has 

been used to study how children invent new representations, critique and compare the 

adequacy of representations, understand the purposes of representations in particular 

contexts, explain representations, and learn new representations (Azevedo, 2000; diSessa, 

Hammer, Sherin, & Kolpakowski, 1991; diSessa & Sherin, 2000; Enyedy, 2005; Sherin, 

2000). 

 When a MRC perspective is linked to a view of learning as cultural practice, as in 

the work of Warren et al. (2001), new opportunities open up for understanding the 

cultural, intellectual, and linguistic strengths that children from historically non-dominant 

communities bring to disciplinary learning.  Taking this perspective on representational 

competence as entailing cognitive and culturally-based practices, this study focused on 

uncovering the knowledge and sense-making practices that Black boys used and 

developed as they learned to “see sound from an architectural point of view” (Lymer, 

2009). 

 Through an ethnographic case study, I examined 4
th
 grade Black boys’ ideas and 

sense-making practices as they produced and interpreted representations of sound through 

architectural diagrams.   Data included field notes, video footage of the boys’ design and 

critique activities, video footage of individual interviews with the boys, and student-

developed representations of sound.  Data analysis involved multiple stages of coding 

based on Yin’s (1984) classification of data according to various cross-case analyses. 

 

Results 

 The boys’ representational criteria for the representations developed within 

architectural diagrams included completeness (does the representation show all relevant 

information), compactness (does the representation effectively utilize the space of the 

architectural diagram), and precision (do the representations accurately depict the various 
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aspects of sound).  This finding agreed with diSessa’s (2004) findings that suggest that 

kids do similar things to what professionals do and some things that differ.  During the 

production, interpretation, and critique of sound representations, the boys were found to 

focus on similar aspects of sound as professional architects (White, 2004), such as sound 

location, sound intensity, and sound generator.  The boys’ representations differed from 

those used by architects primarily through the category of “sound type.”  Architects 

(White, 2004) utilized conventional symbols for sound, despite the type of sound, while 

the boys varied their symbols based on the type of the sound (i.e., notes for sounds 

coming from a parade, letters/words for sounds coming from children playing, and sound 

waves for the sounds coming from cars and airplanes). 

 

Significance  

 This study contributes to a broadening of perspective on “what counts” as 

architectural and scientific knowledge and practices.  By investigating the ideas and 

representational practices that children have, where they draw their experiences from, and 

how they impact learning and development in social explorations of STEM disciplines 

provides an in-depth picture of children’s experiences and development in these areas. 
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Paper 2: History in Schools, Teachers, and Students: Identities and Meaning 

Making in Middle School Social Studies 

Eli Tucker-Raymond, TERC; Maria Rosario, Chicago Public Schools 

 

This paper uses qualitative data, including classroom conversations, from one 

self-contained, multi-ethnic, 7
th
 grade classroom in a public school in Chicago to argue 
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that history, as it is taught in schools, should be aimed at helping students create and 

participate in democratic structures of everyday life. In doing so, we argue that school has 

to engage the identities of students. Furthermore, we assert that dialogic approaches to 

teaching and learning are well suited to accomplish this task (Wells, 1999). In supporting 

our argument, we describe a collaborative study that investigated the ways in which 

students engaged in dialogic conversations called “Socratic Seminars” (Adler, 2008).  

We draw on work by Holland and Lave (2001) that conceives international, 

national, and institutional political and economic struggles as mediated by the struggles 

lived out in the everyday actions of people. That is, history lives in and is created by 

people, mediated by their everyday lives. For example, the local government in Chicago 

supports an economic model of increased attention to skilled service sector jobs; 

privatization of public institutions, including schools; and de-industrialization (e.g. 

Lipman, 2004). Concurrently, land speculation and real estate development to feed the 

growing service-oriented workforce has pushed westward, displacing working African 

American and Latino families further and further from the city center. Students in the 

school acutely feel the housing crunch as the school experienced a 30% mobility rate 

during the school year in which the study took place.  

One of our goals for the overall classroom learning environment was to create 

spaces for students to see themselves as “historical actors” (Gutierrez, 2005) and to help 

them create pathways for participation in democratic life through community-based 

action (Barton & Levstik, 2004).  We believe that for students to author themselves as 

historical actors, educators need to engage other aspects of students’ identities, such as 

their place-based, racial, and ethnic notions of self. Students’ actions toward becoming 

historical actors took many forms: exploratory conversations in Socratic Seminars, 

presentation of student-made masks in a “Taino” art show at a local cultural center, a 

“Culture Show” (dance and poetry) that focused on the African Diaspora in the 

Caribbean for members of the school community, and peace marches. Students also 

produced digital videos in which they interviewed other students, school staff, and people 

in the neighborhood about racism, power, and gentrification in the community. In this 

paper we focus on Socratic Seminars because they provide the clearest examples of the 

dialogic character of students’ exploration of and theorizing about their relationships to 

history. In the full paper, we problematize the notion of identity in greater depth and its 

relation to dialogic constructions of self (Bakhtin, 1981). 

The work was conducted through a model of collaborative action research in 

which the external researcher and the classroom teacher-researcher together created the 

curriculum, conceived of research questions, devised data collection methods, and 

analyzed classroom data (Nodie Oja & Smulyan, 1988). We analyzed data from Socratic 

Seminars, the main data source of this paper, through two iterations. First, constant 

comparative analysis revealed a number of recurrent themes (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

Themes included hate speech on the radio, attitudes about immigration, sexual activity 

and its consequences in the teenage years, borders, gentrification, and the presidential 

election, among others. Students also drew on a range of sources while participating in 

Socratic Seminar, including articles given by the teacher; horror movies; television; and 

experiences in the neighborhood, with family members, and at school.  

Second, we selected representative examples and conducted a critical discourse 

analysis of the talk. Such examples have been omitted here for sake of space, but will be 
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presented in the longer paper. In that analysis, we sought to identify the commitments 

students made to identities within fields of power in local and global contexts 

(Fairclough, 2003). Particularly, how students mediated conversational topics on national 

and global scales through reference to their own local histories and personal identities, as 

well as how their accounts of their identities and the local history of their community 

were rooted in global conflicts, such as colonization and international transmigration. We 

further considered how conversations remade and disrupted those processes. 

We found that students were able to resist and disrupt discourses of domination, 

such as realtors and outsiders to the neighborhood naming young people and their 

neighborhood as “ghetto.” They also recognized parallels between international forms of 

colonization and the colonization of their neighborhood by “yuppies” and real estate 

speculators. Furthermore, students positioned themselves as agents of change, capable of 

resisting dominating forces at the intersection of economic, material, political and 

cultural “fields of power” (Bourdieu, 1991). However, we also identified tensions 

between disrupting and reifying dominating discourses as students confused and 

conflated racial and ethnic categories, as well as class and ethnicity, disassociating Black 

from Puerto Rican and associating White with “expensive.” 

Implications include an argument for dialogic approaches to Social Studies 

education that not only engages students in dialogue with each other, but also with the 

world around them, through intentional efforts to understand local contentious practices, 

such as struggles over gentrification and affordable housing. Dialogic approaches to 

teaching and learning can engage students’ identities to develop rigorous, engaging, and 

expansive learning experiences. 
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Paper 3: A Writer’s Way: One Teacher’s Experience  

Learning to See Her Students’ Intellectual Strengths  

 

Folashade Cromwell Solomon, Harvard Graduate School of Education,  

Cheche Konnen Center, TERC 

 

This study investigated how a teacher constructed and learned from the work of a 

community of practice (COP) that focuses on seeing the intellectual strengths of students 

of color.  Looking in depth at one teacher’s experience learning in such a COP, it seeks to 

provide an understanding of how teachers, working together to study their classroom 

practice can learn to see these students’ strengths instead of looking through a deficit 

lens.  Working within a practice-oriented, situated learning frame (Brown & Duguid, 

1989; Lave &Wenger, 1991), I aimed to investigate the teacher’s orientation toward her 

own learning, analyze how she engaged with the resources used to structure practice 

within the COP (e.g., ideas, cases, texts, classroom transcripts, other participants), and 

understand whether and how her participation shaped and transformed her classroom 

practice.  

The COP studied was a voluntary collaboration between 11 teachers at an 

elementary school and 5 educational researchers in a small northeastern city. The 

collaboration was a five-year design based research study focused on learning to see and 

teach to the intellectual strengths of students of color. This study focused on one teacher, 

Maryanne, a white teacher in her mid-fifties who has taught for 18 years. Specifically, 

this study focused on the fourth year of the seminar and the question Maryanne brought 

to this COP from her classroom practice which focused on how to understand the writing 

of an African American boy. 

My study took the form of an exploratory case study to document and understand 

how the teacher's participation shaped and transformed her practice, in particular her 

relationship with students of color, her orientation to the subject matter, and her stance 

toward herself as a learner? 

To address this question, I conducted three in-depth interviews, each focused on 

one aspect of my research question. I also recorded and transcribed four full sessions of 

the COP, during which the teachers presented their work. Transcribing the sessions 

allowed me to document the teachers’ experiences of the COP, both within the group 

meetings and as they took their learning back to their classrooms. I used a grounded 

approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to code emerging themes as teachers described their 

experiences in the data group. I wrote field notes and analytic memos and developed 

inductive codes, which I then used to construct maps of each teacher’s beliefs about 

learning and how she learned to change her practice (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  

I found that her participation in the COP did contribute to Maryanne’s work in at 

least three ways: her relationship to students of color, her orientation to the subject 

matter, and her stance toward herself as a learner. First, in her relationship, her focus on 

writing (the subject matter) led her to look at her student’s intellect through his use of 

poetry and metaphor.  Second, Maryanne’s beliefs about teaching and learning through a 

disciplinary lens (in this case writing) were at the root of all of her interactions. For 

Maryanne, a core belief is that “You have to be a writer to teach writing.”  This view 
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allowed her to build relationships with her African American male students. She began to 

articulate what he could do, rather than just repeating his challenges. This learner stance 

also allowed her to see similarities between herself as a writer and her student as a writer. 

Surprisingly all these changes were possible in this COP even when she publicly, and 

repeatedly, expressed her skepticism of learning about race, replacing class as the 

explanation.  However it was through her daily practices that she initiated questions 

regarding the relationship to writing and race.  In essence it was through her writing-

focused lens that she became interested in seeing race, as she started to inquire about how 

it played a part in his writing.  

This study focuses on learning about race as a part of learning about teacher 

practice, and not as a separate entity. Understanding these experiences has the potential to 

offer more informed understanding of the ways to structure teacher learning to support 

continuous learning in and from practice. 
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Content Analysis of Collaboratively Constructed Knowledge 
Artifacts:  Issues and Opportunities for Research  

 

Abstract: New social media for collaborative knowledge construction, often associated with 

"Web 2.0," represent an emerging context for the research of learning and instruction. Wikis, 

for example, allow methods of collaborative knowledge construction that were very difficult 

to achieve with previous technologies. Applications of wikis and related technologies (e.g., 

Drupal and Django) are blooming in every corner of society, influencing the ways in which 

people learn and exchange with one another.  They are also making their way into our 

research, resulting in new methodological challenges concerning the analysis of 

collaboratively constructed materials. This symposium will discuss new methods of content 

analysis in wiki-environments. The symposium includes an international set of presenters 

from Canada, Belgium and Norway, representing a small but growing research community 

that are engaged in such investigations. Each paper will present the research context and 

method of content analysis that was developed to evaluate collaboration in a wiki 

environment.    

 
Introduction to Symposium 

Across the learning sciences, wikis and other forms of collaborative knowledge construction are 

increasingly making their way into our classroom and informal learning environments (e.g. Harrer, Moskaliuk, 

Kimmerle, & Cress, 2008; Forte & Bruckman, 2007; Greenhow, Robelia, & Hughes, 2009). Wikis appeal to 

educators and researchers alike for several reasons: they enable students to contribute, edit, and maintain a 

shared document, they are relatively easy to learn, and the revision history is preserved for future reference and 

analyses. However, despite the growing popularity of wikis, little is known about the processes that students 

engage in when contributing to a wiki. What kinds of practices do they adopt when writing a wiki page? How do 

they interact with the content –their own and that of their peers – and how do those interactions change over 

time?  Can we measure student learning in such task?  How can we evaluate the effectiveness, or the specific 

dynamics of collaboration? 

As observed by Jeremy Roschelle in his closing comments at the 2009 CSCL conference, the learning 

sciences still lack standard methods for analyzing the interactions that occur between students in a collaborative 

learning task. Challenges to analyzing collaborative processes include choosing an appropriate unit of analysis, 

segmentation, and developing a coding scheme that captures the learning goals of interest to the research 

(Strijbos, Martens, Prins, & Jochems, 2006). In-depth analyses of collaborative materials can also be constrained 

by the design of the technology environment and the kinds of analytic tools that are available to researchers. The 

idiosyncrasies of such research – the particular technology environments, collaborative designs, and research 

foci – have made it difficult to design analytic methods that can be shared or normed across the research 

community. A survey of the existing literature reveals little, if any, published approaches for how to analyze the 

conceptual content or collaborative progress within a wiki-based activity.   

In the absence of established analytic methods within the academic community, researchers must 

design their own metrics for analyzing wiki-based collaborative knowledge construction.  This symposium was 

conceived as a way of widening this discussion within the forum of the ICLS meeting.  We have gathered four 

distinct research groups – two from Canada and two from Europe – who have all confronted the same challenge.  

We invite each of these groups to present their research paradigm as well as a specific methodological 

innovation or approach.  Our discussant, Christine Greenhow, who is not affiliated with any of these research 

programs, will synthesize the ideas and advances in this work and lead a discussion amongst participants. 

 
Paper 1: Development of a Content Analysis Approach for Collaboration in a 

Wiki Environment 
Bram De Wever, Hilde Van Keer, Department of Educational Studies, Ghent University, Belgium 

Email: bram.dewever@ugent.be, hilde.vankeer@ugent.be 

 

This paper focuses on developing a content analysis of collaboration in a wiki environment. This 

contribution focuses on developing a content analysis approach studying collaboration in a wiki environment. It 

first discusses a number of units of analysis with different level of granularity. Next, a framework for content 

analysis is presented, focusing on one level and distinguishing between content and presentation matter.  

In order to find out what is actually happening during the creation of a wiki, we can focus on different 

units of analysis. One unit of analysis is the complete wiki, i.e. the complete collection of wiki pages created by 

students. Observations at this level can focus on how the development takes places over time: What is the first 
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page created? What are the following pages? What is the order of page creation? Information on the priorities 

and the need to change pages can be revealed and linked to explicit or implicit planning issues. 

Another unit of analysis is the individual wiki page. By taking a detailed look at the editing history of 

each page, relevant information can be retrieved: How many times is the page edited? What were the major 

changes in the different edits? How many people worked together on this specific page? Who edited the pages at 

what time? What was the pacing of the edits? Were the edits labeled as “minor edits”? However, not all the 

information on the page level is to be found in the page history logs. Much relevant information can be gathered 

by analyzing the content of the wiki page’s final version. Analysis might consider how many links to other 

pages are included, how many external links are included, and how well the page addresses the given 

assignment. One might also analyze the formatting or layout of the page, as well as what types of media are 

included. Moreover, detailed information can be found by comparing the consecutive versions of a certain wiki 

page. Was information added, deleted, or moved from one version to the next? Which information was subject 

to change? Were specific types of media (pictures, audio, video) added (or deleted)? 

In the description above, every version of the wiki page could be seen as a unit of analysis. However, 

since every version of the page could comprise multiple elements that are changed, some authors (e.g., Peters 

and Slotta, this symposium) opt to use every changed element as a unit of analysis, which they call transactions.  

All of the previously discussed units of analysis can be hierarchically nested: All transactions are 

nested within one version. Every version is then again nested within a page. And every page is in turn nested 

within the overall wiki (see Figure 1 – upper portion). However, another unit of analysis, namely the user 

(student) does not completely fit with this hierarchically nested structure. Although transactions and versions 

can be hierarchically nested within users (every transaction is nested within one and only one version, and every 

version is edited by one and only one user), users themselves are cross-indexed with respect to wiki pages. That 

is, users can edit multiple pages (see Figure 1 – lower portion). 

The user is an important unit of analysis when it comes to analyzing collaboration within a wiki. At this 

level, the following questions can be addressed: How many edits were made by a specific user? How many 

pages were edited by a specific user – or how many pages were edited on average by the users? How often did a 

user edit the wiki? Most of this information cannot be found in a log file, but must be constructed from one of 

the hierarchical units identified above. For instance, how many minor/major edits were done by a certain user? 

How many additions, figures, etc. has a user added? By combining information from the different levels, the full 

picture of a user's participation can be developed. Indeed, a number of interesting questions can only be 

answered by combining information. Moreover, users can be clustered into different groups or types, depending 

on their condition within the research study or their activities within the wiki-environment.

 

  

Figure 1.  Four hierarchical levels within a wiki 

(upper figure) become more complex when a layer 

is added for users (lower figure).   

Figure 2.  Coding schemes for wiki edits, including 

specific codes for content (left) and presentation or 

formatting of pages (right). 

We developed a general framework for performing content analysis on collaboratively developed wiki 

materials. To begin, we focused on the single wiki page as our unit of analysis, which provides a basis for 

discussing the deeper levels framework (i.e., at the transaction level). In the proposed symposium, we will 

compare our approach with the methods of analyzing wiki data presented by the other participants.

Figure 2 above presents an overview of the coding scheme for each wiki page, for every version of the 

page. Since a version can contain different changes ("transactions"), multiple codes can be assigned to each unit 
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of analysis. Content codes include text, pictures, and links that can be added, deleted, or changed. For links, we 

differentiate between external links (linking to other references on the WWW), internal links (linking to other 

pages within the wiki), and links to anchors (linking within the same wiki page). Other forms of media could be 

added to this scheme, e.g. videos, if necessary. Whereas the Add and Delete categories are straightforward, the 

Change category is not. Technically speaking, changing any text involves deleting some parts or adding others. 

Therefore, one could argue that a Change category is not needed. However, by including a specific “change” 

code, we focus on the fact that an existing idea is edited, which is not exactly the same as deleting an idea and 

adding one, where there is not necessarily a link between those two actions. Thus, when a part of a page is 

deleted (say in the introduction), or another part added (say in the conclusion of the page), such edits should be 

coded as Delete or Add, respectively. When one paragraph is rephrased, this should be coded as Change. 

With regard to presentation or formatting of the wiki page, we differentiate between changes at the 

sentence or paragraph level, at the page level, and at more global wiki level. In addition, we include a code for 

revisions that involve simply correcting mistakes (e.g., typos). It is important to recognize the differences 

between content and presentation, and to note that some actions may be coded in both taxonomies.  For instance, 

if somebody adds a title, this should be coded both as Text/Add in the Content scheme and Page 

level/Titles/Make title in the Presentation scheme, whereas simply changing some existing text to make it into a 

header or title would only result in the Presentation code, since the text was there beforehand. 

This method of coding can permit a wide range of analyses, according to the specific needs of the 

research design.  While we are in the beginning stages of utilizing such techniques in our own research, we are 

confident that it can be applied reliably, and that it can be further developed for other units of the wiki 

organizational scheme (Figure 1). Additionally, qualitative measures concerning the semantic content of the 

wiki pages themselves can be added. Thus, our present coding scheme could serve as at a first stage of analysis, 

to identify the versions and collaborative patterns in which content is edited (added, deleted, change). In a 

second stage, these versions can be studied in a more detailed way. This symposium will allow the authors to 

discuss such procedures with co-participants as well as with the audience. 

 

Paper 2: Analyzing Student Collaborations in a Wiki-based Science Curriculum 
Vanessa L. Peters, James D. Slotta, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto, Canada 

Email: vlpeters@gmail.com, jslotta@gmail.com 

 

As part of a larger research study (see Peters & Slotta, 2010), we designed a collaborative wiki-based activity 

that engaged secondary students in co-creating a community knowledge base to serve as a resource for a 

subsequent inquiry activity. Over eight weeks, 112 students from four sections of a high school biology course 

contributed to a common wiki repository about Canadian biodiversity. A wiki provided the ideal functionality 

for this activity as it enabled students to easily access and edit each other’s contributions, reorganize the 

repository, and link pages to establish connections between related themes or ideas.  

While it was important to preserve the open-ended feeling of collaborative editing that typifies wikis, it 

was equally important to have a simple and structured way for students to create wiki pages that addressed 

specific science content. We therefore created a hybrid wiki environment that included a customized “Create a 

New Page” web form (developed using Ruby on Rails) that collects basic information about their resource page, 

then generates a new wiki page with pre-specified headers to help scaffold the content in students’ wiki entries.  

Analysis and Findings 

The activity was evaluated in terms of collaborative editing, usefulness of wiki materials in later inquiry 

activities, and student learning outcomes. Students were actively engaged in the construction of knowledge 

resource within the wiki, creating 31ecozone pages with a mean word count of 2809.13 (SD = 1408.73). Each 

wiki page was run through Copyscape©, a web-based utility that compares web-based material to check for 

instances of plagiarism, with negligible results.   

To analyze students’ knowledge construction practices, we coded their contributions to the wiki as 

individual “transactions,” defined as the distinct changes to a wiki page that occur during authoring. A 

transaction could be as simple correcting a spelling error, or it could be the revision of a paragraph that involves 

adding, deleting and moving text. It must be noted that, while wiki systems generally track all edits according to 

“versions” (i.e., where each version corresponds to one editing session), any editing session might contain 

multiple transactions. Thus, coding for transactions meant looking within each version edit, to see whether the 

author conducted multiple edits before saving the page. Transaction codes included: move, add, delete and 

format. For each of the first three codes, we then coded the object of the action: text, image, external link, or 

internal link. In the case of text actions, we coded whether the resulting text was embedded or detached (see 

Figure 1). Finally, we coded whether the text was made to one’s own text, or that of a peer. This distinction was 

important because collaborative knowledge construction entails building on and extending the ideas of others 

within the learning community. 
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Figure 1. Wiki transaction showing “embedded” text that has been added and deleted. 

 

Using the transaction as our unit of analysis, we coded the complete revision history of the wiki (i.e., 

the community knowledge base) to identify the kinds of contributions that students made, when they made 

them, and the relative frequency of contributions by different students. This coding allowed us to measure which 

students made substantive contributions at what points in the curriculum, whether participation was more or less 

equitable and whether ideas grew iteratively or simply as a piecemeal collection. 

As a result of our analysis we identified several trends in terms of students’ editing practices when 

contributing to a wiki. We also found a relationship between students’ individual editing practices and their 

scores on their final unit exam. This presentation will provide an overview of the research and describe the 

methodology that was used in the study. We will detail the coding, analysis of collaboration and growth patterns 

within the wiki, and conclude with recommendations for educators wishing to implement a wiki technology in 

their classrooms.  

 
Paper 3: Does Scale Matter: Using Different Lenses to Understand 
Collaborative Knowledge Building 

Elizabeth S. Charles, Dawson College, Canada, echarles@dawsoncollege.qc.ca 

Nathaniel Lasry, John Abbott College, Canada, lasry@johnabbott.qc.ca 

Chris Whittaker, Dawson College, Canada, cwhittaker@dawsoncollege.qc.ca 

 

Web-based environments for communicating, networking and sharing information, often referred to 

collectively as “Web 2.0,” have become ubiquitous – e.g., Wikipedia, Facebook, Flickr, or YouTube. 

Understanding how such technologies can promote participation, collaboration and co-construction of 

knowledge, and how such affordances could be used for educational purposes has become a focus of research in 

the Learning Science and CSCL communities (e.g., Dohn, 2009; Greenhow et al., 2009). One important 

mechanism is self-organization, which includes the regulation of feedback loops and the flows of information 

and resources within an activity system (Holland, 1996). But the study of such mechanisms calls for new ways 

of thinking about the unit of analysis, and the development of analytic tools that allow us to move back and forth 

through levels of activity systems that are designed to promote learning. Here, we propose that content analysis 

can focus on the flows of resources (i.e., content knowledge, scientific artifacts, epistemic beliefs) in terms of 

how they are established and the factors affecting whether they are taken up by members of the community. 

We present our analytic approach, and some empirical data that tests out its constraints. Our approach 

is informed by a “systems thinking” perspective and relies on aspects of Activity Theory (Engeström, 1999) as 

well as distributed cognition (e.g., Salomon, 1993, Hutchins, 1995). In doing so, we attempt to look across 

several levels of granularity within an activity system. To start we look at the smallest unit of sense making 

between individuals and investigate how their contributions lead to the construction of an artifact, which is a 

form of interactional analysis (e.g., Zemel & Cakir, 2009). On another level, we look at how that artifact 

becomes a shared object, whether it is used by others in the community, and how it becomes culturally imbued 

(typical of socio-cultural analysis). This means that we systematically interweave the use of two units of 

analysis: (1) micro-scale, and (2) macro-scale. Our interest here is to determine whether the insights made by 

one or both levels reveal substantially different things about the system and its actors. As well, we shed light on 

co-regulatory mechanisms that may be at play, such as collective cognitive responsibility (Scardamalia, 2002). 

We bridge these levels of granularity by producing a visualization of the discourse contributions, 

expanding upon earlier work by the first author (Karin, Charles & Kolodner, 2006). We demonstrate that such 

visualizations can facilitate the investigation of how collective states of knowledge and beliefs emerge within an 

activity system such as a collaboratively edited wiki. 

The data we analyze is a case study of an online activity involving a class of 27 first year science 

students enrolled in an introductory physics course, with topics such as Newton’s laws, and the basic principles 

of forces and motion. These data are drawn from a larger study that investigated the impact of different 

instructional approaches to collaborative learning, across 4 classes, at a post-secondary institution in the 

province of Quebec The province of Quebec, Canada, has a unique 2-year pre-university college system, 

equivalent to grades 12 and first-year university in other parts of the world. However, the science curriculum in 

our program is taught roughly at the level of an introductory university courses. 
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We selected this instructional case because it exemplifies collaborative knowledge building and 

refinement from a productive online discussion forum, which led in turn to a class wiki. This development was 

intriguing because it emerged from an activity system with few initial resources (i.e., weakly scaffolded) and 

open-ended participation goals.  The teacher’s instructions were simply to explore two questions following a 

physics lab on the topic of acceleration and its effect on weight.  Participation was encouraged and monitored, 

though no grades were assigned. In other words, we anticipated that co-regulation would be a large factor in the 

success of this activity system. 

 We started on the micro-scale, analyzing the interactions at the level of the threaded postings. These 

are the tightly coupled  (or chained) postings that respond to an initial idea (see Figure 4, below). Along the way 

to being submitted to the wiki, the idea is transformed. Sometimes it was a simple clarification (B, E, F, H). 

Sometimes it took on new meaning, which we consider to be a cultural artifact (C, G, I, J).  

 

 
Figure 4.  Micro scale representation of contributions to class wiki, deriving from previous discussions. 

 

When there were no new artifacts being produced, we switched to the macro-scale unit of analysis (see 

Figure 5, below).  Though not threaded, new postings instead referred to identified artifacts: (1) content 

knowledge (the lilac colored boxes at right) and (2) epistemic knowledge (the blue boxes on the left). Both ideas 

are taken up by the community and constitute their collective knowledge. This visualization thus represents 

these two kinds of artifacts and their flow through the activity system. 

Finally, we also recorded how several of the actors continued to regulate the flow of these resources, in 

particular two students, Jacques and Angela (see both Figures). When viewed from the macro-scale, such 

repeated actions can be seen as the emergence of practice. When such practice is tightly coupled to the 

improvement of a shared artifact, we argue that it demonstrates the construction of a shared goal and propose 

this may exemplify what Scardamalia (2002) refers to as collective cognitive responsibility. 
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Figure 5.  Macro level representation of the flow of content and epistemic knowledge in the activity system. 
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Recent studies of collaboration demonstrate that simply bringing people together in groups with some 

task, or pooling the group’s knowledge, are insufficient conditions to lead to productive real collaboration 

(Barron, 2003; Salas, Shawn, & Burke, 2005). One recent approach to learning called Knowledge Creation 

(Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005) depicts learning as a collaborative activity aimed at creating new knowledge 

mediated through the creation and development of shared knowledge objects (e.g., research reports, instructional 

material or scientific models). According to this approach, collaborative learning does not serve only individual 

learning or only social interaction. Rather, collaboration is seen as organized around common knowledge 

objects whose creation and development defines their purpose. 

To design educational contexts that apply this idea involves designing new pedagogical methods and 

technological tools that are grounded in the knowledge creation approach to learning. One of the prominent 

approaches to such innovative designs is technological support of object-mediated collaboration, in the form of 

virtual collaboration spaces. However, such designs are often undermined by the fact that little is known about 

how to analyze processes of object-mediated collaboration and learning. Consequently, our study seeks to 

understand how learners create knowledge in a virtual environment that supports object-mediated collaborative 

learning. We describe an analytical framework that supports an integrative approach to analyzing how 

interactions between learners in the environment contribute to the progression of their knowledge objects. 

The study was conducted in a collegiate institution in the Netherlands that prepares pre-service teachers 

for lower secondary education in the field of agricultural and animal studies. The current study involves 15 

students in one of the Professional Situations a 5-month curriculum unit. Students worked in groups of 4-5 on 

long-term projects constructing shared knowledge objects and employing the Knowledge Practices Environment 

(KPE) to support their work.  KPE is a virtual collaboration space offering facilities for collaboration, with peers 

and working with knowledge objects in shared work spaces. Each shared space encompasses a workplace which 

presents users with three views: a Process view (to support planning and organizing the process), a Content item 

view (to allow creating, sharing and collaboratively editing of documents, wiki pages, or notes) and a 

Community view (to enable management of the community). Each group of students worked in their own shared 

space, with the emphasis on using wiki or document versioning for collaborative text production and object-

bound chat for supporting focused discussions around the produced material (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Object development in wiki pages and object versions 

 
The integrative approach described above involves combining the analysis of the interactions involved 

in the creation of objects with the analysis of the object up-take and progress of the objects (see also 

contribution by Charles, Lasry, & Whittaker, above). Based on an analysis framework for verbal and written 

interactions previously constructed by two of the authors (Dam!a, Kirschner, Andriessen, Erkens, & Sins, in 

press) we distinguish between epistemic and regulative actions. Epistemic actions are those that bring about the 

construction and progress of the shared knowledge-object.  These are actions involved in or resulting from 

productive interactions.  They can be described qualitatively in such terms as “creating awareness,”  

“explicating vision,” “alleviating lack of knowledge,” “elaborations,” a” negotiations to create explanations and 

shared understanding” or “generative collaborative actions and problem solving.” Regulative actions are 

concerned primarily with the processes necessary to direct, organize and support the collaborative process, and 

include categories of projective, coordinating and relational actions.  

With respect to analyzing students’ knowledge objects, two analytic perspectives are distinguished. 

First, the normative perspective, which involves determining the quality of the final object according to domain-

specific criteria, established together with the teachers using an evaluation form. Second, the content-evolution 

perspective, which analyzes the progression of the contents of the constructed objects. Inspired by Suthers 

(2006) this analysis focuses on the epistemic content that is brought in by group members (i.e., ideas) and that 

evolves in terms of conceptual complexity during the period in which the object is developed. Another category 

of this analysis concerns the way this content was shaped, elaborated, synthesized, selected, and revised over 

time. These analysis categories were drawn mainly from the literature on text writing and elaboration. 

 

 
Figure 7. The object-based timeline analysis of an artefact evolution 
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Figure 8. The user-based timeline analysis of an artefact evolution 

 

Our analysis tool makes it possible to trace changes in the knowledge objects, by providing 

visualization of performed activities related to a selected object (or set of objects) or for a particular user (or 

group) on a timeline. (see Figure 7 and 8, above).  To support the analysis of students’ interactions feeding into 

their shared knowledge objects, the system connects the chat discussions that took place between students 

related to specific objects (e.g., document or versions of a wiki), serving to unveil the way in which verbal 

actions are taken-up and how ideas expressed are materialized in the knowledge objects. 
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@I!30%-) 1/-6+"/-) .%07%&22+87)20,-#(! +1#2(+(&-#%! A1&G1#OO(-G! 0&1! K&OA$+#+(&-#%! +#-G(B%,*! H#*! B,,-!

B#*,2!&-!+,^+!&1!B%&K)[B#*,2!K&2(-GD!MH,!-,S!A%#+0&1O*!A1,*,-+,2!(-!+H,!*5OA&*($O!,-#B%,!0&1!O$KH!O&1,!

2(4,1*,!O&2,*!&0!A1&G1#OO(-GD!/+$2,-+*!K#-!$*,!a*O#1+!A#1+*b! +H#+!K#-!1,O,OB,1!O&+(&-!E+H$*!KH(%21,-!

K#-!A1&G1#O!#! K1,#+$1,!B5! ,^#OA%,I.! AH5*(K#%! *O#1+! B%&K)*!SH(KH! K#-!B,! K&OB(-,2! +&G,+H,1! +&! K1,#+,! #!

A1&G1#O.!&1!1,#%[S&1%2!*,-*&1!2#+#!0&1!K&2,!&A+(O(:#+(&-D!

!

MH,*,!+H1,,!-&4,%!2(1,K+(&-*.!#*!+H,!(-2(4(2$#%!A#A,1*!S(%%!2(*K$**.!K&$%2!A&(-+!+&!#!-,S!#G,!(-!+H,!$*,!&0!

K&OA$+#+(&-#%!O#-(A$%#+(4,*!0&1!%,#1-(-GD!/&O,!&0!+H,*,!+,KH-&%&G(,*!H#4,!#%1,#25!B,,-!+,*+,2!(-!*KH&&%*!&1!#0+,1[

*KH&&%!,-4(1&-O,-+*.!B$+!S,!B,%(,4,!+H#+!+H,(1!K&%%,K+(4,!A1,*,-K,!(-!#!*5OA&*($O!S(%%!,-#B%,!1,*,#1KH,1*!+&!H#4,!#!

O&1,!K&OA1,H,-*(4,!4(,S!&0!SH,1,!+H,!0(,%2!(*!G&(-G.!#-2!#%%&S!0&1!1(KH!2(*K$**(&-*!S(+H(-!+H,!1,*,#1KH!K&OO$-(+5D!

L-!+H,!*5OA&*($O.!#$+H&1*!S(%%!+#%)!#B&$+!+H,(1!%#+,*+!2,*(G-*!#-2!1,*,#1KH!0(-2(-G*.!#-2!#%*&!2&!2,O&-*+1#+(&-*!&0!

+H,!#K+$#%!2,4(K,*!#-2!+,KH-&%&G(,*D)

!+724*627".5"=*($,"=*42'6'0*(27"
).0.+.@"04.&4*//'(&"+<"$A*/0,$"2."64$*2$"6./0,$A"+$B*:'.47"
Q#5,*!W#00%,!

)

M&A&B&!(*!#!@T!K&-*+1$K+(4,!#**,OB%5!*5*+,O!,OB,22,2!S(+H!)(-,+(K!O,O&15d+H,!#B(%(+5!+&!1,K&12!#-2!A%#5B#K)!

AH5*(K#%!O&+(&-D!3-(c$,!#O&-G!O&2,%(-G!*5*+,O*!(*!M&A&B&e*!K&(-K(2,-+!AH5*(K#%!(-A$+!#-2!&$+A$+!B,H#4(&1*D!'5!

*-#AA(-G!+&G,+H,1!#!K&OB(-#+(&-!&0!A#**(4,!E*+#+(KI!#-2!#K+(4,!EO&+&1(:,2I!K&OA&-,-+*.!$*,1*!K#-!c$(K)%5!#**,OB%,!

25-#O(K!B(&O&1AH(K!0&1O*!%(),!#-(O#%*!#-2!*),%,+&-*!S(+H!M&A&B&.!#-(O#+,!+H&*,!0&1O*!B5!A$*H(-G.!A$%%(-G.!#-2!

+S(*+(-G!+H,O.!#-2!&B*,14,!+H,!*5*+,O!1,A,#+,2%5!A%#5!B#K)!+H&*,!O&+(&-*D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!#!2&G!K#-!B,!K&-*+1$K+,2!

#-2!+H,-!+#$GH+!+&!G,*+$1,!#-2!S#%)!B5!+S(*+(-G!(+*!B&25!#-2!%,G*D!MH,!2&G!S(%%! +H,-!1,A,#+!+H&*,!O&4,O,-+*!#-2!

S#%)!1,A,#+,2%5D!

!
Y(G$1,!PD!=!M&A&B&!;&&*,!E%,0+IX!+&!A1&G1#O!O&+(&-*.!5&$!Z$*+!O#-(A$%#+,!+H,!+&5\!#-2!M&A&B&!A(,K,*!E1(GH+ID!

!

M&A&B&!(*!#!K%#**!&0!+&&%*!+H#+!H,%A*!A,&A%,!+1#-*(+(&-!01&O!*(OA%,[B$+[(-+$(+(4,!,^A%&1#+(&-!+&!#B*+1#K+[#-2[

0%,^(B%,!,^A%&1#+(&-D!MH,!*5*+,O!(*!2,*(G-,2! +&!0#K(%(+#+,!K&G-(+(4,! +1#-*(+(&-*!B,+S,,-!2(00,1,-+! 1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*!&0!

(2,#*.!#-2!B,+S,,-!2(00,1,-+!+&&%*D!=!O&2$%#1!2,*(G-!#AA1&#KH.!#*!S,%%!#*!#-!(-H,1,-+!G1#OO#1.!H,%A*!A,&A%,!O#),!

*$KH!+1#-*(+(&-*D!f(+H!M&A&B&.!KH(%21,-!$*,!,-#K+(4,!)-&S%,2G,.!,DGD!)-&S(-G!H&S!+&!S#%).!#*!+H,!(-+,%%,K+$#%!B#*(*!

+&!$-2,1*+#-2!#!*K(,-+(0(K!2&O#(-.!,DGD!,-G(-,,1(-G!#-2!1&B&+!%&K&O&+(&-D!g$,,-*.!'#K)A#K)*.!W,O(^!#-2!W&B&!#22!

4#1(&$*!#B*+1#K+(&-*!+&!+H,!*5*+,O.!#-2!,^+,-2!+H,!+#-G(B%,!(-+,10#K,D!<H(%21,-!$*,!M&A&B&!+&!+1#-*(+(&-!01&O!H#-2*[

&-! )-&S%,2G,! +&! +H,&1(,*! +H#+! K#-! B,! +,*+,2! #-2! 1,0&1O$%#+,2.! ,OA%&5(-G! #! K&OB(-#+(&-! &0! ,-#K+(4,.! (K&-(K! #-2!

*5OB&%(K!1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*!&0!(2,#*D!

L-! +H,! A#*+.! *5*+,O*! 0&1! KH(%21,-! +&!O&2,%! B,H#4(&1!H#4,!B,,-! ,(+H,1! (-+$(+(4,[B$+[*(OA%,.! E,DGD! K$1%5B&+.!

Y1,(.!7888I!&1!K&OA%,^[B$+[#B*+1#K+! E,DGD!JU9F!;(-2*+&1O*ID! L-!&12,1! +&!2,4,%&A!#!*5*+,O!+H#+!*$AA&1+*!#!$*,1e*!

+1#-*(+(&-! 01&O! (-+$(+(4,[B$+[*(OA%,! K&-*+1$K+(&-*! +&! K&-*+1$K+(&-*! +H#+! #1,! K&OA%,^[B$+[#B*+1#K+.! L! 21#S! $A&-!

K&-*+1$K+(4(*+!,2$K#+(&-#%!+H,&1(,*.!A#1+(K$%#1%5!'1$-,1e*!+H,&1(,*!&0!H&S!%,#1-(-G!A1&G1,**,*!+H1&$GH!,-#K+(4,!+H,-!

(K&-(K! #-2! +H,-! *5OB&%(K! 1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*D! '1$-,1! E788?I.! #0+,1! "(#G,+! EP>NV.! <&%,! h! <&%,.! 788PI.! 2,*K1(B,2! #!

*,c$,-K,! &0! *+#G,*! #%%! A,&A%,! *,,O! +&! A1&G1,**! +H1&$GH! #*! +H,5! 1,A1,*,-+! #-2! #Kc$(1,! )-&S%,2G,.!O&4(-G! 01&O!

,-#K+(4,.! +&! (K&-(K!+&!*5OB&%(K!1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*!&0!)-&S%,2G,!EY(G$1,!7ID!'1$-,1e*!01#O,S&1)!*$GG,*+*! +H#+!K,1+#(-!
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(2,#*!K#-!B,!O#2,!,4,-!O&1,!#KK,**(B%,.!#-2!#+!#!5&$-G,1!#G,.!(0!+H,5!K#-!B,!G1#*A,2!#-2!O#-(A$%#+,2!AH5*(K#%%5D!L-!

+H(*! S&1).! L! *H&S! H&S! +#-G(B%,! A1&G1#OO(-G! #-2! (-+,1#K+(&-! K#-! A1&4(2,! #-! ,-#K+(4,! O&2,! &0! (-+,1#K+(-G! S(+H!

K&OA$+,1*.!SH,1,!+#-G(B%,*!A1&4(2,!#!B1(2G,!01&O!K&OA$+,1*e!(K&-(K!#-2!*5OB&%(K!1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*!+&!,-#K+(4,!&-,*.!

#-2!#%%&S!0&1!O&1,!(-+$(+(4,!,^A1,**(&-!#-2!#KK,**!+&!K,1+#(-!(2,#*D!;5!H5A&+H,*(*!(*!+H#+!AH5*(K#%.!#-2!,*A,K(#%%5!

*A#+(#%!&1!@T!A1&B%,O*.!#1,!B,*+!#AA1&#KH,2!0(1*+!(-!+H,!+#-G(B%,!2&O#(-.!SH,1,!*(OA%,!B,H#4(&1*!K#-!B,!A1&+&+5A,2!

#-2!O#-(A$%#+,2!+#-G(B%5D!

!
Y(G$1,!7D!/,c$,-K,!&0!*+#G,*!&0!1,A1,*,-+#+(&-!#-2!#Kc$(*(+(&-!&0!)-&S%,2G,!

!

L-!A1,*,-+(-G! +H,!2,*(G-! #-2!2,4,%&AO,-+!&0!M&A&B&.! L!S(%%! +#%)! #B&$+!H&S!O&1,! +H#-!P88.888!KH(%21,-!

H#4,! $*,2! +H,! *5*+,O! +H1&$GH!S&1)*H&A*! #-2! &$+1,#KH.! #-2! H&S! K&OO,1K(#%(:#+(&-! &0! +H,! +,KH-&%&G5! (*! A$++(-G!

+#-G(B%,*! 0&1! %,#1-(-G! (-+&! 5&$-G! KH(%21,-i*! H#-2*! S&1%2S(2,.! H,%A(-G! +H,O! +&! K%(OB! #!O&$-+#(-! &0! (2,#*! #B&$+!

+,KH-&%&G5.!1&B&+(K*!#-2!+H,!-#+$1#%!S&1%2D!

8',<=*>"!4>1'(.@"4$2B'(C'(&"2B$"/*2$4'*,7"*(>"61,214$7".5"$>16*2'.(*,"2$6B(.,.&<"
J,#H!'$,KH%,5!

!

MH,!J(%5"#2!=12$(-&!(*!#!K&-*+1$K+(&-!)(+!+H#+!,-#B%,*!*+$2,-+*!+&!K&-*+1$K+!#-2!A1&G1#O!+#-G(B%,!(-+,1#K+(4,!2,4(K,*!

E'$,KH%,5.! 788]ID! /(O(%#1! +&! J,G&!;(-2*+&1O*.! (+! K&-*(*+*! &0! #! *,+! &0! K&-+1&%%#B%,! (-A$+! #-2! &$+A$+! A(,K,*! %(),!

+,OA,1#+$1,!*,-*&1*.! %(GH+!*,-*&1*.!O&+&1*.!#-2!JUT*.!B$+!$*,1*!&0!+H,!J(%5"#2!B$(%2!(-+,1#K+(4,!+,^+(%,*!(-*+,#2!&0!

1&B&+*D!/&0+.!S,#1#B%,!#1+(0#K+*!#1,!O#2,!B5!*+(+KH(-G!*,S#B%,!K&OA&-,-+*! +&G,+H,1!S(+H! *(%4,1[A%#+,2.!,%,K+1(K#%%5!

K&-2$K+(4,!+H1,#2D!Y(G$1,!@!*H&S*!#!A(K+$1,!&0!+H,!)(+!#-2!#!*#OA%,!2,*(G-.!#!Z#K),+!S(+H!+$1-!*(G-#%*!&-!(+*!B#K)!+H#+!

S#*!2,*(G-,2!0&1!K5K%(-GD!

!
Y(G$1,!@D!<&OA&-,-+*!&0!+H,!J(%5"#2!=12$(-&!E%,0+I!)(+!#-2!#!*#OA%,!K&-*+1$K+(&-!E1(GH+ID!

!

L-!#-!&-G&(-G!*,1(,*!&0!S&1)*H&A*!#-2!K&$1*,*!S,!H#4,!B,,-!$*(-G!+H,!J(%5"#2!+&!,-G#G,!O(22%,!#-2!H(GH[

*KH&&%! *+$2,-+*! E#G,*! PP[P]I! (-! K&OA$+(-G! #-2! ,%,K+1&-(K*D! L-! ,#KH! K&$1*,! *+$2,-+*! %,#1-! B#*(K! K(1K$(+15! #-2!

A1&G1#OO(-G! #-2! +H,-! 2,*(G-! #-2! K&-*+1$K+! #-! (-+,1#K+(4,! G#1O,-+! +H#+! (*! 2,O&,2! +&! 01(,-2*! #-2! 0#O(%5! #+! #-!

,^H(B(+(&-j0#*H(&-!*H&SD!Y(G$1,!V!*H&S*!(O#G,*!01&O!#!0,S!&0!+H,*,!*,**(&-*D!
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!
Y(G$1,!?D!LO#G,*!01&O!U%,K+1&-(K!Y#*H(&-!S&1)*H&A*D!J,0+X!+S&!*+$2,-+*!S&1)!&-!+H,(1!2,*(G-*D!<,-+,1X!#!5&$-G!

S&O#-!O&2,%*!+H,!,[+,^+(%,!*H,!B$(%+.!#!*S,#+*H(1+!S(+H!,%,K+1&%$O(-,*K,-+!S(1,!#-2!JUT*D!W(GH+X!+S&!+,,-#G,1*!

H#4,!0$-!S(+H!#!+&$KH!*,-*(+(4,!*H(1+D!MH,!*H(1+.!B$(%+!B5!+H,!5&$-G!S&O#-!(-!+H,!A(K+$1,.!O#),*!*&$-2*!SH,-!

*&O,&-,!*c$,,:,*!H,1!S#(*+D!

!

F-,! &0! +H,! O&*+! (-+,1,*+(-G! &$+K&O,*! 01&O! +H,*,! ,^A,1(,-K,*! S#*! &$1! #B(%(+5! +&! #++1#K+! 4&%$-+#15!

A#1+(K(A#+(&-! 01&O! %#1G,! -$OB,1*! &0! 5&$-G!S&O,-.!SH&d&-K,! +H,5! #11(4,2! (-!S&1)*H&A*d#2&A+,2! ,-G(-,,1(-G!

*)(%%*!S(+H!G$*+&!+&!K&OA%,+,!0$-K+(&-#%!#-2!*&AH(*+(K#+,2!2,*(G-*!E'$,KH%,5.!788]ID!

;#1G&%(*!#-2!Y(*H,1e*!E788PI!G1&$-2B1,#)(-G!*+$25!&-!G,-2,1!(-!K&OA$+,1!*K(,-K,!0&K$*,2!&-!a3-%&K)(-G!

+H,! <%$BH&$*,bD! L-! +H,(1! 1,A&1+! &-! +H,! *+$25! +H,5! (%%$*+1#+,! H&S! +1#2(+(&-#%! K&OA$+(-G! K$%+$1,! 0$-K+(&-*! #*! #!

SH(+,j=*(#-!B&5*e!K%$B!#-2!#1G$,!+H#+!(+!(*!K1$K(#%%5!(OA&1+#-+!+&!$-%&K)!+H(*!K%$BH&$*,!+&!O#),!(+!O&1,!#KK,**(B%,!+&!

S&O,-! #-2!O(-&1(+(,*D! F$1! ,^A,1(,-K,*! *$GG,*+! #! 2(00,1,-+! #AA1&#KH.! &-,! S,! K#%%! a'$(%2(-G!R,S!<%$BH&$*,*bD!

L-*+,#2!&0!+15(-G!+&!0(+!A,&A%,!(-+&!,^(*+(-G!K&OA$+(-G!K$%+$1,*.!S,!S#-+!+&!*A#1)!#-2!*$AA&1+!-,S!&-,*D!W#+H,1!+H#-!

+15(-G! +&! 1,K1$(+! 5&$-G!S&O,-! +&! 1&B&+(K*! K%$B*! #-2! K%#**,*.!S,! ,-G#G,! +H,O! (-! K&OA$+#+(&-! +H1&$GH! ,%,K+1&-(K!

+,^+(%,!K%$B*!#-2!K%#**,*d4,-$,*!+H#+!5&$-G!S&O,-!0%&K)!+&!S(+H!-&!A1&OA+(-GD!

f,!B,%(,4,!+H#+!K$%+$1#%!0#K+&1*.!O&1,!+H#-!#!%#K)!&0!#A+(+$2,!&1!(-+1(-*(K!(-+,1,*+.!O#),!K&OA$+,1!*K(,-K,!

(-#KK,**(B%,! #-2!$-#AA,#%(-G! +&!O#-5! *+$2,-+*D!'5!O#)(-G! K&OA$+#+(&-!O&1,! #KK,**(B%,! #-2!B$(%2(-G! K&OA$+,1*!

+H#+!%&&)!#-2!0,,%!2(00,1,-+!01&O!+1#2(+(&-#%!&-,*dK&OA$+,1*!+H#+!#1,!0$::5.!K&%&10$%.!#-2!0,O(-(-,.!0&1!,^#OA%,d

S,! K#-!B,G(-! +&! KH#-G,! #-2! B1&#2,-! +H,! K$%+$1,! &0! K&OA$+#+(&-D!f,! K#-!B,G(-! +&! G,+! #! 2(4,1*,! 1#-G,!&0! A,&A%,!

,^K(+,2!B5!+H,!S#5*!+H#+!K&OA$+,1*!K#-!B,!$*,2!+&!B$(%2!B,#$+(0$%.!,^A1,**(4,.!#-2!$*,0$%!&BZ,K+*!+H#+!#1,!2(00,1,-+!

01&O!#-5+H(-G!+H#+!H#*!B,,-!B$(%+!(-!+H,!A#*+D!

/(-K,! +H,! (-+1&2$K+(&-! &0! +H,! J(%5"#2!=12$(-&.! #! K&OO$-(+5! &0! ,2$K#+(&-#%! +,KH-&%&G5! 1,*,#1KH,1*! H#*!

B,G$-!+&!#2&A+!&$1!+&&%*!#-2!,OA%&5!+H,O!(-!*(O(%#1!*,++(-G*!Ek#++,10,%2+.!788>\!RG#(.!788>I!#-2!S,!#1,!&A+(O(*+(K!

+H#+!-,S!1,#%[S&1%2!K$%+$1,*!#1,!B,G(--(-G!+&!0%&$1(*H!&$+*(2,!&0!&$1!1,*,#1KH!%#BD!

-.(($62'(&"2B$"76'$(6$"6,*774../"*(>"2*(&'+,$"'(2$45*6$7@"2B$"D'5.6*,"E.>$,'(&"
54*/$%.4C"
"#$%&!'%()*+,(-!

!

Y(0+,,-! 5,#1*! #G&.! 0,S! S&$%2! H#4,! A1,2(K+,2! +H#+! KH(%21,-! S&$%2! B,! 2&(-G! #24#-K,2! 1&B&+(K*! (-! O(22%,[*KH&&%D!

L-2,,2.!*(-K,!+H,!*,O(-#%!S&1)!B5!"#A,1+.!;#1+(-.!#-2!W,*-(K)!E;#1+(-.!P>>@\!W,*-(K).!,+!#%D.!P>>]\!W,*-(K).!FK)&.!

#-2!"#A,1+.!P>>PI.!+H,!%#$-KH!&0!+H,!J,G&!;(-2*+&1O*!A%#+0&1O.!#-2!+H,!#AA,#1#-K,!&0!1&B&+(K*!K&OA,+(+(&-*!#K1&**!

+H,!K&$-+15.!1&B&+(K*!H#*!B,K&O,!#!K&OO&-!#K+(4(+5!(-!A$B%(K!#-2!A1(4#+,!*KH&&%*D!Q&S,4,1.!+H,!%,#1-(-G!1,4&%$+(&-!

A1,2(K+,2! B5! (+*! A1&A&-,-+*! (*! *+(%%! 0#1! #S#5! l! *$KH! #K+(4(+(,*! #1,! &0+,-+(O,*! #++,-2,2! B5!O#%,*.! +&&! 0&K$*,2! &-!

K&OA,+(+(&-*! #-2! A1,*K1(B,2.! *+#-2#12(:,2! aKH#%%,-G,*.b! #-2! 2(*K&--,K+,2! 01&O! +H,! *KH&&%! K$11(K$%$OD! L-! O&*+!

*KH&&%*.!1&B&+(K*!+,#KH,1*!K&-2$K+!#K+(4(+(,*!1,G#12%,**!&0!SH#+!H#AA,-*!(-!+H,!*K(,-K,!&1!O#+H!K%#**1&&OD!

=+!+H,!*#O,!+(O,.!*K(,-K,!K%#**1&&O*!#-2!%#B&1#+&1(,*!#1,!-&+!S,%%!*$(+,2!+&!*$AA&1+!*+$2,-+*!0&1!#$+H,-+(K!

*K(,-+(0(K!(-c$(15.!2,4,%&A(-G!#-2!(-4,*+(G#+(-G!+H,(1!&S-!*K(,-+(0(K!H5A&+H,*(*D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!#!*+$2,-+!,^#O(-(-G!#-!

#K(2[B#*,!1,#K+(&-! (-!#! %#B&1#+&15!O(GH+! (2,-+(05! +H,!KH,O(K#%!,%,O,-+*! (-4&%4,2!#-2!,4,-!H5A&+H,*(:,!#*! +&! +H,(1!

A1&A&1+(&-*!#-2!K&-K,-+1#+(&-*.!B$+!+H,!(-4,*+(G#+(&-!K#--&+!2(4,!2,,A!(-+&!+H,!KH,O(K#%!O,KH#-(*O*D!J#+,1.!(-!+H,!

K%#**1&&O.!H,!S(%%!%,#1-!#B&$+!KH,O(K#%!,c$#+(&-*!#-2!+H,&1(,*!SH(KH!B,#1!%(++%,!1,*,OB%#-K,.!(-!+,1O*!&0!*K#%,!#-2!

O,KH#-(*O.! +&! +H,! AH,-&O,-&-! &B*,14,2! (-! +H,! %#B&1#+&15D!'(0&K#%!;&2,%(-G! E'%()*+,(-!h!f(%,-*)5.! 788VI! (*! #!

01#O,S&1)! +&! %(-)! +H,*,! 2(*K&--,K+,2! +5A,*! &0! #K+(4(+(,*! #-2! ,-4(1&-O,-+*! E1&B&+(K*! #-2! K&OA$+#+(&-#%!

O#-(A$%#+(4,*.! *K(,-K,! %#B&1#+&1(,*.!#-2!+H,&1,+(K#%!K&-+,-+! (-!*K(,-K,I.!A1&4(2(-G!K&-+(-$(+5!B,+S,,-!&B*,14#+(&-.!

AH5*(K#%!K&-*+1$K+(&-!&0!#1+(0#K+*.!#-2!O&2,%[B$(%2(-GD!=*!+H(*!O&2,%(-G!A%#+0&1O!,-#B%,*!*,#O%,**!(-+,G1#+(&-!&0!+H,!
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+H,&1,+(K#%jK&OA$+#+(&-#%!O&2,%*!#-2!+H,!AH5*(K#%!S&1%2.!#%%&S(-G!O&2,%,1*!+&!0&K$*!*(O$%+#-,&$*%5!&-!+H,(1!m&-[m!

#-2!m&00[*K1,,-e!O&2,%*.!L!+,1O,2!(+!!"#$%&'()$*+'",-D!

fH,-!B$(%2(-G!#!B(0&K#%!O&2,%.!*+$2,-+*!H#4,!+H1,,!O#(-!+#*)*D!Y(1*+.!+H,5!B$(%2!#!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%!&0!+H,!

AH,-&O,-&-! $*(-G! 4#1(&$*! K&OA$+,1! O&2,%(-G! A%#+0&1O*! E(-! A#1+(K$%#1.! L! $*,! R,+J&G&! Ef(%,-*)5.! P>>>I! (-! O5!

*+$2(,*ID!MH(*!O&2,%!*H&$%2!,-K#A*$%#+,!*+$2,-+*e!H5A&+H,*,*!#B&$+!#!G(4,-!*K(,-+(0(K!AH,-&O,-&-D!/,K&-2.!*+$2,-+*!

$*,!,%,K+1&-(K! *,-*&1*!#-2! %&S[K&*+!#-#%&G[+&[2(G(+#%! (-+,10#K,*.! *$KH!#*! +H,!9&9&!'&#12! E/(A(+#)(#+.!'%()*+,(-.!h!

<#4#%%&.!788?I.! +&!B$(%2! +H,(1!&S-!*,-*&1[,c$(AA,2!a*K(,-K,! %#BDb!Y(-#%%5.! *+$2,-+*! 1$-!B&+H!O&2,%*!K&--,K+,2! (-!

1,#%[+(O,!#*!+&!4#%(2#+,.!1,0(-,.!#-2!2,B$G!+H,(1!H5A&+H,*,*!$*(-G!1,#%[S&1%2!2#+#D!MH,!K&OA$+,1!*K1,,-!B,K&O,*!#!

2(*A%#5! 0&1! +H,! K&OA$+,1!O&2,%.!SH(KH! (*! #! A1&K,2$1#%(:#+(&-.! +H1&$GH! A1&G1#OO(-G.! &0! ,c$#+(&-*.! +,^+.! &1! &+H,1!

1,A1,*,-+#+(&-*!&0!*K(,-+(0(K!K&-+,-+.!#-2!+H,!#K+$#%!AH,-&O,-&-.!SH(KH!(*!2(*K1,+(:,2!B5!O,#-*!&0!*,-*&1*!#-2!&+H,1!

%#B&1#+&15!#AA#1#+$*!E*,,!Y(G$1,!6.!0&1!#!O&2,%!(-4,*+(G#+(-G!H,#+!+1#-*0,1!(-!#!K&AA,1!S(1,.!#-2!Y(G$1,!V.!0&1!#!O&2,%!

&0!#K(2[B#*,!1,#K+(&-*ID!',K#$*,!+H,!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%*!#1,!K#1,0$%%5!K&-*+1$K+,2!+&!(O(+#+,!+H,!AH,-&O,-&-e*!4(*$#%!

%#-G$#G,.! +H,! B(0&K#%!O,+H&2&%&G5!O(-(O(:,*! (-+,1A1,+(4,! KH#%%,-G,*D! MH#+! (*.! +H,! *,,-! #-2! +H,! H5A&+H,*(:,2! #1,!

2(*A%#5,2! *$KH! +H#+! +H,(1! A,1K,A+$#%! 2(00,1,-K,*! #1,! B#K)G1&$-2,2! #-2.! +H,1,0&1,.! +H,(1! A1&K,2$1#%! 2(00,1,-K,*! #1,!

O&1,! %(),%5! +&! B,! 1,4,#%,2D! '5! +H$*! $+(%(:(-G! +H,! A&S,1! &0! K&OA$+#+(&-! #-2! 1,A1,*,-+#+(&-.! B(0&K#%! O&2,%(-G!

K&-*+(+$+,*! #!O$%+([2(*K(A%(-#15! 1,*,#1KH! +&&%! +H#+! &00%&#2*! #*A,K+*! &0! B&+H! +H,! (-+,1A1,+(4,! #-2!O,-(#%! B$12,-! &0!

*K(,-+(0(K!A1#K+(K,.!01,,(-G!K&G-(+(4,.!2(*K$1*(4,.!#-2!O#+,1(#%!1,*&$1K,*!+H#+!K#-!+H$*!B,!#%%&K#+,2!+&S#12!4#%(2#+(&-!

&0!+H,!H5A&+H,*,*D!

!

!

Y(G$1,!6D!=!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%!&0!H,#+!+1#-*0,1.!S(+H!+H,!*(2,[B5[*(2,!4(*$#%(:#+(&-!E%,0+I.!#-2!+H,!AH5*(K#%!O&2,%!

E1(GH+I.!S(+H!#!K&AA,1!S(1,!H&&),2!+&!,(GH+!+,OA,1#+$1,!*,-*&1*D)

!

!

Y(G$1,!VD!=!O&2,%!&0!#-!#K(2[B#*,!1,#K+(&-.!S(+H!+H,!AH5*(K#%!#AA#1#+$*!E%,0+I!#-2!+H,!R,+J&G&!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%!

E1(GH+I.!*(2,[B5[*(2,D!

!

L-! A#1+(K$%#1.! (-! A1,4(&$*! A(%&+! *+$2(,*! E'%()*+,(-!h!f(%,-*)5.! 788VI.! *+$2,-+*!SH&! B$(%+! B(0&K#%!O&2,%*!

#++,-2,2! +&!AH,-&O,-#%!0#K+&1*!SH(KH!S,1,!-&+!O,-+(&-,2!B5!*+$2,-+*! (-!#!*,K&-2!G1&$A!SH&!2(2!&-[*K1,,-[&-%5!

O&2,%*.! *$KH! #*! ,-,1G5! %&**.! 1,4,1*(B(%(+5.! *5-KH1&-(K(+5.!#-2! A1,K(*(&-D! MH,! *+$2,-+! SH&! B$(%+! +H,! H,#+! +1#-*0,1!

O&2,%!(-!Y(G$1,!6.!0&1!,^#OA%,.!S#-+,2!+&!+,*+!H&S!2(00,1,-+!O,+#%*!S&$%2!B,H#4,!SH,-!H,#+,2D!<&O(-G!(-!+&!+H,!

A1&Z,K+.!H,!H#2!+S&!H5A&+H,*,*!#B&$+!+H,!-#+$1,!&0!,#KH!&0!+H,!0&K(!&0!B(0&K#%!O&2,%(-GD!Q,!*$AA&*,2!+H#+!(+!*H&$%2!

B,!1,%#+(4,%5!*+1#(GH+0&1S#12!+&!B$(%2X!E#I!#-!#1+(0#K+!+H#+!,-#B%,*!+H,!O,#*$1,O,-+!&0!+H,!+#1G,+!AH,-&O,-&-\!#-2!EBI!

#! K&OA$+,1[B#*,2! A1&K,2$1,! +H#+! ,O$%#+,*! +H(*! AH,-&O,-&-D! '&+H! H5A&+H,*,*! A1&4,2! (-K&11,K+D! MH,! $-*,++%(-G!
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,%,O,-+! (-!H(*!O&2,%.!SH(KH!+1(GG,1,2!+H,!01$*+1#+(&-!&0!H(*!,^A,K+#+(&-*.!S#*!.")+D!3A&-!K&OA%,+(-G!+H,!AH5*(K#%!

O&2,%!#-2!K&--,K+(-G!(+!+&!+H,!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%.!H,!1,#%(:,2!+H#+!+H,1,!S#*!#!0$-2#O,-+#%!E#-2!H#12I!A1&B%,O!+&!B,!

#221,**,2X!*5-KH1&-(K(+5D!/,-*&1*!S,1,!*,-2(-G!+,OA,1#+$1,!2#+#!+S,-+5!&1!+H(1+5!+(O,*!#!*,K&-2.!B$+!+H,!K&OA$+,1!

S#*!K#%K$%#+(-G!-,S!+,OA,1#+$1,*!0&1!+H,!4(1+$#%!#G,-+*!*,4,1#%!+H&$*#-2*!&0!+(O,*!#!*,K&-2D!fH(KH!a*(2,b!*H&$%2!B,!

(-!K&-+1&%n!/H&$%2!+H,!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%!B,!*%&S,2!2&S-!+&!O#+KH!+H,!1,#%[S&1%2!2#+#.!&1!*H&$%2!+H,!*,-*&1!2#+#!B,!

O#-(A$%#+,2! B5! *&0+S#1,! +&! 0(+! (-+&! +H,! +(O(-G! *KH,O,! &0! +H,! K&OA$+,1! O&2,%n! '&+H! &A+(&-*! H#4,! *(G-(0(K#-+!

(OA%(K#+(&-*! 0&1!O&2,%(-G.! #-2! *A,#)! +&! +H,!O&2,%(-G! ,-2,#4&1! (+*,%0D! L0! +H,! K&OA$+,1! +(O(-G!S&$%2! A1,4#(%.! +H,!

*,-*&1! 2#+#!S&$%2! B,! G1,#+%5! m*+1,+KH,2e.! #-2! A,1H#A*! B,K&O,!O,#-(-G%,**D! L-! +H,! AH5*(K#%!O&2,%.! +H,! (-KH! +H#+!

*,A#1#+,2!+S&!+,OA,1#+$1,!*,-*&1*!K&-+#(-,2!B(%%(&-*!&0!#+&O*D!L-!+H,!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%.!+H#+!*#O,!2(*+#-K,!K&-+#(-,2!

Z$*+! #! K&$A%,!&0! K&OA$+#+(&-#%! #G,-+*D!MH,!-#-&*,K&-2!,4,-+*! +#)(-G!A%#K,! (-! +H,! 1,#%!O#+,1(#%!S&$%2!H#4,! +&!B,!

*&O,H&S!K&-4,1+,2!+&!+H,!O&2,%!*K#%,D!

MH,!*+$2,-+! *A,-+!#! *(G-(0(K#-+!A#1+!&0! +H,!S&1)*H&A! +H(-)(-G!#B&$+! +H(*! (**$,!#-2!SH#+!S#*.! (-! 0#K+.! +H,!

&BZ,K+(4,!AH,-&O,-&-!B,(-G!O&2,%,2D!f#*! (+! mSH#+!H#AA,-*!SH,-!5&$!H,#+! #!S(1,e!&1! (*! (+! m+H,! K&-K,A+!&0!H,#+!

0%&Sne!L-!+1#2(+(&-#%!+,^+B&&)*.!KH#A+,1!+(+%,*!2(*K%&*,!mSH#+!(*!+&!B,!%,#1-,2.e!*$KH!+H#+!%,#1-(-G!(*!K&-K,A+[21(4,-.!

SH,1,#*!H(*!,^A,1(,-K,!S#*!AH,-&O,-&-[21(4,-! E*,,!"#A,1+.!P>>V.!&-! +H,! mA1&Z,K+[B,0&1,[A1&B%,Oe!A1(-K(A%,ID!=*!

+H,! *,,-! #-2! +H,! H5A&+H,*(:,2! #1,! 2(*A%#5,2! *(O$%+#-,&$*%5.! +H,(1! A,1K,A+$#%! 2(00,1,-K,*! #1,! B#K)G1&$-2,2! #-2.!

+H,1,0&1,.!K1$K(#%!A1&K,2$1#%!2(00,1,-K,*!K#-!B,!1,4,#%,2!#-2!A1&B%,O#+(:,2D!

MH(*!(*!&-,!&0!+H,!O#-5!K#*,!*+$2(,*!2&K$O,-+(-G!*+$2,-+*e!,^A,1(,-K,!B$(%2(-G!B(0&K#%!O&2,%*D!Y(1*+.!B5!

K&--,K+(-G!*K(,-K,!K&-+,-+!#-2!K&-*+1$K+(&-!&0!#1+(0#K+*.!L!#%%&S!*+$2,-+*!+&!B,++,1!+1#-*(+(&-!B,+S,,-!SH#+!(*!%,#1-,2!

(-! +H,! K%#**1&&O! #-2! SH#+! +H,5! B$(%2! S(+H! +,KH-&%&G5D! /,K&-2.! +H,! K&-*+1$K+(&-! &0! B(0&K#%! O&2,%*.! B5! O#)(-G!

*+$2,-+*!K&--,K+!K&OA$+,1!O&2,%*!#-2!AH5*(K#%!*,-*&1*!(-!1,#%[+(O,.!(-+1&2$K,2!-&4,%.!2,,A!(**$,*!+H#+!*A,#)!+&!+H,!

-#+$1,!&0!*K(,-K,!#-2!+H,!A1&K,**!&0!O&2,%(-G.!-#O,%5.!01(K+(&-j,-,1G5!%&**.!A1,K(*(&-.!*K#%,.!+(O,.!K&,00(K(,-+*.!*K#%,!

K&-4,1*(&-.! #-2! *5-KH1&-(K(+5D! MH(12.! +H,!O&+(4#+(&-! #-2! ,-G#G,O,-+! +H#+! (*! K&OO&-%5! &B*,14,2! (-! aH#-2*[&-b!

+,KH-&%&G5[1(KH! B$(%2(-G! #K+(4(+(,*! (*!O&B(%(:,2! +&S#12*! K1,#+(-G! K&-+,-+[21(4,-! K&--,K+(&-*!S(+H! +H,! %,#1-(-G! &0!

*K(,-K,!#-2!O#+H,O#+(K*D!

)*(&'+,$"=4.&4*//'(&"'("F.4/*,"*(>"3(5.4/*,"G>16*2'.(*,"G(:'4.(/$(27"
;(KH#,%!/D!Q&1-!

!

W,#%[S&1%2!%,#1-(-G!,-4(1&-O,-+*!#1,!K&OA%,^!#-2!&0+,-!KH#&+(K!A%#K,*D!M,#KH,1*!(-!K%#**1&&O*!O$*+!%,#1-!+&!

B#%#-K,!+H,!-,,2*!&0!#-5SH,1,!01&O!P6!+&!@8!*+$2,-+*!#+!#!+(O,!S(+H!+H,!2,O#-2*!&0!K$11(K$%$O!#-2!+H,!K&-*+1#(-+*!

&0!#!1,G(O,-+,2!*KH&&%!2#5D!L-!-&-[*KH&&%!,-4(1&-O,-+*!*$KH!#*!*K(,-K,!O$*,$O*.!+H,!KH#%%,-G,!(*!2(00,1,-+D!

"1&G1#O!2,4,%&A,1*!#-2!,^H(B(+!2,*(G-,1*!O$*+!S&1)!S(+H&$+!+H,!*+1$K+$1,!#-2!G$(2#-K,!A1&4(2,2!B5!+,#KH,1*!#-2!

K$11(K$%$O.!2,4(*(-G!#K+(4(+(,*!#-2!,^H(B(+*!+H#+!,-G#G,!#!2(4,1*,!#$2(,-K,!#-2!A1&O&+,!*,%0[G$(2,2!%,#1-(-GD!Y&1!

,2$K#+&1*.!+H,!2,K(*(&-!+&!(-K&1A&1#+,!K&OA$+#+(&-#%!%,#1-(-G!#K+(4(+(,*!(-!+H,*,!*,++(-G!K#-!B,!01#$GH+!S(+H!1(*)!

E==3f.!7888\!<$B#-.!788PID!M,#KH,1*!O#5!0,,%!#!*,-*,!&0!%&**!&0!K&-+1&%!#-2!*,%0[2&$B+!#B&$+!+H,(1!&S-!

A1&0(K(,-K5!S(+H!+,KH-&%&G5!E==3f.!7888I.!#-2!2,*)+&A!K&OA$+,1*.!2,*(G-,2!A1(O#1(%5!#*!*(-G%,[$*,1!A1&2$K+(4(+5!

+&&%*!0&1!B$*(-,**,*.!K#-!B,!%,**!+H#-!(2,#%!0&1!O#-5!,2$K#+(&-#%!#AA%(K#+(&-*!E/K&++.!;#-215).!h!L-)A,-.!788@ID!

J(),S(*,.!(-!O$*,$O*.!#%+H&$GH!K&OA$+,1[B#*,2!,^H(B(+*!K#-!B,!4,15!,-G#G(-G!0&1!(-2(4(2$#%!4(*(+&1*.!+H,5!#1,!&0+,-!

2,+1(O,-+#%!+&!+H,!(-+,1#K+(&-*!&0!*&K(#%!G1&$A*!#*!#!SH&%,!E,DGD!Q&1-,K),1!h!/+(0+,1.!788VID!Y&1!+H,!A#*+!0&$1!5,#1*!L!

H#4,!B,,-!,^A%&1(-G!+H,!A&+,-+(#%!&0!+#-G(B%,!(-+,1#K+(&-!+&!#221,**!+H,*,!(**$,*D!Q,1,!L!B1(,0%5!2,*K1(B,!*&O,!&0!+H(*!

S&1)!(-!B&+H!0&1O#%!#-2!(-0&1O#%!,2$K#+(&-#%!*,++(-G*D!L!K&-K%$2,!S(+H!#!B1(,0!#1G$O,-+!0&1!#!0&K$*!&-!K1,#+(-G!

/0!1"*(.&,-"!'+(",.+1#&%+2!+H#+!K&OB(-,!+#-G(B%,!#-2!G1#AH(K#%!(-+,1#K+(&-!(-+&!#!*(-G%,!*5*+,O.!+H$*!G(4(-G!$*,1*!+H,!

01,,2&O!+&!*,%,K+!#-!(-A$+!O&2#%(+5!+&!O,,+!+H,(1!K$11,-+!-,,2*!&1!A1,0,1,-K,*D!!

!
Y(G$1,!ND!M,1-!#%%&S*!KH(%21,-!+&!A1&G1#O!B5!K&--,K+(-G!(-+,1%&K)(-G!S&&2,-!B%&K)*D)

!
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;5!1,*,#1KH!H#*!(-4&%4,2!#!K&OA$+,1!A1&G1#OO(-G!%#-G$#G,!K#%%,2!3+1,(EY(G$1,!PI.!#!+#-G(B%,!(-+,10#K,!2,*(G-,2!

0&1!KH(%21,-!+&!K&-+1&%!1&B&+(K!K1,#+(&-*D!W#+H,1!+H#-!A1&G1#O!S(+H!#!O&$*,!&1!),5B&#12.!KH(%21,-!$*,!#!K&%%,K+(&-!&0!

(-+,1%&K)(-G!S&&2,-!B%&K)*! +&!K1,#+,!AH5*(K#%!#%G&1(+HO(K!*+1$K+$1,*D!MH,*,!B%&K)*!#1,!K&OA(%,2! (-+&!2(G(+#%!K&2,!

$*(-G! %&S[K&*+! K&OA$+,1! 4(*(&-! +,KH-(c$,*D!f(+H! +1#2(+(&-! A1&G1#OO(-G! %#-G$#G,*.! KH(%21,-! #1,! (-4&%4,2! (-! +H,!

K1,#+(&-!2(G(+#%!#1+(0#K+*D!F-,!G&#%!&0!+H,!M,1-!A1&Z,K+!(*!+&!+1#-*0&1O!+H,*,!2(G(+#%!#1+(0#K+*!(-+&!AH5*(K#%!#1+(0#K+*d

H(GH%5! 4(*(B%,! A1&2$K+*! &0! *+$2,-+! S&1)! #-2! K#-! B,K&O,! A#1+! &0! A1,*,-+#+(&-*! #-2! 2(*K$**(&-*! (-! %,#1-(-G!

,-4(1&-O,-+*D!!

!"#$%&'()*+,$+"--%#$)%#)./%(#/()012(1-2)
L-!788]!L!S&1),2!S(+H!K&%%,#G$,*!#+!M$0+*!3-(4,1*(+5!+&!,4#%$#+,!+H,!$*,!&0!M,1-!#*!A#1+!&0!#!K&OA$+,1!

A1&G1#OO(-G!#-2!1&B&+(K*!,^H(B(+!#+!+H,!'&*+&-!;$*,$O!&0!/K(,-K,!EQ&1-.!/&%&4,5.!<1&$*,1.!h!o#K&B.!788>ID!Y&1!

+H(*!*+$25.!S,!K1,#+,2!+S&!(-+,1#K+(&-!K&-2(+(&-*X!#!G1#AH(K#%!K&-2(+(&-!+H#+!A1,*,-+,2!O$*,$O!4(*(+&1*!S(+H!#!

K&OA$+,1!O&$*,!#-2!#!2(*A%#5.!#-2!#!+#-G(B%,!K&-2(+(&-!+H#+!A1,*,-+,2!O$*,$O!4(*(+&1*!S(+H!#!K&%%,K+(&-!&0!S&&2,-!

A1&G1#OO(-G!B%&K)*D!f,!+H,-!&B*,14,2!O$*,$O!4(*(+&1*!#*!+H,5!(-+,1#K+,2!S(+H!+H,!,^H(B(+!$*(-G!&-,!K&-2(+(&-!&1!

+H,!&+H,1!&-!#%+,1-#+(-G!S,,),-2!2#5*!E,DGD!+#-G(B%,!&-!/#+$12#5!#-2!G1#AH(K#%!&-!/$-2#5ID!MH,*,!&B*,14#+(&-*!

1,4,#%,2!K,1+#(-!#24#-+#G,*!0&1!+H,!+#-G(B%,!A1&G1#OO(-G!(-+,10#K,!01&O!+H,!*+#-2A&(-+!&0!(-0&1O#%!*K(,-K,!

,2$K#+(&-D!L-!A#1+(K$%#1.!+H,!+#-G(B%,!B%&K)*!S,1,!O&1,!(-4(+(-G!+&!4(*(+&1*.!#-2!+H,5!S,1,!B,++,1!#+!0#K(%(+#+(-G!#K+(4,!

K&%%#B&1#+(&-D!MH,*,!0(-2(-G*!S,1,!,*A,K(#%%5!*+1&-G!0&1!KH(%21,-!#-2!0&1!G(1%*!(-!A#1+(K$%#1D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!1&$GH%5!

@@p!&0!G(1%*!SH&!-&+(K,2!+H,!O&$*,[B#*,2!4,1*(&-!&0!+H,!,^H(B(+!*+&AA,2!+&!+15!(+D!MH(*!-$OB,1!1&*,!+&!]6p!&0!G(1%*!

(-!+H,!+#-G(B%,!K&-2(+(&-D!Y&1!&+H,1!O,#*$1,*!+H,1,!S,1,!-&!*(G-(0(K#-+!2(00,1,-K,*!B,+S,,-!K&-2(+(&-*D!MH(*!(-K%$2,2!

#O&$-+!&0!+(O,!*A,-+!(-+,1#K+(-G!S(+H!+H,!,^H(B(+.!+H,!-$OB,1!&0!A1&G1#O*!K1,#+,2.!#-2!+H,!%,-G+H!#-2!K&OA%,^(+5!&0!

+H&*,!A1&G1#O*D!

!"#$%&'()*+,$+"--%#$)%#)3%#4(+$"+5(#)
L!H#4,!#%*&!B,,-!(-4&%4,2!(-!1,*,#1KH!(-4,*+(G#+(-G!+H,!$*,!&0!M,1-!(-!K%#**1&&O*!#*!A#1+!&0!+H,!M#-G(B%,!

k(-2,1G#1+,-!A1&Z,K+!#+!M$0+*!3-(4,1*(+5D!MH,!G&#%*!&0!+H(*!A1&Z,K+!(-K%$2,!E#I!K1,#+(-G!(-[2,A+H!K&OA$+,1!

A1&G1#OO(-G!#-2!1&B&+(K*!K$11(K$%$O!0&1!$*,!(-!)(-2,1G#1+,-!K%#**1&&O*\!EBI!K1,#+(-G!#G,[#AA1&A1(#+,!A1&G1#OO(-G!

+,KH-&%&G5\!#-2.!EKI!2,4,%&A(-G!#!1(KH,1!$-2,1*+#-2(-G!&0!5&$-G!KH(%21,-e*!#B(%(+5!+&!,-G#G,!A&S,10$%!(2,#*!01&O!

K&OA$+,1!A1&G1#OO(-G!#-2!1&B&+(K*D!=*!A#1+!&0!+H(*!A1&Z,K+.!S,!A(%&+,2!#-!,(GH+[H&$1!K$11(K$%$O!S(+H!0&$1!

K%#**1&&O*!&0!)(-2,1G#1+,-!KH(%21,-!E#G,*!6lVI!#+!#!%&K#%!,%,O,-+#15!*KH&&%D!f,!2(4(2,2!+H,*,!K%#**1&&O*!(-+&!+S&!

K&-2(+(&-*.!+#-G(B%,!#-2!G1#AH(K#%D!L-!+H,!G1#AH(K#%!K%#**1&&O*.!KH(%21,-!$*,2!0&$1!2,*)+&A!K&OA$+,1*.!SH(%,!(-!+H,!

+#-G(B%,!K%#**1&&O*.!KH(%21,-!K1,#+,2!A1&G1#O*!S(+H!S&&2,-!B%&K)*D!

'#*,2!&-!&B*,14#+(&-!-&+,*!#-2!#-!#-#%5*(*!&0!4(2,&+#A,.!S,!0&$-2!+H#+!KH(%21,-!S,1,!#B%,!+&!,#*(%5!

O#-(A$%#+,!+H,!+#-G(B%,!B%&K)*!+&!0&1O!+H,(1!&S-!A1&G1#O*D!Y&1!KH(%21,-!(-!+H,!G1#AH(K#%!K&-2(+(&-.!H&S,4,1.!S,!

&B*,14,2!#!1#-G,!&0!K#A#B(%(+(,*!(-!+,1O*!&0!B,(-G!#B%,!+&!O#-(A$%#+,!+H,!K&OA$+,1!O&$*,D!f,!#%*&!0&$-2!+H#+!+H,!

*+$2,-+*!S,1,!#B%,!+&!2(00,1,-+(#+,!+H,!B%&K)*!#-2!2(*K,1-!+H,(1!O,#-(-G*!(-!B&+H!+H,!G1#AH(K#%!#-2!+H,!+#-G(B%,!

K&-2(+(&-*D!L-!+,1O*!&0!+H,!K$11(K$%$O.!0&1!K,1+#(-!#K+(4(+(,*!#-2!0&1!K,1+#(-!KH(%21,-.!+H,!+#-G(B%,!4,1*(&-!&0!M,1-!S#*!

K%,#1%5!#24#-+#G,&$*D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!KH(%21,-!K&$%2!A#1+(K(A#+,!(-!SH&%,[K%#**!2(*K$**(&-!(-!#!H#-2*[&-!S#5!S(+H!+H,!

+#-G(B%,!B%&K)*D!F-!+H,!&+H,1!H#-2.!*&O,!&0!+H,!O&*+!(-2,A,-2,-+!G1&$A!S&1)!+H#+!S,!&B*,14,2!S#*!S(+H!+H,!

G1#AH(K#%!(-+,10#K,D!F4,1#%%.!+H,!1,*$%+*!&0!+H(*!*+$25!S,1,!O(^,2D!/&O,!KH(%21,-!2,O&-*+1#+,2!*$1A1(*(-G%5!

*&AH(*+(K#+,2!$-2,1*+#-2(-G*!&0!K&OA$+,1!A1&G1#OO(-G!#-2!1&B&+(K*!K&-K,A+*.!SH(%,!&+H,1!KH(%21,-!*+1$GG%,2!

+H1&$GH&$+!+H,!K$11(K$%$O!$-(+D!/(-K,!+H(*!*+$25.!+H,!M#-G(B%,!k(-2,1G#1+,-!+,#O!H#*!2&-,!O$KH!+&!(OA1&4,!B&+H!+H,!

K$11(K$%$O!#-2!+H,!A1&G1#OO(-G!+,KH-&%&G5\!H&S,4,1.!+H,1,!(*!O$KH!+&!B,!2&-,!+&!1,0(-,!&$1!$-2,1*+#-2(-G!&0!

KH(%21,-e*!#B(%(+5!+&!A#1+(K(A#+,!(-!+H,*,!+5A,*!&0!#K+(4(+(,*!(-!O,#-(-G0$%!S#5*D!!

6+$1-(#5)7,+)")89&+%4)6::+,"/;)
L!K&-K%$2,!S(+H!#!A1&A&*#%!+H#+!(+!(*!#24#-+#G,&$*!+&!K&OB(-,!+#-G(B%,!(-+,1#K+(&-!S(+H!O&1,!+1#2(+(&-#%!

(-+,10#K,*!+&!K1,#+,!H5B1(2!*5*+,O*D!MH(*!#AA1&#KH!%,#2*!+&!*,4,1#%!(OO,2(#+,!#24#-+#G,*D!MH,!O&*+!(OA&1+#-+!(*!+H#+!

(+!G(4,*!#K+$#%!A#1+(K(A#-+*!(-!%,#1-(-G!,-4(1&-O,-+*d+,#KH,1*.!*+$2,-+*.!O$*,$O!*+#00.!,+KDd+H,!0%,^(B(%(+5!+&!*,%,K+!

+H,!+5A,!&0!(-+,1#K+(&-!O&*+!#AA1&A1(#+,!0&1!#!G(4,-!%,#1-(-G!*(+$#+(&-D!MH(*!0%,^(B(%(+5!(*!,*A,K(#%%5!(OA&1+#-+!(-!

K%#**1&&O!*,++(-G*.!SH,1,!+,#KH,1*!&0+,-!2,+,1O(-,!(0!#-2!SH,-!#!A#1+(K$%#1!+,KH-&%&G5!S(%%!B,!$*,2!E<$B#-.!788PID!

L-!#22(+(&-.!+H,!$*,!&0!H5B1(2!(-+,10#K,*!O,#-*!+H#+!-&+!,4,15!0,#+$1,!&0!#!*&0+S#1,!*5*+,O!-,,2!B,!(OA%,O,-+,2!

+#-G(B%5D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!*#4(-G!*+$2,-+!S&1)!&-!#!0(%,!*5*+,O!O(GH+!B,!#!0,#+$1,!B,++,1!%,0+!+&!+H,!G1#AH(K#%!4,1*(&-!&0!

+H,!(-+,10#K,D!',5&-2!+H,*,!(OO,2(#+,!#24#-+#G,*!(*!+H,!A&+,-+(#%!+&!A1&4(2,!%#5,1,2!*K#00&%2(-G!#*!*+$2,-+*!A1&G1,**!

+&S#12!(-K1,#*(-G%5!#$+H,-+(K!A1&G1#OO(-G!,-4(1&-O,-+*D!Y&1!,^#OA%,.!*+$2,-+*!O(GH+!*+#1+!S(+H!#!+#-G(B%,!*5*+,O!

#-2!+H,-!+1#-*(+(&-!+&!#!G1#AH(K#%!*5*+,O!S(+H!(-K1,#*,2!K#A#B(%(+(,*!#-2!K&OA%,^(+5D))
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H$5$4$(6$7"
==3f! U2$K#+(&-#%! Y&$-2#+(&-D! E7888ID! M,KH! /#445X! U2$K#+(-G! 9(1%*! (-! +H,! R,S! <&OA$+,1! =G,D! =O,1(K#-!

=**&K(#+(&-!0&1!3-(4,1*(+5!f&O,-D!!

'%()*+,(-.! "D.! h! f(%,-*)5.! 3D! E788VID! 3/+( 4"22",-( 5",67( 8( 9&2+( :.;*0( $#( :+,2",-<&,*<4$*+'",-( 3$$'6".2( #$1(

9$,2.1;%."$,"2.( :%"+,."#"%( =,>+2."-&."$,?! "#A,1! A1,*,-+,2! #+! +H,! V+H! LUUU! L-+,1-#+(&-#%! <&-0,1,-K,! &-!

=24#-K,2!J,#1-(-G!M,KH-&%&G(,*!EL<=JM!788VI.!k,1)1#2,.!MH,!R,+H,1%#-2*D!

'1$-,1.!oD!E788?I!M&S#12*!#!MH,&15!&0!L-*+1$K+(&-D!',%)-#A!"1,**D!

'$,KH%,5.!JD.!U(*,-B,1G.!;D.!<#+KH,-.!oD.!#-2!<1&K),++.!=D.!MH,!J(%5"#2!=12$(-&X!3*(-G!<&OA$+#+(&-#%!M,^+(%,*!+&!

L-4,*+(G#+,!U-G#G,O,-+.!=,*+H,+(K*.!#-2!T(4,1*(+5!(-!<&OA$+,1!/K(,-K,!U2$K#+(&-.!L-!"1&K,,2(-G*!&0!+H,!

/L9<QL!K&-0,1,-K,!E<QL!788]I.!Y%&1,-K,.!L+#%5.!=A1(%!788].!AAD!?7@[?@7D!

<&%,.!;D.!#-2!<&%,.!/D!E788PI!MH,!T,4,%&AO,-+!&0!<H(%21,-.!Y&$1+H!U2(+(&-D!R,S!q&1).!Rq!X!f&1+H!"$B%(*H,1*D!!

<$B#-.!JD!E788PID!F4,1*&%2!#-2!3-2,1$*,2X!<&OA$+,1*!(-!+H,!<%#**1&&OD!<#OB1(2G,.!;=X!Q#14#12!3-(4D!"1,**D!

Y1,(.!"H(%D!E7888ID!K$1%5B&+X!T,*(G-(-G!#!-,S!K%#**!&0!K&OA$+#+(&-#%!+&5*D!;#*+,1e*!+H,*(*.!;#**#KH$*,++*!L-*+(+$+,!&0!

M,KH-&%&G5D!

Q&1-.!;D!/D.!/&%&4,5.!UD!MD.!<1&$*,1.!WD!oD.!h!o#K&B.!WD!oDkD!E788>ID!<&OA#1(-G!+H,!$*,!&0!+#-G(B%,!#-2!G1#AH(K#%!

A1&G1#OO(-G! (-+,10#K,*! 0&1! (-0&1O#%!*K(,-K,!,2$K#+(&-D! L-!"1&KD!=<;!<&-0,1,-K,!&-!Q$O#-!Y#K+&1*! (-!

<&OA$+(-G!/5*+,O*!<QLe8>.!>N6[>]?D!

Q&1-,K),1.!UD.!h!/+(0+,1.!;D! E788VID!J,#1-(-G! 01&O! (-+,1#K+(4,!O$*,$O! (-*+#%%#+(&-*! #B&$+! (-+,1#K+(&-!2,*(G-! 0&1!

A$B%(K!*,++(-G*D!L-!"1&KD!=$*+1#%(#-!<&OA$+,1[Q$O#-!L-+,1#K+(&-!<&-0,1,-K,!Fr<QLe8VD!

k#++,10,%2+.! UD.! T(++,1+.! RD.! #-2! /KH,%H&S,.! QD! 788>D! U2$f,#1X! *O#1+! +,^+(%,*! #*! S#5*! &0! 1,%#+(-G! K&OA$+(-G!

+,KH-&%&G5!+&!,4,152#5!%(0,D!L-!"1&K,,2(-G*!&0!+H,!]+H!(-+,1-#+(&-#%!<&-0,1,-K,!&-!(-+,1#K+(&-!T,*(G-!#-2!

<H(%21,-!ELT<!788>I.!<&O&.!L+#%5.!o$-,!788>.!AAD!>[PND!

;#1G&%(*.!oD!#-2!Y(*H,1.!=D!s788Pt!3-%&K)(-G!+H,!K%$BH&$*,D!;LM!"1,**.!<#OB1(2G,.!;=D!

;#1+(-.! YD.! W,*-(K).!;D! EP>>@ID! J,G&jJ&G&! #-2! ,%,K+1&-(K! B1(K)*X! <1,#+(-G! #! *K(,-K,%#-2! 0&1! KH(%21,-D! L-! TD! JD!

Y,1G$*&-! EU2DI.! 8*>&,%+*( +*;%&."$,&'( .+%/,$'$-"+2( #$1( )&./+)&."%2( &,*( 2%"+,%+D! ',1%(-.! Q,(2,%B,1GX!

/A1(-G,1[_,1%#GD!

RG#(.! 9D.! <H#-.! /D! <D.! <H,$-G.! oD! <D.! #-2! J#$.!fD!fD! 788>D! MH,! M,,'&#12X! #-! ,2$K#+(&-[01(,-2%5! K&-*+1$K+(&-!

A%#+0&1O! 0&1! ,[+,^+(%,*! #-2!S,#1#B%,! K&OA$+(-GD! L-! "1&K,,2(-G*! &0! +H,! 7N+H! (-+,1-#+(&-#%!<&-0,1,-K,! &-!

Q$O#-!Y#K+&1*!(-!<&OA$+(-G!/5*+,O*!E<QL!788>ID!'&*+&-.!;=.!3/=.!=A1(%!788>.!AAD!7?>[76]D!

"#A,1+.!/D!EP>]8ID!4",*2.$1)2(7(%/"'*1+,@(%$)A;.+12@(&,*(A$B+1#;'("*+&2D!R,S!q&1)X!'#*(K!'&&)*D!

"#A,1+.!/D!EP>>VID!=-!U^A%&1#+(&-!(-!+H,!/A#K,!&0!;#+H,O#+(K*!U2$K#+(&-*D!=,.+1,&."$,&'(C$;1,&'($#(9$)A;.+12(#$1(

4&./+)&."%&'(5+&1,",-@(DEPI.!P@][P?7D!

"(#G,+.!oD!EP>NVID!MH,!G1#*A!&0!K&-*K(&$*-,**D!<#OB1(2G,X!Q#14#12!3-(4,1*(+5!"1,**D!

W#00%,.! Q#5,*! E788]ID! /K$%A+(-G! ',H#4(&1X! =! M#(G(B%,! J#-G$#G,! 0&1! Q#-2*! &-! "%#5! #-2! J,#1-(-GD! "HT! MH,*(*.!

;#**#KH$*,++*!L-*+(+$+,!&0!M,KH-&%&G5D!

W,*-(K).!;D.!;#1+(-.!YD.!',1G.!WD.!'&1&4&5.!WD.!<&%,%%#.!_D.!k1#O,1.!kD.!,+!#%D!EP>>]ID!E"-".&'()&,"A;'&.">+27(,+B(

.$02( .$( ./",6( B"./D! "#A,1! A1,*,-+,2! #+! +H,! "1&K,,2(-G*! &0! +H,! /L9<QL! K&-0,1,-K,! &-! Q$O#-! 0#K+&1*! (-!

K&OA$+(-G!*5*+,O*D!!

W,*-(K).!;D.!FK)&.!/D.! "#A,1+.! /D! EP>>PID!J,G&jJ&G&X!J,#1-(-G! +H1&$GH! #-2! #B&$+! 2,*(G-D! L-! LD!Q#1,%.! "#A,1+.! /D!

EU2DI.!9$,2.1;%."$,"2)D!R&1S&&2.!RoX!=B%,^D!

/K&++.! /D.! ;#-215).! kD.! h! L-)A,-.! kD! E788@ID! 3-2,1*+#-2(-G! KH(%21,-e*! K&%%#B&1#+(4,! (-+,1#K+(&-*! (-! *H#1,2!

,-4(1&-O,-+*D!o&$1-#%!&0!<&OA$+,1!=**(*+,2!J,#1-(-G.!P>.!778l77]D!

/(A(+#)(#+.! =D.! '%()*+,(-.! "D.! h! <#4#%%&.! TD! "D! E788?ID! F$F$( G$&1*7( 8;-)+,.",-( H1$-1&))&!'+( G1"%62( #$1(

I%$,$)"%&''0( 9/&''+,-+*( 8;*"+,%+2?! "#A,1! A1,*,-+,2! #+! +H,! L-+,1-#+(&-#%! <&-0,1,-K,! &0! +H,! J,#1-(-G!

/K(,-K,*.!J&*!=-G,%,*.!3/=D!

f(%,-*)5.! 3D! EP>>>ID! R,+J&G&D! U4#-*+&-.! LJX! <,-+,1! 0&1! <&--,K+,2! J,#1-(-G! #-2! <&OA$+,1['#*,2! ;&2,%(-GD!!

H++AXjjKK%D-&1+HS,*+,1-D,2$j-,+%&G&D!

!"#$%&'()*+($,-.
;(KH#,%!Q&1-X!;#-5!K&%%,#G$,*! #+!M$0+*!3-(4,1*(+5! #-2! +H,!'&*+&-!;$*,$O!&0!/K(,-K,!H#4,! K&-+1(B$+,2! +&! +H(*!

1,*,#1KH!(-K%$2(-G!;#1(-#!',1*.!W&B,1+!o#K&B.!o&12#-!<1&$*,1.!U1(-!/&%&4,5.!M#%,,-!=G$%(#-.!#-2!T#-!R&1,-D!

"#$%&! '%()*+,(-X! 31(!f(%,-*)5! #+! R&1+HS,*+,1-! 3-(4,1*(+5.! SH&! #24(*,2! +H(*! S&1).! #-2! O#-5! K&%%,#G$,*! #+! +H,!

<,-+,1!0&1!<&--,K+,2!J,#1-(-G!#-2!<&OA$+,1['#*,2!;&2,%(-G.!#*!S,%%!#*!T&1!=B1#H#-*&O!#+!3<!',1),%,5D!

J,#H!'$,KH%,5X!;(),!U(*,-B,1G.!RS#-$#!U%$O,:,.!=--!U(*,-B,1G.!#-2!K&%%,#G$,*!#+!+H,!3-(4,1*(+5!&0!<&%&1#2&.!

;#1)!91&**.!#-2!K&%%,#G$,*!#+!+H,!;LM!;,2(#!J#BD!
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Abstract: Although Learning Management Systems (LMS) are ubiquitous in higher 

education, little is known about how faculty and students use them for blended learning. In 

this symposium, we present data from online surveys, system log data, and case studies to 

investigate the practice of university teaching with LMS to provide feedback about how to 

successfully implement these systems. We examine instructors' and students' attitudes about 

LMS and their use of these systems at different levels of analysis, looking across many 

institutions and increasingly narrowing the focus to several specific teaching vignettes. We 

organize our investigations of how instructors and students value the LMS by examining three 

types of use: Learner-Content interactions, Learner-Instructor interactions, and Learner-

Learner interactions. We identify common themes and differences revealed by our analyses to 

make recommendations that are intended to improve teaching and learning with these 

systems. 

Symposium Overview 
Recent surveys have shown that Learning Management Systems (LMS) have become ubiquitous in higher 

education (Hawkins & Rudy, 2008; Smith, Salaway, & Caruso, 2009) and their use in K-12 education is 

growing rapidly (Picciano & Seaman, 2009). Although these systems have become basic infrastructure for 

learning in higher education, we know very little about using LMS to enhance teaching and learning. Few 

studies have looked specifically at hybrid or blended learning environments (e.g., augmenting traditional face-

to-face instruction with online learning applications). Of these studies, most have been conducted by "professors 

and other instructors who are conducting research (on) their own courses" (Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakai & 

Jones, 2009, p. 49). With so many instructors using these systems on so many campuses, we believe it is 

possible to generalize "lessons learned" about LMS use at a level of granularity beyond reports from individual 

classrooms. These lessons can help improve the practice of university teaching with LMS, as well as provide 

important feedback for considerations of how to successfully implement these systems with younger students. 

In this symposium, we present four papers that carefully examine instructors' and students' attitudes 

about LMS and their reported use of these systems, beginning with a wide-angle lens looking across many 

institutions and increasingly narrowing the focus to several specific teaching vignettes. Paper 1 uses a survey 

conducted at 11 American universities looking to examine how LMS use differs between research and non-

research institutions. Paper 2 takes a similar approach, but contrasts LMS uses between one residential campus 

and one commuter campus within one institution. Paper 3 investigates qualitative survey data to analyze how 

the use of a LMS impacts instructors' use of in-class time. Finally, Paper 4 describes three case studies of 

exemplary LMS use within the disciplines of nursing, engineering, and music. By focusing our analysis at 

different scales, we can better understand the ways in which LMS are being used in numerous higher education 

institutions, the factors that may be driving these uses (e.g., research vs. teaching emphasis, residential vs. 

commuter students), the ways instructors and students are choosing to use them, and the effects these systems 

may have on students' classroom experiences. 

A typical LMS provides a number of specific tools supporting diverse functionality ranging from 

"materials management" to organize interactions between the student and the course content (e.g., syllabus, 

course readings, lecture slides), "interactive teaching" to organize interactions between the instructor and 

students (notifications, assignments, quizzes), and "peer learning" (peer review, group projects, student wikis) 

(Lonn & Teasley, 2009). With the diversity of tools available within these systems, investigations of the effects 

of LMS on teaching and learning must clearly specify functionalities and the particular instructional uses of 

those functionalities. The legacy of research on learning technology has clearly demonstrated that how a tool is 

used is more critical than the tool itself (Salomon, Perkins, & Globerson, 1991). Therefore, in this symposium, 

we organize our investigations of how instructors and students value and use LMS functionalities by examining 

three types of instructional uses for those functionalities: Learner-Content interactions (LC), Learner-Instructor 

interactions (LI), and Learner-Learner interactions (LL) (see also Moore, 1989, Bernard et al., 2009). 
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Paper 1: A Multi-Institutional Analysis of Interactions Supported by a LMS 
Andrew E. Krumm and Steven Lonn 

Introduction 
Researchers of distance education conditions demonstrate that different interaction types can support different 

learning outcomes (e.g., Bernard et al., 2009). In this paper, we explore how instructors and students value 

specific uses for a LMS grouped under specific interaction types: Learner-Instructor (LI), Learner-Content (LC), 

and Learner-Learner (LL) interactions. For this study, we recruited 11 American universities using the same 

LMS, asking instructors (N=2,570) and students (N=6,980) to indicate their perceptions of LMS functionalities 

in an online survey. Using this large and diverse sample, we addressed four research questions: (1) Do 

instructors and students value interaction types differently? Do respondents value interaction types differently 

based on (2) their university setting, (3) the number of courses they have used a LMS, and (4) their preference 

for using IT in courses?  

Method 
To construct LC, LI, and LL interaction types, we coded participants' responses on items asking them to rate 

how much they value particular uses of a LMS. Using a 5-pont Likert scale, respondents rated how much they 

valued, for example, "Posting a lecture outline or notes before the lecture." We coded each item using Moore's 

(1989) and Bernard et al.'s (2009) descriptions of interaction types. After coding each item, we employed 

principal component analysis to extract single components for items coded under the same interaction type: LC 

(4 items, eigenvalue = 2.613, alpha = .817), LI (7 items, eigenvalue = 4.05, alpha = .878), and LL (4 items, 

eigenvalue = 3.117, alpha = .904). 

Each extracted component, i.e., interaction type, served as dependent variables in three separate two-

level hierarchical linear models (HLM). Survey respondents were modeled at level-1 and university effects at 

level-2. Within each model we included four independent variables in line with our four research questions: a 

research/non-research university dummy variable, an instructor/student dummy variable, a number of courses 

for which one has used a LMS variable, and a how much one uses/prefers IT in courses variable. We also 

included five control variables: perceived expertise with computers, frequency of LMS visits, general perceived 

value of a LMS for course activities, and perceptions of value for IT to improve teaching and learning. All non-

dummy variables were grand mean centered to improve the interpretability of each model’s intercept. The 

research/non-research dummy variable was modeled as a level-2 predictor while all other variables were 

modeled as level-1 predictors. 

Results 
In line with our four research questions, we identified differences between instructors and students for LC and 

LI interaction types (RQ #1), between participants in research and non-research universities for the LL 

interaction type (RQ #2), and among the number of courses for which one has used a LMS for LC and LL 

interaction types (RQ #3). Use of IT was a significant predictor across all models (RQ #4). 

Students, on average, valued LC (B = .09, p < .05) and LI (B = .208, p < .001) interactions more than 

instructors. Number of courses for which one has used a LMS had a positive statistically significant effect for 

LC interactions (B = .031, p < .05) and a negative effect for LL interactions (B = -.057, p < .01). Participants in 

a non-research university were found to value LL interactions more than those in a research university, 

controlling for all other factors (B = .39, p < .05). No other research/non-research university differences were 

identified. 

The performances of control variables were largely consistent across all models. Expertise with 

computers had a small but negative effect for only the LI model (B = -.068, p < .05). How often one visits a 

LMS was a positive predictor across all models (LC, B = .126, p < .001; LI, B = .151, p < .001; LL, B = .105, p 

< .001). The perceived value of a LMS for improving course activities was a strong, positive predictor across all 

models (LC, B = .274, p < .001; LI, B = .269, p < .001; LL, B = .167, p < .001) as was the perceived value of IT 

to improve teaching (LC, B = .108, p < .001; LI, B = .143, p < .001; LL, B = .157, p < .001) and learning (LC, B 

= .214, p < .001; LI, B = .185, p < .001; LL, B = .134, p < .001). 

Discussion 
In answering RQ #1, we observed that students value LC and LI interactions more highly than instructors, 

controlling for all other factors. Students, on average, value LC interactions only slightly more than instructors 

and value LI interactions to a much higher degree than instructors. These observations signal that students may 

value access to content but value access to their instructors more. Individuals, whether instructor or student, 

within non-research universities valued LL interactions .39 standard deviations more than individuals within 

research universities (RQ #2). Whether a respondent was located within a non-research university was the 
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largest single determiner for how much one values LL interactions. The specific LMS uses that make up this 

interaction type provide few clues as to why there exist such distinct differences (e.g., Students work together 

on task/assignment; Students read/comment on each others' work; Students generate/share instructional 

materials; Students part of ad-hoc student groups or teams). These practices, in general, do not appear to favor 

one institutional type over another at the grain of size of research/non-research universities.  

The effect of one’s experience with a LMS is also interesting with respect to differences across 

interaction types (RQ #3). Controlling for all other factors, a one unit change in the number of courses for which 

one has used a LMS, which equates to approximately 3 courses, is associated with a .031 standard deviation 

increase in how much one values LC interactions and a .057 decrease in how much one values LL interactions. 

Why more experience using a LMS leads to an increase in one interaction type and a decrease in another may 

have to do with how much one values IT that is different from a LMS. As the number of courses for which one 

has used a LMS increases, he or she may value other IT for LL interactions. This conclusion is tangentially 

supported by the strength of the IT related questions within the LL models, and the strength of one’ 

use/preference of IT in particular (RQ #4). Within the LL model, one’s use of IT was a much stronger predictor 

than the same variable within the other two models, respectively. In general, examining how much instructors 

and students value uses for a LMS across 11 universities has provided an important wide-angle lens on issues to 

be explored within campuses, classrooms, and instructors. 

 

Table 1: Statistically Significant Parameter Estimates for each Interaction Type 

 

 LC Interaction Type LI Interaction Type LL Interaction Type 

 B Std. Error B Std. Error B Std. Error 

Level-1       

Intercept -.162* .065 -.37** .113 -.308* .102 

Student
1 

.09* .037 .208*** .05   

Num. courses use LMS .031* .015   -.057** .02 

Use/Preference of IT .059** .02 .13*** .023 .163*** .024 

How often visit LMS .126*** .013 .151*** .015 .105*** .017 

Expertise with comp.   -.068* .028   

Value LMS .274*** .016 .269*** .02 .167*** .021 

IT valuable teaching .108*** .02 .143*** .025 .157*** .028 

IT valuable learning .214*** .023 .185*** .028 .134*** .031 

Level-2       

Non-Research Univers.
2
     .39* .147 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; Reference category = (1) Instructor, (2) Research University 

Paper 2: Commuter vs. Residential: LMS Perceptions & Use on Two Campuses 
Steven Lonn and Andrew E. Krumm 

Introduction 
In this study, we used the same survey described in Paper 1 to specifically explore differences in respondents' 

attitudes about LMS use and actual experience with a LMS between instructors and students at two campuses of 

a Midwestern university: a large residential campus and a smaller commuter campus. We also analyzed 

aggregated log data from the LMS to see if students' system use was consistent with their beliefs. Although 

there have been some multi-campus studies of LMS (e.g., Harrington et al., 2004), none have focused on the 

possible differences between residential and commuter institutions. Online technologies have been found to 

significantly affect the nature of interactions between commuter students and with their instructors (Krause, 

2007). The specific research questions we address in this paper are: (1) Do instructors and students at the two 

campuses differ in their perceptions of different types of interactions supported by LMS? (2) When other 

factors, such as number of courses using the LMS, are taken into account, do differences between campuses still 

exist? (3) How does actual LMS use compare to survey attitudes and perceptions? 

Method 
The sample for the online survey included instructors (residential n=612, 16% response rate (r.r.); commuter 

n=64, 19% r.r.) and undergraduate students (residential n=1182, 22% r.r.; commuter n=805, 19% r.r.) who 

taught or were enrolled in at least one course with a LMS site. We then used the system's event logs to create an 

aggregated data set representing the activity in the sites in which the student respondents were enrolled 

(residential n=1,565; commuter n=287). 
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As in Paper 1, the survey data was categorized as LC, LI, or LL interactions. We analyzed the results 

using three HLM models. We identified five factors of interest: (1) differences between campuses and (2) 

between instructors and students, (3) number of courses for which the LMS has been used (4) how often the 

respondent visits LMS course sites and (5) how much one uses/prefers IT for course activities. We included four 

control variables: perceived expertise with computers, perceived value of a LMS for course activities, and 

perceived value of IT to improve teaching and learning.  

Results 
The first phase of our analysis investigated individual survey items, grouped by interaction type. In general, 

instructors rated nearly all survey items at a 4.0 or above on a 5-point Likert scale, meaning that they “agreed” 

or “strongly agreed” that all of these activities within LMS were valuable. When first investigating differences 

between residential and commuter campus respondents, there were no significant differences between 

instructors for Learner-Content, Learner-Instructor, or Learner-Learner interactions. Student respondents, 

however, significantly differed on several survey items. The students' ratings of the survey items were also 

generally high at a 4.0 or above for most LC and LI items, but somewhat lower for LL items (means between 

3.37-3.83). Compared to the commuter students, the residential students rated all four of the LC items higher, 

five of the seven LI items lower, and all four of the LL items lower. Many of these differences were significant 

(see Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Significant Differences Between Campuses in Students' Ratings of LMS Activities 

 

Learner-Content Items Residential  Commuter  Mean Difference 

Access online readings / supp. materials 4.57   (n=951) 4.39   (n=641)  .18*** 

Access lecture outline before lecture 4.34   (n=920) 4.21   (n=568)  .13** 

Access lecture outline after lecture 4.48   (n=947) 4.32   (n=598)  .16*** 

Learner-Instructor Items  

Students ask questions before lecture 3.63   (n=669) 3.93   (n=493)  .30*** 

Students ask questions after lecture 3.83   (n=742) 4.03   (n=527)  .20*** 

Take online exams and quizzes 3.35   (n=666) 3.71   (n=477)  .36*** 

Learner-Learner Items  

Students work together on task / assignment 3.51   (n=712) 3.70   (n=492)  .19** 

Students read / comment on each others' work 3.37   (n=610) 3.81   (n=489)  .44*** 

Students generate / share instructional materials 3.55   (n=665) 3.83   (n=501)  .28*** 

Students part of ad-hoc student groups or teams 3.22   (n=511) 3.54   (n=384)  .32*** 

**p<.01, ***p<.001 

 

We also ran 3 HLMs in order to identify factors that might affect how much a survey respondent values 

a particular interaction type. On average, respondents from the commuter campus valued LI (B = .428, p < .001) 

and LL (B = .363, p. < .01) interactions more than their residential counterparts, controlling for all other factors. 

Also, students more favorably rated LI interactions more than instructors.  

Finally, we calculated the average percentage of total events for each LMS tool by aggregating the 

events for the LMS course sites. The respondents on the residential campus used three of the four LC-oriented 

tools more than their commuter campus counterparts while the commuter campus users used four of the eight 

LI-oriented tools, and all five of the LL-oriented tools more, by percentage, than the residential campus users. 

The specific differences that were significant are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Significant Differences Between Campuses in Percentage of Use of LMS Tools  

 

Category Tool Residential Campus 

(n=1565 sites) 

Commuter Campus 

(n=287 sites) 

Mean Difference 

Content Sharing 57.74% 52.43%  5.31* Learner-Content 

Drop Box 4.83% 2.55%  2.28*** 

Learner-Instructor Email Archive 0.52% 0.08%  0.44*** 

Chat 0.75% 1.65%  0.90* 

Discussion 1.26% 2.97%  1.71** 

Forums 0.56% 2.92%  2.36** 

Learner-Learner 

Messages 2.93% 6.18%  3.25*** 

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
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Discussion 
When we examined the reasons underlying the overall positive ratings of the LMS activities, a distinctive 

pattern emerged: residential students rated Learner-Content survey items more highly than commuter students 

and commuter students rated Learner-Learner items more highly than residential students. Ratings for the 

Learner-Instructor activities were mixed. The log data supported these findings showing higher activity in the 

most heavily used LC-oriented tools for the residential campus and higher activity in the LL-oriented tools for 

the commuter campus. Taking other factors (e.g., frequency of LMS use) into account, the differences between 

the residential and commuter campus remain significant for LI and LL interaction, but not for LC-related uses. 

Commuter students may have relied on LMS interactive tools to communicate with instructors and 

students with whom they do not otherwise have opportunities to do so face-to-face (Pascarella, 2006). 

Furthermore, commuter campus instructors may structure their courses to include more student interaction 

through the LMS as a consequence of diminished face-to-face time that is likely to be more easily accomplished 

at the residential campus. Further study is needed to better understand exactly how residential and commuter 

instructors structure the use of the LMS for course-related activities in order to help instructors and students at 

both types of campuses use this technology to its fullest potential.  

Paper 3: How Does LMS Use Affect Instructional Time? 
Tanya Cleveland Solomon and Kara Makara 

Introduction 
In recent years, the ubiquitous use of online learning environments in American higher education has increased 

the need to understand their effectiveness as pedagogical tools (e.g., Apedoe, 2005). This pervasive use also 

necessitates understanding their influence on the quality of students' experiences and interactions in online and 

blended learning environments (e.g., Bernard et al., 2009). Chickering and Gamson (1987) posit seven 

principles for good teaching practice in undergraduate education that have been used extensively to evaluate and 

improve face-to-face pedagogy in higher education. In this paper, we employed four principles most relevant to 

understanding the nature of interactions between students and instructors in the context of blended learning. The 

first principle relates to instructors' and students' perceptions of the form and quality of LI interactions. The 

second principle relates to interactions and cooperation among students. The third principle relates to the 

expectations that are communicated in courses using LMS as perceived by both instructors and students. The 

fourth principle relates to ways that use of LMS tools structure and influence instructors' and students' time 

inside and outside of class.  

This paper utilizes data from the online survey discussed in Paper 2 to investigate how the "blended" 

use of a learning management system (LMS) affects instructors' use of in-class time, comparing instructors and 

students at the residential and commuter campuses. We explore the issues survey respondents raise regarding 

how LMS influences Learner-Instructor (LI), Learner-Learner (LL), and Learner-Content (LC) interactions. The 

specific research questions that we address in this paper are: (1) In what ways does the use of LMS affect the 

way instructors use in-class time in the higher education classroom? (2) How does the use of LMS in these 

classrooms influence the Learner-Instructor and Learner-Content interactions? and (3) What are the effects of 

LMS on Learner-Learner interaction during class time? 

Methods 
We analyzed an open-ended survey item about the instructors' use of in-class time from the survey described in 

Paper 2. This item asks: "Do you think using the LMS has affected you/your instructors’ use of in-class time? If 

so, how?" From the residential campus, 57.0% of students (n=1,101) and 55.3% of instructors (n=602) 

responded about the effects of LMS use on in-class time. From the commuter campus, we received a 63.6% 

student response rate (n=682) and a 72.4% instructor response rate (n=55). 

To categorize the survey answers, we made note of common themes and issues encountered, and used 

these to collapse redundant categories. We arrived at a rubric with 12 codes for both the instructor and student 

responses, and used up to three codes to describe each response (see Table 1). The rubric accounted for both 

positive and negative responses concerning the affect of using LMS on instructors' in-class time. Inter-rater 

reliability produced kappa statistics between 0.8 and 0.93. 

Results 
The majority of responses by students and instructors indicated that the LMS positively influenced instructors' 

use of in-class time (see Table 1), where the most common responses were about facilitating logistics and 

providing access to materials (Learner-Content interactions). More residential students (21.7%) than commuter 

students (15.2%) mentioned improved efficiency and logistics. The differences between instructors were not as 

pronounced (19.4% residential; 21.8% commuter). Almost twice as many commuter instructors replied that the 
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LMS affected in-class time by providing access to materials compared to the other three populations. However, 

a significant portion of the sample indicated no change in their in-class time due to the LMS, slightly higher for 

the residential campus respondents than the commuter campus respondents. 

Few respondents provided answers that suggested the LMS affected pedagogy or improved Learner-

Learner or Learner-Instructor interaction. However, we did find that students at both campuses (7.3% 

residential; 11.6% commuter) perceived that instructors change the content or pace of instruction in classrooms 

due to the LMS. Few instructors responded that there was a change in content or pace (3.5% residential; 1.8% 

commuter). These data suggest that instructors and students at both campuses have different perceptions of how 

LMS use affects in-class time. Last, many instructors' negative responses reflected their criticism of students 

and technology while others mentioned a desire to improve the incorporation of LMS in their teaching. Students' 

negative responses also spoke to instructors’ use of LMS and included somewhat sophisticated views of how 

technology could be better integrated into instructors' pedagogy. 

 

Table 1: Frequency of Most Common Student & Instructor Responses to "In-Class" Qualitative Survey Item  

 

Residential Campus Commuter Campus Code 

Students Instructors Students Instructors 

Facilitates logistics 21.7% 19.4% 15.2% 21.8% 

Provides access to materials 18.1% 16.8% 15.8% 29.1% 

General positive response 8.5% 7.1% 12.2% 10.9% 

Changes the content/pace of instruction 7.3% 3.5% 11.6% 1.8% 

Facilitates discussion in class or online 2.1% 3.3% 3.1% 5.5% 

Preparation for class – students 1.0% 1.7% 2.5% 1.8% 

Limited / non-user 1.1% 1.3% 3.1% 0.0% 

Does not change 34.0% 39.7% 27.1% 25.5% 

Changes negatively 2.7% 1.8% 4.1% 1.8% 

Discussion 
Overall, the majority of respondents indicated that LMS had a positive effect on instructors' use of in-class time. 

Instructors and students generally gave similar reports about the nature of this change, although their 

perceptions differed regarding the degree to which LMS use facilitated logistics, provided access to materials, 

and changed the pace of instruction. There were far fewer negative responses but these were eye-opening. Some 

residential instructors suggested that the LMS was beneficial only for out-of-class time, but they also talked 

about their own lack of familiarity and how students were using LMS instead of coming to class. A few 

residential students and commuter students, to a lesser degree, complained that instructors were completing 

lessons too quickly or not covering material in sufficient depth in class because they posted materials online. 

From these data we can conclude that changes in the use of class time are mostly due to the increases in 

Learner-Content (LC) interactions supported by the LMS. Log data from the LMS confirm that LC interaction is 

the primary use of LMS at the residential and commuter campuses (see Paper 2). We found few responses about 

changes in Learner-Instructor (LI) and Learner-Learner interactions as a result of LMS use. Also, there were 

higher percentages from commuter students than residential students mentioning LI and LL discussions. 

Perhaps the capacity of the LMS to support LL and LI interaction is not needed as deeply at a residential 

campus, where students and instructors may have more opportunities to interact face-to-face. 

We also see evidence that LMS can support the four principles of best practices for higher education 

that we examined (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). First, the efficient availability of course material and 

announcements support LC interactions. Second, discussion boards within LMS support LL interaction. Third, 

course expectations are communicated through various resources, such as a syllabus, assignment instructions, 

grades, and other materials, although students disagree on the extent to which this occurs. Finally, we found that 

the LMS is particularly useful for structuring instructors' and students' time inside and outside of class through 

improved logistics and organization of course materials. Responses across campuses revealed an implicit 

assumption that students learn material independently outside of class when LMS is used, and the reaction to 

this assumption was mixed: Instructors thought this was a good thing and students did not. Therefore, we 

recommend that future studies explore students' ability for self-regulated learning. We also recommend further 

exploration for how LMS can better support LI and LL interaction more broadly across campus types. 

Paper 4: The Gifts We Give Ourselves: Embedding Disciplinary Tools in LMS 
Diana Perpich 
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Introduction 
It would be pleasant to think of Learning Management Systems (LMS) as the perfect gift we gave ourselves to  

celebrate the coming of age of higher education in the 21
st
 century. A System to manage Learning, packaging up 

the whole messy business of teaching and learning into a collection of neat, authenticated boxes wrapped in the 

school colors and tied with a bow. That's what we ordered, and that's what typical LMS have delivered onto our 

virtual doorstep, a stack of well-bundled packages. As we open up the boxes we are somewhat surprised, albeit 

pleasantly, to find simple gifts: the typical LMS includes functionality to manage materials, view and assess 

student work, and support communication. However, following the gift metaphor, faculty are left asking 

themselves, "Socks? Just socks?" Wanting more are the educators dedicated to exploring the seemingly infinite 

possibilities poised by new technologies. "These users are more interested in support for their need to 

experiment with new ideas in their teaching and learning environments and then evolve/improve those ideas as 

they go along" (Severance, Hardin, & Whyte, 2008). Educators, and the organizations that support them, can go 

shopping for themselves to seek out innovative, discipline-specific tools wherever they may be found. 

In this paper, I present vignettes of three instructors at a large Midwestern university teaching in the 

Fall 2009 term who returned these gifts to themselves in concert with the local LMS. These instructors 

successfully leverage the basic functionality of the system to frame and to extend their coveted discipline-

specific elements and to engage students in new ways with the course material, with the instructor, and with 

each other. 

Vignette 1 
The Community Health Nursing course provides an example of an instructor leveraging the local LMS to 

enhance students' interactions with course materials (LC). This theory and clinical course requires students to 

"think critically about the role and core competencies of community health nursing … within diverse population 

and ecological contexts" (quote from the online course description). In planning this course, the instructor 

sought out materials that not only presented data and policy about community health, but also presented the 

stories of those being served. Specifically, she integrated materials from "The Neighborhood," an innovative, 

virtual case-based learning strategy centered on interactions between the household and community agency 

characters developed by a professor at another university. The interrelated stories unfold in weekly installments 

and include photos, biographical information, medical records, and video clips. 

Even though "The Neighborhood" represents innovative, well-conceived, discipline-specific content, 

it's not the whole course package. When the instructor presents the discipline-specific content of "The 

Neighborhood" within the structure of the university's LMS, she adds context by linking more traditional 

articles and local community stories, often drawing from the daily headlines. She also facilitates workflow by 

posting notifications and reminders within the LMS and she uses the LMS assessment tools to deliver rapid 

feedback on graded activities. She is not using the novel, discipline-specific course material in place of the 

standard LMS; she is using outside online materials in combination with the LMS. 

Vignette 2 
Jazz Arranging is a composition class where the instructor utilizes the LMS as a platform for students to share 

their original work with each other, as well as submit it for credit. Historically, students would compose and 

turn in their scores to the instructor for critique. Students could share their work with each other, but the 

arrangements needed to be heard to be properly evaluated. This practice posed significant challenges as students 

had to perform their compositions for each other in class or record them outside of class for sharing later.  

The instructor experimented with and eventually adopted Sibelius, a leading musical notation software 

package. In Sibelius, compositions can be archived digitally and the files play themselves so the focus is 

squarely on the composition and not the performer. This instructor's integration of Sibelius with the LMS 

benefits not only himself, but also his students. Now students are required to arrange their scores in Sibelius, 

and the class meets in a computer lab where students can see and hear each other's arrangements by accessing 

them via the LMS. The instructor uses the Assignments tool to collect and grade privately (LI), and then he 

shares and discusses each student's work with the class. Facilitated by the LMS, each student-arranger has the 

entire class as audience (LL). The instructor also uses several other LMS tools to manage class logistics, freeing 

up class time to listen to students' music and to engage in discussion. 

Vignette 3 
In Principles of Engineering Materials, the instructor leverages the local LMS to enhance students' Learner-

Instructor interactions (LI). This is an introductory Engineering course with both a weekly lecture presented by 

the faculty-instructor and a weekly discussion session led by a teaching assistant. Typically with this 

arrangement, student-instructor interaction is limited to well-timed nods and courtesy smiles passed back and 
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forth during the lecture. In this class, however, the instructor sought a way to engage students by directly 

exposing and sharing his approach to weekly problem-solving assignments.  

In preparation for Fall 2009, the instructor purchased a LiveScribe system. He now records himself 

solving key homework problems by hand every week. He clicks Record on his smartpen and then he starts 

working through the solutions, talking through each step. Students access the resulting "pencasts" via the 

standard LMS. Because students hear his voice and watch his pen draw the diagrams and formulas; because 

they hear and see his scribbles and missteps; because they can start, stop, jump, and replay his recordings;  

because these are personal recordings, the students have more interaction with the instructor, albeit one-way 

interaction. The expectation is that this process provides not only a model of problem-solving but also a sense of 

familiarity with the instructor that pays forward to provide opportunities for richer engagement with the 

instructor during lectures and office hours. 

What does the LMS offer this arrangement beyond a place to access the recordings? For one, the 

instructor encourages students to bring laptops to lecture (supplying them when appropriate) and encourages 

student use of the Chat tool during the lecture. The instructor can also use the Chat transcripts to assess student 

comprehension and follow up with a specific student when appropriate. The LMS is flexible enough for him to 

personalize the look, feel, and organization of his syllabus and schedule, drawing students into the LMS even 

though he has the technical skills and resources to work outside it. In this regard, he meets students on familiar 

ground, in the LMS, while in the same space offering them uncommon access to their professor and a window 

into his problem solving processes. 

Discussion 
These instructors accept the basic tools that the LMS offers and employ them as the functional foundation for 

students’ interactions with the course materials, with each other, and with the instructor. It is worth noting that 

the innovative and independent elements portrayed in each vignette all engage students with multimedia 

artifacts via learner-driven navigation. The LMS supports these multimodal and personalized engagements by 

enveloping them, not only structurally but also programmatically into the domain content. The LMS can be the 

constant in the evolution of new learning models within and across specialized disciplines. To return to the 

metaphor of gifts, innovative instructors in higher education know what they need: bring on the socks but don’t 

forget to tuck a gift certificate in with them. Some things, you just have to pick out for yourself. 
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Abstract: This paper explores the socio-cultural-historical influences on educational decisions 

made by a sample of families from an urban community in the northwestern United States. We 

report on three analyses of the everyday cultural and social contexts in which parents’ and their 

children’s ideas about formal and informal education are developed and applied through 

educational choices. The research employs a family-centered analytical focus and a cognitive 

ethnography of learning to examine educational decisions and knowledge about learning 

opportunities that families use in their homes, at school, and in their communities. Our analyses 

foreground the role of choice and values in families’ everyday lives, their lived histories, and 

their educational decisions. Implications for better coordinating in-and-out of school learning 

experiences in light of extended learning pathways are discussed.  

 

This paper explores the socio-cultural-historical factors that influence families’ consequential decisions related 

to learning and educational opportunities. We report on three analyses of the everyday cultural and social 

contexts in which parents’ and their children’s ideas about formal and informal education are developed and 

applied, both in the United States and in other countries. The research employs a family-centered focus and a 

cognitive ethnographic approach to educational decisions and knowledge of opportunities that families use in 

their homes, schools, and communities. Research focuses on how families learn to navigate school and select 

and/or create out-of-school activities, with implications for theories that examine the coordination (or not) of 

home and school learning experiences.  

After an overview of the cognitive ethnography from which these three case studies stem and an 

overview of our conceptual framework, the first case analysis examines the influence of Vietnamese immigrant 

parents’ social and educational histories on the ways in which they view and construct academic identities for 

their children.  The second analysis examines the parent-child interactions between three mothers and daughters 

around science and math learning experiences. The third analysis examines how two families negotiate 

decisions about in and out-of-school learning experiences as influenced by education ideologies formulated in 

Africa, Vietnam, and the United States.  

 

Learning Ethnography of Educational Choices: Methodological Approach 
These analyses share a learner-centered focus and a cognitive ethnographic approach, deeply exploring how 

families’ personal histories interact with the educational choices they make relative to a myriad of available 

learning opportunities, including school, afterschool, and summer time activities. The data utilized in these 

analyses were collected as part of a three-year team ethnography. Researchers followed the same youth across 

the settings of their lives to study how these youth learn about science and technology specifically, as well as 

how they develop expertise in personally consequential domains (Bell, et al., 2006; Bricker and Bell, 2008). The 

majority of the observations of the focal participants have taken place in school and at home. However, focal 

participants have also been observed in a multitude of additional settings, such as religious institutions, after 

school clubs, museums, sporting events, camping excursions/vacations, neighborhoods, and parks.  

Across all settings, data collection methods included: (a) observation and participant observation; (b) 

interviews (both ethnographic and clinical); (c) self-documentation techniques, in which focal participants were 

given digital cameras and asked to document various objects and phenomena (e.g., use of technology) and then 

interviewed about their photographs; and (d) document collection. Two surveys, designed to gather information 

about socioeconomic status, ethnic identity, and participation in science were administered. Researchers also 

conducted analyses of public census tract data for the neighborhoods in which families lived. Data sources 

include: (a) field notes of all observations, interviews, participant self-documentation, and documents collected; 

(b) video- and audio-recordings of all observations and interviews (when in settings that allow video and/or 

audio taping); (c) digital photographs taken during observations and interviews; (d) video and/or digital 

photographs taken by participants as part of their self documentation assignments; (e) documents collected 

during family visits (e.g., magazines, school work, writing samples from clinical interviews); and (f) survey 

results. 
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Study Design and Participants 
In the spring of 2005, researchers formed a partnership with an elementary school in a large metropolitan area of 

the Pacific Northwest (pseudonym Granite Elementary). Granite caters to a diverse student body with respect to 

ethnicity, nationality, languages spoken, and socioeconomic status. Approximately 65% of the students are of 

Asian or Pacific Islander descent, 16% are of Hispanic descent, 12% are African American, and 5% are 

Caucasian. Many of the children are from first-generation immigrant families. During the 2004-2005 school 

year, 60% of the students qualified for free or reduced price lunch. 

In the fall of 2005, researchers began recruiting families into the ethnographic study. Thirteen families 

agreed to participate, and the sample of focal participants from each of those families was balanced for age (six 

children in fourth grade and seven in fifth grade at the beginning of the study) and gender (seven boys and six 

girls). Study participants were chosen to reflect the school’s diversity in racial/ethnic make-up and 

socioeconomic status. Currently, 128 people are consented into the ethnography, including the focal participants 

and their immediate family members, extended family members (e.g., grandmothers, cousins), teachers, and 

peers. In these papers, we focus on five of the thirteen focal families. 

 

The Development of Everyday Expertise: How Significant Learning is Accomplished 

Socially and Culturally in Everyday Life 
In this paper, we consider the influence of social, cultural, and historical factors on families’ educational 

perspectives and decisions. One way in which scholars have investigated individual and social perspectives is 

through the lens of ideology. Ideologies mediate people’s understanding and learning processes in profoundly 

important yet unconscious ways (Althusser, 1971; Bakhtin, 1983) through complex social processes 

(Thompson, 1984). The social dynamics around educational ideologies are particularly complex given that 

significant learning is constituted across settings, groups, and pursuits over extended timescales. Learners 

routinely navigate a range of diverse social, material, and discursive contexts every day—from the classroom to 

home, afterschool programs, informal education institutions, and out into their communities—with a variety of 

purposes and value systems in place (Banks et al., 2007). Learning is accomplished across these diverse 

pathways of participation in activity and affiliation with cultural groups in ways we do not fully account for in 

the literature. Consequently, the field needs empirically-informed theoretical models that fully reflect the 

complexity of everyday life and everyday learning.  These models can be used to understand how and why 

learning is accomplished—or impeded—across sociocultural contexts throughout diverse social niches and 

networks in relation to enacted ideologies. Even as U.S. communities become increasingly diverse in terms of 

ethnic and racial group membership, immigrant histories, and linguistic variation, few teachers or university 

professors are equipped to work effectively with all students in their classrooms. Cultural and ecological 

perspectives are increasingly understood to be central in the scientific understanding of learning and 

development, and they have strong implications for educational practice (Lee, 2008; Banks et al., 2007; Bell, 

Lewenstein, Shouse & Feder, 2009).  

Together our analyses answer two driving questions: How do socio-cultural-historical factors influence 

families’ consequential decisions related to learning and education? What role do individual family members 

have in the choices made? Educational ideologies play a profound role in these learning processes. Our 

theoretical framework seeks to account for the social and material dimensions of sophisticated domain learning 

as it relates to the interests and practices of specific cultural groups (Bell, et al., 2006). The ultimate explanatory 

goal is to better understand the extended learning pathways (e.g., related to the accomplishment of expertise 

development in science and technology) that are culturally architected through complex sequences of contingent 

interaction and activity that occur across the breadth of everyday life. Our theoretical stance on sophisticated 

learning and expertise development builds upon the social, cultural, and material perspectives associated with 

situated perspectives on learning (c.f., distributed cognition [Hutchins, 1995], situated learning [Lave & 

Wenger, 1991], the agency-identity framework [Holland et al., 1998], and critical feminist perspectives [Barton 

et al., 2003; Suchman, 2007]). These perspectives allow us to develop a theoretical and empirical understanding 

of the social and material influences on what is taken to be sophisticated learning and activity that occurs within 

and across figured cultural worlds. Such figured worlds exhibit significant cultural variation, are often contested 

among social actors, and are inequitably available to individuals and groups.  

Key to our analyses of these cases is the assumption is that educational choices and educational values 

are co-constituted. Families make choices building on what they value, and valuing develops through choices 

made in social and cultural settings. Researchers have documented that the development of learner’s interest, 

reputation, and identification with forms of expertise and practice have a strong influence on what they choose 

to learn and to value (Barron, et al. 2009; Esmonde et al., 2009; Pea et al., 2007; Stevens, O’Connor, et al., 

2008; Zimmerman, Reeve & Bell, 2008).  

This work is part of the broader efforts of the Learning in Informal and Formal Environments (LIFE) 

Center to answer questions about the social genesis and expression of learning choices and the socio-cultural-

historical values that drive them. Learners develop competencies and dispositions that contribute to their 
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choosing and valuing of learning opportunities. This includes social learning processes put in place between 

experts and novices (Bransford & Schwartz, 2009), choices and values that drive specialized learning interests 

(Barron et al., 2009; Reeve & Bell, 2009), preferred learning arrangements, such as seeking help or working 

alone (Stevens et al., 2008), social positioning of individuals in ways that support or constrain learning (Harré, 

2008; Holland et al., 1998), as well as features of social cognitive development, such as strategies associated 

with learning through imitation (Meltzoff et al., 2009). In these analyses, we use ethnographic and interview 

data to document both choices families made and the values behind these decisions.   

 

Paper 1: Negotiating Identity and Expertise in a Vietnamese Immigrant Family 
Children of families who have immigrated to the United States must often negotiate different systems of values 

and ideas across home, school, and community settings. Even within the home setting, parents’ and children’s 

differing educational experiences, language abilities, and perspectives on the dominant culture can make for a 

complex network of influences through which young people must find their way. Though some scholars have 

begun to investigate these challenges (e.g., Lee, 2008; Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner & Meza, 2003; Phelan, 

Davidson & Cao, 1991; Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco & Todorova, 2008), the ways in which young 

people’s learning is affected by the disparate worlds they traverse are still poorly understood.This paper 

discusses the experiences of one Vietnamese boy (pseudonym Luke Vuong) and how he is positioned 

differently by his mother in the domain of school learning and in his home-based expertise with technology  (cf. 

Harré, 2008). It focuses on the question, how do immigrant parents’ educational life histories and value systems 

affect how they construct learner identities for their children in school and home-based pursuits? 

 
Findings 
Luke Vuong (age 13) and his younger sister Anna (age 10) were born in the Philippines to Vietnamese parents, 

mother Agnes and father Sinh (all names are pseudonyms). The Vuong family immigrated to the United States 

from the Philippines in 2002, when Luke and Anna were young children. The family speaks Vietnamese at 

home, although both children are bilingual in Vietnamese and English.  
Over the course of our team’s acquaintance with the Vuongs, Luke’s mother Agnes expressed deep and 

repeated concerns that Luke did not study hard enough or do well enough in school. Her concern about his 

academic performance caused her serious distress, and resulted in changing Luke’s school enrollment, 

requesting standardized testing to test his cognitive abilities, and multiple efforts to support out of school 

learning opportunities including after school clubs, individual reading, and educational software. Agnes 

frequently described Luke as being “lazy” and needing constant “pushing” to complete and turn in his 

schoolwork.  

As we continued working with the Vuongs, it became clear that the way in which Agnes positioned 

Luke academically was heavily informed by her experiences growing up in South Vietnam. Agnes’s formative 

years were spent in a home and a national environment where economic and educational opportunities were 

both limited and often unequally distributed. Agnes often expressed to us that Vietnamese students were 

expected to study long hours and prepare intensively for admission to a limited number of university 

possibilities. She related her own experience of being unable to pursue a university education, and the 

subsequent great importance she placed on the educational opportunities of her children. Agnes’ values, derived 

largely from her social and cultural histories, have clearly impacted the family’s decisions related to Luke’s 

learning.   

At the same time as Agnes and other family members positioned Luke negatively with respect to his 

school performance, however, Luke had a developing identity within his family as someone who is 

knowledgeable and skilled in a home-based pursuit - operating and maintaining a variety of technological tools. 

When our research team first met the Vuongs, they did not own a computer, but Luke reported helping his 

father, Sinh, use the Internet in their apartment complex’s computer room. The Vuongs bought their first 

computer in part with proceeds from participating in our study, and since then, they have owned a series of 

desktop and laptop computers, as well as other technological systems (e.g., televisions, speaker systems, 

handheld and console video games). Agnes reported multiple times that she calls on Luke for help with the 

family computer, including installing software and operating various programs. She also related that Luke was 

one of the main participants in putting together a new television and speaker system, and that the family calls on 

him to troubleshoot technological problems. While she continues to express concern that Luke’s studying and 

academic performance are below her expectations, Agnes increasingly praises Luke’s mechanical abilities and 

his understanding of technology.   

The ways in which Luke is positioned in school- and home-based pursuits  have been informed by 

family members’ educational experiences and cultural values. Each of these factors can have multiple and 

complex influences on how learner identities are formed and sustained. For example, one reason Luke’s parents 

(especially his mother) look to him for technological expertise at home is because of his comparatively stronger 
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abilities in speaking and reading English. At the same time, however, one likely factor behind Luke’s 

difficulties in school is his challenge in developing academic English at the necessary level of sophistication.  

This work sheds light on how families’ sociocultural histories play important roles in educational 

identity formation. It also has relevance for understanding learning pathways among the growing population of 

immigrant and bicultural youth in the United States. As ethnic and cultural diversity continues to increase in the 

nation’s schools, educators must take a complex view of the students in their classrooms and of the myriad of 

social and material influences on who these young people are and will become.  

 

Paper 2: Orienting Children Towards Science: Influences of Parental Values 
and Family History on How Parents Arrange Children’s Educational 
Experiences  
This paper looks at the role of mothers in supporting and arranging for educational experiences related to 

science and math—both in school and out of school—for their daughters. Ethnographic methods are used to 

create three mother-daughter case studies. In each case study, the mother’s family histories are analyzed in 

relationship to science and math learning experiences that they plan for and decide about with their daughters. 

This work identified four key areas of educational decision making: 1) middle school selection, (2) afterschool 

programs, (3) summer learning activities, and (4) the at-home structure created for homework, hobbies or other 

pursuits. The research question that guides this study is: What is the influence of family histories and parental 

values on how parents arrange and encourage educational experiences related to science and math for their 

daughters? The focus is on the four themes above as the girls transitioned from elementary school into middle 

school. 

 Work in developmental psychology focuses on parental educational beliefs—especially in the areas of 

academic stereotypes and achievement (e.g., Bhanot &  Jovanovic, 2005; Raty & Kasanen, 2007). This work 

explores the psychological mechanisms underlying the under-representation of females in math, science and 

engineering fields. A related line of work adds social interactions to its psychological analysis of how parents 

foster disciplinary affiliations. Researchers (Crowley, Callanan, Tenenbaum, & Allen, 2001; Tenenbaum & 

Leaper, 2003) studied parent-child interactions and found that parents differentially orient their children towards 

subject matter learning—spending more time with boys on science. Other work analyzed how children engage 

in school science in comparison to their reported home experiences. Researchers (Brickhouse, Lowery, & 

Schultz, 2000) found that home activities and social networks were important in determining science identities. 

Barron et al. (2009) found that youth with more sophisticated STEM expertise had benefited from a greater 

variety of parental supports for their learning. 

 This paper adds on this literature in three ways. First, the majority of prior work analyzes large data 

sets, assessment protocols, and/or interviews. Observations of activities in family settings are added. Second, 

many studies compare the beliefs of the children to the beliefs of the parent. This comparison ignores the social 

processes by which the beliefs are shared. Here, the analysis is on parents’ beliefs and values embedded in 

family practices to understand how the processes by which the daughters take up or resist their parents’ ideas. 

Finally, much of the research looks to understand if mothers or fathers give more support to their sons or 

daughters. Instead, here the focus is on the experiences of girls and women.  

 

Findings 
This analysis focuses on three mothers and three girls—Raven, Wendy, and Penelope (pseudonyms)—when 

they discussed or reflected on decisions related to learning experiences or when they crafted learning 

arrangements. Overall, Wendy’s, Raven’s, and Penelope’s mothers were active learning advocates. As 

advocates, the mothers were involved and involved others in helping their children. The mother arranged for or 

assisted with homework, helped with searches for relevant information, sought out learning activities for their 

child, and provided access to artifacts and tools. Mothers set up physical spaces for academic success in the 

home—including access to computers and materials needed for homework. These mothers also arranged for 

trips to extend learning (e.g., Raven to the library and Wendy to an organic garden). 

 The mothers’ experiences with their own parents were often articulated as influencing their activities 

with their daughters. For example, Eve Smith, Penelope’s mother, was born, raised, and schooled in the 

Philippines; where she received a bachelor's degree in management. Eve expressed that while education was 

valued in her family, higher education was not necessarily valued for women by her father.  Eve told us her 

father “didn’t want to waste his money sending her to school; she should just stay home and get married.  –

Smith home, November 14, 2006”. Unlike her father, Eve often encouraged Penelope in math and science—and 

school more generally.  Eve determined Penelope was going to college, sharing with the research team that she 

was already saving money. During multiple visits, Penelope teased the research team that she did not want to 

attend college at our institution—she commented instead about liking another local university and its mascot. 

While teasing was a communication genre common in the Smith household, it also revealed Penelope’s 
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awareness at 5
th

 grade of multiple colleges in her immediate area and her goal to attend one. In this way, Eve’s 

views advocating for Penelope’s educational experiences and Penelope’s goals for herself were shaped from 

Eve’s father’s talk around schooling. 

 Raven’s mother Cyndi also used her life experiences to navigate suggesting college. Cyndi cited her 

love of school and her own lack of success in getting her bachelor’s degree as motivation for Raven. Wendy’s 

mother Grace was more immediately focused on her daughter’s success in middle and high school through 

joining the gifted and talented program, and Wendy’s college was not such a primary focus for Grace.  

The mothers worked to make their homes environments where scholarship was encouraged, high 

standards were achieved, and academics were balanced with recreational and social times. At the same time, 

mothers created home environments that were resources for learning the knowledge and practices valued by the 

families’ communities. For example, the mothers set up homework spaces and/or resources, arranged with tools 

(i.e., Internet, rulers, books, etc.) for the children to use. They created social networks to support learning from 

cultural groups, from neighbors, from golfing partners, from family, and from religious groups. The social 

networks were used for science and math learning, and they were also used in support of hobbies and other 

interests. 

  In the case of Eve and Penelope, Eve encouraged Penelope to work on her homework and to 

participate in academically-related afterschool programs, like the science afterschool program. When the 

transition to middle school happened, Eve thought about how she could change her life to be more helpful to 

Penelope academically, as illustrated by this fieldnote excerpt: “Eve and I talk about her new schedule—she 

wants to be more help with Penelope and her middle school homework. She is trying to adjust her [work] 

schedule to help Penelope study math and science. – Smith family home, 2006-11-14”. Eve relied not only on 

the school but herself to support Penelope’s continued academic success. Eve did this through buying 

commercial books, arranging for one of Penelope’s godmothers to tutor Penelope in math concepts, and 

encouraging her to participate in a science afterschool program as well as a church-centered music afterschool 

program. 

Grace also created an academic environment for her three daughters including Wendy—often 

maintaining a library-like quiet during study times.  During the academic year, Grace planned an afterschool 

schedule for Wendy that included homework time, music practice, a 30-minute television break, and a snack.  In 

one case, when Grace was not home, she created instead an afterschool work-play schedule for Wendy on a 

Post-It™ note.  Grace also encouraged her children to participate in supplemental activities. Cyndi was 

observed to give similar assistance through spending time on the Internet looking up help for math and related 

subjects and by taking Raven to the library.  

 

Conclusion 
One of the main findings is that the children’s family life was a rich collection of learning resources to support 

science and math as well as cultural activities (music, religion, and cooking). Mothers acted as learning 

advocates to craft learning experiences for their daughters that they believed to be the most useful (based on 

their own histories and cultural experiences) is not readily available. Families tapped social networks to provide 

their daughters the kinds of science and math related experiences are believed (based on parental histories and 

cultural experiences) will provide the daughters the best experiences, and parents gave their daughters choice, in 

varying degrees, about their educational decisions. Additionally, families were thoughtful when selecting 

educational opportunities for their children—to balance academic and social needs. Parents are not commonly 

studied in the learning as resources that provide science-related help, yet these cases show how parents, and 

mothers in specific, have a huge impact in helping a child learn science-related knowledge and skills related to 

both school work and out-of-school pursuits. This analysis argues that mothers need to be more considered in 

their role as learning partners when trying to understand the development of their daughters’ disciplinary 

affiliation and identity. 

 

Paper 3: Examining the Complex Ecologies Associated with Immigrant Youth 
and Family Educational Decision Making  
Youth from immigrant families make up a large percentage of youth in the United States and the percentage is 

steadily increasing (e.g., Fuligni, 1997). Yet, little is understood about their lives (Suárez-Orozco, Suárez-

Orozco, and Todorova, 2008). Many scholars studying immigration and education have focused on bilingual 

education (cf. Suárez-Orozco, Suárez-Orozco, and Qin, 2005) and academic achievement once youth from 

immigrant families become participants in the United States’ educational system (e.g., Suárez-Orozco, Suárez-

Orozco, and Todorova, 2008). In addition to these important areas of scholarship, we propose a focus on how 

immigrant youth and families learn what it means to “do” school in the United States, which we argue is a form 

of expertise (cf. Bricker and Bell, 2008; Ericsson, Charness, Feltovich, and Hoffman, 2006). Given the 

importance of prior experience relative to acts of learning (e.g., Bransford, Brown, and Cocking, 2000), our 
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analysis hinges on emic (Harris, 1987; Pike, 1954) and place-based (e.g., Holloway and Valentine, 2000) 

accounts of lived educational histories.  

We wish to examine what meanings immigrant youth and families associate with the concept of 

schooling given their lived educational histories, which include educational experiences (both formal and 

informal) in countries of origin, as well as those along migratory paths. We examine the everyday spaces 

associated with schooling that immigrant youth and/or their parents inhabit over time, including the spatial 

discourses used in these everyday spaces (cf. Holloway and Valentine, 2000). Our research question for this 

analysis is: What ideologies and lived experience undergird educational decisions made by immigrant youth and 

families?  
 

Findings 
To investigate our research question, we utilize data from two case studies of Biqila Gamada and Ka-zee 

Cheung respectively. Biqila and Ka-zee are focal participants in the aforementioned ethnographic research. 

Biqila and his family arrived from Kenya two years before enrolling in the ethnography. Ka-zee was born in the 

United States but her parents came to the United States from Vietnam. As part of our analysis, we map both 

Biqila and Ka-zee’s educational patterns, which are influenced by parental educational ideologies and 

experiences.  

In Biqila’s case, he understands the educational choices made by his family in the larger context of his 

and his families’ lived schooling experiences in Africa (namely Ethiopia and Kenya). His father attended only a 

few years of elementary school in Ethiopia. Biqila’s sister reports her father telling all of his children that 

without an education, everyone will “…use you as a napkin” (i.e., wipe their hands on you). All decisions are 

made in Biqila’s household based on furthering one’s education because Biqila’s father wants his children to 

“…be somebody like he wants to see.” In this analysis, we show how in one instance a particular educational 

decision becomes contested space (Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga, 2003) and threatens to pit obtaining an 

education against the development of significant expertise development in a sport (which if continues has a high 

probability of culminating in a higher education scholarship). We also use an interdiscursive analysis (e.g., 

Bricker and Bell, in preparation; Silverstein, 2005) to highlight the various spatial and temporal aspects of 

Biqila’s lived educational history and choices as they unfold along extended learning pathways.  

In Ka-zee’s case, we note that all educational decisions are made by Ka-zee’s father Mau. Ka-zee has 

been tracked into special education programs and classes since early elementary school. Mau makes educational 

decisions for Ka-zee based on his educational ideology that in Vietnam, only the top tiered students have a 

chance to compete for employment that confers economic advantages, while in the United States, even those 

who are mediocre can still “make it.” Using interaction analysis to find patterns in discourse and behavior, we 

map Mau’s educational behaviors and ideologies of what it means to “do” school to his own educational 

experiences in Vietnam. We also report on how Mau ‘learned’ what it means to make educational choices for 

one’s offspring in the United States; learning that is situated in a space undergirded by racial and socioeconomic 

influences. 

 

Conclusion 
These cases show the influence of educational ideology and lived experience in educational practices and 

decision-making. Through geographic, linguistic, and interaction analyses, we uncover and explore these 

educational ideologies and patterns and show how they travel through space and time to influence educational 

decisions. In addition, we show that educational decisions, although made to offer youth the best education 

possible, can conflict with other possible decisions and experiences that might lead to the very educational 

opportunities that parents want for their children.  
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Symposium overview
Many studies have shown that small-group work can have positive effects on student 

achievement, especially compared to other forms of instruction that involve less peer interaction (e.g., 

O'Donnell, 2006). However, learners may not benefit as much as they could, because they often fail to 

spontaneously engage in productive forms of interaction and dialogue (Fischer, Kollar, Haake & 

Mandl, 2007). An expert teacher or tutor monitoring group progress and providing support in real time 

has been found to significantly improve group productivity (see Webb, 2009, for a recent review on 

guidance of collaborative group work). In this symposium, we focus on human guidance directly 

provided by a teacher during (1) small group discussion, and (2) scripted through assigning the role of 

tutor and tutee in dyadic collaboration (also called peer tutoring). For example, in teacher-guided, 

small-group discussion, Chiu (2004) has shown that the explicitness of teacher's content-specific help

was negatively related to students being on task immediately after the teacher's intervention, and to 

group's performance on that problem. Providing low levels of help content, and issuing few directives 

seemed to benefit student performance. Chiu showed that beyond the kinds of interventions teachers 

undertook, a key element in determining the effectiveness of teacher interventions is whether the 

teacher's help is tied to students' ideas (see also Meloth and Deering, 1999 for similar insights). As 

claimed by Yackel (2002), however, such an adaptive behavior task is extremely complex for teachers, 

especially since they have to closely monitor group and individual progress.

Peer tutoring has also been found as productive. For example, in reciprocal teaching (Brown & 

Palincsar, 1989; Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 1999), students were trained to carry out certain strategies 

designed to their improve comprehension of their texts. Fuchs and colleagues (Fuchs et al, 1997) 

studied tutors-students trained to give highly elaborated conceptual rather than algorithmic 

explanations helped in promoting high-level discourse. Reflecting on the important activity of the help 

receiver, King (1999) trained tutors to ask questions designed to encourage the tutee to provide 

explanations, to ask further questions to push the tutee to elaborate upon or justify their explanations as 

well as to correct incomplete or incorrect explanations. All these experiments led to overall beneficial 

effects but the contingency of the help given by the tutor to the tutee, its adaptive character, is crucial 

but not easily reached.    

On-line learning environments open new perspectives for guiding both small-group discussion 

and peer tutoring. The tools embedded in computer software may enable the teacher/tutor to monitor 

and evaluate group and individual processes more accurately, and as a result provide support that is 

contingent upon the learners’ needs. However, it is questionable whether the positive results obtained 

in face-to-face settings are transferable in the guidance of small groups or individuals in on-line 

environments. On-line guidance of individuals or small groups is then a new enterprise.    

The four presentations in this symposium focus on the effectiveness of guided small group 

discussion and peer tutoring and on their adaptive character. We will describe moderation and tutoring

strategies, the unfolding interaction between moderator and group (members), the effectiveness of 

certain prompts and strategies over others, and, for on-line group work, ways to support the teacher or

tutor. The first presentation focuses on face-to-face peer tutoring. It proposes a new quantitative 

methodology to study the reciprocal relation between the actions of the tutor/teacher/moderator, on the 

one hand, and of the tutee/small-group, on the other. They show how this new methodology may be 

used to gain new insights into the way both sides of the interaction mutually influence each other’s 

actions. The three other presentations concern on-line group work and show indeed that peer tutors can 

be effectively supported by computer software to become more adaptive to their peer tutees’ needs

(Walker, Koedinger & Rummel), that moderators can adaptively moderate multiple synchronous 

discussions (Schwarz & Asterhan), and that teachers can cope with students' heteroglossia in e-

discussions on socio-scientific issues (Baker). 
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Statistical Discourse Analysis of Young Children's Peer Tutoring at 
Computers
Christine Wang, Ming Ming Chiu & Cynthia Carter Ching

Past studies have shown that active participation is essential for peer tutoring and collaboration 

that successfully yields subsequent individual learning gains (e.g., Mackie, 1983; Gauvain & Rogoff, 

1989). Yet these studies are lacking in two ways:  (1) excessive focus on tutor actions can limit our 

understanding of the tutees' contributions (Chi, Siler, & Jeong, 2004); and (2) understudied sequential 

mechanisms between early actions and later actions of tutors and tutees within and across peer tutoring 

sessions may limit our understanding of moment-by-moment tutoring dynamics (Ellis & Gauvain, 

1992). These challenges become compounded when we look at young children as a peer tutoring 

population, because, compared to studies of older populations, the limited indicators of participation 

(often verbal expression of new ideas or disagreement, Roscoe & Chi, in press) are not sensitive 

enough to capture younger children's emerging (and sometimes effective) tutoring processes (Cooper, 

Ayers-Lopez, & Marquis, 1982).  

The purposes of this study are to address these limitations in the existing literature, to understand 

young tutors and tutees’ mutual and sequential influence on each other’s participation while engaged in 

computer tasks, and to investigate what other kinds of non-verbal indicators of engagement would be 

effective for this population. We focused on two one-on-one tutoring sessions, one for each of two 

groups consisting of a first-grader one kindergartner.  The task was for the first grader to teach the 

kindergarteners to use the SimpleText computer program. Using statistical discourse analysis (SDA, 

Chiu & Khoo, 2005), we analyzed the videotaped behavior sequences of a first-grader (Nancy) 

teaching two kindergartners (Calvin, Ellen) to use the SimpleText program during 469 transcript 

conversation turns. Each conversation turn was coded for the variables used in the model (see Figures 1 

and 2), which showed high inter-coder reliability (Krippendorff's ! [2004]).

Unlike ordinary least squares regressions, SDA addresses the difficulties of nested data, discrete 

outcomes, and serial correlation during analysis of group processes at the conversation turn level. SDA 

identifies watersheds (breakpoints) and models discrete outcomes, time period differences, serial 

correlation, and direct and indirect effects.  

Pyij=p(Yyij=1|Calvin,b01)=F(by00+fy0j+by01Calvin)  (1) 

The probability (Pyij ) that the vector of y tutee outcome variables Yyij occurs at turn i of time 

period j is the expected value of Yyij via the Logit link function (F) of the overall mean by00, the time 

period deviations (fy0j), and each variable (e.g., Calvin). 

Pyij=F(by00+fy0j+by01Calvin+!"!#yujUyij+byvjVy(i-1)j+"yvjVy(i-2)j) (2)

Current (U) and previous speaker variables (Vy(i-1)j, Vy(i-2)j) were entered via a vector 

autoregression (see Figures; Kennedy, 2004). These analyses were then applied to the parallel tutor 

outcome variables.

Results
The tutor and the tutees generally gazed on-task (89%; 80%, respectively) and were active (81%, 

61%). Being “active” was defined as talking, using the computer, or pointing.  The tutor contributed 

more ideas (53% vs. 17%) and displayed positive emotion more often (10% vs. 5%).  Locations of 

artifacts (mouse, keyboard), tutor behaviors, and tutee behaviors all influenced one another's 

participation (see Figures). The tutees were more active when the mouse or keyboard was closer to 

them. While tutor commands increased tutee activity, tutor disagreement stifled it.  However, the 

explanatory models differed substantially for each tutee. Results also suggest that tutor actions might 

have stronger effects and be more important when tutees are less engaged or more passive. More 

important, tutee differences altered interaction dynamics, even with the same tutor on the same task. 

The keyboard location and tutee behaviors had similar effects on the tutor’s behaviors such as 

disagreement, on-task gaze, actions and emotional displays.

Sequential effects were also noted. For example, tutee disagreements sharply increased tutor 

disagreements. After the tutee gazed on-task (–1), the tutor was more likely to express a new idea, 

suggesting that the tutor checked for joint attention before expressing a new idea.  This result suggests 

that young tutors attend to one another's engagement more subtly than shown in previous research. 

Tutee new ideas did not immediately beget further new ideas, suggesting that the tutor might have 

spent time processing the tutee’s new ideas. 

There are several contributions that we see from this early exploratory work. First, the 

multidimensional indicators of active participation (verbal, non-verbal, computer-related actions, 

emotions) provided many ways to study interaction during peer tutoring. Second, we expanded the 

tutoring explanatory mechanism by showing how tutees influence tutors and how they mutually 
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interact. The tutor's different tutoring dynamics with different tutees highlight how tutoring 

mechanisms can differ across working pairs. Future research can illuminate how tutor differences 

influence tutoring dynamics. Third, the statistical discourse analysis systematically shows how recent 

actions affect subsequent actions at the micro-level and suggests future applications at the macro-level 

to address temporal issues. This study suggests that online moderators and online students would 

likewise mutually influence one another, and that online artifacts can also play a substantial role in 

directing attention and influencing participation. Specifically, online moderators can benefit from 

access to online students' computer actions and video displays of their non-verbal behaviors to adapt to 

their needs accordingly.

Figure 1. Model predicting 4 types of tutee participation behaviors. All arrows indicate significant 

effects Solid arrows indicate positive effects and dashed lines indicate negative effects. Thick arrows 

indicate larger effects.

Figure 2. Model predicting 7 types of tutor behaviors. All arrows indicate significant effects Solid 

arrows indicate positive effects, dashed lines, negative effects. Thick arrows indicate larger effects.

Automated Adaptive Support for Peer Tutoring in High-School Mathematics

Erin Walker, Nikol Rummel and Kenneth R. Koedinger

Reciprocal peer tutoring is a type of small-group work where two students of similar abilities take turns 

tutoring each other. It has been shown to improve domain learning of students involved (Fantuzzo, 
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Riggio, Connelly & Dimeff, 1989), most likely because students who tutor other students benefit from 

the reflective and elaborative processes involved in observing problem-solving steps and providing 

explanations (Roscoe & Chi, 2007). However, for students to benefit from the tutee role they must 

receive help that is conceptual (Fuchs et al., 1997) and that gives the tutee correct information about the 

domain (Webb, 1989). Many previous efforts at assisting peer tutoring have focused on structuring the 

tutoring process. For example, King, Staffieri, and Adelgais (1998) attempt to increase the conceptual 

content of the interaction by having students ask each other a series of questions at different levels of 

depth, and Fantuzzo et al. (1989) support the correctness of the interaction by having students compare 

tutee problem-solving steps to problem solutions.  While these approaches have been successful, 

adaptive support for the peer tutor may be an improvement over fixed support in two ways. First, it 

would be able to provide individually tailored interaction support, for example by detecting when peer 

tutor help was not conceptual enough, and giving relevant feedback. Second, it would be able to 

provide context-sensitive domain support, adaptively alerting peer tutors to tutee errors rather than 

simply providing a resource for peer tutors to consult. 

We have developed adaptive support for peer tutoring by augmenting the Cognitive Tutor 

Algebra (Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997), a successful intelligent tutoring system for 

individual learning, with peer tutoring activities. In our extended system, students work on literal 

equation solving problems, where they are given a prompt like, “Solve for x” and an equation like “ax 

+ by = c”. Each student gets the opportunity to tutor a partner by observing the tutee solve problems, 

marking problem steps, and giving help in a chat window. We provided peer tutors with two types of 

adaptive support: one which assisted the peer tutor in giving correct help (domain component), and one 

which assisted the peer tutor in giving conceptual help (interaction component). For the domain 

component, we adapted the hints and feedback already present in the Cognitive Tutor Algebra for a 

collaborative context. As tutees took steps in the problem, peer tutors were asked to mark the tutees’ 

steps as correct or incorrect. If peer tutors made an error (e.g., marked a “correct” step “incorrect”), the 

system indicated the error by highlighting it in the interface, and then gave peer tutors the domain 

feedback students would typically receive if they were solving the problem individually, along with a 

prompt to communicate it to the tutee (see Figure 1a). As tutees solved the problem, the peer tutor 

could request a domain hint from the computer tutor at any time. While this domain help provided peer 

tutors with information on which problem-solving steps were correct and why, it did not provide 

explicit guidance or feedback on how students should help their partner, and thus we added an 

additional interaction component to the assistance. Prior to composing a chat message, students were 

asked to select a sentence classifier labeling their message as a prompt (“Ask Why”), error feedback 

(“Explain Why Wrong”), hint (“Give Hint”), or explanation (“Explain What Next”). Upon submitting 

the help, an intelligent tutor for collaboration used a combination of the self-classification, an 

automated assessment of the help quality, and the domain context (whether tutees had just made an 

error or not) to make an estimate of the level of student help-giving skills. Based on this assessment, 

the computer gave context-sensitive reflective prompts in the chat window that were seen by both the 

peer tutor and the tutee (see Figure 1b). We expected that the adaptive support would lead peer tutors to 

give more correct help by alerting them to the domain errors that they made, and lead peer tutors to 

give more conceptual help by alerting them when more conceptual help would be necessary.

We conducted a classroom study with 77 participants comparing two conditions: adaptive 

assistance (40 participants) and fixed assistance (37 participants). In the fixed condition, students had 

access to problem solutions and tips for good collaboration. The support contained the same content as 

the assistance in the adaptive condition but did not vary based on student actions. We found that 

adaptive support did indeed have a positive effect on student help. When peer tutors made marking 

errors, they corrected their error significantly more often in the adaptive than in the fixed condition 

(adaptive M = 65.8%, SD = 26.6%; fixed M = 7.5%, SD = 14.6%; F(1,69 = 127.6), p < 0.001). Further, 

students gave significantly more conceptual help in the adaptive than in the fixed condition (adaptive M

= 2.58, SD = 2.75; fixed M = 1.38, SD = 2.14; Mann-Whitney U = 525.5; p = 0.05). Overall, it 

appeared that adaptive support was more effective than fixed support at improving student interaction.

We further examined why the adaptive support may have had a positive effect on student 

interaction using qualitative observations. Interestingly, when students received reflective prompts they 

would rarely acknowledge them, and often would not appear to incorporate the advice into their next 

utterance. This behavior was in stark contrast to their use of domain hints given by the computer, which 

were often immediately repeated to tutees in a form stripped of conceptual content (e.g., tutors might 

receive the hint “subtract x to get it to the other side”, and simply say “subtract x”). This pattern of 

behaviors suggested either that students perceived domain help as more integral to the task than 

interaction help, or that they perceived it as easier to implement than interaction help. Further, it 

seemed that students felt free to ignore advice from a computer in a way that they would not from a 

human being, potentially because our computer agent was not as responsive to specific student 
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utterances as a human would be. Given these observations, it is interesting that student behavior 

improved in the adaptive condition compared to the fixed condition. One factor that qualitatively 

appeared to mediate this process was student feelings of accountability for their partner’s learning. It is 

possible that even the limited responsiveness of the computer to the peer tutor behavior, in combination 

with the reflective prompts being posted publicly (i.e., in view of the peer tutee), triggered feelings of 

social responsibility which led peer tutors to give help more thoughtfully. Accountability also played a 

role in how peer tutors attributed the help they give tutees. Peer tutors would occasionally frame their 

help as coming from the computer (e.g., “it wants you to subtract x”), placing peer tutors and tutees in 

the position of interpreting the help together. Allowing peer tutors to take on a novice role compared to 

the computer may be a secondary advantage of the assistance provided. In future work, we hope to 

explore why adaptive support has a beneficial effect on student interaction, and what features of 

adaptive support augment this effect.

Figure 1. The adaptive domain support and adaptive interaction support given to collaborating students.

Human guidance of synchronous discussions: A nascent school practice
Baruch Schwarz and Christa Asterhan

Although small group methods have been shown to have positive effects on student achievement 

(e.g., O'Donnell, 2006; Slavin, 1995), simply placing students in small groups does not guarantee 

learning gains which depend on the quality and depth of discussions, such as the extent to which 

students give/receive help, share knowledge, build on each others' ideas and justify their own, and the 

extent to which students recognize and resolve contradictions between their own and others' 

perspectives (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009; Webb & Palincsar, 1996). Teachers should then help to avoid 

detrimental practices and to facilitate beneficial ones. However, little is known about how the teacher 

can foster small group learning. Influencing student interaction through teacher's discourse is 

particularly underrepresented in research (Webb, 2009). Several studies (e.g., Chiu, 2004; Webb, 2009) 

have found that beyond the question of what type of teacher prompts are more effective (direct or 

indirect, explicit or implicit) , a key element in determining the effectiveness of teacher interventions is 

whether the teacher's help is tied to students' ideas.

Due to the complexity of this task (Yackel, 2002), some researchers have preferred to adopt a 

phenomenological approach to observe how extraordinary teachers facilitate group learning in specific 

contexts (e.g., Hmelo and Barrows, 2006, 2008 in a PBL context; and Zhan, Scardamalia, Reeve and 

Messina, 2009, for long-term classroom learning in small groups with Knowledge Forum). These 

studies show that small-group facilitation is complex but possible and open new research directions: (a) 

How can 'normal' teachers face the challenge of ascertaining student thinking during small group work 

to base their interventions? (b) How can ‘regular’ teachers successfully monitor and support several 

discussion groups at the same time? Our goal is to show that it is possible to provide a suitable 

environment that tackles these challenges in the context of a program for fostering critical thinking 

through collective argumentation.

Overall, software tools have limited ability to provide adaptive scaffolding (Puntambekar & 

Hübscher, 2005). Collaborative scripts are not adaptive either. In the context of a-synchronous 

discussions in on-line group work in post-secondary e-courses, guidance has been studied and referred 

to as e-moderation (e.g., Salmon (2004). Human guidance of synchronous group discussions seems to 

be more appropriate, but has not been sufficiently studied yet. Studying guidance of synchronous 

discussions is then a new adventure but two ideas of e-moderation of e-courses should be retained: 
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Moderators should not be intrusive but be caring about their students. The balance between non-

intrusiveness and care is difficult to find, since moderation should be based on ascertaining current 

group thinking. 

Design research for enabling e-moderation of multiple synchronous discussions
As our goal concerns facilitating critical reasoning through synchronous group interaction, the

moderator is committed (a) to participation, (b) to argumentation, and (c) to the other. Moderating 

commitment to argumentation is particularly demanding since it means both monitoring argumentative 

moves and following the ideas developed along with these argumentative moves, especially in classes, 

that is, in multiple synchronous discussions. We undertook a design research program that led to the 

construction of the Moderator’s Interface, placed within a multifunctional environment called 

Argunaut. Figure 1 shows some of the most important functionalities of the Argunaut Moderator’s 

Interface (AMI). 

Figure 1. Argunaut’s Moderator’s Interface and its main features.

In this presentation, we will report on a case study in which one teacher, Rhonna, moderated

four groups of three university students discussing societal dilemmas. We will answer three questions. 

The two first are: (1) What are the strategies of e-moderation in parallel synchronous discussions? and 

(2) what are the AMI’s functionalities that mediate the enactment of these functionalities? The AMI, is 

central in all the strategies deployed by Rhonna in her multiple discussions. It enables passing from one 

group to another one instantaneously. This possibility combined with the persistence of previous 

contributions confers to AMI the potentiality to navigate across multiple synchronous discussions. 

Rhonna begins by (a) observing contributions without intervening though hovering over postings to 

quickly read their content in the Discussion Graph tab, or scrolling up and down the Chat Table tab, 

help grasping the development of ideas. This observation leads her to identify the development of ideas 

and the contribution of students in this development. Also, the role of each participant could be made 

salient through selecting a discussant in the participant list made his/her contribution visible in the 

Discussion Graph or in the Table Chat. The Ontology Use and the Group relations tab were mostly 

used to get an impression about overall group functioning.   

An interesting strategy developed by Rhonna is (b) to include students in their group 

discussion through private care, that is, without the other discussants being aware of that private care: 
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she first notices that one student did not participate, and then in her successive visits to the group of 

this student, to monitor her participation. Rhonna uses private channels of communication with 

annotations attached to specific contributions. She finally convinces her to participate because two 

channels, public and private are open at the same time. A third general strategy is to encourage groups 

to open new perspectives through generic interventions. This is made possible because Rhonna is able 

to monitor the development of one discussion at a glance with the help of awareness tools through the 

Ontology use tab that shows the distribution of connecting links, and suggests for example that there is 

too much agreement in a particular discussion. The Remote Control Panel enables Rhonna to send pop-

up messages to the group as whole to prompt them to consider additional perspectives.  She also (d) 

progressively helps in deepening the discussion space either by using generic interventions or through 

specific hints. These monitoring actions are once more achieved through the Discussion Graph and the 

Chat Table. The Chat Table is particularly handy to check ideas with dexterity. Rhonna also uses the 

distribution of links to see that links are almost uniformly black, indicating a lack of distinctive and 

different standpoints. She uses the remote control panel through alternation and combination of 

highlighting, using pop-ups and annotations to encourage the deepening of the discussion space. She 

draw the discussants' attention to specific contributions or groups of contributions (through 

highlighting); she refers to a specific contribution through a question or a challenge (with annotations); 

and she points at a general lack of the discussion (with the pop-ups). She also (e) socializes students 

that include themselves in discussions, of course in the public sphere, without patronizing but rather in 

indirect ways: After having identified that one student is willing to participate in the discussion but that 

the others have not referred to her so far, Rhonna initializes private communication with her to 

encourage her and public communication to encourage the discussants to refer to each other. This 

combination enables the socialization of an out-group discussant into the discussion, in a delicate way 

and by avoiding any patronizing. Rhonna also (f) puts public focus on specific issues (substantial or 

problematic). The power of this strategy depends on the possibility to advertise it. The Remote Control 

Panel enables an array of moderator's interventions to catch the eye of the group persistently, until 

discussants catch the bait. 

In the presentation we will also answer a third and central question: Do e-moderation actions 

have some impact on the flow of synchronous discussions?  We will show that to some extent, the 

moderator could capitalize on the tools provided by the system and use them to evaluate the 

effectiveness of her past actions. We will conclude that the adaptive facilitation of multiple 

synchronous discussions is possible in classrooms. We will show then that this nascent practice with 

help in the organization of learning settings in classrooms that preserve group collaboration but give to 

the teacher a central role in moderating multiple discussions towards productive interactions.  

Buds, flowers and fruit: potentialities for guidance in collaborative 
argumentation-based learning
Michael Baker

The title of this presentation is inspired from the following passage of Vygotsky’s works, justly 

famous for the power of its imagery: “The zone of proximal development defines those functions that 

have not yet matured but are in the process of maturation, functions that will mature tomorrow but are 

currently in an embryonic state. These functions could be termed the “buds” or “flowers” of 

development rather than the “fruits” of development.” (Vygotsky, 1935/1978, p. 86). Bruner’s seminal 

work (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976) defined types of tutorial interventions that could guide (or 

“scaffold”) and facilitate the processes whereby such buds could come to fruition. The relevant use of 

scaffolding strategies required the adult to be able to identify features of the individual learners’ 

problem-solving behavior, such as focusing on the problem, progression towards the solution, 

motivation and emotion. The growing emphasis in the Learning Sciences research community on the 

study of collaborative learning in small groups raises problems for adaptive guidance of such groups of 

a quite different order of complexity from those encountered in individual learning. Whilst teachers 

guiding individual learning need to pay attention to problem-solving in specific domains, and 

individuals’ emotional states, in group interactions, if there genuinely is collaboration, then problem 

solutions emerge from the interaction via processes that in some sense go beyond the sum of individual 

contributions. In many countries, teachers are simply not trained to be aware of and to identify the 

“buds” of potentially productive and constructive forms of interaction (Miyake, 1986; Baker, 1999).

In this paper, I begin by discussing potentially constructive forms of interaction, for a specific 

genre: argumentative interactions, arising during collaborative problem-solving in science, and 

pedagogically-oriented debates concerning societal questions. This focus is motivated by an extensive 

and growing literature on the role of argumentative interactions in the co-construction of knowledge 
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(e.g. Coirier & Andriessen, 1999; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Leitão, 2000; Andriessen, Baker & Suthers, 

2003; Schwarz & Glassner, 2003; Muller-Mirza & Perret-Clermont, 2009). Within this research, three 

main families of such processes have been described. The first set of potentially constructive processes 

concerns changes in students’ degrees of epistemic commitment (“change in view”, Harman, 1986) 

towards the problem solutions that are proposed (for example, changes in belief and/or acceptance). 

The way that students’ views change turns out to be radically different according to whether they ‘care’ 

or not about what is being discussed; in other words, whether the topic involves their value and idea 

systems (such as in the case of discussing human cloning) or does not (such as in working on the 

concept of energy in physics). In one case, students are often led to strengthen and deepen their views, 

as a result of argumentation; in the other, they proceed by elimination of flawed proposals (Baker, 

2003). The second set of processes involves knowledge negotiation, building or co-construction of new 

solutions, during argumentation itself, or as a means of building new compromises. The third set 

involves cognitive-linguistic operations performed on fundamental concepts at stake in the debate, 

distinguishing concepts from each other (by “argument by dissociation”), and deepening the meaning 

of the questions being debated (Baker, 2002).

Such complex and subtle potentially constructive interactive processes are difficult for teachers 

— as for researchers — to identify. Indeed, teachers may need to set their understanding of students’ 

interactive learning processes within a broader understanding of collaborative learning, whereby their 

guidance interventions as moderators of students’ debates operate on at least three dimensions: 

effective collaboration (such as degree of shared participation, listening and uptake), moderation of the 

debate itself (adhesion to debate ground rules, coherence, progression towards a clear outcome) and 

providing or verifying taught knowledge. The problem of teachers’ identification of dialogical learning 

potentials is further compounded by the prevalent heteroglossia (Bakhtine, 1929/1977) of students’ 

discourses, which combine elements of school-based and everyday genres (Wertsch, 1991). This means 

that (to take an authentic example), although students’ discussion of wearing makeup and doing body-

piercing may not at first glance appear to provide an opportunity for adaptive guidance, it may do so if 

it is seen in the context of a discussion of what Nature is, in a debate about human cloning or 

genetically-modified organisms (Baker, 2009).

In the second part of the presentation, I shall present analyses of guidance interventions of 

teachers who are moderating students’ synchronous on-line pedagogical debates (in the domains of 

physics problem-solving, and water preservation policies), together with the precise interactive 

contexts in which the interventions are produced. These will then be compared with the buds that could 

have been identified, had the teachers been aware of them. The presentation will conclude with 

reflections on how to train teachers to identify opportunities for adaptive guidance of students’ 

pedagogical debates.
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Scaling Practices of Spatial Analysis and Modeling 
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Symposium Description 
In this symposium we present recent research on spatial analysis and modeling as these forms of spatial 

thinking are practiced in the professions, and in interactions between professionals and public stakeholders. 

Our objective is to provide descriptive and comparative analysis of learning in this new socio-technical 

domain. Authors of a recent survey of research on learning and use of spatial thinking (NRC, 2006) argue 

that a wide variety of advances in science and technology made over the past century would have been 

unlikely or even impossible without innovations in ways of representing, analyzing, and thinking about 

spatial structure. Despite steady progress in basic cognitive research on how spatial thinking develops and 

is learned (Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2000), there are many open questions about how people learn to 

think spatially across different domains (Liben, 2003), and equally, how forms of spatial analysis might 

contribute to what is taught in K-12 schools (Edelson, Gordin & Pea, 1999; Enyedy & Mukhopadhyay, 

2007). Moreover, while there is some speculation about how new technologies might change spatial 

thinking (e.g., Uttal, 2000), there has been little research in this area.  

Comparative case studies of doing and learning spatial analysis and modeling in professional work 

settings can provide new insights into how people learn spatial thinking, outside the psychological 

laboratory and in settings where spatial technologies and work practices are rapidly changing. In three case 

study papers, we ask on how professionals change scale and modality, strategically, while at work in 

different practices: physical anthropology, urban planning, and emergency medical communications. In 

each case, we ask how changes in scale and modality both extend the body over time and space, and bring 

disparate aspects of the world into the body as proximal, modality-specific experiences (Barsalou, 2008; 

Gallese & Lakoff, 2007). In each case, we consider problems of coordination (how are different scales and 

modalities layered together in practice), of learning (how are newcomers inducted into practice), and of 

innovation (how are new technical practices developed and incorporated into existing work practice).  

Comparative case studies reported in this symposium use a common set of methods that focus on 

learning as changes in interaction, biography, and group history (Scribner, 1985). In each case, we engage 

in three study phases. In the first phase, we identify a project work group and collect ethnographic data, 

including semi-structured biographical interviews with central participants. In the second phase, we capture 

detailed video recordings of naturally occurring work sessions, and we index these by topics and events for 

further study. Selected episodes are transcribed for detailed interaction analysis. In the third phase, we 

conduct video-elicited interviews with central participants, asking for their (separate) understandings of 

episodes we have selected as critical in our analysis of their work and learning. Video recordings and 

video-elicited interviews provide material for our analysis of learning as changes in interaction, while 

biographical interviews and participant observation provide material for our analysis of learning as 

movement along professional trajectories.  

Our analysis of professional practice follows from our recognition that abstractions such as ‘scale’ 

are made meaningful as situated constructs: 

‘scale’ is rendered most meaningful in its development as an empirical generalization—a concept 

made real by building up an understanding of complex and dynamic relationships and processes in 

context.  

(Howitt, 2003, p. 151) 

Moreover, our comparative analysis across cases allows our approach to develop and test theoretical 

constructs of scale-in-practice. Of particular focus in this symposium are the relationships of scale to the 

modalities of the body. In his examination of undergraduate physics students, Nespor (1994) considers how 

students, as physicists in training, “move out of everyday bodily space-time and into the textual space-time 

of the discipline” (p. 78). A progression from scales and modalities of the body to scales and modalities of 

representation is also generally supported in Actor Network accounts of scientific work (e.g., Latour’s 

(1988) account of the circulation of textual “immutable mobiles”).  

However, across the present cases of professional practice we pursue a contrasting argument that 

asserts the significance of scales and modalities of the body across three forms of genesis of professional 

practice. In the microgenesis of routine professional practice, experienced or more ‘full’ (Lave & Wenger, 
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1991) members of practice engage in scale coordination and assembly that involve specific disciplinary 

relations of embodied scales/modalities with representational scales/modalities. In other terms, our spatio-

temporal analysis makes evident how ‘full’ members of professional practices are “variably scaled” 

(Nespor, 2004) within particular practices of the body and coordinated practices of representation. In the 

ontogenesis of new members to practice, newcomers become “rescaled” through practice, by bringing 

particularly scaled histories to present practice and by learning new practices of scale coordination and 

assembly. Innovations to practice—the sociogenesis of new ways of working—also involve new relations 

among scales and modalities of the body and of representations. Resources and models from other 

disciplines or practices—differently scaled and with different modal relations—are often the engines of 

such transformation. Thus, our account across these diverse cases is not an argument concerning the 

replacement or loss of the body in representational practice; rather, we argue that the particular relations 

between embodied scales and modalities and representational scales and modalities, and the variable and 

extensibility of the “professional body” in these relations, provides an important and understudied account 

of professional practice. 
 

Shifting Between Person, Structure and Settlement Scales in 
Anthropological Field Work 
!

Jasmine Y. Ma, Vanderbilt University, j.ma@vanderbilt.edu 

Rogers Hall, Vanderbilt University, rogers.hall@vanderbilt.edu 

Kevin M. Leander, Vanderbilt.edu, Kevin.leander@vanderbilt.edu 

!
In this paper we report from a study of a group of physical anthropologists, focusing on joint activity by the 

group’s faculty leader (Tom) and one of his advanced graduate students (Wanda) as they worked to 

“ground truth” a model of colonial succession by walking through a settlement they were excavating in the 

highlands of Peru.  In this and other work activities of this scientific group, researchers deliberately moved 

between different spatial scales and representational modalities, in support of analysis, modeling, and 

research management. Newcomers to the group tended to work on individual dwellings (structures) within 

the colonial settlement, restricting their contributions to excavation and digital stratigraphy of particular 

features. Over time, their work expanded in scale to include work across structures, and with full group 

membership, to model changes in related structures over time. As part of a modeling innovation, underway 

during our case study, new ways of showing cultural behavior at the settlement scale provided group 

members with new, embodied resources for making explanatory inferences about colonial succession. 

Tom’s research investigated changes in the built environment of an Incan settlement in 16th 

Century Peru as an instrument of Franciscan colonization. For Tom, a major disciplinary objective was to 

model relations between phenomena at structure-scale and settlement-scale for a group of people who lived 

centuries ago during a transition between Incan and Franciscan rule. His group studied the settlement for 

four years, excavating structures in the summer and organizing and analyzing data during the academic 

year. In typical work, students focused on one or two particular structures, digging, collecting, and 

documenting while in the field, and creating digital stratigraphic representations back at the university. At a 

national conference where the group presented, students reporting on their structure excavations, while 

Tom used their findings for his analysis at the level of the whole settlement. 

In the most recent field season, the group returned to Peru for a variety of tasks, one of which was 

to “ground truth” paths between structures in the settlement. Their earlier maps of the settlement, derived 

from aerial photographs and field surveys, were not precise enough to support a modeling innovation under 

development by Tom as the lead investigator. Using methods borrowed from network analysis, Tom 

modeled movement through the settlement into a central plaza, keeping track of what residents of each 

structure could observe as their neighbors passed along least-effort paths to the plaza. This measure of 

“observational power” was calculated for each structure (household) in the settlement, and could be 

compared before and after architectural changes undertaken by the Franciscans. Not only were new 

buildings constructed and old buildings renovated under Spanish colonization, but a new plaza was also 

built. Tom conjectured that changes in the built environment had drastic effects on the daily lives of 

residents, changing their social status and relations of power within the settlement. However, to establish 
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this new kind of modeling within the discipline, Tom had to insure that his maps correctly represented the 

location and orientation of each structure’s doorway and paths between structures and the central plaza.  

Tom and Wanda visited each structure and walked these paths in an effort to “ground truth” the 

settlement model. For one of the structures they visited, building that Tom and Wanda noticed that the 

original door, shown in their existing settlement model, had been blocked by a terrace for another building, 

and converted to a window. Tom reasoned that the terraced building must have been built later, blocking 

the original door, so a new doorway would have been built after architectural changes accompanying 

Franciscan rule. Wanda, standing at the remodeled door/window, immediately picked up on Tom’s train of 

thought: 

Wanda:  So, I mean this would be a good one to look at changes from,= 

Tom:  [right 

Wanda:  [like earlier use, versus later [use 

Tom:        [yeah, yeah. Yeah=we could model this  [as a 

doorway, 

Wanda:  [Model this one, and the [other one.   

Tom:                             [and that one. Yeah. Yeah there's a doorway here. 

Wanda:  Uh huh. A::and, [that o::one, 

Tom:               [this is, one side and then this is the other side here. 

Wanda related modeling the doorway and path for this particular building to the larger goal of the 

analysis, comparing the everyday experience of residents of the settlement before and after Franciscan 

colonial rule. As he listened to Wanda, Tom got increasingly excited, and evaluated (positively) her move 

into modeling at settlement scale (“yeah, yeah. Yeah”). They began to finish each other’s sentences in 

overlapping talk, describing how to model earlier versus later use. The two then attempted to walk the path 

to the colonial plaza. After several starts and stops and consultations with a settlement map Tom was 

carrying on his laptop, Wanda exclaimed, out of breath, “When they rerouted it, in the colonial part? They 

like, you know, it was a pain in the ass for those people!”  

As to the microgenesis of routine professional practice, this episode highlights the problem of 

coordinating representations of architectural structure and cultural behavior at different scales. While 

guided by a planimetric view of the settlement on his tough book computer, Tom and Wanda still struggled 

to find structures, paths, and architectural features at a (much needed) scale of walking between structures. 

On finding unexpected architectural features as impediments to their own mobility (a blocked door, paths 

interrupted by a terrace), Tom and Wanda rapidly expanded their analytical scale to that of the whole 

settlement (relationships between buildings) over a time period of colonial succession. The existing, flawed 

representation (in Tom’s laptop) was coordinated with on the ground experience to repair the model and to 

imagine a new line of analysis.  

As to the ontogenesis of members of the practice, Wanda’s reasoning here operated at a scale 

larger than the individual structures she had excavated during previous field seasons. As the summer 

progressed, Wanda was well on her way to becoming a full participant in the discipline, exhibiting facility 

with shifting scales to reason about relations between structure and settlement scales. Also during the 

summer season, she found a new settlement in the highlands, which had not yet been excavated, and began 

to create settlement-scale maps that would support a dissertation project during subsequent summer 

fieldwork.  

As to the sociogenesis of new ways of working, in this episode we see Tom and Wanda struggling 

to provide accurate architectonic data for a new, network modeling technique. Whereas earlier field work 

and analysis was devoted to finding architectural changes to individual structures, the “observational 

power” network analysis demanded that Tom strengthen his modeling of architectural features of individual 

structures (doorways) as well as the paths connecting these structures to the central plaza as part of the 

settlement’s daily life under two administrative orders (Incan, Franciscan). Tom and Wanda used their 

bodies at walking, human scale, They walked among structures at the site, locating themselves in relation to 

other structures and within the map representation in the laptop, repeatedly shifting between structure and 

settlement scales to imagine changes in daily life for past-time residents. As both of their bodies stumbled 

through uneven and steep terrain and their breathing became labored, Wanda made a significant 

observation about a result Franciscan renovation, that it resulted in “a pain in the ass” for people who lived 

in parts of the settlement that lost more direct access to the plaza. 
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This paper discusses how urban planners seek out and borrow innovative ways of coordinating scales from 

other planning departments across the nation to more successfully induct public participants into the 

planning process.  Planners routinely imagine possible changes for communities and urban areas, but in an 

age of participatory planning, need public backing to leverage support from other governmental agencies 

involved in implementing change.  Incorporating local residents and business owners into the planning 

process necessitates a new kind of scale coordination so that participants can eventually “see” their 

community as a planner. While maps at the planimetric scale are commonly used in public meetings and 

provide a visual of a large area that is not within reach of the body, some planners promote “charettes,” or 

workshops, where residents and other stakeholders experience their community at a walking-scale, 

accompanied by a planner.  Becoming intrinsic to the space under consideration is talked about by planners 

as having considerable advantages over extrinsically dominating the area as one does when viewing a map. 

This innovative technique of regaining the body at a walking-scale, and coordinating it with a 

representational scale in community workshops, is an effort to simultaneously instruct and construct a 

participating public in the “professional vision” (Goodwin, 1994) of urban planners.   

The data for this paper is taken from a professional workgroup meeting occurring in a 

governmental planning department located in a medium-sized, mid-South city (Gotham).  The purpose of 

the meeting is to discuss innovative ways in which other cities’ planning departments have facilitated 

public participation in “community update” or “visioning” workshops.  Currently in Gotham, these 

workshops have residents, business owners, and other stakeholders seated around a table-sized map that 

represents the community under review.  Facilitated by a planner, each group of participants is urged to 

imagine possible changes for the community, and to point out aspects that should remain the same.  

Participants are encouraged to draw or write on the map with a permanent marker to make desires for their 

community visible for the duration of the meeting.  Unfortunately, public participants spend a considerable 

amount of time in these visioning workshops trying to understand the model before them, asking about 

colors, symbols, and the locations of places that bear personal import.   

While relying on maps and scaled representations of an area is commonplace in the practice of 

planners, these models tend to breakdown for newcomers and create more hurdles than supports for design. 

In response, five Gotham planners in a workgroup meeting were discussing ways to guide residents and 

business owners into the model, in the hope that conceptualizing space and imagining possibilities for that 

space might be easier.  One innovation from a West Coast planning department was arranging a visioning 

workshop (or “charette”) so as to feel more like running a shopping errand— entering a store, running into 

familiar faces, and having a chat.  In this scenario, the planning workshop would take place in a local 

storefront, rather than in a church basement, and involve planners, business owners, and residents more 

informally discussing ideas for community change. A map of the community was close-by for referencing.  

Once a few ideas came to the fore, a planner would escort the participants into the street space for a stroll, 

also called a “site tour.”  The Gotham planner who first mentioned this idea, Tanya, states, “I always 

thought it would be interesting to take people out to the environment we’re trying to change.”  It is during 

this site tour that planners could highlight for public participants the community characteristics of which 

they take notice, and vice versa. Another Gotham planner described the walking-scale charette as a way to 

“really be out there.”    

As to the microgenesis of routine professional practice, this episode demonstrates how 

incorporating a walk along a community’s business corridor into the usual design review can coordinate 

embodied scale (the pace of walking, what can be seen) with much larger representational scales.  Taking a 

walk down a familiar street with a planner might allow community stakeholders to insert their own 

experiences into the planner-created, representational view of that space.  While coordination of embodied 

(intrinsic) views with planimetric (extrinsic) views comes naturally to planners, public participants in the 

planning process often struggle with this coordination. From the perspective of professional planners, 

providing public participants with a chance to experience proposed developments at a walking scale may 
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help to convey planners’ proposals. And because urban planning increasingly requires public input and 

support, providing these forms of coordination is increasingly important. In response, the planning 

department in our case was searching for techniques of scale coordination to invite new forms of public 

participation in urban planning.   

In terms of the ontogenesis for members of the practice, Tanya’s site tour idea (borrowed from 

another planning department) was quickly taken up by the other four planners. In interview she reported 

making “good” proposals for neighborhood developments, only to face staunch opposition from 

community residents who gave little evidence of understanding the proposal. Tanya’s search for how other 

departments managed this problem identified a strategy that promised, at a personal level, to give Tanya a 

new way of working. She described her desire to transport members of a neighborhood association to 

another part of town where they could walk through and around a novel kind of development, as opposed to 

experiencing only pictures and maps.  “Sometimes [residents] really have to see it to get the idea,” she 

reported.  

Regarding sociogenesis, or changes in the collective practice of planning, planners in Gotham 

already realized that the daily, embodied experience of residents living in a particular place, on a particular 

street, next to a particular house, was not well represented in the maps and models that they designed. As a 

proposed innovation in their practice, borrowed during a systematic search of other cities’ visioning 

techniques, the storefront charrette promised to offer public participants a new way to experience the 

contrast between existing and proposed urban space. By partnering with local businesses to host street level 

activities in which planners and members of the public move between neighborhood scale maps and 

walking tours, these planners began to organize for a different way of constructing/instructing public input 

and political support for departmental initiatives. This new form of charrette extended to public participants 

many of the same changes in scale that planners typically rely on in their own work—shifts between an 

extrinsic perspective in plan views and an intrinsic perspective while walking through neighborhoods to 

imagine changes in the built environment. 
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Abstract: The act of drawing as a means of publicly presenting one's ideas is not cognitively 
neutral. Drawing, perhaps in a way that is somewhat like self-explanation, influences knowing 

and learning. It can help learners evaluate and transform their understanding, help them 

communicate their ideas, and be a motivating and highly engaging way to process and express 

scientific concepts. Asking learners to draw when they are exploring dynamic systems can be 

highly beneficial. !"#$ %&%'()")$ *+$ ,-%./&0)$1%($ ,"2"&,$ *&$ '"%-&"-)3$ %44*12%&(/&0$ )2""45$

and gestures. Learners also benefit from pedagogical and technological support in making 

drawings that support modeling. This symposium draws together research on how people use 

drawings when learning about dynamic systems. It explores different theoretical frameworks 

for analyzing drawings, their impact, interactions with prior knowledge, and the different roles 

drawing can play in learning and asks how learning by drawing can be enhanced.  

 

Introduction 
Asking learners to draw when they are exploring complex ideas is not cognitive neutral. In fact, previous work 

(e.g. Gobert & Clement, 1999; Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001; Prangsma, Van Boxtel, & Kanselaar, 

2008; Van Meter & Garner, 2005) as well as some of the papers presented in this symposium suggest the act of 

drawing can be highly beneficial. Yet, compared to our knowledge of how people learn by interpreting text 

(reading) and pictures (viewing), or by constructing text (writing) or speech (verbal reporting) we know 

relatively little about how drawing affects learning. Consequently, the focus of this symposium aims to redress 

this balance a little by increasing our understanding of how knowledge and learning about dynamic systems is 

influenced by drawing.  

Dynamics systems such as the workings of the circulatory system, the process of chemical reactions or 

the thermodynamics of the earth are an ideal arena in which to explore how drawing shapes learning. Such 

topics are complex for students to understand and there is much evidence to suggest that learners need support 

to develop deep knowledge of these systems. Researchers have therefore explored how different forms of 

representation can help learners develop this knowledge. Rather than a simple textual presentation, learners have 

been provided with pictures, animations, interactive simulations and even augmented reality environments to 

help them understand dynamic systems (e.g. de Jong & Ban Joolingen, 1999; Hegarty, Kriz & Cate, 2003; 

Ohlson, Moher & Johnson, 2002). In contrast, in this symposium we have focused not on the representations 

that are provided for the learner but on the graphical representations that learners construct for themselves.  

The paper by Zhang and Linn addresses how learners can be helped to understand the processes 

involved in chemical reactions by interacting with a dynamic visualization of atomic interactions in hydrogen 

combustion. Subsequently, learners either drew four intermediates phases of hydrogen combustion or selected 

four appropriate pictures. Whilst both techniques supported learning, the relative effectiveness of the strategies 

.%)$ ,"2"&,"&#$ *&$ )#6,"&#3)$ 2-/*-$ 6&,"-)#%&,/&07$ Zhang and Linn suggest that drawing helped learners to 

distinguish their ideas about chemical reactions, helping those with low knowledge realize this lack and prompt 

them to overcome it whereas selecting existing pictures prompts students with some higher knowledge of 

develop and extend their ideas. 

Ainsworth explores how learners can be helped to draw more effectively. She reports on a series of 

small experiments whereby students learn about the structure and the functions of the cardio-vascular system by 

drawing after reading texts. Two different approaches have been trialed: a) encouraging constructive processing 

of the text by self-explanation prior to drawing; and b) altering the audience and function of the intended 

drawing  by asking learners to draw for themselves, a peer or draw a self-explanation.. Analysis of these studies 

is on-going but so far shows that these approaches alter the drawings that students make and this may further 

impact on learning.  

Nathan & Johnson also ask learners to draw the human circulatory system. However, the focus of their 

work is on exploring the limits of drawing as a mode of expression, especially when learners need to convey a 

dynamic, three dimensional process in a static two dimensional form. They show that our understanding of 

'"%-&"-)3$,-%./&0)$/&$"&5%&4",$/+$."$#-"%#$#5"1$%)$/&)#%&4")$/&$%$16'#/1*,%'$)()#"1$%&,$#5%#$#5"$0")#6-")$%&,$

speech that accompany a drawing are a crucial part of this system. 
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The last paper in the symposium is by Van Joolingen and colleagues. They focus on learning dynamic 

systems through modelling. Drawing is shown to be valuable in two ways. Firstly, it can help learners prepare 

for the modelling task by requiring them to be explicit about the variables in their model activating prior 

knowledge and acting as a constraint on the solution. Secondly, a drawing, if constructed using specific 

formalisms, can act as the model without further transformation. 

The papers in this symposium were selected to address a number of major issues in the area of drawing 

to learn. The first issue explored is the varied roles drawing plays in learning. Across the papers, we see drawing 

used as preparation for learning new ideas, during reading about new concepts, as a way of reflecting on 

presented material, and for communication and assessment. Secondly, the researchers highlight the cognitive 

processes that drawing supports. Properties of drawing as a medium itself as well as the socially compelling 

drive to be understood by other interlocutors shape the process and outcomes of drawing. Taken together, the 

papers suggest that drawing helps learners make their ideas explicit, perhaps in a way that is analogous to self-

explanation, so that they are able to overcome gaps in the material or generate new inferences. A third important 

6&/+(/&0$ #5"1"$ /)$ #5"$ .%($ #5%#$ #5"$ 2%2"-)$ ,*$ &*#$ #-"%#$ ,-%./&0$ %)$ %$ 89'%4:$ 9*;37$ <%#5"-$ #5%&$ %):/&0$ =>*")$

,-%./&0$)622*-#$'"%-&/&0?@$#5"($";2'*-"$A6")#/*&)$)645$%)$=B5%#$/,"%)$%-"$4*&C"(",$9($%$,-%./&0?@$%&,$=D*.$

does drawing support lear&/&0?@$9($%&%'()/&0$#5"$45%-%4#"-/)#/4)$*+$'"%-&"-)$.5*$9"&"+/#$+-*1$'"%-&/&0E$5*.$#5"$

&%#6-"$ *+$ #5"$ -"2-")"&#%#/*&)$ -"C"%'$ '"%-&"-)3$ 4*&4"2#6%'/F%#/*&$ *+$ #5"$ ,*1%/&E$ 5*.$ '"%-&"-)3$ #-%&)+*-1$ #5"/-$

understanding across modes of representation, whether that transformation predicts learning, and how drawings 

can be understood as part of a multi-modal construction.  

There are, however, important differences between the approaches described in the papers. Drawing 

has been conducted either free hand with pen and papers or with computer-based tools. It has been done solely 

+*-$#5"$26-2*)")$*+$%$'"%-&"-)3$*.&$6&,"-)#%&,/&0E$#*$4*116&/4%#"$./#5$*#5"-$2"*2'"E$*-$#*$2-*C/,"$/&26#$+*-$%$

computer model. Implicitly, there are differences in the theoretical frameworks the authors use to situate their 

work that should contribute to a lively interaction among presenters and members of the audience. These 

common threads and divergent points of view will inform the discussion offered by Peggy van Meter. 

Interest in research on the nature of drawing and evidence of learning by drawing is growing in the 

Learning Sciences. This symposium offers a timely opportunity to reflect upon a research agenda for learning by 

drawing. By contrasting these four diverse perspectives we can explore which theoretical approaches/models 

should inform our understanding of learning by drawing, such as characteristics of learners, tasks and the social 

and technological environments within which drawings are constructed and explained. We can also gain 

purchase about broad concerns about how to analyze drawings, as well as questions such as how drawing shapes 

and is in turn shaped by cognitive structures that mediate drawing to learn and communicate. As a consequence 

we will be in a better position to understand how we should support learners as they draw to learn, and 

researches interested in analyzing data from drawing tasks. 

 

How can selection and drawing support learning from dynamic visualizations? 
Helen Z. Zhang and Marcia C. Linn. Graduate School of Education, University of California, Berkeley, CA 

94720 

Email: zhzhang@berkeley.edu, mclinn@berkeley.edu 

 

When students generate drawings it helps them learn from expository text (Van Meter & Garner, 2005) and 

from scientific visualizations (Zhang & Linn, 2008). Generating a drawing requires students to select 

information, to distinguish this information from their existing views, and to represent connections among the 

selected elements. Dynamic visualizations support chemistry learning because they illustrate interactions at the 

molecular level (Ardac & Akaygun, 2004; Kozma, 2003; Williamson & Abraham, 1995). Yet students often 

find them difficult to follow and neglect nuanced information such as bond breaking and formation. Learners 

need guidance to help integrate ideas about molecular interactions and link with observable and symbolic ideas. 

Our previous study demonstrated that students who generated drawings when using dynamic visualizations can 

integrate more ideas than those who learned only with visualizations. To further clarify the mechanism of 

drawing, this study compares selection among drawings and generating drawings to help students learn 

chemistry with dynamic visualizations. 

Students studied chemical reactions using the WISE (Web-Based Inquiry Science Environment) 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Cars project designed following the Knowledge Integration framework (Linn & Hsi, 2000). 

Students interact with a dynamic visualization showing atomic interactions during hydrogen combustion (see 

F igure 1) for a screenshot of the visualizations) and integrate symbolic, molecular, and observable ideas to 

understand hydrogen fuel cell cars. Drawing and selection occur after the visualization step. The drawing 

activity requires students to generate four pictures to represent intermediate phases of hydrogen combustion 

using the WISE drawing tool. In selection, students select four drawings among twelve to model the reaction 

processes. We hypothesized that drawing helps students learn from the visualization because it encourages them 
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to distinguish among ideas and enables them to realize flaws in their previous interpretations. The selection 

activity also requires distinguishing among ideas.  

  

  
Figure 1 Left: a screenshot of the online drawing tool. Students create four pictures to represent four 

intermediate phases during hydrogen combustion; Right: a screenshot of the selection activity. Students select 

four pictures from twelve to represent four intermediate phases during hydrogen combustion. 

 
Eighth graders (N=172, six classes) in a public middle school were assigned to either drawing (n=83) 

or selection (n=89) conditions. Students in both conditions spent 40 minutes interacting with the visualization 

and working on the drawing or selection tasks as part of the week-long project. Comparing student performance 

on the posttest with pretest as covariate shows that both groups gained understanding [t(171)=21.45, p<.0001, 

effect size=1.64] and performed equally well [F (1, 169)=1.72, p=.19]. This suggests that both drawing and 

selection support student learning. 

Using pretest drawing performance, we grouped students based on knowledge integration rubrics 

(F igure 2). We found that selection and drawing have similar impact on students with high [t(16)=.36, p=.73] 

and low [t(80)=.78, p=.44] levels of integrated ideas before the project. For students with partially integrated 

ideas (medium level), drawing is less effective than selection [t(71)=2.25, p<.05]. 

 

 
Figure 27$G%#"0*-/F%#/*&$*+$)#6,"&#)3$/,"%)$%9*6#$45"1/4%'$-"%4#/*&$2-*4"))")$*&$#5"$2-"#")#7$H5"$)%12'"$%&)."-)$

%-"$4*''"4#",$+-*1$)#6,"&#)3$%&)."-)$#*$%$A6")#/*&$%):/&0$#*$,-%.$I$2/4#6-")$#*$-"2-"sent how methane 

combustion occurs at the molecular level. 

 

Overall this study reveals that it is crucial to encourage students to distinguish among ideas when learning with 

visualizations. Drawing prompts learners to distinguish among ideas currently in their repertoire. For students 

who started with incorrect or no ideas about chemical reactions, drawing enables them to realize the 

insufficiency of their previous understanding and prompts them to revisit the visualization for new ideas. For 

students who had some correct ideas, selection requires them to analyze new ideas represented in the choices 

and distinguish among their own ideas and new views. Compared to drawing, selection may add ideas and 

enable students to develop criteria for distinguishing ideas. 
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Improving learning by drawing 
Shaaron Ainsworth, School of Psychology, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NG7 2RD 

Email: shaaron.ainsworth@nottingham.ac.uk 

 
Drawing to learn can be a very successful way to help learners engage with complex concepts. For example, it 

can help people observe, plan writing, improve memory, reduce anxiety, increase motivation, etc (Van Meter & 

Garner, 2005). However, Leutner, Leopold & Sumfleth (2009) found that drawing after reading significantly 

decreased performance. Moreover, research shows that learners benefit from support during drawing. The form 

this support has taken includes task instruction to focus on specific aspects of the task (Alesandrini, 1981), 

providing pre-existing materials such as scenes and cut-outs (Lesgold, Levin, Shimron, & Guttman, 1975) or 

complete drawings for learners to compare with their own (Van Meter, 2001). This often leads to improved 

outcomes. For example, Van Meter, Aleksic, Schwartz, & Garner, (2006) compared children learning from a 

science text when they either read an illustrated text, read then drew, read, drew and then saw illustrations or 

finally read, drew and saw illustration combined with prompts to compare to their own drawings. Sixth grade 

children how received support in the drawing process outperformed students in the other conditions on tests of 

problem solving knowledge. However, studies such as these are unclear as to the extent to which the benefits 

come from active interpretation of multiple representations (itself often associated with improved learning, . 

Ainsworth, 2006). Consequently, this paper summarises studies which have explored whether learning by 

drawing from written text which describe the structure and function of the cardio-vascular system can be 

improved without providing additional pictures. Two different approaches have been trialed: a) encouraging 

active processing of the text prior to drawing; and b) altering the audience of the intended drawing.  

There are many ways to improve text comprehension but one strategy that has been found to be 

particularly effective is that of self-explanation (e.g. Chi, 2000). When learners self explain, they go beyond the 

information in the written text to generate inferences that help them construct new knowledge. Self explanation 

thus helps learners to overcome gaps in the presented material or helps them build more accurate and complete 

mental models. A drawing of self-explained text may then reflect this new knowledge in an external and 

consequently inspectable visualisation, leveraging graphical representations known benefits of computational 

offloading (e.g. Scaife & Rogers, 1996) which could in turn prompt new self-explanations (e.g. Ainsworth & 

Loizou, 2003). Additionally, drawings due to their specificity and perceptual advantages may provide learners 

with complementary insights to those provide by the self-explanation process. Examples from a pilot study are 

shown below which suggest that self-explanation may indeed support drawing as those constructed after self-

explanation are typically and contain more transformations of the original text .  

 
a b c D 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Drawings created by 4 participants a & b) drawing and c & d) SE + drawing conditions after reading 

=The septum divides the heart lengthwise into two sides. The right side pumps blood to the lungs, and the left 
side pumps blood to other part of the body. Each side of the heart is divided into an upper and a lower chamber. 

Each lower chamber is called a ventricle. Each upper chamber is called an atrium. In each side of the heart 
!"##$%&"#'(%&)#*%+,-%.+)/0*%+#%+,-%1-2+)/3"-4 

 

The second series of studies have taken their inspiration from researchers who have studied writing as 

they have long recognised that the social context of the writing (including a writer3s collaborators and their 

intended audience) will shape the process and outcomes of writing (Flower & Hayes, 1981). However, in the 

context of drawing this has received relatively little attention to date (although see Schwartz (1995) for an 

exception whereby drawers who worked in dyads created more abstract visualisations than those who worked 

alone). My research has asked learners to draw an explanation for themselves, for a peer or has asked them to 

,-%.$%$8)"'+$";2'%&%#/*&3$+*-$#5"1)"'C")$J%$)"'+-explanation diagram follows a similar protocol to a verbal self-

explanation in that it asks learners to go beyond the text to generate new inferences).  
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Explanation Peer Explanation Self-Explanation 

 
 

 

F igure 4. Shows three d).'/25(%3)-.+-$%.&+-)%(+0$-2+(%)-.$%670*.2 life depends on the distribution of oxygen, 
hormones and nutrients to the cells in all parts of the body & the removal of carbon dioxide and other waste48% 
 

Analysis of the pilot studies suggest that all three forms of instruction help students learn (although as they were 

conducted with slightly different materials and tests no direct comparisons can be made as to their relative 

effectiveness). It also suggests that distinctly different drawings emerge in the three different conditions. 

Explanations created for peers (rather than for oneself) tend to be judged as clearer and contain both more 

content and more words. K;2'%&%#/*&)$4-"%#",$%)$8)"'+$";2'%&%#/*&)3$.5/')#$&*#$&"4"))%-/'($-"2-")"&#/&0$1*-"$

content, do include more inferences and even indications of monitoring (ticks and question marks added to the 

diagram. Typically, learners who create self-explanation diagrams first directly translate the text content to the 

diagram and then either annotate or amend the diagram to contain these inferences. 

 These preliminary studies suggest that learning by drawing can be supported by strategies that 

encourage learners to actively process the material and then reflect their new understanding in the drawing. 

Current research is now extending these studies by gathering systematic evidence on the relation between 

different forms of support for drawing, the process of drawing and learning outcomes. 

Drawing Inferences a!"#$%&$#'()$*+%,()$-.%,"'(.*%"/%01)-234%56"4(**(*%
Depicted in Scientific Drawings: The Role of Gestures and Speech  
Mitchell J. Nathan and Chelsea V. Johnson, University of Wisconsin-Madison University of Wisconsin-

Madison, Madison, WI 53706-1796 Email: mnathan@wisc.edu, cvjohnson@wisc.edu 

 

Drawings are commonly used in the assessment (e.g., Magnusson, Krajcik & Borko, 1999) or spontaneous 

articulation of scientific knowledge (e.g., Kinfield, 1993). As an activity, drawing has been shown to enhance 

some forms of learning and comprehension (Ainsworth et al., 2007; Gobert & Clement, 1999; Van Meter & 

Garner, 2005; Zhang & Linn, 2008). Yet learners regularly bump up against inherent constraints of the static, 

two-dimensional medium for conveying three-dimensional information and time-varying, dynamic processes, 

%&,$*+$#5"$2-*,64"-3)$2"-+*-1%&4"$'"C"'$+*-$C"-/,/4%''($,"2/4#/&0$*&"3)$/,"%)7$L*-$";%12'"E$/&$*-,"-$#*$")#%9'/)5$

common ground, interlocutors may insist on modifications and standardizations to drawings used during 

collaborative problem solving (e.g., rules of linear perspective; Nathan, Eilam & Kim, 2007). 

We were explicitly interested in the ways that college students learning about a scientific system of 

moderate complexity, the circulatory system, used drawings to depict their understandings after a self-guided 

(approx. 25 minutes), computer-based tutorial (following Butcher, 2005). Our analysis here focuses on how 

gesture and speech were employed in the service of the drawings as students explained them to an observer. We 

report here on the findings from two participants (supplemented by video in the presentations.)  

 

   
Figure 4. (a) A simple drawing with no dynamic processes conveyed by gesture. (b) A simple drawing that a 

student uses to provide (c) a simulation of the intended flow of blood to the body using gesture and speech 

("And then this blood that from the right ventricle goes to the lungs. And then back into the heart from the lungs 

through this vein.") 
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Students may produce simple drawings that are similar in appearance (Figure 4) but mask wildly 

different mental models of the circulatory system. Figure 4a (Student A27) shows arrows entering the right and 

left atria at the top and arrows exiting the ventricles at the bottom. While pointing gestures index drawn and 

labeled elements such as the chambers and walls, no explanation of a time-varying process is provided, resulting 

in a very low score for the model (2 points out of 6). In contrast, Figure 4b (Student A14) shows a very similar 

drawing, with less detail (no labels) but through gesture and speech provides a rich account of the blood flow 

following two distinct pathways (from heart to lungs and back, and from heart to body and back) that receives a 

high score (6 out of 6 points). M)$ L/06-"$ I4$ )5*.)E$ MNI3)$ 0")#6-")$ ,(&%1/4%''($ )/16'%#"$ 9'**,$ +'*.$ #*$

components of the system (e.g., lungs, body) that are not present in the drawing, but are invoked by gestures that 

move beyond the boundaries of the page.  

Several insights emerge from #5"$%&%'()/)$*+$ )#6,"&#)3$,-%./&0)$%&,$";2'%&%#/*&)7$O"#5*,*'*0/4%''(E$

,-%./&0)$ %-"$ *&'($ %$ 2%-#$ *+$ %$ )#6,"&#3)$ -/45E$ 16'#/1*,%'$ 4*&)#-64#/*&$ %&,$ 16)#$ #5"-"+*-"$ 9"$ %))%(",$ /&$ #5"$

context of the associated verbal and nonverbal information. Other examples show that even elaborate diagrams 

with arrows and labels suggesting the occurrence and direction of dynamic processes have limited assessment 

value without co-expressive gestures and utterances. As part of an emerging theory of the nature and functions 

of drawings for knowledge assessment, we find that these multimodal constructions (psychological units to 

Vygotsky, 1986; growth points to McNeill, 1992; composite signals to Engle, 1998; and semiotic nodes to 

Radford et al., 2003) are particularly evident when conveying time-varying phenomenon and causal relations.  

 

Interactive drawing tools to support modeling of dynamic systems 
Wouter R. Van Joolingen, Lars Bollen, Frank Leenaars Wout Kenbeek, Faculty of Behavioural Sciences, 

University of Twente. 7500 AE Enschede 

Email w.r.vanjoolingen@utwente.nl, l.bollen@utwente, f.a.j.leenaars@utwente.nl W.K.Kenbeek@utwente.nl 

 

Dynamic computer modelling is a valuable way to learn about complex dynamic systems (Löhner, van 

Joolingen, Savelsbergh, & van Hout-Wolters, 2005; Spector, 2000). In a modelling task, students create an 

executable model in order to build and express their understanding of scientific phenomenona. Once the model 

is built, the data it produces can be compared to the expected or observed behaviour. The model can be modified 

depending on the outcome of this evaluation (Penner, 2001). Despite its benefits modelling is often experienced 

as difficult for students. For instance, students often fail at successful modelling behavior, because they do not 

use their prior knowledge while working on an inquiry modelling task (Sins, Savelsbergh, & Van Joolingen, 

2005). Such observations highlight the need to support the modelling process. In the present paper, descriptions 

of drawing sketches of the modelled system as a means to support modelling are presented. Two approaches can 

be distinguished: drawing to prepare the model and drawing the model itself.  

When drawing to prepare the model, a sketch serves a supporting and %))/)#/&0$ -*'"$ 2-/*-$ #*$ =-"%'@$

modelling. A sketch can be used to identify relevant variables and relations between variables. Figure 5 displays 

a sketch of a water tank that is then converted into a System Dynamics model. The drawing helps the learner to 

identify the relevant variables in the system, such as water level and outflow. These variables can then be 

converted into variables in the model. The drawing helps in this way with activating prior knowledge, and in 

constraining the model, based on the drawn elements. A sketch-based modelling tool can provide support in 

transforming a sketch into a model for instance by labelling model elements in the drawing. 

 

 
Figure 5. A sketch as a preparation for a (System Dynamics) model. 

In order to investigate the suitability of this approach, we asked 68 students in upper secondary school 

to create drawings about the thermodynamics of the Earth: the earth is heated by the sun, making the earth 
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radiate heat that is absorbed by the atmosphere, resulting in an equilibrium temperature. Close analysis of these 

drawings, identifying drawing elements and using principle component analysis shows that drawings give clear 

/&,/4%#/*&)$*+$'"%-&"-)3$1%/&$C/".)$*n heat and temperature, diverging into a radiation view and a heat transport 

view (Kenbeek, Van Joolingen, & De Jong, submitted), yielding complementary sets of variables to include in 

the model. Apparently drawing guide learners in making their views on the domain more explicit. 

Alternatively, the learner-created sketch can be regarded as a model in itself. The drawing will not be 

#-%&)+*-1",$ /&#*$ %&*#5"-$ -"2-")"&#%#/*&E$ 96#$ /#$ /)$ +6''($ A6%'/+/",$ %)$ %$ '"%-&"-3)$ ";#"-&%'$ -"2-")"&#%#/*&$ *+$ %$

phenomenon. In this case the drawing must adhere to some formal aspects, such as clear identification of objects 

in the drawing and their properties. Forbus and Usher (2002) put the burden of doing this with the learner who 

needs to identify the start and end of drawing and object (glyph in their terminology) and select a term from an 

ontology to describe the object. The approach presented here automates object identification by clustering 

strokes based on time, position, color and weight. A 95% agreement with human raters is reached using this 

method based on a set of drawings created by 37 students on two domains, a toy car (e.g. Figure 6) and a heating 

system (Leenaars, Bollen, & Van Joolingen, submitted). Sketch recognition techniques (Paulson & Hammond, 

2008) can then assist object identification which can result in a formal model. 

 
Figure 6. Drawing of the toy car system. Colors indicate automatic clustering results. 

 

These two approaches provide a promising outlook on the use of drawings to support the complex task 

of modelling. The drawings collected in the two studies P for different purposes and in different domains, show 

#5%#$ #5"($ %-"$ /&#"-2-"#%9'"$ %&,$ 0/C"$ /&)/05#$ /&$ '"%-&"-)3$ /,"%)$ %9*6#$ #5"$ ,*1%/&$ 1*,"''",7$ H*0ether the two 

approaches form a set of stepping stones that can be used to support the development of a modelling 

competency by novice modellers. 
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Abstract: Design provides a unifying metaphor for describing research across fields of education.  

We propose a design framework as a visual and cognitive representation to unify the discourse of 

educational researchers, instructional designers, teachers, and policy makers by providing a 

common vocabulary of practice.  An artifact-based design perspective illustrates how education 

research can be conducted to investigate intended design outcomes, to critically study the 

mismatch between stated and unstated intentions and outcomes, and to evaluate studies that trace 

learning outcomes from designed learning interventions.  We then explicate three applications of 

the design framework to different fields of educational inquiry.   

 

Focus of the Symposium 
We argue that design provides a unifying metaphor for describing research across fields of education. As education 

continues to grow as a field of inquiry, the different research traditions used by educational researchers continue to 

fragment the discourse. This presents a considerable problem for researchers who attempt to communicate across 

discourses as well as for researchers who seek to communicate research findings to a broader public.  We propose a 

design framework as a visual and cognitive representation to unify the discourse of educational researchers, 

instructional designers, teachers, and policy makers by providing a common vocabulary of practice. 

 

Significance 

Contemporary education researchers explore a remarkable diversity of questions under the guise of educational 

research. However, while education departments have become an academic growth industry, educational researchers 

continue to struggle for the professional identity of their field. Some writers attempt to draw out the defining 

characteristics of the field in terms of research that is truly educational (Ball & Forzani, 2007) or scientific (Slavin, 

2002; Feuer, Towne, & "#$%&'()*+, -..-/0, 12#&3(, #$%&, (425$2&6, 2#&, 783)9'&:;, )<, &65=$24)*$', 3&(&$3=#, 4*, 2#&,

institutional and political culture of education schools (c.f. Levine, 2005; Clifford & Guthrie, 1988, Powell, 1980). 

Ellen Lagemann (2002), for example, locates the origins of the fractured identity of educational research in the early 

history of the field. Achieving respect for a new field of study in the world of academia led early educational 

3&(&$3=#&3(,2),7&:5'$2&,2#&43,93&2#3&*,4*,2#&,>#$36?,(=4&*=&(,@)3,$2,'&$(2,2#&,:)3&,6&%&')8&6,()=4$',(=4&*=&(/;,@80,A44/0,

Many educational researchers latched onto prevailing standards of academic quality in fields such as sociology, 

psychology, economics, linguistics, critical theory, or the humanities in order to legitimize their own work. The 

search for respect was compounded, according to Lagemann, by the lower status of people attracted to the field of 

&65=$24)*$',3&(&$3=#+,B#4=#,4*,253*,3&4*<)3=&6,2#&,<4&'6?(,C5&(2,<)3,'&D424:$=E,9)2#,4*,(=#))'s of higher learning and 

with the public.  The quest for legitimacy often resulted in an uneasy double standard in which mainstream academic 

researchers continued to question the necessity of separate departments dedicated to (substandard) educational 

research, while advocates of disciplinary fidelity within education zealously enforced perceived standards of 

methodological rigor. This internal conflict within the field often resulted in the wholesale dismissal of educational 

research from legal disputes, policy making or local school governance issues in favor of experts in disciplines 

outside of education, and further marginalized educational researchers from participating in public discourse.  The 

quest for legitimacy via disciplinary affiliation has dive32&6, &65=$24)*$', 3&(&$3=#&3(, <3):, 78)*6&34*D, B#$2,

64(24*=24%&, =#$3$=2&34(24=(, :4D#2, =):83):4(&, 34D)3, $*6, 3&'&%$*=&, 4*, 2#4(, 8$324=5'$3, 6):$4*, )<, (=#)'$3(#48;,

(Lagemann, 2002, p. xii).  

The number of scholars thoughtfully revisiting the identity question indicates the felt need for educational 

researchers to understand their work as members of a field. This symposium offers a new approach intended to 

revive discussion about what constitutes the distinctive characteristics of education and how these characteristics 

might shape educational research.  We consider the idea of re-organizing the educational research discourse around 

the concept of design.  We begin by exploring the definition that education is design for learning, and tracing how 
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this definition fits examples of education from different fields of study.  Our discussion moves beyond the 

contemporary discussion of the legitimacy and value of design research as an educational research method.  To that 

end, we develop a model to demonstrate how design can be seen as a powerful analytic model for understanding 

education.   

We begin by presenting the idea of an artifact, that is, a policy, program, curriculum, assessment, or other 

device implemented to influence the learning of others. Education is facilitated as teachers and learners work 

through and with artifacts to shape learning.  Artifact characteristics can be analyzed in two directions ! either from 

the perspective of the features that designers build into artifacts to influence learners or from the affordances that 

learners perceive as the key characteristics of the artifacts. An artifact-based design perspective illustrates how 

education research can be conducted to investigate intended design outcomes, to critically study the mismatch 

between stated and unstated intentions and outcomes, or to evaluate studies that trace learning outcomes from 

designed learning interventions. We also trace how a design-based model can both capture the strength and spirit of 

current approaches to educational research and also integrate previously fragmented approaches into a unified model 

for educational research.  

Our approach is intended neither to decry the low status of our field nor to elevate one perspective of the 

research landscape at the expense of others.  Instead, we hope the design perspective will show how our research 

methods follow from distinctive characteristics of our interests, and we will illustrate how a unified design 

perspective allows educational researchers to ask new questions that bring educational inquiry into a more mature 

state of disciplinary self-sufficiency. 

 

Symposium Presentations 
1. A Modest Proposal: A Design Framework to Unify Educational Discourse 
 

Rich Halverson and Erica Rosenfeld Halverson 

 

We begin our discussion of a unifying framework by defining education as design for learning. By understanding 

education in terms of designs to influence learning, educational research then becomes about the development, 

implementation, and study of artifacts that influence learning.  Seen from this perspective, educational research 

necessarily draws on methods and theories developed in psychology, sociology, economics, linguistics or neurology, 

but the focus on design sets its interests apart from these disciplines and establishes the need for an independent 

discourse. 

We propose a framework that centers on a concept of the artifact (Halverson, 2002; 2004). Artifacts can be 

policies, programs, or pedagogical tools that individuals employ to promote, evaluate, or understand learning.  

Artifacts are the devices or tools implemented to influence action. The concept of artifact plays a central role in a 

6&(4D*, 2#&)3E,)<,&65=$24)*0,F324<$=2(,9&')*D, 2), 2#&, <$:4'E,)<,7:&642$24)*$',:&$*(+;, 2#$2, 4(+, 2#e networks of tools, 

structures and languages that co-constitute human action (Wertsch, 1998). In common use, artifacts refer to material 

things such as pens, computers, cars, or groceries (c.f. Norman, 1991). These products are created for purposes that 

address, extend, or transform the practices of others.  

The central analytic concepts involved with artifacts are features and affordances.  Designers build features 

into artifacts, and these features reflect the ways that designers hope to influence the thinking and practices of 

$324<$=2,5(&3(0,G&(4D*&3(,=3&$2&,$324<$=2(,B42#,=&32$4*,4*2&*6&6,5(&(,4*,:4*60,H#&E,74*(=349&;,4*2&*6&6,5(&(,4*2),2#&,

features of the artifact. A feature is an aspect of an artifact developed to support a possible use.  Light switches, 

radio dials, cup handles, and paperclips all have features designed to support intended uses. More abstract artifacts, 

such as policies and textbooks, include features such as incentives for compliance and assessments with answer 

keys. Affordances, on the other hand, describe the ways that users perceive artifact features.  Affordances reflect the 

perceptions, sense making, and pre-conceptions of users. We argue that the gap between artifacts and features, 

between intended and actual uses, and between design and implementation, constitutes the field in which most 

education research takes place. Artifacts completely enclose the space in which educators work, live, and even think. 

While the importance of artifacts are clearest in the context of research in classroom-based learning environments, 

artifacts are also central to non-classroom based research such policy research that measures the impact of teacher 

pay-for-performance models in school districts or essays criticizing the theoretical conceptualization of the 

achievement gap.   

H#&,%4(5$',3&83&(&*2$24)*,)<,2#&,6&(4D*,<3$:&B)3I,@(&&,J4D53&,K/,8)(424)*(,$*,&65=$24)*$',7$324<$=2;,4*,2#&,

center of the research endeavor, as represented by a triangle. Within the triangle are the features and affordances of 

the artifact. The features of the artifact are generated based on the intentions )<, 2#&, $324<$=2?(, 6&(4D*&3(+, (5=#, $(,
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increasing student learning outcomes, decreasing drop-out rates, or improving teaching retention. Since the 

intentions are established by the designers, who are often external to the setting in which the artifact will be 

implemented+, 2#&,$324<$=2?(, <&$253&(,3&83&(&*2,5(&,$(, 46&$'4L&6,9E,6&(4D*&3(.  When we examine the intentions, we 

find that they inform the artifact that is developed all the way through the design process.  

 

 

Figure 1: Visual representation of the design framework.  Focus is on deconstructing 

the artifact by examining its intentions, consequences, and critical aspects. 

 

On the right side of the artifact triangle are the consequences, or intended outcomes, of the design.  

M)*(&C5&*=&(, $3&, 4*<)3:&6, 9E, 2#&, $324<$=2?(, $<<)36$*=&(+, 2#$2, 4(+ the way the artifact is taken up by users. By 

examining consequences, we may find the answer to questions like: As a direct result of the implementation of this 

6&(4D*+,646,(256&*2(?,2&(2,(=)3&(,4*=3&$(&N,,G46,63)8-out rates decline?  Or did the school retain a higher percentage 

of teachers, compared to previous years?  The consequences of a design can be used to evaluate the artifact and 

6&2&3:4*&,B#&2#&3,$,83)D3$:+,8)'4=E+,)3,4*424$24%&,B$(,(5==&((<5'+,$(,:&$(53&6,9E,2#&,)52=):&(?,=)*D35&*=&,B42#,

the original intentions.  In addition, consequences can and should be used to inform future designs, whether these are 

iterations of the present design or new design innovations.   

And finally, the entire design framework is subject to the critical perspective, which sets the design within 

a sociocultural and historical framework.  The critical perspective allows us to analyze how the implementations of 

designs are products of social and political contexts, how schools use designs to effectively (if unintentionally) 

reproduce dominant cultural ideologies, and how the positionality of designers can significantly affect the design 

process and, therefore, the potential success of implementation.  When we consider education as design for learning, 

educational artifacts are ubiquitous and, consequently, the design framework serves as a visual representation for 

multiple aspects of the domain of education.  

Artifacts provide occasions for tracing how practices occur and evolve.  By studying how artifacts are 

developed and used in educational contexts, researchers can not only observe how teaching and learning changes, 

but they can also investigate practices prior to alteration. Much of educational research can be characterized as 

advocacy research in which a group promotes a particular method/artifact/program as a viable path to changed 

practice. A design-based perspective can reveal how artifacts might change practices and also shed light on the 

practices that artifacts intend to change. Artifact design and use can be analyzed as a form of asynchronous 

communication between designers at every level, from policy makers to local school curriculum creators, and the 

practitioners who work with artifacts.  

The potential for understanding education as design for learning comes from the ways in which this 

imperfect method of communication fails, iterates, compounds, or is exapted by the circumstances of practice. A 

design perspective illustrates the four key occasions in which artifact design allows for investigating education: 1) 

translation of intention into artifact features; 2) the perception of features as affordances; 3) impact of affordances on 

practice; and 4) the relation of the artifact design/implementation cycle in a wider institutional, social, and political 

contexts. 

   
Applications of the Design Framework 
We will present three applications of the design framework to different fields of educational inquiry.  The first 

focuses on how the design framework can be used to encourage collaboration between classroom teachers and 

researchers.  The second contemplates the design framework as an organizational tool for understanding the 
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practices of youth media arts organizations.  The final examines the mismatch between features and affordances as a 

path toward understanding the implementation of a large-scale instructional policy.   

 

 

2. Using the Design Framework as a Metarepresentation to Facilitate Teacher-Researcher 
Collaboration 
 

Dana Gnesdilow and Jen Scott Curwood 

 

Often, when one educational design fails, the response is to try another design rather than closely inspect the 

8)2&*24$', 64(=)**&=2(, 9&2B&&*, 2#&, 6&(4D*&3(?, 4*2&*6&6, <&$253&(, $*6, 5(&3(?, 8&3=&4%&6, $<<)36$*=&(0, F, 6&(4D*-based 

perspective on classroom curricular interventions may inform subsequent iterations of the design, which can benefit 

teachers, researchers, and students alike.  Our theoretical work draws from the field of participatory design research 

to highlight the need for the utilization of the design framework as a metarepresentation to foster collaboration 

between teachers and researchers.  Furthermore, it highlights six ways in which the design framework can be applied 

throughout the process of planning educational innovations to minimize disconnects that may occur between design, 

implementation, and iteration.   

Metarepresentations allow individuals to more readily perceive and comprehend patterns that the unaided 

:4*6,:$E,)%&3'))I,)3,64(:4((0,H#4(,$''&%4$2&(,$*,4*64%465$'?(,*&&6,2),I&&8,23$=I,)<,=):8'&A,4*<)3:$24)*+,83)%464*D,

7:&*2$', (8$=&;, <)3, #4D#&3,)36&3, 2#4*I4*D, @O)3:$n, 1994).  Several researchers in the participatory research field 

advocate for the use of a tool, such as a metarepresentation, to address perspectives of all members of a design team 

(Arias, Eden, Fischer, Gorman, & Scharff, 2000; Blomberg, Suchman, & Trigg, 1996; Kankainen, 2003; Maguire, 

2001; Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005).  With this in mind, we suggest that the design framework will function as 

both a visual and a temporal metarepresentation to illuminate the design process.  As Edelson (2002) notes, 

7P*D$D4*D, 4*, 6&(4D*, $(, $, 3&(&$3=#, 83)=&((,:&$*(, 2$I4*D, 2#&, &'&:&*2(, )<, 6&(4D*, 2#$2, 2E84=$''E, 3&:$4*, 4:8'4=42, 4*,

6&(4D*,$*6,:$I4*D,2#&:,&A8'4=42;,@80,KKQ/0,R&,(&&I,2),&:8#$(4L&,#)B,2#&,6&(4D*,<3$:&B)3I,=$*,(&3%&,$(,$,2))',2),

facilitate productive interactions between teachers and researchers by explicating the entire process of educational 

research by serving as a metarepresentation.  

We envision the design framework as having six specific applications within educational research: 1) as a 

visual tool to elucidate research design and development to all constituents involved in the design process, 2) a co-

planning tool, 3) as a reference point for reflection during design implementation, 4) as a means to summatively 

assess the effectiveness of the research design and its implementation, 5) as a tool to re-envision the design for 

future iterations, and 6) as a means to record the intentions, implementations, and outcomes of the design process 

over multiple iterations. We conceptualize each of these six applications as a way to promote communication and 

collaboration between teachers and researchers during the design process manifesting greater fidelity in 

implementation and resulting in enhanced educational outcomes. Additionally, we believe that the design framework 

as a metarepresentation can be used to examine policies and craft interventions by deconstructing the design process 

after it occurs, in order to understand disconnects or implementation issues. 

 

3. Artifact Families: An Affordance of the Design Framework 
 

Michelle Bass 

 

The design framework affords us the opportunity to see sameness and difference between similar artifacts.  Many 

artifacts share similar, or sometimes identical, components which include features, intentions, and stated outcomes.  

Here, I present the idea of artifact families as a way to organize and describe artifacts that share design framework 

components.  
The structure for the idea of organizing artifacts into families comes from the field of organization studies.  

Organization studies researchers are starting to explore positioning their work as a science for design+,B#4=#,7puts 

2#&,4*2&38'$E,9&2B&&*,)3D$*4L$24)*$',&*2424&(,$*6,8#&*):&*$,$(,$324<$=2(,$*6,$(,()=4$',<$=2(,$2,2#&,=&*2&3;,@S&'4*&I+,

T)::&+,U,V)'$*6+,-..W+,80,X-./0,,,H#&,$52#)3(,=)*2&*6,2#$2,(=4&*=&,<)3,6&(4D*,=$*,79346D&,2#&,B)3'6(,)<,2#&)3&24=$',

and practical sig*4<4=$*=&;,@S&'4*&I,&2,$'., 2008, p. 317).   They continue, 

According to Simon (1969) science views existing organizational systems as empirical objects from an 

outsider perspective, while design &*%4(4)*(, (E(2&:(, 2#$2, 6),*)2, E&2, &A4(2Y"4:)*, <)3&($B, 2#$2, $ design 

science approach could help overcome the isolation of specialists by providing a common ground for 
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bringing our diverse interests together in a search for more desirable states of (organizational) affairs. (p. 

317-318) 

The idea of isolation of specialists is true amongst researchers who study youth media arts organizations (YMAOs).  

YMAOs vary by participant demographics, geographic location, types of media produced, mentorship practices, and 

many other features.  The complex variety of possible feature combinations results in difficulty comparing across 

organizations. Despite this fact, researchers continue discussing YMAOs as one type of artifact.  I provide a worked 

example of organizing YMAOs into artifact families.  This discussion begins with a critique regarding the field of 

:5'24:&64$, '42&3$=E?(, )%&3'E, (4:8'4<4&6, =):8$34()*, )<, $'', %$34&24&(, )<, Z[F1(, 2), 63$B, )%&3$3=#4*D, =)*='5(4)*(,

about these prog3$:(?,4:8$=2(,)*,E)52#0, ,\,then focus on a nested family in the larger artifact family of YMAOs, 

those that work specifically with youth to help them create identity-focused films (IFF). 

Intentions of the organizations are determined through analysis of mission statements, followed by an 

&A$:4*$24)*, $=3)((,83)D3$:(?,:$])3, <&$253&(+, 46&*24<4&6, $(, (2$<<4ng, entrance, core process, and retention, for the 

similarities and differences that make each a unique member of the identity film focused YMAO family.  I also 

propose the idea of creating cross family memberships for IFF members by adding to their intentions and features, 

looking (8&=4<4=$''E, $2, #)B, 2#&(&, 83)D3$:(, =)5'6, <)=5(, )*, (&3%4*D, $(, $, 84&=&, )<, 2#&43, $6)'&(=&*2, 8$324=48$*2?(,

transition process to college. 

 Identity film focused youth media arts organizations are one of many artifact families in the field of 

educational research.  The idea of artifact families should not be conceived of as revolutionary or subversive.  

Rather, I hope that using the frame of science for design from the field of organization studies can help make 

discussions of artifacts in the field of education more understandable and less ambiguous.  

 

4. Branching Up, Out or Off:  How Features Become Affordances 
 

Anne Karch 

 

I look at the section of the design framework between intentions and consequences, where the designed features of 

the artifact become affordances, or not, in the use or operation of that artifact.  I suggest that the process by which 

artifact users afford themselves of its features is an organic one in which emergent uses can sprout and grow from 

the original designed features.  I offer the metaphor of a tree and its branches for this process and show how the 

design framework gives us a closer view of the mismatch between features and affordances than in fidelity of 

implementation analysis. 

The artifact I examine is a policy for educational reform:  the Wisconsin Student Achievement Guarantee 

in Education (SAGE) program, which is in place in over 500 elementary schools across the state. The design for this 

program is laid out in Wisconsin state law with the intention of increasing the levels of academic achievement of 

low-4*=):&, (256&*2(0, , "F^P, '$B, =$''(, <)3, (=#))'(, 2), 5(&, <)53, 74:83)%&:&*2, (23$2&D4&(+;, 4*='564*D_, , 3&65=4*D,

student/teacher ratio to 15: 1 in grades K through 3
rd

; keeping schools open extra hours in order to provide 

recreational, educational, social $*6, =)::5*42E, (&3%4=&(, 2), (256&*2(, $*6, 2#&43, <$:4'4&(`, )<<&34*D, $, 734D)3)5(,

=5334=5'5:;, 4*, 2#)(&, (:$''&3, ='$((&(`, $*6, 7(2$<<, 6&%&')8:&*2, $*6, $==)5*2$94'42E;, @^&*&3$', "=#))', 18&3$24)*(+,

§118.43(3)). These strategies are the four main features of the law. 

SAGE is an interesting artifact because its features are clearly spelled out in the law, yet researchers who 

#$%&, <)'')B&6, 2#&, 83)D3&((, )<, (=#))'=#4'63&*, 8$324=48$24*D, 4*, "F^P, #$%&, <)5*6, 2#$2, >$=#4&%&:&*2?, 4(, *)2,

>D5$3$*2&&6?, 2),$''`,"F^P,(=#))'(,#$%&,(#)B*,widely varying levels of academic success (Graue, Hatch, Rao, & 

Oen, 2007; Graue, Rauscher, & Sherfinski, 2008; Zahorik, Molnar, & Smith, 2003).  Perhaps not surprisingly, 

researchers have found that SAGE does not look the same in each of the schools, even within the same district or 

sometimes across grades in the same school.  A fidelity of implementation analysis would look at the enactment of 

"F^P+,(&$3=#4*D,<)3,B$E(,42,#$6,*)2,9&&*,76)*&,34D#2;,$2,2he low performing schools (Firestone, Fitz, & Broadfoot, 

1999; Lee, Penfield, & Maerten-Rivera, 2009; O'Donnell, 2008; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002).  A design 

approach requires us to look first at the policy itself to see intentions, and then examine how its features are seen as 

affordances and whether those affordances still match the intentions (Norman, 1994; Spillane et al., 2002). 

I consider each of the four features of SAGE, plus the fifth feature of funding, looking at its designed intent, the 

affordance(s) or perceived affordances it offers, and the way it is appropriated by the users, highlighting mismatches 

between intent and affordance where they occur.  Then, using the tree metaphor, I trace the branching growth of the 

feature as schools afford themselves of it, sometimes causing more branches to grow up or out, sometimes breaking 

off.  Where there is a matc#, 9&2B&&*, $, <&$253&?(, 4*2&*24)*(, $*6, $<<)36$*=&(+, 2#&3&, 4(, D3)B2#0, ,R#&*, 2#&3&, 4(, $,

mismatch, the branch breaks off, although the user may adapt it for another purpose.  I also show how the interaction 

between affordances, like interlocking tree branches, can lead to more vigorous growth.  For education policy, the 
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design framework allows for detailed analysis of what happens between intentions and outcomes and offers the 

possibility of fine tuning, through the recursive process of redesign, of features to create better matches between 

intentions and affordances. 

 

Implications 
We argue that the design framework can facilitate the examination of the design and implementation of educational 

initiatives by supporting cognition, communication, reflection, and generative questioning across space and time. By 

tracing the design process from its inception to its implementation and through its evaluation and subsequent 

iterations, we will suggest that policy makers, researchers, educational leaders, and teachers can clearly 

communicate their goals and needs to each other while working to increase the fidelity of reform initiatives. In 

addition, by integrating users (and their experiences) into the design process early on, real-world practices can 

inform an iterative design process, leading to greater faithfulness in enacting the intentions of the artifact.   

 We believe that the design framework can be used to communicate and explicate educational initiatives to 

all stakeholders, including superintendents, principals, community members, parents, and teachers. In this 

symposium, we look specifically at three examples: educational interventions that involve teacher-researcher 

collaboration, a youth media arts organization, and an intervention program for low-income elementary students. In 

each, we note that, on a very basic level, designs or reforms are often unsuccessful due to what Bernstein (1990) 

refers to as problems with recontextualization. In this model, researchers in any domain in academia work in a 

primary context, concerned mainly with the construction of new knowledge and the production of particular types of 

discourse. Those who make decisions about what takes place in schools, a secondary context, make judgments about 

what discourse and knowledge, produced within the primary context, is important to teach as well as how this 

information should be taught. In other words, those who make decisions about what is important for student to 

know, such as text book writers, policy makers, arts organization leaders, government officials, and superintendents, 

recontextualize what has been produced in the primary context for use in the secondary context.   

When policy makers and designers designate schools and teachers who have not been privy to the design 

process as the agents of implementation, disconnects between the intentions of the innovation and actual school and 

classroom enactments often occur. To alleviate problems such as this, several researchers have advocated for the 

development of overarching representations to facilitate intersubjectivity (Arias, Eden, Fischer, Gorman, & Scharff, 

2000; Blomberg, Suchman, & Trigg, 1996; Kankainen, 2003; Maguire, 2001; Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005). 

Using the design framework as a metarepresentation for the field of education, the papers presented in this 

symposium focus on investigating the issues of fidelity of educational policy initiatives and the coordination and 

organization of ideas to minimize the disconnects that can occur. We suggest that, as a metarepresentation, the 

design framework can serve three key purposes.  First, it can be used as a tool to understand the design process; in 

this way, it can be useful to those who work to plan, create, and implement reform initiatives.  The design 

framework can be invaluable for individuals who seek to research teaching and learning, and it can offer an analytic, 

research-based perspective on the process as it occurs.  Second, the design framework can also be used as a way to 

understand how to examine policies and craft interventions, and it can offer perspective on the process of making 

and implementing policy. Lastly, it offers a way to deconstruct the design process after it occurs, in order to 

understand the resulting disconnects or implementation issues.  
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Abstract: Understanding teacher cognition – and in particular teacher noticing - poses significant 

challenges to researchers because of the ongoing nature of teaching. To overcome those 

challenges learning science researchers have used a variety of methods to help them understand 

how teachers reason and make decisions while teaching. In this symposium we describe a new 

digital technology that allows teachers to capture short video clips of classroom activity as they 

are teaching. The three papers explore different aspects of what we have learned about teacher 

noticing using this new technology. The first paper describes the potential of the camera to serve 

as a window into teachers’ in-the-moment noticing. The second examines teacher noticing of 

their students’ thinking. The third paper investigates our efforts to use clips captured using this 

methodology as the basis for video clubs in which teachers watch and discuss excerpts of one 

another’s classrooms. 

Introduction 
Learning science researchers have, for many years, had a strong interest in teacher cognition. In particular, we 

would like to understand how teachers reason and make decisions in the act of teaching. Yet studying teacher 

thinking during instruction poses challenges for researchers. Because of the ongoing nature of teaching, it is not 

feasible to interrupt and ask teachers what they are thinking, what decisions they are considering, or what questions 

they have at the moment. Instead, researchers generally use other, less intrusive, approaches. For example, some 

researchers draw on observations of teaching to make inferences about a teacher’s thinking (e.g., Schoenfeld, 

1998). In this approach, researchers may try to construct a plausible chain of reasoning events that aligns with the 

teacher’s actions and utterances during a lesson. Another approach involves asking teachers to reflect, after-the-

fact, on their teaching. Using retrospective interviews, for instance, researchers may ask teachers to recall how they 

came to a particular decision or what alternatives they were considering at the time (Peterson & Clark, 1978). A 

third approach is to try to simulate teaching in some manner, for example, by showing teachers videos of 

instruction and asking them to comment (e.g., Copeland et al., 1994). 

Each of these approaches, however, has limitations. Some of what a teacher thinks may not be visible in a 

teacher’s actions or words, making it difficult to infer how a teacher is thinking simply by watching them. Also, in 

retrospective interviews, there is a risk that teachers will construct new interpretations of what took place during 

the interview, rather than recall their thinking during instruction. Similarly, even if simulations are carefully 

constructed to present teachers with situations that closely resemble instruction, teachers will lack the kind of 

detailed background information they use to make sense of real-world situations while teaching. It seems possible 

then that simulations will provoke a different kind of reasoning than takes place during instruction.  

Whether or not these approaches suffice will depend in part on what aspect of teacher cognition the researcher 

is interested in. In our work, we are particularly interested in teacher noticing — in how teachers attend to and 

make sense of significant interactions during instruction. The classroom is a complex environment with many 

things happening at once. How does a teacher decide where to focus his or her attention? This issue is particularly 

important in light of efforts to reform mathematics and science education in the U.S. today. Teachers are called 

upon to continually assess the ongoing nature of lessons and to base their instruction, at least in part, on the ideas 

that students raise in class. In this context, how teachers direct their attention in the act of teaching is a critical area 

for researchers to investigate. 

Given our interest in teacher noticing, the three approaches outlined above pose methodological challenges. 

First, it may be particularly difficult to observe a teacher “noticing;” noticing may not align with specific utterances 

or actions on the part of the teacher. In addition, because noticing is likely to take place in a fleeting manner it may 
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be hard to capture retrospectively. Furthermore, during simulations noticing may operate in a manner that is quite 

different than how it operates during instruction. How then, can we effectively study teacher noticing? 

The purpose of this symposium is to discuss a new technology that we are using to study teacher noticing 

during the act of instruction. Our claim is not that this new technology should replace the methods discussed above. 

Rather, we believe that this new technology has the potential to add an additional, complementary, window into 

teacher thinking in action.  

Exploring New Technology 
Recently, a new class of video cameras have been introduced, cameras that are small enough to be mounted on a 

hat or a pair of eyeglasses. Of particular interest are cameras that offer “selective archiving” capabilities. Selective 

archiving allows the user to select moments of video to capture immediately after they occur.  

Two cameras were used in the studies we present here: the Deja View CamWear 100 (Reich, Goldberg, & 

Hudek, 2004) and the POV 1.5 (V.I.O., 2009). Both cameras include two components: a small wearable camera 

approximately one inch long, and a recording module about the size of a cell phone that can be attached to a belt. 

The cameras record in a loop mode, and record over themselves after a short time. Pressing the “save” button on 

the recording module interrupts this process and saves the previous “loop” of video in a digital file — 30 seconds 

in the case of the Camwear 100 and 3 minutes in the case of the POV 1.5. In both cameras, the digital files are 

stored on a video card that is housed in the recording module. The files can easily be downloaded and viewed on a 

computer. 

We developed the following two-part methodology to support our use of the new cameras. First teachers were 

asked to wear the camera during instruction and to press the record button “when something interesting happens.” 

Occasionally we used variations of this prompt, but in general we asked teachers to focus on events that they found 

“interesting.” In order to capture a complete record of the lesson taught, we also videotaped the classroom from the 

back of the room using a single stand-alone video camera. Second, on the same day, a researcher met with the 

teacher to review the set of clips that had been captured. To do so, we developed a process intended to increase the 

possibility of teachers drawing on their thinking during instruction, rather than creating retrospective accounts of 

their noticing. Specifically, a still image of the start of the captured clip was shown to the teacher. If the teacher 

could recall, just from the still image, why he or she captured the clip, then the video clip was not reviewed further 

and the teacher explained at that point why the clip had been captured. If the teacher could not recall why the clip 

was captured, then the clip was played but only until the point at which the teacher was able to recall his or her 

reason for capturing the clip. Teachers were also asked to generally describe their experiences using the camera 

that day, and whether the clips represent the events that the teachers had intended to capture. All interviews were 

videotaped and later summarized and partially transcribed. 

The three papers presented in this symposium explore different aspects of what we have learned about teacher 

noticing thus far using this new technology. The first paper describes what we have found about the potential of the 

camera to serve as a window into teacher noticing during the instruction. The second paper looks closely at those 

clips teachers describe as being about student thinking. The third paper investigates our efforts to use clips captured 

using this methodology as the basis for video clubs in which teachers watch and discuss excerpts of each others’ 

classrooms. While all three papers share methodology for studying teacher noticing, the specific data examined are 

somewhat different across the papers. 

The format of the symposium will be as follows. We will begin with a brief introduction of the goals of our 

project as well as a demonstration of the wearable video camera and illustration of the kinds of data that were 

collected. Following this, there will be three 12-minute presentations of the papers. Next our discussant, Rogers 

Hall, of Vanderbilt University will provide comments on the papers. Dr. Hall’s research explores the relationship 

between one’s perception of events and how one participates in such events in a number of contexts including 

teaching. Finally, we will have 30 minutes for questions and discussion with the audience. 

Freezing Time: What Mathematics and Science Teachers “See” While Teaching 
Bruce L. Sherin, Miriam Gamoran Sherin 

 

Our methodology was designed to tap directly into teachers’ in-the-moment noticing in a way that has not been 

possible before. Specifically, the idea is that the clips themselves have the potential to reveal the kinds of events 

that teachers pay attention to during instruction. In addition, the hope is that teachers’ comments in the interviews 

will provide valuable information concerning the ways in which noticing acts during instruction, for example, the 

extent to which noticing is a conscious process and the reasons behind teachers’ attention to various kinds of 
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events. The goal of this presentation is to summarize and illustrate the data we have collected thus far, and then 

discuss the ways in which the methodology achieved its potential as well as problems we faced in the process. 

Over the past two years, we have worked with 12 high school mathematics and science teachers who 

volunteered to use one of the cameras during instruction. The teachers taught in three different school districts in 

the Midwestern United States, all of which have diverse student populations. Most teachers used the cameras on 

three separate occasions; in all we conducted 39 interviews lasting approximately 45 minutes each. Each of these 

interviews was conducted after a teacher had worn a camera for one class session. 

Overall, we found that teachers were able to use the camera to capture moments of instruction during teaching. 

About one-half of the teachers initially faced logistical problems using the camera — pressing the wrong button, or 

not pressing the button correctly, or other malfunctions of the camera. After one or two attempts at taping, 

however, these issues were generally resolved. The clips themselves illustrated a range of types of classroom 

events — whole group discussions, small group work, individual seatwork, and student presentations. Teachers 

reported to us that using the camera was not overly disruptive, either for themselves or for their students. This is 

also evident in the fact that teachers typically captured clips throughout a lesson; thus it was not the case that 

teachers captured clips only during the first 10 or 15 minutes of class at which point the demands of instruction 

took priority and camera use fell off.  

On average, teachers captured 9 clips per 50 minute class period. We see this moderate number as suggesting 

that teachers were somewhat selective in capturing moments of instruction. Furthermore, the distribution of clips 

was not evenly spaced throughout a lesson. Teachers did not simply press the button every five minutes or so 

without regard to the specifics of the moment. Instead, teachers seemed to be sufficiently conscious of what they 

viewed as interesting to be able to push the button when an event stood out to them. Mason (1998) writes of the 

need for teachers to be “aware of their awareness.” It is this kind of conscious awareness that we believe we have 

accessed with this methodology. Along the same lines, in many cases, teachers were able to recall what they had 

captured and why from looking only at the still image or a few seconds of video. Specifically, issues of student 

thinking, pedagogical techniques, and organizational issues were reported to have captured the teachers’ attention. 

Our methodology was not without problems, however. At times, teachers stated that they did not remember 

why a particular moment was captured. “I don’t know why I pushed the button there, but I know I actively did 

because I can see myself [look down to press the button.]” In such cases, our methodology failed to tap into 

teachers’ in-the-moment thinking about the noticed moment. Another concern is that there is some evidence that 

the act of wearing the camera and capturing moments may alter the very noticing that we intended to access. In 

particular, a few teachers suggested that using the camera heightened their sensitivity to noticing events that took 

place during instruction. “[Using the camera] made me more aware of what I thought was important.” Thus while 

our efforts to access teachers’ in-the-moment noticing appears to have been somewhat successful, there is reason to 

also be cautious as we move forward with the new technology. 

 

Science and Mathematics Teachers’ In-The-Moment Noticing: Attending to 
Student Thinking Within a Lesson and Beyond 
Adam A. Colestock, Rosemary S. Russ 

 

Recent reform efforts in science and mathematics education call for teachers to carefully attend and respond to their 

students’ thinking in the classroom (Schifter, 2001; Hammer & Van Zee, 2006). To help teachers achieve this goal 

we must first understand their existing practices for attending to student thinking (Sherin, 2001; Levin, Hammer & 

Coffey, 2009). In this paper we investigate how the teachers in our sample attend to student thinking in the 

moments of instruction. In particular we draw on data collected with our new methodology to explore the question: 

“Why do particular moments of student thinking stand out as interesting to a teacher?” 

For our analysis, we relied heavily on the teachers’ reflections in the interviews. In particular, we used this 

data to explore teachers’ ideas about the moments of student thinking they captured with the camera. First we 

reviewed the videotaped interviews and created descriptive summaries of what a teacher found interesting in each 

captured moment. Second, from those descriptions we identified and selected for analysis only those summaries in 

which the teacher discussed students’ thinking as an important aspect of the reason they captured that moment. Of 

the 266 clip summaries we created, we identified 48% as relating to student thinking. We then looked across these 

summaries for evidence of why particular moments of student thinking stood out to the teacher. The four themes 

that emerged from the data suggest that a teacher’s predictions and expectations for a particular lesson and their 

knowledge of their students’ prior and future learning strongly influence the student thinking moments to which 
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they attend. Below we describe these four themes, highlight how they relate to the work of teaching, and provide 

illustrative examples from the data.  

 Theme 1: Attending to unanticipated moments of student thinking. In planning for a lesson, teachers use their 

prior teaching experience, their knowledge of typical student thinking, and their understanding of this particular 

group of students to anticipate students’ reactions to different parts of the lesson, including what students might 

find routine or easy and what they might find challenging or puzzling (Schoenfeld,1998). Thus teachers may have a 

set of expectations about what student thinking will emerge in the lesson. In our data we found that teachers often 

described the moments they captured as being surprising or unexpected. For example teachers sometimes focused 

their discussion of a moment on a particular student question or insight that they had not anticipated, but were 

nonetheless pleased with encountering. For example, one teacher captured a moment because a student was able to 

solve algebraic equations involving absolute value signs, something they had not yet learned as a class. At other 

times teachers described moments when students had trouble with aspects of the lesson that they had assumed 

would be straightforward. For example, a science teacher captured a moment in which a student has difficulty 

answering what she considered to be a straightforward question. In describing the moment, she explained, “I asked 

what the function of the cell membrane, which we’ve spent the last 15-20 minutes talking about… It is literally 

written on the slide. We’ve said it like ten times.  And I call on Jess and she has no clue.” 

Theme 2: Attending to the progress of the lesson. Another aspect of lesson planning involves considering the 

pace of a lesson, the sequence of ideas, and the location of important conceptual checkpoints within the lesson 

(Leinhardt, 1993).  When discussing why they captured particular moments of student thinking our teachers 

sometimes discussed the ways in which a student’s idea related to the progress of the lesson.  Some teachers 

reported specifically waiting for students to express certain ideas and capturing them because they were important 

benchmarks for monitoring lesson progress. For example, one science teacher captured several different moments 

in which her students were accomplishing her instructional goal of making the connection between the pattern 

recognition activity that they were engaged in and the organization of the periodic table of elements. In describing 

one interaction with a student she explains, “He said, ‘Oh, this is just like the periodic table!’ and I was like ‘Ding, 

Ding, Ding! Yes, that is exactly what you were supposed to [figure out].’”  In contrast, other teachers captured 

moments when the lesson was not progressing as they had hoped, such as when students struggled with a crucial 

part of the lesson. For example, a mathematics teacher captured a moment in which a number of students were 

having difficulty understanding why it wasn’t necessary to write the variable t as part of the answer when finding 

the rate of change of a parametric linear equation.  She took this as evidence that she should think about doing 

more work to help students understand slopes and rates of change. 

Theme 3: Attending to students’ prior knowledge. In planning a lesson, teachers make assumptions about the 

relevant prior knowledge students possess, either from the everyday world or from previous formal teaching.  In 

our data teachers frequently described moments as being interesting for what they revealed about a student’s prior 

knowledge. For example, during a lecture about membrane structure one science teacher captured a moment in 

which a student asked what a solute was and another student provided a poor explanation.  This moment of student 

thinking stood out to her because she was surprised that despite their previous coursework the students were unable 

to accurately describe a solute, “It was mind-boggling to me that they do not know what a solute is because these 

are kids who have come through two years of honors chemistry and physics…so I have to think about assumptions 

that I make about what they have learned in the past.” In addition to capturing moments in which student prior 

knowledge was lacking or problematic, our teachers also captured moments in which students productively drew 

on prior knowledge by making connections with previously learned material. For example, the same science 

teacher captured another moment because a student applied his understanding of protein structures that he had 

learned in class a month and a half ago to a new context in a class research presentation about a particular disease. 

Theme 4: Attending to opportunities for future learning. Often teachers plan to leverage the understandings 

that students develop in one day’s lesson as starting points for future lessons in the curriculum. As a result, teachers 

may draw on their awareness of how ideas will be used in the future to be alert for opportunities to foreshadow or 

motivate future learning. Several teachers in our sample discussed the student thinking they captured in terms of its 

importance for future lessons. For example, one Calculus teacher captured a student question and subsequent 

discussion about how a particular integration technique might be similar to other methods they would encounter 

later in the week.  He was pleased because the discussion allowed him to foreshadow upcoming lessons; he said, “it 

was an interesting question because we’ve just started talking about these solids of revolution today…but 

eventually we will get to what Eric was talking about.”  The teacher also indicated that he decided to bring the 

conversation to a certain point and then stop it because they would be returning to these ideas later, “If we were 

working on cross sections we could have spent more time with Derrick’s response but as it was I thought Dylan 

answered the question sufficiently for today.” 
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In this work we have examined why teachers may attend to particular aspects of student thinking in the 

moments of instruction and not others. In particular we discussed how their attention to events is influenced by (1) 

the student responses they anticipate (2) the conceptual checkpoints that help them determine when to proceed  (3) 

the relationship of the current lesson to students’ prior knowledge and (4) the opportunity of the thinking to 

foreshadow future learning. Furthermore, the methodology we employed to access that teacher thinking allowed us 

to see teachers in their own teaching situations — situations in which they have rich knowledge of the curriculum, 

the students’ learning history, and the possible paths along which the lesson will progress. Our analysis suggested 

that this detailed knowledge creates expectations and predictions that substantially influence which moments stand 

out to teachers. Thus we suspect that other methodologies that do not allow teachers to draw on this rich set of 

knowledge – either because teachers are reflecting on classrooms that are not their own or because they are too far 

removed from the in-the-moment use of that knowledge in their own classroom – may be unable to access the kind 

of thinking about student thinking we describe here. In our future work we plan to continue to use this 

methodology to explore how teachers attend to their students’ thinking during instruction and the role that this 

noticing plays in shaping their teaching practice. 
 

Supporting Video Club Conversations Using Teacher-Selected Video Clips  
Melissa J. Luna, Martha Mulligan, Miriam Gamoran Sherin, Janet Walkoe 

 

The other papers in this symposium report on the kinds of classroom moments teachers captured using wearable 

cameras and the reasons teachers give for capturing such moments. In this paper, we take a different approach. 

Specifically, we investigate using these captured moments to support conversations among teachers around their 

students’ ideas in science and mathematics.  

This work takes place in a particular context we call video clubs. A video club is a type of professional 

development experience in which a group of teachers watch and discuss classroom video excerpts of their instruction with a 

particular focus or framework in mind (Frederiksen, Sipusic, Sherin, & Wolfe, 1998). For example, discussions in a video 

club context can be intentionally focused on a range of issues such as discourse, student thinking, or management (Tochon, 

1999). The use of video is central to the work of a video club. Video is able to capture the complexity of a classroom and 

meaningfully reduce that complexity by providing a record of interactions (Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008). With 

video, teachers do not have to respond immediately as they do when they are teaching. Therefore, watching and discussing 

video opens up rich opportunities for teachers to reflect upon and analyze events that occur during teaching.  

Prior research on the use of video clubs demonstrated that this is an effective context for helping teachers notice and 

respond to students’ ideas in mathematics (e.g. van Es & Sherin, 2008). This paper extends such work to include science 

teachers. Furthermore, the use of a new video technology—the wearable camera—inspired a slightly different video club 

design. Other video clubs typically ask teachers to reflect on and discuss video that researchers have selected of teachers’ 

classrooms from footage from the back or side of the classroom (i.e., video from a researcher’s point of view) (Sherin & 

Han, 2004). Here we instead asked teachers to reflect on and discuss classroom moments that the teachers themselves 

captured while wearing the Deja View or POV 1.5 camera. In doing so we had two main goals. First, we wanted to explore 

the ways in which clips from the wearable camera would support conversation around students’ ideas. Would the fact that 

the video clips are exclusively from the teachers’ point of view—and thus teachers are not visible—prompt consistent 

discussion of students’ thinking? Second, we wanted to take a first step towards testing the feasibility and viability of making 

video clubs self-sufficient rather than relying heavily on a research team. In our experience, teachers do not usually have 

time to select excerpts from video of an entire class session. The wearable camera allows teachers to select the moments 

while they are teaching, thus removing this barrier. While we were still heavily involved in the logistics of the video clubs 

discussed here, we view this study as a valuable first step toward understanding what it would take for teachers to sustain a 

video club on their own. 

The data in this study draw from our work with three separate video clubs. All video club meetings were videotaped. 

 

(1) High School Mathematics Video Club. This video club consists of two experienced high school math teachers 

and a researcher-facilitator. Both teachers had previously participated in other video clubs to examine their 

students’ mathematical thinking using classroom video. However, both were new users of the Deja View, 

which required them to capture classroom moments from their point of view for the video club discussion. 

Video club conversations focused on students’ mathematical thinking. 

(2) Middle and High School Mathematics Video Club. This video club consists of seven teachers with varying 

levels of teaching experience and a researcher-facilitator. Both the video club context and the POV 1.5 were 

novel for this group. At the start of the year the researcher videotaped the classroom and selected video clips 

for the video club discussions. Then later in the year, teacher-captured clips were used as the focus of 
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discussion in the video club. Video club conversations focused on classroom discourse around mathematics. 

(3) Elementary School Science Video Club. This video club consists of four 3-5
th

 grade teachers with varying 

levels of teaching experience and a researcher-facilitator. The video club context and the POV 1.5 were 

new for this group as well. However, this video club was different from the others in that it only used teacher-

captured video clips for discussion. Video club conversations focused on students’ ideas in science.   

 

While the three video clubs reported here differed in important ways, they were similar in that they all included the use 

of a small wearable camera by teachers. We argue that because of its capability to capture classroom moments as they 

happen, this tool helped support interesting conversations in the video club as teachers reflected on and analyzed those 

moments. In our analysis of the video club discussions, three issues stand out as noteworthy.  

First, the short time length of the videos appeared to influence the teachers’ initial conversations around the 

video clips. Video club discussions in general focus on 5 to 10 minutes of video footage from a participating 

teacher’s classroom. The Deja View and POV 1.5, however, capture short episodes of classroom events ranging 

from 30 seconds to 3 minutes. In using these shorter clips as a basis for discussion, we found that this placed 

greater burden on the teacher whose clip was being discussed. Essentially, these shorter clips strip away contextual 

details and thus require the presenting teacher to provide sufficient context in order to reconstruct the event for 

others. In addition, the other teachers had to articulate a range of questions as they made sense of the event. For 

example, after watching a 30-second clip of students from Richard’s class, Richard and Nancy conversed back and 

forth until they arrived at a shared understanding of the moment. In the video students were discussing how they 

expanded the binomial (x+5)
3
. 

 

Nancy:   [So] her question was, how do you multiply all three binomials at once? 

Richard:  Yeah that[’s]… right. 

Nancy:  She was like… “How do you multiply three times three times three?” … 

Richard:  Right. Times three… 

Nancy:  So I think she wanted an easier way…to expand that binomial, but you haven't 

gotten to that. …But I don't really understand what the presenter said… 

Richard:   Well, …the first girl, her question was, … “How do you know? If you do the 

first and the second…or the second or the third first, which do you do?” And so 

what the girl in front said is that it doesn't matter because it is multiplication. 

 

Together these two teachers carefully scrutinized the short captured clip in order to understand both what the 

student was asking and what the student was thinking about expanding binomials. This level of scrutiny required 

close attention to a classroom event on the part of both teachers. 

Second, when teacher-captured clips were shown in the video club, presenting teachers had already “noticed” 

these moments during instruction. Thus, they typically came into the video club with an established interpretation 

of what had taken place in the captured moment. Perhaps using the camera during instruction heightened their 

noticing somewhat as well as deepened their interpretations in the moment. Interestingly, however, we found that 

teachers remained open to considering alternative interpretations of the events when viewed with colleagues in the 

video club. In fact, these new interpretations often built on the ideas the presenting teachers brought to the group. 

For example, upon capturing a classroom moment Nancy initially thought her students had understood the 

classroom talk around the equation 2x + 3: 

 

I think I captured it because they [the students] did correct it [the problem]. …the girl did say 

“No wouldn't that be plus 3x?” But then I think something else happened after that. I think the 

presenter was convinced that she didn't need to say per week, … and she did change her mind. 

 

However, while discussing her clip in the video club she realized something different: 

 

Well, ...now I noticed, as I think about this a little bit more, I'm thinking how she [the student] 

described her situation. I think it might have been just sort of tangled in semantics. [So] is x the 

total amount of money she saved, or is x the amount of money she saved that week? So, right 

now I don't know what it was…But I think that distinction matters and so this whole 

conversation, I don't know that anybody was clear on that.  
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This differs from other video clubs because teachers in those clubs did not capture the video clips themselves, and 

therefore, the first explicit interpretation of the event occurred in the context of the video club. We found that 

having teachers bring their in-the-moment interpretations into the video club discussion, as well as their willingness 

to consider other interpretations, added a level of depth to unpacking the classroom event captured.  

Third, at times we noted a topic of discussion that was new for video clubs. Specifically, teachers occasionally 

mentioned and asked each other about the reasons why they had captured particular moments with the wearable 

cameras. For example, in the above example, the conversation later turned to why Richard captured the clip to 

begin with and he responded by explaining his thinking. 

 

Well, it's just really about multiplying, because I was thinking…a lot of times they don't quite 

understand a parenthetic expression is like, you can treat it like a number.  And so, in terms of 

applying properties, she was saying it is just multiplication, it just doesn't really matter.  So I 

think that is probably why. 

 

We suspect this kind of talk occurred because we asked teachers to capture specific kinds of classroom events (e.g. 

“Capture students’ algebraic thinking.” or “Capture student ideas about magnets.”) while wearing the Deja View or 

POV 1.5. Since all teachers from one video club had the same prompt, it is not surprising they were curious of each 

others’ reasons for capturing a particular classroom moment, and thus turned the video club discussion towards 

unpacking the teachers’ thinking and reasoning behind the moment of capture. While we want video club 

discussion to focus on what students are saying and doing, we recognize that unpacking teacher thinking can be a 

productive focus for a video club conversation helping teachers understand their own thinking in this process. 

 In conclusion, video clubs that utilize clips captured by teachers in the moments of instruction do support 

sustainable conversations in the video club context. We have found that such conversations involve teachers in 

collaborative sense making often elaborating on contextual detail not apparent in the clips, being open to alternative 

interpretations when viewing practice, and focusing on their own thinking about why they identified a particular 

classroom moment as worthy of capture.  

Implications of this Methodology 
Our purpose in presenting these papers as a set is to give the reader a sense of the potential of a new digital video 

technology – selective archiving – for the study of teacher noticing. For us, the power of these cameras lies in that 

they allow teachers to record particular moments of classroom interaction as the interactions unfold and without 

interrupting the on-going instruction. Although the full breadth of our research program with these cameras is still 

emerging, our use of this technology so far has provided a window into the kinds of data we might collect when 

working with teachers, the kinds of questions that data will allow us to answer, and the kinds of theoretical issues 

that data will inform.  

In terms of the data we can reasonably expect to obtain with this methodology, we have seen that teachers 

can implement this selective archiving technology to collect moments that are meaningful to them, and that those 

moments can ground both personal reflections and discussions with colleagues. This process then provides us with 

data about the range of things that teachers notice during instruction, their own thinking about what they notice, 

and their colleagues’ interpretations of that noticing. In terms of the questions this data can address, we see that this 

data may be useful for examining both population- and individual-level questions. For example, aggregating data 

across multiple teachers will allow us to answer questions about trends and patterns in teachers’ in-the-moment 

noticing. In contrast, identifying moment-to-moment relationships between a single teacher’s noticing as captured 

with the camera and that teacher’s instruction may allow us to better understand the how’s and why’s of a 

successful teacher’s noticing. The answers to both kinds of questions will be crucial for understanding and 

impacting teacher noticing. Finally, in terms of the theoretical issues our data might inform, we have found that just 

the possibility of capturing teachers’ in-the-moment noticing has forced us to examine our underlying 

conceptualization of teacher noticing. For example, the methodology raises questions about whether the noticing 

that is conscious - and thus captured with this data - and more tacit noticing are the result of similar or distinct 

cognitive processes. In addition, data from teacher reflections suggests that we as researchers may need to explore 

the possibility that noticing is not isolated to a single event in time but is rather distributed across multiple 

episodes. While we do not yet have definitive answers to all these questions, our preliminary analysis of the data 

suggests that this new technology will allow us to make substantial contributions to the study of teacher noticing – 

both methodologically and theoretically - in the near future. 
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Abstract: This paper provides an overview of a symposium that explored the 

implications of complexity for the field of the learning sciences. Two papers explored 

aspects of learning about complex systems in the domains of physics and electricity and 

of the mathematics of change and variation. The third paper viewed learning from a 

complexity perspective as an emergent phenomenon, and proposes to compliment 

traditional quantitative and qualitative methodologies used in learning sciences research 

with computational agent-based modeling methods. The fourth paper is a “theoretical 

case study” in which an “ontological network theory” based on scale free networks is 

proposed, and then used to reframe the debate in the learning sciences concerning 

“coherent knowledge” versus “knowledge-in-pieces” theories of conceptual change. 

Overall, it is hoped this session stimulated interest in new theoretical and methodological 

"lenses” for understanding the challenges of learning about complex systems and for 

doing research into learning as complex systems. 

Overview 
We live in an age where many 21

st
 century scientists theoretically conceptualize and methodologically 

investigate complex physical and social systems in new ways that enable consideration of critical aspects of 

how these systems behave that have been simplified or ignored in earlier research. For example, whereas 

neo-Darwinian views of evolution highlighted the importance of natural selection, recent bio-complexity 

perspectives also stress notions of self-organization, interdependence, co-evolution, and emergent patterns 

(Bar-Yam, 1997; Gell-Mann, 1994; Holland, 1995; Kauffman, 1993, 1995; Simon, 1999). Other 

complexity concepts that scientists are using to study complex natural and even synthetic or artificial 

systems include multi-scale hierarchical organization, dynamical attractors, deterministic chaos, network 

theories, developmental trajectories, and fitness landscapes.  

However, in the learning sciences, interest in complexity has to date focused primarily on issues 

associated with learning about complex systems, such as papers in the learning about complex systems 

strand in the Journal of the Learning Sciences by Sabelli (2006), Jacobson and Wilensky (2006), Goldstone 

(2006), Lesh (2006), Hmelo-Silver and Azevedo (2006), Hmelo-Silver, Marathe, and Liu (2007), and 

Goldstone and Wilensky (2008). An assertion explored in this symposium is that “concepts and 

methodologies from the study of complex systems raise important issues of theoretical and methodological 

centrality in the field of the learning sciences itself (p. 11) (Jacobson & Wilensky, 2006). Clancey (2008) 

has made a similar claim about the central role of complexity and systems thinking as scientific antecedents 

of views of situation cognition in the cognitive sciences.  

The purpose of this symposium is to accept the premise that knowledge about the dynamics of 

complex physical and social systems is important for students in the 21
st
 century to understand and to then 

look at empirical research into the learnability of these ideas. Two papers explored aspects of learning 

about complex systems in the domains of physics and electricity and of the mathematics of change and 

variation. Both of these papers employ agent-based models and visualizations as important interactive 

representational artifacts central to the respective learning interventions employed. In addition, other papers 

in this symposium considered ways in which theoretical and methodological perspectives from complexity 

may inform research in our field. The third paper in the symposium examined the methodological 

limitations of quantitative and qualitative methods used in the majority of learning sciences research if one 

views learning as an emergent phenomenon, and proposed complementing these methodologies with 
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computational agent-based methods. The fourth paper was a “theoretical case study” that proposed an 

“ontological network theory” based on scale free networks, which then was used to reframe the debate in 

the learning sciences concerning “coherent knowledge” versus “knowledge-in-pieces” theories of 

conceptual change.   

The papers in this symposium fit together in a complementary manner. All papers in this 

symposium employ various complexity conceptual perspectives such as agent interactions, self-

organization, hierarchical levels, emergent properties, scale free networks, and three of the four papers 

explicitly use agent-based models either to facilitate learning or to enhance research. The format of the 

symposium followed this sequence: (a) comments on the symposium themes by the Chair (5 minutes), (b) 

15 minute talks by each of the presenters (60 minutes), (c) discussant comments (10 minutes), and (e) 

moderated audience discussion (15 minutes). Overall, it is hoped this session stimulated interest in new 

theoretical and methodological "lenses” for understanding the challenges of learning about complex 

systems and for doing research into learning as complex systems.  
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Learning About Complex Systems 

The Role of Perceptual Signatures and Agent-Level Mechanisms in Understanding 
Emergence: An Example in Learning Electricity 
 

Pratim Sengupta, Mind, Matter & Media Lab, Vanderbilt University, pratim.sengupta@vanderbilt.edu 

Uri Wilensky, Center for Connected Learning & Computer Based Modeling, Northwestern University, 

uri@northwestern.edu 

Research Goals  
Our primary research goal is to investigate the effectiveness and cognitive (epistemological) implications of 

representing electrical conduction in a multi-agent based computational learning environment based on 

agent-level, intuitive mechanisms.  

Theoretical Framework 
It has been widely noted that knowledge in the various sub-domains of physics, including electricity, is 

organized around a few central principles that in turn typically require knowledge of vector algebra and 

calculus (Belcher & Olbert, 2003; Bagno & Eylon, 1990; Larkin et al, 1981)
1
. A design goal that often 

drives instructional design in electromagnetism is to organize learners’ knowledge around these principles 

(Bagno and Eylon, 1997; Belcher and Olbert, 2003; Reiner et al, 2000). In contrast to this, the central 

design principle of the NIELS learning environment (NetLogo Investigations in Electromagnetism, 

Sengupta & Wilensky, 2005, 2008) is to represent and organize phenomena in the domain of introductory 

electricity in terms of a few intuitive “mechanisms” that in turn are based individual agent-level behaviors 

and attributes. For example, resistance is represented in terms of simple electron-atom interactions 

(“collisions” or “bouncing”), and electric current is represented as the emergent “flow” flow of electrons, 

that depends on agent-level attributes (e.g., number and speed of electrons).  

Context and Methods 
In this paper, we will present the analysis of 5

th
 grade (n = 20) students’ interactions with a sequence of two 

NIELS models (Current in a Wire model (Sengupta and Wilensky, 2008a), and Series Circuit model 

(Sengupta and Wilensky, 2008b)). Activity Sheets accompanying each model scaffolded learners’ 

interactions with these models, during which they were prompted to observe the agent-level attributes and 

interactions, and were asked provide written explanations of the following macro-level phenomena in pre- 

and post-tests: a) how a light bulb works; and b) the behavior of electric current in a light bulb circuit (i.e., 

whether and why electric current is equal throughout the circuit with a light bulb). The data presented here 

includes participants’ written explanations and semi-clinical interviews with a few selected students.   

Data & Analysis 
Post-test responses show that all students indicated that electric current would be equal on either side of the 

light bulb, compared to less than 20% in the pre-test. Written explanations and interview responses show 

that participants were able to identify both the “mechanism” that produces light, as well as the reason(s) for 

constancy of electric current, based on the agent-level natural behavior of the electrons in the circuit – 

“bouncing up and down”, and/or “friction” with the atoms – which in turn produced heat, and then, light.  

Our argument here is that the intuitive nature of these mechanisms is due to the distinct perceptual 

signatures of some of the key agent-level behaviors. For example, although the Current in a Wire model 

depict electron-atom collisions, it does not contain any cues pertaining to the temperature of the system 

(wire). Yet, almost all the participants in their written explanations indicated it is the collisions (and the 

resultant friction) that would “heat up” the wire (filament) of the bulb and that in turn generates “light.” 

The perceptual signatures here are “heat” and “light,” both of which are ubiquitous and intricate 

components of our repertoire of everyday interactions with the physical world. Goldstone and Wilensky 

(2009) argued that such perceptual signatures are characteristics of multi-agent based computational 

representations of the underlying mechanisms that generate emergent complex phenomena across several 

domains. 

                                                           
1
 For example, Maxwell’s equations can explain a large number of different electromagnetic phenomena, 

and the behavior of most electric circuits can be predicted using Kirchhoff’s laws. 
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Significance 
These results suggest that representing electrical conduction in terms of intuitive, agent-level behaviors can 

enable learners as young as 5
th

 graders to understand and explain (in a scientifically correct manner) the 

behavior of electric current in linear circuits, which misconceptions researchers have shown to be difficult 

for even college students to understand (Chi et al., 1994; Reiner et al., 2000; Bagno & Eylon, 1997).  
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Seeing Change in the World from Different Levels: Understanding the 
Mathematics of Complex Systems 
 

Michelle Wilkerson-Jerde, Uri Wilensky 

Center for Connected Learning & Computer Based Modeling, Northwestern University 

michelle.wilkerson@gmail.com, uri@northwestern.edu 

 

In an increasingly dynamic and data-driven world, it is important for all students to be able to understand 

and interpret mathematical patterns over time in the context of the real-world phenomena that generate 

them. While there is a growing body of evidence that students as early as middle school can understand 

some fundamental and powerful ideas related to the mathematics of change over time in terms of real-

world contexts such as motion or banking (Confrey, Maloney, & Castro-Filho, 1997; Nemirovsky, Tierney, 

& Wright, 1998; Roschelle, Kaput, & Stroup, 2000), as well as the sophisticated dynamics of many 

complex systems (Wilensky & Reisman, 2006; Wilensky & Resnick, 1999), little is known about how they 

might think about mathematical change as it relates to complex systems: where a number of different 

behaviors and entities all contribute to a single quantity of interest, rather than a single behavior or 

phenomenon. But such systems are increasingly important in all aspects of academic and everyday life. 

From global temperatures that are increasing exponentially due to increased individual consumption to 

employment patterns that affect individual workers and are influenced by consumer spending, students 

must be able to understand not only how to interpret rates of change in the world, but also how individual 

entities and their actions and interactions contribute to and are affected by those rates of change.  

Knowing how students think and learn about change over time in such systems is important not 

only because it can help prepare students as active and informed citizens (Sabelli, 2006), but also because it 

can serve as a new access point to more formal mathematical topics such as calculus (Nemirovsky, Tierney, 

& Ogonowski, 1993; Stroup, 2002), and provide a better foundation for students entering the natural and 

social sciences where such systems are especially common (AAAS, 1991). That traditional calculus-based 

mathematics and notions of rate of change are so widely applicable and powerful, yet can so easily 

obfuscate the very mechanisms and elements that are at the core of those systems, presents a fundamental 

challenge for mathematics and science educators. In this presentation, we will explore the potential for 

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) to provide students with an alternative, intellectually honest means to 

construct and analyze the mathematical trends produced by complex systems.  
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Agent-based modeling shifts the encoding of quantitative change from an aggregate-level 

quantitative trend (for example, the rate of change of a population count) to a collection of agent-level 

behaviors that produce those trends (the reproduction behaviors of individuals). As a result of this shift, 

agent-based modeling can represent and reflect quantitative change in a way that includes notions of 

randomness, sensitivity to local conditions, the role of nonuniform distributions in aggregation, and other 

powerful aspects characteristic of change in systems that are not dealt with in traditional calculus. While 

considerable research has investigated how computation has expanded who can learn the mathematics of 

change, less is known about how it can expand what can be learned about the mathematics of change. 

We propose that such a practice can: 

 

• Broaden student access to the mathematics of change and variation, by providing an alternative 

language with which to “speak” and “build” mathematical models of multi-agent systems that 

change over time. 

• Make more accessible to students the connections between the mathematical model(s) of a system, 

and the behavior and mechanisms that comprise that system. 

• Provide students with an infrastructure within which the ideas of calculus can be applied to a large 

class of interesting, and personally relevant, phenomena.  

 

We will support these claims with evidence from think-aloud (Ericsson & Simon, 1984), semi-

clinical (Clement, 2000) interviews conducted with 12 high school students enrolled in a precalculus 

course, who engaged in agent-based model building activities related to population growth and analyzed 

the graphs of mathematical trends produced by those models. These interviews are part of a larger design 

research agenda that intends to explore the potential for a constructionist, computational agent-based 

modeling environment to provide students a flexible, meaningful context within which students can explore 

the mathematics of complex systems. Findings suggest that while students were initially able to connect the 

behavior of a population plot to the behavior of the agent-based model, they were not able to articulate how 

the modeled reproductive behavior of that population, or how certain real-world factors such as a 

catastrophic event or individual preferences on childbearing might be manifested in the notion of “rate of 

change” or in the featured plots. They were also likely to attribute fluctuations in the plot to real-world 

events that were not included in the model, or develop incorrect mathematical explanations for real-world 

factors. In other words, students had great difficulty connecting the behavior of the model to mathematical 

ideas such as rate of change; when they tried to do so, they struggled and were often unsuccessful. After 

interacting with, and building their own, agent based models of population growth, students were much 

more likely to consider explicitly how behaviors that they knew were included in the model might play a 

role in the mathematical trends generated by that model, and were better able to predict mathematical 

trends given behaviors that were not included in the model. They were more likely to consider issues of 

randomness, individual heterogeneity, and the “stripped down” nature of modeling (that is, that not every 

real-world factor can be included in a given model) when analyzing mathematical trends and discussing 

mathematical models. 
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In this paper, we put forth a theoretical cum methodological proposal for a line of inquiry that seeks to 

understand learning as an emergent phenomenon. Our theoretical and methodological arguments detail how 

an emergent conception of learning places limits on experimental and descriptive approaches, whether used 

alone or in combination. These limits are not so much a function of causality or reduction, but the need to 

deal with the dialectical co-existence of linearity and non-linearity that often characterizes complex 

phenomenon. To overcome these limits, albeit only partially, we leverage complexity theory to advance 

computational agent-based models as part of an integrated, iteratively validated phenomenological-ABM 

inquiry cycle to understand learning as an emergent phenomenon from the “bottom up.”  

Although there is much excitement about the possibilities that computational methods bring to the 

table, there remains little theoretical and methodological exposition of why and how computational 

methods can be integrated with existing quantitative and qualitative methods to potentially expand the 

research toolkit of educational researchers. How do existing quantitative and qualitative methods fall short 

and how might computational methods be integrated to provide better understanding of the phenomenon of 

learning, and vice versa? Our argument is based on the premise that learning is a complex phenomenon, 

which under certain conditions exhibits emergent properties. Indeed, many contexts of learning—formal or 

informal, groups or individuals—are in fact complex systems (Jacobson & Wilensky, 2006; Kapur et al., 

2007). It is this very complexity that sets up the stage for the emergence of knowledge structures, 

interactional patterns, values, norms, identity, culture, and so on. Invoking emergence, however, requires 

that we deal with a fundamental tenet of complexity: an emergent phenomenon is ontologically and 

methodologically irreducible, i.e., an emergent phenomenon is its own shortest description (Kauffman, 

1995). This simple yet powerful tenet poses serious methodological challenges. Through a careful analysis 

of the assumptions underpinning quantitative and qualitative methods, we will build a case that existing 

methods fail to adequately address the issues of non-linearity, temporality, spatiality, and phase-space that 

are of central to understanding emergent phenomenon. We will discuss how and the extent to which these 

issues can be addressed by integrating computational agent-based methods with existing quantitative and 

qualitative methods (Abrahamson & Wilensky, 2005; Blikstein, Abrahamson, & Wilensky, 2006; 

Goldstone & Janssen, 2005). In the final analysis, we propose an iterative process of building from and 

validating with phenomenological theory and data to seek a better understanding of the complex 

phenomenon of learning noting very well that, any method, be it quantitative, qualitative, or computational, 

used alone or in combination, will necessarily remain reductive. 
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This paper provides a “theoretical case study” of how perspectives from complexity research might provide 

insights into debates of theory in the learning sciences. The debate we examine concerns the “fault line” in 

the field related to the “knowledge-in-pieces” versus “coherent knowledge” about conceptual change 

(diSessa, 2006), which extends back to the seminal monograph in Cognition and Instruction in which 

diSessa (1993) articulated his theory of phenomenological primitives (p-prims) and of “knowledge-in-

pieces.” 

An Ontological Networks Theory (ONT) is proposed in this paper that combines complexity 

views about scale-free network topologies with learning sciences perspectives about knowledge 

representation, conceptual change, and learning. Briefly, scale-free networks (Barabasi, Albert, & Jeong, 

1999; Barabasi & Bonabeau, 2003; Steyversa & Tenenbaum, 2005; Watts & Strogatz, 1998) resemble the 

airline system that consists of hubs, which are nodes with a very high number of links, in contrast to 

random networks—such as a national highway system—that consist of nodes with randomly placed 

connections. Barabasi et al. (1999) demonstrated that the basic mechanism that produces a scale free 

network involves: (a) growth (addition of new nodes), and (b) preferential attachment (the probability of a 

new node linking with an existing node is proportional to the number of links the existing node has).  

The ONT is explicitly based on these core properties of scale-free networks. We propose that the 

representation of knowledge about a variety of scientific phenomena consists of network configurations of 

nodes and hubs involving preferential attachment and selection processes.  Ontological nodes or O-Nodes 

are relatively “small” domain specific ideas about natural phenomena. O-Nodes are conceptualized as 

being similar to the construct of phenomenological primitives or p-prims (diSessa, 1993). In contrast, 

ontological hubs or O-Hubs are highly connected nodes (i.e., hubs in scale free network theory) that we 

regard as similar to the psychological construct of “ontological categories” (Chi, 1992, 2005; Lakoff, 

1987). (The full paper discusses the ONT in more detail, including selection processes and deactivating of 

nodes.) 

Recently it has been argued by diSessa (2006) that several theories about how people solve 

problems and learn often conceptualize knowledge as being relatively stable, consistent, and “coherent.” 

He maintains that these “coherent knowledge” theories have been more common than “knowledge-in-

pieces” theories (such as diSessa’s) in which ideas are viewed as fragmented and highly influenced by 

contextual cues and factors. Chi and her associates have articulated one representative theoretical view of 

“coherent” knowledge and conceptual change. Chi (1992) proposed a theory (which has been iteratively 

revised for several years, see Chi (2005)) that difficulties learners have with changing their concepts about 

certain types of knowledge, particularly in the sciences, may be explained as a result of ascribing the 

concepts being learned to inappropriate ontological categories. Chi’s basic argument is that students will 

need to make an ontological shift if they are to achieve conceptual change about such scientific concepts.  
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In this paper, we propose that the ONT may be used to reframe this debate in a principled manner. 

First, p-prims appear to be “node-like” in that they are described as “Elements: P-prims are rather small 

knowledge structures, typically involving configurations of only a few parts…” (diSessa, 1993, p. 111). In 

contrast, other major theories of conceptual change, such as by Chi, seem to describe cognitive structures 

such as “ontological categories” that are more “hub-like” than the “node-like” p-prims of diSessa. We 

believe the ONT has theoretical properties that are consistent with the major assertions and empirical 

findings associated with these two major conceptual change theoretical camps in the learning sciences (i.e., 

“coherent knowledge” versus “knowledge-in-pieces”). Further, the ONT as advantages over the learning 

sciences theory, such as the incorporation of a mechanism or process for how and why certain ideas link or 

do not link together, that is, the principle of preferential attachment, whereby more highly connected nodes 

(and hubs) have a higher probability of being linked to than less connected nodes. Thus new scientific ideas 

we might wish for students to learn would have a higher probability of linking to already formed 

ontological hubs (i.e., ontological categories), and thus there is a degree of “coherence” or consistency in 

how a conceptual network is activated, which research on conceptual change by researchers such as Chi has 

shown. Another potential advantage of the ONT is that as other researchers make progress on the properties 

and characteristics of scale-free networks mathematically and in terms of applications in other domains 

(e.g., neuroscience), these advances may in turn inform and enhance our understanding of processes of 

learning in our field. Finally, it is hoped this “theoretical case study” might be suggestive of how 

complexity perspectives more generally may be explored for their potential to inform other issues of theory 

and methodology in the learning sciences. 
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Abstract: This session explores the role place plays in environmental science learning of 

youth in formal and informal settings. Environmental education has failed to address the lived 

experiences and narratives of youth living in areas most in need of social, political, and 

environmental change; and little is known how or why youth might position themselves or be 

positioned as members of the complex ecology of our changing environments. These papers 

report on the role of place by looking at the way it is manifested in situated activity systems. 

We argue that place is socially (re)constructed by youth where we come to understand the 

relations youth develop to a place, and the ways in which youth position themselves and are 

positioned socioculturally, politically, and geographically. To illustrate how this plays out, we 

draw on a ‘envisioning your future neighborhood’ mapping activity, a community based 

program, ‘GET City’, that is focused on green energy issues, and an instructional unit, ‘My 

Place in Puget Sound’ to understand how youth make connections to place and are 

empowered to make decisions and changes in their local communities.  

Introduction 
With rising worldwide concerns about detrimental human impacts on the environment, it is becoming 

increasingly essential that we educate youth to both understand environmental issues and have the agency and 

expertise to solve these issues (NAAEE, 2004; Grass & Agyemon, 2002). However, environmental education is 

failing to address issues of environmental justice—especially around issues of race, social class, and power 

relations—that reflect multiple cultural perspectives, thus serving to reinforce dominant societal values and 

marginalize those groups of youth who are most impacted by the most pressing modern environmental issues 

(Agyemon, 2003; Grass & Agyemon, 2002; Lewis & James, 1995). Specifically, environmental science 

education needs to address the lived experiences and narratives of youth living in areas most in need of social, 

political, and environmental change. Literature in science education has acknowledged the importance of 

connecting formal science instruction with students’ out of school lives (cf. McIntyre, Rosebery & Gonzalez, 

2001). In so doing, environmental education may play a role in helping youth see the places in which they live, 

learn, play, and work as places in which they can enact positive social change. What is needed, therefore, is a 

way to connect environmental education with the places where youth live their lives and how places are 

constructed for and by youth has implications for the learning pathways that are available to them. 

In this session we take a social justice perspective to challenge the implicit purposes and goals of 

environmental education and understand the power relationships that intersect the cultures of school, 

environmental education, and home. We also argue for a systematic understanding of the role that place plays in 

environmental learning of youth in formal and informal settings. In order to think about place as a construct, we 

draw from a spatialized critical social theory. Place is political and ideological because it is shaped from 

historical and natural elements (Lefebvre & Enders, 1976). It is also a medium through which culture is 

reproduced because of the way it is organized and experienced (Gruenewald, 2003b). According to Rodman 

(1992), place is also socially constructed which is determined by individual agency and forces beyond 

individual control. For the individual, places have multiple meanings in terms of physical, emotional, and 

experiential realities at particular times. Consequently, Wacquant (1995: 427) posits that places are 

understood as social entities where they are “produced institutionally, within ecological and technical 

constraints, by social and political struggles over competing uses of spaces, resources, and people.” 

This paper set explores the role place plays in environmental science learning of youth in formal and 

informal settings. Specifically, the papers explore how place, within situated activity systems, is socially 

(re)constructed by youth where we come to understand the relations youth develop to a place, and the ways in 

which youth position themselves and are positioned socioculturally, politically, and geographically. Moreover, 

we look at how the design of an instructional unit, called ‘My Place in Puget Sound’, connects Puget Sound 

science and action with youths’ everyday lives and cultural practices. The first symposium paper looks at the 

social construction of place where youth from a community center, called Riverside Park Community Center, 

were asked to design a future map of their neighborhood. In this paper we argue that the positioning of the youth 

in their neighborhood is relative to their cityscapes (Nespor, 1997). Their relations with their neighborhood are 
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patterned in space and time, and are realized by the ways they come to negotiate their positions in spaces 

through resistance, agency, and/or affiliation; and the ways they make inaccessible spaces accessible.  The 

second symposium paper examines how youth and their families in an after school, “voluntary” 

science/technology/social club, called ‘GET City’ in a mid-sized Midwestern city, come to talk about energy 

issues, IT, and STEM energy related careers; and how the language they use positions them with particular roles 

and expertise. The analysis focuses on the intersecting discourse communities that play a role in how science 

and place are constructed. The third symposium paper examines the role of place and its implications in the 

design of an instructional unit where we provide youth with a context to connect Puget Sound science and 

action with youths’ everyday lives and cultural practices. We examine the ways in which youth learn about 

issues in their local marine environment; and how they are empowered to take action by participating in civic 

activities, for example the Puget Sound 2020 Action Agenda, where students come to develop new or more 

nuanced understandings of issues in Puget Sound; and develop an awareness of applying multiple perspectives 

including scientific understandings, personal and cultural values as well as social and ethical concerns to 

understanding and decision making related to marine science and to marine-science-related societal issues.  

Understanding the Role of Place in Situated Activity Systems 
We use the construct of narrative to articulate an account of the construction of place. Specifically, we look at 

how narratives highlight or obscure certain social realities influence the construction of activity systems, and 

position youth in certain ways in environmental education. Building from Bruner’s account of narrative 

cognition (1987), we define narratives for our purposes as socially shared accounts of human intention and 

action. In this account of social narrative there is an inseparability of character, setting, and action from a 

situational perspective. 

Narrative can exist and influence learning at multiple levels. Therefore, we look at narratives from three planes 

of analysis: individual, social, and cultural, as well as the accompanying learning phenomena for each.  

 Cognitive ecology refers to the diverse terrain of influences on the way an individual cognitively makes 

sense of, or assigns meaning to, the world. For example, an individual may have certain narratives about herself 

as a learner (epistemological knowledge) based on cultural, gender, age, and class identities, and these 

narratives influence the way she acts upon the world (cf., diSessa [2002] for his notion of conceptual ecology). 

These “lifeworlds embody the multiple histories that give rise to experience and the interpretation of that 

experience” (Lim & Calabrese Barton, 2006). Situated activity systems refer to activity that takes place within 

the boundaries of a (socially constructed) place (Goffman, 1961). Individuals can “boundary cross” (Phelan, 

Davidson & Cao, 1991) as they move between activity systems, in each of which are embedded culturally-based 

narratives. We consider the social plane to be the space where individuals enact their personal epistemologies 

and where cultural toolkit elements set up lines of action in social interactions and in situated activity systems. 

As individuals come to places, they interact not only with each other but also with the cultural narratives and 

resources available in those places. As individuals move within places and perceive those places in certain ways 

based on their own cognitive ecologies, they construct places and fill those places with meaning (Casey, 1996). 

Cultural toolkits (Swidler, 1986) refer to the ideologies, technologies, and narratives that are uniquely present at 

a given historical moment. We consider cultural activities and toolkits broadly, to include resources from 

environmental education, environmentalism, school, ethnic group memberships, and religious participation. 

These toolkits then shape activities in certain ways and interact with an individual’s own cognitive ecology. 

Narratives can exist at all three planes of analysis in the form of prevailing cultural narratives of environment, 

local narratives about places that shape activity systems, and individual narratives based on personal 

epistemologies and repertoires of practice (Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003). Individuals who come to those places 

and activity systems bring with them certain personal narratives that shape how they perceive the activity 

systems in which they engage. This perception has influences on learning and engagement and is important for 

us to look at in terms of how to construct learning pathways for students that leverage their personal narratives 

and expertise. We also argue that individuals coming to environmental education can contest the prevailing 

ideologies within cultural narratives, and that we need to empower youth to do so. Looking at narratives across 

the three planes of analysis gives us a specific lens with which to ask, from a social justice perspective, by 

whose narratives, for what purposes, and with what consequences for learning does environmental education get 

shaped.  

 

Paper 1: Ideological dimensions of place: (re)creating an urban area by Giovanna Scalone & 
Philip Bell, University of Washington 
 

Introduction 
From a spatialized critical social theory, place is political and ideological because it is shaped from historical 

and natural elements (Lefebvre & Enders, 1976).  It is also a medium through which culture is reproduced 
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because of the way it is organized and experienced (Gruenewald, 2003).  According to Rodman (1992), place is 

also socially constructed which is determined by individual agency and forces beyond individual control.  For 

the individual, places have multiple meanings in terms of physical, emotional, and experiential realities at 

particular times.   Consequently, Wacquant (1995: 427) posits that places are understood as social entities where 

they are “produced institutionally, within ecological and technical constraints, by social and political struggles 

over competing uses of spaces, resources, and people.”  

This paper describes the social construction of place where students from Riverside Park Community 

Center were asked to design a future map of their neighborhood.   We argue that the positioning of the students 

in their neighborhood is relative to their cityscapes (Nespor, 1997).  The students’ relations with their 

neighborhood are patterned in space and time.  For one student, her neighbor is a commercial company where 

her experiential reality rests on trucks running all day polluting her space with fumes, making it difficult to 

breathe; for another student getting to the downtown area means taking multiple buses that run at limited times, 

spatially isolating her neighborhood from the downtown area.  These relations are realized by the ways that 

students come to negotiate their positions in spaces through resistance, agency, and/or affiliation; and make 

inaccessible spaces accessible.     

In this study we asked two questions:  (1) How is place socially constructed in the future map of the 

students’ neighborhood? (2) In what way(s) do the students position themselves in relation to their 

(re)constructed neighborhood and how is their positioning relative to their cityscapes? 

 

Research Design and Context 
This study took place in a research setting in an urban center in the Pacific Northwest at a community center 

that we call Riverside Park Community Center.  It was an environmental justice program for high school 

students.   The Riverside Park community lines the banks of an industrialized river that was designated by the 

Environmental Protection Agency as a Superfund site in 2001, which means that it is one of the most toxic 

waste sites in the country. The river’s pollution is but one of the many environmental issues facing Riverside 

Park. In addition, it is one of the few communities left in the city that is zoned for both commercial and 

residential use, which means that commercial companies can be physically located next to private residences.  

The environmental justice youth program was sponsored by a local community-based non-profit 

organization. The goal of the program was to educate youth about issues in environmental justice, using the 

Superfund site as a context for learning. Classes were held at the community center after school once a week. In 

addition, the group performed community service every Saturday for 4-6 hours. The program ran for 12 weeks. 

There were 12 youth who consistently attended the program, ranging from freshmen to juniors. Two were 

African American, 2 were European American and Native American, and the rest were Latino. Isa and Gabriela 

were co-facilitators of the program. 

The overall data for this study is from a cross-setting ethnography of environmental education.  As 

participant-observers, we followed the youth from January to June of 2008 as they experienced environmental 

education in various settings.  We collected digital photography and fieldnoted accounts of the instruction, 

interactions, and stories of the participants as they navigated through these varied settings.    For this study, the 

data is from a mapping activity that the students engaged in class.  The students were given a current map of 

their neighborhood and tracing paper was placed on top of it so that they may design a future map of their 

neighborhood.  They were asked to think about what they want their future to look like.  Eventually, this 

exercise will be used to help other children in the community center to map their neighborhood.   

We analyzed the fieldnotes for episodes where we could see—through the instructional materials used, 

the discourse of the participants, or their actions—aspects of place being socially (re)constructed. These 

episodes were coded for in the data using first open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), and then axial coding 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to further articulate the categories within the episodes once they were identified. 

Working from the assertions that emerged through the coding, we then systematically looked for disconfirming 

evidence across the data set (Erickson, 1986). Finally, for each episode we identified and categorized as being 

relevant to (re)constructing place.  This analysis forced us to look more holistically at the data set in order to 

understand the context around each episode, the processes involved in defining that episode, and how each 

episode fit in with the larger data set.  

 

Findings 
In this study we present findings from an analysis of the students’ future neighborhood mapping activity and an 

analysis of our fieldnotes.  We identified episodes of place being socially constructed by the students.  A 

recurrent theme in our findings is the ideological dimension of place (cf.  Gruenewald, 2003).  We draw on 

Gruenewald’s (2003) ‘ideological dimension of place’ as a construct to understand, firstly, how place is socially 

constructed in the future map of the students’ neighborhood; and secondly, how students position themselves in 

relation to their (re)constructed neighborhood and how their positioning is relative to their cityscapes.  Drawing 

from spatialized critical social theory, Gruenewald (2003) examines how spatial relationships shape culture, 
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identity, and social relationships.  These relationships are, in turn, expressive of ideologies and relationships of 

power.  We found that these relationships were realized in the maps that the students had drawn.  The students’ 

construction of commercial and consumption spaces in their future neighborhood could be indicative of the way 

in which space, which is society, is imbued with power relationships. In the reconstructed map, the students had 

made accessible for themselves spaces that reflect not only their cultural heritage (for example, the ‘Mexican 

Plaza’) bust spaces that express the interests of the upper class (for example, ‘mansions’) as well as sites for 

recreational activities which are inaccessible for the students, such as soccer fields. 

Places reflect and reproduce social relationships of power and domination. The control of place by 

government and other social institutions, such as “Microsoft” and “Boeing” legitimizes and reproduces the 

authority of those institutions (Gruenewald, 2003).  However, bell hooks metaphorical/material concept of 

marginality shows how place can be constructed as a space of domination and a place of hope (hooks, 1990) 

where the students have filled spaces on the map with cultural products, such as Chinese Downtown and 

Mexican Plaza.  For hooks (1990) these spaces can be seen as a site for resistance, agency, and affiliation.  It is 

at these sites that students may come to understand and recast their social positions through their experiential 

and material cultural conditions (Smith & Katz, 1993). In turn, we become responsible for place making.  

Another theme in our findings is the ways in which the students see themselves navigating their future 

neighborhood.  While their construction of spaces evokes ideological dimensions of place, it also illustrates how 

they are positioned in their community, neighborhood, and beyond.   For these students’ the mapping activity 

shows how essential sites of consumption are, such as malls; and how valued sites that are currently inaccessible 

become accessible, such as “Wild Waves”. Spaces that invoke popular culture become a resource for the 

students to mark their identities and forge ties across their current and envisioned neighborhood (Cf.  Nespor, 

1997: 195).  Students’ ideational systems are juxtaposed with dominant ideational systems.  This is manifested 

in the ways they make place through their identity and culture.  For example, “Museum of Cris”; “Canada”; 

“SFC” (S’s Freshman Court).  

What is striking in the reconstructed maps is the positioning of the play spaces, for example the soccer 

fields to the businesses.  While our data does not attend to the students’ histories, it may indicate the value that 

students attach to economics and the role it plays in providing resources for themselves and their families. This, 

in turn, has forced us to look at the role place plays in terms of employment – for the students and their families.  

On several occasions the students made repeated reference to fast food establishments.  For the students, these 

were indicators of employment.  This especially stands out in the illustrations where in terms of time, students 

currently aspire to work at “Chucky Cheez” or “McDonalds”, and in the future “Microsoft” and “Boeing”.  

Here, capital becomes important when it is made available and activated in spaces.  These constructed places 

also bear significance on students’ identities (cf.  Lim and Calabrese Barton (2006) notion of “lifeworlds”) 

Understanding sense of place can be seen as a political activity where it is about the politics of identity 

and local understanding (Aikenhead, Calabrese Barton & Chinn, 2006).  Gruenewald (2003) argues that the lack 

of attention to space in education has obscured the role of citizens in the process of place making.  It is, thus, 

essential that educators and students develop an analysis of how an economy functions through space, 

geography and social institutions.  If educators and students are to understand culture in places where they live, 

they must explore the interdependent economic, political, ideological, and ecological relationships between 

places (Gruenewald, 2003). 

 

Implications 
This study is an attempt to understand how places are socially constructed by the students; and how they 

position themselves in relation to their (re)constructed neighborhood and how their positioning is relative to 

their cityscapes.  Understanding why students draw on particular sites of consumption, constraint, and sites that 

provide resources for the students and their families requires an examination of the students’ histories in relation 

to the neighborhood (cf. Nespor, 1997).  The episodes in our data illustrate the economic, political, ideological, 

and social relationship the students have to their spaces, yet by analyzing the interactions around the mapping 

activity with a critical lens on the power relationships of place, and the social construction of place, we can gain 

insight into the students’ relationships with their neighborhood and their positioning relative to their cityscapes. 

Gruenewald (2003b:626) discusses the social dimension of place as being a product of culture by means of 

one’s experience of places that are mediated by culture, education, and personal experience.  It is within this 

construct that place-based education allows students to reflect and unpack particular cultural meanings attached 

to place.  Nevertheless, Gruenewald (2003b) maintains that little research has been done in documenting and 

explaining what youths’ sense of place is and how it might matter in educational contexts.  Gruenewald (Ibid) 

contends that as educators we need to develop connections with places where we are able to invest meaning. 

 Basso (1996: 72) writes that ideational systems around features of the local landscape become 

symbolically constituted, socially transmitted, and individually applied in a way that places flexible constraints 

on how the physical environment can (and should) be known, how its occupants can (and should) be found to 

act and, how the doings of both can (and should) be discerned to affect each other.  Ideational systems are made 
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up of shared ideas, values, beliefs, rules, and meanings that are expressed through social institutions, and 

influence the ways on which places are organized.  Youth adapt to their socially constructed places in culturally 

specific ways that can be interpreted as self-determinate. Ricoeur (1979 as cited in Basso 1996) maintains that 

ideational systems delineate a distinctive way of being-in-the-world.  However, we cannot account for the ways 

in which youth construct their reality that reflects a personalized manifestation of a shared perspective on their 

human condition (cf.  Basso, 1996).  This issue needs to be addressed in future research. 

For future research, it is also essential to account for and view sense of place drawing on the “visible 

particulars of local topographies, the personal particulars of biographical associations”, and “the notional 

particulars of socially given systems of thought” (Basso, 1996:144). 

 

Paper 2: “The Coal Plant Could Give People Jobs, But at the Same Time, It could Pollute 

the Air” Science learning as participation with and in a place by Shari Rose & Angela 

Calabrese Barton, Michigan State University 
 

Introduction and Conceptual Framing 
Framing learning as changing participation is a powerful step forward in documenting the goals of science 

education. Learning as changing participation has its history within sociocultural studies of learning (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991), but, at the same time it calls into question the complicated ways in which the outcomes and 

goals of learning are shaped by the relations of power and privilege that often constitute a community of 

practice as well as by other historical, political, social, cultural, and physical factors (Gutierrez, 2008). 

A focus on changing participation calls attention to the role of place. How individuals value an activity depends, 

in part, upon the purposes and goals of that activity, its relationship to a place (including local knowledge and 

resources), and the relative positions of power of the agents within that place. Informed by cultural historical 

perspectives, we value place as a conceptual framework that helps us to understand the importance the 

relationship between the individual and the society and also the local and the global (Nasir & Hand, 2006). In 

other words, part of understanding how learning is mediated culturally and historically developing, is to 

recognize how structures and trajectories interact in place-based ways. 

 We work in out of school urban environmental education contexts. Despite recent calls to engage youth 

in socio-environmental decision-making (Covitt et al, 2009), science education more generally and 

environmental education more specifically, seems to have ignored its intimate and unique connection with the 

local community, marginalizing the role of place in education (Bowers, 1997; Gruenewald; 2003a, 2003b; 

Sanger, 1998; Sobel, 1993, 1996). Yet, place matters because it orients science learning in particular ways - it 

imbues the learning of science with certain expectations, practices, values, and materials. Furthermore, place 

matters in yet another way because it positions youth in unique ways toward science learning: How youth are 

positioned socioculturally, politically, and geographically shapes how and why students and their teachers might 

choose to engage in science or in how they assign meaning or value to it. This latter point is important because 

it underscores that by engaging in the knowledge and practices of science in embodied ways, youth (and their 

teachers) can also transform the worlds they traverse in ways that matter to them. This is especially important in 

the contexts in which we work because historically, environmental discourses have often existed in tension with 

the economic concerns of low-income families (Jones, 2008). Consequently, we know very little about how or 

why youth might position themselves as important members of the complex ecology of our changing world. We 

are particularly concerned about this issue from the perspective of low-income urban youth who are often 

positioned outside “power” discourses of their schools and their communities. 

 

Research Questions 
Our study merges two theoretical traditions – sociocultural perspectives on learning (i.e, Lave & Wenger, 1991) 

and critically oriented and place-based environmental science (i.e., Covitt et al, 2009) to better understand the 

Discourses, funds of knowledge, and hybrid practices (Gutierrez, 2008) that youth draw upon as they make 

sense of complex scientific content rooted in local placed-based controversy – that of a proposed new coal-

biomass power plant. In particular our research questions include: 

What salient Discourses and funds of knowledge frame how youth define an environmental problem, seek to 

acquire new information and take a stand in their community? How does explicitly incorporating the primary 

and secondary Discourses and a sense of place of urban youth into the environmental decision-making process 

affect how youth engage environmental justice? 

 

Research Design and Context 
Our study takes place in the context of a year-round community based program focused on green energy issues, 

“GET City,” in a mid-sized Midwestern city. GET City is an after school, “voluntary” science/technology/social 

club for youth ages 10 – 14. GET City holds as it dual goals to foster deep and meaningful learning among 

urban youth in the areas of advanced information technologies (including data acquisition, management and 
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analysis tools and communication tools) and the science and engineering of green energy issues. 

GET City adopts a place-based, youth participatory action research (PAR) approach which focuses on 

community science issues related to green energy in the urban center. The program provides opportunities for 

urban youth to investigate science issues in their own community and actively participate in change making 

processes in their own place as “community science experts” (Calabrese Barton & Tan, accepted). The PAR 

approach provides an opportunity to closely observe 1) how youth leverage their identities as they try to 

participate in community science projects as community science experts and 2) in what ways a place-based 

community science project could facilitate and support youth learning as participation. 

 The study took place while the youth engaged in a 4-month investigation into whether their city should 

build a hybrid power plant, a highly contentious issue. In addition to gathering more traditional ethnographic 

forms of data such as program documentation (i.e., attendance, lesson plans, etc.), fieldnotes recorded daily and 

separately by both authors, and interviews with youth and club staff, we also conducted interactive 

conversations and worked with youth to create products that reflected their curiosities and desires. We folded 

these products into our database as well, offering us an opportunity to engage in content analysis of a range of 

student works. 

 Data analysis involved multiple stages and levels of coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). We developed 

coding schemes on those aspects of GET City, which seemed to be particularly relevant to engaging youth in 

energy issues and in advanced IT. We have paid attention to the quantity and quality of youth and family 

engagement, including documentation of which youth and their families participate in what ways, we have 

honed in on how science meanings have been negotiated by youth and their families, and on how youth and 

families talk about energy issues, IT, and STEM energy related careers, noting how the language they use 

positions themselves with particular roles and expertise. 

 

Findings & Significance 
Our findings reveal that “place” facilitates and constrains participatory learning by the contextual scaffolds it 

gives rise to. By contextual scaffolding we reference the situated cognitive stance that the contextual dimensions 

of meaning making are deeply entrenched in the social, historical, geographic, and political relations of which it 

is a product (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). For example, although environmental stewardship discourses 

framed youth’s decision-making process, concerns about the need for jobs, the rising cost of fossil fuels, and our 

reliance on electricity to provide refrigerated food, framed the questions youth asked and the information they 

sought to acquire as they struggled to decide what was best for their community. The value of scientific 

information took on significance as youth attempted to figure out how they might reconcile these sometimes 

competing and conflicting Discourses. 

 To unpack how we view the ways in which place frames participatory learning, in our paper we first 

describe how place brings out tensioned dialectics in doing community-based science, including science versus 

place, knowledge versus action, and scientific versus cultural, and how these tensioned dialectics shape the 

process by which youth worked to transform (and were supported to transform) their participation. For example, 

explorations of the power plant positioned the youth by virtue of their role as community members and students 

as legitimate stakeholders. Youth were empowered both to negotiate the ways in which they engaged with the 

science activities and to use the science knowledge and skills they gained to bring about strategic changes to the 

place they inhabit through hybrid practices. 

 Second, we also discuss how these tensioned dialectics served as contextual scaffolds in support of 

participatory science learning because of the dialectical hybrid discourses and practices they afforded. Through 

hybrid practices, the youth reconciled tensioned dialectics in science learning by authoring their learning: what 

they learn (place vs. science), why they learn (knowledge vs. action), and how they learn (scientific vs. 

personal/cultural). In particular, participating youth engaged at least three reconciling “hybrid” discourses 

(Green Jobs, Save our Mountain Tops, and Earth and Jobs in the Balance), which span a trajectory for how 

science, community and environmental justice were positioned with respect to each other and their role in that 

reconciliation. By explicitly positioning youth Discourses within the power plant debate, youth challenged the 

either/or questions that framed the debate and expanded the role of environmental justice in the process. 

 We conclude by looking more closely at how these tensioned dialectics shape the process by which youth 

expanded their epistemic, place and science identities through the dialectical, hybrid science practices they 

support. 

 
Paper 3: "My Place in Puget Sound": Leveraging youths' sense of place in ocean sciences 

education by Carrie Tzou, University of Washington Bothell 
 

Introduction 
This work builds off of ethnographic research and findings that argue for place as a construct for connecting 

youths' lived experiences and science learning (Authors, in press). In previous design-based research that has 
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attempted to leverage students' out of school expertise into the design of science instruction (Authors, 2007), we 

have struggled with how to seriously connect this expertise with deep learning of discipline-specific content. In 

this project, we take place as a construct that connects disciplinary learning around the ocean with students' 

sense of place. We have designed a 4-week curriculum called My Place in Puget Sound that begins with 

students situating themselves in their local neighborhoods, communities, and cities, and then seeing the 

connection between those places and the ocean (by which they all live in close proximity). They do this through 

a mapping exercise in which they first map out their neighborhoods, then overlay topographical maps and maps 

of waterways so that they can see how water might drain from their communities out to the ocean. This is 

entryway into learning about watersheds, wastewater treatment, and environmental impacts of pollutants in the 

Puget Sound. The unit empowers students to make positive change in their communities by engaging them in an 

action project, in which they propose and carry out a community-based project that affects one aspect around 

the health of Puget Sound. 

 
Methods and Data 
We situate this work under the umbrella of design-based research (Collins, 1992, Author 2004), in that we are 

attempting to understand how to design a personally consequential science curriculum that highlights children's 

everyday cognition at the same time that it engages children in systematic, authentic scientific practices. Under 

the umbrella of design-based research, there is wide variation in the theoretical perspectives, methods, settings, 

and purposes of the work. Author (2004) outlines some major distinctions between the types of design-based 

research families in the literature, ranging from developmental psychology (c.f. Brown, 1992), to cognitive 

science (White & Frederiksen, 1998), to cultural psychology (Cole, 1996). Bell also discusses design-based 

research that integrates ethnographic methods into design research (Stevens, 2000). 

 The data from this study come from observations of three classrooms enacting the My Place in Puget 

Sound curriculum. Field notes of classroom activity and talk were taken and transcribed, and artifacts from the 

students were collected. 

 
Findings & Significance 
Preliminary analysis of the data indicate two major findings: (1) that students need support noticing the places 

where they live-especially as these places pertain to relevant features that might have environmental impacts 

(businesses, green spaces, topographical features, etc), and (2) mapping is a powerful way to connect students' 

sense of place with the science learning. This work has significance addressing environmental education for 

social justice, as poor youth of color disproportionately live in the most polluted urban areas (Bullard, 2002) and 

access to environmental education that empowers youth to make positive change in their local environments is a 

civil rights issue that should be a focus of their science education. 
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Abstract: In this symposium, we will report on a mixed method, three-year longitudinal study 

that documented a learning environment intentionally designed to provide urban youth with 

tools and learning opportunities that would allow them to create, collaborate and communicate 

with new media production technologies. The design of this in-school and after-school 

program was motivated by concern over growing divides with respect to access to learning 

environments that can support empowered and generative uses of technology. Through a 

unique program that offered both a wide array of special interest after school clubs (e.g. 

robotics, graphic design, digital broadcast and movie making, music recording and remixing, 

video game development) and mandatory media arts classes during the school day, learners 

were able to develop broad and deep experiences across the middle school years. The program 

of research involved an ethnographic study focused on the learning environment, nine case 

studies of young producers and their learning ecologies across home, school, and community, 

and quantitative tracking of the entire cohort over time. In this session, four papers will be 

shared that describe 1) the environment; 2) the theoretical framework guiding the research, 

research questions, and associated methods; 3) the development of learners as creative 

producers; and 4) the role of artist-mentors as media arts instructors. The contributions of the 

symposium include sharing a unique interdisciplinary collaboration and the results of a unique 

experiment designed to bridge divides while innovating a new ecological model of learning. !

 

Introduction!
When the 6th graders of today enter adulthood in 2020, what will it mean to be a productive, informed and 

literate citizen? We contend that being literate in 2020 will require the need to fluidly use multiple modalities 

(e.g. text, aural, graphic, cinematic, and interactive) to communicate locally and globally for personal and 

professional uses. An informed and empowered citizen will need to be digitally literate, possessing the ability to 

both produce and critically analyze media in multiple forms in order to fully communicate. New media 

literacies, broadly defined by Jenkins (2006) as “a set of cultural competencies and social skills that young 

people need in the new media landscape” include abilities to not only interpret, but also create using various 

digital modalities. This shift in the communicative value of media objects beyond the field of entertainment 

raises the question of how to ensure that all citizens, especially youth, are prepared to communicate effectively. 

The national dialogue, in the form of calls for more technology in the classroom, more tech savvy teachers, 

technology standards (NRC, 1999; ISTE, 2007), and a better prepared workforce (Levy & Murnane, 2004), has 

apparently placed this task in the hands of schools, with communities and homes providing backup support. !

On the surface this makes sense, as the development of students as literate beings has traditionally and 

“officially” been the purview of the school. However, research shows that the literate practices of the home and 

community have a predictive pattern in determining how literate a student will become (Neuman & Roskos, 

1993). Thus, while schools do support youth in becoming literate, they have not routinely been able to close the 

gap that is already apparent when students first enter school. In addition to the historical inability of schools to 

close the literacy gap, we must also draw attention to the evidence that shows that schools traditionally have not 

played a major role in the development of young people’s new media and other 21
st
 century literacies. The 

accounts we have of “digital natives” reveals that their motivations, access, and mentoring is located most often 

outside of the school through their families, neighbors, peers, and/or summer programs even in the most 

advantaged of communities (Ito et al, 2008; Barron, 2004; Prensky 2001).  

While acknowledging the many challenges of assigning responsibility for the development of new 

media literacies to schools, we must recognize that schools have assumed the role of developing youths’ literacy 
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(text or digital) because they are the one institutional commonality for almost all American youth, and hence, 

provide the best opportunity of ensuring all citizens access to literacy instruction. We contend that any solution 

for the development of digital literacy for all must include the school to ensure that all youth can access learning 

opportunities in addition to computing tools. Our challenge is to create learning environments that apply 

findings from research on digital natives and traditional literacy instruction and that build upon previous 

successes in digital media-based out-of-school programs in order to develop all youths’ new media literacies, 

especially those in underserved communities. 

In this symposium, we will report on a mixed method, three-year longitudinal study that documented 

one learning environment intentionally designed to provide urban youth with tools and learning opportunities 

that would allow them to create, collaborate and communicate with new media production technologies. The 

design of this in-school and after-school program was motivated by concern over growing divides in access to 

learning environments that can support empowered and generative uses of technology. Through a unique 

program that offered both a wide array of special interest after school clubs (e.g. robotics, graphic design, digital 

broadcast and movie making, music recording and remixing, video game development) and mandatory media 

arts classes during the school day, learners were able to develop broad and deep experiences across the middle 

school years. The program of research involved an ethnographic study focused on the learning environment, 

nine case studies of young producers and their learning ecologies across home, school, and community, and 

quantitative tracking of the entire cohort over time. In this session, four papers will be shared that describe 1) 

the environment; 2) the theoretical framework guiding the research and associated methods; 3) the development 

of learners as creative producers; and 4) the role of the artist-mentors as media arts instructors. The 

contributions of the symposium include sharing a unique interdisciplinary collaboration and the results of a 

unique experiment designed to bridge divides while innovating a new ecological model of learning. Our 

discussant for the symposium section will be Roy Pea.  

The Digital Youth Network Model (Pinkard & Gomez)  

Digital Youth Network 
DYN offers youth a collection of overlapping affinity spaces that challenge them to develop and use new media 

literacies in their interactions with classmates, mentors, teachers, family, and friends in a variety of contexts. 

The voluntary social networks formed around new media have been termed affinity spaces by Gee (2004), 

participatory cultures by Jenkins (2006), and networked publics by Ito (2008). According to Jenkins (2006), the 

key characteristics of participatory cultures are low barriers to individual expression and engagement, strong 

support for creativity and sharing one’s creations, and informal mentorship of less experienced participants. In 

successful cultures of participation, individuals believe their contributions matter and care about how their 

creations are viewed by others. Participatory cultures can support youth in the collaborative creation of new 

media artifacts that serve personally meaningful goals—such as engaging in media exchanges via social 

networks—while simultaneously developing new media literacies essential to 21st century citizenship. In recent 

work, Ito (2008) has provided a window into how youth are participating in these social networks and how 

participation affects their identities as individual consumers and producers of new media as well as citizens in 

the world.  

Informed by these and other findings, the Digital Youth Network explicitly combines the affordances 

of the different contexts where youth spend their time into a dynamic learning environment that both teaches 

youth how to use new media literacies and creates meaningful opportunities for youth to use these new media 

literacies. It is a model for the construction of a new youth-serving institution that is unbounded by time or 

space. The core of the model spans the worlds of school, home, after-school, and online activities, and provides 

youth with: (a) access and training in the use of new media literacy tools; (b) meaningful activities where the 

development of new media literacies is essential for accomplishing goals and (c) a continuum of established 

new media artist-mentors (high school through professionals) who develop students’ technical skills, serve as 

role models, and provide students access to the communities of practice surrounding digital media-based 

careers. In addition, the program has a social agenda that recognizes the uniquely urban minority experiences of 

the students and draws from, refers to, and uses these experiences as a means of challenging students to analyze 

and critique current forms of media and take reflexive stances. Students are encouraged to use critique to 

improve upon the existing content and form found in popular media and incorporate this knowledge into their 

original media products.  

  Opportunities for students to use their new media literacies include explicit connections to school-

based curricula, interest-based clubs, called “pods”, that require youth to use new media literacies in order to 

participate, and spaces and competitions (both virtual and place-based) where youth are supported in using new 

media literacies to explore their own questions and push their imagination. The DYN program is structured into 

two components: in-school media arts classes and after-school pods. The mandatory school-day media classes 

ensure that all students are exposed to a broad set of literacies while the optional after-school pods (e.g. 
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including digital design, digital music, digital radio, digital video, digital queendom [a girls only space], spoken 

word, video game design, and robotics) enable all students to build on the breadth of exposure received in 

school and to identify skills of their choice to explore in-depth. The combination of in-school and out-of-school 

programming allows teachers to embed digital literacy into instruction with a confidence that the students have 

a base of knowledge and understanding with new media concepts and tools. Below are brief descriptions of two 

key components of the DYN Model. 

New Media Fluent Artist-Mentors 
A key component of the DYN program is the use of practicing new media artists as teachers and pod leaders. 

These artist-mentors are able to combine their work portfolio, technical fluency and their cultural capital to 

develop learning spaces that often mimic professional studios and provide a contrast to traditional learning 

environments found in schools. While artist-mentors enter with many resources, the DYN model provides 

extensive professional development designed to guide them to take their knowledge of new media and present it 

in learnable chunks for youth. In addition, all artist-mentors are asked to enact the DYN model of instruction in 

order to provide youth some consistency across the DYN program.  

RemixWorld: A Social Learning Network 
Youth have access to virtual spaces for collaboration that address the need to provide diverse methods for 

reaching a large number of youth. RemixWorld is DYN’s private social networking and learning online space. It 

is a community of active media producers and consumers made up of DYN youth participants and select adult 

mentors. With a familiar interface and similar functionality to popular online communities, students are able to 

easily share and critique videos, songs, podcasts, graphic designs, and more. Users share perspectives and 

dialogue through regular blog postings and discussion threads. While the basic skeleton resembles many 

existing social networking sites, customized adaptations (e.g. virtual currency, media rubrics, competency-based 

new media leveling up system, self-paced online learning modules), targeted modeling of productive use, and 

integration of the site in DYN activities, has positioned RemixWorld as a promising tool for scaffolding media 

critique. We’ve been able to leverage the affordances of traditional social networking sites to increase student 

engagement and extend youth and artist-mentor collaborative opportunities. Less outgoing students have found 

it easier to share their voices online, and all students are able to immediately share their projects with peers and 

experienced artists for immediate feedback.  

Theoretical Framework and Research Methods (Barron & Martin) 

Theoretical Framework  
In order to capture the multiple, interwoven facets of the DYN program model, our theoretical framework draws 

on ecological and developmental perspectives that draw attention to the many life spaces where learners spend 

time that can all contribute to learning. These perspectives also highlight the important roles of social support in 

developing and supporting their emerging interests and point to the role of the child in creating their own 

learning opportunities (Barron, 2006; Bronfenbrenner, 1979). We also draw on theories of interest development 

that conceptualize the evolution of topical interests as moving from temporary periods of fleeting attention to 

more sustained interests that become stable and increasingly self-sustaining (Dewey, 1913; Hidi & Renninger, 

2006). Finally, we draw on socio-cultural historical theories of learning that foreground the intertwining of 

cultural practice, identity and the development of skills, knowledge, and expressive capacities (Lave & Wenger, 

1991; Wenger, 1998). In particular we draw on positioning theory, which has developed to account for the 

process by which people become socially identified with broader social categories (Harre & VanLagenhove, 

1991; Nasir & Saxe, 2003). As described by Davies and Harre (1990), this process can include interactive 

positioning, when one individual positions another, and reflexive positioning, when one positions oneself. These 

theories broaden the scope of what has traditionally been considered as learning to go beyond knowledge or 

expertise to include the ways that learners’ conceptualize themselves, and they draw attention to the role of 

social processes in positioning learners as particular types of contributors.  

Methodological and Analytical Approach 
Our research is designed to chart the varied ways adolescents choose to take up different media production 

activities and to begin to understand the conditions under which students adopt goals for developing their own 

creative work with digital media tools. Guiding questions for this study were exploratory and four-fold: 1) 

Under what conditions do new media design projects lead to a diversification and enrichment of students’ 

learning ecologies across school, home, and community settings?; 2) What 21st century capacities are nurtured 

through new media design projects and how can we assess these?; 3) How do design projects support students’ 
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current and future identities as creators, authors, and critiquers of new media?; 4) Finally, what design principles 

can be derived that might be shared with other sites?  

Renaissance Academy, one of several schools currently using the DYN model, is an inner-city charter 

school serving approximately 140 6-8 graders from middle to low-income households, most of whom are 

African American. Our research uses a longitudinal design to chart the growth of students’ technology-based 

interests, participation, and project work. We follow a whole cohort of 50 learners at Renaissance Academy 

using quantitative metrics that gave us insight into their confidence, interest, expertise, access to tools and use of 

learning resources, and carry out focused case studies with a subset of the students. For these students we have 

constructed technobiographies (Barron, 2006) based on accounts provided in interviews, through observations, 

and through analysis of project artifacts in order to chart learning activities across time and setting. We use 

interviews to obtain an historical account from the learner’s perspective of the emergence and evolution of 

projects. Interviews with mentors provide first person accounts of goals for learning, creation, and their 

perceptions of student growth.  

Students were observed during DYN programs during and after school and on the Remix World virtual 

space. Researchers used field notes to document students’ skills, creation of media artifacts, artifact critiques, 

and informal conversations about student experiences in the physical and virtual media consumer and producer 

spaces. Three researchers observed more than 195 hours of in school classes and after school pods and 

documented this observation using field notes. Researchers focused on: (1) instructional delivery, (2) 

opportunities for production and presentation, and (3) adult and youth interactions around instruction and 

creation. Student work and video documentation of student projects collected by researchers and artist-mentors 

offer additional data. 

Positioning learners as creative and critical producers (Levinson, Mertl, Stringer, & 

Rogers) 
As part of our analysis of students’ learning ecologies, our study looks at instructor practices as they position 

learners in the DYN program. This section of the symposium explores in detail how students are positioned as 

creative and critical producers. We describe examples of student creation in context, and how the DYN artist-

mentors position students not only to look critically at ideas presented to them, but also to create their own 

responses to what they see and hear. We use the term “creative producers” to designate individuals who express 

their own ideas by producing original artifacts. “Critical producers” is an adaptation of “critical consumers.” 

The latter are individuals who can analyze messages they receive in a critical way, understanding intent behind 

them and recognizing the structures of manipulation or oppression they might contain. We use the term “critical 

producers” to recognize individuals who do not only analyze messages but produce media that communicates 

their own response.    

Positioning theory has developed to account for the process by which people become socially identified 

with broader social categories, often to the detriment of those who hold less power (Harre & VanLagenhove, 

1991; Nasir & Saxe, 2003). As described by Davies and Harre (1990), positioning can include interactive 

positioning, when one positions another, and reflexive positioning, when one positions oneself. Our analysis is 

based on a framework informed by Holland & Leander, who consider positioning a productive process that 

allows for agency on the part of an individual who may not agree with an assigned position (2004). The 

production or use of cultural artifacts such as songs, stories, or images can mediate positioning because they 

persist over time and can be used as resources for either interactive or reflexive positioning (Holland & Leander, 

2004). The mediated nature of positioning is particularly relevant for our analysis, as we show that the 

production of an artifact provides a basis for the repeated repositioning of girls as legitimate contributors to a 

particular creative form. The artifact verbally articulates a rejection of a perceived position and evidences the 

position’s fallacy. Holland & Leander's work shapes how we consider positioning, providing us with a series of 

underlying questions we use to understand how mentors support the development of students’ creative agency.  

Our analysis uses two examples from the DYN program as a window into the positioning process - a 

rap song written and recorded by a group of female students and a set of projects produced by an individual 

student. In describing how student production was inspired, carried out and disseminated, we identify three 

phases of positioning in the instructor practices: (1) inviting students to discourse, (2) guiding them through the 

process of creating original artifacts as statements or responses in that discourse, and (3) using artifacts 

produced to inspire and provoke further creations by the students. In addition, we observe that the instructors 

use dominant stereotypes and structures of oppression as instigators of discourse. Beyond the students’ 

interactions with the program artist-mentors, aspects of the program design such as specialized online sharing 

forums augment the potential impact of these positions. The symposium presentation of this paper will include 

examples of these processes and examples of work that we exclude here due to space limitations. 

A collaborative group project case: Jappin’ 
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In the collaborative project case, a group of female students produced a rap song entitled “Jappin,’” 

inspired by a conversation in the school-day New Media Arts class. In the first phase of the positioning process, 

students were invited to discourse around “Merchants of Cool,” a documentary screened in class. The film 

presented “personas” – in this case, stereotypes of male and female teens that are often projected in mainstream 

media. The artist-mentor then led a discussion about the documentary, where students invited to position 

themselves in relationship to these figures, accepting, rejecting or renegotiating the personas in the film. The 

classroom conversation became heated, as the boys in the class expressed approval of the female stereotypes 

and the girls took the opposite viewpoint. A group of girls, inspired by the discussion itself and the journal 

entries they were asked to write afterwards, responded to the boys’ attitudes in the form of a rap song. At this 

point, the second phase of positioning, guided production, began. All students were familiar with recording and 

poetry/song techniques introduced during the Media Arts class and some students had additional knowledge 

from the after school pods. Although the song was their own idea, the girls took advantage of the resources 

available to them in the DYN program, seeking guidance from the artist-mentor teaching the class, and 

recording their piece in the DYN studio. Lastly, in the third stage, once the song had been written, performed 

and recorded, the artist-mentors helped position the girls’ work in such a way that it circulated within the school 

community. Jappin’ invited responses from other students online, in pods, and in classes, starting a new cycle of 

critical production. 

An individual student case: Maurice 
Maurice, came into the sixth grade with only basic knowledge of computers and simple productivity software 

but quickly emerged as one of the most active participants and creators in the DYN program. Just as the group 

of students in the previous case were invited to discourse via the documentary screening, in school day and 

after-school classes Maurice was invited to research or reflect on a range of topics including minstrel shows, 

black pride and global warming, which formed the basis for some of the videos. In addition to the DYN artist-

mentors, Maurice’s parents served as important “inviters” in this stage of positioning. 

Maurice adopted the DYN classes and pods as a forum for communicating his beliefs and ideas, 

positioning himself as a creator and as a “student activist.” On his own time, as well as for classes and pods, 

Maurice created at least 13 digital videos and 4 Web sites, including a social networking site where he aimed to 

“get people to be more open to new ideas, to redefine the 21st century.” An artist-mentor reflected on the role of 

the DYN program in Maurice’s development as a creator:  

 

“Just watching him kind of as a creator… the influences I think DYN kind of had on him in 

the idea of the eye of the individual has the ability to change society through media if one 

takes agency. I think him being a part of this group, he really gets a platform to use his mind 

in a way where kids aren’t like, ugh, why do you think like that or… Because giving him the 

agency to not only speak his mind, but all right, how do we get this information to the 

community? Through video, through posters and radio shows.” 

 

Maurice’s portfolio of work, similar to the Jappin’ song and video, took on a life of its own within 

DYN. The DYN community came to see Maurice as a video artist, talented musician, and a leader. When other 

DYN students were asked who they admired or sought to emulate, Maurice was named by several of his peers. 

Adults in the DYN community often invited Maurice to represent the school. He spoke at a large school 

community event, attended conferences and events, appeared on radio broadcasts, and led a workshop for 

teachers interested in using online social networks in the classroom. These experiences positioned him as a 

model student in the DYN program. 

The three phases of positioning that emerged during student production with the DYN program 

highlight the important roles of mentorship and the school community in student and project growth and 

development. Throughout these three stages, social issues and popular culture emerge as important tools 

mentors use to invite students to occupy, reject or renegotiate personas presented to them. Furthermore, the act 

of positioning as creative agents proves to be an iterative process based upon the cultivation, exchange, and re-

articulation of ideas. 

The cases discussed in this section of the symposium also illustrate the tendency that emerges wherein 

students learn several creative media and production skills through in- and after-school activities, and then take 

these learnings outside the realm of assignments. Students build off of each others’ ideas and initiate creative 

projects on their own. Exchanging such boundary-crossing projects with mentors, teachers, and peers within the 

DYN community creates a culture of sharing that important to students’ creative growth. The structures of the 

DYN program are designed to encourage students’ creativity to spill over into their out-of-school experience, 

where students can develop sustainable creative practices. 

 

Artists as Mentors and Teachers (Richards & Austin) 
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In year two (2007-2008), the Digital Youth Network (DYN) expanded to include professional development 

components as an intervention designed to create a DYN instructional model and framework. In addition to the 

after school and in-school programming, this professional development component resulted in the DYN artist-

mentors needing to shift between in and out of school learning environments and structures. These structural 

variations between the after school, in school and professional development contexts affected the positioning of 

the artist-mentor to also include that of a teacher. In order to negotiate these various positionings within the 

DYN model, the DYN artist-mentor had to be willing and able to adapt and shape-shift identity and knowledge 

within these different networked spaces (Gee, 2004), related to artist, mentor and teacher stances. As a way to 

help to facilitate and support the mentors through this programmatic shift into the school day, a professional 

development component was added to the program to encourage artist-mentors to develop teacher or 

pedagogical stances within the school day space. Legitimate participation for the DYN artist-mentor in year 

three required that besides fulfilling the role of artist, the artist-mentor also had to become a teacher (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991). The teacher stance became a new identity and knowledge from which the artist-mentors had to 

negotiate along with the artist stance as they shifted between the in school and after school spaces. Out of this 

need to adapt shape-shifting stances to space and to become legitimate members within a community of 

practice, emerged tensions and struggles for specific artist-mentors. For some, the teacher stance would be an 

accepted transformation, while for others, the teacher stance was resisted. These moments of transformation and 

resistance were made visible in the professional development spaces where mentors became legitimate or 

marginalized members within the DYN community of practice (Wenger, 1998). Examination of the DYN 

learning environments and shape-shifting mentor stances can offer insights into 1) the relationship between the 

learning environments within in school and out of school spaces and how this influences interactions and 

positioning between mentor and student within the DYN program; and 2) how mentors negotiated and resisted 

these stances within a community of practice where pedagogical stance became mandatory for artist-mentors.  

 Evidence of the shape-shifting stance as well as resistance to these stances emerged from three years of 

ethnographic field notes and interviews of the artist-mentors using qualitative coding methods and discourse 

analysis of mentor interactions within the in school, after school and professional development spaces 

(Richards, 2005; Wells, 2006). Out of this study emerged preliminary findings that suggest that a major 

challenge for the DYN professional team was negotiating between shifting roles, identities and knowledge as 

artist-mentors had to interact with youth in different in school and after school contexts. The ability to shape-

shift within different learning environments was linked to artist-mentor affinities to particular stances. Out of 

seven DYN artist-mentors, four are included in this paper. The following cases have emerged: 1) Artist-Mentor-

Teacher: one mentor was able to negotiate and accept all three stances, 2) Mentor-Teacher: one mentor 

developed an affinity to the mentor-teacher stance, and 3) Artist-Mentor: two mentors developed an affinity to 

the artist-mentor stance. 

 To fulfill their duties the artist-mentors had to adapt and shift between the artist-mentor-teacher stances 

according to different learning environments. For example, the structural spaces between the DYN in-school 

and after-school components afforded different learning opportunities that impacted the stance taken by the 

artist-mentor. Classroom time was 50 minutes, whereas after school pod time was 90 minutes. Classrooms 

consisted of 30 students, whereas pods consisted of five to ten students. In-school classes required mandatory 

attendance, while pods were attended on a voluntary basis, and classroom pedagogy required grades and 

evidence of learning in contrast to pods, where evaluations were based on artifact production and role of critique 

from other members. 

The in-school component gave more students access to DYN and new media literacy learning. 

However, in the classroom, artist-mentors had to encourage learning and participation from students that did not 

necessarily have an affinity to digital media. Additionally, there were up to 3-6 times more students within the 

classroom space, and the artist-mentors had about half the time that they were afforded within the after school 

context. Mentor-teacher stances were based on curricular goals rather than the artist-mentor stance that 

encouraged creative, youth-driven goals. The artist-mentors had to grapple with these shifting identities and 

knowledge as they designed and implemented the DYN curriculum and as they made decisions about the nature 

of their interactions with students.  

Conclusion 
The DYN program provides an initial model for supporting youth – specifically minority youth in an 

underserved inner-city area – to acquire 21st century skills and our research shows how this learning occurs in a 

broader ecological system.  The four sections of this symposium will be a window into the initial findings of our 

three-year study that address multiple viewpoints on student learning. From a program design perspective, we 

will discuss the inspiration for and construction of this framework – the research and beliefs that informed it as 

well as the structure chosen to implement it. The section on our theoretical framework and related empirical 

methodology presents ways in which research can capture the varied contexts in students’ lives, informing in 

greater depth our knowledge of how students develop new media literacies. From the angle of student creative 
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production, we show how students are positioned as creative and critical producers in activities that flow across 

formal and informal learning spaces. Finally, we present a view from the perspective of the DYN artist-mentors, 

and an iteration in program design that facilitated their movement between learning spaces in order to 

accompany youth more effectively across contexts.  
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Abstract: Whereas the cognitive processes and effects of collaborative learning have 
been intensively studied within the Learning Sciences, little attention has been paid 
to the way motivational and emotional factors may affect them. In this symposium, 
we present recent findings from three independent lines of research that focus on the 
way motivation and affect shape the interaction between peer learners and how this, 
in turn, affects cognitive gains from this interaction. All three presentations focus on 
learning within a socio-cognitive conflict task design, while drawing on different data 
sources, each highlighting different aspects of the interaction process: (1) Students 
self-reported perceptions of the self, the other and the interaction; (2) Epistemic and 
motivational features of verbal dialogue content; and (3) Interactants’ emotional 
reactions using facial signals and content-free vocal parameters of speech. The 
findings shed new light on how motivational and affective factors may promote or 
inhibit productive interactions in the face of socio-cognitive conflict.  

 

Symposium overview 
The study of peer collaborative learning has been a central theme in the Learning sciences. 

Considerable progress has been made in the identification of the cognitive mechanisms that enable 
learning in collaborative settings: For example, individual gains have been attributed to the fact that 
group work promotes the construction of abstract representations (Shirouzu, Miyake, & Masukawa, 
2002), provides the opportunity to obtain feedback on one’s own ideas (Okita & Schwartz, 2006) and 
primes learners to make productive use of subsequent experiences (Howe, McWilliam & Cross, 2005). 
In addition, studies on the quality of peer-to-peer dialogue have found that the extent to which students 
gain from group work depends on the depth and the quality of the dialogue they engage in (e.g., 
Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009a; Coleman, 1998; Webb, Troper & Fall, 1995). In spite of these advances, a 
considerable amount of the variance in both group productivity as well as individual learning gains 
remains unaccounted for. Furthermore, whereas much attention has been given to the underlying 
cognitive mechanisms, the study of collaborative learning has often neglected the socio-emotional 
aspects of these inherently social settings.  

Motivation theory, on the other hand, has traditionally looked at the individual, focusing on 
personality characteristics, individual dispositions, and the influence of external factors on the behavior 
of the individual learner. For example, achievement goal theorists have extensively studied the relation 
between individual learning behaviors and personal goal orientations on the one hand (e.g., Butler & 
Neuman, 1995), or classroom goal structures on the other (e.g., Meece, Anderman & Anderman, 2006; 
Turner, Midgley, Meyer, Gheen, Anderman, Kang & Patrick, 2002). Until recently, the role of 
achievement goals in small group interaction had not been studied.  

In this symposium, we aim to contribute to a rapprochement between these two lines of 
research, by focusing on the role of motivational and emotional aspects of collaborative learning in 
situations characterized by socio-cognitive conflict (Doise & Mugny, 1984). In the design of group 
tasks, socio-cognitive conflict is often stimulated by pairing collaborators who have different initial 
ideas and conceptions, by providing them with different information sources or by presenting them 
with data that contradicts their initial ideas. This incongruence between solutions or ideas introduces 
doubt concerning the correctness of one’s own knowledge (Doise & Mugny, 1984), which is then 
hoped to cause learners to reconsider, renegotiate and/or reconstruct this knowledge through reasoned 
argumentation (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2007). However, when this incongruence occurs in a social 
realm, it may also raise uncertainty about self-competence, especially in a competitive context (Butera 
& Mugny, 1995). A perceived threat to self-competence may cause learners to focus more on the 
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relational, rather than the epistemic aspect of the conflict (Darnon, Muller, Schrager, Panuzzo & 
Butera, 2006). In order to avoid public exposure of lesser competence, learners may choose to comply 
with their co-actors and seek a quick consensus without much cognitive engagement. Conversely, they 
may focus on ‘winning the argument’ at any cost, without genuinely trying to understand any of the 
ideas proposed by others.  

The main goal of this symposium then is to come to a better understanding of the way learners 
interact in and learn from collaborative learning tasks that are designed according to principles of 
socio-cognitive conflict. We include three independent, yet complementary lines of research that focus 
on the role of motivational and affective factors in these tasks. In each study, the effect of different 
goals is investigated, both on the way learners regulate the interaction, as well as on individual 
cognitive gains from these interactions. In addition, each paper investigates the interplay between the 
individual and the group and between the cognitive and the social, while drawing from different types 
of data that highlight different aspects of this interplay:  

In the first paper, Fabrizio Butera and Céline Darnon review a series of studies they have 
conducted on the role of individual achievement goals in socio-cognitive conflict regulation. They 
distinguish between two types of regulation, epistemic and relational, and show that the goals that 
students pursue direct their attention towards different aspects of the interaction, leading to different 
outcomes.   

In the second paper, Christa Asterhan, Baruch Schwarz and Ruth Butler focus on peer-to-peer 
argumentation as a vehicle for learning and understanding complex scientific concepts. They 
distinguish between argumentation as an activity of competitive debating and argumentation as a space 
in which learners can critically, yet constructively examine different ideas. They examine how these 
different types of dialectical argumentation can be elicited and measured, and what their relationship is 
to conceptual learning.  

In the third paper, Timothy Nokes, John Levine, Dan Belenky and Soniya Gadgil report on a 
study that examines the relationship between different debate scenarios and individual learning 
outcomes. To get insight into the underlying cognitive and social processes that mediate these effects, 
they focus both on epistemic content of the interaction, as well as measures of student engagement and 
affect including, among others, behavioral indices and content-free vocal parameters of speech.  

 

Socio-cognitive conflict and learning: past and present. 
Fabrizio Butera & Céline Darnon 
   

In the present talk, we contend that dissent with others’ points of view should be a customary 
and promoted activity whenever learning is concerned. Indeed, dissent occurring during group or peer 
learning favours cognitive development and knowledge acquisition. We present a theory of socio-
cognitive conflict, which argues that dissent with one or several partners over a task in which learning 
is concerned may stimulate task-related cognitive activity and result in progress (Doise & Mugny, 
1984). Should, therefore, socio-cognitive conflict be prescribed in educational settings? We address 
this question by drawing on research in which we found that socio-cognitive conflict is beneficial for 
learning to the extent that conflict is regulated in an epistemic manner, that is, by focusing on the task 
or on the knowledge at hand. On the contrary, socio-cognitive conflict can result in detrimental effects 
whenever conflict is regulated in a relational manner, that is by focusing on status and on interpersonal 
dominance (Darnon, Buchs, & Butera, 2002). A recent experiment illustrates these dynamics (Darnon, 
Doll, & Butera, 2007). University students participated in a fictitious computer-mediated interaction 
about a text with a bogus partner who introduced through her/his rhetoric either an epistemic conflict (a 
conflict that referred to the content of the text), or a relational conflict (a conflict that questioned 
participants’ competence). Results indicated that compared to the epistemic conflict, the relational 
conflict enhanced threat and reduced the perceived contribution of the partner. Moreover, when the 
conflict was epistemic, the stronger the perceived conflict, the more participants said they worked 
through the problem to understand it better and tried to integrate the two points of views, that is, the 
more they regulated the conflict in an epistemic way. On the contrary, after a relational conflict, the 
stronger the perceived conflict, the more participants said they tried to assert they were right and the 
other person was wrong, that is, the more they engaged in a relational regulation of the conflict. 
Finally, epistemic conflict elicited better learning than relational conflict.   

This distinction is of importance with respect to the question of the usability of socio-
cognitive conflict, as recent research has shown that the two forms of conflict regulation are predicted 
by different achievement goals, goals that can be implemented in the classroom (Meece, Anderman, & 
Anderman, 2006). Indeed, we have found that epistemic regulation is predicted by mastery goals (the 
will to acquire knowledge and develop competences), and relational regulation is predicted by 
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performance goals (the will to demonstrate competence relative to others; Darnon et al, 2006). In this 
study, French introductory psychology students – for whom mastery and performance self-set goals 
had been recorded – were asked to imagine a discussion with another person who disagreed with them 
about an experiment they had studied in class during the previous semester. They were then asked to 
report to what extent during this “debate” they would try to regulate the conflict in an epistemic way or 
a relational way. Items related to epistemic regulation asked students to what extent when 
disagreements occurred they would try (a) to think about the text again in order to understand better, 
(b) to examine the conditions under which each point of view could help them understand, and (c) to 
think of a solution that could integrate both points of view. Items related to relational regulation asked 
students to what extent when disagreements occurred they would try (a) to show they were right, (b) to 
resist by maintaining their initial position, and (c) to show their partner was wrong. Results indicated 
that mastery goals positively predicted the reported amount of epistemic conflict regulation whereas 
performance goals positively predicted the reported amount of relational conflict regulation.   

Importantly, we have also found that achievement goals interact with socio-cognitive conflict 
to predict actual learning (Darnon, Butera, & Harackiewicz, 2007). In this study, participants were led 
to think they interacted with a partner via a computer sharing opinions about a text that they were 
studying. Mastery and performance goals were manipulated. During the “interaction”, they received 
either disagreeing or agreeing answers from this bogus partner. Results showed that the condition in 
which mastery goals were induced led to better learning than the performance goal condition only 
when the partner disagreed. No differences between goal conditions were observed when the partner 
agreed. In other words, when conflict is elicited during interaction, mastery goals have the potential to 
make conflict constructive, and lead to better learning than performance goals.  

Notwithstanding the positive effects of mastery goals, in a further line of research we have 
discussed the problem that education takes place in organisations that are concerned with formation 
and selection. Because of this very functioning, a profound ambivalence is embedded in achievement 
goal promotion in universities (Darnon, Dompnier, Delmas, Pulfrey, & Butera, 2009). Mastery goals 
promotion is recommended by most researchers, and promoted in the discourse of most teachers. Thus, 
the student who strongly endorses mastery goals fulfils the teachers’ motivations and aims and is 
consequently perceived as someone who is appreciated by teachers. This is not the case for 
performance goals, which are not valued by teachers in their discourse. However, the selection 
processes through which the students have to go in their university career implicitly indicate that, in 
order to succeed, they not only have to improve knowledge but also get better grades than other 
students. Thus, not only mastery goals but also performance goals are seen by students as effective 
tools to succeed at university (see also Dompnier, Darnon, Delmas, & Butera, 2008). In sum, it appears 
that students are aware of the two functions of university, namely education (apparent in teachers’ 
official discourse) and selection (hidden in the university structure). This means that self-presentation 
concerns may interfere with mastery goals in shaping the students’ social interactions and academic 
achievement. 

The finding that students are aware of this double function of educational organisations, at 
least as far as university is concerned, may shed light on puzzling but consistent result that mastery 
goals positively impact achievement-related outcomes, but paradoxically hold an inconsistent relation 
with academic achievement. Dompnier, Darnon and Butera (2009) hypothesized that this relationship 
depends on why students endorse mastery goals—namely, to garner teachers’ appreciation (social 
desirability) or to succeed at university (social utility). First-year psychology students completed a 
mastery goal scale in a standard format, with social desirability instructions and social utility 
instructions. Participants’ grades on academic exams were recorded later in the semester. Results 
indicated that students’ perceptions of both social desirability and social utility related to mastery goals 
moderated the relationship between mastery goal endorsement and final grades. The less participants 
perceived these goals as socially desirable, the more the goals predicted grades. Conversely, the greater 
their perceived social utility, the higher their predictive value. In other words, mastery goals appear to 
be related to learning to the extent that students do not endorse it for self-presentation reasons 
(Dompnier, Darnon, & Butera, 2009). We conclude this talk by reflecting upon the goals promoted by 
educational organisations that may favour or hinder the constructive effects for learning of socio-
cognitive conflict.  

 
On competitive and co-constructive dialectical argumentation  
Christa S. C. Asterhan, Baruch B. Schwarz and Ruth Butler 

 
Recent research seems to indicate that simply designing tasks according to principles of socio-

cognitive conflict may often not be sufficient for students to capitalize on the affordances that are 
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created in such task designs, and that this may be particularly true for learning that involves conceptual 
change: In two separate experimental studies, students who were instructed to engage in dialectical 
argumentation on the topic of natural selection gained from interaction with an equal-status peer, 
whereas students that were not instructed to do so did not (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2007). Moreover, a 
follow-up study showed that conceptual gains were dependent on the extent to which students engaged 
in argumentation moves that are characterized by a dialectical and critical stance towards proposed 
explanations (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009a).  

However, further in-depth analyses of selected dialogue protocols seemed to indicate that not 
all forms of dialectical argumentation may have the same beneficial outcomes (Asterhan, 2007): 
Learners did not seem to gain when the dialogue was characterized by an adversarial, debate-like 
atmosphere. The dialectical argumentation of gaining dyads, on the other hand, was characterized by a 
particularly pleasant and constructive, yet critical atmosphere. These dyads used several sophisticated 
techniques (such as, for example, spontaneous role-playing and posing “What if..” scenarios) to 
preserve the delicate balance between critically examining each others’ ideas while maintaining a 
pleasant and supportive atmosphere. Moreover, the episodes of critical examination were interspersed 
with episodes of collaborative construction of explanations. We therefore called this type of dialogue 
co-constructive, dialectical argumentation (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009b). In the present presentation, 
we aim to explore the following questions: (1) How can this particular type of peer dialogue be elicited; 
(2) Can co-constructive, dialectical argumentation be reliably and quantitatively distinguished from 
adversarial argumentation; and (3) Do these different types of peer dialogue lead to differences in 
learning and understanding conceptual content?  

In a recent series of studies Darnon, Butera and colleagues investigated the role of 
motivational differences of individual learners’ achievement goal orientations in academic situations 
characterized by socio-cognitive conflict (e.g., Darnon et al, 2002, 2006, 2007).  These studies showed 
that both existing as well as manipulated differences in achievement goals can predict learning from 
short computer-mediated communication with a fictitious, disagreeing partner: Whereas mastery goals 
(a focus on learning and personal improvement) positively related with learning, performance goals (a 
focus on individual ability comparisons) did not. We sought to extend this research to the domain of 
peer argumentation and learning that involves conceptual change. Unlike in the settings investigated by 
Darnon, Butera and colleagues, in learning tasks that target particularly difficult scientific concepts 
students are often uncertain of the correctness of their prior knowledge and their ability to perform 
well.  

In a first study, we focused on the relation between students’ individual achievement goal 
orientations and four different types of self-reported collaborative behavior (Asterhan, Schwarz & 
Butler, 2009). Undergraduates were situated within an educational setting in which they were asked to 
solve and reveal their knowledge concerning an ill-structured, complex astronomy-related topic. They 
were then asked questions concerning their behavior in a peer collaboration setting in which they were 
to discuss their solution with a disagreeing peer. Four different categories of self-reported peer 
collaboration behavior were assessed: Quick consensus seeking, adversarial argumentation, co-
constructive dialectical argumentation and private dialectical deliberation. The results showed, among 
others, that mastery orientations predicted co-constructive dialectical argumentation, whereas 
performance-approach goals predicted adversarial argumentation. These findings encouraged us to 
further explore the relation between goals, argumentation and conceptual learning in an experimental 
set-up. In addition, since certain patterns of peer collaboration behavior are believed to mediate the 
relation between achievement goals and learning from socio-cognitive conflict, the verbal interactions 
were analyzed with the help of a coding scheme that aimed to distinguish between adversarial and co-
constructive dialectical argumentation.   
 

A description of the study 
Forty-two undergraduates (22 female, 20 male) without any prior formal education on the 

topic of natural selection participated in this study. The general procedure and materials were based on 
and adapted from Asterhan and Schwarz (2007). All students participated in the following sequence of 
activities: 1) Individual pretest to assess prior evolutionary understanding; (2) Instructional 
intervention: screening of a 20 min instructional movie excerpt on natural selection; (3) Experimental 
intervention: Students were randomly paired in same-sex dyads and instructed to engage in un-scripted, 
computer-mediated peer argumentation on two novel transfer items, according to two different sets of 
goal instructions; (4) Delayed post-test administered a week later. The pre- and delayed post-test 
contained equivalent items on different evolutionary phenomena. Following the movie, each participant 
communicated with one peer alias, which was predefined in the instant messaging environment 
(Yahoo! chat). All students received instructions to try and solve a particular transfer item themselves 
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and then engage in ‘a critical discussion’ on their explanations of the phenomena. Half of the dyads 
were told that the goal of a critical discussion is to persuade the other to adopt one’s own explanation 
(emphasizing it as an interpersonal competition and a win-loose situation), and half of the dyads were 
told that the goal is to gain a better understanding through discussion (emphasizing the importance of 
co-constructive, yet dialectical argumentation). They were given several examples of different dialogue 
moves, appropriate to each condition. Individual evolutionary understanding was assessed in terms of 
(a) the mean quality of the explanatory schemas students used, and (b) the mean number of correct 
Darwinian principles that students explicitly mentioned in their written explanations of different 
evolutionary phenomena.  

Two complementary, independent coding schemes were developed to analyze the computer-
mediated dialogue protocols. Both used turns as the unit of analysis and both were non-exhaustive: The 
first distinguished between different epistemic activities (de Vries et al, 2002; Ohlsson, 1995) students 
engaged in when trying to understand the concept of natural selection.  Only on-task dialogue content 
was coded. Based on distinctions proposed by Asterhan and Schwarz (2009) it mainly distinguished 
two categories of epistemic dialogue moves: those that reflect consensual construction and validation 
of explanations (including, among other, elaborations, justifications and agreements; hereafter referred 
to as CCVE) and those that reflect critical-dialectical argumentation (including, among others, 
counterarguments,  rebuttals, challenges, critical questions and oppositions; hereafter referred to as 
CDA).  

The aim of the second coding scheme was to assess the extent to which the verbal dialogue 
contained overt markers that indicated the endorsement of a competitive interpersonal goal or the 
endorsement of a collaborative interpersonal goal. It was applied to all dialogue turns. The scheme was 
inspired by distinctions proposed by Chiu and Khoo (2003) and included the following: Competitive 
markers included verbal content that overtly emphasized the interpersonal conflict between persons 
instead of solutions (e.g., “You say that X whereas I claim that Y”), increase face threat (e.g., explicitly 
stating that the other is wrong) and/or relate to the inferiority of the partner’s abilities or explanations 
(e.g., using sarcasm when evaluating an explanation proposed by partner). Collaboration markers 
included overt verbal content that aimed at decreasing face threat when a conflict arises (e.g., using 
smileys and other positive emoticons, or framing disagreements in a neutral, non-personal way), 
emphasizing a common goal and shared responsibility (e.g., “We should find the right explanation”) 
and/or decreasing interpersonal competitiveness and potential differences in competence (e.g., hedging 
explanations and complimenting partner).  
  

Main findings and discussion 
No significant differences in conceptual gains were found between the two condition (framing 

dialectical argumentation as a mechanism for learning or as a competitive activity). However, for both 
measures of conceptual understanding an interaction effect was found for condition and gender, such 
that female students significantly outperformed male students in the competitive framing condition, but 
not in the ‘argumentation for learning’ condition. The overall pattern showed that female students fared 
better when dialectical argumentation was framed as a competitive rather than as a co-constructive 
activity, whereas for male students the competitive framing was detrimental for learning (no gains) and 
the co-constructive framing resulted in moderate learning gains. The dialogue analyses shed some light 
on these surprising findings. In spite of the competitive framing, the female dialogues in this condition 
were actually characterized by co-constructive dialectical argumentation: They included a high number 
of both CDA as well as CCVE dialogue moves. Moreover, whereas the dialogues included a relatively 
high number of competitive dialogue markers, this was compensated for by an even larger number of 
collaborative markers. The male dialogues in this condition, on the other hand, were characterized by 
adversarial dialectical argumentation (a high number of CDA and competitive markers and virtually no 
collaborative markers).  

Even though it is difficult to generalize from this first study, the data seem to support the 
claim that co-constructive dialectical argumentation fosters the learning of complex concepts, whereas 
adversarial argumentation does not. However, it is also clear that either form of peer-to-peer dialogue is 
not easily elicited and that goal instructions may have different effects for different types of learners 
(e.g., male and female). Moreover, manipulated goals seem to have a lesser effect in prolonged 
activities that more closely resemble actual collaborative learning settings. The implications of these 
findings for theory and future research will be discussed in the presentation.  
 

Investigating the Impact of Dialectical Interaction on Engagement, 
Affect, and Robust Learning 
Timothy J. Nokes, John M. Levine, Dan Belenky, and Soniya Gadgil 
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Our work lies at the intersection of motivation, affect, social interaction, and learning. We are 

interested in how dialectical interaction impacts conceptual learning vis-à-vis motivation and affect. In 
this research, we focus on situations in which two or more people with roughly equal status but 
alternative viewpoints either compete with one another or work together to accomplish some goal or 
task, such as winning a debate or achieving consensus on a controversial issue. In this symposium, we 
will report some of our initial work examining the impact of various types of debate scenarios on 
students’ conceptual learning, engagement, and affect.  

This work builds on prior research investigating the relationship between cognitive conflict 
and learning (e.g., Doise & Mugny, 1984), the links between motivation, affect, and cognition (e.g., 
Forgas, 2001; Schwarz & Clore, 2007), and the mechanisms underlying conceptual learning (e.g., Chi 
& Ohlsson, 2005; Nokes & Ross, 2007). Although much prior work has investigated each of these 
areas separately, few studies have tried to build connections across all three. We hypothesize that 
conflict scenarios that increase engagement, arousal, and positive affect will facilitate participants’ 
deep processing of discourse through a variety of cognitive mechanisms including inference 
generation, elaboration, analogy, and the framing and re-framing of the information discussed. 
Participants in such scenarios are expected to develop more complex and coherent knowledge of the 
issue and to learn both their own and their opponent’s side of the issue. In contrast, conflict scenarios 
that decrease engagement, arousal, and induce negative affect should lead to less robust learning. 
Participants in these scenarios are expected to focus on their own side of the debate, ignoring their 
opponent’s view, and to engage in shallow cognitive processing strategies such as rehearsal of their 
own argument.  

These hypotheses are consistent with prior research on collaboration showing that when 
participants are more engaged in performing a task (as measured, for example, by their elaborations of 
a peer’s contributions) they show larger learning gains than do those who are less engaged (Meade, 
Nokes, & Morrow, 2009). Similar findings have been shown in human tutoring (e.g., Chi, 2009) and 
learning from intelligent tutoring systems (e.g., Baker, Corbett, Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004). In 
addition, research has shown that participants in a positive mood are more likely to rely on prior 
knowledge and assimilate new knowledge into that understanding, whereas participants in a negative 
mood show more bottom-up processing and less integration (e.g., Forgas, 2008). We aim to extend 
these lines of research by examining the relationships that emerge between learning, engagement, and 
affect under different debate scenarios. 
 

Study Description 
To investigate these general hypotheses, we are conducting a study in which we manipulate 

two aspects of a debate: the format (open-ended versus alternating) and the performance criterion on 
which participants are evaluated (substance versus style of their arguments). We expect participants in 
the open-ended condition to learn more and to show higher task engagement and arousal than those in 
the alternating condition. Further, we predict that, compared to participants evaluated on the style of 
their arguments, those evaluated on substance will learn more, will be more engaged, will show more  
positive affect, will engage in deeper cognitive processing (inference generation, explanation, framing, 
etc.), and will pay more attention to the logic, coherence, and consistency of their argument as well as 
their opponent’s argument. In addition, we predict an interaction between our two independent 
variables, such that the participants in the style condition will benefit more from the open-ended debate 
format than will participants in the substance condition. This prediction is based on the assumption that 
participants evaluated on substance will focus on the content of their opponent’s arguments regardless 
of the format of their debate, whereas participants evaluated on style will process more of their 
opponent’s argument in the open-ended than in the alternating condition. 

Fifty-two undergraduates at the University of Pittsburgh have so far participated in the 
experiment for course credit (total sample will be 160).  The study uses a 2 (debate format: open-ended 
vs. alternating) X 2 (performance criterion: substance versus style) between-subjects design with 
participants randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. Participants are run in dyads, and the 
experiment is composed of three parts: a study phase, a debate phase, and a test phase. There are two 
study booklets, one for each participant in the dyad. Both booklets have the same 1-page introduction 
to the topic (the “Fall of the Ottoman Empire”) and description of the historical significance of the 
issue, along with a map of the Middle East. This is followed by two pages of text containing arguments 
for either external or internal causes for the fall of the empire. The test booklet consists of a 26-
question multiple-choice test assessing information contained in the study booklets and an open-ended 
essay question in which participants describe the reasons for the fall of the Ottoman empire. Next, 
participants complete the ‘Need for Cognitive Closure’ scale (Kruglanski, Webster, & Klem, 1993).  
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Within each dyad, one participant is randomly assigned to the external causes condition and 
the other to the internal causes condition. After studying the materials for their side of the issue for 15 
minutes, participants are given instructions for the debate. In the “substance” condition, participants are 
told they will be evaluated on the substance and the logic of their argument. In the “style” condition, 
they are told they will be evaluated on the style of their arguments. All participants are told that their 
goal is to win the debate. In the “open-ended” condition, participants engage in an 8-minute free-form 
debate. In the “alternating” condition, participants speak for eight alternating one-minute turns 
(four/participant), which are timed by the experimenter. Immediately afterwards, participants are given 
a brief questionnaire, assessing their subjective experiences and feelings in the debate. The winner (as 
assessed by the experimenter) is then awarded a small prize, and participants are debriefed and thanked 
for their participation.   

During the debate, participants are audio and video taped for later behavioral coding of their 
arguments, task engagement, and affect. For example, we will analyze participants’ verbal protocols to 
determine instances of inference generation, explanation, elaboration, analogy making, and framing. 
Moreover, we will assess participants’ task engagement and affect by coding selected vocal qualities of 
their speech (Fussell, 2002; Justin & Scherer, 2005).  
 

Preliminary Results and Future Analyses 
Preliminary results (based on one-third of our planned sample) suggest that, on the multiple-

choice test, participants in the substance condition are learning more than those in the style condition. 
In addition, participants are performing better on questions that assess their side of the argument than 
their opponent’s side. Finally, participants in the substance conditions are performing better than those 
in the style condition in learning both their own and their opponent’s argument. So far, we are not 
seeing a clear trend in the findings regarding debate format. 

In the symposium, we will discuss results from the full sample and will report findings from the 
full range of dependent measures that we are obtaining. We will provide an in-depth analysis of student 
engagement and affect based on both questionnaire measures and behavioral indices. We will also 
analyze the content of the debates to gain insight into the underlying cognitive and social processes that 
mediate the learning outcomes. We will conclude our presentation by discussing implications of our 
work for instruction and pedagogy. 
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Abstract: Tree-thinking is increasingly recognized as a crucial skill in the biological sciences. 

However, for students, the task is wrought with challenges. Even as representations are meant 

to facilitate reasoning about difficult concepts such as macroevolution and the phylogenetic 

relationships among taxa, !"#$%#&'( %)!!( *#+')+,$( %-+%( +)!( $.( /)0/#+1( %.( %-!( 2#.1.'#$%3$(

4).5!$$#.&(4)!$!&%(,+&6(/-+11!&'!$(%-+%(-#&*!)($%0*!&%$3(0&*!)$%+&*#&'7(The presenters in this 

symposium take multiple theoretical and methodological lenses to examine the many-faceted 

challenges of tree-thinking with representations 8 from the issues of representation and 

symbolization, to the cognitive and developmental issues of reasoning, to the implementation 

of a classroom intervention. Brought together in this symposium, the researchers initiate an 

.&'.#&'(+'!&*+(%.(0&*!)$%+&*(+&*(%.(*!$#'&(#&%!)9!&%#.&$(%-+%(:#11($044.)%($%0*!&%$3()!+$.&#&'(

with this important representational tool.  

Introduction 
Natural historians have long created diagrams to represent their beliefs about the relations among species. With 

;+):#&3$( 5+,.0$( <=>?( $@!%/-A( %-!( ,!%+4-.)( .5( +( B%)!!( .5( 1#5!C( %-+%( #110$%)+%!$( %-!( .)#'#&( +&*( *#9!)'!&/!( .5(

species captured scientific thought. Thereafter, it became an icon of evolution, and firmly associated with 

biological understanding (Figure 1). In modern biology, tree diagrams such as cladograms have become 

invaluable tools for scientific reasoning. They have played roles in such diverse areas as the discovery of new 

biological compounds, the restoration of damaged ecosystems, and the understanding of the functional role of 

genes. Such representations are gateways to what biologists call tree thinking, which, contrary to much of 

evolutionary reasoning before the 20
th

 century, recognizes the divergence of species, and the interconnected 

relationships between them (O'Hara, 1997). 

 

             
Figure 1. Early illustrations of species relationships by Swainson, 1836-1837 (left); Darwin, 1837 (center); and 

Ernst Haeckel, 1891 (right) 

 

Cladograms come in many forms, but generally consist of interconnected lines, or branches, which 

represent the lineages of groups of organisms referred to as taxa. Taxa are named at their branch tips, and nodes, 

where two such branches intersect, represent the most recent ancestral traits shared by those taxa (see examples 

in Figures 2, 3, and 5). By identifying the relative recency of these ancestries, one can reason about the 

relatedness among the taxa depicted. Experienced biologists use cladograms to test evolutionary hypotheses, to 

learn about the characteristics of extinct and newly discovered species, and so to better understand the 

relationships among organisms on earth. The ability to read cladograms is thus crucial for understanding 

fundamental concepts of evolutionary biology (Baum, Smith, & Donovan, 2005; Catley , 2006) and is as well an 
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important component of scientific literacy. Educators are moreover urged to teach these tools of professional 

practice (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2001; National Research Council, 1996). 

Yet, despite their simple forms, there is growing evidence that students find tree diagrams difficult and 

are prone to misinterpret them. Consequently, one strand of research has begun to document the types of 

mistakes that students make when make when reading cladograms. Common errors include reading increasing 

qualities in species from the bottom toward the top of the diagram, reading progress across the branch tips, and 

viewing the cladogram as a story of linear transformation rather than as one of divergence toward species 

diversity (e.g., Gregory, 2008; Halverson, Pires, & Abell, 2008; Meir, Perry, Herron, & Kingsolver, 2007; 

Novick & Catley, 2007). Other research has explored the factors that influence cladogram interpretation. For 

example, Novick & Catley (2007) point to the Gestalt principle of Good Continuation as a perceptual hindrance 

to interpreting a particular form of cladogram. Catley and Novick (2008) moreover find that this form of 

cladogram most prone to misinterpretation is also the one most prevalent in biology textbooks.. 

It is clear from existing research that meaning from a cladogram is constructed by the viewer, as it is in 

the case of other scientific representations. It is also clear that we cannot design more effective interventions to 

support that construction until we better understand the interaction of the multiple factors involved in 

interpretation. This symposium brings together researchers active in the budding area of tree-thinking. Together, 

the papers tackle the many dimensions of interpretation 8 be they representational, cognitive, educational, or 

developmental 8 and address the mechanism of diagrammatic reasoning through different methodological and 

theoretical lenses. 

In the first paper, Phillips, Novick, and Catley examine the role of prior content knowledge in tree 

*#+')+,( #&%!)4)!%+%#.&7( D-!6( /.,4+)!( -#'-( $/-..1( +&*( /.11!'!( $%0*!&%$3( 4!)5.),+&/!$( .&( /.)!( %)!!( )!+*#&'(

$@#11$A( +&*( $-.:( -.:( )!+$.&#&'( $%)+%!'#!$( 9+)6( :#%-( $%0*!&%$3( 2#.1.'6( 2+/@').0&*7( E+,!ly, they find that 

specific knowledge of taxa depicted in a tree diagram can interfere with students correctly reasoning based on 

the structure of the diagram. This carefully designed study contributes to untangling the influences of conceptual 

knowledge and perception in diagrammatic interpretation. In this manner, the authors provide us with valuable 

foundational components to consider in the design of an effective tree-thinking learning progression based in 

representations. 

Meanwhile, Matuk and Uttal filter out specific content from the cladogram in order to more closely 

examine the perceptual and representational issues underlying the challenges with tree-thinking. In their study, 

they ask students to invent representations of relatedness and then observ!(-.:(#&9!&%#.&(#&510!&/!$($%0*!&%$3(

later interpretations of a standard cladogram. Most interestingly, they find differences in the kinds of 

)!4)!$!&%+%#.&$( $%0*!&%$3( #&9!&%!*( %.( )!4)!$!&%( !9.10%#.&+)6( )!1+%#.&$-#4$A( 9$7( %-!( @#&*$( %-!6( #&9!&%!*( %.(

represent social relationships. However, they also observe that the common errors made reading cladograms 

persisted no matter whether the student was in the evolution or the non-evolution condition. Their work at once 

demonstrates the powerful influence of visual structure independent of content, as well as the influence of 

content beliefs on representational acts. It furthermore suggests more intuitive representational forms that may 

help support novice understanding of standard cladograms. 

Next, Ainsworth and Saffer present a surprising finding. Given appropriate but only limited training 

(10 to 15 minutes), they find that children as young as seven years old can be successfully taught to read these 

complicated representations. On the one hand, their work reinforces the messages of the first two papers, that 

+*01%$3()!+$.&#&'(!)).)$(+)!(1+)'!16(*0!(%.(4!)/!4%0+1(+&*(/.&/!4%0+1(2#+$!$(+/F0#)!*(5).,(4)#.)(@&.:1!*'!( #&(

other domains; and on the other, it suggests promise for developmentally appropriate educational interventions. 

The authors encourage us to imagine possibilities beyond conventional educational standards, and challenge us 

to rethink when, and what we consider to be developmentally appropriate material for students to learn.  

Finally, Halverson presents findings on the impact of novel instructional interventions among 

undergraduate students enrolled in a tree-%-#&@#&'(/.0)$!7(G6(*./0,!&%#&'($%0*!&%$3(*!9!1.4#&'()!+$.&#&'($@#11$(

over three semesters, she demonstrates how certain specific challenges of representational competency can be 

addressed through scaffolded activities that involve students manipulating a three-dimensional cladogram 

5+2)#/+%!*(:#%-(4#4!(/1!+&!)$7(H+19!)$.&3$($%0*6(%!+/-!$(0$(%-+%($.,!%#,!$A($#,41!(+&*(!1!'+&%($.10%#.&$(!"#$%A(

although these often only become clear through better understanding the problem. 

An important component of scientific literacy is to understand the tools of scientific practice. Each of 

the papers in this symposium addresses issues of scientific literacy within the discipline of biology. Through the 

specific case of evolutionary trees, the authors consider important questions of representational competency: 

What are the conceptual and perceptual influences on diagrammatic interpretation? What is the role of content 

knowledge vs. perception? How does tree thinking develop from childhood through high school, through 

college? What interventions and scaffolds can educators provide to support tree-thinking? Together, the authors 

apply multiple methodological and theoretical perspectives to paint a more complete picture of the reasoning 

process and of diagrammatic interpretation and understanding. Each seeks to better understand when and how 

students imbue diagrammatic marks with evolutionary meaning; and each takes their findings a step further to 

suggest useful learning progressions, designs for more effective interventions, and scaffolds to help students 
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develop reasoning skills in the domain of evolution. Led by our discussant, Karl Rosengren, this symposium 

promises lively interaction among presenters and members of the audience. It is an opportunity to discuss issues 

of interest to researchers concerned with how representations mediate our understanding of complex topics, as 

well as to those specifically interested in biological learning. 

 

How high school students reason about the tree of life: A developmental 
perspective 
Brenda Phillips, Laura Novick, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203 

Email: b.c.phillips@vanderbilt.edu, laura.novick@vanderbilt.edu 

Kefyn Catley, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, NC 28723, kcatley@email.wcu.edu 

 

In 1996, the National Research Council put forth a set of guidelines for K-12 science education that state that 

students be introduced to the theory of evolution in primary and secondary schools. Tree thinking is an essential 

tool for understanding evolutionary hierarchies, based on the distribution of derived characters among a set of 

taxa; yet, there is little research devoted to the acquisition of tree thinking skills during development. The 

present study examines the cognitive processes that underlie high school $%0*!&%$3 abilities to engage in tree 

thinking. We compare $%0*!&%$3 responses to those recently obtained from a college sample of students with 

weaker and stronger backgrounds in biology (Novick & Catley, 2009). These results will provide critical 

information regarding the developmental trajectory of tree thinking skills during adolescence and early 

adulthood. 

 
Figure 2. An insect cladogram 

 

Methods 
60 students (31 males, 29 females) who were enrolled in a 10

th
 grade high school biology class at a public high 

school in a rural area of western North Carolina (M=15.65, range of 15-17 years) completed a 4-page booklet, 

which included a cladogram and three questions on each page. Students were instructed to utilize each 

cladogram to answer questions regarding the evolutionary relations among several taxa, including insects 

(Figure 2), dinosaurs (Figure 3), placental mammals, and marsupial mammals. I%0*!&%$3 tree-thinking skills 

were assessed in five domains including identifying a character shared by a most recent common ancestor 

(MRCA) and a set of taxa based on a given derived character. Students were also asked to identify clades (i.e., 

monophyletic groups) and evaluate the relative evolutionary distance (degree of relatedness) between taxa. A 

fifth skill required students to make inferences about what taxa are likely to share a derived character (the focus 

of the analysis presented in this symposium). Students were told that birds are warm-blooded (dinosaurs 

cladogram) or that termites digest cellulose (insects cladogram) and were asked which taxon is most likely to 

share this character. The answers (T-Rex and hissing cockroach) can be seen in Figure 3 and 2, respectively.  

Results 
College students with a stronger background in biology had the highest number of correct responses overall. 

However, all students were more likely to make correct inferences when asked about insects as opposed to 

dinosaurs (Table 1). 
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Figure 3. A dinosaur cladogram 

Table 1. Mean accuracy scores for inference questions 

 

Sample Insect Cladogram Dinosaur Cladogram 

College Students (stronger biology background) .77 .47 

College Students (weaker biology background) .58 .25 

High School Students .67 .27 

  

I%0*!&%$3 justifications provide further information regarding their tree-thinking abilities. Across samples, 

students appealed to the best evidence 8 most recent common ancestry or evolutionary relatedness 8 only to 

support correct inferences. In comparison, students who made incorrect inferences frequently provided 

categorical justifications (e.g., hawks share warm-bloodedness with birds because they are birds; see Table 2). 

High school students and college students with weaker backgrounds in biology were significantly more likely to 

provide this justification when asked about dinosaurs than insects. 

 

Table 2. Mean proportion of categorical responses 

Sample Insect Cladogram Dinosaur Cladogram 

College Students (stronger biology background) .29 .21 

College Students (weaker biology background) .22 .43 

High School Students .32 .52 

 
These results indicate that prior knowledge of the specific taxa can interfere with successful tree thinking. 

I%0*!&%$3 justifications underscore the conflict they had with reasoning with the information that birds are 

dinosaurs. Our results suggest that for younger students, as well as those with less biological knowledge, the 

combination of shaky biological knowledge and evidence presented in an unfamiliar diagram leads to poor 

understanding of macroevolution. The present baseline results will be used to help guide the development of 

empirically-based curricula and instructional practices at the high school and undergraduate levels that will lead 

eventually to a more widespread appreciation for and understanding of tree thinking.   

Inventing a representation of relatedness 
Camillia Matuk, David Uttal, Northwestern University, 2120 Campus Dr. Evanston, IL, 60208 

Email: cmatuk@u.northwestern.edu, duttal@northwestern.edu 

 
Prior research has shown that reasoning with cladograms is a skill that must be taught. Novice students, who do 

not understand the peculiarities of the representational system, can rely only upon prior content knowledge and 

perceptual resources (e.g., embodied and culturally-learned spatial metaphors (Tversky, Kugelmass, & Winter, 

1991) and Gestalt perception (Novick & Catley, 2007) to make sense of them. The problem is that $%0*!&%$3 

prior knowledge is sometimes incorrect or incomplete. They rely upon misconceived folk theories of evolution 

as a linear transformation through successive stages; and their intuitive perceptions often counter the obscure 
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symbolic rules by which the cladogram operates. It is such that even with instruction, many students tend to 

make errors when interpreting cladograms (Meir et al., 2007), which keeps them from mastering an important 

component evolutionary reasoning. 

In spite of the difficulties this diagram presents, it is nonetheless a standard representational tool within 

the field of biology. As such, designers are faced with a different task: How to design an effective learning 

sequence that addresses the issues students are known to encounter. Where previous work has both identified the 

common errors that students make when reasoning with cladograms (Gregory, 2008; Meir et al., 2007), and as 

well has examined the reasoning processes underlying those errors (Halverson et al., 2008) this research 

addresses more fundamental questions of the nature of representation and of intuitive symbolization in the 

domain of evolution. Specifically, we ask (1) What kinds of representations will students intuitively invent to 

represent the central concept of cladograms, B)!1+%!*&!$$JC (2) How does the act of inventing a representation 

influence the interpretations students later make of the standard cladogram? and (3) How do $%0*!&%$3 inventions 

and interpretations differ when the content of the representation does or does not concern evolution? 

Methods 
To investigate our questions, we conducted individual interviews with 33 undergraduate students. Of these, 22 

students were first asked to invent a diagram (on a tablet pc) to depict the relationships among either a group of 

species with shared traits (the Evo condition), or among a group of children with shared toys (the Toy 

condition), and to discuss why they invented what they did. Except for the content of the problem, the data sets 

given to students in the Evo and Toy conditions were equivalent. In the control condition, 11 students were 

asked to sketch and discuss any image they recalled of evolution. Afterwards, they were shown a solution to the 

problem in the form of a standard cladogram. In a series of open-ended and fixed choice questions, all 33 

students were then asked to use this diagram to reason about the relative relatedness among the items depicted, 

and to interpret its various symbolic attributes. Interviews were video recorded and transcribed for later analysis 

+&*(*!,.')+4-#/(*+%+(:+$(/.11!/%!*(.&($%0*!&%$3($/#!&/!(/.0)$!:.)@(+&*(2!1#ef systems.  

Results 
Students drew upon a rich array of representational resources to depict "relatedness," including familiar 

representational forms (e.g., Venn diagrams, networks, graphs, tables) and devices for organizing information 

(e.g., colour cues, systematic variation of graphic qualities). With one exception, only the Evo condition elicited 

temporal-based inventions, which depicted linear progressions from an ancestral to a more contemporary 

species (n = 7 vs. n = 1). Meanwhile, only the Toy condition appeared to elicit propositional-like statements (n = 

2 vs. n = 0). D-!$!(.2$!)9+%#.&$( $0''!$%(4+)%#/01+)(,+&&!)$( #&(:-#/-( $%0*!&%$3( 2!1#!5$( +2.0%( %-!( /.&%!&%(:#11(

influence the form of the representation they invent. Specifically, the concept evolution appeared to elicit the 

9!)6(@#&*(.5(1#&!+)(%-#&@#&'(%-+%(,+6(2!(+%(%-!()..%(.5($%0*!&%$3(*#55#/01%#!$(:#%-(#&%!)4)!%#&'(%)!!(*#+')+,$7(( 

However, our qualitative analysis of $%0*!&%$3 reasoning processes with the standard cladogram, 

showed that students that first invented a representation appeared to focus more attention on the relationships 

depicted. They tended to describe the symbolic functions of lines and nodes as indicating conceptual relations, 

rather than as timelines or as paths of change as did the students in the control condition. The latter rather tended 

to interpret the cladogram in terms of a misconceived folk theory of evolution. That is, despite the /1+*.')+,3$ 

branching structure, students in the control condition described the progressive transformation of a species 

through a series of states from left to right of the graphic space. Our findings extend prior work on inventing 

representations (e.g., Schwartz, 2006) by contributing a particularly challenging example from the domain of 

biology. They suggest that an opportunity to consider the problem of representing relatedness helps students 

better understand the standard diagram as a solution, no matter the kind of representation these students first 

invented (e.g., Cox & Brna, 1995). The fact that common errors made reasoning with the cladogram were still 

evident among all students, suggests the powerful influence of visual structure and of perceptual processes on 

interpretation. Our findings suggest intermediate representations and activities that might serve to bridge novice 

and expert understanding (Roschelle, 1996).  

 

              
 

Figure 4. A sample of s%0*!&%$3 inventions 
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Can children read trees? 
Shaaron Ainsworth, Jessica Saffer, School of Psychology, University of Nottingham, University Park, 

Nottingham, NG7 2RD 

Email: shaaron.ainsworth@nottingham.ac.uk 

 
The research reported in other papers in this symposium reveal difficulties in adult and teenage interpretation of 

cladograms. This paper explores if children in middle childhood could interpret cladograms given minimal 

training and if so what factors might influence their success. In particular, we explored if their reasoning was 

influenced by the species represented or the way that cladogram was presented (its rotation). 

 

 
Figure 5. Pigeon cladogram in RRRR rotation 

Methods 
13 boys and 15 girls aged 7:1 to 11:11 years were trained for 15 minutes on K5+@!3 cladograms before answering 

8 questions on each of 4 new cladograms. Children were introduced to key terms before proceeding to finding 

common ancestors, determining relatedness, how synapomorphies (features) are inherited and the arbitrary 

nature of branching. Training was designed to support four types of reasoning: finding the most common recent 

ancestor of two species; identifying a $4!/#!$3 features based upon its ancestry; describing which animals have 

particular features; and determining which species are most closely related to a particular example. They then 

answered eight questions on each of four new trees (one each of the different contents and rotation 

counterbalanced by Graeco Latin square). After every second answer they were prompted to explain their 

reasoning. A [4 by 4 by 4 by 4] repeated measures study examined: species depicted in the cladogram; branch 

rotation, the depth of tree searched and type of question. Just those answers including only correct responses 

were considered correct (e.g. BL-#/- animals are most closely related to the green spiny 1#M+)*JCN K+11#'+%.) and 

4#'!.&3O7 Analysis was by four (4 by 1) ANOVAS with post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni correction. 

P-#1*)!&3$ performance was surprisingly good with an average of 56% of answers completely correct. This is 

significantly above chance (Ancestor: 25%, Feature/Relation: 6.67%, Animal: 3.22%).  

Results 
Species represented influenced performance (F(3,81)=9.63, p<0.001). Children reasoned with flea (45%) more 

poorly than pigeon (63%) and human (64%) cladograms. Other researchers (e.g. Evans, 2006) have found 

poorer evolutionary reasoning by children about invertebrates that, in our case, cannot be explained simply by 

unfamiliarity (as piloting ensured these were known insects). However, Philips, Novick & Catley (this 

symposium) found insect cladograms were associated with better performance than dinosaur cladograms. There 

was no evidence of the human cladogram leading to different reasoning. Rotation had no impact (F(3,81)=1.87). 

It may be that children have yet to develop these biases or potentially they did not affect overall accuracy but 

did affect /-#1*)!&3$ erroneous strategies. P-#1*)!&3$ performance worsened as the depth of tree that needed to 

be searched increased F(3,81)=28.58, p<0.001, 2 = .51): Level one questions (82%) were answered more 

accurately than any other level (level 2 (53%) level 3 (51%) and level 4 (45%). It seems wise to recommend that 

cladograms for children should be relatively shallow. 

Children found some types of question easier than others (F(3,81)=10.48, p<0.001, 2 = .28). 

Questions about relations (39%) were answered worse than those concerning ancestors (69%) and animals 

(63%). Performance on the ancestor questions is particularly encouraging as it is a key skill that other tree-

thinking practices build on. P-#1*)!&3$(!"41+&+%#.&$(:!)!(!"+,#&!*(%.(!"41.)!(:-!%-!r they were able to justify 

their responses using correct semantic explanations (e.g. !"#$%&"'()$(*& [pointing to the appropriate node] the 
ancestor of the stick insect and the fleaCON(/.))!/%($6&%+/%#/(!"41+&+%#.&$(QB!"#$%&"'()"'+,-"&'+,-.'(/',(01'2()$(*& 
the first dot they have in common*3 incorrect syntactic reasoning (for example reasoning by tip proximity; 
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Kbecause they are next to each other*) or were not based on the tree at all (Bbecause I've seen a lizard before and 
I can see all the legs of the alligatorCO7(Unsurprisingly, age and number of correct answers correlated 

significantly (r=.64, p<0.001). The youngest quartile of children answered 39% of questions correctly and the 

oldest 68%. 

This study suggests that after a short amount of training children can begin to reason with cladograms. 

This has important implications for biological education as tree-thinking could be used with younger children 

than has previously been considered appropriate (our results suggest from around nine year upwards). Naturally, 

much of the complexity of tree-thinking will remain hard for this age group (as it is for adults) but given 

demonstration of this basic competency researchers can now determine how best to teach children to tree-think 

and to further explore which cladogram designs help novice tree-thinkers. 

Improving !"#$%&%'#!'($)* approaches to understanding tree thinking 
Kristy Halverson, University of Southern Mississippi, 118 College Drive, Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0001  

Email: kristy.halverson@usm.edu
 

 
Evolutionary biologists see biology through the perspective of phylogeny, or evolutionary history. However, it 

is clear that most students do not interpret trees in the same manner as evolutionary biologists (Baum et al., 

2005; Gregory, 2008; Halverson, Abell, Friedrichsen, & Pires, 2009; Halverson et al., 2008). The alternative 

types of reasoning students use can cause them to generate a variety of responses when interpreting and using 

phylogenetic trees (Halverson, 2008). Yet, few studies have focused on why students misinterpret trees or how 

students can overcome these misconceptions to develop internalized tree thinking skill. The purpose of this 

study was to examine how undergraduates developed and used phylogenetic trees during a plant systematics 

course as well as identify/design scaffolds to facilitate improvements in core skill development.  

Research Design 
This study took place in the lecture section of an upper-level, plant systematics course at a Midwestern research 

extensive university during the Spring 2007, 2008, and 2009 semesters. This course was organized primarily 

around phylogenetic tree thinking. Students were engaged in interpreting and building phylogenies in addition to 

learning about plant systematics. I used open-ended student responses from two-tiered pre/posttests, a two-part 

interview series, weekly reflective journal entries, field notes from course observations, and course assessments 

to learn how 87 upper-level undergraduate science majors enrolled in a plant systematics course interpreted 

phylogenetic trees and developed tree thinking skills. I utilized all transcripts, field notes, expanded observation 

notes, and documents in data analysis. I wrote profiles describing each $%0*!&%3$ reasoning when using 

phylogenetic trees. Throughout the construction of each student profile, I returned to the data sources to test my 

interpretations of student responses and find additional supporting evidence. I inductively coded the profiles to 

identify reasoning students used when reading trees and their reactions to instructional interventions. I compared 

the coded student profiles to identify themes. Once the themes were identified, I triangulated findings using 

secondary data sources to ensure the research findings represented accurate interpretations of the data. I wrote 

rich descriptions of $%0*!&%$3 tree thinking skills and documented themes that emerged from the data about 

effective instructional scaffolds. 

Findings 
I identified 13 major challenges students encounter when developing tree thinking skills: (1) Overcoming prior 

ideas about organisms and using a tree to draw conclusions; (2) Visualizing how branches can rotate; (3) 

Reading from the tips rather than nodes; (4) Mapping a species lineage from tip to root of a tree; (5) Comparing 

patterns of relationships among trees; (6) Lumping organisms on single characteristics rather than looking at 

them holistically; (7) Ignoring critical data and/or using uninformative evidence to construct a tree; (8) 

Difficulties transferring empirical data into a tree illustrating evolutionary relationships; (9) Creating consensus 

nodes to address discrepancies; (10) Altering the format or orientation of the tree alters the relationships 

depicted; (11) Generating accurate, branching, hierarchical representations; (12) Using trees to reconstructing 

ancestral states; (13) Comparing representations to identify the most supported tree. 

Two instructional interventions were used in the course (e.g., a hypothetical plant exercise and a pipe 

cleaner phylogeny activity) Students perceived the pipe cleaner phylogeny activity as the most effective 

instructional intervention. With the pipe cleaner tree manipulative, students could physically bend and rotate the 

pipe cleaners into new shapes, directions, and different topologies without altering the relationships. Students 

began manipulating the pipe cleaner trees by swiveling the branches, and came to see that nodes to determine 

relationships rather than the tips. For example, after the activity he suggested that BThat when studying trees, 
one should focus on -/4"&50 and knew Btrees can be displayed in different formats while still showing the same 
,-6/78$(,/-50 Sally discussed the benefits of having a 3D pipe cleaner model. She indicated that this model 

provided a novel context for phylogenetic trees that was more effective than traditional printed phylogenetic 
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trees in helping instruct how branches could rotate. BD-#$ is something you cannot do with a drawing on 4+4!)7C 

In the presentation, I will elaborate on how this instructional intervention helped students overcome four main 

challenges: namely numbers 2, 3, 4 and 7 above  

Some instructional resources (e.g., University of California Museum of Paleontology, 2009) have 

attempted to address some of the listed tree thinking challenges by explaining how scientists interpret and use 

data as evidence to build phylogenetic trees. However, these resources do not provide opportunities for students 

to practice tree thinking nor do they provide scaffolds to facilitate tree building skills. Thus, while tree thinking 

challenges are sometimes acknowledged, they are not always explicitly addressed in ways that help students 

overcome the challenges and, in turn, improve tree thinking skills. Few studies focus on instructional strategies 

to help students overcome challenges (Gendron, 2000; Meir et al., 2005). There are numerous published lessons 

that propose activities using phylogenetic trees or are aimed at helping students develop tree thinking (over 50 

published in the American Biology Teacher alone). However, none of these activities is grounded in research on 

how students overcome identified challenges or on how students learn core tree thinking skills. Additionally, 

published instructional activities (e.g., Gendron, 2000; Meir et al., 2005) assume students are aware that trees 

contain information on evolutionary histories and can interpret and build these representations. I have found that 

this is not the case. My study used research-based activities to help students overcome the major challenges 

associated with tree thinking, something novel to tree thinking instruction.  I found that the research-based 

instructional interventions helped students overcome challenges with tree thinking at the same time they 

facilitated $%0*!&%$3 development of core tree thinking skills. By investigating how undergraduates learn tree 

thinking during three semesters of a plant systematics course, this study adds to our understanding of critical 

elements necessary for continuing to improve instruction with phylogenetic trees and maximize the potential of 

evolution education. 
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Using Visualization to Link Abstract Science and Everyday 
Experience 

 
Chair: Marcia C. Linn, University of California, Berkeley 

Discussant: TBD 

Organizers: Ji Shen, Hsin-Yi Chang 
 

Abstract: This interactive poster symposium features research groups investigating how 

visualizations and aligning instructional approaches promote students’ deep understanding of 

physical sciences. The participating studies take advantage of computerized visualizations to 

bridge abstract science concepts and students’ intuitive ideas of physical phenomena. These 

studies reveal how the visualizations help students improve their understanding of science over 

time by employing mixed methods such as data from student performances on pre-post tests and 

student practices during the learning process. These posters provide insights about how students 

learn from visualizations and propose effective design approaches to augment the impact of 

computerized visualizations.  

!

Introduction 
A major challenge that educators face is that student learning and understanding of subject areas often occurs at a 

superficial level (e.g., Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2006). Many teachers and researchers recognize the difficulty of 

promoting meaningful learning and deep understanding due to limited time, resources, tools and instructional 

strategies. However, with the rapid development of technology, research has emerged to provide promising evidence 

for how advanced technology tools can effectively transform teaching and learning practice to benefit student 

learning and promote deep understanding (e.g., Blumenfeld, Fishman, Krajcik, & Marx, 2000; Goldstone & 

Wilensky, 2008; Linn, Clark, & Slotta, 2003; Wieman, Adams, & Perkins, 2008). Specifically, this collection of 

studies examines the role of computerized visualizations in supporting students’ understanding of physical sciences. 

Computerized visualizations such as simulations and dynamic models allow students access to unseen processes and 

abstract concepts in science. These external visualizations and models can help students form complex 

understandings of a given concept or phenomenon (Buckley, 2000). However, the process of student interacting 

with visualizations to form integrated understanding is not straightforward. Students’ prior knowledge may 

influence their perception of phenomena and understanding of the external models (Rohr & Reimann, 1998). 

Moreover, students need to integrate multiple types of knowledge and skills in order to make sense of the 

visualizations and successfully perform their learning tasks using the visualization. Students often need guidance to 

interact productively with visualizations. In this symposium, eight studies investigated how students developed 

coherent understanding of science using computerized visualizations with various types of support. This symposium 

will engage participants in discussing diverse viewpoints concerning the roles, effective strategies, and beneficial 

features of computerized visualizations to promote deep science learning.    

!

Purpose and Objectives 
We organize this interactive poster symposium to provide a platform for the presenters and the audience to discuss 

how computerized visualizations can promote strong conceptual connections between classroom science and the 

physical world. Research suggests that many natural science concepts (e.g., atomic interactions, acceleration, 

electricity) are abstract and challenging for students because they cannot meaningfully connect these concepts to real 

observations and concrete experiences. A wide range of computerized visualizations has been created to help 

students learn these difficult concepts. Many of these visualizations show effectiveness in improving students' 

science understanding. Through the collection of the studies we aim to answer the following questions surrounding 

the use of computerized visualizations in science classrooms: 

• How can dynamic visualizations make science relevant to students’ life? Students encounter everyday 

experience such as heat and temperature, electric circuits, and physical motions. The visualizations presented in 

the symposium aim to embed abstract disciplinary science knowledge (e.g., atomic models, Newtonian 

mechanics) in contexts that are familiar with students.  

• How can visualizations help students distinguish spontaneous ideas gained from everyday experiences and 

scientific ideas learned in class? As students form intuitive ideas to explain observations they make about the 

world, visualizations can help students distinguish and link the spontaneous ideas from scientific ideas by 
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providing access to unseen processes (e.g. molecular interactions) and unattainable situations (e.g. frictionless 

worlds). 

• How to facilitate students in developing deep understanding and inquiry skills necessary in solving complex 

problems? The studies in the symposium use complex problems in the physical world such as the mechanism of 

airbags, global warming, and hydrogen fuel cell cars. Associated dynamic visualizations offer opportunities for 

students to formulate, investigate and experiment with variables, construct and evaluate explanatory models, 

and collaborate with peers to tackle complex problems.  

To investigate these questions about using visualizations in learning science, the researchers employed different 

combinations of a variety of scaffolding strategies. These include sequencing physical experiments with virtual 

experiments, combining students’ drawings with computer models, critiquing visualizations, overlaying gameplay 

dynamics with formalized representations, coordinating multiple visualizations, and embedding key prompts. 

Through the interactive symposium, we further seek the answers to the question “what are the criteria of using 

different supporting strategies under certain conditions in different science content areas?” 

 

Session Structure and Participating Presentations 
The session is planned as an interactive poster session, chaired by Prof. Marcia Linn. She will briefly introduce the 

session (~5m). Each presenter will then summarize their own research in one minute (~10m). Attendees will then 

circulate and interact with individual presenters (~50m). Presenters will bring computer-based demonstrations of the 

technologies used in their research. After the interaction between the presenters and the attendees, the discussant 

will comment on the presentations (~10m) and moderate a conversation that allows presenters and attendees to share 

their insights (~15m). The following section will summarize each individual presentation and list participants.  

!

Investigating the Role of Physical and Virtual Experiments in Developing  
Integrated Understanding of Thermal Conductivity and Equilibrium 

Hsin-Yi Chang and Kun-Chen Tsai 

National Kaohsiung Normal University 

Understanding science requires students to integrate multiple types of knowledge and abilities to form a coherent 

structure (National Research Council [NRC], 1996; Olsen, 2003). One indicator of integrated understanding is 

students being able to integrate scientific concepts with everyday events (NRC, 1996). Indeed, when learning the 

concepts of thermal conductivity and equilibrium students may show resistance to change ideas stemming from 

personal experience of heat and temperature (Clark & Linn, 2003; Paik, Cho, & Go, 2007). For example, students 

often think that metal objects have lower temperatures than wood objects and resist the idea that objects eventually 

become the same temperature as the room’s temperature (Clark & Linn, 2003). A second indicator of integrated 

understanding is students being able to explain a phenomenon or scientific process in light of its mechanism. For 

example, when explaining thermal conductivity a core concept involves understanding of heat transfer by collisions 

of atoms and molecules (American Association for the Advancement of Science [AAAS], 1993). However, many 

middle or high school students have little or fragmented knowledge of atoms and molecules (Lee, Eichinger, 

Anderson, Berkheimer, & Blakeslee, 1993; Nakhleh, Samarapungavan, & Saglam, 2005). It is unclear how to best 

support students in learning the mechanism of heat conductivity and equilibrium at the molecular level.  

In this study we used a week-long Web-based Inquiry Science Environment [WISE] module on 

thermodynamics that has been proven effective to students’ science understanding (Clark & Linn, 2003) and 

argumentation abilities (Clark & Sampson, 2007). We particularly examine one physical and one virtual experiment 

activities to discern the roles of physical versus virtual experiments in developing different aspects of student 

understanding of thermal conductivity and equilibrium. In the physical experiment students are guided to choose six 

objects made of different materials to predict and measure their temperature in the classroom. We hypothesize that 

this physical experiment provides direct experiences and evidence for students to connect and sort scientific and 

personal ideas. In the virtual experiment students are guided to change parameters such as different materials to 

observe what happens to the atoms and molecules when heat transfers from one object to another. We hypothesize 

that this virtual experiment supports students in building their understanding of the mechanism of heat transfer. We 

implemented the Chinese version of the module in five eighth-grade classes (n=154) in South Taiwan. Data 

collected include pre-post test data, and learning process data including students’ written responses to the prompting 

questions embedded in the activities, and students’ action and discussion videos when students worked on the 

activities. Pretest to posttest gains indicate medium to large effect sizes of the module, similar to what was found in 

the American runs (Chang & Linn, in preparation). In-depth examination of the learning process data indicates the 

patterns of students’ strategies in the physical and virtual experiments, the aspects and extents of student 
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understanding mediated by the physical and virtual experiments, and the relationships between the learning process 

and pre-posttest phases.    

!!

Promoting Links and Developing Students’ Criteria for Visualizations by Prompting 
Judgments of Fidelity  

Jennifer L. Chiu 

University of California, Berkeley, e-mail: jenchiu@berkeley.edu!

Chemistry students struggle to bridge molecular, symbolic, and molecular representations of chemical phenomena. 

For example, students view chemical equations, such as 2H2 + O2 ! 2H2O as math problems to solve instead of 

breaking and forming bonds among atoms (Krajcik, 1991). Research demonstrates that powerful visualization tools 

can help students add normative ideas about phenomena on a molecular level (Pallant & Tinker, 2004). However, 

students need support to connect these ideas to symbolic and everyday ideas, develop criteria for these ideas and sort 

and refine the links among ideas to build coherent understandings of complex phenomena (Linn & Eylon, 2006). 

Past studies show that students have rich intuitive abilities to critique representations, do well reacting to 

representations in design settings but have trouble articulating their ideas (diSessa, 2002). We hope to build upon 

these existing capabilities to help students link pre-designed, interactive visualizations to the real world and promote 

the development of criteria for these connections. 

This poster investigates how prompting students to judge and explain how strongly the visualization relates 

to the real world can help students connect molecular visualizations to macroscopic ideas as well as develop criteria 

about visualizations. Approximately 140 high school chemistry students from two teachers participated in a week-

long technology-enhanced curriculum unit about chemical reactions. As part of this curriculum, students interacted 

with molecular visualizations from Molecular Workbench and greenhouse effect visualizations in NetLogo. After 

each visualization step, students were prompted to judge the visualization as “not at all related”, “somewhat related” 

or “very related” to the real world and then explained their choice. Significant gains from pretest to posttest items 

demonstrate students made connections among molecular and macroscopic levels. Analyses of students’ embedded 

explanations show that many students judge visualizations as related to the real world because of particular 

examples, such as specific chemicals or reactions. Many students also articulate ideas about the fidelity, usability, 

and learnability of the visualizations. Overall, the data suggests that students make connections from the 

visualizations to the real world but but need support to build from their rich intuitive ideas and develop more 

sophisticated criteria for visualizations.!

!

SURGE: Intended and Unintended Learning in Digital Games 
Douglas B. Clark, Brian C. Nelson, Cynthia M. D’Angelo, Kent Slack, and Mario Martinez 

Vanderbilt University and Arizona State University 

Well-designed video games can support learners in building accurate intuitive understandings of the concepts and 

processes embedded in the games due to the situated and enacted nature of good game design (Gee, 2007). Most 

commercial games fall short as platforms for learning, however, because they do not help students articulate and 

connect their evolving intuitive understandings to more explicit formalized structures that would support transfer of 

knowledge to other contexts. In Thought and Language, Vygotsky (1986) discusses the potential for leveraging 

intuitive understandings from everyday experience ("spontaneous concepts") with instructed scientific concepts to 

build robust understandings. The SURGE project (Scaffolding Understanding by Redesigning Games for Education) 

focuses on integrating and overlaying popular gameplay dynamics with formal physics representations and 

visualizations (see Figure 1 (a) for a snapshot). The design combines cognitive processing-based design and socio-

cognitive scripting with design principles and mechanics of popular commercial video games such as Mario Galaxy, 

Switchball, Tiger Woods PGA Tour, Orbz, and Portal.  

The first SURGE study analyzed 24 university students playing SURGE. The pre-post test data support the 

potential of games for learning, but also underscore their potential to reinforce alternative conceptions. The game 

actually resulted in a significant pre-post test decrease ("2 = 4.75, p = .029) in correct answers for one question by 

unintentionally focusing students’ attention on another physics relationship (we had not yet added all of the intended 

functionality to the interface relevant to projectile motion and the independence of the x and y components of an 

object’s velocity), but the students demonstrated significant (p = .037) gains on the rest of the posttest.  In post-

interviews, students’ understanding of the concepts and vector representations demonstrate the ways in which 

students’ ideas evolve during the game. The results suggest that players learn about the formal instructed concepts in 

a manner that transfers to Force Concept Inventory items (Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992; Jackson, 2007), 

but the results also caution that the ideas that students take away from games aren’t always the ones intended by the 
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designers. A second study in November 2009 will analyze 330 students in Taiwan and Minnesota playing SURGE. 

Students will be randomly assigned to conditions that display or remove the overlaid vector representations. 

Interview data will explore how the students make use of the vector representations and visualizations within the 

game as well as the ways in which the game connects with students’ other interests and identities outside of school. 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Screenshot of SURGE environment  (b) A sample item from FCI. 

!

How Do Interactive Graphing Tools Help Students Interpret  
Virtual Experiments about Car Collisions? 

Kevin W. McElhaney 

University of California, Berkeley Graduate School of Education 

This study examines how experimentation using a visualization featuring coordinated animated and graphical 

representations of motion can help students reach sophisticated insights about car collisions. Airbags: Too Fast, Too 

Furious? is a one-week high school physics investigation about airbag safety that addresses students’ understanding 

of motion graphs. The design of Airbags builds on research that recommends using visual representations to scaffold 

inquiry-based learning (Quintana et al, 2004), particularly investigations concerning motion (White, 1993). Airbags 

incorporates dynamic visualizations that aim to help students understand events in a car collision that occur too 

quickly to be observed in real time. The visualizations present coordinated animated and graphical representations 

that are each designed to help support students’ understanding of the other (Ainsworth, 1999; Kozma, 2003). 

I designed the final Airbags visualization (Figure 2a) to model the crash test videos (Figure 2b) students 

observe in previous activities. Students use this visualization to experiment with three motion variables to 

investigate what factors put drivers at increased risk for injury. The visualization allows students to categorize trial 

outcomes and view the graphs of multiple trials to aid in the interpretation and comparison of trial outcomes. 

   
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Experimentation visualization (b) Crash test video used in early activities 

 

Students (n = 168) in five diverse high schools studied Airbags in dyads. Students responded to pretests and 

posttests on motion graphs and embedded assessments about the airbags situation. We also videorecorded the 

experimentation of 12 dyads, capturing their discussions and gestures during the experimentation activity. 

Significant pretest to posttest gains on understanding of motion graphs demonstrate that students were able to 

generalize knowledge about motion graphs in Airbags to other situations. Reponses to embedded assessments show 

that many students achieved a sophisticated understanding of the airbags situation that involved the role of threshold 
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values in determining collision outcomes. This poster will present case studies that illustrate how the interactive 

graphing tools helped students interpret their experiments in meaningful ways that extended their everyday 

understanding of airbags. 

 

Transformative Modeling in Learning Current Electricity:  
A Case Study of Preservice Teachers  

Ji Shen, and Rutchelle Enriquez 

University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30605; jishen@uga.edu 
Research finds that students have many ideas on electricity not aligned with scientific notions (e.g. Eylon & Ganiel, 

1990; Thacker, Ganiel, & Boys, 1999; Osborne, 1983; Shen, Gibbons, Wiegers, & McMahon, 2007; Shepardson & 

Moje, 1994). It is challenging to change these conceptions.  Different strategies have been employed by science 

educators to help students learn current electricity (e.g., Benseghir & Closset, 1996; Shaffer & McDermott, 1992; 

Gibbons et al., 2003; Shen & Linn, submitted). This paper presents a teaching experiment that incorporates a variety 

of environments including computerized modeling tools (e.g., WISE, Phet), hands-on activities, role playing, and 

formative assessments (see Figure 3). The activities are designed based on the transformative modeling framework 

(TM) used to describe, analyze, and inform learning processes (Shen, submitted). TM delineates learning and 

teaching as a process of modeling the natural world through chains of operations on materials. At the center of the 

operations are a set of transformations that alter the nature of physical or symbolic objects by adding or suppressing 

information (Shen, in press; Shen & Confrey, 2007). The transformed materials, as well as the operations on these 

materials, render potential for future learning (Shen, submitted).  

!
Figure 3. Students’ work on current electricity. 

 

The participants include 18 preservice middle grades teachers (17 female, 1 male).  Their science 

background is weak based on the results of a pretest measuring general physics knowledge (25% correct). The 

teaching experiment lasted 2 weeks (15hours in a total). We collected online responses, videotapes, students’ 

artifacts and formative assessment results to examine the learning processes. Preliminary findings suggest, among 

many others, the following message. The transformations among different forms of representations of knowledge 

challenge students to understand the underlying mechanism of scientific processes (e.g., transforming from a 

physical set-up to a computerized circuit to an electrical diagram to role play). Different models inform each other 

and together they help students form scientific understanding. The breakdowns of transformative links create 

conceptual difficulties for students on the on hand, and provide teachable moments on the other hand. The 

mechanism, types, and characteristics of these transformations and their implications in classroom teaching will be 

discussed.  

 

Using Interactive Models to Support Content Learning through Scientific Reasoning 
Keisha Varma 

University of Minnesota 
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This work examines how students learn scientific concepts related to the greenhouse effect by participating in 

scientific reasoning activities with an interactive model.  A longstanding issue in science education research is the 

tension between teaching scientific content vs. scientific process or reasoning.  Following instruction and 

experience, students are able to engage in valid scientific reasoning in familiar or simple contexts (Chen & Klahr, 

1999, Kuhn & Angelev, 1976).  However, there is still concern about overtaxing students’ cognitive resources when 

they are required to engage in activities that involve using scientific reasoning strategies to learn new scientific 

content. Models are “dynamic representations and provide a visual explanation of the underlying causal mechanisms 

and processes underlying scientific phenomena which are not directly observable because of their scale” (Gobert, 

2005).  Using interactive models to teach science can help address the content versus process issue by allowing 

students to practice reasoning about scientific phenomena in rich contexts.  In this study, students use an interactive 

model to learn about the greenhouse effect.  Instruction prompts them to use a control variables strategy as they 

conduct multiple experiments with the model.  The main goal of this work is to measure changes in students’ 

content knowledge and scientific reasoning skills following a model based instruction experience. 

In this work, 190 middle school students use an interactive model of the greenhouse effect. Pre-post tests 

measure content learning prior to and following the instruction experience.  A subset of the items was designed to 

measure scientific reasoning.  Additionally, log data documents how students’ reasoning strategies change over 

time. Students engage in “simulated discovery tasks” (Zimmerman, 2000) as they use the model to conduct multiple 

experiments.  They investigate the roles of solar energy, infrared energy, greenhouse gases, clouds, and Albedo in 

the greenhouse effect.  Students are instructed to change only one variable at a time so that their experiments can 

provide valid information about the variable they are investigating.  Supporting students to engage in this type of 

model-based instruction is an effective instructional strategy (Penner, Lehrer, & Schauble, 1998). Overall, students’ 

understanding of the scientific content improves (t (189)=8.66, p < .001).  The log data show that they use multiple 

reasoning strategies.  Some closely follow the instruction to engage in the control of variables strategy and use it 

consistently in their experiments with the model.  Some use the strategy after initial random exploration of the 

model.  Others systematically manipulate two variables at a time to make comparisons.  Ongoing analyses are 

looking at the range of reasoning strategies involved in experimentation and evaluating correlations between 

students’ scientific reasoning and changes in their content knowledge. This work informs researchers interested in 

using model-based instruction that combines content learning and scientific reasoning.  A more detailed presentation 

of the findings will extend the discussion of the complexity of supporting both of these learning goals. 

!

Abstraction and Re-representation in Visualizations:  
Understanding Where the Learning Occurs 

Eric N. Wiebe, Mike Carter, James Minogue, Lauren Madden, and John Bedward 

North Carolina State University 

Graphic representations (i.e., visualizations) have a long history as a tool to promote learning in science. 

Historically, a “craft-based” approach has been the primary strategy used to design and evaluate visualizations for 

use in instruction (e.g., Tufte, 1983). That is, heuristics based on practice are used to create representations that 

communicated, in the designer’s eyes, the necessary information for student learning. More recently, a number of 

frameworks based on current understandings in the learning sciences have been applied to better guide visualization 

design and to understand why some designs are more effective than others. This paper will present an approach 

developed from semiotic theory (Hartshorne & Weiss, 1960) and the knowledge integration framework (Linn, 2006) 

for science meaning-making to develop strategies for visualization development and use in classrooms. Focusing on 

the knowledge-integration’s component of making scientific phenomena visible, the presented work will look at the 

interplay of phenomena visible in the natural world with unaided senses with the conceptual and phenomenological 

elements of science learning that live in invisible, abstract layers. Semiotics is used to understand re-representations 

that move between the same level of abstraction and new representations that move toward or away from 

abstraction.  

Student work in elementary science (Grades 2-5) was used as data source for validating this new approach 

to understanding student meaning-making through visualizations. A stratified sample of notebooks (M=7) were 

taken from 7 classrooms (4 Grade 2 and 3 Grade 5) for a total of 45 notebooks. From these notebooks, student 

entries for all activities relating to two science kits (EDC, 2004; FOSS, 2008), one per grade, were analyzed—a total 

of 1195 pages. Student entries were coded based on dimensions related to the context of the work (science learning 

goal, phase of inquiry), and the type of entry (text, graphic, mixed). For the graphic entries, the level of abstraction, 

how the abstraction was represented in the graphic, and the relationship of the graphic to complimentary text were 

coded in order to chart the moves in relation the meaning-making goals, as defined by the curriculum. This analysis 

will provide insight for the design of future, computer-based systems and how they may differ from those currently 
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being designed for later school grades. Better understanding these moves and their role in learning provides new 

approaches to the creation of computer-based visualizations specifically designed for elementary science contexts. 

 
Exploring Drawing and Critique to Enhance Learning from Visualizations 

Helen Z. Zhang 

University of California, Berkeley 

Many chemistry students struggle to make sense of chemical phenomena at the molecular level (Johnstone, 1993). 

They have difficulty visualizing a chemical equation (e.g., 2H2+O2!2H2O) as a chemical reaction that involves 

atom rearrangement and bond breaking and formation (Krajcik, 1991). As a result, they cannot form deep 

understanding of chemical concepts by linking ideas at the molecular, symbolic, and observable levels. Dynamic 

visualizations have potential to meet this challenge by demonstrating changes at the molecular level. Nevertheless, 

many visualizations are confusing (Tversky, Morrison, & Betrancourt, 2002), and often students are beguiled by 

their deceptive clarity (Chiu & Linn, in press). They need support to add ideas at the molecular level and connect 

with ideas at other levels. My previous research (Zhang & Linn, 2008) has suggested that creating drawings is an 

effective approach to promote student learning. Yet it requires more instructional time and may not be efficient. 

Critique may be another candidate to effectively support students’ learning. In this study we explore this two ways.  

This study reports student learning with a dynamic visualization embedded in an inquiry-based WISE 

curriculum unit entitled Hydrogen Fuel Cell Cars (Linn & Hsi, 2000).  In the project, students first learned chemical 

reactions by interacting with the visualization showing molecular interactions during hydrogen combustion. They 

then drew four pictures to represent intermediate phases of the reaction (drawing condition), or critiqued two sets of 

pre-made drawings aiming to demonstrate the same information (critique condition). The drawings to be critiqued 

were designed to capture various ideas held by students from previous studies (Zhang, 2007). At the end of the 

project, students need to use integrated ideas about atomic reactions, cars, and fuel economy to analyze the 

advantage and disadvantage of hydrogen fuel cell cars.  

High school chemistry students (N=73) participated in this study (critique condition: n=48; drawing 

condition: n=25). Both groups of students gained significantly [drawing group: p<.001, effect size=2.17; critique 

group: p<.001, effect size=1.73] after the project. Students were able to integrate ideas such as bond breaking and 

formation with prior knowledge and use these ideas to explain observable phenomena and other chemical reactions. 

There was no significant difference in the two groups of students’ posttest scores after controlling for pretest scores 

[t(70)=.17, p=.87]. Further analysis of students’ embedded assessments and log files of interaction with the 

visualization suggests that drawing supports learning by enabling students to distinguish among ideas and recognize 

gaps in their knowledge. Students are prompted to revisit the visualization for nuanced information. Critique, in 

contrast, requires students to distinguish their own ideas from the ideas they critique. Students also revisit the 

visualization to solve conflicts between ideas.   
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Abstract: Specialized authoring tools enable non-programmers to develop computer-based 

learning environments that reflect a particular task model. Large-scale implementation of 

novel but pedagogically sound environments is made possible if the resulting environments 

reflect the intended essential pedagogical features. We explore the balance between 

constraints and generativity through five teams’ experiences with a specialized authoring tool, 

STOCHASMOS. We hope to spark a critical discussion of the role of specialized authoring 

tools in scalability. We also suggest that future research examine the educative function of 
these tools. 

Symposium Goals and Overall Focus 
There is general consensus over the need to orchestrate learning in the disciplines around rich experiences where 

students engage in first-hand activities relevant to future application contexts (Edelson, 2001). Yet, such 

learning environments, often supported through technology, typically require innovative materials that draw on 

a wealth of intellectual and tangible resources. Thus, transferability and scalability are inseparable from 

pedagogical considerations and goals. We aim to advance our understanding of issues of scale-up by examining 
the role of specialized authoring tools (Bell, 1998) in this process.  

Specialized authoring tools pose one type of strategy for scaling-up science education reform efforts, 

by making it easier to produce a wide-range of inquiry-based learning environments that capture the essential 

features of environments that were developed, studied and found productive within a research context. 

However, this potential can only be realized if the use of such authoring tools results in the development of new 

environments that reflect such essential features. This is especially true when these features relate to discipline-

specific needs, such as combining molecular diagrams and equations in chemistry, or explicitly supporting the 

integration of evidence in scientific argumentation. Yet, it is just as important that these tools provide enough 

flexibility to allow for the creation of new problems, so that a range of curricular topics, learning goals, and 

learning contexts can be served by these new learning environments, rather than serve the narrow production of 

isomorphic problems. Thus, there is a tension between the two criteria for effective scale-up: rigidity in the 

authoring tool that preserves essential features and malleability in the authoring tool that allows for generativity 
and variation. 

We will present case studies from five teacher-researcher teams each working with the same authoring 

tool, STOCHASMOS (in Greek: reflection), to design different problem scenarios aimed at engaging students in 

evidence-based reasoning around socio-scientific issues. These teams, each from a different partner country, are 

part of a broader project called Digital Support for Inquiry, Collaboration, and Reflection on Socio-Scientific 

Debates (CoReflect, http://www.coreflect.org) funded by the European Commission’s Seventh Research 

Framework Programme (FP7). Each case study explores key affordances and constraints surrounding their use 

of STOCHASMOS, how this exposes the tension between rigidity and malleability, and what implications there 

might be for the roles that specialized authoring tools may play in scalability. Mainly we have found that such 

tools can serve as boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989) and as educative materials (Davis & Krajcik, 

2005) that convey pedagogical and technological knowledge. We aim to engage the audience in a critical 
discussion of these roles and their implications, as we describe in the symposium structure section. Our broader 

goals are to initiate a conversation in the community on the ways in which authoring tools can foster 

collaboration and professional development beyond their utility in technical efficiency. 

Rationale and Background 
The past few decades have been marked with the creation of computer-based learning environments that are 

intended to help young science learners contend with rich problems. As a field, we have accrued considerable 
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knowledge about the types of representations and modes of interaction that can be incorporated in these learning 

environments to productively support collaborative scientific inquiry (e.g., Edelson, 2001; Kali, 2006). 

However, developing such learning environments is very resource intensive. This is especially true, because 

they often include unique representations, simulations, and interface structures that scaffold novice reasoning. 

Recent research has examined not only how to develop particular learning environments geared toward 

overcoming particular learning challenges or toward meeting particular learning goals, but also how to reduce 
the time and cost involved in developing such learning environments. These initiatives aim to capitalize on 

existing knowledge and encourage its reuse (Roschelle, Kaput, Stroup, & Kahn, 1998).   

Efforts in this direction include, but are not limited to, research on open source (e.g., Scharff, 2002), 

learning objects (e.g., Graaff, Laat, & Scheltinga, 2004), and authoring tools (e.g., Murray, 1999). Of these 

three, authoring tools impose the least demands on end-users in terms of requisite programming knowledge, 

which makes them quite apt for providing non-programmers access to the development of computer-based 

learning environments. The realm of authoring tools includes a wide spectrum. At one end of the spectrum are 

general-purpose tools (e.g., Adobe Authorware or Moodle) that only alleviate the need to program, but that do 

not provide any guidance about the structure of appearance of profitable learning environments for particular 

disciplines of study. Another genre of authoring tools, midway through the spectrum, are authoring tools that 

reflect a particular pedagogical approach and/or group of target tasks, so that they provide pedagogical 

guidance. Thus, end-users can only create a particular class of environments, but this class of environments is 
open to multiple problem definitions and allows for some flexibility in the design of the flow of interaction. 

Finally, at the other end of the spectrum are authoring tools that present a fixed structure so that the nature of the 

activity is preset and development consists only of inserting new content.  

In this symposium, we focus on authoring tools of the mid-range genre, which we refer to as 

specialized authoring tools. As we have noted, the efficacy of specialized authoring tools hinges on the tension 

between rigidity that preserves essential features and malleability that allows for generativity and variation. We 

examine how different teams used the same specialized authoring tool to develop different problem-based 

scenarios in an effort to gauge the extent to which it was possible to develop problems that differ from a 

prototype in more than just surface features, while not posing too great a departure from a prototype so as to 

lose its essential pedagogical features.  

STOCHASMOS and its Use in the CoReflect Project 

The STOCHASMOS Specialized Authoring Tool 
The CoReflect project uses a specialized authoring tool called STOCHASMOS (Kyza & Constantinou, 2007) to 

develop a set of computer-based learning environments that support learners in investigating socio-scientific 

problems.  STOCHASMOS lets teachers or designers build a multi-modal web-based environment that can 

support learners in coordinating theory and evidence (e.g. analyze data as they relate to hypotheses), in 

constructing evidence-based explanations and arguments, and in planning, monitoring and evaluating these 

actions.  

STOCHASMOS was designed to develop learning environments that support reflective inquiry. We define 

reflective inquiry as a set of practices that help the inquirer adopt a critical orientation, such as planning, 

monitoring and evaluating one’s inquiry-related actions (Loh et al., 1998). Based on prior research (Kyza & 

Edelson, 2005), a key part of supporting this process lies in supporting students in developing and sustaining 

common ground, and in making sense of data rich environments. STOCHASMOS was designed to help 

designers implement learning environments that include specific supports for these processes. The tool provides 

structured workspaces that reflect some of the epistemic games (Collins & Ferguson, 1993) associated with 

scientific inquiry. These workspaces can be shared between users and are integrated with communication 

devices such as forums and chats. This is one of the ways that STOCHASMOS makes thinking visible and 
shared, thus supporting the construction of common ground. The approach to supporting sense-making includes 

a combination of context-dependent prompts that can compensate for limited background knowledge, and 

context-independent prompts that can encourage adoption of general data interpretation and management 

practices. 

Overview of Underlying Pedagogy 

The functions and design features of STOCHASMOS are accessed through tabs (see Figure 1): Project, 

Templates, Inquiry Environment, Add Group, Review, Group Pairing, Partnership, and Forum. Designers access 

different functions and design features as the names of the tabs imply. The “Inquiry Environment” tab allows 

designers to add content to the basic environment the students will use. The “Templates” tab enables the design 

of template pages that are later accessible to students through the WorkSpace area. These templates can help 

Underlying Pedagogy as Realized in the STOCHASMOS Authoring Tool 
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structure student work around important ideas, such as connecting data to hypotheses.  The WorkSpace also 

provides guidance in the form of prompts and articulation boxes, which are also customizable at the level of 

access of the individual teacher. The “Add Group”, “Group Pairing”, and “Partnership” tabs enable teachers to 

setup collaboration patterns and rules.  The “Review” tab allows teachers synchronous and asynchronous access 

to their students’ ongoing inquiry work on STOCHASMOS.  Other authoring features, such as a generic graph 

tool, the customizable glossary, and the history log are accessible from a side menu.  Teachers also have the 
ability to control the timing, presentation, and de-activation of pages in the inquiry environment and the 

WorkSpace templates, and are thus able to control what their class will have access to, according to their 

progress. 

 

 
Figure 1

 
. The STOCHASMOS Authoring Tool. 

Teachers who choose to create or import an existing inquiry environment have the ability to import 

WorkSpace templates or create their own templates to accompany the students’ investigation.  The activation of 

other features can support the design of a more flexible and customized environment, within the 

STOCHASMOS framework, to address teaching and learning needs. For example, the teacher has the ability to 

use the inquiry environment or the WorkSpace environment of the STOCHASMOS platform separately, or use 

both of them by default.  This possibility allows flexibility in the case that a teacher wants to use the WorkSpace 

area with other web pages that already exist in cyberspace, or even a desktop based software application.  In this 

case, the image capture tool remains available to enable the user to transfer screen shots of their work from any 
other application on their computer (e.g. from a database or spreadsheet program).  Another customizable 

feature is the glossary: teachers can add glossary definitions according to the age group and cognitive needs of 

their students; these definitions are not global and will only appear in the specific inquiry project.  The project 

management features of STOCHASMOS allow teachers asynchronous access to their students’ work.  This 

means that a teacher can review a group’s work and add comments to their WorkSpace pages, thus providing 

feedback the students can view and use at the beginning of their next investigation session.  Furthermore, the 

history log of the tool can give teachers information on which inquiry environment pages the students have 

visited and the time between accessing each of the web-pages stored in the STOCHASMOS system. 

The CoReflect Project Structure and Teacher-Researcher Working Groups 
The overall goal of the CoReflect project is to advance scientific literacy among youth in Europe by cultivating 

evidence-based reasoning skills around socio-scientific issues. There are seven partners from different 

institutions who focus on the development, enactment and study of learning environments that support these 

overall goals. These partners represent six different European and associate state countries. An eighth partner 

focuses primarily on dissemination goals of the project. The seven partners who are involved in the design and 

development aspects lead teacher-researcher teams that are referred to as Local Working Groups (LWG). Each 

LWG is charged with developing and enacting a problem scenario concerning a socio-scientific issue using the 
STOCHASMOS platform.  

As part of this development process each LWG, based on its local culture, local school structure, 

national learning goals, group expertise and interests chose a target domain, issue and grade level for its 

problem scenario. The project conducted a number of meetings that included workshops that introduced the 

authoring tool, provided instructions on its use, and included some hands-on practice. In these meetings, 

partners reached some common ground concerning their approaches to science education, inquiry, collaboration, 

motivation and additional pertinent themes, but, each partner was free to explore their own finer-grained stance 

and interpretations of these issues. The resultant learning environments span a range of disciplines, such as 

physics, chemistry and life sciences, as well as a range of ages from elementary through middle to high school 

levels, and cover different socio-scientific issues such as genetically modified crops, and exploration of extra-

terrestrial life.  
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How the Collective Presentations Fit Together 
In line with the different topics, learning goals, and group composition of the different participating design 

groups, each LWG underwent different design and team collaboration processes. Each LWG interpreted 

STOCHASMOS in subtly different ways, and orchestrated work around the tool in different ways. This 

variability makes comparison possible, while the partners’ affiliation with the CoReflect project and its broad 

aims lends a sense of coherence to this comparison that may not have been possible if we were to examine 

completely unrelated projects. Of particular importance is the shared aspect of teacher-researcher teams, which 

are not necessarily the norm in every learning environment design team, but which turned out to be a key point 

for identifying contributions of specialized authoring tools that extend beyond their technological streamlining 

utility. Thus, this unique study context provides an opportunity to explore nuances of use and to consider their 

analytical implications. 

Major Issues Addressed by the Collective Work 
Any computer-based learning environment design effort entails a process of translating pedagogical ideals and 

practices into content structures, process flows, and representations in the software. This in turn leads to an 

explication of often tacit pedagogical approaches, and when diverse teams are involved, such as teacher-

researcher collaborations this can be a setting in which these approaches are an object of negotiation. Each 

LWG contributing to this symposium considered instances where the inbuilt features of STOCHASMOS have 

facilitated the bringing forth of important pedagogical issues when the LWG was discussing design decisions. 

Similarly, they considered instances where conceptualized design directions may have been constrained by the 

authoring tool, as well as the processes that were involved in resolving these dilemmas and their associated 
solutions. These instances were distilled to a set of analytical points that carried generalizable significance 

concerning the broader role of specialized authoring tools. This has led us to consider four main issues: 

! The importance of exposure of the design teams to past implementations to the efficacious use of 

specialized learning environments. 

! The contribution of specialized authoring tools for prompting and guiding pedagogically-focused 

design discussions.  

! Costs and benefits of the inclusion or exclusion of process-flow support in a specialized authoring 

tool.  

! Costs and benefits of the complementary design of offline activities to augment the computer-

based learning environment.  

Symposium Structure 
The symposium will be conducted as a structured poster session. We will open with a 10-minute introduction to 

the session and to STOCHASMOS. In the next 40 minutes, the audience will be invited to visit the different 

poster sites around the room. Each poster will present the dilemma or insight encountered by that group pointing 

to implications about the educative and scalable functions of STOCHASMOS, the authoring tool. Following 

this, we will reconvene for a 10-minute commentary from a discussant. The remaining 30 minutes will be 

devoted to a structured discussion with the audience that will draw on the commentary and on a set of analytical 
questions. We will present a set of overarching questions that arise from the case examples in the various 

posters, such as: 

! Are there pedagogical aspects (such as task flow) that are best left under-determined in specialized 

authoring tools? Would this maximize tailoring to local contexts? 

! Do specialized authoring tools require an accompaniment of prior implementation case-examples in 

order to produce learning environments that are consistent with the intended vision? 

! Should future research examine how authoring tools can suggest the nature of “off-line” activities 

and supports that can complement and maximize the potential of the computer-based learning 

environments?  

These questions as well as questions gleaned real-time from the discussant’s commentary will initiate and guide 

the closing discussion with the audience. 
The session will be chaired by Iris Tabak. Our discussant will be Elizabeth A. Davis. 

Potential Significance of the Contributions 
This session can help reconceptualize the ways in which specialized authoring tools are conceived of in the 

learning sciences as conveyors of knowledge with functions beyond those of technical efficiency. In particular, 

it illustrates various functions that such tools perform in facilitating collaborative design processes in mixed-

expertise groups. This reconceptualization can inform the use of specialized authoring tool as well as their 

future design. In addition, it can initiate a line of research that examines the educative (Davis & Krajcik, 2005) 
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role that specialized authoring tools can play, and how this might affect scalability in terms of broad 

development and adoption of computer-based learning environments.  

Brief descriptions of each of the poster presentations included in the symposium appear in the 

concluding section below. 

A Specialized Authoring Tool in Use: Cases and Lessons Learned 
The following set of individual posters present examples of design tensions, dilemmas, insights and 

serendipitous design plans associated with our use of STOCHASMOS. We aim to synthesize and extrapolate 

from these cases in order to inform the design of specialized authoring tools, and to better understand the 

communicative and educative functions of these tools.  

Knowledge of prior implementations leverages authoring tool efficacy: The case of 
the Cyprus University of Technology team (CUT) 
The case of Cyprus University of Technology, like most of the cases included in this session, combines issues 

related to a participatory design process with issues related to the use of a specialized authoring tool. The co-

evolution of these processes gave rise to the educative role that such authoring tools might play. Members of the 

Cyprus University of Technology team were previously involved in the development of the prototype learning 

environment upon which STOCHASMOS is based. Thus, some of the members of this team entered the new 
design tasks of the CoReflect project with a rich understanding of the features, structures, and tools 

encapsulated in STOCHASMOS and the roles that they play in particular problem scenarios. However, this 

knowledge was not shared by all participants.  

This discrepancy surfaced early in the design process when it became evident that considering 

scientific data with the purpose of creating a base of evidence to service the first-hand investigations of learners 

in an inquiry-oriented computer-based learning environment differed from the perspective of answering a 

scientific question or creating typical activities for science lessons. Thus, it became evident to the group leader 

that the LWG needed to reach some common ground before the design efforts could continue productively. 

Based on the group leader’s general experience in developing computer-based learning environments, and her 

intimate experience with STOCHASMOS, she introduced written, top-down design guidelines tailored to the 

affordances of STOCHASMOS. The guidelines were augmented by several presentations of the tool’s 
capabilities and the evolving team design. Gradually, the team came to frame the design alternatives in terms of 

the best way to take advantage of the tool’s functions. This seems to have resulted in strong coherence between 

the teams’ envisioned conceptions of inquiry and pedagogical supports and their implementation using 

STOCHASMOS. This is exhibited in part by their use of templates to support collaboration, critique and 

reflection.   

The participatory design process was evident in the two-way interaction between teachers and 

researchers, which in the end took advantage of the expertise and diversity of the LWG members.  For instance, 

the design of the accompanying activity sequence was highly influenced by the epistemology of the enacting 

teacher: the teacher sought to integrate hands-on experiments with the work conducted on STOCHASMOS to 

enable students’ deep comprehension of pre-requisite biological concepts she felt could not be delivered through 

STOCHASMOS alone. At the same time this collaborative process and the enactment of the designed 

environment with students allowed the participating teacher to grasp the ideas behind the integration of learning 
technologies in her teaching and helped her confront newly-realized anxieties over the loss of control of 

students’ actions. 

Team: Kyza, E. A., Nicolaidou, I., Terzian, F., Hadjichambis, A., Kafouris, D.  

Using STOCHASMOS to scaffold students in discussing key issues while retaining 
ownership of their learning processes: The case of the Kristianstad team (HKr) 
The Kristianstad team had a strong investment in supporting collaborative processes in scientific inquiry using a 

kind of Fostering Communities of Learners (FCL) approach. Their domain of focus was astrobiology, a content 

area that entices questions in students in relation to their worldview (Cobern, 1996). The emphasis on fostering 

a community of learners, and the recognition that worldviews may be quite variable and salient in this context, 

prompted this team to elicit explicit discussion of presuppositions of science at the onset of the learners’ 

experiences. This suggested particular curricular sequences. STOCHASMOS does not provide direct or explicit 

support for process-flow. In the case of HKr this proved to be an asset, as they were able to easily maintain their 

pre-existing commitment to FCL.  

Nonetheless, working with the authoring tool enabled them from the start to have an initial image of 
what the learning environment would look like in practice and what features it might have. Consequently, they 

decided to employ particular software features to augment and enhance their conceptions of collaborative and 

inquiry-flow processes. These included three main features: (1) Organizing students in functional triads taking a 

pre-test of worldviews into consideration, but keeping group functionality foremost (2) Having the teacher use 
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the notes tool to comment on group work between work sessions. A form of teacher-student interaction which 

the participating teacher had noted was welcomed but novel to her. (3) Using the chat tool and sharing of 

workplace pages to try to sustain continuous group work and collaboration. 

Team: Redfors, A., Rosberg, M., Hansson, L., Lundh, I.  

Specialized authoring tool as boundary object: The case of the Ben Gurion team 
(BGU)  
The Ben Gurion University (BGU) team consists of some individuals who have prior experience in developing 

computer-based learning environments and some who do not. Developing educational software requires one to 

think of pedagogical moves and instructional supports in terms of software features and interface objects. In 
creating software “from scratch,” this requires one to imagine and envision what these features and consequent 

user interactions might look like once a prototype is created. Such visualization may be difficult or impossible 

without prior experience. Specialized authoring tools display the main features and software interactions 

(devoid of content) of the intended learning environment, and provide a concrete object around which 

pedagogical discussions can occur. This alleviates some of the need to engage in visualization and mental 

translation of pedagogical moves to software interactions. Some of the team’s design discussions used the 

language of the STOCHASMOS tools and interface features to discuss the problem structure, student activities 

and supports (e.g., the “role tab”, or “the template”). Thus, the translation from pedagogy to interface preceded 

and guided the design considerations and discussion.  

This figured most prominently in considering how to deal with anticipated student difficulties. The 

team’s interpretation of STOCHASMOS and its features was that assistance could be supported mainly through 

the features of the “template” and the “hints.” Often the team would envision ambitious analysis on the part of 
the student, followed by a wave of strong concern over students’ ability to contend with these tasks in light of 

their current background knowledge and skills. This, in turn, was followed by consideration of what forms of 

scaffolding and guidance could bridge these gaps. Our considerations were framed in terms of “hints” and 

“templates.” When the team did not frame their suggestions in terms of a hint or a template, one of the team 

members, usually the main hands-on developer of the learning environment, would respond with a question of 

how the suggestion could be implemented as a hint or template. So, the features of STOCHASMOS acted as a 

translational device translating pedagogy into interaction with computational media. In this way, 

STOCHASMOS, facilitated the design process, and served as a boundary object bridging between team 

members who had prior experience in software development and those who did not. One of the broader 

implications or questions for the field lies in determining the relative costs and benefits between facilitating the 

translation process from pedagogy to software interaction and constraining the space of software-realized 
scaffolding to the authoring tools’ existing features. 

Team: Tabak, I., Asher, I., Nasser, S., Gnaim, L., Fried, M., Katz, I., Weinstock, M.   

Design foreclosure and the proliferation of offline activities  

In the case of Leibniz Universität Hannover (LUH), issues pertaining to the use of the specialized authoring tool 

were conflated with issues concerning the participatory design approach adopted in the CoReflect project. The 

participatory design approach asks to merge different kinds of experiences offered by teachers and researchers. 

Stringently adhering to the tenets of this approach calls for negotiating and reconciling the different viewpoints. 

The researchers seemed to provide presuppositions based mainly on published educational research and theory, 

whereas teachers seemed to draw on classroom experiences and their emergent intuitive theories, as well as their 
conceptions of best practices that also seemed to be anchored in their prior experiences. The design 

requirements of using STOCHASMOS made these tacit distinctions surface, because a direct importation of 

prior best practices into the learning environment was not possible. This instigated an explicit discussion of 

what activities are desirable and why. 

The case of the Leibniz Universität Hannover team (LUH) 

The STOCHASMOS learning environment seemed to project to the participating teachers an image of 

instruction as based on texts and data sheets inside a computer. This was in contrast to the teachers’ strong 

commitment to hands-on experimentation (wet labs; i.e. laboratory experimentation using chemicals, or 

biological matter, etc.). This commitment stems from both disciplinary and instructional considerations. 

Chemistry is an experimental science and there is a longstanding tradition to focus chemical education on 

hands-on experiments rather than “chalkboard chemistry.” From an instructional perspective, the teachers 

believed that the hands-on experiments provided insights that could not be derived from declarative data 

sources, and that they would need to engage in experimentation in order to deal well with core concepts. In 
addition, they believed that the students would explicitly ask for these hands-on activities. Simulations, videos 

and pictures seemed to be regarded as competing with wet-labs on classroom time, and as offering an 

instructionally inferior alternative. Therefore, the participatory design team’s decision was to provide students 
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with both learning opportunities: hands-on experiments, as well as pictures and descriptions of these 

experiments inside the STOCHASMOS-based learning environment.  

Findings from a pilot study revealed mixed results. Students made little use of the hands-on 

opportunities, reporting that the STOCHASMOS pages were sufficient for understanding the basal concepts. 

However, the analysis of the students’ learning products revealed a lack of integration of these concepts. The 

team is currently working on this issue, discussing additional within-STOCHASMOS and out-of-
STOCHASMOS activities to foster the integration of scientific concepts mediated by the experiments to be 

tested in Spring 2010. 

Team: Schanze, S., Saballus, U., Neumann, A., Manske, M., Sieve, B., Söhlke, M., Janßen, O. 

The University of Thessaly team was dedicated to fostering conceptual change and a scientific approach to the 
ways in which students explain physical phenomena, focusing on the topic of evaporation and condensation of 

water. These goals coincided with strong prior commitments to activities that are not explicitly supported in 

STOCHASMOS. They also had expectations about how students might engage in inquiry. As a result, there 

were instances where they had a hard time mapping their envisioned curriculum to the authoring tool 

implementation. For example, they were concerned that STOCHASMOS afforded more degrees of freedom and 

autonomy than their students were equipped to handle. Consequently, they devised a framework for teacher 

moves in which the teacher manages the flow of the investigation based on awareness of students’ 

misconceptions, and on the quality of student argumentation. Generally, in CoReflect we adopt a distributed 

scaffolding stance that posits that support cannot be achieved through a single means, and that offline activities 

and supports are an essential part of the overall learning environment. Thus, designing offline activities does not 

in and of itself subvert the essence of intended designs underlying STOCHASMOS. However, one question to 

contend with is whether there is a point at which a proliferation of offline activities obviates rather than 
augments the technological supports. 

The case of the University of Thessaly team (UTH)  

Team: Kollias, V., Matos, A., Davaris, A., Karnavas, A., Daropoulos, A., Zaganas, K., 

Christodoulopoulos, V., Tsaknia, Th.  
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Abstract. Much enthusiasm but less data has often accompanied games for science 

learning. This session brings together several researchers who investigate the potential of 

games for science learning and invites audience members to consider the evidence, raise 

their own questions and concerns, and form their own conclusions regarding several 

current projects. This interactive symposium will combine a structured poster session 

with a discussion session led by Yasmin Kafai. In particular, the session explores three 

questions. Does the data support the claims that the games can effectively support 

valuable science learning? What types of skills, concepts, and processes do the games 

and virtual worlds most effectively teach? What other data could and should be collected 

to support more definitive claims? 

Session Overview 
According to the National Research Council (2005) and international comparison studies (e.g., TIMSS), 

science is often taught at a superficial level of definitions. Digital games and virtual worlds offer a potential 

medium to allow students richer access to deeper authentic understandings of science. This session brings 

together researchers who investigate the potential of games for science learning and invites respondents and 

audience members to use the evidence to form their own conclusions. The goals of this symposium will be 

to shed light on the following issues in terms of several current projects: 

 

• Do data support the claim that games can effectively support valuable science learning? 

 

• What types of skills, concepts, and processes can video games and virtual worlds most effectively 

teach and what types prove more challenging? 

 

• What other data could and should be collected to support more definitive claims?  

 

The format of this interactive symposium will be in three parts. First, each of our poster teams will briefly 

introduce the major aspects of their projects to the audience. This will be followed by an open time for 
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attendees to explore each of the posters and interact with the presenters, focusing on discussing the major 

issues and evidence in their projects. This open time will be structured to move attendees in a semi-

organized manner through a set of mini-sessions at the posters of their choosing. The final section of the 

symposium will be devoted to discussion led by Yasmin Kafai and a lively interaction between presenters 

and attendees focusing on issues of data collection and analysis in research on games for science learning. 

The Role of Embodiment and Symbolization in Supporting Physics 
Learning with Games and Virtual Worlds for Young Children 
Noel Enyedy, UCLA, Joshua Danish, Indiana University 

 
Research Goals and Theoretical Framework. Newtonian mechanics is not typically taught to first and 

second grade students.  In fact, these concepts are even difficult to teach to high school students (White, 

1993).  However, the Semiotic Pivots and Activity Spaces for Elementary Science Project (SPASES) 

overcame this barrier using technology to transition students from embodied games to scientific modeling. 

This transition was supported by the use of embodiment as a tool for representing students’ ideas (Danish, 

2009), and then helping students refine their ideas by progressively symbolizing them and then refining 

those symbols (Enyedy, 2005). 

 

Game Context and Methods. SPASES was a 15 week, 2 days a week, force and motion unit piloted with 

children aged 6-9 (n=49).  The curriculum leveraged embodiment and symbolization by using motion 

tracking technology to follow students as they physically enacted their ideas, and then feeding this 

information into computer simulation tools.  Video case studies will be used to demonstrate the process 

through which the SPASES tools supported learning gains which will be presented using quantitative 

analyses of a pre- and post-test based on the FCI. 

 

Data Results and Significance. First, we present analyses of the pre- and post-test gains which demonstrate 

significant improvement on the questions related to forces in 2-dimensions. For example, the proportion of 

students who accurately predicted the path of a puck that was moving and then struck by a force in a 

direction perpendicular to it’s current motion increased from 0.10 to 0.69.  The difference in proportions is 

significant,(!2 =24.61(1, N = 39), p<0.0001.   We then present analysis of two game activities that 

supported students in making this shfit from common misconceptions about force to more normative 

scientific conceptions.  In the first game, students used their physical orientation combined with a simple 

worksheet to refine their understanding of vector arithmetic in 1-dimension.  In the second game, students 

modified their symbols and then used them in a computer simulation to refine and demonstrate their 

understanding of 2-dimensional motion. The results will demonstrate the role of embodiment and 

symbolization in supporting young children in engaging with complex science concepts. 

Model Based Reasoning & Use in Massively Multiplayer Online Games 
Constance Steinkuehler, UW-Madison 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework.  (Massively) multiplayer online games (MMOs) have 

recently emerged as a technology with potential for science education. As simulations of complex systems, 

they allow participants to digitally inhabit a virtual world and engage in join activity with others. 

Innovative projects such as Quest Atlantis (Barab, Sadler, Heiselt, Hickey, & Zuiker, 2007) and River City 

(Ketelhut, Dede, Clarke, Nelson, & Bowman, 2007) offer proof of the concept that such technologies can 

foster powerful forms of science learning in formal instructional environments. What is even more 

surprising, however, is that commercial games with no intention to teach may have potential. In a cognitive 

ethnography of the MMO Lineage, Steinkuehler (2005) observed teens who decided to test every 

combination of resources available against a given problem, tabulated the results in Excel , created simple 

mathematical equations to explain them, and then argued with one another about whose model was most 

accurate. Subsequent studies found that such practices were more prevalent than first suspected: Across a 

random sample of MMO forum discussions posts, Steinkuehler and Duncan (2009) found that 86% of the 

discussions were social knowledge construction with 58% focused on complex systems, 11% providing 

models to explain those systems, and 28% providing evidence to support their claims. The goal of this 

study was to further this line of research by examining not the finished models that gamers posted to 
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discussion forums but rather the processes and resources they used in order to construct and justify them. 

 

Game Context and Methods. This study was conducted in the context of an after school lab using the online 

game World of Warcraft to engage adolescent “at risk” males (n=25) in literacy practices. Participants were 

asked to construct and justify their best model (a “build”) for how the in-game “priest” class could be 

specialized using the in-game “talent” system (Figure 1). Each was given a laptop to access any online 

game-related resource materials they chose and instructed to “think aloud” to reveal their problem-solving 

process. Researchers asked probing questions (“why did you do that?”) during any lapses of thinking aloud 

and videotaped participants’ activities (including computer use), took fieldnotes, and collected resulting 

artifacts. Participants also completed a simple pretest and posttest to measure reported prior experience 

(pretest), interest (pretest/posttest) and beliefs of success (posttest). 

 

Data Results and Significance. Participants used a complex set of multimodal expository and procedural 

texts as the basis for their problem-solving and solution justification. In order to find the best-fit solution to 

then given problem of multiple constraints, they made heavy use of both commercially provided and user-

generated online modeling tools that enable the individual to review the functional outcomes of various 

choices among resource allocations before committing to any one “build.” Curiously, the main tools they 

chose to complete the problem were user-generated and multimodally complex, with concepts articulated 

not only through “technical verbal language but also mathematical, graphical, diagrammatic, pictorial, and 

a host of other modalities of representation” that, ironically, typically make reading comprehension in more 

traditional domains particularly challenging (Lemke, 1998, p.247). 

Current Evidence of Engagement, Understanding, and Achievement in the 
Taiga Curriculum in Quest Atlantis.  
Daniel T. Hickey, Eun Ju Kwon, & Michael K. Filsecker, Indiana University 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework.  Prior annual design research cycles of a 13-hour ecological 

science curriculum refined the way students drafted and revised in-game assignments, and the way the 

game and the teacher provided formative feedback.  Substantial incremental improvements in scientific 

discourse, conceptual understanding, and science achievement were obtained (Barab et al., 2007; Hickey, et 

al., 2009). In this most recent cycle, new insights about participatory assessment (Hickey & Anderson, 

2007; Hickey et al., in press) led to new reflective prompts for the assignments, and a 30-screen formative 

feedback routine was reformulated as FAQs. These and other refinements were coordinated using new 

insights about consequential and critical engagement (Gresalfi et al., 2009). 

  

Game Context and Methods.   The Taiga virtual park is a world in the Quest Atlantis MUVE. Students play 

the role of field investigator, interacting with non-player characters, each other, and their teacher.  Players 

draft and submit “quests” to the ranger/teacher while investigating declining fish populations.  The same 

sixth grade teacher who had implemented Taiga in three previous cycles implemented it in all four of his 

classes. Impact was examined primarily by analyzing the discourse in submitting and refining quests, and 

secondarily using an open-ended performance assessment and a random sample of achievement items 

aligned to targeted standards. 

 

Data Results and Significance.  Analysis of initial and final quest submissions, feedback exchanges with 

the teacher, and log files of FAQ access showed impact of these refinements, and students enlisted more 

domain formalisms in their quests and did so more accurately.  These and other refinements resulted in 

even larger gains on the performance assessment from the previous year (from 1.4 to 1.6, SD).  While still 

statistically significant, the average achievement gain of 0.5 SD was smaller than the 1.0 SD gain the 

previous year; this was partly due to one anomalous class whose achievement scores actually declined. We 

concluded that (1) the new features were promising and worthy of further refinement, (2) the notions of 

consequential and critical engagement were helpful for coordinating such refinements and for game-based 

assessment more broadly, and (3) the performance assessment should be refined to more explicitly afford 

such engagement.   
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SURGE: Intended and Unintended Science Learning in Games 
Douglas B. Clark, Mario Martinez-Garza, Vanderbilt University,  

Brian C. Nelson, Cynthia M. D’Angelo, Kent Slack, Arizona State University 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework. This poster considers data from two studies and highlights the 

potential for both intended and unintended student learning in games. School science, with its focus on 

explicit formalized knowledge structures, seldom connects to or builds upon students' tacit intuitive 

understandings. Well-designed commercial video games, however, are exceptionally successful at helping 

learners build accurate intuitive understandings of the concepts and processes embedded in the games due 

to the situated and enacted nature of good game play. Most commercial games fall short as platforms for 

learning, however, because they do not help students articulate and connect their evolving intuitive 

understandings to more explicit formalized structures that would support transfer of knowledge to other 

contexts. In Thought and Language, Vygotsky (1986) discusses the potential for leveraging intuitive 

understandings from everyday experience (“spontaneous concepts”) with instructed scientific concepts to 

build robust understandings. The question remains whether or not the intuitive spontaneous concepts 

developed in games can be successfully leveraged into robust instructed concepts in the format and 

terminology of academic assessment and across domains recognized as central by the scientific disciplines 

themselves. 

 

Game Context and Methods. SURGE (Scaffolding Understanding by Redesigning Games for Education) 

focuses on design principles for connecting students' intuitive “spontaneous concepts” about kinematics 

and Newtonian mechanics into formalized “instructed concepts.” SURGE integrates research on conceptual 

change, cognitive processing-based design, and socio-cognitive scripting with design principles and 

mechanics of popular commercial video games such as Mario Galaxy, Switchball, Orbz, and Portal. 

Students’ intuitive "spontaneous concepts" are measured in SURGE through their performance in actual 

game levels. Their understanding of formal "instructed concepts" is measured using items from the 

simplified Force Concept Inventory developed by physicist Hestenes and colleagues (e.g., Hestenes, Wells, 

& Swackhamer, 1992).  

 

Data, Results, and Significance. Our first study analyzed 24 undergraduate and graduate students playing 

SURGE. The data strongly reinforce the potential of games to help students learn, but also underscore their 

potential to reinforce alternative conceptions as well as normative conceptions. The game actually resulted 

in a significant decrease (!2 = 4.75, p = .029) in students who answered one question correctly by 

unintentionally focusing students’ attention on another physics relationship (we had not yet added all of the 

intended functionality to the interface relevant to projectile motion and the independence of the x and y 

components of an object’s velocity), but the students demonstrated significant (p = .037) gains on the 

concepts posttest when that question was excluded. The game therefore showed itself to be effective in 

changing how students thought about questions from the Force Concept Inventory, but care must be taken 

to ensure that the ideas that students take away from the game are the ones intended by the designers.  

 

Learning Argumentation through a Role-playing Game-based Curriculum 
Mingfong Jan & Kurt Squire, University of Wisconsin 

 

Research Goals. Argumentation plays a key social and intellectual role in the construction of knowledge, 

but how we may socialize students into the practice of argumentation in schools is less explored. To 

address this issue, this design-based research (Barab & Squire, 2004; Brown, 1992) project investigates 

three middle school students’ experience and their argumentative discourse in a 10-day game-based 

learning curriculum designed for argumentation. 

 

Theoretical Framework. To teach argumentation, I propose a situated argumentation design framework that 

foregrounds four aspect of argumentation design: epistemological, cognitive, social, and material. This 

design framework guides the conceptualization of game-based learning approaches, mainly role-playing 

simulation, open-ended challenges, authentic resources and tools, in creating a designed experience 

(Squire, 2006) for dialogic and collaborative arguments.  
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Game Context and Methods. We designed Saving Lake Wingra, a 10-day game-based learning curriculum 

for argumentation based on the situated argumentation design framework.  The curriculum aims at 

restructuring classroom discourse for argumentation through three phases. The first phase (days 1- 4) aims 

at reconditioning classroom discourse patterns from a usually teacher-centered and turn-taking pattern to a 

student-centered, dialogic, and collaborative format. The second phase (days 5-8) engages students in 

extended practices of dialogic and collaborative arguments as teams of three professionals. In the last phase 

(days 9-10), students present arguments collaboratively and individually to argue for the best interest of 

Lake Wingra. 

 

Data Results and Significance. The results indicate that all three middle school students participating in this 

study were socially and intellectually engaged in practicing and developing arguments about the future of 

Lake Wingra. Some constructed claims with supporting evidence and even countered claims proposed by 

peers, though the degree to which each participant was able to argue differed. Role-playing and open-ended 

knowledge representation empowered students to express personal opinions supported by evidence. The 

findings suggest that (1) conceptual understanding plays a key role in constructing evidence-based claims 

and (2) the situated argumentation design framework can be improved by foregrounding the importance of 

conceptual understanding in constructing arguments. 

 

Virtual Environment-based Assessments of Science Content and Inquiry:  
The SAVE Science Project 
Brian C. Nelson, Younsu Kim, Cecile Foshee, Arizona State University 

Diane Jass Ketelhut, Catherine Schifter, Deepti Mudegowder, David Majerich, Melanie Wills, Angela 

Shelton, Patrick McCormack, Tera Kane, Zoe Freeman, Temple University 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework. The SAVE Science project is focused on creating, 

implementing, and evaluating assessment modules designed to capture evolving patterns of scientific 

understanding among middle-school students based on data collected from their interactions in a virtual 

environment. In this presentation, we report on findings from implementations of our first assessment 

module. In particular, we focus on how the module can reveal misconceptions held by students about 

scientific phenomena, and describe student perceptions of virtual environment-based activities designed 

primarily as assessments rather than as learning environments.  

 

Game Context and Methods. In SAVE Science, students try to uncover likely contributors to a host of 

problems facing a virtual world. To accomplish this, students must apply knowledge and skills studied in 

their classroom-based science curricula through multiple assessment quests over the course of a school 

year. We are looking to see if learning outcomes on district and state assessments by learners in SAVE 

Science differ from those in control classes not participating in the project. The module in the current study 

assessing understanding of adaptations and structure/function asks students to investigate possible causes 

for poor survivability among a flock of sheep recently moved to the farm from a far-distant (and 

environmentally distinct) location. In completing the assessment task, students can interact with two 

computer-based characters (a farmer and his brother). For healthy indigenous or failing new sheep, students 

can measure legs, bodies, and can access weight, age, and gender data.  

 

Data and Results. This presentation will focus on results from our pilot and first year of implementations. 

We conducted our pilot in spring 2009 with nineteen 7
th

 grade science students who participated in the first 

SAVE Science assessment module, assessing understanding of adaptation of organisms to a local 

environment. Automatically collected data lends insight to student actions and understanding. For example, 

all students gathered data before reaching conclusions, indicating that students understand the concept of 

evidence-based inferences. Some students asked questions of the two non-player characters multiple times, 

and all observed sheep characteristics. Further, students used their observations to support their responses 

to questions from the farmer. The data also helped illustrate student misconceptions of inference versus 

observation and other science concepts.  At the same time, students in the pilot study noted a strong sense 

of engagement while completing the assessment module activities. One student said, “[I] like how the 

people talk. [I] like the sound. [I] like how you can move yourself around. [IT’S] MORE FUN THAN A 

REGULAR TEST.” This student’s sensory experience in the virtual world made for an enjoyable, effective 
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learning experience.  

  

Significance. Initial analysis indicates that we are able to differentiate between students who understood 

and used the appropriate methods in their inquiry from those with had misconceptions about the content or 

inquiry processes. Further, and perhaps not surprisingly, we found that students perceived the assessments 

as engaging and game-like (rather than stressful and test-like). The findings, while tentative, provided 

useful information for the redesign of the first assessment module that we are now implementing in 

multiple classrooms. 

GameBuilder: Does Reduced Software Complexity Allow More Time on 
Task? 
Eric Klopfer, Chuan Zhang, Judy Perry, Josh Sheldon; Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework.  To allow for greater student engagement and learning as a 

result of involvement with augmented reality (AR) games, several programs are underway in which 

students, not teachers or researchers, develop their own AR games. Previous tools for developing AR 

games had very complex user interfaces. As a result, the team developed GameBuilder, an AR editor with a 

much simpler interface, under the assumption that such a tool would allow for more focus on the game to 

be built and learning components to be included in the game. This research is designed to test that 

assumption. 

 

Game Context and Methods. A protocol was developed to test the abilities of middle-school aged children 

to engage with the game design and content of their games, as opposed to spending effort managing the 

software. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups, one that would use the more complicated AR 

game editor, and one that would use GameBuilder. Each group was asked to complete a tutorial on using 

the assigned software, and then asked to build a simple game, with a topic of their own choosing, using that 

software. A researcher observed each study participant through both the tutorial and the free design session, 

and participants were then asked to rate their satisfaction with the software and the experience overall. 

 

Data Results and Significance. Results from the free-design period and surveys show that participants were 

equally able to use the two pieces of software to develop their own games, after completing the tutorial. It 

is interesting to note, however, that participants using the more complex game editor, which had a number 

of features in which they were not trained, did not take advantage of any of these more advanced features. 

In addition, though the surveys did not reflect any additional dissatisfaction with the tool, the researcher 

observing use of the more complex software saw that in a number of cases, users inadvertently opened 

parts of the software they did not mean to and were distracted for some period of time trying to get back to 

their planned task. This suggests that the simplified interface is beneficial. Further research should test the 

ability of users to complete basic tasks without the benefit of the initial tutorial. 

MUVEs and Meta-Knowledge 
Jody Clarke-Midura & Eugenia Garduno, Harvard University 

 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework.  Numerous researchers have emphasized the role of 

metacognitive processes in inquiry learning (White & Frederiksen, 1998, 2005; Kuhn, Black, Keselman, & 

Kaplan, 2000; Kempler, 2006; Kuhn & Pease, 2008).  As an example, White et al offer a framework for 

inquiry learning, the meta-knowledge framework, which contains four primary processes: theorizing, 

questioning and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing and synthesizing (White & Frederiksen, 1998; 

White, Frederiksen, Collins, in press). As part of this framework, they claim there is a meta-processing 

level where one evaluates not only what process should be carried out but how well it is being carried out.  

Similarly, research on games and multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs) suggest curricula delivered via 

these technologies have the potential to offer more authentic science inquiry learning that reflect the 

processes in White et als framework (Gee, 2003; Dede, 2009, Clark et al, 2009).  We are studying how 

curricula delivered via immersive technologies have the potential to create learning experiences that (1) 

allow for authentic inquiry learning (2) enable metacognitive processes laid out by White et al.  The 

research questions we will address in this poster are: what aspects of learning influence students’ 
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metacognitive processes? What aspects of MUVEs allow for students to engage in metacognitive 

processes?   

 

Game Context and Methods. In order to answer our research questions, we conducted a series of studies in 

2008.  We used a MUVE-based science curriculum, River City, with 5218 middle school students within 

classes taught by 87 teachers. MUVEs are online digital contexts where multiple participants can 

communicate and collaborate on shared challenges.  A participant takes on the identity of an avatar, one’s 

digital persona in a 3-D virtual world, and communicates via text chat and non-verbal gestures.  In this 

particular curriculum, students take on the role of a scientist and investigate a disease outbreak in a virtual 

city. 

Specific instruments have been developed to measure metacognitive processes explicitly in the 

context of science inquiry (Kempler, 2006). The constructs measured by these instruments are often 

referred to as describing children’s “thoughtfulness of inquiry” (Patrick et al, 2000; Fredricks, Blumenfeld 

& Paris, 2004). We used a scale developed by researchers at the University of Michigan to measure the 

extent to which students employ deep-level learning and self-regulatory strategies in inquiry-based science 

(Kempler, 2006).  The University of Michigan studies reported an internal consistency reliability of .79 

(Kempler, 2006). Students were administered surveys online prior to and after participating in the 

curriculum. The surveys contained two sections: (1) an affective sub-scale, which measured their 

thoughtfulness of inquiry (TOFI); and (2) a content sub-scale, which measured their inquiry and content 

knowledge. Multiple-choice were analyzed using multi-level regression.  Open-end responses were first 

coded using open coding, allowing codes to emerge inductively from participants (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

A second round of coding was done to search for themes related to the research questions (Geertz, 1973). 

 

Data Results and Significance. We found that students who felt like a scientist (t(3625)=6.99, p=.0001), felt 

like they were conducting an experiment (t(3625)=6.28, p=.0001), and enjoyed working as part of a team of 

scientists (t(3625)=2.74, p=.001) were more thoughtful of their inquiry.  We found that teachers’ self-

identified teaching styles, in terms of the types of activities conducted in science class in general, had no 

significant effect on students’ thoughtfulness of inquiry.  Furthermore, a teacher’s prior experience with 

teaching the River City curriculum showed no significant effect on students’ thoughtfulness of inquiry.  In 

this poster we will present more detailed results of our studies, including case studies of students who 

demonstrated high and low thoughtfulness of inquiry in the curriculum.  

Metacognition is an important component of inquiry learning.  As research on games and MUVEs 

in science education grows, it is important for researchers to understand what variables and design features 

help foster metacognitive and inquiry processes.   
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Abstract: This symposium reports research investigating the design and implementation of 

curriculum, assessment, and professional development to promote cumulative understanding 

of energy. Using energy as a core idea, we link topics in 6th and 7th grade including 

thermodynamics, plate tectonics, global climate change, and photosynthesis. We explore new 

forms of assessment called MySystem and Energy Stories to capture cumulative 

understanding. Synthesis of findings across studies illustrates the trajectory of student learning 

and clarifies the elements of the curriculum that promote coherent views. 

Symposium Goals 
This symposium synthesizes research exploring cumulative learning of energy concepts across disciplinary 

project, reflecting the conference theme, Learning in the Disciplines. We define cumulative learning following 

the Taking Science to School report that calls for organizing the curriculum around a few key ideas that “connect 

to many related scientific ideas” (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007). Using energy transfer and 

transformations as a core idea, we link topics in 6th and 7th grade including thermodynamics, plate tectonics, 

global climate change, and photosynthesis. To address this research question the eight posters investigate the 

design of curriculum and new assessment techniques to emphasize cumulative learning. We also study the 

impact of professional development and explore effective methods for documenting cumulative learning. 

The current curriculum is fragmented and incoherent. The most commonly used middle school science 

textbooks cover too many topics and neglect connections between topics (Linn, Lewis, Tsuchida, & Songer, 

2000; Stern & Roseman, 2004). Furthermore, studies show that textbooks introduce the same topics year after 

year and neglect links from one year to the next (Roth & Garnier, 2006; Schmidt, McKnight, Valverde, Houang, 

& Wiley, 1997). High-stakes tests reinforce this practice and reward recall of isolated ideas (Au, 2007). Critics 

argue that widespread use of multiple-choice items deters development of coherent arguments (National 

Research Council, 2003). 

Our assessments, curriculum materials, and professional development are aligned using the patterns 

and principles developed to support knowledge integration (Kali & Ronen, 2005; Linn, 2006). We design 

curriculum using the Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE), a technology-enhanced software system 

(see Figure 1) that both delivers instruction and keeps track of student responses (see Slotta & Linn, 2009). We 

incorporate technology tools, visualizations, and simulations created by the Concord Consortium. The WISE 

system of delivery ensures that teachers can track student progress in real time with embedded assessments, and 

allows instruction and assessment to be integrated. It supports numerous forms of teacher-student and peer-to-

peer learning including interactions with probeware, visualizations, simulations, and virtual experiments.  

 

 
Figure 1. The Web-based Inquiry Science Environment for Thermodynamics 

 

To measure the cumulative learning of energy ideas, we are exploring two new forms of assessment: 

Energy Stories and MySystem (see Figure 2). Energy Stories ask students to create explanatory narratives about 
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energy phenomena related to the project, such as how plants use light to grow. MySystem, a computer-based 

modeling environment, enables students to visually represent connections between energy sources, energy 

transformations, and energy transfer.   

 

Energy Stories MySystem 

 

Figure 2. Examples of Energy Stories and MySystem from the Photosynthesis Project 

 

We are implementing the units in the classrooms of twenty middle school teachers and study 

approximately 1500 students annually. These studies provide evidence in support of organizing the curriculum 

around core ideas, and explore affordances of incorporating the real world activities and connecting to students’ 

everyday experiences. The symposium will be chaired by Marcia Linn, and discussed by Doug Clark. 

Promoting Cumulative Learning 
Marcia Linn, University of California, Berkeley; and Chad Dorsey, Concord Consortium 
Today most students are tested on the topics they studied in the latest unit and often quite superficially. There is 

seldom the expectation of applying concepts learned in prior units to the next topic or course. To remedy this 

situation, Cumulative Learning using Embedded Assessment Results (CLEAR) is leveraging cyberlearning to 

make science learning more cumulative. Defining cumulative learning raises many issues such as: What sorts of 

ideas should be retained? What sort of understanding do we desire of students after several years of instruction? 

How do students use the knowledge gained in one day, topic, or course when they encounter the next day, topic, 

or course? How can instruction enable students to appreciate the ubiquitous role of fundamental science 

concepts like energy? How can we help students understand the dependencies and connections across science 

topics and disciplines? From our prior work on knowledge integration we know that students come to science 

class with a repertoire of disconnected and often contradictory ideas. We want to spur students to develop more 

coherent ideas. We would like to enable students to integrate their ideas and promote the most fruitful, 

generative, and useful ideas. We hope to help students distinguish new ideas from existing ideas and reconcile 

discrepancies with scientific evidence. We expect that cumulative learners will test and refine their ideas by 

applying them in situations they encounter in their lives. Ideally cumulative learners would continue to expand, 

refine, and integrate their understanding all during their lives. This poster defines key features of instruction and 

assessment for cumulative learning and provides case studies from student work to illustrate how students 

respond. We argue that all students can become cumulative learners. 

Teacher Perspectives on Cumulative Learning 
Libby Gerard, University of California, Berkeley 
This study explores how teachers use the CLEAR curriculum and assessment materials to foster cumulative 

learning. What ideas do teachers link? What parts of the curriculum do they revisit? What do they learn about 

student thinking from the new assessments? And how does that information help guide their teaching? 

We report on how the 16 teachers implemented CLEAR inquiry projects (see Table 1). Each project 

takes between five and fourteen fifty-minute class periods. Energy Stories, MySystem, and other activities are 

embedded in each project to serve as learning events and assessments. All teachers have a minimum of four 

years of prior experience teaching with technology-enhanced inquiry science curriculum. 

 

Table 1. Participants, Grade and Projects Taught 

 
Participants (n) Grade Projects 

10 6th  Eliciting Ideas, Thermodynamics, Plate Tectonics, Global Climate Change 

6 7th  Eliciting Ideas, Photosynthesis 
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Teachers were interviewed at the beginning of the year and after implementing a project in their 

classroom. They responded to questions about their views of cumulative learning, teaching, and assessment 

strategies. All teachers also participated as partners in a five-day workshop, in which they used student 

assessment data from Energy Stories and MySystem to inform the design of CLEAR curriculum projects. 

Teachers responded in writing at the end of each day of the workshop to four reflection questions focused on 

analysis of student data, ideas for the curriculum, and anticipated support needs for classroom implementation. 

The impact of the emphasis on cumulative learning is apparent (see Table 2). Teachers have begun to revisit 

student ideas when teaching non-CLEAR topics. 

 

Table 2. Data Sources and Teachers’ Views 

 
Data 

Source Teachers’ Views 

Baseline 

interview, 

Workshop 

Reflections 

Eager to prioritize students’ cumulative learning about energy.  

Have done little to support cumulative learning in past due to use primarily of textbook for instruction 

Surprised when analyzing student Energy Stories and MySystem by students’ non-normative energy 

ideas  

Plan to revisit student ideas about energy transformations in CLEAR and non-CLEAR topics  

Post 

Project 

Interviews 

Guided students to revisit ideas from CLEAR virtual experiments and simulations when teaching 

energy in other contexts 

Added embedded assessments from CLEAR projects to teacher generated end-of-unit and end-of-

semester tests to assess students’ cumulative learning about energy 

Energy Stories and MySystem provide a valuable summative assessment of the connections students 

can make whereas explanation questions capture more of learning process  

Energy Stories and MySystem are more open ended than traditional explanations, so they showed how 

students apply what they learned  

Energy Stories generated longer answers from students than traditional explanations because had to 

explain the whole journey of energy from one point to the end 

MySystem and Energy Stories forced students to assess their own understanding and identify gaps more 

so than specific explanation items 

Students needed more icons in MySystem (e.g. for energy lost) 

Students needed opportunities to see other MySystem and Energy Stories in a different topic before 

doing their own because they lack experience using systems and stories in science

 

Teachers report revisiting elements of the CLEAR units such as virtual experiments and simulations to 

make connections to new topics. For example, when teaching the Plate Tectonics project, one 6th grade teacher 

commented that she frequently referred back to a simulation of conduction in the Thermodynamics project to 

help students understand why heat moves from the core to the mantle and to the Earth’s plates. Teachers see the 

potential of MySystem and Energy Stories as assessments. For example, one teacher remarked: 

 

 “the MySystem forces [students] to make choices, to ask what direction is energy 

moving…and have a conversation, you get kids saying well I don’t think that should be there, 

and well why not, and then they have to explain it which really makes them assess what they 

know and don’t know. A lot of times students think they get it but they don’t so MySystem 

diagrams help because it’s not just answer a question but create something and then they 

have to explain it again in the story.”  

 

Teachers also offered valuable ways to improve the diagrams such as adding icons and giving students 

a model of an Energy Story and MySystem to critique prior to generating their own. Teachers’ views on 

cumulative learning and assessment can improve the quality of curriculum materials by identifying which ideas 

from a project students use to help them understand a new topic. Teachers’ views can also help us understand 

how Energy Stories and MySystem can be strengthened and embedded in the projects to guide students to 

monitor their understanding.  

Eliciting Energy Ideas in Thermodynamics 
Hilary Swanson, University of California, Berkeley 
To explore the impact of typical instruction on student ideas about energy, we asked students to articulate their 

ideas in assessments administered early in the school year. This embedded activity elicited ideas, the first step in 

the knowledge integration framework (Linn, 2006). Students articulate their repertoire of ideas and develop 

criteria to guide the construction of coherent approaches to understanding scientific phenomena. Pretests show 

that although eighth grade students had greater technological fluency and higher literacy levels than sixth 
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graders, their ideas about energy were not significantly more coherent than the sixth graders’ ideas.  

Students then participated in a four-day WISE project on thermodynamics, working in dyads (N= 49 

dyads). Assessments embedded in the activity were scored using the knowledge integration rubric. In addition a 

list of specific ideas consistent with Minstrel’s facet analysis was identified (Minstrell, 1992). Seventy-four 

percent of the responses to the first thermal equilibrium prompt were normative, whereas ninety-three percent of 

responses to a final assessment were normative. For example, on the final assessment, most students correctly 

identified the sun as the original energy source, and conduction as the means of heat transfer from an object 

heated by the sun to an object in contact with it. However, some students explained their reasoning by arguing 

that heat rises. They would correctly or incorrectly answer questions about conduction based upon the relative 

orientation of the heat source (i.e., hot cup on top of counter vs. hot asphalt under bare feet). This non-normative 

idea elicited by the WISE project will be leveraged by the teacher in subsequent projects, which contrast types 

of energy transfer as they are introduced.  

Redesigning Plate Tectonics for Cumulative Learning 
Elissa Sato, University of California, Berkeley 
Plate tectonics is currently taught as an earth science unit in sixth grade in the state of California. It has 

traditionally been a difficult concept for middle school students (Gobert & Clement, 1999), requiring students to 

learn about abstract processes and phenomena that lie outside of their direct experience and to integrate spatial, 

causal and dynamic information (Gobert, 2000). The California state standards require students to learn that 

various geological phenomena are different manifestations of a plate movement (Curriculum Development and 

Supplemental Materials Commission, 2003). To leverage the unifying concept of energy we frame plate 

tectonics as a disciplinary context for learning about thermal energy transfer by convection. We sought to make 

connections between previous instruction on energy, students’ existing knowledge, and current instruction 

featuring convection without fragmenting the curriculum. We report on initial teacher concerns: many sixth 

grade earth science teachers felt it would be difficult to integrate more in-depth coverage of convection into the 

plate tectonics curriculum when instruction typically focused on geologic events and features on a mechanistic 

level. Some teachers also questioned how emphasizing energy concepts in plate tectonics would help students 

make connections with energy concepts in other domains given the abstract nature of the topics.   

To investigate students’ understanding of energy concepts in plate tectonics, we conducted two pilot 

studies (N=100) in six middle school classes taught by the same teacher. After completing an existing plate 

tectonics project, students were asked to write stories about and draw or annotate diagrams to describe how 

energy causes changes in the mantle, where the energy came from, where the energy goes, and how the energy 

moves and changes form. Student responses were analyzed using a grounded coding methodology. Most 

students correctly identified the core as the source of thermal energy within Earth, although several responses 

attributed the Sun as being the source. Most students were unable to describe the process of convection. Many 

instead described thermal energy transfer within Earth as a series of pressure-induced bursts of energy escaping 

from the core without any flow of matter involved. Many students also isolated the movement of thermal energy 

within Earth as being limited to heat transfer from the core to the mantle.   

These results informed the subsequent redesign of the Plate Tectonics project. Based on these studies 

we strengthened the convection component of the curriculum and the connections between convection and other 

concepts in plate tectonics and other disciplines. We incorporated multiple activities to help students make 

connections between the surface and sub-surface processes, as well as between concrete, mechanistic processes 

and abstract processes involving energy. Whereas the processes involved in convection were described in a 

single paragraph in the original project, we expanded the section to allow students to explore and visualize the 

process of convection at both macro- and micro- levels, to contextualize their understanding of convection to 

plate tectonics, and to extend their understanding of the principles involved in convection to other contexts such 

as lava lamps and hot air balloons. Preliminary results suggest that the revised project is effective in supporting 

students’ learning of convection and its underlying processes. Students increased their understanding of the 

processes underlying convection, made connections between thermal energy transfer and surface geologic 

processes, and reasoned how concepts underlying convection can manifest in different contexts.  Many students 

made references to the role of conduction as an additional means of thermal energy transfer in Earth, suggesting 

that students were making connections to energy concepts encountered in previous instruction.  Future iterations 

of the Plate Tectonics project will focus on supporting students in building on previous instruction by 

incorporating activities that will help them better distinguish between conduction and convection. 

Redesigning Global Climate Change for Cumulative Learning 
Tammie Visintainer and Vanessa Svihla, University of California, Berkeley 
To strengthen cumulative learning we redesigned an existing Global Warming project, incorporating concepts 

of energy and increasing the personal relevancy of the project for students by building on their initial ideas.  The 

goal of the new project design is to present information in a way that will more effectively facilitate an 
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understanding of the relationship between the mechanisms associated with global climate change and student’s 

energy consumption.  The new project explores ways to leverage energy stories, advisory roles, and energy 

consumption surveys to better elicit students ideas based on their everyday experiences.  In this way we can 

push our thinking of cumulative learning beyond the bounds of the science classroom by incorporating how 

students’ social and cultural backgrounds inform their ideas about science phenomena such as global climate 

change, and the evidence that they use to support these ideas.   

A pilot study was conducted in the Spring of 2009 involving four classes of middle school students 

taught by the same teacher prior to making revisions of the Global Warming project.  Students were asked to 

write stories and draw energy pathways that included where energy comes from and goes, how it changes form, 

and how energy travels from place to place.  Student responses were analyzed using a grounded coding 

methodology.  The majority of students said energy goes to plants, animals, or the ground, and many said that 

energy travels through the food chain.  Most students only referred to energy in the forms of ultra violet and 

infrared radiation and had difficulty describing mechanism by which energy changes form.  No students 

mentioned human contributions or the role of their energy consumption when describing how energy affects the 

atmosphere.  Revisions to the existing Global Warming project incorporated findings from this pilot study.   

We then conducted a pilot study of the new Global Climate Change project in February 2010 with four 

classes of 6th grade students, including pre and post interviews with five students.  Initial analyses of open-ended 

responses and interviews suggest that the majority of students believe that pollution or gases cause global 

climate change and that human actions are sources of this pollution.  Students cited ice melting, environmental 

damage, and temperatures rising as evidence of the occurrence of global climate change.  Understanding the 

specific mechanisms driving global climate change as well as the energy transformations that occur during these 

processes continue to provide challenges for students.  Students commonly mentioned exhaust from vehicles as 

causes of global climate change, but litter which is tangible to 6th graders as a source of pollution, was also 

commonly mentioned.  Students also tended to group all types of environmental issues together (e.g. ozone 

layer depletion, acid rain) as causes of or evidence of global climate change.   

Further redesigns of the Global Climate Change project will build on students’ ideas about the causes 

of global climate change and the evidence they cite to support their ideas.  Activities intended to make explicit 

the mechanisms behind global climate change and why certain types of pollution contribute to this phenomenon 

while others does not will be added including comparing and researching different human actions.  Likewise, 

activities will be added to make explicit the energy transformations that occur as energy travels from the sun 

through different pathways to end products (e.g. food sources, electricity) that are tangible to middle school 

students.  Additionally, students will take home and discuss with their families an Energy Consumption Survey 

containing items that middle school students can relate to such as transportation to school and recycling and 

then complete an on-line activity related to the project in school.  By examining global climate change from an 

energy consumption perspective and incorporating activities that make explicit the mechanisms and energy 

transformations involved with this issue, it is our hope that we will increase students’ awareness of how their 

lives connect to greater science phenomena. 

New Assessments of Cumulative Learning in Photosynthesis 
Kihyun (Kelly) Ryoo, University of California, Berkeley 
The role of energy in photosynthesis challenges students because of its complexity and abstract nature. We 

designed the photosynthesis project using animations, simulations and virtual experiments to make the role of 

energy more comprehendible. We report on student learning from pretest to posttest and the potential 

advantages of using the new assessments, Energy Stories and MySystem (Figure 2). Two middle school 

teachers taught photosynthesis to eight classes of seventh grade students (N=220) using our CLEAR curriculum 

for approximately two weeks. Students generated pre- and post-project Energy Stories and MySystem diagrams 

about how energy is involved in photosynthesis. New extended Knowledge Integration rubrics were developed 

to score the Energy Stories and MySystem. The rubrics have seven levels including full link (one scientifically 

valid link between energy source, energy transformation, energy storage, and energy transfer), complex link 

(two scientifically valid links), and advanced complex link (three or more scientifically valid links). In addition 

to the Knowledge Integration score, we also captured the specific ideas students generated in their Energy 

Stories and MySystem. 

Overall, paired t-tests revealed that students showed significant improvement in their understanding of 

energy concepts in photosynthesis in both narrative explanations and visual representations (Figure 3). On the 

pre-project Energy Stories, students demonstrated a limited understanding of energy concepts in photosynthesis 

(M = 3.96, SD = 1.12). Twenty-eight percent of the students listed fragmented ideas about energy in 

photosynthesis, such as “the light energy moves to the plant.” Although 40% of the students provided one 

scientifically valid link between energy ideas, most identified the sun as the energy source for photosynthesis 

but were unable to describe energy transformation and energy transfer during photosynthesis. They also 

presented a wide range of alternative ideas related to energy in the Energy Stories, such as “plants releasing 
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energy through oxygen” or water as the energy source for photosynthesis. On the post- project Energy Stories 

(M= 5.02, SD=0.78), students showed a significant gain (t(219) = 10.26,  p < 0.05) and this effect was large 

(Cohen’s d = 1.10), meaning that they provided two or three scientifically valid connections between ideas. 

Students not only articulated more integrated ideas about energy sources, transformation, and transfer in 

photosynthesis, but they also provided more detailed examples of this process.  

Consistent with the results of Energy Stories, on the pre-project MySystem, students showed some 

relevant ideas about energy sources in photosynthesis but did not make any correct links between ideas (M = 

3.41, SD = 0.94). Many students made arrows between irrelevant ideas or provided incorrect labels for correct 

links (Figure 3). By the post-project MySystems, students demonstrated a more coherent understanding of 

energy flow in photosynthesis by providing more correct links between energy concepts and elaborated 

descriptions for each link (t(109) = 14.71, p < 0.05), and this effect was large (Cohen’s d = 1.38). Students 

demonstrated a more coherent understanding of energy flows in photosynthesis by linking different energy 

concepts and elaborated descriptions for each link (M = 4.86, SD = 1.10).  These results show how a 

technology-enhanced inquiry curriculum can improve students’ integrated understanding of abstract concepts in 

science and potential advantages of explanatory narrative and visual representation as an assessment tool to 

document student progress in understanding energy concepts. 

 

 
Figure 3. Knowledge Integration Scores of Energy Stories and MySystem on the Pre- and Post-tests 

Measuring Cumulative Understanding: Item Formats 
Hee-Sun Lee, Tufts University & Ou Lydia Liu, ETS 
To measure the learning progression of science ideas, assessment developers have used student alternative 

conceptions to create multiple-choice items (Alonzo & Steedle, 2009; Briggs, Alonzo, Schwab, & Wilson, 

2006; Sadler, 1998; Treagust, 1988). In contrast, we designed multiple-choice items where choices represented 

various levels of knowledge integration: non-normative ideas, fragmented normative ideas, and integrated 

normative ideas in order to study whether multiple-choice items can measure students’ ability to reason with an 

increased number of normative and relevant ideas in scientific problems (Lee, Liu, & Linn, in press).  

For this study, we selected 10 multiple-choice items from released TIMSS item sets (International 

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 1995, 1999, 2003). These items addressed energy 

sources, transformation, transfer, and conservation concepts embedded in middle science topics such as heat 

conductivity, food web, water cycle, plate tectonics, chemical reactions, digestion and respiration. We created a 

paired item format by adding an explanation part to each of the ten selected multiple-choice items. We designed 

the explanation part either as selection of an explanation from six choices that represent common student 

knowledge integration explanation patterns found from a previous study (Lee & Liu, 2010) or as generation of 

open-ended explanations after a generic prompt, “Explain your choice.” We created two online test forms each 

of which included 10 paired items with alternating selection and generation explanation parts and randomly 

assigned the two test forms to 794 sixth and seventh grade students.   

We used descriptive statistics and a Rasch analysis based on the Partial Credit Model to investigate the 

compatibility between selection and generation of explanations in measuring knowledge integration. Results 

show that (1) there appears no systematic advantage for selection explanation items over generation explanation 

items on the preceding multiple-choice items, (2) student performance on selection explanation items is more 

aligned when correct answers were chosen in the preceding multiple-choice items than when incorrect answers 

were chosen, and (3) locations of item thresholds for the fragmented normative idea and the integrated idea 

explanations are different between generation and selection explanation items. As a result, knowledge 

integration levels were measured higher when using selection explanation items than generation explanation 

items. These results indicate that the ability to select an explanation in multiple choice items is not the same as 

the ability to write one’s own explanation. Therefore, relying on multiple choice items to measure knowledge 

integration will not be accurate and may overestimate students’ knowledge integration ability. 

Measuring Cumulative Learning Across Disciplines 
Vanessa Svihla University of California, Berkeley 
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Prior research has established effective and reliable ways to measure the coherence of student’s repertoire of 

energy ideas with respect to specific contexts (Lee, et al., in press; Liu, Lee, Hofstetter, & Linn, 2008) and there 

are promising options for extending these methods of measurement to new open-ended assessment formats 

(specifically, Energy Stories and MySystem (Ryoo, this session). This poster explores cumulative learning for 

dyads and methods for resolving individual trajectories of cumulative learning.  

Initial analysis of two projects shows that dyads add new ideas and form new scientifically valid links 

between ideas as they complete a project. For each project, dyad performance on a late, integrative question was 

modeled as a linear combination of two prior questions, an early question asking students to explain a 

phenomenon after learning about a type of heat transfer e.g., (conduction or convection) and a later question 

asking students to provide a more mechanistic explanation of the phenomenon (e.g., conduction relates to rate of 

heat transfer or heat energy is related to density). A full score on the integrative question would require students 

to link the description of the heat transfer to the cause.  

For the thermodynamics project, modeling the integrative question as a linear combination of prior 

answers resulted in a significant increase over using the mean (F (2,59)= 6.98, p<0.05) and a positive but not 

strong relationship (r2=0.191). For the plate tectonics project, modeling the integrative question as a linear 

combination of prior answers resulted in a significant increase over using the mean (F (2,62)= 18.28, p<0.05) 

and a positive relationship (r2=0.371). Including student pretest scores related to thermodynamics does not 

explain significant variance (F (2, 59)=0.994, p>0.05). This finding suggests that regardless of starting point, 

students have potential to learn using these projects, and supports our assertion that all students may become 

cumulative learners. For the global climate change project, much of the learning is dependent on understanding 

models in the project. In this case, the integrative question can be modeled as a linear combination of pre-test 

scores and score on a question reflecting on the first of a series of climate models (F (2,64)= 7.70, p<0.05) and a 

positive but not strong relationship (r2=0.194).  

Exploring student learning across projects is challenging because students work in different dyads for 

each project. One approach to analyzing such data is to apply a 2-mode affiliation network approach, identifying 

clustering across individuals and events (Field, Frank, Schiller, Riegle-Crumb, & Muller, 2006). We are 

developing models of individual student performance taking into account their various memberships in dyads 

during the course of the school as they completed CLEAR projects, allowing us to explore the extent to which 

each individual ensures the relative success of a dyad in reaching coherent understanding of energy 

transformation. Alternatively, this may be framed as exploring benefits of heterogeneous pairing (Gerard, Tate, 

Chiu, Corliss, & Linn, 2009; Madhok, 1992; Varma, 2008).  

Conclusions 
Through these studies, we have demonstrated a design-based approach, incorporating findings from teachers as 

well as evidence from student pilot data that highlight ways to support cumulative learning of energy ideas. 

Findings from this initial year of the study include the following: 

 

! Teachers were empowered to support their students in becoming cumulative learners by helping them 

make further connections across CLEAR and non-CLEAR projects 

! Teachers endorsed using personal relevance as a means to increase cumulative learning, a perspective 

currently being empirically tested 

! Pretests show little difference between sixth and eighth grade students in terms of coherence of ideas 

about energy  

! Students show an increase in percent normative ideas over the course of a project 

! Students achieve significant gains in developing coherent ideas related to energy across projects 

 

Taken together, empirical evidence from these studies suggests that designing for cumulative learning is 

promising, but that traditional measures are insufficient for assessing it. Furthermore, cumulative learning as we 

have framed it provides a means to curricular efficiency, allowing students to learn about a core idea in science 

with increasing depth. This research, which is in its inaugural year, has potential as an exemplar for practical 

ways to address challenges common to many educational systems.  
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Abstract: This paper explores the role of technologies in supporting informal science 

learning from seven perspectives. Together, the authors ask a common question: How can 

learning technologies—tools, spaces, and places—be designed to support learners within 

and across environments? Eight exemplars are offered to answer this question through an 

analysis of a specific instance of technology in a non-school environment. Collectively, the 

authors examine the role of tools that support: access to and distribution of information; 

scaffolds to help learners tackle complex tasks and deeper understandings; bridging 

learning across contexts; feedback and reflection; extension of learning experiences in a 

temporal way; aggregations of visible knowledge, social interaction, facilitation of social 

practices, personalized learning, and the breakdown of epistemic authority. The authors and 

two discussants reflect on the methodological innovation, technological advancement, and 

collaborations needed to move research in this area forward. 

Introduction 
This paper explores the role of technologies and tools in supporting informal science learning. Authors come 

from a variety of perspectives: university learning sciences programs, training programs for designers and 

museum professionals, informal learning institutions, and technology development. From eight different 

perspectives, the authors ask and answer a set of common question:  

 

How can learning technologies—tools, spaces, and places—be designed to support learners 

within and across environments? How do these studies of learning technologies provide 

insight into how to support learners, not only within settings but also across 

environments? How can these learning technologies support field-level collaboration 

across institutional lines of practitioner, researcher, and evaluator?  

 

The authors answer these questions by presenting analyses of technology use, development, and 

research in non-school environments. In their analyses, the authors examine the role of tools that support 

various learning processes in informal spaces, including:  

• access to, and distribution of, information 

• scaffolds to help learners tackle complex tasks and deeper understandings 

• bridging learning across contexts 

• feedback and reflection 

• extension of learning experiences in a temporal way 

• aggregations of visible knowledge  

• social interaction 

• facilitation of social practices 

• personalized learning 

• the breakdown of epistemic authority 

These exemplars of technologies are also designed specifically to reflect learning and teaching in informal 

spaces, reflecting visitors’ expectations and mirroring norms of behaviors in informal environments. 
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Background 

This session work is part of a National Science Foundation funded community-building project, Building 

Capacity and Collaboration at the Intersection of the Learning Sciences and Informal Science Education 

(Intersection). The Intersection project brings together international researchers to advance research and practice 

related learning outside of school. The goal of the Intersection project is to develop a community that will 

further the aims of both the informal science education and the learning sciences fields by building on key 

publications over the last decade, including How People Learn (NRC, 1999), The Cambridge Handbook of the 

Learning Sciences (Sawyer, 2006), the latest NRC consensus volumes Learning Science in Informal 

Environments: People, Places, Pursuits (NRC, 2009), and Surrounded by Science (NRC, 2010). These books 

summarize what we currently know about the processes, content, and contexts of human learning in science 

inside and outside of formal schooling.  

 The Intersection project’s community building efforts include knowledge sharing and writing projects 

accomplished through online forums, a website for sharing ideas, and a face-to-face workshop held in August 

2009. The intellectual work and conversations that happen through the workshop meeting and in the online 

spaces highlight synergies, challenges, and opportunities that arise when the informal science learning and 

learning sciences professionals work together. The Intersection project participants are conducting studies and 

writing papers that make progress in four key areas:  

1. Understanding the concepts of learning and engagement  

2. Equity, access, and methodology in informal learning  

3. Informal learning pedagogy 

4. Tools and technologies that support informal science learning 

This interactive symposium is a collaborative effort between a subgroup of researchers and practitioners who 

are participating in the Intersection grant activities focused on the last key area, tools and technologies that 

support informal science learning 

The authors in this symposium are members of the subgroup interested in applying learning sciences 

and informal science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education methodologies and theories 

in order to study how to facilitate learning, most broadly considered, with technologies in out-of-school 

environments. In addition to participating in the workshop and online forums discussed above, the technologies 

subgroup has formed a special interest networking group and a wiki to begin to synthesize what is known about 

learning with technologies outside of school. This subgroup cuts across research groups, involves emerging and 

established leaders, and includes both informal learning institutions and universities. (Note: this work is 

occurring with additional colleagues.)  

The authors have organized this paper to share the findings from their work with the broader learning 

sciences field. They offer eight diverse designs and studies of technology-supporting learning to better 

understand how pedagogy can be conceived in out-of-school environments. An author or small team of authors 

presents each of the eight perspectives below; the authors present findings from an empirical study or set of 

studies. Then, together, the authors engage the audience in conversations across the studies towards deeper 

conceptual understandings about the nature of learning with technology that occurs on school fieldtrips, in 

museums, in homes, in afterschool clubs, and similar places.  

 

Symposium structure  
The symposium session will start with a brief introduction by the chair, Heather Zimmerman. Next, the first 

authors of each of the eight posters (David Kanter, Kirsten Ellenbogen, Leilah Lyons, Steve Zuiker, Tom 

Satwicz, Heather Zimmerman, Matthew Brown, and Sandy Martell) will provide a two-minute fire-hose 

presentation of their topic. The bulk of the remaining time will be spent in small group conversation between the 

audience and presenters. The groups will come back for broader discussion, sparked by initial comments by the 

two discussants, Sherry Hsi from the Lawrence Hall of Science (an interactive science center in California) and 

Brian K. Smith from the Rhode Island School of Design. The discussants will make comments on posters in 

regard to connections to educational practice in informal institutions, learning theory, and the National Research 

Council new report, Learning Science in Informal Environments: People, Places, and Pursuits (Bell, 

Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009). After the discussants’ remarks, the time remaining will be spent on full 

group discussions. Final questions to seed this group, if questions do not arise naturally, include:  

What types of methodological innovation are needed to move our understanding of the 

learning here forward? What types of technological innovation and collaboration are needed 

to realize the potential these authors put forth? 
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Exemplars 

Exemplar 1: Using the demand for data in a project-based science curriculum to bridge high 
school biology classrooms and an informal science center by David E. Kanter, Temple 
University  
 

This analysis reflects on work conducted as part of a National Institutes of Health Science Education 

Partnership Award titled, “Supporting Student and Teacher Inquiry in Bioscience,” a partnership between 

Northwestern University (Learning Sciences) and Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry (MSI). The work 

resulted in a project-based high school biology curriculum, “Disease Detectives,” and related software, “Village 

Park Mystery,” closely coupled to the museum’s ”Live from the Heart,” a videoteleconference to a real-time 

coronary artery bypass graft procedure, experienced by the high school students in the informal museum setting. 

To address the mystery of what was wrong with the people in Village Park, the curriculum and software were 

designed to help students reason through real data including patient case files, medical images like angiograms, 

and a virtual cell laboratory, that they would ultimately “invent” Coronary Artery Disease (CAD), requiring and 

learning cell biology standards along the way. (The term “invent” is used as per Karplus to describe students’ 

conceptual “invention,” the middle of the original three-phase inquiry cycle.) 

Students complete the project by devising a public health plan for Village Park, defended by data about 

the characteristics of individuals whose CAD (or lack thereof) would benefit from invasive procedures or non-

invasive treatments. It is in completing this part of the project that high school students collect first-hand 

information from medical professionals about the relative merits of the invasive fix for CAD they are seeing 

via videoteleconference with other possible interventions for CAD, both invasive and non-invasive. In this way, 

by coupling the technology in the informal space to a project-based science curriculum for the formal 

classroom, the learning possible with the existing informal technology in extended insofar as the specialized 

data, only available in the informal setting, can learned as integral to students’ ongoing investigation in the 

classroom, and as such might be expected to be learned more deeply. We present such changes in students’ 

meaningful understanding of science concepts. On this basis, we emphasize the utility of altering the pedagogy 

that frames the use of even existing informal technologies to better support science learning. 

 

Exemplar 2: Rain Table: Visualization technology using complex datasets that allows 
learners to control and follow water flow across the Earth’s surface by Kirsten Ellenbogen 
and Molly Phipps, Science Museum of Minnesota 
 

Water movement across the Earth’s surface is among the most misunderstood concepts in earth science (e.g., 

Coyle, 2006). Concepts like “rivers always flow south” and “curving of water flow due to the Earth’s spin” are 

common issues that emerge in everyday science experiences. One of the best ways to understand water flow is 

to watch the movement of water across the Earth’s surface. However, this is not possible in most lab settings 

and physical models cannot capture the intricacies of unrestricted stream flow across large areas.  

To overcome these obstacles, the Science Museum of Minnesota and the National Center for Earth-

Surface Dynamics initiated a partnership with the Electronic Visualization Laboratory of the University of 

Illinois at Chicago to create a new visualization technology using complex datasets that allows learners to 

control and follow water flow across the Earth’s surface. Using touch screen technology, Rain Table allows 

users to make rain with their fingertips, producing tens of thousands of raindrops that then flow down and across 

digital elevation models of real landscapes in ways highly analogous to actual landscape processes. (See an 

early prototype of Rain Table at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rc5I774Mnh4.) 

Learning research on the Rain Table at the Science Museum of Minnesota has focused on public 

conceptions of the directional flow of water on the Earth’s surface. Pre- and post-interviews with museum 

visitors were conducted using a large two-dimensional, non-interactive floor map of the world or Rain Table. 

Additionally, visitors were video recorded as they used Rain Table. Findings were analyzed with an eye toward 

understanding the directional flow in: 

• Interactive and non-interactive contexts 

• High and low elevation areas 

• A de-contextualized situation 

• A problem-based learning situation (e.g., avoiding run off from a factory when choosing a location 

for a house) 

Findings were also considered in light of the museum visitor’s age, the social grouping in which they explored 

the exhibit, and motivations for coming to the museum. 
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Exemplar 3: Mobile devices transforming the museum experience: Opportunistic user 
interfaces to exhibits by Leilah Lyons, University of Illinois at Chicago 
 

The nature of learning in informal environments is individual, idiosyncratic, and opportunistic—suggesting 

technology employed in these settings should also take on these characteristics. For this reason, mobile devices 

have been a popular platform in museums (Tallon & Walker, 2008). In the tradition of audio guides, most 

implementations focus on delivering information to visitors, and many research projects have capitalized on 

devices’ computational abilities to try to customize that delivery, inferring the desired content from the visitor’s 

location (e.g., Abowd, et al., 1997), focus of attention (e.g., Bruns, Brombach, Zeidler, & Bimber, 2007), time 

spent in different areas (e.g., Benta, 2005), or user-provided preferences (e.g., Chou, Hsieh, Gandon, & Sadeh, 

2005). The emphasis has been on individualizing output experiences, but mobile devices also permit the 

individualization of input experiences. 

This analysis explores mobile devices as opportunistic user interfaces to exhibits, giving visitors 

opportunities to interact bidirectionally with an exhibit through their personal devices (Lyons, 2009). This 

approach is distinct from other innovative uses of mobiles in museums that view the museum as a whole as an 

interactive space, usually framed as a scavenger hunt (e.g, Yatani et al., 2004; Klopfer et al. 2005; Yiannoutsou 

et al., 2009). Rather, mobiles used as opportunistic user interfaces are intended to enhance visitor interactions 

with a single exhibit at a time. In this fashion, computer-based exhibits can be scaled up to support multiple 

simultaneous users, transforming the traditional single-user kiosk experience into a collaborative learning 

opportunity. The semi-private setup allows visitors to transition from peripheral to central roles in the shared 

experiences, and offers the promise of customized scaffolding to support user interactions with exhibits. 

Exemplar 4: Cyber-stretching: The Taiga biome around kids’ worlds by Steven J. Zuiker, 
Learning Sciences Lab, National Institute of Education, Singapore 

 

Science education takes place in functional learning environments in and out of school settings (Scribner & 

Cole, 1973), and increasingly through designed spaces that cut across these settings. Quest Atlantis (QA) is a 

virtual space that leverages cyber-infrastructure and the technologies and methodologies of videogames to 

design for transformative play in these functional ways (Barab et al., 2009). Learners from a variety of 

countries, including Singapore, develop scientific knowledge through participation in QA activities and 

practices.  

One popular unit engages learners as field investigators exploring water quality issues in the Taiga 

biome (Barab, Zuiker, et al., 2007). Highlighting the confluence of informal science education and learning 

sciences, these QA experiences are shaped by the diversity of cultural-historical backgrounds as much as the 

demands of QA’s quests, missions, and units. Leveraging this diversity as a resource for learning is a central 

focus of the QA design. However, it remains unclear whether, and how, interactions provoke learners to think 

about themselves as systematic yet distinctive knowers and users of, and occasionally contributors to, science.  

This analysis considers how the QA Taiga unit facilitates and, at times, frustrates social practices of 

meaning making in lived, albeit virtual, experiences. The analyses draws on case studies of Singaporean youth 

engaging QA in after-school programs and at home and contrasts them with other less informal school-based 

instances where teachers and students agreed that their classroom would function under a set of dramatic 

conventions that work to shift epistemic authority. 

Exemplar 5: Understanding the pieces of knowledge in informal learning environments by 
Tom Satwicz, University of Washington 
 

What role do informal learning environments play in life-long learning? Bruner (1996) speculated that many of 

life’s experiences provide us with an intuitive understanding of more complex scientific theories. For instance, a 

young child playing with a seesaw develops an initial understanding of the rule of the lever, which may later be 

developed into a formal abstract algebraic form. Other work has argued that initial experiences result in small 

bits of functional knowledge that when overextended lead to misconceptions (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 

1993). Given the importance of prior knowledge in supporting new learning, informal learning environments 

offer important initial encounters with elements of more complex theories. 

This analysis explores how artifacts, particularly new technologies, present in a variety of informal 

learning environments, provide representations of knowledge elements that may be later used in STEM 

learning. The analysis utilizes a framework that combines a knowledge in pieces perspective (diSessa, 1996) 

with Distributed Cognition (Hutchins, 1995) to analyze video recordings of young people playing commercially 

available video games. It is then argued that embedded into many games are elements of STEM knowledge that 

may be productively utilized in formal educational settings.  

One case in particular explores a six year old boy’s initial understanding of probability as evidenced by 
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his talk-in-interaction while playing a mini-game on the popular website Webkinz. The analysis demonstrates 

that initial knowledge fragments are present in a combination of cognitive, social, and material resources that 

are coordinated in the service of solving a complex task. 

 

Exemplar 6: Using digital photography on an Internet portal to extend and enrich outdoors 
learning experiences by Heather Toomey Zimmerman, Robert Jordan, Jennifer Weible, and 
Chris Gamrat, The Pennsylvania State University  
 

 This analysis reports on a research and design project that created an Internet-based photograph-sharing portal 

for a nature center and its visitors. The nature center has diverse programs, including an overnight school for 

fifth graders, outdoor trails for the general public, presentations for family audiences, and a visitors’ center with 

exhibitions and live animals. The goal of the photograph-sharing website was to enrich existing programming in 

two ways. First, the portal allows visitors to extend and connect learning experiences across time and space (i.e., 

home, the center, and other Internet-enabled places). Second, photographic documentation of the center, with 

the ability to share and view others’ photographs, allows visitors to focus observations of their community on 

ecology related phenomena and increase curiosity about ecological concepts. 

 Theoretically, the design work and resulting research build from a distributed intelligence and cognition 

frame (Pea, 1993; Hutchins, 1995), a “making thinking visible in a shared community” principle (Bell, 1997) 

from a knowledge integration perspective (Linn, 2006), and a model of family learning where parents and 

children work together to make sense of new content that they observe (Zimmerman, Reeve, & Bell, in press).  

 This project started with formative research on how Association of Science-Technology Centers’ 

(ASTC) institutional members (i.e., science centers) use web 2.0 and related technologies with their members, 

especially families. This included a textual analysis with quantitative coding of 342 ASTC science center’s 

websites. These findings on current educational practice with web 2.0 technologies, especially the role of 

photographs in science learning institutions, were used to design a new portal that encouraged visitors to share 

their experiences at the nature center from late winter to early spring as the center’s grounds and trails changed 

with the seasons’ change. The visitors could share their observations through photographs and writing a brief 

statement. The pilot study of the portal’s use includes family and adult visitors groups that attended the nature 

center on weekend days. Methods include interviews, observations of groups using the portal, and analysis of 

visitor created digital artifacts. We report on the formative research, the design elements, and the pilot study of 

the portal being available to the membership of the nature center, both onsite and online.  

Exemplar 7: Innovative Tools and Student Perceptions of Technology: Owl Tracking and 
GIS Mapping with Fifth and Sixth Graders by Sandra Toro Martell, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee 
 

Media representations and digital technologies can be used in conjunction with traditional hands-on approaches 

to promote engagement in authentic science activities in informal settings (Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 

2009). Previous studies have demonstrated that advanced technologies can help people “learn to see” in specific 

disciplines (Stevens & Hall, 1998), support visitor-to-visitor knowledge communication, and allow for new 

forms of knowledge communication among unacquainted visitors and beyond the actual museum visit (Stevens 

& Martell, 2003; Knipfer et. al, 2009).  

This descriptive study builds upon these understandings by showing how urban fifth and sixth grade 

students’ use of innovative technological tools informed their understanding of technology and their own 

learning across settings. Data from two sets of students over two years include student interviews, post-museum 

visit questionnaires, and videotaped observations of group activities around GIS Mapping in a school lab setting 

and use of owl tracking radar in a museum and outdoors.  

This analysis sheds light on how these different resources can help children build understandings of 

scientific practices and discusses implications for both learning sciences researchers and informal science 

education practitioners in terms of the design and development of curricula that features both traditional and 

innovative technological tools. 

Exemplar 8: Take a Stand: Creating an immersive social experience with people tracking, 

3D game technology, and interactive storytelling by Matthew Brown and Ben Loh, Inquirium 

and Joyce Ma, Researcher/Evaluator. 
 

This analysis presents the design and formative evaluation of Take A Stand, an interactive immersive exhibit 

installed at the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center. The exhibit aims to teach young visitors the 
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universal lessons related to the Holocaust (i.e., the power of one’s actions, the challenges of standing up for 

others, and the importance of dealing with bullying) in the safety of an age-appropriate, simulated world. Using 

a computer vision-based people tracking system married with modern 3D video game technologies and a 

massive display, Take a Stand physically immerses visitors in a game-like narrative that places them in the role 

of bystanders in a socially fraught situation where they must decide whether and how they might want to act. 

Through their interactions, visitors experience personal agency and a sense that their actions can make a 

meaningful difference. 

The formative evaluation considers two types of visitors: (a) 8-11 year old students who come as part 

of their school field trip (the target audience), and (b) casual museum visitors who visit apart from a larger 

organized group (the secondary audience). The study involves observation and informal interviews of 

approximately 120 visitors and their facilitators during the exhibit experience, which included an exhibit play as 

well as a docent-led introduction and debrief session. 

The analysis discusses: (1) design goals and challenges, (2) technical implementation, (3) affective and 

cognitive goals, and (4) affordances of the technology for supporting new forms of informal experiences and 

learning. Implications are given based on this example on how to design simulated worlds to support informal 

science learning. 

 

Symposium significance  
The dual focus of this session, on the design of learning environments and the study learners engaged with 

technologies in out-of-school time, advances theoretical constructs and design principles of interest to learning 

scientists and informal science educators. This work adds empirical accounts to address outstanding questions 

in the recent NRC document (2009) about the nature of learning with media. Additionally, it adds needed out-

of-school perspectives to learning sciences fields where the school-based accounts of learning with technologies 

often dominate the learning technologies discussions.  

Discussants  
Sherry Hsi from the Lawrence Hall of Science and Brian K. Smith from the Rhode Island School of Design will 

each present short remarks on the impact of this work on the learning sciences field and on educational practice 

in non-school environments.  
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FormulaT Racing: Combining Gaming Culture and Intuitive Sense 
of Mechanism for Video Game Design 

Nathan R. Holbert, Uri Wilensky, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 

Email: nholbert@u.northwestern.edu, uri@northwestern.edu 

Abstract: While video games are typically labeled either commercial or educational, little has 

been done to amplify the educational value of popular commercial games. Using data from a 

pilot study of children playing commercial games we have developed a prototype video game 

called FormulaT Racing. This game is designed to fit into gaming culture while 

simultaneously providing an environment that draws on players’ intuitive beliefs to move 

them to a qualitative understanding of basic kinematic principles. 

Introduction 
Video games constitute an important part of the lives of youth in today’s world. The PEW Internet and 

American Life Project claims that as many as 97% of American youth play video games and 50% play games 

daily for an hour or more (Lenhart et al., 2008). Although much has been written about the potential for video 

games to serve as powerful learning environments in science (Gee, 2003; Kafai, 1996), these games are 

typically dubbed “educational” or “serious” and are not embraced by the mainstream audience.  

We believe that commercial video games are an untapped domain ripe with educational potential. In an 

effort to increase the educational value of commercial video games we have designed a prototype game we call 

FormulaT Racing. While others have attempted to build “games” to teach kids about kinematic principles, our 

game is different in that it was designed to foreground kinematic principles while still being consistent with 

current video game culture. Specific design components of FormulaT Racing are based on an analysis of a 

previous ethnographic study of children playing commercial racing video games. In this study we uncovered 

features of games that instantiated the player’s intuitive schema of velocity, acceleration, and momentum. These 

design components were then altered and adapted in our design of FormulaT Racing. 

Theoretical Framework and Method 
Our attempt to create a design framework for increasing the educational potential of popular commercial video 

games proceeds in three phases. The first phase of this work was a study involving ethnographic observations 

and semi-clinical interviews of participants playing Burnout Paradise on the XBox 360, and Mario Kart Wii on 

the Nintendo Wii. These interactions were videotaped, transcribed, and coded inductively in an iterative process 

over multiple passes. To uncover the game designs that activate players’ intuitive theories of motion we created 

an analytical framework that utilizes Roschelle’s (1991) concept of registrations and diSessa’s (1993) sense-of-

mechanism. Roschelle (1991) describes registrations as, “the way students carve up their sensory experience, 

give labels to parts, and assign those labeled parts significance” (p. 9). In our study, a player may develop a 

registration of “turning” as a combination of a specific manipulation of the controller as it relates to on-screen 

action. To analyze how players label registrations, we borrow diSessa’s (1993) notion of sense-of-mechanism. 

In diSessa’s well-known framework, knowledge elements are composed of phenomenological primitives (p-

prims). While playing racing games players commonly instantiated Ohm’s p-prim (that more force yields 

greater result) by “mashing” the gas button even when their vehicle was at its top speed. 

 In the second phase of our overall research plan we are constructing a prototype racing game that 

incorporates a specific design framework developed from the analysis of the ethnographic study. In the study, 

players attended to three key design components: the spatial relationship between the player car and other 

vehicles or features on the screen as a representation of velocity, the tendency to assume acceleration was a 

static property of the player’s vehicle, and the importance of the analog nature of the controller. FormulaT 

Racing is designed to look and feel like a typical commercial racing game while incorporating specific and 

subtle design tweaks meant to move these intuitive theories of kinematics to a more expert-like understanding. 

FormulaT Racing Design 
FormulaT Racing was created in the agent-based software NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999). The ability to easily look 

“under the hood” and quickly manipulate code makes NetLogo an ideal programming environment for a video 

game prototype. FormulaT Racing is a microworld (Edwards, 1995) designed to cue the same registrations and 

p-prims found in popular commercial racing games. Specific design features of FormulaT Racing include the 

use of a motion-sensitive analog controller, external cues as a context for velocity and acceleration, the use of 

formal terminology, “just-in-time + 1” feedback, action-oriented representations for qualitative vector addition, 

and a scaffolding system consisting of multiple representations. These designs are intended to tweak the 
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previously identified registrations to more accurately represent velocity and acceleration and to subtly 

encourage the player to notice relationships between the two quantities. 

FormulaT Racing puts the player in the shoes of a new driver as they train to join the FormulaT Racing 

Circuit. Early “levels” are structured as driving skill tests and take place on a straight continuous track. 

Examples of skill tests include driving at a constant velocity, driving at constant acceleration, and learning to 

manipulate a motion sensitive controller to achieve these desired states. In our observations we noticed that 

players typically “mashed” the buttons often leading them to miss the acceleration phase—for them the car was 

either going slow, or fast. In FormulaT Racing players utilize a Nintendo Wiimote controller that is motion 

sensitive to manipulate their car. Actions were carefully mapped to highlight the vector nature of quantities and 

to be body-syntonic and cognitively coherent. For example, acceleration is achieved by rolling the controller 

forward (positive) or backwards (negative). Many challenges force the players to dynamically adjust the roll 

applied causing them to reflect on acceleration as a changing quantity that directly impacts velocity. 

Before racing, players are given their objective from a pit boss. While racing the pit boss occasionally 

gives tips and corrections using audio cues to help the player achieve level objectives. Key to the pit boss design 

is the use of formal physics terminology and “just-in-time +1” feedback. Because the informal nature of the 

typical language utilized in video game helps to draw the player into the game, it is important for our prototype 

to carefully consider the use of formal physics terminology. Our solution was to keep the “attitude” of the 

language, such as having the pit boss speak in a southern accent, but to use formal terminology, such as 

“velocity” rather than “speed.” When giving corrective advice we decided feedback would be more valuable if it 

were given just after it was needed. This “just-in-time + 1” feedback allows the player to reflect on the outcome 

of his errant technique so that he can better understand why a certain technique works in a given situation. 

Data from ethnographic observations suggested players typically determined their own vehicles 

velocity and acceleration by looking at the spatial relationships between the player car and the competition cars. 

To utilize this registration, in each of the early levels the player sees his own car, a street complete with lane 

markers spaced a regular intervals, and a competition car. Because FormulaT Racing does not provide a 

speedometer, players must utilize the other car on the track to determine if they are succeeding in the task. For 

example, in the constant velocity challenge the player must catch up to another car on the track and match the 

other vehicle’s speed (the other car moves at a constant velocity). We have also incorporated a velocity vector 

addition feature in the disguise of a “reverse time” special ability. Once players obtain this ability they can press 

a button that moves their car back a few time steps and reveals an animated vector arrow showing their current 

velocity vector. Players can then dynamically draw a new vector that will be added behind the scenes. Through 

repeated use players can gain a qualitative sense of vector addition. 
Taking a constructionist design approach (Papert & Harel, 1991) FormulaT Racing also incorporates a 

set of tools that encourage reflection by changing the nature of representation. In later levels, rather than drive 

the car using a gas and brake button, the player “paints” the racetrack different colors, each color corresponding 

to a different speed (acceleration can be painted as well). Another level forces the player to construct a velocity 

vs. position graph that the car then matches as it drives around the racetrack. In these levels the player must 

demonstrate a deep understanding of the relationship between velocity and acceleration to be successful. 

Conclusion 
We’ve presented FormulaT Racing, a prototype video game designed from pilot data of kids playing racing 

video games. The intention of FormulaT Racing is to create a game that accomplishes the twin goals of being 

consistent with kids’ video game culture and making salient core kinematic concepts. FormulaT Racing will 

next be implemented in an after-school program. The new game designs will be evaluated by observational data 

and with an adapted post-test method. Data from this experiment will be presented with the poster. 
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I Don’t Do Science: Urban Minority Girls' Science Identity 
Development in an Informal Authentic Science Context 

Abstract: Urban middle school girls participated in a 10-week voluntary, after-school science 

club, Science STARS, designed to foster positive science identity development through 

collaborative, authentic science experiences, culminating in recognition of this work among peers 

and community members. This study explores the specific roles and paths five participating girls 

took through STARS as they developed a more positive scientific identity and the role of the 

facilitators in that development.  

Introduction 
Urban middle school girls (N=60) at three sites participated in a 10-week after school science club, Science STARS 

(Students Tackling Authentic & Relevant Science), designed to foster positive science identity development as well 

as developing expertise in understandings of both science content and process. However, there is very little research 

about what experiences, tools, and other conditions within informal science environments enable this kind of 

identity development (NAS, 2009), especially within the under-represented population of urban female youth. 

During Science STARS, participants met weekly to develop and conduct a student-chosen investigation relating to 

the overarching theme “Shrinking our Ecological Footprints”. As urban middle school girls successfully engaged in 

scientific discourse that had a perceptible positive impact on their world, they developed a meta-awareness of their 

possible roles in science, and they were able to see themselves as more interested in the kinds of work being done, 

the usefulness of the results of science, and their competence as contributors to this work. This study explores the 

specific roles and paths five participating girls took through STARS as they developed a more positive scientific 

identity. Each small group is facilitated by pre-service science teachers enrolled in a graduate program that 

emphasizes reform-based teaching practices in the context of social justice. This study also explores the impact of 

these facilitators on participants’ identity development.  

Literature Review & Theoretical Framework 
Recent research suggests that identity development plays a pivotal role in how girls come to see themselves as 

science learners and contributors (Brickhouse & Potter, 2001). This is particularly problematic for urban middle 

school girls who often belong to low socio-economic classes and race/ethnicities that have been traditionally under-

represented in science (Brown, 2004). There is evidence that girls’ attitudes towards and achievements in science 

begin to drop during middle school (Atwater, Wiggins, & Gardner, 1995), a particularly important time for 

developing high school trajectories and beyond (AAUW, 1996). Multiple reasons for this phenomenon have been 

identified including: girls do not find school science interesting because they do not see its relevance to their lives or 

communities and perceive scientific work as isolated and non-collaborative (Miller, Blessing, & Schwartz, 2006); 

girls are marginalized in school science in subtle yet pervasive ways, including differential treatment from teachers, 

who have narrow expectations about what boys and girls achieve, and from counselors, who make different 

recommendations about science course selections for girls (Sadker & Sadker, 1994); and social and parental 

expectations often convey discriminatory messages that preference males and white peoples’ participation in science 

(Dentith, 2008). The paradoxical reality is that the very discourse that prescribes and thus restricts one’s identity can 

serve as the context where a person renegotiates a new identity (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998).  

Research Design 
An exploratory case-study approach was used to address two questions: In what ways did STARS impact individual 

participant’s development of a science identity? What features of the learning environment emerged as central for 

framing girls’ development? Data sources, spanning both emic and etic, included: pre-STARS surveys focused on 

characterizing participants’ science identity, mid- and post-interviews, weekly participant journals, researcher field 

notes, and audio transcriptions of STARS sessions. At the conclusion of Science STARS, each participant was 

showcased in a mini-documentary about the science they studied and their role as scientists. Data analysis was 

conducted by four science educators considering lenses of identity development (Wenger, 1998; Barton, Tan, & 

Rivet, 2008), ecological features of given environments that contribute to learning (Newstetter, 2009) as well as 

through open-coding of emergent themes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Major codes focused on girls’ forms of 

participation, roles of facilitators and environmental features. Codes and categories were triangulated among the 

four researchers.  
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Results 
Five participants were selected as case studies because they expressed on their surveys views of self as not a science 

person, not good in science, and/or having no expectations to use science in their future at the start of STARS. They 

represented the target audience for Science STARS. In the poster presentation we will present detailed data on all 

five case. Here we briefly detail two cases, Brittany and India. Both Brittany and India experienced significant shifts 

during STARS as evidenced by the increased depth of their science interactions. Often these interactions involved 

shifting from private participation (with a peer or a facilitator) to voluntary public participation. They both also 

evidenced shifts in identity towards seeing self as scientist, moving from an outsider perspective to an inbound 

perspective (Wenger, 1998). Specific ecological features (Newstetter, 2009) of STARS’ work that contributed 

positively and in identifiable ways to their development involved the impact of wrestling with uncertainty (key for 

India), the role of embodied learning (key for Brittany), experiencing agency (key for both), and making room for 

diverse participation (key for both). In Brittany’s and India’s groups, the facilitators made room for diverse 

participation by creating space, advocating for each girl individually, and at times scaffolding participation until the 

girl in question began to volunteer her involvement. The facilitators also routinely physically engaged the girls with 

science artifacts, and respected student voices by letting the individual girls’ ideas guide the direction of the next 

session. Lastly, the facilitators’ attention (or lack of) to uncertainty in science was significant in the learning 

environment.  

Discussion & Implications 
Implications of this work are two pronged. First, the results of this study suggest that future design and 

implementation of science programs should seek to foster participation among marginalized youth, whose voices are 

often missing from the scientific enterprise, through 1) authentic science experiences, 2) continued utilization of 

informal contexts which can replace the high pressure of seemingly irrelevant high stakes testing with a perceptibly 

more authentic and meaningful high stakes assessment, such as the public documentary, and by 3) capitalizing on 

the brief window offered by the middle school years as a critical time to nurture a positive view of self as scientist. 

Second, this research contributes to our understanding of the role of the facilitator to create space for 

engagement/participation and to instigate/initiate identity transformation. Questions are raised as to how best to 

support the facilitators to capitalize on the opportunities they have to impact science identity development.  
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Expertise in Engineering Learning: Examining Engineering 
Students’ Collaborative Inquiry of Computer Systems 
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Abstract: This work studies how expertlike engineering undergraduates learned about 
computer systems modeling and simulation through collaborative inquiry. From a close 
examination of the student artifacts, noticeable differences between expertlike engineering 
learners and their non-expertlike counterparts were found. Such differences were consistent to 
literature. Although inquiry-based learning and collaborative learning have long been 
recommended as pedagogy to enhance student learning and knowledge construction, experts 
and novices still demonstrate various differences in their collaboration and inquiry process.  

Introduction 
Engineering is one of the difficult knowledge domains. Engineers not only need to understand how computer 
systems work, they also need to know how to develop such systems and to optimize their performance. 
Traditional computer systems often involve only one client (the entity that requests) and one server (the entity 
that responses with requested service). However, as technologies advances, nowadays computer systems such as 
those for handling stock exchange and supply chain management often adopt a multi-tier architecture. A number 
of recent studies take in the perspective of learning sciences to look into engineering student learning (such as 
Chan, 2007; Chan, Hui & Dickinson et al., 2009).  
 There are a few works that distinguish between expert and novice learners in the engineering subject 
domain. For example, Basili, Selby and Hutchens (1986) studied how experts and novices developed software 
with specific requirements, and found that experts could analyze the documents using their “own” way and 
work effectively, but novices needed training and required a procedural approach. Schenk, Vitalari and Davis 
(1998) investigated how expert and novice system analysts approached the information systems differently and 
accomplished the tasks differently. They identified the differences in their problem-solving approach in which 
experts analysis were more creative. Soloway and Ehrilich (1984) explicitly designed an experiment to study 
between expert and novice programs and notice that expert programmers possessed and used programming 
plans and rules of programming discourse when writing programs, while novice programmers did not. 

Contributions of the Current Work 
I am interested to find out the characteristics demonstrated by expertlike engineering learners who are engaged 
in a collaborative inquiry learning environment. I distinguish and illustrate the differences between expert and 
novice engineering learners with the subject contents of computer systems modeling and simulations. In 
particular, I attempt to characterize expertlike engineering students in terms of the followings: 

1. How they approach to the problem? Do they approach it with a specific goal? 
2. How are their problem-solving behaviors different from their peers? How they make use of given 

information and available resources to solve the problem? 
3. How they organize and represent the subject knowledge? 
4. How they collaborate within the group to undergo inquiry-based learning? 
 I answer the above questions by exploring the student artifacts produced from a collaborative inquiry-

based learning conducted in a class of engineering undergraduates. My work may contribute disciplinary-
specific examples and provide reference cases for the learning scientists.  

Methods and Data Sources 
The participants were 124 engineering undergraduates (104 males, 20 females) at the second to the third year 
(70 second year students, 54 third year students). They took a course for computer simulations and system 
modeling. These participants formed into groups of 3 to 5, and were engaged a collaborative-inquiry project 
about capacity sizing for an imaginary trading system. The students formed into 32 groups according to their 
own preference. Groups with more than half of the members having achieved G.P.A. of 3.5 or above are 
identified as expert groups. Based on this criterion, 6 out of the 32 groups were identified as expert groups; 
these groups involved 24 students (19% of all participants, 21 boys and 3 girl). The author admits that such 
selection criterion is not scientific enough. As a remedy, the two groups were further compared in terms of final 
examination scores in the course. The final examination was an individual assessment of students’ overall 
learning and its assessment was independent of the project. Students in the expert groups (M = 83.00, SD = 1.93) 
different from their counterparts (M = 64.47, SD = 11.11) significantly (p < .05) in terms of final examination 
performance. Rather then naming the rest of the class as novice group, I refer them as the non-expert groups in 
the rest of this paper. The participants were required to submit project deliverables that document all planning, 
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findings, and reflections along the project learning process as detailed as possible. Such deliverables reflected 
how students collaboratively tackled and understood the design problems. 

Results 
I compared the artifacts of the expert groups with that from the rest of the class. In accordance to the 
perspectives reviewed in (Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1993; Bruer, 1993; Chi et al., 1981; Chi, Glaser & Rees, 
1982), the following characteristics about how experts learn through collaboration and inquiry are identified. 

1. Expert groups practiced progressive problem solving while most of their non-expert counterparts 
adopted the best-fit strategy. 

2. Expert groups held knowledge-building goals and demonstrated extensive efforts in seeking external 
but related information. 

3. Expert groups approached the problem with underlying principles and do not take in given information 
as is. 

4. Expert groups demonstrated more sophisticated representation and organization of knowledge and 
concepts. 

5. Expert groups adopted contemporary project management principles as strategies for collaboration and 
inquiry.  

Based on the findings from this study, the followings are suggested for possible follow up in the future: 

• Although inquiry-based learning and collaborative learning have been recommended as a pedagogy to 
enhance student learning and knowledge construction, expertlike learners still demonstrate various 
differences in their collaboration and inquiry process. Aligning to the previous literatures, they behave 
differently in a number of aspects such as the problem solving behaviors and the organization of 
knowledge. The findings discussed in the previous section may provide additional information to 
learning scientists for improving learning with similar settings. 

• The current study provides important information about engineering learning and instruction, However, 
it is remarked that engineering educators should be aware about the prior knowledge that the students 
possess, and avoid exposing novices to expert models (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000: p.50). 

• Findings from the current studies do provide some useful hints on better implementation of 
constructivist pedagogies in the engineering discipline, as well as other disciplines in general. For 
example, contemporary project management skills such as better planning, testing, and documentation 
of the inquiry process, can be introduced to the students. One can also help the students defining 
project goal and objectives at the beginning of the projects. In particular, my findings also provide 
information on how expertlike learners work with system design and computer programming, which 
are the core competencies for engineering students.        
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Multi-Touch Tabletop Computing for Early Childhood Mathematics:  
3D Interaction with Tangible User Interfaces 
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Abstract: Research is motivated by advances in early childhood mathematics, the design of 

virtual manipulatives, and the development of multi-touch, tabletop computing combined with 

tangible user interfaces. Requirements include: 1) horizontal tabletop design affords physical 

support for material objects, keeping same interaction structure as users move between 

physical, virtual, and tangible interactions; 2) tabletop configurations have shown to facilitate 

greater collaborative activity where students interact with artifacts on surface simultaneously. 

Issues Addressed 
Multi-touch user interfaces are a growing area of interest, particularly in the field of education. Direct 

interaction with virtual manipulatives has significant potential for the process of learning (Iishi, 2008; Stanton, 

et al., 2001). We are developing a multi-touch tabletop system targeted at teaching mathematical and geometric 

concepts to young students. Most research in multi-touch user interfaces is focused on user interactions in two 

dimensions. Our system is fundamentally different in that we employ side-mounted cameras to track user 

interaction, thus enabling the perception of depth from participants’ hands to the tabletop’s surface. We consider 

the implications and potential of interaction in three dimensions. 

Potential Significance 
Our system is distinguished by its ability to observe user interactions in all three dimensions. By employing 

side-mounted cameras instead of a single bottom-mounted camera or sensor technology, the system is able to 

observe the distance from the user's hand to the tabletop's surface, thus enabling depth perception (see Figure 1). 

  

Figure 1: Perceiving depth from the user’s hand to the table’s surface. 

Interaction in all three dimensions has significant potential for the process of learning. We hypothesize 

that a three-dimensional model more closely resembles the "real world" model that children naturally develop to 

interpret their physical surroundings than a traditional, two-dimensional user interface. This model has the 

potential to more effectively develop spatial cognition and geometric concepts by utilizing all three dimensions 

of interaction. Depth perception enables hand gestures that can provide an immersive, interactive computing 

environment. Imagine pinching and lifting a virtual block over another or flipping tangram pieces with the flip 

of a wrist. Three-dimensional gestures can also be integrated with traditional, two-dimensional user interfaces; 

consider pinching and lifting a virtual document and flinging it off screen to throw it away. One could also 

zoom into or out of a document by moving the hand into or out from the screen. The potential of depth 

perception in developing immersive, three-dimensional applications is limited only by software. Consider that a 

tangram application can support three-dimensional interaction by allowing pieces to be flipped by flipping the 

wrist rather than clicking a counter-intuitive, two-dimensional button that represents a three-dimensional action.  

Imagine a drawing application that enables students to draw "off the canvas,” or a block stacking application 

that explores stacking virtual blocks in three-dimensional space with a two-dimensional representation mirrored 

on the screen. 

Technical Solution Based on Tangible User Interactions 
The horizontal touch surface is a 30" liquid crystal display covered with a sheet of glass for a smooth, protective 

surface. Two side-cameras are mounted at adjacent corners of the surface and point toward one central point on 

the display. Video streams from the cameras are processed on a Mac desktop system. Since no specialized 

hardware is used, the cost of the system is relatively low compared to projector-based multi-touch tables such as 

the Microsoft Surface or SMART Technologies SMART Table. 
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Figure 2: General apparatus and perspective of system. 

 Given that no specialized hardware is used, the system is mostly software-oriented. Prior to interacting 

with the system, the software first goes through a learning phase to compose a library of recognized shapes.  

These shapes are based on physical pieces that are placed on the touch surface. After the learning phase, the user 

may either interact with the physical pieces or directly manipulate virtual representations of the pieces. To track 

user interactions, the two video streams are combined to form one coherent, three-dimensional model of the 

touch plane. The system employs edge detection algorithms to track user fingertips and resolve occlusion when 

only a portion of a piece is visible. 

Preliminary Findings, Conclusions, Implications 
One of the greatest technical challenges of using side-mounted cameras to perceive depth is occlusion 

resolution. Occlusion occurs when a user's hand obstructs a camera's line of sight to a piece. The system must 

continue to observe the piece's translation and rotation when only a fraction of the piece is visible. Occlusion is 

resolved by mapping visible points of interest (e.g. corners and edges) to its corresponding library entry. Once 

this entry is identified, the blocked portion of the shape may be extrapolated. As a result, only a fraction of the 

shape must be visible to accurately observe the movement of the entire piece.  

In addition to the benefits of depth perception, this approach inherits the benefits of traditional multi-

touch systems. Research suggests that direct interaction with physical or virtual manipulatives more effectively 

develops geometric concepts than traditional, two-dimensional, graphical user interfaces (Clements, Sarama & 

DiBiase, 2003). Multi-touch surfaces are also shown to keep children’s' attention longer and horizontal surfaces 

increase the creative process more so than vertical surfaces (Moulin, Lenne, Abel & Gidel, 2009). Virtualizing 

user interactions enables the system to monitor the collaborative process in real-time. This can potentially be 

used to streamline the analysis of user interactions and provide feedback to participants in real-time (Noss & 

Hoyles, 2006). This feedback has been shown to influence the participation of users; those that dominate the 

collaborative process tend to decrease their contributions, while those that have participated less increase their 

contributions (Bachour, Kaplan & Dillenbourg, 2009). Unlike with physical manipulatives, user interactions 

with virtual manipulatives may be moderated to influence the collaborative process. For example, child A may 

control only red pieces while child B may control only blue pieces. Moderating control over the collaborative 

process has also been shown to increase collaboration (Stanton et al., 2001). 
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23$+4<!HD121!C)*3,A,C)/32!E1*1!C*1+#',/)/384!51')81!K_PbQ!)/+!ZD,31!K_NbQ<!M)*3,A,C)/32!*)/%1+!,/!)%1!5*#'!
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+1018#C1+! (4! "#+,AR! )/+! @*,#/! KNOO9Q<! HD1! =1#HIH! A#/2,232! #5! 2,L! #C1/F1/+1+! e$123,#/2! '1)2$*,/%!
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e$123,#//),*12!#/8,/1! 3D*#$%D! 3D1!$/,01*2,34B2!A#$*21!')/)%1'1/3!24231'-!)/+! 3D*#$%D! 3D,2!24231'-!E1!')+1!

3D1!e$123,#//),*12!)0),8)(81!3#!3D1!23$+1/32!)3! 3D1!(1%,//,/%!)/+!/1)*!3D1!1/+!#5!)!21'1231*B2! ,/23*$A3,#/<!HD1!

C)*3,A,C)/32! 5,*23!A#'C8131+!3D1!"ZX>-! 3D1/!3D1!MM>-!)/+!5,/)884!3D1!=1#HIH!+$*,/%!(#3D! 3D1!C*1!)/+!C#23!

,/23*$A3,#/!'1)2$*1'1/3!C1*,#+2<!

Results and Discussion 
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"ZX>!C*1!)AA#$/31+!5#*!)(#$3!UWb!#5!3D1!0)*,)/A1-!E,3D!=1#HIH!C#23!)AA#$/3,/%!5#*!)/!)++,3,#/)8!_b!#5!3D1!

0)*,)/A1! )(#01!"ZX>!C*1-! )/+!MM>!C*1! )AA#$/3,/%! 5#*! )/! )++,3,#/)8!cb!)(#01!=1#HIH!C#23<!HD1! *12$832!

5*#'! 3D1! '$83,C81! *1%*122,#/! )/)842,2! 2$CC#*3! (#3D! #5! #$*! D4C#3D1212! 3D)3! KUQ! $/+1*23)/+,/%! #5! +11C! 3,'1!
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!

! RN! !RN! !F! p M SD 
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Conclusions 
HD1!*12$832!#5!3D,2!23$+4!*101)8!3D)3!%*1)31*!R/#E81+%1!#5!+11C!3,'1!)/+!,/A*1)21+!C8)$2,(,8,34!C1*A1C3,#/2!)(#$3!
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2,%/,5,A)/3! *18)3,#/2D,C! (13E11/! C8)$2,(,8,34! )/+! AD)/%12! ,/! R/#E81+%1-! ED,AD! ,/! 3$*/! C*#0,+12! 2$CC#*3! 3#!

A#/A1C3$)8!AD)/%1!3D1#*,12!ED1*1!'122)%1!C8)$2,(,8,34!,2!,'C8,A)31+!)2!)!R14!5)A3#*!K"#81!)/+!?,/)3*)-!UVVWQ<!

G$*3D1*'#*1-! 3D,2! 23$+4! 2D#E2! 3D)3! 1LC8,A,3! ,/23*$A3,#/! )(#$3! A8,')31! AD)/%1! A)/! )'18,#*)31! ',2A#/A1C3,#/2!

)(#$3!E1)3D1*!)/+!A8,')31!+,23,/A3,#/2<!HD121!2,%/,5,A)/3!*18)3,#/2D,C2!)*1!)!/)2A1/3!*121)*AD!C*#%*)'B2!,/,3,)8!

231C!3#E)*+!+11C1/,/%!23$+1/3!$/+1*23)/+,/%!#5!A8,')31!AD)/%1<!
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Abstract: This study investigated how students used Learning Management Systems (LMS) 

to interact with each other, collaborate, and co-construct knowledge without mediation by the 

instructor. Results indicate that students successfully used the LMS to interact and, to a 

significant extent, collaborate with each other, but there was very little evidence of knowledge 

co-construction within the LMS. The results suggested that the ease and availability of face-

to-face meetings as well as limitations with the technology were influencing factors.  

Introduction 
Contemporary conceptions of learning emphasize social, distributed, and collective forms of interaction 

between students (e.g., Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) 

researchers have demonstrated the value of peer interactions via online environments and elaborated many of 

the conditions under which students can use technology to profit from working together (e.g., Dillenbourg, 

1999). Thus it becomes increasingly important for educators to build opportunities for student peer interaction 

into their curriculum and to provide students with the tools for social interaction that have the potential to lead 

to collaborative and constructive learning outcomes. Web-based Learning Management Systems (LMS) are 

nearly ubiquitous in higher education today. Although most LMS are used for the distribution, management, and 

retrieval of course materials, these systems can also incorporate functionality that supports interaction between 

students and instructors and among students (West, Waddoups, & Graham, 2007). While there has been a 

significant amount of research on the kinds of communication tools found within LMS (see De Wever, 

Schellens, Valcke, & Van Keer, 2006), there has been little research on how students use the collection of LMS 

tools to socially interact with each other and arrive at common goals with their peers. 

The research study described in this paper was primarily focused on how LMS support peer learning. 

The context for this study was an undergraduate biology course that had a required group project. In focusing on 

the group assignment, three research questions were investigated: (a) what types of peer interactions between 

students take place within LMS, (b) what factors influence the types of peer interactions between students 

within LMS, and (c) how LMS can be improved in order to better support student learning.  

Defining Student's Online Social Processes 
In this study, students' online communication within LMS was characterized as one of three forms of 

interaction: basic interaction, collaboration, or knowledge co-construction. Basic interaction can be defined as 

"sustained, two-way communication among two or more persons" (Garrison, 1993, p. 16). For this study, basic 

interaction was defined as any kind of communication that took place online within LMS tools. 

Collaboration is often defined as "a coordinated … activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct 

and maintain a shared conception of a problem" (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995, p. 70) in which the group members 

collectively negotiate the final outcome or deliverable product (Dillenbourg, 1999). Thus, in this study, basic 

interaction was further distinguished as collaboration when students used LMS tools to engage in interaction 

that served to develop and/or sustain shared ideas about a collective problem. Knowledge co-construction 

refers to the types of Vygotskian social interactions with other people that allow individuals to build their 

understanding about the world. Just as not all peer interaction is collaborative, not all collaborations 

automatically lead to knowledge creation; collaborators must engage in conversation in which participants' 

viewpoints are articulated, accommodated, and challenged by group members in order to construct new 

meanings that are retained and elicited at a later point in time (Murphy, 2004). In this study, knowledge co-

construction was thus defined as collaboration between students within LMS tools when either new 

information was conveyed from one student to another and retained by the receiving student or a new 

understanding was elicited by students through their collaborative interactions. Within this study, 

collaboration and knowledge co-construction were defined as specific forms of social discourse of the more 

general construct of peer interaction and were limited to the content of students' online messages. 

Setting, Participants, and Methodology 
This study was conducted during one semester at a public American Midwestern four-year university. Students 

from one upper-division undergraduate laboratory course in Biology were asked to participate. As part of this 

course, students completed a group project of writing a mock grant proposal to the National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) on any unpublished biological topic of their choosing. Students worked independently or in self-selected 
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groups of 2-6 students. Overall, there were 32 groups formed for the group project, twenty-one of which 

voluntarily decided to use the LMS to create their own site (82 students, average group size: 4 students).  

The content of all communication between site participants within LMS was collected. An online 

survey (n=56, 44% response rate) was also administered after students turned in their group project. In order to 

analyze students' peer-to-peer communication, online messages were combined or separated into individual 

"units of meaning" based on the natural breaks in students' conversations and messages to each other (Henri, 

1992), resulting in a total of 397 peer-to-peer message units. Next, each message unit was coded in order to 

classify the type of peer interaction that took place. Finally, a second type of coding examined the content of the 

message units. There were a total of 627 "topic" codes assigned with each of the 397 message units assigned a 

maximum of three codes (27 different coding categories).  

 

Results 
The majority (60%) of the 397 peer-to-peer message units within LMS were identified as collaboration, 

followed by basic interaction (37%), and knowledge co-construction (3%). While the median number of 

message units was 11.5 per student group, there was a wide disparity in the number of message units for each 

student group ranging from 4 units to 120 units. The majority of topic codes assigned to message units coded as 

basic interaction discussed face-to-face meetings (35%). Message units coded as collaboration were assigned a 

wide variety of topic codes, the most popular of which was biology concepts and procedures (17%). Half (50%) 

of the message units coded as knowledge co-construction also concerned biology concepts and procedures and, 

in addition, also contained evidence of new learning.  

Nearly three quarters (74%) of LMS users reported using their site at least a few times per week. Over 

three quarters (82%) of students also reported that they met face-to-face at least once every week suggesting that 

LMS use was not a substitute for meeting. When asked what students discussed at face-to-face meetings (52 

total comments), most of the students (n=47) replied that they divided work or went over certain portions of the 

grant proposal and that they did so because it was easier than meeting online.  

Discussion and Conclusion 
The results show that every group that used the interactive LMS tools had at least one collaborative exchange on 

their site, and about half of those groups had more collaborative messages than interactive messages. There was 

an abundance of basic interaction and collaborative messages found within students' online messages, providing 

support for potential student learning within this technology. However, there was very little evidence of 

knowledge co-construction in students' online communications. That is not to say that students did not learn 

from each other or from this course assignment, only that evidence of such learning was not found in the 

majority of messages within LMS. There were several possible factors that may have influenced whether 

students engaged in collaboration or knowledge co-construction within LMS including the high rate of face-to-

face meetings and problems and limits of the LMS technology.  

While LMS do have many of the basic tools to support students' knowledge co-construction, those 

tools lack the necessary features to guide, facilitate, and scaffold students successfully. LMS should therefore 

incorporate some basic scaffolds to facilitate student collaboration and knowledge co-construction for projects 

like the one investigated in this study. LMS are complex, multifaceted systems that require continued design 

improvements as well as attention from instructors, instructional designers, and researchers in order to achieve 

their potential as a technological facilitator for student learning. 
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Abstract: In this study, participants view representations of science from television programs 

and categorize the show’s characters as “scientists” or not. Follow-up interviews reveal that 

when thinking about the science and knowledge claims in the television shows, participants 

adopt one of two views about scientists: either “process-dominant” (scientists as people who 

investigate claims using some process) or “persona-dominant” (scientists as people who have 

a specific look, demeanor and credentials). 

Introduction 
The argument is often made that, in a democracy, an understanding of the nature of science is necessary for 

people to participate fully as informed citizens (Driver, Leach, Millar & Scott, 1996; Sandoval, 2005). In 

concert with this argument, I suggest that if we want to uncover the views people hold about the nature of 

science we should do so in contexts where they actually interact with public claims of scientific knowledge. The 

NSF finds that about 40% of US adults primarily get their information about science and technology from 

television (National Science Board, 2008); therefore it seems reasonable to use science-based television shows 

as a context in which to explore people’s views on the nature of science. In this study, I have chosen two 

popular shows, Mythbusters and Ghost Hunters, which make arguments and claims that are presented as 

scientific. How might a viewer interpret the differing methods, attitudes, and unusual versions of science 

presented by Mythbusters and Ghost Hunters? And what might these interpretations reveal about the viewer’s 

views on the nature of science? 

Theoretical Background 
For several decades, researchers have attempted to understand exactly what views people have about the nature 

of science, both as a practice and as a source of knowledge. A great deal of research is done through 

questionnaires that overtly ask participants what they think science is, and how it works (e.g., Lederman, Abd-

El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002) This research often argues that people hold relatively concrete ideas about 

the nature of science, often seen to run from naïve (e.g., scientific knowledge as absolute) to informed (e.g., 

scientific knowledge as tentative). While this prior research has identified some broad trends in how people 

view science in school, the various methodologies used to probe those views rely on tacit assumptions that may 

not be accurate or useful for understanding how people make sense of science outside of school. Some 

researchers (Leach, Millar, Ryder, & Séré, 2000; Elby & Hammer, 2001; Hammer & Elby, 2002) have argued 

that much of this research incorrectly assumes that views of science are articulable and consistent across 

contexts. According to Leach, et al., (2000) there is no evidence that a person’s responses to generalized 

questions about the nature of science can be used to predict the knowledge drawn upon by the person in a 

specific context. I go further in arguing that studies that do attempt to localize questions in a context (e.g., 

Leach, et al., 2000) do not go far enough. These marginally contextualize studies often do not: 1) Have a real 

world familiarity or significance. 2) Supply participants with the underlying arguments of real world scientific 

claims. 3) Portray a diversity of scientific methodologies (Sandoval, 2005). Therefore, I have chosen to use two 

television shows as the contextual basis of my study. These shows (Mythbusters and Ghost Hunters) reflect 

authentic popular representations of “science,” are consequential to the viewer in that the topics are familiar, 

and construct an argument (each using a different method) and a resultant claim of knowledge. 

Method  
There were eight participants for this study: four adults (3 females, 1 male; aged 41-47) and four children (2 

females, 2 males; aged 11-14.) Each participant viewed a 20-minute clip from both Mythbusters – experiments 

about whether a penny dropped from a skyscraper can kill a person – and Ghost Hunters – collection of video 

and audio recordings in an allegedly haunted tavern. Clips were counterbalanced to control order effects. After 

each clip, the participant was interviewed about the specific show they had just seen. The interview protocol 

used was divided into three sections: 1. An introductory set of questions. 2. A set of questions intended to draw 

out some of the participants’ opinions about how the shows’ methods and evidence. 3. A set of questions 

designed to elicit the participants’ views of scientists.  

Analysis & Results 
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Interviews were transcribed and labeled on a spectrum from naïve to informed understanding of science. While I 

was able to find many cases where the participants’ responses seemed to fit these categories, there seemed little 

consistency within interviews, demonstrating that individual pieces of evidence activate different ideas about 

science. Furthermore, this top-down approach left an unacceptable number of responses unable to be 

categorized. Therefore, I took a more bottom-up approach and analyzed the nature of single responses and what 

larger patterns emerged from them. 

 Based on this analysis, it seems the participants held one of two very different views of science. One 

group claimed neither the Mythbusters nor the Ghost Hunters were scientists while the other concluded both 

were scientists. Participants were evenly split (4 each) into the two groups. These two groups have been labeled 

Persona-dominant or Process-dominant based on the very different benchmarks each group used to categorize 

the shows. The members of the Process-dominant group, which felt both shows were science, seem to place a 

premium on the process and actions a scientist goes through. This group viewed scientists as anyone who used 

the scientific method (or a caricature thereof). For example, one participant stated plainly when asked whether 

or not the Mythbusters were scientists: “They start out with a question if a myth is right or wrong and then they 

go test it which is kinda like what the scientific method is. You have a question and you try to answer it.” 

Likewise, the plausibility of the existence of ghosts did not matter to this group; they all concluded the Ghost 

Hunters were scientists because of the process they claimed to employ, not due to the plausibility of the target 

studied. 

 The Persona-dominant group, however, were more interested in what a scientist looks like and where 

the scientist works. Members of this group were particularly dubious of the fact that neither the Mythbusters nor 

the Ghost Hunters display any credentials: One claiming, “I would have felt better if they’d said, ‘So-and-so is 

from MIT and so-and-so is from Harvard.’” The Persona-dominant group view scientists as professionals, 

working in a sterile lab and doing their job in a very serious way, as evidenced by one member of this group 

asserting, about the Mythbusters, “I think they’re guys who are, um, probably pretty crafty about figuring out 

ways to do different things… I was going along with them up till the part they started goofing around.” 

What is striking about the fact that each participant fell into one of two categories is that not one of 

them made any real distinction between the two shows. For these participants, at least, determining if something 

is science or not is a relatively surface level task. The Persona-dominant group saw people that violated their 

prototypical image of a scientist and thus decided they could not be scientists. While the Process-dominant 

group made similar surface level determination by deciding anyone seeming (or claiming) to employ a method 

must be a scientist, and no one is this group dug deeper to determine the specifics of the given method and 

critically evaluate its validity.  

Conclusion 
This small study raises interesting questions about how people view science, and how researchers attempt to 

uncover those views. Through the categorization of television scientists it became clear that for some 

participants the process a scientist goes through was more important than what the he or she looked like or was 

testing. On the other hand, other participants were much more interested in the persona of the character 

presented as a scientist. These views seem much different, and much more pliable, than views uncovered in 

previous (decontextualized or marginally contextualized) research. However, this study says little about how 

these views actually impact how people evaluate claims to scientific knowledge. In future research, I hope to 

explore this question more fully. 
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Abstract: This paper reports on a study to investigate the effects of collaborative concept 

mapping in a one-device-per-student (1:1) digital learning environment, as compared with 

one-device-to-many-students (1:m), in terms of students' overall learning gains, knowledge 

retention, quality of the concept maps, interactional patterns, and learning perceptions. Guided 

by the methodology of quasi-experimental research, we adopted Group Scribbles (GS) 1.0 in 

our empirical study where students carried out collaborative concept mapping activities in two 

different settings: (a) students working in pairs with one Tablet PC assigned to each of them; 

(b) multiple students sharing a Tablet PC. In particular, we investigated the students' learning 

process, identified and compared various interactional patterns exhibited by the student groups 

who were engaged in both settings, and discussed how such group dynamics might have 

affected the quality of the student artifacts produced by individual groups. 

Introduction 
Social study is an integrative theme that applies multiple disciplines of learning concepts and principles to social 

life. In most of the routine social study lessons in schools, teachers are in general still practicing didactic 

instructions, drill and practice, and continuous assessments. They are learning outcome-oriented but not keen on 

ensuring students' thorough understanding of what they learned, which results in the fact that students only 

focus on memorizing fragmented knowledge without synthesizing it. This paper reports on a study that aimed to 

investigate the process and the effects of collaborative concept mapping in a 1:1 digital learning environment, as 

compared with 1:many mode. In particular, we are keen on exploring the students' learning process and 

identifying various interactional patterns exhibited by the student groups who were engaged in the two 

collaborative modes through our analysis of student interview transcripts and video recordings during the 

activities. Eventually, we triangulated all the data and formulated our findings in the nature of 1:1 and 1:4 

computer-supported collaborative concept mapping activities. 

Literature Review 
One-to-one technology enhanced learning is the way that a student uses at least one computing device with a 

networking environment for learning (Chan et al, 2006). The devices used for such a learning mode usually 

incorporate the affordances such as: personalization, connectivity and supporting social interactivity (ibid). With 

the advancement of the information technology, the concept mapping software that provides the affordances of 

selecting, deleting, classifying, sequencing, modifying, connecting and listing of concept maps has been 

developed. Plotnick (2001) also points out that as computer-supported concept mapping offers the ease of 

editing, dynamic linking, format conversion, ease of transfer and storing, which are very conducive for learners 

to create concept maps. Otherwise, various researchers have been seeking for ways to categorize interactional 

patterns in small learning groups, with or without computer supports, through their ethnographic studies on such 

learning activities. In Table 1, we compare three relevant studies and a recent effort to synthesize them.  
Table 1: Consolidation of interactional patterns in small groups  

 Milson (1973) Roth (1995) Huang (2001) 

Ideal Ideal Symmetric interaction Turn taking 

Leader Dominant leader 

Asymmetic interaction Leader 

Shifting symmetric 

interaction 
Focus 

Tete-a-tete Tete-a-tete 
Parallel occasional 

interaction 
 

F ragmented 
Fragmented, cliquish 

Asymmetric interaction Fragmented 
Stilted 

No participation Unresponsive 
No participation  

Unsocial 
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Methodology 
Sixty four students from two Grade 6 classes in a primary school were involved in the study. They were taught 

in the second unit of the Social Study lesson, !"#$%&'(%#')*+,#-#.,-/*0-#-1%(%#'*-#2*3.4#4(,.*5.',$,',%&6, as 

well as taking a competency pre-test on the subject, prior to the study. Students were split into e!"#$% &'('%

")*+,-.%/01%2!"#$%&'(4 ")*+,-.3%By using the Group Scribbles (GS 1.0) software, each of the members of the 

1:1 group was assigned a Tablet PC to perform collaborative concept mapping, in the 1:4 group 4 students 

sharing one Tablet PC. The quantitative data consisted of the results of pre-, post- and postponed-tests, with the 

&4-5% -6*)2.%,)*,*-21%78%4*9/:%;%5*<!0% ='>?@A%about the scoring rubric of the students' concept maps. A 

questionnaire was administered to investigate student attitudes in collaborative learning, the usability of the 

software, and learning by concept mapping. Eventually, we triangulated all the data and formulated our findings 

of the nature of 1:1 computer-supported collaborative concept mapping activities. 

 
Figure 1: collaborative concept mapping activities 

 
Figure 2: Students' concept map 

Conclusions 
Social Studies emphasizes the skills of synthesis and application. The key to the mastery of the subject is to 

move away from the conventional "rote learning" and take place with actively engagements in meaningful 

learning and knowledge building. In this study, we investigated collaborative concept mapping as a solution to 

this issue. Both 1:1 and 1:4 settings were implemented and compared, with the following findings being drawn, 

! Learning outcomes: Our analysis of student performances show that both 1:1 and 1:4 settings had indeed 

been able to improve the students' results and demonstrated good retention. Furthermore, both settings did 

not result in significant differences in the improvement in these two aspects. 

! Results of concept mapping: Although little difference in the concept map scores between students 

engaged in the two settings, the standard deviations of the 1:1 groups had been greater than those of the 1:4 

groups. According to our analysis, the underlying reason of the greater differences in the performances 

among the individual 1:1 group members would be that the levels of group bonding had a greater influence 

on the effectiveness of their collaborations. 

! Interactional patterns: We analyzed all the student groups' interactions and discovered that the 1:1 groups 

had practiced four interactional patterns respectivelyB% 0/C2D8B% &!12/D.% =$#2%C*-$%,*,+D/)%C*12AB% &D2/12).B%

&$2$2-a-$2$2.%/01%&E)/"C20$21.3%F#2%'(@ ")*+,-B%*0%$#2%*$#2)%#/01B%/--+C21%$#2%&D2/12).%/01%&E)/"C20$21.%

(the most popular) patterns but not the other two. We argue that the 1:1 group had demonstrated 

interactions of better quality as compared with the 14 groups as the former setting had facilitated greater 

autonomy to individual students, thus enhancing their level of participations in collaborative learning. On 

the other hand, there had been isolated students occurred in some of the 1:4 group, resulting in far-from-

ideal group interactions. 
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Abstract: In the science curricula of various countries, scale receives an important place in middle as 

well as in high school science education. This study explored scale concepts of inservice and preservice 

teachers from three countries, Austria, Taiwan, and the USA. Accuracy of scale concepts differed in 

the samples of the three countries. The Austrian and Taiwanese samples held more accurate concepts 

of scale than the U.S. sample. Inservice teachers had more accurate concepts than preservice teachers. 

Introduction 
There are powerful ideas that stretch across all the science domains. One of these prevailing ideas is scale. Scale 

encompasses not only variables such as size and distance but also includes other variables such as time, weight, 

and temperature. Scale is very important in science because the properties of materials change as the magnitude 

of scale increases or decreases. As the American Association for the Advancement of Science has pointed out, it 

is crucial for students to develop an understanding of the “immense size of the cosmos, the minute size of mole-

cules, and the enormous age of the earth (and the life on it)” (AAAS, 1993, p. 276).  

 This study examined teachers from three different countries (Austria, Taiwan, and the USA). In the cur-

ricula of all three countries, scale receives an important place in middle school and high school science educa-

tion (Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Arts, and Culture, 2009; Ministry of Education, 2009; State Board 

of Education, 2009). With regard to middle school students’ knowledge of scale, the three countries differed 

strongly from each other in the PISA studies. Concepts of scale were mainly measured in the mathematics part 

of the PISA studies and are regarded as basic concepts of mathematical education. In the 2006 PISA studies, 

students in Taiwan received the best rank of 57 countries when mathematical knowledge was measured. Austria 

was 18th, the USA 35th (OECD, 2006). In this study, the accuracy of scale concepts of teachers from the three 

countries was investigated. Students in preservice teacher programs (novice teachers) and inservice teachers 

(experienced teachers) participated. In the study, differences between the three countries as well as differences 

between novice and experienced teachers were explored. 

Methodology  
Participants in this research study included secondary science teachers drawn from two different coun-

tries that use metric in everyday contexts: Austria (n = 101), and Taiwan (n = 59) who volunteered to be part of 

the study. The concepts and experiences of these teachers were compared to teachers from the United States (n 

= 66) from a previous study of teachers’ concepts of size and scale (Jones, Tretter, Taylor, & Oppewal, 2008) 

for a total of 226 teachers (131 females, 95 males). Participants were recruited from undergraduate and graduate 

teacher education programs and area schools.   

All participants of the study completed two assessments designed to examine conceptual categories of 

size and scale accuracy. These assessments included the Scale Anchoring Objects (SAO) and the Scale of Ob-

jects Questionnaire (SOQ). The SAO assesses representative objects that participants use for conceptual under-

standing at a variety of scales from a nanometer to a billion meters. The instrument asks participants to generate 

objects representative of different size scales (nm, µm, mm, cm, etc.). The SAO reflects a number line of sizes 

that participants mentally hold (Jones, Tretter, Taylor, & Oppewal, 2008). The accuracy of a participant’s un-

derstanding of scale was measured by the number of correct answers in four ranges, the nanometer to millimeter 

range (nm – mm), the centimeter to meter range (cm – m), the 10 meter to 1000 meter range (10m – 1000m), 

and the million to billion meters range (million – billion m). The SOQ assesses perceived sizes of a variety of 

objects. From a list of options spanning less than a nanometer to over one billion meters, participants indicate 

which scale range each object falls within. The instruments indicates which scale sizes are well distinguished 

from each other and where in the size continuum individuals conceptualize distinctly different categories of 

scale (Jones et al., 2008). The accuracy of a participant’s understanding was measured by the number of correct 

answers in four ranges, nm – mm, 1mm – m, 1m – 1000m, million m – billion m.  
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Results  
Scale Anchoring Objects  

A multivariate analysis of variance with the factors nationality (Austria, Taiwan, USA) and experience (novice 

versus experienced teachers) was carried out. Dependent variables were the number of correct answers in the 

four ranges of scale. The analysis yielded a highly significant difference between the three nationalities (F20, 406 

= 8.355; p <.01). According to post-hoc Tamhane tests, Austrian and Taiwanese participants gave significantly 

more correct answers than US-american participants in three ranges: nm – mm, 10m – 1000m, million – billion 

m. The Taiwanese sample scored significantly better than the Austrian sample in the nm – mm range, the Aus-

trian sample scored significantly better than the Taiwanese sample in the 10m – 1000m range. There were no 

differences in the number of correct answers in the cm to m range. The MANOVA showed neither a main effect 

for the factor experience (F20,202 =.999; p >.5) nor an interaction effect (F20,406 =.142; p >.5). 

 

Scale of Objects Questionnaire (SOQ) 

A multivariate analysis of variance with the factors nationality and experience was carried out. Dependent va-

riables were the number of correct answers in the four ranges of scale. The analysis yielded a highly significant 

difference between the three nationalities (F10, 430 = 5.413; p <.01). In all four ranges the Austrian sample scored 

significantly higher than the US sample as post-hoc Tamhane tests showed. Taiwanese teachers gave more cor-

rect answers than the American teachers in all ranges except the >1m – 1000m range. The Austrian sample gave 

significantly more correct answers than the Taiwanese sample in the >1m – 1000m range. The multivariate 

analysis of variance also showed a significant main effect for the factor experience (F10, 430 =2.210; p <.5). In-

service teachers gave more correct answers in the >1m – 1000m and >million – billion m range than preservice 

teachers. There was no interaction between nationality and experience (F15, 648 =1.014; p >.5). 

 

Table 1 and 2: Mean values for SAO and SOQ for three nationalities 

 

 SAO   SOQ 

 Austria Taiwan USA   Austria Taiwan USA 

nm to mm   66.1  76.9  34.0  nm to mm   66.1 63.3  52.2 

cm to m  99.4 100.0  94.2  >1mm – m  84.3 77.9  60.1 

10m to 1000m   98.0  91.3  92.6  >1m – 1000m  88.9 73.9  69.1 

mil to bil m  67.3  66.0  35.7  >mil – bil m  64.0 60.4  46.2 
Note. Values are mean percentages of correct answers 

Discussion 
The results of the SAO analyses showed there were significant differences between the three countries in all 

ranges except the cm to m range. This range reflects sizes and objects which are usually encountered in daily 

life and which can be experienced directly by seeing and/or touching. In contrast, the nm – mm and the million 

– billion m range reflect objects and sizes which are encountered in academic contexts. In these ranges, the 

differences in concept accuracy reflect the results of the PISA study: The Austrian and Taiwanese samples con-

sistently received higher scores than the U.S. sample. It seems that differences in accuracy of concepts are estab-

lished in school and remain stable even in experienced teachers. Furthermore, in all countries, inservice teachers 

had more accurate concepts for large sizes. It seems that preservice teachers have more difficulty in conceptua-

lizing scales beyond the human realm and that accuracy of concepts is further developed by professional teach-

ing experiences.  
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Abstract: In this poster, we offer !"#$%&'($)*%"+,,-"!."/,0"./$"!1.&2&.&$%"!(#"#!.!",3"+$!)(&('"

and assessment can be structured in immersive virtual game environments called Massively 

Multi-Player Online Games (MMOG). In doing so, we examine the sources of evidence from 

which learning and assessment activities are derived in MMOGs, offering examples of how 

multiple evidence channels in operation through game-based activities can be utilized to 

construct rich data trails for assessment. 

 
 
Sources of evidence in MMOGs  

A growing body of literature points to the value of a sub-type of virtual worlds-based game called the Massively 

Multi-Player Online Game (MMOG) for engagement and learning. Researchers investigating educational 

MMOGs have explored the design, functionality, and learning impact of such environments, focusing primarily 

on analysis and evaluation of the curricula embedded in them (e.g. Nelson & Ketelhut, 2007; Nelson, 2007).  In 

this poster, we approach the issue from a different analytical framework, examining the kinds of activities 

supported by virtual worlds, with a particular focus on how such activities may provide meaningful data for 

assessment.  

In spite of the sensory and situational complexity of MMOGs, there are relatively small numbers of 

possible recordable interactions supported by the environments from which researchers can gather data relevant 

to assessment. These interactions provide data via what we define as Global Evidence Channels. These evidence 

channels track learner activities in three main categories: Location/Movement, Object Interaction, and 

Communication Activities (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Global Evidence Channels 

 

Location/Movement Object Interaction Communication A ctivities 

Location tracking 

! X location visited 

! Time spent at X 

! Coordinates 

Movement tracking 

! Direction 

! Speed 

! Acceleration/deceleration 

! Teleporting 

Movement patterns 

! Order of movement 

! Movement as response 

! Movement strings over time 

Objects:  

! View 

! Select 

! Click 

! Manipulate 

! Pickup 

! Release 

Object Types: 

! Artifacts and inventory 

! Tools 

! NPCs 

! Humans 

! 4&(.!('&5+$%6" 

! Type 

! Speak (VoIP) 

! Response selection 

! Emote 

! In and out of character 

! Human and NPC 

! Goal-oriented vs. social  

 

Location/Movement 
The exploration of virtual worlds by learners offers a rich source of direct and indirect evidentiary data that can 

be mined by researchers, educators, and evaluators. By tracking locations visited and the patterns of movements 

of learners through a virtual world over time, researchers can assemble a historical trail which provides 

information about the moment to moment learning of those students.   

In creating MMOG-based assessments, designers can plot out assessment hotspot locations in the 

virtual worlds. Each hotspot can contain opportunities for interactions that help indicate the learning state of a 

player at that point in space and time. The sequence of location visits within a carefully designed world can also 

provide evidence about the state of knowledge construction in a given domain among groups of learners. 

Related to the location evidence collection supported by MMOGs is  movement-based evidence. Examining the 

direction, speed, and duration of travel within a virtual world designed to elicit evidentiary activity can provide 

data on student learning over time.   
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Object Interaction 
A second channel of evidence supported by MMOGs is Object Interaction. Object interaction occurs in two 

main ways in MMOGs: simple viewing of objects in 3-D space and direct interaction with objects, i.e. selecting, 

clicking on, rotating, picking up, moving, or dropping objects in the MMOG world. Within these two categories, 

p+!7$)%*"!1.&,(%"1!("5$"#&2&#$#"&(.,".0,".78$%9"45),0%&('6"!(#"48:)8,%$3:+6;"<("==>?%@"8+!7$)%",3.$("&(.$)!1."

with objects without clear purpose. In this mode, they click on all visible objects simply to see what happens 

(e.g. signs, buildings, landscape, and NPCs). In contrast, purposeful object interaction is when players seek out, 

view, select, and interact with objects in a clear and strategic manner to accomplish some goal. They click on 

specific objects in a virtual world that need to be collected to advance the game or that are awarded as 

reinforcement for a successful quest completion.  

In addition to examining the kinds of interactions a player has with given, data for assessment can be 

gleaned by examining the types of objects with which the player interacts in completing an assessment quest. 

There are several object types, each of which provides a different type of data to be analyzed: realistic, 

enhanced, and media objects. In addition to the different object types, there are a number of in-world object 

classes with which players can interact, and through which assessment data of varying kinds can be gathered. In 

examining player use of these different object classes, researchers can investigate the manner in which players 

interact with the objects, the choice of objects used for specific tasks, the selection and assembly of objects into 

a limited inventory of useable tools, and the de-selection or discarding choices of objects.  

  

Communication Activity 
A third evidence channel supported by MMOGs is Communication Activity. MMOGs generally support three 

classes of communication: text-based instant messaging, voice-based communication, and non-verbal signaling 

A!+%,"1!++$#"4$B,.&('6C;"D1),%%"!++"1+!%%$%",3"1,BB:(&1!.&,(@"8+!7$)%"1!("&(.$)!1."0&./",./$) players (and with 

NPCs) for social and/or quest-related purposes. Quest-related communication consists primarily of pre-quest 

planning strategies for upcoming quests, mid-quest communication used to share information about the quest 

and conduct ongoing evaluation of the current status/effectiveness of team members---a kind of formative peer-

based evaluation system---, and post-quest summative peer evaluations. In post-quest communication, players 

review successful or failed quest strategies and plan changes for future quests to increase the odds of group 

success.  

 

Dyadic and Triadic Channel Combinations 
When players explore MMOGs, their activities and interactions are virtually never completed in the neatly 

delineated fashion we outline above. Rather, players perform actions that produce evidence in dyadic and triadic 

combinations from which useful assessment data can be derived. 

 

Conclusion 
With careful design, MMOGs can support activities that provide data useful for real-time and post-hoc 

assessment of individual and group learning over time. These data have no inherent value for assessment by 

themselves. It is only through careful design of the virtual worlds, in-world objects, tasks, and quests that the 

data take on meaning for assessment. As we progress in our own research, we are working to refine the initial 

ideas presented here, and seek to answer the many questions raised by this discussion. 
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Abstract: The pilot study looks for empirical answers to the following question: What distribution of 

perceived social skills within learning groups is predictive for group member’s degree of satisfaction 

with group performance and quality of collaboration? Data collection took place with two 

questionnaires at the beginning and the end of semester. The analysis of 20 learning groups (N = 59 

teacher training students) revealed the following trends: High exchange orientation (i.e. being able to 

cooperate, compromise, resolve conflicts etc.) and high assertiveness within groups are associated with 

more satisfaction concerning collaboration quality and group performance. Heterogeneous groups with 

low group-means of the social skill exchange orientation were less satisfied with their work and stated 

to be less efficient in collaboration than other groups. 

 

 

Research design  
The present study was conducted with 59 students of the University of Teacher Education Pädagogische 

Hochschule Bern. The students participated in a media education course and had to work on a media project in 

groups of two or three during three months. Our research questions were: 

1. Which individual social skills are predictive concerning satisfaction and quality of cooperation, in a 

collaborative project-based learning setting? 

And on a group level: 

2. Which configuration of social skills within the learning group is perceived by the group members to be 

effective for successful project-based collaborative learning? 

At the beginning of the course all students completed a self-assessment questionnaire (pre-questionnaire) about 

their social skills. At the end of the project, students filled in a questionnaire covering their satisfaction with the 

project and their perceived quality of collaboration. 59 students (20 project-groups) completed pre- and post- 

questionnaire.  

 

Self-assessment of individual social skills (pre-questionnaire) 
The questionnaire contained 16 self-referential statements for which students had to choose between four 

responses (totally agree – totally disagree).  

 
Indicators of satisfaction and quality of cooperation towards the end of the project work 
(post-questionnaire) 
To measure satisfaction with the achieved project work and the quality of collaboration we used the following 

six questions with four possible responses (totally agree: 4 – totally disagree: 1): 

1. I am satisfied with the achieved level of team work (satisfaction) 

2. The group worked together in an efficient way (efficiency) 

3. The responsibilities were clearly distributed within the group (division) 

4. There was a group leader (centralized management) 

5. We got along well within the group (harmony)  

6. We supported each other and / or complemented one another well within the group (support).  

 
Results 
Self-assessment of perceived individual social skills 

In order to reduce complexity we tried to find similar answering behavior within the 16 asked questions.  

The items of the questionnaire were reduced to higher-level factors using principal component analysis (pca). 

The extracted five factors explained 67%  of the variance. All factor scales had satisfactory internal consistency 

between (Cronbach’s alpha: 0.698 !"#"!"$%&'(). We labeled the five factors: exchange orientation, empathy, 

initiative, leadership and assertiveness. 
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Correlation between  social skills factors (of pca, first questionnaire) (pre questionnaire), 
indicators of work satisfaction and perceived quality of cooperation (post questionnaire) and 
within items of the post questionnaire 
The social skills correlated to various items concerning satisfaction and perceived quality of collaboration. 

Highly significances (p<0.01) were found between ‘satisfaction in work’ and ‘collaboration efficiency’ r(59) = 

.43 ; satisfaction in work and ‘distribution of work’ r(59) = .36; ‘collaboration efficiency’ and ‘distribution of 

responsibilities’ r(59) = .49; collaboration efficiency’ and ‘group leader r(59) = .53 ; collaboration efficiency’, 

and ‘mutual support r(59) = .63 ; ‘group harmony’ and ‘mutual support’ r(59) = .56 ; distribution of 

responsibilities and mutual support r(59) = .43. Significant correlations (p<0.05) could be found between 

‘distribution of responsibilities’ and ‘group leader’ r(59) = .43; ‘empathy’ and ‘satisfaction with work’ r(59 = -

.30; ‘empathy’ and ‘collaboration efficiency’ r(59) = -.28 and ‘empathy’ and ‘mutual support’ r(59) = -.27. 

 
Proposal of a possible way to combine the results of the analysis of individual social skills 
and the interindividual (group related) specificity of different social skills  
The quality of collaboration within groups is not singularly based on the individual group member - level of a 

particular social skill (e.g. exchange orientation). Rather a systemic view might be appropriate, were a group 

consisting of persons with both high and low individual levels of a particular social skill will likely perform 

differently than groups were the members perceive the same or a more comparable level of the concerned social 

skill.  We call this pattern of individual social skills within a group the skill - configuration.  

In order to analyze how satisfaction and quality of collaboration within groups was dependent on the skills 

configuration, we split the sample for each of the five skills (see pca) into homogeneous and heterogeneous 

groups (based on the average range between group members with the highest and with the lowest skills level) 

and in groups that showed a high or a low average group level of the skill. Thus, for each social skill, four group 

types could be differentiated: HOLO: homogeneous group with low means in a specific social skill; HELO: 

heterogeneous group with low means of the focus social skill; HOHI: homogeneous group with high means of 

the focus social skill, and HEHI: heterogeneous groups with high means of the focus social skill. Using group 

typologies based on homogeneity/heterogeneity and average skills level showed various promising effects in our 

pilot study even considering that the range of heterogeneity within the heterogeneous groups was quite small: 

 

Performing several analyses of variances (ANOVA) we could find the following results: 

! Exchange orientation: (HELO groups were less satisfied with their work, F(1,18) = 5.589; p < .001, 

and less efficient in collaboration, F (1,18) = 12.447; p < .001) than the three other group types.   Thus, 

a low exchange orientation is a threat to work satisfaction and collaboration quality only, when group 

members show different levels in this skill. Presumably, it is the high exchange oriented group 

members that suffer the most in this kind of skills configuration. Initiative:  HOLO groups were less 

supportive and complementary than the other three group types, F(1, 19) = 3.455, p < .10. For HELO 

groups such an effect was not found. To have no group members that act socially initiative is therefore 

especially disfavorable to mutual support giving. 

! Leadership: HOHI groups had a more efficient collaboration than groups of types HEHI and 

HELO,F(1, 19) = 2.906; p < 0.10). Many high leadership oriented people make for efficient 

collaboration within a group. However, groups that show a homogeneous skills configuration with 

respect to leadership (HOHI and HOHE) have less often a centralized leadership than heterogeneous 

groups (especially HEHO), F(1, 19) = 4.376, p < .05. 

! Assertiveness: Members of HOLO and HELO groups reported to have lower mutual support than 

members of HOHI groups. F(1, 19) = 2.705, p < .10. 

 

Multilevel analysis might also be valuable for our data but for our pilot study with a small amount of 

participants and groups we did not consider the multi-level approach. In our ongoing study with a lager amount 

of groups and participants multi-level analysis approach will be compared to the described method in the pilot. 

The major problems we encountered in our pilot concerned the reduction of complexity and the interactions 

between the parameters on individual level and on group level.  
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Abstract: This paper reports on a pilot study on the effect of animated classroom stories, as a reference 

point, directly embedded in the space of online communication tools to help mathematics teachers 

collectively learn to notice critical events of teaching practice. The main results include: more than 70% 

of the teachers’ comments focused on instructional practice, chat and forum could be complementary to 

help experienced teachers, and only forum could be suitable for novice teachers. 

Introduction 
The practice of teaching is important but very complex and difficult (Leinhardt & Ohlsson, 1990): the teacher 

must be able to continuously structure or restructure his or her knowledge in different ways in order to 

adaptively respond to changing practical demands from moment to moment, adapting different semiotic 

resources from student to student, and from class to class. We aim at using interactive rich-media 

representations of teaching and online communication tools for the design of virtual settings to support 

mathematics teachers in learning to do the practice of teaching. We used animated classroom stories
1
 as 

reference artifacts to prompt discussion among teachers, engaging them in talking about the rationality they 

invest in action (Herbst & Chazan, 2003). Although animations may reduce some degrees of complexity of 

classroom interaction, they were designed in such way that eliminated noisy elements (often present in video 

records of practice) helped teachers attend to important events of classroom interaction. We also embedded the 

animations as reference points directly into the online discussion space. That original feature can make the 

discussion among the participants more meaningful and in-depth. 

 Our first research question is to look at how much of the teachers’ discussion is focused on classroom 

interaction and whether their exchanges are more in-depth when they refer to the embedded animations. The 

second question is concerned with how the nature of the discussion tool (chat vs. forum) is correlated with 

teachers’ noticing. The third question is to examine the differences in noticing between experienced and novice 

teachers in those specific settings. Noticing, evaluating, and interpreting noteworthy features of teaching 

practice are important for teachers to improve their own professional practice (van Es & Sherin, 2008). The 

study is the first critical step of a design-based research agenda (Collins, 1992) toward building complex virtual 

settings for teachers to learn to do the practice of teaching. 

Method 
Nine experienced mathematics teachers were randomly organized into two virtual groups: four in the forum 

condition and five in the chat condition. A similar pair of sessions was carried out with eight novice 

mathematics teachers: four in each condition. Those participants had previously seen the animated stories and 

discussed them either in a study group or in a teacher education class. In both conditions, the participants did the 

same warm-up activity: viewing a clip from the beginning of a lesson and a clip from the end of the lesson, then 

responding questions about what might happen in between, and finally viewing the full story. After that the 

forum participants went to a forum in which three threads with questions about three noteworthy moments were 

created in advance. The chat participants individually responded to those same questions before joining a chat. 

A moderator was available in both conditions.  

Data included screen records of interaction between the teachers and the online experiences, session 

logs, and video records of focus groups after the online experiences. Sentences of forum and chat logs were 

coded to understand what and how teachers noticed during discussion. Our coding system (Chieu, Weiss, & 

Herbst, 2009) is partly based on the codes used by van Es and Sherin (2008). It consists of five categories: The 

Topic (what was talked about) codes consisted of five “content topics” (mathematics, students’ mathematics, 

teachers’ tactics, teachers’ planning, and emotion and climate), three “context topics” (media, user-interface, 

and interpersonal), and other.  The Subject (who was being talked about) codes were subjectless, student, 

teacher, self, and other. The Stance (how teaching practice was analyzed) codes were descriptive, evaluative, 

interpretive, and other. The Specificity codes (level of specificity used to discuss teaching practice) were 

general or specific. The Temporality codes (how the embedded animation was referred to) were none or 

reference to the animation in general / scene of the animation / action in the animation / specific time code.  

                                                             
1
 Interested readers may request an account at http://grip.umich.edu/themat/ to watch examples of animations. 
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Results And Discussion 
Overall, the participants in all groups concentrated on discussing their professional practice (more than 70% of 

their comments were about content). More specifically, they narrowed the focus on making references to 

students’ mathematics, teachers’ tactics and planning, and students’ emotion and classroom climate. The 

participants predominantly attended to the animated teacher and/or students. They frequently took evaluative 

and/or interpretive stances. Except for the pre-service teachers in the chat condition, the teachers’ comments 

were specific, and the specificity was often about pedagogy. The experienced teachers often referred to the 

animation when they made comments. Those figures were comparable with the results of the video club study 

(van Es & Sherin, 2008). 

We found that relationships existed between referring to the animation and making specific comments. 

For example, in any group the probability that a sentence that did not refer to the animation in general would be 

specific was just 60% of the probability that a sentence referring to the animation would be specific (95% CI = 

[.24, .97], p = 0.001). The findings mean that teachers’ comments were more specific when they referred to the 

embedded animation than when they did not. The existence of those relationships shows evidence for the 

effectiveness of the embedded clips. Indeed, if one assumes that making specific comments engages teachers in 

more meaningful and in-depth discussions, and helps them notice critical events of instructional practice better 

(which might influence how well they learn how to do the work of teaching better), then it is useful to stimulate 

them to refer to the specificities of the shared artifacts when they make comments. Embedding animation clips 

directly in the virtual space of discussion is an effective way to support this specificity. 

The study also found that both chat and forum conditions can be complementarily used to engage in-

service teachers in meaningful exchanges about their professional practice. The chat condition, however, may 

not be useful for pre-service teachers to be able to create in-depth and significant exchanges about teaching 

practice. The forum condition could be much better for pre-service teachers. Indeed, in that condition they can 

attend to and discuss instructional practice in a manner that is closer to the way experienced teachers do. 

Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, we report on a study to understand the nature of the discussion of both teachers in online chat and 

forum conditions in which animated clips of classroom interaction are embedded and used as a reference point 

to facilitate and stimulate meaningful and in-depth discussion. We especially look at how the participants notice 

critical events of the embedded classroom story. The study found evidence to support the original feature of our 

online experiences: embedding animations directly to the online discussion space. Although the study did not 

analyze teachers’ actual practice of teaching, it did analyze their ability to notice and interpret critical events of 

the practice, an important part of their professional work (van Es & Sherin, 2008). 

The study, as the first step of a design-based research approach, also identified technological problems 

and provided suggestions for those problems. For example, because of little experience in the use of forum, 

several teachers in forum mistakenly responded to a “seed” entry though they wanted to respond to a sub-entry 

of that “seed” entry. This finding may indicate the need to implement a new forum format in which members’ 

entries will be organized in a semantic and tree-structured system rather than in a chronological system that has 

been very common in many web-based forums. That feature has been implemented in a new forum tool in the 

second iteration of our development process. Our preliminary observations with the use of the new forum tool 

by pre-service teachers suggest that the new forum format seems to sort the above confusing issue out and also 

help the users follow discussion stories more easily. 
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Abstract. To reduce the risk of failure when implementing an innovation, understanding factors 

that may influence users’ intention to use a system should be obtained before the system is 

implemented. This study proposed and tested a pre-implementation technology acceptance 

model. This model may help change agents to evaluate the feasibility of the innovation and to 

identify the key factors that may determine the success of the innovation. 

 

Introduction  

Enthusiasm and expectations about the benefits that an eportfolio system could bring for students has run very 

high recently. However, current practices of developing and implementing eportfolio systems are primarily 

determined by administrators or faculty; students’ voices are substantially neglected from both practices and 

research (Ayala, 2006). Research shows that it is important to understand whether users view a product as 

valuable even before they have any real experiences with it, because such perceptions may strongly influence 

their intention to use the product and the level of satisfaction that they feel with it (Sweeny & Soutar, 2001). 

While Davis, et al. (1989) called for an investigation on “how far upstream in the development process we can 

push user acceptance testing (p.1000),” on the basis of the Diffusion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 2003) and 

Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, et al.), this study proposed and tested a model to show how users’ 

intentions to use an eportfolio system may be predicted by variables such as prior experiences, key usability 

concerns, perceived values, organizational championships, and attitudes before users have any chance to interact 

with the system. Eight hypotheses for the relations between these variables constituted this model.  

H1: Perceived values may significantly influence users’ intention to use an eportfolio system.   

H2: Perceived values may significantly influence the perceived importance of the key usability concerns.  

H3: Perceived key usability concerns may significantly influence users’ attitude toward using an eportfolio 

system.  

H4: Perceived importance of institutional championship may significantly influence the perceived values of an 

eportfolio system.  

H5: Perceived importance of institutional championship may significantly influence the perceived importance of 

key usability features 

H6: Perceived importance of institutional championship may significantly influence the attitudes toward using 

an eportfolio system. 

H7: Users’ attitudes toward using an eportfolio system may significantly influence users’ intention to use it. 

H8: Users’ prior experience may significantly influence the perceived importance of the key usability features. 
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Method 

A web-based questionnaire composed of 6 scales (for the aforementioned 5 predicting variables and 1 dependent 

variable) with a total of 40 items measured with 5-point Likert scales was developed. Exploratory and 

confirmatory factor analyses were conducted and identified two to three factors within each scales (Figure 1). 

Three hundred and sixty four college students who never used an eportfolio system before were invited to 

participate in this study. 

AMOS was used to test the convergent validity. The standardized path loadings were all significant and 

greater than 0.7. The composite reliability (CR) and the Cronbach’s alpha for all constructs exceeded 0.7, and 

the average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct was greater than 0.6. These results suggested 

satisfactory convergent validity of this model. The tests on the structural model found that all the fit indices and 

the parsimonious fit measures meet the recommended criteria (Figure 1). These results suggested that this model 

appropriately explains the structure of the data and that all hypotheses were supported.  
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Figure 1. Testing results of the structural model 

 

Conclusion 

Implementing an information system, such as eportfolio in schools, is usually a big investment and often 

susceptible to failure if users’ opinions were not well considered. This study provided a framework for 

understanding factors that influence users’ intention to use a system before they have real experience with it. It 

helps to evaluate the feasibility of implementing an innovation. 
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Introduction 
Students can make two kinds of contributions to a blogosphere; these are primary. As a blogger, each 

student produces an open journal, a monologue about the course content. As a discussant each student 

participates in a dialogue about the content of one or another post. As a secondary form of participation students 

can read in the blogosphere. 

As a blogger, a student posts her reflections on some part of the course material. A blog post may refer 

to the text or quote the text, refer to the lecture, an issue that was discussed in class, another blog, or to an 

outside article, site, or book. Frequently students will include personal experiences or anecdotes as part of their 

post. The students develop their individual voices. The monologues of the students are published and broadcast, 

emerging in an open space, giving students exposure to multiple viewpoints and voices. The ratio, the balance, 

of these voices gives a student a textured view of the course material. In addition to authoring posts, students act 

as discussants on each other’s posts. Much of the commentary is either an agreement or expatiation on another 

student’s point. Other responses are more discursive.  

This paper presents part of a case study of students co-blogging throughout the semester. The class 

blogosphere became a repository of information, opinions, monologues and dialogues about the course content. 

Over the course of the semester there was an aggregation of information that was “mined” by the students. The 

focus of analysis is on the impact of the students’ co-blogging work on two papers they wrote during the 

semester. The data shows that each student’s individual contributions to the blogosphere prepared the student 

for writing the papers. The data also shows that students leveraged the contributions of other students when they 

wrote their papers. 

Background literature 
A co-blogging community is social and student-owned (Oravec, 2002). Because co-blogging is Web 

2.0 technology, the “buy-in” for students is fairly cheap (Glogoff, 2005; Duffy 2008). The informal nature and 

ease-of-use of co-blogging encourages students to explore and publish their own ideas under less pressure than 

in formal in-class discussions (Althaus, 1997). Because each student has her own blog, she has full control over 

the content and can establish personal and intellectual ownership of her work (Fredig & Trammell, 2004). When 

a student writes a blog post she practices at producing a narrative about the significant elements of the course 

material (Williams & Jacobs, 2004). Co-blogging creates opportunities to exchange, explore, and present 

alternate viewpoints (Fredig & Trammell, 2004). It exposes students to alternate ways of “seeing” and 

“constructing” what is significant and why (Oravec, 2002; Fredig & Trammell, 2004). Discussions on issues 

related to the course material naturally emerge, enabling students to collaboratively work through the arguments 

and trade-offs, weighing and comparing different explanations and justifications, which positively impacts 

learning (Andriessen, 2006). 

The Co-blogging Environment 
The co-blogging environment has been developed using the design-based research methodology, over a 

number of years, in several different courses; it is implemented using a wiki-based educational platform, the 

WDP, that supports a variety of collaborative learning activities (Larusson & Alterman, 2009). In the co-

blogging environment, each student has a blog. Each blog post shows a picture of the author, a title, and a tag 

that relates the post to a lecture given in class. At the bottom of a post, there is a list of people who read the post. 

Any threaded discussion that emerges is shown below the relevant post. As a student writes her blog, she can 

read another student’s post on the same topic with a click of the mouse. When a student begins to write a blog 

post she can use one of the tags that are assigned to each lecture. At the “front entrance” to the blogosphere, 

there is a list of the five most recent posts or comments on posts. Each item in the list displays the name of the 

author of the post or comment and a short excerpt from the contribution. Students can also access the posts via a 

word cloud or by doing a keyword search. Students receive daily email newsletters that summarize the online 

co-blogging activity in the previous 24 hours. The newsletter lists the title, author, and first line of all the newly 

created blog posts, and a list of similar information for any new comment. Students can use the links on the 

newsletter to directly navigate to any post or comment on the blog site that is of interest. 

Case Study 
In an introductory undergraduate course taught in Fall 2008 on Internet & Society, 25 students from a 

variety of disciplines co-blogged throughout the semester. At the beginning of the semester, an in-class tour and 
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exercise introduced the students to the important features of the co-blogging environment. The students were 

required to blog at the pace of one post per lecture: there were two lectures per week. A typical post was 1 or 2 

paragraphs in length. The students were also required to read and comment on other contributions to the 

blogosphere. The co-blogging work of each student counted for 35% of his or her grade. All of the students’ 

online work was automatically recorded in a transcript, which enabled both quantitative and qualitative 

analyses. Lecture slides were used as a basis for tagging content in the blogosphere and the paper. For each set 

of lecture slides, the instructor identified a set of key topics that were covered by the lecture. All the posts and 

comments in the blogosphere were coded using these topics/tags. 

Capitalizing on the aggregation of information while writing papers 
The total number of additions to the blogosphere is a rough measure of the amount of information 

“digested” by the class while doing the co-blogging exercise. Because posts and discussions, once created, 

persist throughout the semester, the students can “mine” the aggregated information as a resource for another 

learning activity, when the situation warrants it. Many students sampled other contributions in the blogosphere 

before posting to their own blogs (roughly 35%).  Right before a paper deadline, many students did heavy 

reading in the blogosphere in order to access and review ideas, arguments, examples that were relevant to the 

paper they were writing, reproducing, in their own words, the content of relevant posts and discussions they 

found in the blogosphere. 

Figure 2 shows the relation between activity within the blogosphere and students authoring papers 

during the time the class read two books for which they wrote short papers. 

1. The y-axis compares the number of topics/tags on each student’s posts and comments (primary 

participation) to that number for the same student’s topics/tags in his or her paper. A positive number 

means that more of a student’s paper was composed of topics they posted and/or commented upon in 

the blogosphere. A negative number means that a majority of the content in a student’s paper did not 

originate in contributions to the blogosphere. 

2. The x-axis computes a similar number for reads (secondary participation). So, a positive number means 

that more of a student’s paper was composed of topics they read about in blogosphere prior to writing 

her paper. A negative number means that a majority of the content in a student’s paper did not originate 

from reading in the blogosphere. 

Consider each of the four quadrants of the graph starting in the upper left-hand quadrant: 

Q1: Primary participation provided preparation for writing papers.  

Q2: Primary and secondary participation provided preparation for writing papers.  

Q3: Secondary participation provided preparation for writing papers.  

Q4: Most of these students’ papers were derived from work that was not 

influenced by their activity in the blogosphere. 

For 16 of the 25 students, their work in the blogosphere familiarized them with a majority of the 

concepts that appeared in their two papers (their data is either positive on the x-axis or y-axis). The largest 

group of students (Q3) benefited most from the reading. The next largest group (Q2) benefited significantly from 

both primary and secondary participation in the blogosphere.  

 
Figure 1: Activity in the blogosphere exposes students to topics they discuss in their papers. 

 See page 3 of paper for reference list. 
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Abstract: We report on a pilot of DevInfo GameWorks, a web-based system that allows users 

to create and play data-driven educational games.  In particular, we focus on the challenges of 

scaffolding game creation, encouraging meaningful inquiry as the basis for game design, and 

supporting a community of learners.  Preliminary findings point to several areas for continued 

investigation and development.  

The promise and challenge of learning through designing games 
Research over the past two decades has pointed to the power of engaging learners in designing their own games.  

At the same time that the idea of learning through playing digital games has gained currency (Gee, 2007; Salen, 

2008), educators taking a “constructionist” approach (Bruckman, 1998; Papert, 1991) have pointed to the even 

greater potential of learning through creating games, especially when the goal is to create games with an 

educational purpose (Carbonaro, et al., 2006; El-Nasr, 2006; Kafai, 1996).  Game-creation has the potential to 

support higher-level thinking and expression using multiple literacies, and to boost motivation and self-esteem 

for children who don't consider themselves good at traditional literacy practices (Robertson & Good, 2005). 

In this work, however, three persistent challenges remain. First, despite the increasing availability of 

tools designed to support game-programming by novices (e.g., Overmars, 2004), making digital games still 

generally demands substantial time and technical skills. Second, it is not easy for learners to create games that 

are satisfying to play, interesting, and genuinely educative. While we believe that games can provide a 

framework for meaningful inquiry, novice game-designers understandably tend to concentrate on the mechanics 

of their game rather than educational implications (e.g., Kafai, 1996; Overmars, 2004). Third, while a 

supportive, interested, and widely-distributed audience for learner-created games can provide crucial motivation 

and feedback (Resnick, et al., 2009), environments that support this kind of authentic community remain rare.  

Background and Methods 
We have attempted to address these three challenges through DevInfo GameWorks (“DIGW”), a system that 

includes game templates that allow easy creation of new game content; tools and resources to help learners 

focus on inquiry with real data; and tools for feedback, collaboration, and social networking so that there is a 

community of learners.   

The center of DIGW is a website (http://digw.org) that has templates designed to allow easy creation of 

data-driven games that can be played in three formats: online in real time by multiple players, in solitaire mode, 

or in printed form offline.  (The first game template is based loosely on tic-tac-toe, but with enhanced elements 

of strategy, knowledge, and chance.) Using databases of indicators related to the United Nations Millennium 

Development goals and other data sets, as well as user-created media, learners can design and play games that 

are based on inquiry into rich sets of information, and which focus on meaningful relationships among data.  

(For example, learners might investigate questions such as, “what is the relationship between GDP and HIV 

infection rates in Africa?” or, “What are the biggest health problems in my community, and how big are these 

problems regionally and globally?”) 

At the same time, social-networking features help generate situations in which intentional learning 

becomes natural: learners are able to engage with serious content in playful ways; older users can mentor 

younger ones; and the community as a whole has an overarching goal of increasing the knowledge and 

engagement of the group. 

Many DIGW users are students using the system as part of a class assignment or project, but the 

system is also available for use by the general public.  Teachers who wish to use the system as part of a class 

have access to curriculum materials and guides, but no attempt has been made to standardize use of the system 

across all learning contexts.  

Because of this variety of uses, and the range of educational aims that inform these contexts, our 

analysis has not focused on finding some sort of cause-effect relationship between DIGW and a predefined 

“achievement” measure; rather, we have looked at the extent to which the system supports new ways of 

engaging in higher-level thinking activities, especially those that involve so-called “21
st
 Century skills” such as 

collaboration, "network awareness," and critical consumption of information (e.g., Davidson, 2009; Wagner, 

2008).  To do so, we have examined the quality of engagement and learning, as measured by field observations, 

evaluation surveys, interviews with facilitators and participants, and a content-analysis of the games themselves.  
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Finding and implications 
When DIGW was first proposed, the immediate goal was to increase awareness of global issues in general and 

the Millennium Development Goals in particular.  An early pilot with urban sixth grade students established that 

DIGW can be an effective tool for this aim (Robertson, Baglin, & Kupperman, 2009). Since then, however, the 

system has been used to achieve a wide variety of different content goals: for example, a primary school teacher 

in South Africa was attracted by the opportunity for learners to practice English language expression in an 

authentic environment; a college professor used it to help her students learn literacy education concepts; and a 

high school journalism teacher saw it as a way for her students to do grass-roots journalism. 

Across these varied contexts, it has become apparent that two aspects of the system are particularly 

relevant in terms of supporting high-level intellectual engagement and the 21
st
 Century skills mentioned above.  

First is a strong sense of the audience – in other words, the potential players – during game design.  In the most 

successful designs, this sense of audience helps shape everything from the game’s topic to media choice and 

text phrasing. Ultimately, a good DIGW design must be interesting and appropriately challenging for players, 

and it also should convey some important information.  Of course, a sense of audience is important in any kind 

of authoring, from traditional texts to blogs or video, but because a DIGW game is played rather than read or 

viewed, the player’s perspective is especially compelling.   

The second aspect we have found to be particularly relevant is the importance of a tangible artifact as a 

product of inquiry, along with opportunities for social sharing and feedback around this artifact. Having a 

concrete and public outcome seems crucial to fostering a sense of ownership and pride in the inquiry and design 

work. This second aspect closely echoes the findings of Resnick and colleagues (2009) about users of the 

programming environment Scratch: young people were able to do remarkably self-motivated and sophisticated 

work in an environment that supported personally meaningful projects and social sharing. DIGW pushes this 

idea further to include an additional emphasis on inquiry into real-world data (both from electronic databases 

and from local communities) and globally relevant issues. 

All of that said, more work is needed to address the persistent challenges listed at the beginning of this 

paper.  First, even though DIGW greatly reduces the technical knowledge necessary to create a game, it is still 

not trivial to make a game that is genuinely and uniquely interesting, educative, and challenging to others. (At 

the same time, the intellectual work of designing a game is important, and we don’t want to shortcut that by 

making game creation “too easy.”) We are continuing to work on ways to scaffold this process.  Secondly, we 

need to better help participants frame interesting questions for inquiry and find rich data representations. Project 

participants are directed to a range of sophisticated tools that can be used to access, organize, and analyze data, 

but we know that access to tools by itself is not enough. We are developing a number of strategies to support 

deeper inquiry, including the creation of a library of "interesting questions" and related resources. Finally, when 

done in a school setting, even a task like game design can be reduced to schoolwork – an involuntary 

demonstration of knowledge for the teacher. Ultimately, then, success will depend not just on better 

technological tools and materials, but on better ways to think about teaching, school, and learning. 
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Abstract: With recent trends in residency training moving towards outcomes-based 

education, changes are needed in the design of undergraduate medical education. This study 

explores medical students’ learning facilitated by an online system, the ENCORE LMS, 

designed to enhance the standard curriculum by promoting self-regulation and self-reflection. 

Student survey responses and analysis of their online journals provide evidence of content 

mastery and development of self-regulated learning. We discuss the effectiveness of this 

student-centered learning management system. 

Introduction 
While medical school education has evolved in response to basic and clinical research discoveries and an 

enhanced understanding of learning methods, undergraduate medical education (UME) retains at its core the 

time-based curriculum of two pre-clinical years focused on basic science lectures and two clinical clerkship 

years. This model was established nation-wide a century ago, with its roots dating back to the 1870s (Flexner, 

1910). Outcomes-based education has recently taken hold in residency programs and, anticipating that this trend 

will move upstream, the medical school at a large Midwestern U.S. research university is investigating a 

competency-based approach for UME. Combined with rigorous assessments, this curriculum reform will 

ultimately permit a student to move through medical school at his or her own pace while still achieving mastery 

over the content required by licensing boards. 

To support this new curriculum, named ENCORE, the medical school is partnering with faculty at the 

university’s Schools of Information and Dentistry to prototype a new learning management system (LMS), 

following Dalsgaard’s (2006) recommendation to replace the monolithic learning management system in order 

to “engage students in an active use of the web as a resource for their self-governed, problem-based and 

collaborative activities.” Key features of ENCORE include explicit competency standards that must be met for 

graduation, assessments that track student mastery of outcomes, and flexible learning paths based on the 

individual needs and interests of students. ENCORE relies on a self-regulated learning model; a metacognitive 

process built on the concept of, and positively correlated with, perceived self-efficacy or personal judgment of 

performance capability (Schunk, 1985; White & Gruppen, 2007). Self-efficacy contributes to motivated 

learning, which emphasizes acquiring skills and knowledge over task completion. Self-regulation includes 

strategies for planning, monitoring, and modifying student cognition (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990). The benefits 

of self-regulated learning have been established through controlled studies that show students with good self-

regulation skills performing at a higher academic level than those without such skills (e.g., Zimmerman & 

Bandura, 1994). Challenges include maintaining motivation and developing the skills to effectively use 

feedback. 

ENCORE’s portfolio-oriented LMS features tools for managing learning outcomes, listing and tagging 

learning resources, recording patient encounters, reflective journals, formative and summative assessments, and 

faculty feedback. Faculty mentors provide a default set of learning activities while students self-select (and 

sometimes self-define and acquire) learning activities and learning resources, such as journal articles and 

anatomy videos. Self-regulated learning in ENCORE occurs both independently and in peer groups. Students 

decide when they are ready for summative assessments based on their use of formative assessments. The 

research question for this project is: How do medical students develop and express self-efficacy and identity as 

self-regulated learners in an environment facilitated by a new learning management system? 

 

Methods and Preliminary Analysis 
During the summer of 2009, six first year medical students were recruited to participate in a six week evaluation 

of the ENCORE curriculum. The pilot curriculum had three major threads: clinical experiences with patients, 

collaborative learning projects, and independent learning. An online survey instrument was administered six 

times during the study, prompted at different times of the day, to ask students about the reason for their most 

recent use of the LMS, their assessment of the value of the LMS, and the relevance of that use to the learning 

objectives. Students also utilized the system to record journal entries regarding their various learning activities. 

Survey data revealed that, at the moment of prompting, 37% of the students were using the ENCORE 

LMS because they wanted to, while 73% of the time they were completing a compulsory task. Using a 5 point 

Likert scale (1 = not at all relevant to 5 = very relevant) to measure the fit between the LMS tools and learning 

activities, 89% of the student responses were that the system tools were somewhat or very relevant to the 
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current learning task. Using a similar scale, 81% of the student responses were that the LMS somewhat or very 

much improved the quality of the learning activity. 

Students provided 160 daily and capstone journal entries in which they were asked to address the 

following prompts: What are your (reflective) thoughts about today’s learning experiences? How did today’s 

experience(s) build upon previous learning experiences (e.g., the connections you are seeing/making)? Describe 

progress you are making toward your learning goals. Describe progress you are making toward program goals.  

Discourse analysis of the journal entries provides evidence of growing awareness of self-efficacy and 

learning. For example, one student, through the use of metaphor, indicates a positive experience while still 

acknowledging challenges:  

 

This whole week was a great opportunity to stretch my wings and try to fly a little for the first 

time. I feel like the Wright brothers. My first flights are very short and bumpy, but one day, 

I’m really going to make it work and I’ll walk into the room thinking “I can help this person” 

rather than “oh god, please don’t let me hurt them!” (S3) 

 

The same student, while hedging on qualifications and exhibiting stake inoculation (i.e., not claiming 

competencies not yet held), shares a success story of reaching the same conclusion as an attending physician: 

 

While diagnosing is not really a skill we’re expected to have mastered yet, I think it’s 

tremendously useful to push us to try and think it through. I may not be brilliant and quick 

yet, but I did come to the same conclusion as Dr. X. (S3) 

 

Another student indicated a shift in perception regarding the institutionally conferred power structure: 

  

I learned to be more critical about data and practices that were more based on tradition than 

research. Since starting medical school, we have been bombarded with so much information 

that I have not been able to question the validity of the material. Honestly I have assumed that 

everything we have been taught must be correct because the material is being presented by 

clinicians and PhDs who have more experience. It seems in medicine there is a hierarchy and 

sometimes information is just taken to be true just based on the fact that it comes from your 

superior and you don’t want to fail because you didn’t do what they thought was right. (S6)  

 
Discussion 
This study explored the use of a new learning management system in conjunction with an innovative curriculum 

based on self-regulated learning. The survey data indicates that although use is not primarily student-initiated, 

student learning can be facilitated by a learning management system “tuned” to self-regulated learning. The 

preliminary analysis of student journals demonstrates evidence of growing self-efficacy and learning. Future 

work will include more detailed discourse analysis of student journals and provide further evidence from the 

surveys, student interviews, and review of the broad range of artifacts generated during the pilot. Standardized 

test scores will also be incorporated into the analysis, facilitating a longitudinal assessment of the intervention. 

Although generalizability is not a top goal for this project, we anticipate that understanding the 

experience of a specific group of medical students will inform larger-scale follow-up initiatives. For example, a 

subset of the LMS tools are currently being deployed to all 170 first year medical students to support outcomes-

based collaborative learning around patient cases. This pilot will inform surveys of that larger population. As 

other disciplines move to outcomes-based education, these studies will inform a broader movement to support 

self-regulated learning and provide input to the design of student-centered learning management systems.  
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Abstract: Overherd is an information visualization tool that makes patterns of interaction and 

activity in online discussion boards visible so that instructors can more easily analyze their 

students’ contributions. Our system uses the forums tool from the Sakai learning management 

system (LMS) to create visual representations of online behavior. We describe the design and 

development of Overherd, and provide design recommendations for "mashups" that extend the 

functionality of LMS yet rely on existing data within these learning environments. 

Introduction and Motivation 
With the nearly ubiquitous use of Learning Management Systems (LMS) in higher education, instructors are 

increasingly turning to online discussion boards to augment classroom discussion – some even require that 

students participate to earn part of their grade. In this form of "blended learning" (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004), 

online discussion boards provide a number of advantages for both students and teachers (see, e.g., Xie, 2006), 

including improved student performance (Krentler & Willis-Flurry, 2005). However, discussion boards present 

a number of problems as well. For instance, making sense of the posts in an online discussion board can be 

difficult, even when the conversation is threaded (Kay, 2006). The general use statistics most boards make 

easily available, such as counts of posts or words, are poor measures of the quality of learning taking place in 

those discussions (Mazzolini & Madison, 2005) and incorporating online discussions into existing teaching 

practices can increase the course’s workload for both students and instructors (Brush, et al., 2002). In an effort 

to help instructors make sense of the discussions happening on a board and to ease their workload, we designed 

an information visualization tool called Overherd. We designed Overherd using the metaphor of herd behavior 

to visualize what students are talking about by providing different views that show aggregation patters of 

students, topic, and keywords.  The goal of Overherd is to make it easier for instructors to get an overview of 

what their students are talking about in online discussions by displaying visualizations that include post content, 

author information, and connections among posts (e.g., replies). These visualizations allow instructors to answer 

questions such as, “Are students using new terms introduced in class?” and “What course concepts are students 

most interested in discussing?” Overherd enables instructors to check for students’ understanding and to 

diagnose topics that may need additional discussion during face-to-face instruction. 

Designing and Studying Overherd 
Overherd is an extension of a Sakai-based LMS that includes a Forums tool for online discussions. In designing 

Overherd, we had very specific users and goals in mind – instructors of large lecture courses who used online 

discussions to extend classroom instruction. By limiting our design space, we were able to build a flexible 

platform that can still be extended to meet the goals of additional users in the future. In order to ground our 

design, we interviewed four instructors about their use of online discussion boards and later discussed paper 

prototypes of our designs with them. Overherd’s goals are to  

• facilitate faculty exploration of their classes’ overall understandings of a concept or concepts, and 

• assess student contributions and understanding for grading purposes. 

In order to address these goals, Overherd displays visualizations that include both content (e.g., the text of 

individual posts) and context (e.g., author information, timestamps). Table 1 provides an overview of the 

specific needs each visualization is designed to address. Figure 1 shows the design of Overherd. 

Overherd will be evaluated in two stages: first, a pilot user study where we display data from a 

completed course and ask instructors to evaluate the tool and second, a field study where Overherd will be 

deployed in several courses. These studies will explore whether Overherd helps instructors make sense of their 

students’ online discussions and reduces the instructors’ workloads.  

 

Table 1: Addressing user needs with visualizations 

User Need Visualization 

Overview of topics being discussed Treemap organized by term or person 

Determine which students use which terms Term/person node diagram 

See lists of posts that meet instructor’s search criteria Clustered list window 

Read posts that meet criteria Prose view window 
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Mashups and Learning Management Systems 
Many LMS such as Sakai, Moodle, or Blackboard provide tools that support discussion management. Because 

LMS are enterprise systems – whole campuses rely on their stability and infrastructure – it is difficult to 

experiment with new features and add-ons within the LMS itself (Severance, Hardin, & White, 2008). LMS 

capture and generate large amounts of data about use and content but do not provide easy access to or 

manipulation of that data outside the LMS. As technical barriers to building and experimenting with web 

applications decrease, the importance and usefulness of an application programming interface (API) for making 

LMS data available increases and creates opportunities for extending the tool sets available to support learning.  

Future Research 
Our future work will explore how instructors use Overherd to see whether it meets the goals of 1) allowing 

instructors to more easily get an overview of online discussions, and 2) reducing the overhead required for using 

online discussions. How instructors should participate in online discussions with their students is an open 

question (see Mazzolini and Maddison, 2005) Overherd will help answer. We will also explore the use of 

visualizations with students. A future version of Overherd will be student-focused and will allow students to 

search for terms and concepts within the discussion. We will explore whether those visualizations help students 

with self assessment and in finding answers to their questions about course concepts. 

Overherd is a technical research project as well, and we will continue to study the development of 

information visualizations for use in learning environments and to develop mashup tools that extend learning 

management systems. For example, future work will explore best practices for APIs that make LMS data 

available to external applications while protecting the personal and copyrighted information they contain. The 

lessons learned from Overherd’s development and field study will also inform future research on the usefulness 

of information visualization for other online discussions, such as support forums and email archives. 
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Abstract: This poster presents a cross-case analysis conducted on two out-of-school programs 

based on virtual environments: Global Kid’s “I Dig Science” curriculum in Teen Second Life 

and the GLS “casual learning lab” based on the online game World of Warcraft. Using a 

coding framework representing the shared instructional goals of the programs to analyze 

ethnographic data from both sites, we compare the nature of learning in the two contexts. 

There is a rising interest in out-of-school programs for informal learning as a way to complement (if not 

supplement) formal learning in classrooms. Recent trends toward extension of the school day in America 

coupled with an increased desire to not simply do more of the same have led to increased attention to informal 

learning programs in sites such as boys and girls clubs, local libraries, and both on- and off-campus initiatives. 

Coupled with this rising interest in informal education programs has been in increased interest in the use of 

online interactive technologies and virtual worlds. Commercial worlds such as Second Life, World of Warcraft, 

and Whyville – along with intentional learning environments like Quest Atlantis (Barab, Arcici, & Jackson, 

2005) and River City (Dede, Ketelhut, & Ruess, 2003)–have become “evocative objects” for educators 

interested in technology as a means for fostering social interaction, increasing motivation and engagement, and 

enabling quasi-authentic inquiry work in the context of virtual environments instead of real ones. Yet, we have 

few empirically documented examples of programs leveraging existing commercial virtual spaces toward 

educational ends save the work of Kafai and colleagues (Neulight et al, 2007). This poster reports on a cross-

case analysis conducted on two out-of-school programs based on virtual environments. The sites studied in this 

work – Global Kid’s (GK) “I Dig Zambia” curriculum in the context of the virtual platform Teen Second Life 

and the Games, Learning & Society (GLS) Program’s “casual learning lab” based on the massively multiplayer 

online game World of Warcraft – were selected for their comparable use of technology platform yet contrasting 

approaches to instructional design. Using a shared theoretical framework based on the instructional goals of 

both programs to analyze ethnographic data from both sites, we aim to tease out the similarities and differences 

in the forms of learning that took place in each context. We present preliminary findings from this research, 

highlighting the shift in research focus or “quintain” (Stake, 2006) from “affordances and constraints of virtual 

worlds platforms” to “situated comparison of intentional (GK) versus interest-driven (GLS) learning models.” 

Case One: Global Kids “I Dig Zambia” in Teen Second Life 
Global Kids is an independent non-profit organization with a mission to educate and inspire urban youth to 

become successful global citizens and community leaders. Toward this end, they organize out of school 

programs and experiences, including intensive summer camps, to educate youth about critical international and 

public policy issues and to inspire them to take action. The data we analyzed for this cross-case analysis was 

drawn from their 2009 summer camp entitled “I Dig Zambia.” “I Dig Zambia” brought together 19 minority 

adolescents from Chicago and New York for two weeks to learn about paleontology, biology, and Zambian 

culture and politics in Teen Second Life. This intentional learning environment included structured activities 

designed to give participants an opportunity to develop their 21st century skills, social interactions with 

practicing paleontologists, and virtual world exhibits where youth presented their culminating work as well as 

blogposts which added a reflective writing component to their daily activities. 

Case Two: GLS Casual Learning Lab Based on World of Warcraft 
The GLS casual learning lab based on World of Warcraft was an eight-month after school program targeting 22 

adolescent boys that were disengaged (and frequently failing) in school. The goal of the GLS Casual Learning 

Lab was to explore ways that instructional designers might leverage adolescents’ existing interests in games in 

order to engage them in practices that are both aligned with schools and meaningful in their everyday offline 

lives. Participants and research staff met regularly in-game during the week for regular gaming using “guild” 

functions to structure play and once a month for face-to-face Saturday pizza parties on campus that enabled 

more structured data collection activities such as focus group discussions and interviews. Based on a general 

model of “interest-driven learning,” research staff acted as informal mentors rather than instructors with all 

content instruction arising only on demand, in the context of authentic gaming practice.  

Methods: Data Collection & Analysis 
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Ethnographic data collection methods (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1986) were used across both in-game and 

face-to-face contexts at both sites. Data collection included multimodal fieldnotes, in-game chatlogs, videotaped 

and transcribed face-to-face discussions, and participants’ blog (GK) and forum (GLS) posts. The coding 

scheme used for this analysis (see Table 1) was constructed out of the instructional goals of each program and 

functioned as a shared framework for tracing the emergence of key practices and dispositions within each site. 

Codes were negotiated between the two program directors, then piloted, and then refined into a final set of 11 

themes total with 44 subcodes nested within theme. A team of eight researchers then coded the entire data 

corpus from both sites using NVivo. Interrater reliability, calculated on 10% of the data corpus, was 98%. 

Thematic Comparisons and Conclusions 
Table 1 presents the 9 main analytic themes highlighting the main contrasts between the two programs in light 

of their disparate approaches to learning (i.e. “intentional” versus “interest-driven”). 

 

Table 1: Main contrasts between the two cases based on the analytic framework used 

Analytic Theme GK “I Dig Science” GLS Casual Learning Lab 

Argument 
Re-voicing techniques used by staff to 

coordinate claims within a framework 

Collective, little structural coherence beyond 

sequential ordering of claims 

Problem-Solving 
Getting the answer right (e.g. matching fossil 

findings to the teacher’s model) 

Finding a “good enough” (not necessarily 

“best fit”) solution 

Reading Program selected, coherent User-driven and organic, yet idiosyncratic 

Information 

Literacy 

Staff are main resource; evaluation, 

interpretation, and synthesis evidenced in 

reflective blogposts 

Peers are main resource; access tied to social/ 

cultural capital 

Digital Media 

Literacy 

Media navigation is highly scaffolded with 

higher rate of “on task” behaviors 

Frequent transmedia navigation made  

coherent by individual interest not task 

Design 

Thinking 

Design critiques focused on the technical not 

social; re/design rare 

Design critiques focused on the technical not 

social; re/design rare 

Model Based 

Reasoning 

Models designed into activity; function to 

coordinate discursive argumentation 

Most frequently in relation to “talent builds” 

system; function to coordinate  

discursive argumentation 

Cross Cultural 

Fluency 
Moderated, “safe space” Spontaneous & volatile 

Workplace 

Literacy 

Domain Specific 

(i.e., paleontology related) 

Domain General 

(e.g. goal setting, time management) 

 

One conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis is that designers of out-of-school environments that 

leverage virtual worlds for learning must take seriously the need to balance standardization with customization. 

A program designed for intentional learning offers structured goals with equal outcomes but runs the risk of 

alienating students from their own learning preferences. On the other hand, an interest-driven program gives the 

students opportunity to pursue their own interests but at the risk of narrowing their exposure to new concepts 

outside their immediate interests. Positioning staff as nodes of equal status rather than conversational hub allows 

the participants to develop systems of individual expertise where their social network as a whole can function as 

the thinking apparatus through discussions. However, regardless of the program design, the facilitation of 

participant discussions by staff using revoicing techniques appears important for fostering and sustaining more 

sophisticated forms of discursive argument. Finally, having participants write reflections on their virtual world 

experiences was a powerful activity implemented in both programs. In GK, it functioned as a way to engage in 

informal formative assessment and fostered more sophisticated information literacy practices; in GLS, it 

provided opportunity for more complex forms of metacognitive processing. 
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Abstract: We present the design of an interactive computer game-based intervention, 

CopyCat, in which deaf children use sign language to direct the actions of a character 

in the game.  We conducted a study to quantify the game’s impact on expressive 

language development using twelve participants from a local school for the deaf.  

Learners in the experimental group improved significantly in their receptive, 

expressive, and sentence repetition abilities as opposed to those in the control group.   

Motivation 
Ninety percent of deaf children are born to hearing parents (Gallaudet, 2001).  These parents may not know sign 

language, or have low levels of proficiency.  Deaf children of hearing parents develop language in the same 

sequence as deaf children of deaf parents and hearing children of hearing parents, but at a much slower pace. 

The slow language development for these children has been attributed to incomplete language models and a lack 

of linguistic interaction (Spencer & Lederberg, 1997). CopyCat seeks to create an interactive, entertaining way 

to provide additional language exposure and practice for deaf children.  

Game Design and Interaction Model 
CopyCat includes six language learning games for children ages six to eleven.  We used computer-assisted 

language learning practices (Warschauer, 1996) and research on child-adult interactions (Spencer & Lederberg, 

1997; Schiefulbusch & Bricker, 1981) to help design these games.  Each game entails a quest by the main 

character to collect items to remedy a problem, such as rescuing kittens from a villain. Children tell the main 

character what to do via sign language.  Figure 1 shows the CopyCat interface.  The main game screen is 

indicated by the letter A. The obstacle the child must help the main character overcome (the phrase that the child 

must sign) is indicated by B.  In this case, the child must sign, SNAKE-UNDER-CHAIR. Before signing, the 

children must push a “talk” button (C) to “attract the hero’s attention” and to activate the automatic sign 

language recognition system. The children can view themselves directly on the computer as they are signing 

(D).  When they are finished, they push the “talk” button (C) again, stopping the automatic recognition system. 

If the children are uncertain what to sign, they can click a “help” button (E) to see the “tutor” (F) demonstrate 

the required phrase.  Our tutor performs the role of the good adult language model (Schiefulbusch & Bricker, 

1981).  The tutor is always available and responds in an appropriate linguistic manner. The tutor is also 

extremely patient as the children can ask for help as many times as they like, and the tutor never becomes tired 

or frustrated.   

 
 

 After the child signs a phrase, the sign language recognition system evaluates the child’s utterance to 

determine its accuracy.  Features derived from computer vision, and motion sensors embedded in gloves worn 

by the child, supply the recognizer with information of the child’s signed phrase, similar to (Brashear et al., 

2006).  If the child’s utterance is incorrect, a question mark appears above the character’s head, indicating that 

 
Figure 1. The CopyCat Interface (see text for description).  
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the he did not understand the child’s sign. The child must try again to communicate until the computer 

recognition system judges the sign to be of sufficient clarity, but is limited to five attempts to prevent the child 

from becoming frustrated.  All game sentences are of the structure Subject-Preposition-Object. There were 

twenty 3-sign sentences, twenty 4-sign sentences, and twenty 5-sign sentences. 

Study 
Twelve participants between the ages of six and eleven were recruited at a local residential school for the deaf.  

Participants were asked to configure toys based on signed instruction (receptive); express an event depicted in a 

stop-motion animation (expressive); and repeat a signed phrase (sentence repetition), at both the beginning and 

end of the study. Most vocabulary used in the pre and post tests was not used within CopyCat.  A one-tailed, 

one-way between-groups analysis of covariance was conducted to compare the effect of using CopyCat on the 

learners’ receptive, expressive and repetition test scores.  After adjusting for pre-intervention scores, there was a 

significant difference between the control and experimental groups on post-intervention scores for all three 

tests: the receptive language test F(1, 9) = 11.83, p < 0.05, partial eta squared = 0.57, expressive language test 

F(1, 9) = 8.29, p < 0.05, partial eta squared = 0.48, and the sentence repetition test F(1, 9) = 3.6, p < 0.05, partial 

eta squared = 0.29.  There was a strong relationship between the pre-intervention and post-intervention scores 

on all three tests.  The learners who played CopyCat improved their test scores on all three measures 

significantly more than the learners who did not.  Table 1 shows the mean scores on each of the three tests for 

both groups at the beginning and end of the study. 

 

Conclusion 
CopyCat demonstrates that automatic sign language recognition is of sufficient quality to be used in interactive 

games with positive educational effects. While CopyCat is intended to supplement, not replace, high-quality 

adult-child sign language interaction, its interaction method provides a useful computer-based method for 

rehearsing language skills. 
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Table 1. Table of Means for Pre and Post Intervention Scores 

Test Group N Pretest M (SD) Post-test  M (SD) 

Receptive Language Control 6 4.00 (4.69) 4.50 (5.21) 

 Experimental 6 5.17 (3.66) 8.83 (5.04) 

Expressive Language Control 6 5.50 (6.32) 7.33 (5.05) 

 Experimental 6 4.50 (3.39) 10.33 (4.37) 

Sentence Repetition Control 6 6.67 (4.84) 7.33 (5.05) 

 Experimental 6 5.17 (2.79) 7.83 (3.37) 
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Abstract: The Activity Model of Inquiry (Harwood, 2004) is a theoretically-grounded and 

empirically-derived model of scientific inquiry.  This research examines how undergraduate 

!"#$%&"!'()*%+! of scientific inquiry shift after introduction of the Activity Model of Inquiry in a 

general chemistry course.  Students are asked to respond to essay prompts and a pre- and post-

questionnaire.  Preliminary findings show shifts from a naïve view to a more informed view of 

nature of scientific inquiry for some students. 

 
Introduction!and Rationale 
,-(./%0*!"12("3#4/"(*&("/%(.53!!1660(*!("6(3$$("6("/%(7#85*.'!(#&$%1!"3&$*&4(6-(!.*%&.%9(!./665(!.*%&.%(0#!"(:$%)%567(

!"#$%&"!'(#&$%1!"3&$*&4(6-("/%(!.*%&"*-*.(%&terprise itself, the aims and purposes of scientific work, and the nature of 

"/%(;&6+5%$4%(*"(716$#.%!< (Driver, Leach, Millar, & Scott, 1996).  Many students come into the classroom with a 

particular image of science and how scientists conduct science that does not reflect the enterprise accurately, often 

because they do not understand the processes of sciences and the creation of scientific knowledge, which compose 

&3"#1%(6-(!.*%&.%(=>?@AB((C&$%1!"3&$*&4(>?@(*!(*0761"3&"9(-61(*"(/3!(8%%&(&6"%$9(:3&(3771671*3"%(#&$%1!"3&$*&4(6-(

NOS will allow students to make more informed decisions on science-83!%$(*!!#%!(*&("/%*1($3*52(5*)%!< (Ibrahim, 

Buffler, & Lubben, 2009).  However, what many students know about NOS comes from the media, everyday 

%D7%1*%&.%!9("13$*"*6&35(71%!%&"3"*6&!(6-(:"/%<(!.*%&"*-ic method , and technology (Ryder, 1999) and these 

experiences provide a misleading foundation for becoming scientifically literate.   

 ?&%(+32("6(03;%(>?@(%D75*.*"(*!("6(#!%(3("/*&;*&4(-130%B((E/*&;*&4(-130%!(:(4#*$%("/%(716.%!!(6-("/6#4/"F(

supporting, organizing, and catalyG*&4("/3"(716.%!!< (Perkins, 1986).  Commonly, teachers use the traditional 

scientific method (TSM) as a thinking frame to teach the process of science.  However, there is a lot of 

dissatisfaction with the TSM model, for it includes an overall step-by-step linear view of the scientific process and 

lacks any theoretical, cultural, or social aspect to the creation of scientific knowledge.  This is inaccurate both 

because of the non-linear aspect of many scientific inquiries and the fact that all knowledge should be thought of as 

a means for meeting human needs.  Omitting the latter aspect, it has been argued, is both false and less likely to 

engage learners (Rudolph, 2005). 

H*55*30(I31+66$'!((2004) Activity Model of Inquiry is a recent, 

data-based model that may have the instructional potential as a thinking 

frame for teaching nature of science aspects.  It was developed from 

interviews with fifty two faculty members across nine disciplines at a 

research university (Harwood, Reiff, & Phillipson, 2002).  Within the 

model, there are ten activities in a web-like structure (Figure 1).  There is 

no unique pathway for inquiry; students chose what to do next based on 

what they need.  Questions are in the middle suggesting them as the 

central feature of inquiry.  Questions include general and divergent 

questions that help frame the inquiry.  In addition, the Activity Model of 
Inquiry has significant potential in discussing the aspects of NOS.   

The research question for this study is: what happens with the 

Activity Model of Inquiry when using it as an instructional tool?   

 
Methodology 
This research study uses an interpretive qualitative framework and 

includes a design component.  Thirteen students provided consent within 

a first semester general chemistry course at an urban community college where the author was the instructor.  

Assignments relevant to NOS were a standardized questionnaire given at the beginning and end of the semester and 

four course-related writing assignments given throughout the semester.  Assignments were chosen using a 

constructivist perspective.  That is, knowledge is constructed from previous experiences (Bransford, 2000, p. 11).  

All students completed the Views of Nature of Science questionnaire Form-C (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & 

!

Figure 1. 

Harwood Activity Model 
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Schwartz, 2002), which probe for understandings of the empirical, tentative, theory-laden, creative and imaginative, 

and social and cultural embedded-ness nature of scientific knowledge, as well as, the myth of a universal scientific 

method, the difference between scientific laws and theorie!9(3&$(!"#$%&"!'(6)%1355()*%+(6-(!.*%&.%B( On the second 

day of class, students were asked to draw their model of the process of science.  Students were then introduced to the 

Activity Model of Inquiry.  Writing assignments were used as a means of elicitin4(!"#$%&"!'(%)65#"*6&(6-(

understanding around the myth of the scientific method, which is the focus of this paper.  The first writing 

assignment asked students to describe how, in their view, scientific knowledge is created and what approach 

scientists take to create it.  The second and third writing assignments asked the students to interact with the Activity 
Model of Inquiry.  Students were to analyze a scientific news article and their own laboratory work using the Activity 
Model of Inquiry.  The fourth writing assignment prompted students to reflect on their understanding of science and 

how, if at all, their view had changed from the beginning of the semester.  Instructor lesson plans and reflections 

were collected to inform further implementations.   

 Analysis is being conducted using an interpretive framework.  The pre- and post-questionnaire responses 

will be coded using Lederman, et al. (2002) coding scheme.  Follow-up interviews were conducted to validate the 

responses.  The writing assignments have been .6$%$(-61(53&4#34%(3&$(314#0%&"(3!(+%55(3!(!"#$%&"!'($%!.1*7"*6&!(6-(

the myth of the scientific method and will later be coded for other NOS aspectsB(((E/%(*&!"1#."61'!(5%!!6&(plans and 

reflections will be analyzed for what worked well versus what worked poorly.   

Findings and Discussion 
Preliminary findings demonstrate the results of the analytic framework applied to this student data.  To answer the 

research question, four stu$%&"'!(1%!76&!%!(31%(/*4/5*4/"%$B((E+6(!"#$%&"'!(1%!76&!%!(!/6+(3("27*.35(./3&4%B((E/%2(

began the semester thinking all science follows the TSM.  Both of their illustrations of the process of scientific 

inquiry depicted a linear process.  However, toward the end of the semester the students began to incorporate 

Activity Model of Inquiry components in their responses, particularly the Communicating With Others component.  

Some students also developed more informed views regarding the different approaches taken to solve a scientific 

problem and that there is freedom within this process.  One student showed a significant change in her view of the 

myth of a scientific method.   Prior to introduction of the Activity Model of Inquiry, this student listed steps of the 

TSM to describe scientific investigations.  However, at the end of the semester she stated, :&6(!%"(61$%1(6-(

716.%$#1%<(8#"(13"/%1(:83!%$(6--(6#1(.6&)%&*%&.%<(and :now I know experiments are very open endedB<((The fourth 

student illustrates a case where no changes were observed.  For both the pre- and post-questionnaire, she responded 

that experiments are based off of the TSM and listed the steps of the TSM.  These results suggest that the Activity 
Model of Inquiry can support shifts but also reminds us that major changes in deeply helps beliefs are difficult to 

change in a short one-semester experience.   
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Abstract: This qualitative research study informs the development and implementation of 

effective online learning environments by examining course content, sequencing, methods, and 

sociological approaches, as identified by students and instructors, which contributed to positive 

online learning experiences. Researchers interviewed 6 online course instructors and 9 adult 

students about their experiences in undergraduate and graduate level online degree programs. 

Using a Cognitive Apprenticeship Model to inform data analysis, findings revealed how various 

components of one online program provided students with an effective online learning experience. 

The study has implications for individuals who develop and/or teach online courses. 

Introduction 
Recently there has been an explosive growth in online distance learning that is “rapidly transforming post-secondary 

education” (Moller, Foshay, & Huett, 2008, p. 66). One of the greatest challenges for learning institutions and 

instructors when designing and implementing online courses is to “provide a sense of community with constructive 

feedback and provide open forthcoming communications as well as recognizing membership and feelings of 

friendship, cohesion, and satisfaction among learners” (Desai, Hart & Richards, 2009, p. 333). How to create the 

most effective, highly interactive, online social learning communities, however, is still a relatively new area of 

study. The purpose of this study was to explore, from both teacher and student perspectives, what constitutes 

effective online learning experiences. 

Theoretical Framework 
To explore the various components that make up an effective online learning community, the researchers turned to 

the Cognitive Apprenticeship Model (CAM). The CAM is grounded in the belief that when students are learning in 

an academic environment, they do not usually have access “to the cognitive problem solving processes of instructors 

as a basis for learning through observation and mimicry” (Collins, 2006, p. 48). Because of this, before 

apprenticeship methods can be applied by students to learn cognitive skills, the learning environment “has to be 

changed to make these internal thought processes externally visible” (p. 48). The CAM is designed so that these 

cognitive processes can be brought into the open where individuals can “observe, enact, and practice them” (p. 48). 

According to the model, there are four dimensions that constitute any learning environment: content, method, 

sequencing, and sociology.  

Methodology 
Researchers interviewed 9 adult students who had completed online degree or certificate programs in different fields 

of study (e.g., education, nursing, business) and 6 course instructors who had experience teaching online courses. 

Prior to participating in a one, 60-minute interview, participants shared relevant course materials with the 

researchers, including such artifacts as course syllabi and assignment descriptions. Both deductive and inductive 

analyses were conducted using constant comparative methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1965). Researchers coded 

interview transcripts using the Cognitive Apprenticeship’s “content,” “method,” “sequencing” and “sociology” 

categories for deductive coding. They also noted other recurring themes, reached consensus on new coding 

categories, and revisited the data multiple times to code for new categories. 

Findings 
Findings revealed that in most of the online courses and programs, there was an emphasis on text-based content, 

individual learning, and limited interaction among students. Most students reported feeling disconnected with their 

instructors, course content, and fellow classmates in these programs which favored individual, text-based activities 

over more collaborative, multimodal ones. One program in higher education, however, was an exception to this 

model and is the focus of this paper. 
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The Content for the program in higher education emphasized the knowledge and skills that are needed to 

guide and lead complex, dynamic institutions. This Masters program allowed students to specialize in areas such as 

student affairs and community college leadership. Using a backward design model based on desired learning 

outcomes, program creators turned to professionals in the field to assist in determining the subject matter and skill 

sets that students needed to be prepared for real-life work situations. Course content was based not only on domain 

knowledge but also on “heuristic” tasks which “mimic” real-life work responsibilities, enabling students to gain 

feedback from professionals in the field. Dr. Karrie Bates, designer of the program and course instructor, explained 

how one activity in a statistics course included obtaining instruction from a professor, creating a spreadsheet, and 

then performing a “real-world” task using ANOVA. Students performed this task in Wimba, a live virtual 

classroom, and an outside expert was present, along with the instructor, to provide students with additional advice 

and instruction. In this way, students were “apprenticed” via the course content and design, ensuring they could 

apply such knowledge in real-world situations. Courses followed a structure where instructors provided training, 

engaged students in learning simulations, and then emphasized career placement, advancement, or transition.   

The sequencing of the program consisted of a total of 45 credits culminating with a final co-op experience. 

Courses ran for 10 weeks in the fall, winter, spring and summer, meeting on a Wednesday to Wednesday schedule 

so that students could maximize the weekend after receiving instruction. Because courses for the program were 

created through backward design, they were sequenced so that the content and skills developed in each course built 

upon one other. In order to support students who had been out of school for an extensive amount of time, the 

program offered online class sessions that taught students where to go and whom to contact for ongoing support and 

assistance. This included introducing them, by their second week in the program, to university librarians, technology 

support staff, and individuals who worked in the university’s career development center. 

Findings related to method and sociology were interconnected and difficult to separate. Dr. Bates explained 

that one of her goals for the program was to find ways to “bring the campus to the students” and to give the online 

experience “a more human feel,” something that she felt was lacking in many online programs. To accomplish this, 

students entered the program as a cohort, participated in online social events, and engaged in online simulations and 

a co-op experience, allowing them to interact with others and engage in authentic learning experiences. One student, 

Edna, explained how these activities allowed her to interact with many people in higher education, allowing her to 

learn more about the field. She and another student confirmed how technological tools such as Wimba fostered and 

mediated social, online experiences. They described how instructors added a more “human touch” to the program by 

recording voice comments on their papers, creating assignments that fostered interaction with other professionals in 

higher education, and using audio-recorded weekly wrap-ups to highlight “key learning points.” By using tools like 

Wimba, instructors were able to create social learning environments that allowed them to model and scaffold student 

learning while also allowing students to demonstrate and articulate what they learned.  

Conclusion 
This study illustrates how the Cognitive Apprentice Model provides a useful lens to understand, evaluate, and 

develop interactive, online learning communities. It challenges instructors and curriculum designers to consider the 

authentic needs of their students and communities while designing programs. The study highlights how technology 

can be used to support social learning, moving beyond text-based to more multimodal ways of knowing. It also 

shows how class assignments can mirror real-world application while scaffolding student learning. Additional 

research, however, needs to explore how technology can most effectively be used to enhance online teaching and 

learning. Researchers might also want to investigate how universities can better support faculty in acquiring the 

knowledge, skills, and dispositions that are needed for building effective online learning communities. Finally, it is 

essential that researchers come to understand why some educators are choosing to use technologies that promote 

student interaction, social engagement, and multimodal ways of knowing while others are not. 
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! Abstract: Students rarely have the opportunity to pose scientific questions or participate in research 

 design. In this study, we identify the criteria that scientists used to guide a group of seven undergraduate 

 students  during an extended phase of project articulation. We categorize the criteria according to 

 epistemic and social dimensions and describe the ways in which the students were able to reason with these 

 criteria as they developed their question and research plan. 

 

Rationale 
It is rare for undergraduate students to be given the responsibility of articulating a novel scientific question. When 

students are asked to do so, they are rarely given the appropriate guidance, leading them to pose arbitrary or trivial 

questions (Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008). Part of the difficulty is that the criteria for developing a “good” 

scientific question are embedded within a community of practice of which undergraduates are not yet members 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991). Undertaking the difficult task of initiating a new research project requires repeated 

exposure to the norms and strategies used by the scientific community, rather than simply following an algorithmic 

“Scientific Method” (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). We believe that when students are invited to participate in this 

community they gain opportunities to both engage in sophisticated scientific reasoning and develop their 

understanding of the nature of science - two key aspects of scientific literacy (AAAS, 1993). With these learning 

goals in mind, we investigate how faculty can productively support student-driven inquiry. 

 

Study Context 
In this research we had the unique opportunity to observe how a group of four scientists helped a group of seven 

undergraduates define and design a research project in mathematical biology. The context of this work was the 

Collaborative Learning at the Interface of Mathematics and Biology (CLIMB) program, a yearlong, NSF- sponsored 

traineeship for undergraduates. The CLIMB students worked collaboratively to solve modeling problems throughout 

the year and were responsible for executing a novel, model-based research project over the summer. In this study, 

we categorize the ways in which faculty mentors communicated scientific norms to guide students’ progress over 

the course of the three months preceding the summer research project. We also track how the CLIMB cohort was 

able to attend to those criteria, identifying the successes and challenges facing the students in this difficult task. 

 

Methods and Analysis 
Our data set included detailed field notes of all student-faculty interactions, semi-structured interviews with both 

students and faculty, and students’ written research proposal with faculty comments. We used field notes to both 

categorize faculty mentors’ discourse related to project design as well as student reactions to their suggestions. In 

our analysis we used a grounded theory approach to develop categories, which were further corroborated by 

interviews with faculty. We then revisited field notes, the research proposal, and interview data from the CLIMB 

students to assess the degree to which they, as a group, were able to attend to each of these criteria. 

 

Findings 
We identified six criteria articulated by the science faculty, which we grouped into two broad categories: 1) 

Epistemic Criteria – in which faculty focused students’ attention on the type of knowledge they sought to generate, 

and 2) Social Criteria – in which faculty emphasized the subjective nature of achieving consensus. We provide a 

brief description of each criterion grounded in examples from our field notes. It is important to note that we 

highlight these criteria because they emerged repeatedly throughout the project articulation phase, often in 

interaction with one another, highlighting the dynamic process of defining and refining a research project. Finally, 

we briefly comment on the extent to which CLIMB students were able to attend to these criteria. 

 

Epistemic Criteria 
1a. Consider the data patterns that need explaining. Faculty mentors urged students to ground their research project 

in a biological pattern in need of an explanation. When students expressed an interest in modeling either influenza 
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(flu) or measles, faculty asked, “Are there patterns?” Students found that the yearly patterns exhibited by flu were 

too complex to reveal obvious patterns. This led them to focus on measles vaccination patterns in the UK, for which 

data on disease prevalence and vaccination were available. In general, finding data was not a major challenge for 

students, but understanding what about that data needed explaining required that they attend to other criteria. 1b. 

Consider the appropriate methods. The students were urged to think about the modeling approach they would 

undertake simultaneously with refining their question. Faculty discouraged questions that were descriptive or 

statistical in nature, such as, “will measles prevalence continue to rise?” Instead, they pushed students to think about 

the mechanism they would build into their model. This prompted the students to consider mechanisms of disease 

transmission. Considering the mechanisms that drive patterns was more difficult for students; they often asked 

empirical or statistical questions instead of focusing on the underlying theoretical model. 1c. Evaluate existing 

models. To guide students towards theory, faculty pointed them to the existing literature and asked them to evaluate 

the theoretical soundness and the empirical accuracy of prior models as a basis for their own research. This led 

students to understand that measles models should theoretically include age-structure to account for population 

heterogeneity in infection susceptibility. Students also considered a model of human behavior that relied solely on 

dyadic information transmission, which led them to think about adding direct learning from the environment into 

their model. Students were quite successful at finding gaps in existing research, but were less discriminating about 

which of these were most important. They had to overcome a tendency to add things into their model simply 

because “they had not been done before.” 1d. Imagine the possible results. Faculty urged students to “imagine what 

the results might look like.” Students created a long list of possible components to add to their model, but the faculty 

mentors asked them to focus on the components that would make a difference in the results. This was especially 

difficult for students who instead tended to focus on adding in model criteria because others had added them or 

because they made the model “more realistic.” It was primarily in retrospect that students were able to see that some 

aspects of their model (such as age-structure) did not significantly alter the model results, while others (such as the 

structure of information transfer) had a significant impact. In response, some of the students modified their 

understanding of the research question even as they were preparing to present their results. 

 

Social Criteria 
2a. Do what is “worthwhile.” Faculty mentors urged students to choose a problem that would engage them 

throughout the summer. The mentors were willing to admit that this was a somewhat subjective decision, 

suggesting, “do what motivates you.” While students were initially hesitant about pursuing a disease model (because 

the previous year’s cohort had already done so) they ultimately agreed that they wanted to pursue a project with 

social relevance. This helped them narrow down their options substantially. 2b. Do what is practical. Faculty 

encouraged students to bound the problem space in accordance with time and resources. Students decided to leave 

out many components of their original model in the interest of tractability. However, they were later encouraged to 

assess the epistemic implications of these decisions. For example, students were asked to explain why they ignored 

immigration but included age-structure – a task they found much more difficult. This is just one example of how 

each of these categories, both epistemic and social, overlapped and interacted with one another throughout the 

process, again emphasizing the need for students to consider many of these criteria simultaneously.  

 

Implications 
Throughout the process of project articulation, faculty mentors provided many opportunities for students to consider 

the social and epistemic criteria used by the scientific community. In general, the group was able to identify 

interesting questions, but students had more difficulty articulating the significance of questions that arose as they 

moved into model construction. This result suggests that students need to be continually reminded to think deeply 

about their research question even as they move into later stages of research. Future research will address the extent 

to which exposure to these epistemic and social criteria has lasting impacts on students’ images of science. 
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Abstract: The discourse practice of scientific argumentation requires individuals to consider 

anomalous data in light of existing claims that have been made. The extent to which students 

must be taught to revise their claims has been a subject of disagreement in the literature. In 

this poster, we use correlations and transcript excerpts to examine the relationship between the 

physical presence of referenced data and students’ willingness to respond to anomalous data 

by revising their claims. 

Introduction 
Scientific argumentation is seen as an important disciplinary discourse practice for students of science because it 

facilitates students’ collaborative sensemaking (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007).  However, it rarely 

occurs in science classrooms (Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000). One challenge facing students as they engage 

in this complex practice rests in their response to anomalous data. In particular, when presented with anomalous 

data, students reinterpret the data to align with their original claims rather than revising them (e.g., Kuhn, 1989). 

This suggests that students will not successfully use scientific argumentation as a context for collaborative 

sensemaking.  Instructionally, this implies that students must be explicitly taught to reconcile their initial claims 

with anomalous data so that they can learn from argumentative interactions.  However, other researchers (e.g., 

Engle & Conant, 2002) have witnessed students productively working with and incorporating anomalous data 

during argumentative discussions, without explicit instruction on how to do so. In addition, Hammer and van 

Zee (2006) have documented students as young as kindergartners “reconciling inconsistencies” when their 

personal theories contradict their observations of particular phenomena; the students they observed were quite 

capable of revising their claims in response to contradictory evidence.  

The current study takes some initial steps towards reconciling these opposing observations by 

examining the context in which students are faced with and respond to anomalous data. We enter this study with 

the hypothesis that the source of the anomalous data will influence the students’ responses to it. In particular, 

work such as Hug and McNeill (2008) demonstrates that students work with first- and second-hand data in very 

different ways. Thus, this poster focuses on whether and how the presence of the data (if it is something the 

students can see first-hand or if it is something that is reported to them by another individual) affects their 

response to and engagement with anomalous data. 

Data Sources 
The data for this analysis comes from video-recorded observations of a researcher-designed, 6th grade 

ecosystems unit (Finn et al., 2006) that was implemented in a self-contained classroom at a 100% African-

American charter school. As part of the curriculum, students worked with a simulated ecosystem built in the 

NetLogo modeling environment (Wilensky, 1999). Toward the end of their work with NetLogo, pairs of 

students used NetLogo’s dynamically generated population graphs to determine what organism in that simulated 

ecosystem (foxes, rabbits, or grass) was being eaten by an unknown invasive species. Following this, the pairs 

joined with another pair in the class. That foursome was then asked to agree on what the invader ate. Video 

recordings of two pairs and two foursome discussions were transcribed and analyzed for this current study. 

Analytic Process 
Data analysis consisted of a line-by-line examination of the students’ evolving arguments about the model. We 

began by identifying instances in which students presented counter or anomalous evidence. We then coded the 

students’ responses to that evidence. Based on the students’ general tendencies, we identified 4 responses to the 

anomalous evidence: ignoring it, rejecting it, reinterpreting it so that it supported the original claim and revising 

the original claim.  These correspond to a subset of the responses identified in Chinn and Brewer’s study (1998). 

In addition, we coded for whether the students were discussing first- or second-hand data. Second-hand data 

included graphs individual students had observed earlier and were reporting to their group without showing 

them. First-hand data were visible graphs displayed on the simulation software; they were public objects that 

were physically present for discussion by the group. Coding of both the origins of the data and student responses 

to data was done in a binary fashion: an utterance was given a “1” or a “0” for whether each possible behavior 

(i.e., rejecting anomalous data, presenting first-hand data, etc.) was present in the utterance.  

 Once coding had been completed, un-coded utterances (typically involving content related to 

classroom management or digressions) were removed.  This produced a large matrix of 1’s and 0’s. We used 

this matrix and devised a ‘moving window’ analysis in which we examined each turn of talk in combination 
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with the four turns of talk that followed it. For each ‘window’ we calculated the total number of each possible 

discursive behavior present in the window. This moving window analysis was key to examining the relationship 

between the students’ responses to anomalous data and the form of that data: the anomalous data was invariably 

presented by one student and responded to by another. Summing across a span of utterances enabled us to 

examine these interactions. Correlations were run on the ‘moving window’ sums, and passages with high 

moving window scores were revisited for further interpretive analysis. 

Findings 
This analysis reveals that utterances that involved first-hand data (i.e., “the population is dropping here in this 

graph”) were positively correlated with student reinterpretation of anomalous data (r = 0.224; n = 188; p < 

0.005). Moreover, there was a positive correlation between students discussing second-hand data (i.e., “when I 

did it earlier, the population dropped”) and students rejecting anomalous data points (r = 0.456; n = 188; r < 

0.005). For example, when one student pair was working with the model, Tyler said he had seen a graph earlier 

in which the rabbit population decreased (implying that the invasive species was eating rabbits), Kendra (who 

believed the invader ate grass) responded, “okay, I don’t need to hear yo’ story no more.” In this, and similar 

instances, second-hand reports of data were dismissed or disregarded even if relevant to the current discussion. 

This suggests that students were more willing to discuss their various interpretations of data they could see than 

they were of data that one member was reporting. 

In addition, there was a positive correlation between first-hand data and student revision of their claims 

(r = 0.153; n = 188; p < 0.05). For example, once directed toward first-hand data by his partner, Jonathan 

revised his claim: he began claiming that the invader ate grass and concluded that it ate rabbits and grass. In 

contrast there was a negative correlation between the students’ second-hand reports of data they had observed 

and student revision of claims (r = -0.218; n = 188; p < 0.005). This suggests that students were more likely to 

find first-hand data compelling and revise their claims accordingly than they were with second-hand data 

Discussion 
Combining these relationships suggests that the context and materials present in the discussion influence the 

frequency with which students engage with and discuss contradictory data. In these classroom observations, we 

see that the presence of the data impacted whether students are more likely to engage with competing data 

points or to reject them out of hand. Thus, this paper suggests that students can and do revise their ideas in light 

of the evidence. That is, this is not a skill that they must be taught explicitly. It is, instead, something that we, as 

educators, must work to motivate by creating contexts in which it makes sense for students to substantively 

engage with the contradictory evidence. In this case, the presence of immediately accessible data seemed to 

positively influence this whereas second-hand reports of data appeared to have a limited observable influence.  

Endnotes 
(1)  Both authors contributed equally and are listed in alphabetical order. 
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Abstract: Formative instruction has proven to be a remarkably difficult practice to implement 

in schools. This paper explores teachers’ thinking in their uses of a new data analysis tool to 

enact evidence-based instructional practices, describing possible relationships between 

teachers’ existing beliefs, expertise, and routines and their construction of new practices.  We 

show how current theories of assessment do not account for important aspects of formative 

instruction in practice. 

 
Introduction  
 Despite considerable research about its importance, formative instruction (FI) has proven to be a 

remarkably difficult practice to implement in schools. FI refers to the practice of using evidence of student 

thinking and learning to responsively shape ongoing instruction to support content mastery by all students 

(Black and Wiliam, 1998b). Despite the recognition of FI's potential impact (Black & Wiliam, 1998a), we 

know little about how to enact it at scale.  

 This work explores teachers’ thinking in their uses of a new data analysis tool to enact evidence-

based instructional practices, describing possible relationships between teachers’ existing beliefs, expertise, 

and routines and their construction of new practices.   

 

Context of the Work 

 As part of a larger study about the integration of attention to literacy in content-area instruction, we 

created a set of online tools for participating teachers to use to analyze their own students’ work, 

understand their students’ thinking, and enact more responsive instruction.  One of these online tools was 

annotation, which is the process of marking up a text in order to perform content analysis as well as reveal 

the meaning behind various textual features (Liu, 1996).  As an activity that produces external 

representations about individual use of text, annotation seemed like an ideal window into student thinking.   

As part of the work, the teachers made annotation a routine component of reading in their classes. 

 We studied teachers’ uses of the data analysis tools to observe their analytic strategies and how the 

specific cases of each teacher’s particular enactment was related to his/her pre-existing routines, beliefs, 

and expertise. We analyzed each teacher’s work qualitatively, using the Learning to Notice framework (van 

Es and Sherin, 2002) to identify important aspects of teachers’ uses of information (how they called out 

details, interpreted those details, and reasoned about them using contextual knowledge) and the assessment 

triangle (Pellegrino, Chudowsky & Glaser, 2001) to characterize the kind of claims that teachers made, 

drawing comparisons between different segments within individual teachers’ work (such as what they 

attended to and what claims they made during analysis) and between teachers.  

 In this poster, we will look at the work of two specific teachers, called Teacher1 and Teacher2. Both 

teachers were part of the same sixth grade teacher team at an ethnically and economically diverse 

Midwestern American K-8 school. Teacher1 taught science and social studies. Teacher2 taught English/ 

Language Arts. Both teachers had about five years of teaching experience, most of it in the same school. 

 

Genetic Model of Formative Instruction. 
 As depicted in Figure 1, the system of practice reported on is the product of combining a set of 

Base Instruction Practices (i.e., the set of instructional routines teachers already had), drawing upon Base 

Beliefs & Expertise and Base Texts, with outside reform messages, Annotation and Formative Instruction. 

Teachers then reified Annotation by creating a set of Classroom Annotation Procedures. We expected that 

the canonical ways of annotating that teachers constructed and prescribed would not be random, but 

instead, draw upon their existing routines, expertise, beliefs, etc. We anticipated that the ways they did so 

might parallel aspects of their existing practice. We wanted to understand how teachers drew upon these 

same base details when analyzing student work, reasoning about its implications for subsequent instruction, 

and teaching.  
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Figure 1. Model of Adaptation & Implementation 

 
Case of Teacher1  
 Both teachers’ adaptations of annotation seemed to mirror their base instructional practices and 

beliefs. Teacher1’s adaptation of annotation was to instruct her students to annotate each section heading 

with a question inspired by the heading, and then to annotate any text within the following section that 

answered the question with a short comment. Teacher1’s classroom instruction made frequent use of 

questions to elicit information about student thinking and she canonized annotation in a manner that was 

question-centric. Teacher1 discussed, in the abstract, the importance of engaging every student in 

instruction and, when she analyzed students’ data, she attended primarily to evidence of students’ 

engagement. At the same time, she could not conclusively determine from the data whether students 

correctly understood the texts’ content. She noted that whether they did the annotation correctly was less 

important than whether they were engaged or not. In class, Teacher1 used her recollection of the data to 

reason about students’ classroom participation and the effectiveness of her own instructional decisions. 

 

Case of Teacher2 
Teacher2’s classroom instruction was primarily lecture driven, with Teacher2 delivering content in a 

manner he could know, a priori, to be the one best way. His adaptation of annotation was intentionally 

homogeneous, with all students expected to highlight the same details. His analysis of students’ annotations 

was, accordingly, largely consumed with whether students annotated the right things. Whereas Teacher1 

had regarded pinkness on the heatmap as “what you would expect”, Teacher2 recognized it as problematic. 

He expected his students to annotate all of the same things (which would result in dark red shading). When 

Teacher2 noted mistakes in students’ work, he did not seem to realize ways in which they possibly 

indicated other legitimate interpretations of text, even when his students explained their thinking to him.  

 

Issues Raised 
 The purpose of the work here was to develop some rudimentary knowledge about how teachers 

could use annotation data to understand their students’ thinking, how technological tools could help them to 

do so, and how teachers’ choices about how to understand student thinking through annotation can be 

informed by teachers’ existing routines and knowledge.  

 Indeed this work highlights further challenges to current assessment theory. For example, we can 

not assume that it is possible to know what mastery looks like, as many assessment theories assume. In 

addition, much of the current assessment theory ignores students’ engagement and motivation. This is 

important since this information can be interesting and useful for teachers.  
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The Effect of Curricular Elements on Student Interest in Science 
 

Abstract: Enhancing student interest in science is a critical goal for science education.  

However, little is known about what makes science interesting to the students.  This study 

examined the effect of three curricular elements (topic, activity, and learning goal) on student 

interest in science.  The results suggest significant effect of activity types, among which the 

“hands-on” and technology-based ones tend to elicit higher interest.     

Introduction 
Scholars have pointed out in recent years that students are becoming uninterested or losing interest in school 

learning, particularly in areas of math and science.  This is alarming because research has shown that interest 

leads to effective learning processes, and has strong positive impact on various learning outcomes (Renninger, 

Hidi, & Krapp, 1992).  Thus, a critical goal of education should be to enhance students’ interest in science.   

What might explain our schools’ ineffectiveness in maintaining student interest is the lack of 

knowledge regarding what makes science interesting (or not).  Much of prior research has focused on examining 

the features of perceptual stimuli (Berlyne, 1960) and texts (Hidi & Baird, 1986) that influence people’s 

interestingness judgments. Studies that are more relevant to science interest have only begun to identify the 

science topics or instructional activities (Jenkin & Nelson, 2005; Palmer, 2009) of high or low interest to young 

students.  We believe these approaches are insufficient given the complexity of real classrooms.  What we need 

is to examine variables that possibly influence student interest together, instead of in isolation, as students’ 

interest is most likely the outcome of their simultaneous interactions with all of these variables.   

We report here some of the quantitative findings from a study of the independent and interactive effects 

of curricular elements on student interest in science in the school context.  Specifically, three elements were 

examined — content topic, activity, and learning goal.  They are chosen because they are present in most (if not 

all) learning scenarios, and they can be easily manipulated by educators.     

Methods 
Five hundred thirty three middle school students from a suburban district near a major Midwest city participated 

in this study.  We chose to focus on middle school grades because they have been suggested to be the age when 

academic interest begins to decline.  Thus it is critical to understand what makes science interesting to these 

students, and consequently how to keep them interested.  The demographic make-up (gender, minority status) of 

the participants is quite diverse, which is representative of student population in the particular school district.   

 The data and results reported here are based on a questionnaire completed by all participants.  The 

questionnaire presented students with 100 instructional episodes (IEs) — instructional periods devoted specific 

content or skill.  Each IE is designed such that it represents a unique combination of curricular elements — a 

topic, an activity type, and a learning goal category.  Four topics chosen from the biology domain, five activity 

types, and seven learning goal categories were embedded in the IEs.  For example, the IE “Look at real data on 

polar bears to see if global warming is hurting the ecosystem at the north pole” represents the topic 

“ecosystems”, the activity type “design/conduct investigation without scientific instruments or interactive 

technology”, and the learning goal “societal impact”.  One fourth of the IEs (n=25) are under the same topic, 

and IEs under every topic share the same activity-goal structure (i.e., item 3 under the topic “ecosystems” 

represents the same activity type and learning goal category as item 3 under the topic “cells”).  The IEs, though 

hypothetical, were designed to resemble the actual IEs that take place in participants’ science classes.  Students 

were asked to rate how interesting they thought each IE was using a 1-6 scale (6 being the most interesting).  

Results 
Factor analysis was conducted to explore the structure of the questionnaire data.  Hierarchical linear modeling 

(HLM) models were run to further examine the effect of the curricular elements (and their categories).  HLM is 

appropriate in this case because the ratings of the questionnaire items are nested within individual students.  In 

other words, the variance between the item ratings was due to not only item differences but also individual 

differences.   

Factor Analysis 
The questionnaire data were transformed two ways to understand the embedded structure.  First, for each 

student, the ratings of items of the same activity-goal combination (i.e., across topics) were averaged to generate 

an “item-average” score.  A comparison of the “item-average” scores shows a great degree of variation, 

suggesting that the variance between the item ratings could be attributed to the activity types and/or learning 

goal categories.  Second, the ratings of items under the same topic (i.e., across activity-goal combinations) were 

averaged to generate a “topic-average” score.  The comparison of these scores, however, did not show much 
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variation, with the only notable difference being that the average rating of items under the topic “human body 

systems” was slightly higher than that of other topics (“cells”, “Ecosystems”, and “Diversity of living things”).   

 As much of the variance existed for the “item-average” scores, a principal axis factor analysis was 

done on these scores.  Three factors were extracted (scree plot and factor loadings are not shown here due to 

limited space), and the activity types and learning goal categories of the items loaded on each factor are listed in 

Table 1.  The results suggest that the variance explained by the activity-goal combinations is attributable to 

activity only, not learning goal.  Furthermore, it seems that students did not perceive the differences between the 

original five activity types; rather, they grouped them into three new categories — purely cognitive, technology-

based, and hands-on.  Students’ interest varied primarily depending on the activity type represented in each IE.   

 

Table 1: Factor analysis results interpretation for “item-average” scores.  

 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

Activity types Brainstorm/Discuss;  

Receive information 

passively 

Design/Conduct 

investigation with 

technology 

Design/Conduct investigation 

without technology;  

Create product(s) 

Learning goal 

categories 

All categories;  

No pattern 

All categories;  

No pattern 

All categories;  

No pattern 

Interpretation “Purely cognitive” 

activities (PureCog) 

“Technology-based 

activities (Tech) 

“Hands-on” activities 

(HandsOn) 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) 
HLM models including the “human body system” (Human) topic and the “Tech” and “HandsOn” activity types 

as level 1 predictors were run.  The significant coefficients for these variables (Table 2) confirm that students on 

average perceived IEs dealing with human to be slightly more interesting, and suggest that the average interest 

in IEs involving hands-on and technology-based activities is higher than purely cognitive activities.  Compared 

to the variance component to the model without any predictors, these variables explained approximately 14% of 

the level 1 variance (the majority of which was due to the activity type predictors), which is significant.   

 

Table 2: HLM model output.  

Fixed effect Coefficient (*p<0.05) SE 

For interest intercept Intercept 3.64* 0.04 

For Human slope Intercept 0.17* 0.03 

For HandsOn slope Intercept 0.50* 0.03 

For Tech slope Intercept 0.68* 0.03 

Random effect SD Variance component 

Intercept 0.84 0.71 

Level 1 1.31 1.71 

     

Discussion 
The results confirmed that the curricular elements examined in the study indeed contribute substantially to 

students’ interest in science IEs. It is interesting that among the three elements, only activity exerted significant 

effect, whereas topic and learning goal had little or no effect.  With much of the current emphasis on content 

choices and the embedment of learning goals or driving questions in curriculum, this finding raises the need to 

focus more on what activities to include in a curriculum, and how students perceive such activities.   

 The finding that students tend to be more interested in IEs that are hands-on or involve technology is 

not surprising, but it contrasts with our observation of participants’ actual science classes (details presented 

elsewhere) where few IEs fell into these categories.  Therefore, one way to enhance student interest (and hence 

performance) in science is to restructure the classes to incorporate more opportunities of such nature.  
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Abstract: Design personas are a technique of participatory design intended to provide design 

teams with memorable, vivid representations of users’ needs and practices. In this paper, we 

describe the process of creating personas to inform refinements to the design of software 

designed to help elementary students create concept maps of science topics they were 

studying. Drawing from interviews with children, parents, and teachers, the aim of these 

personas was to help the design team develop refinements to help children use the software 

effectively if it were to be assigned as homework. 

Context 
In this study we used design personas (Courage, 2005; Pruitt, 2006) to help a design team improve software 

intended to promote upper elementary school students’ conceptual learning in science. Design personas are 

vivid representations of users’ needs and practices, embodied in characters designers can relate to and utilize as 

they discuss design requirements and refinements (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002). Personas give designers powerful 

means to reason about design issues (Cooper, 2004; Dantin, 2005; Nieters, Ivaturi, & Ahmed 2007). The 

personas involve students in the design process in a way that accounts for children as a special user group 

(Bruckman & Bandlow, 2003), and emphasizes the roles they play in the design process (Druin, 2002).  

The study focused on Teachable Agents (TA), a software that enables students to create an agent and to 

teach it science content through the creation of concept maps that constitute the agent’s brain. The software has 

different feedback features and the students can also have their agents participate in a game show to test their 

agent’s knowledge (Chase, Chin, Oppezzo, & Schwartz, in press). Tested initially in laboratories and recently in 

classrooms, the team that developed the software is interested in extending its use into home settings; to see 

whether it will help students learn more by engaging with the concepts in multiple contexts. 

Approach to Developing Design Personas 
A challenge of this particular design effort was to conceive how elementary-aged children engaged in multiple 

contexts, including school and home. Our personas describe learning dispositions, likes, technology use, and 

parental involvement associated with different activities. By characterizing the learning dispositions of children 

in different contexts, we aimed to provide the design team with a better sense of children’s motivational goals 

(Ames & Archer, 1988; Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Urdan & Maehr, 1995) as well as other data that could 

inform the design of particular features to appeal to a diversity of children. By considering parents’ involvement 

in different activities, we sought to anticipate issues that could arise from assigning TA as homework, given 

parents’ and children’s preferences for mutual engagement in homework and technology-based activities. 

To develop the personas, we conducted case studies of 10 students in which we compared the data 

about their informal activities with how they engaged in TA. We conducted two 1-hour long interviews with 

each student and two with their parents. We also incorporated data from logs about their engagement with four 

TA-specific features: chat, feedback via a grid showing correct and incorrect links between concepts, game 

show, and concept map edits. Each of the four design personas aggregated data from 2 to 3 students. 

Samples of Design Personas 
The design personas focused on user type characteristics that were deemed most relevant to TA-specific features 

mentioned above. The following are excerpts from the four design personas that were created.  

Brainy Bethany loves learning about new things. Being very inquiry-oriented, she is comfortable not 

knowing the end result of an information-finding effort and does not limit herself to one form of finding 

information. Bethany feels she knows her mind very well, and she is constantly reasoning about her 

surroundings.  

Social Susie is motivated by social participation in virtually all her activities. She can be sensitive to 

critique but she also very reliant on others’ input and opinions and relies quite a bit on guidance from adults. 

She prefers practicing instead of advancing to more complex levels of learning. Even though she participates in 

many sports, she is not motivated by competition at all.   

Hangback Hubert wants to do well, and he worries about failing in front of others. Hubert depends on 

the guidance, structuring, and feedback from others and gets overwhelmed and anxious in an open-ended 
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environment. He needs clearly articulated goals but he can also be motivated by intellectually stimulating 

aspects such as puzzles and strategy-like activities. He is not very competitive, 

Gamer Gabe makes a game of whatever he is doing, which gives him a strong sense of agency in the 

world. Gabe likes to get things right. He doesn’t so much like “learning” the varied games he plays 

(videogames, computer games, puzzles, board games), but is rather driven by a need for novelty. He finds 

homework boring, because it’s repetitive. Gabe is social, but prefers smaller, trusted groups of people, 

especially when the social context is activity-centered (like playing games together, for example). 

Implications for Refining the Design of the Software 
For each of the personas developed, our team generated suggestions for design implementations. Overall, the 

user profiles represented by the personas suggest more integration of TA’s main features and more flexibility in 

their particular functionalities.  

The chat feature is not likely to appeal to Bethany in the same way it might others, because she is an 

independent learner and seeks help efficiently on her own. Likewise, Bethany would likely see through the 

game show; instead of using it as a motivating vehicle for improvement, she is likely to discover and use 

alternate methods of getting feedback to check to see if the links she has made between science concepts are 

correct. If the design team incorporated additional ways for Bethany to search for information outside the site 

that could help her learn about the concepts, the software might be more appealing to her. 

 Personalizing the agent and integrating it more in the TA landscape might be more motivating for 

Susie. It would probably help her to de-emphasize the competitive aspect of the game show and make it more 

social. Susie’s sensibility toward criticism may be dealt with by making the agent more “alive” and 

strengthening its role as ego buffer 

Hubert would likely prefer to communicate with friends and others that he already trusts. Perhaps the 

grid in its present form is too much like a grade for Hubert, leading him to focus more on the game show, where 

the outcome reflects less on him directly and more on his agent. If it was possible for the game show to retain its 

quality of high structure but integrate it more with other features, it could provide opportunities for Hubert to 

involve himself with his map and his agent’s learning in a more productive way. 

As a sophisticated gamer who takes interest in game-specific problem solving strategies, Gabe might 

benefit from integrating the game show strategy with the agent’s knowledge. To leverage learning goals against 

achievement and game strategy goals for Gabe, TA might shift the balance from the explicit achievement 

functions and capitalize more on strategy and game playing features with learning goals. 

 The best test of personas’ usefulness is whether the software refinements lead to the desired 

engagement with the key aspects of what makes the software a powerful learning tool. Such a study is planned 

for the 2009-10 school year, as a collaborative endeavor between our research team and the design team. 
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Abstract:  Participants learned to categorize and solve probability word problems by studying 

worked examples and solving practice problems.  The examples and problems were ordered 

according to either a blocked (sequential examples of the same problem category) or mixed 

(intermixed examples of different problem categories) schedule. Preliminary results suggest 

that when categorizing problems the blocked schedule might facilitate immediate 

performance, whereas the mixed schedule might facilitate delayed performance.   

Introduction 
Solving word problems in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) domains often requires 

determining the category of the word problem as a first step (e.g., selecting the relevant formulas or algorithm to 

solve the problem).  Accurate categorization is difficult for novices because they have an incomplete base of 

conceptual categories and tend to concentrate on surface features (Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982).   

Attempts to improve learners’ ability to categorize word problems can be informed by psychological 

research on concept learning.  Novices are essentially learning how to classify the exemplars that they view (i.e., 

the word problems) as instances of different categories (i.e., the problem types).  This issue can be framed as 

“How do novices build a conceptual structure based on viewing example instances and what conditions during 

study might affect those processes?”  

One important study condition is the order of examples.  The practice schedule in which learners study 

or solve word problems can be varied such that multiple example instances from the same problem category are 

either presented sequentially (i.e., a blocked schedule), or distributed among other problem category examples 

(i.e., a mixed schedule). Research suggests that practice schedule can affect learners’ conceptual structures 

(Hiew, 1977) and categorization accuracy (Gane & Catrambone, 2009; Kornell & Bjork, 2008). 

These practice schedule conditions are relevant to instructional designers.  Consider the task of creating 

a textbook presentation or homework assignment to teach multiple types of probability word problems.  Should 

the textbook present worked examples according to a blocked or a mixed schedule?  Likewise, should students 

complete homework problems that are arranged in a blocked or mixed schedule?  These decisions become more 

difficult because practice schedules can differentially affect immediate and delayed performance (Schmidt & 

Bjork, 1992).  This study examines how blocked and mixed practice schedules affect novices’ immediate and 

delayed performance of categorizing and solving probability word problems.  

Method 

Participants 
Undergraduates from the Georgia Institute of Technology who had not taken a college-level probability or 

statistics course participated.  Data collection is ongoing; to date, data from 36 participants have been analyzed. 

Learning Materials 
Participants studied four categories of probability word problems: permutation with replacement, permutation 

without replacement, combination with replacement, and combination without replacement.  The learning 

materials consisted of four packets of word problems; each packet contained four worked examples followed by 

a conventional problem to solve.  Thus, participants studied a total of 16 worked examples (four examples per 

category), and solved four conventional problems (one problem per category).  

Worked examples had the word problem stem, a category label, the two features (order: permutation or 

combination, and replacement: with or without) that determine the category label, the category-appropriate 

formula, values inserted into the formula, calculations, and the final answer.  Conventional problems had only 

the world problem stem.  

Design 
The practice schedule manipulation had two levels: blocked and mixed.  The same set of 16 worked examples 

was used in the blocked and mixed conditions, only the order differed.  The blocked order had four worked 

examples from the same category presented consecutively; the mixed order never repeated a worked example 

from the same category consecutively.  These two orders were operationalized by including four examples of 
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one category in a packet (blocked) or by including one example of each category in a packet (mixed).  To 

reduce the influence of the specific category ordering used within the blocked and mixed schedules, we created 

two versions of each schedule with different category orders.   

Procedure 
After studying the example packets, participants completed use, access, and transfer tests, in that order.  In the 

access test participants chose the appropriate formula (but did not solve) the word problem.  In the use test the 

formula was given; participants inserted the values and calculated the final answer.  The transfer test was 

formatted like the conventional problems; we manipulated transfer distance by varying the number of 

probabilities used to calculate the final answer.  The access, use, and transfer tests used a mixed schedule.  

Participants returned for Session 2 after 48 hours and completed another set of access, use, and transfer tests.   

Results 
Preliminary results (n = 36) are reported, but data collection is ongoing.  Random assignment appeared to 

equalize domain knowledge and mathematical skills; there were no significant differences between conditions 

on either the probability pretest or math pretest.   

All participants in the blocked conditions categorized all of the conventional problems correctly (M = 

4.0, SD = 0.0), whereas participants in the mixed conditions did not (M = 3.6, SD = 0.6), F(1, 34) = 8.16, p < 

.01.  Practice schedule also affected categorization on the access tests.  In Session 1, the blocked condition had 

higher categorization accuracy (M = 4.9, SD = 1.1) than the mixed condition (M = 4.5, SD = 1.3).  In Session 2, 

however, the blocked condition (M = 3.9, SD = 2.1) had lower categorization accuracy than the mixed condition 

(M = 4.4, SD = 1.5). This reversal in means resulted in a significant interaction at the ! = .10 level, F(1, 31) = 

3.12, p = .09.  With a larger sample, we expect to find a significant interaction at a conventional ! level.  The 

use and transfer test results did not show stable trends.  We await a larger sample to determine if practice 

schedule affects categorization accuracy on the transfer test; previous research (Gane & Catrambone, 2009) 

suggests a small effect.  

Discussion 
These preliminary results suggest that practice schedules might affect concept learning with word problems in 

STEM domains.  Further, they suggest that this effect might change as a function of the retention interval.  

These results extend the general phenomenon of the contextual interference effect (Battig, 1979), to concept 

learning processes in a cognitive skill domain.  

These results suggest that ideas from concept learning literature can inform instruction design 

decisions.  For instance, to facilitate categorization while studying, a blocked schedule might be used.  

However, to improve delayed performance, a mixed schedule might be more effective.  An interesting question 

is whether this type of ordering is practical to implement in a classroom environment, and how students’ 

expectations of how lessons typically order materials (e.g., simple to complex, blocked first, then random, etc.) 

might affect their learning from different schedules.  

We believe future work should focus on the processing differences between individuals in each 

condition.  It would be helpful to collect qualitative data regarding whether participants in each condition are 

explicitly comparing worked examples to one another. Another interesting question is how individual 

differences in metacognitive processing might moderate practice schedule effects.  For instance, individuals that 

effectively monitor their understanding and control their allocation of study effort might engage in the same 

type of processing regardless of the type of practice schedule.    
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How does the use of analogical mapping as a scaffold for science 
learners’ argumentation support their learning and talking about 

science? 
 

Abstract: Analogical mapping is evaluated as a scaffold for small-group argumentation and 
learning. In this study, groups of four students are invited to analogically map simple machines 
while creating an argument about which two are most analogically similar. Qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of video and transcripts show dense argumentation with mutual 
understanding among students numerous claims. Fifteen out of eighteen claims were normative, 
suggesting student learning was directed toward functional features of simple machines. 
 

Introduction 
Informed by a social constructivist framework, recent research in science education research has focused on getting 
students to discuss possible scientific explanations and persuade one another of their correctness while at the same 
time attempting to understand a given scientific concept. This process has been referred to as argumentation. 
(Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Duschl, 2008; Kuhn, 1993)  

Unfortunately, argumentation research has had only limited success.   As educators we want students to 
discuss things in order to help them to understand.  But, since they do not discuss well what they do not understand, 
a chicken-or-egg problem emerges, and the desired learning from argumentation does not occur. Thus, much 
research has been focused on scaffolding students in doing quality argumentation that leads to productive 
argumentation, learning, and understanding. (Sampson & Clark, 2008)  These scaffolds can be thought of as 
temporary supports for students. (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976) Various “scaffolds,” or ways to support student 
argumentation, have been evaluated. (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Regosa, 2006). 

The scaffold investigated in this research is that of analogy mapping. Gentner (1983) states that an analogy 
is “a comparison in which relational predicates, but few or no object attributes, can be mapped from [one scenario to 
another]” (p. 158)  Relationships between scenarios can be mapped, whereas the things being related are different.  
The word “mapped” in this definition means an explicit correspondence made between two analogues.   

The research presented in this study is based on the belief that students learn and talk together more easily 
when comparing two (or more) things than when they speak about them in absolute terms. Research on training 
students on analogical mapping, as in the type of intervention discussed in this paper, has the potential to inform 
instruction, learning, and curricular development.  Analogical mapping could easily be used on any elaborate 
conceptual analogies used in science classes, of which there are many (e.g., electricity:water, density:population 
density, cell:house).  The fact that even simple machines can be considered analogically (they are usually not) 
speaks to the flexibility of analogical mapping to scaffold student argumentation and learning.   
 

Methodology 
This study took place in a science content course designed for pre-service elementary teachers.  The course is 
offered by a large Mid-Atlantic university in the United States and was taught by the principal researcher.  It was 
held twice weekly for 1.5 hours each period.   All 24 students provided their permission to be in the study.  Working 
in six groups of four, they were video and audio recorded during their argumentation process. They also created a 
PowerPoint presentation detailing their final argument statement. The video recording transcripts and PowerPoint 
slides containing their final arguments were primary sources of data.   

This study took place at the end of a four week unit on simple machines, including levers, gears, pulleys, 
and inclined planes.  Before the test, this intervention was offered as a review activity in which the screw and wheel-
and-axle were introduced. First, however, students received training on analogical mapping, in which they mapped 
analogical correspondences in three examples similar to those shown in table 1 but unrelated to simple machines.  
Next, students received a paper showing a wheel-and-axle, a lever, and a pulley.  Students were invited to 
analogically map the simple machines (see figure 1) and generate an argument stating which machine was most 
analogically similar to the wheel-and-axle – the pulley or the lever. When groups finished their arguments, the 
activity was repeated with two similar prompts including different simple machine groups. 
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Design Rationale 
Superficially, the pulley is similar to the wheel-and-axle, since both 
machines have round parts and have strings attached.  Functionally, 
however, the lever and the wheel-and-axle are most similar.  Note figure 
2 in which a lever is shown superimposed on a wheel-and-axle. Table 1 

lists the correspondences that 
students were expected to come 
across and discuss during their 
argumentation.  

It was expected that 
students might first consider that the wheel-and-axle 
and pulley are most analogically similar due to the 
superficial similarities. However, once students begin 
to generate a table of analogical mapping 
correspondences as in table 1, their argumentation 

would become scaffolded or guided by the triangulation imparted by the analogy.  For 
example, once the axis of rotation is mapped to the fulcrum, it becomes easier to see that the effort arm length of the 
lever best corresponds to the wheel’s radius.   
   

Findings 
Findings are summarized below: 

1. Most claims made were analogical comparison based, suggesting the task did guide and scaffold students.  
2. The argumentation was dense with claims, rebuttals, and importantly, evidence of meaning sharing. 
3. Most claims made in groups’ final arguments emphasized function over superficial similarities and were 

scientifically normative (15 of 18 among all groups’ claims). 
 

Conclusion 
We can infer from the findings that the analogical-mapping-based scaffold allowed for argumentation in a shared 
context that was accessible to students, since most claims were analogical comparison based and were picked up by 
student groups and made the subject of argumentation. Superficial similarities were most often dismissed in favor of 
more functional analogical similarities, suggesting that students were attending to and arguing about more pertinent 
features of the simple machines. Students argued about the relative strength of analogical mappings toward a more 
normative view of science and away from surface similarities.  Attending more to deep structural features and less to 
superficial similarities is an important in focusing and improving argumentation and learning. 

These preliminary results suggest that students were scaffolded in their argumentation and learning about 
simple machines by the analogical mapping activity. More work needs to be done on analyzing and coding what 
takes place during student argumentation in order to better understand how exactly the analogical mapping scaffolds 
and guides group argumentation and learning.  Presenting content as an analogical mapping task to student groups to 
scaffold argumentation seems to scaffold argumentation by guiding and constraining it. 
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Abstract: This paper reports on a preliminary attempt to examine the relationship between 

community knowledge advancement and advances in understanding made by individual 

learners based on Popper’s (1971) Darwinian theory of knowledge and the view that 

theoretical, more abstract knowledge is at a higher level than specialized instances of that 

knowledge. The study is carried out using online discourse data collected over a period of 

about two weeks in the context of an international knowledge-building program. 

 

Introduction  
Knowledge building (KB) as proposed by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1999, 2003) is both a theory about how 

human knowledge is created through intentional collaborative efforts of communities to extend the frontiers of 

knowledge and a theory that even young children can engage in KB and that learning in schools can take place 

through the process of knowledge building. This pedagogical approach directly addresses the need for education 

in the knowledge society to prepare learners to contribute to knowledge creation. There has been accumulated 

literature from different parts of the world that show students, including young elementary school children, can 

engage in KB (Messina, Reeve, & Scardamalia, 2003; Zhang, Scardamalia, Lamon, Messina, & Reeve, 2007).  

Unlike learning organized in traditional classrooms, the KB process is necessarily an intentional 

community effort, and is not possible simply as an individual enterprise. In the KB literature, priority has been 

given to the description of knowledge advancement for the community and individual advancement through the 

process is less discussed. On the other hand, schools as social institutions are vested with the responsibility to 

ensure that individual learners achieve some baseline levels of knowledge and competence. How do individual 

and collective advances in knowledge and understanding relate to each other? What is the interplay between 

individual learner’s changes in knowledge and understanding, and the knowledge advancement made by the 

entire class of students as they engage in learning activities designed on the basis of KB pedagogical principles? 

These are the questions explored in this paper. The context of this study is an international knowledge-building 

project centered on the theme of the sustainability of caves involving online asynchronous work on KF as well 

as face-to-face activities, including two field trips to limestone caves and experimental work on water samples 

collected from the caves. The study traces the knowledge advancement of the community as a whole, as well as 

those of 14 individual learners during the process.  

 

Theoretical background 
What counts as knowledge advancement? This paper takes, as its point of departure, Popper’s (1971) view of 

knowledge growth as a process of natural selection. According to this view, knowledge always starts from 

problems, practical or theoretical ones, and grows through a process of conjectures and refutations as it proceeds 

from old problems to new problems. The knowledge at any point in time may be partial or inadequate for the 

problem at hand, and it grows by being corrected or modified. Popper argues that the process is one of the 

natural selection of hypothesis (authors’ emphasis) – only those hypotheses that are able to show their 

comparative advantage in relation to others can survive while those hypotheses proven to be “unfit” through the 

process of criticism and refutation are eliminated. Scientific knowledge grows through the elimination of 

mistaken beliefs and unfit theories by the process of scientific criticism. In this study, we identify the idea units 

found in the learners’ online KB discourse, examine whether we can see changes in the “population” of such 

idea units over time, and whether such changes do indicate the emergence and survival of “fitter” ideas when 

compared to advances as documented in the subject discipline itself. In keeping with the Darwinian evolutionary 

conception, we adopt the term “meme” first coined by Richard Dawkins (1976) to refer to the idea units.  

Another idea put forward by Popper (1971) in the same work is the distinction between applied and 

pure knowledge (as in ‘fundamental research’) in terms of the structure of knowledge. The former becoming 

more different and specialized as it grows while the latter grows towards increasing integration and unified 

theories. A large part of the knowledge as specified in school curricula also falls into the latter category – 

focusing on understanding that can answer how and why questions in the specific disciplinary area covered. 

Here, Biggs’ SOLO taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) is used as an appropriate analysis scheme to discriminate 

levels of increasing integration and complexity in students’ understanding and presentation of a subject.  

  

Study context 
In this study, since we are primarily examining the ideas expressed by learners on the online platform 

Knowledge Forum®, we will restrict our exploration of individual and collective knowledge advancement to the 
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realm of stateable knowledge. The context of this study is an event titled “Tomorrow’s Innovators 2009” 

(TI2009) organized as part of the Knowledge Building International Program (KBIP during which students were 

to tackle the problem of the sustainability of caves). Students’ work was categorized into four stages: project 

kick-off, pre-field trip asynchronous discussion, field trip and final day of intensive face-to-face and online 

work. For the part of this study concerned with the analysis of individual knowledge advancement, we focus on 

the online work of the 14 students from Hong Kong (7 were elementary school students from grades 5 and 6, 

and the remaining 7 were secondary school students from grades 8 and 9) as on average they have written more 

notes, all of which were written in English. We examine the knowledge advancement students made from two 

perspectives – the memes related to the subject matter content, in this case the sustainability of caves, and the 

levels of generalization as reflections by the structure of the notes using SOLO taxonomy. 

 

Summary of findings and discussions 
In this paper we examine the knowledge advancement of the community of learners taken as a whole, as well as 

a selection of individual learners as they engaged in knowledge building around the theme of sustainability of 

caves. We found that at the individual level, of the 14 Hong Kong students participating in the program, 11 

showed some form of advancement. The most common is the increase in meme diversity (type I), and is found 

in the work of all of the 11 students who made some advancement. The other two forms are the emergence of 

higher-level memes (type II) and higher levels of structure and abstraction based on SOLO taxonomy (type III). 

Types II and III advancement do not appear to be hierarchically related. This way of examining knowledge 

advancement systematically at the individual level has not been reported in the work on knowledge building. It 

is very preliminary work and needs to be further explored, together with the collection of more information on 

student background characteristics in order to seek a better understanding of the conditions that would 

contribute to individual advances, including characteristics such as students’ motivation in engaging in 

collaborative inquiry activities. We hope that this work will also stimulate debates and discussions on the 

appropriateness of the indicators we have selected for assessing knowledge advancement, as well as viable 

alternatives. 

 We have also examined the population distribution of memes and the mean SOLO level of the all 

students’ notes written during the four stages of the TI2009 program. We find that the most “productive” period 

for the community in terms of increases in the diversity and levels of memes is stage 2, when the students were 

working asynchronously at their own time to look for information and discuss with each other their views. The 

three days of intensive face-to-face activity have contributed to students taking up the various memes circulating 

in the community and hence to the types I and II knowledge advances among individuals. However, there is no 

evidence that less “fit”, lower level memes have become less popular or that any of the higher level memes have 

emerged as more dominant in terms of the total population of memes expressed by the students.  These findings 

point to the importance of providing students with longer periods of asynchronous work for individual and 

social construction of understanding. Unfortunately the face-to-face work of the TI2009 program was not 

followed by an online asynchronous collaboration. These findings also indicate that collective knowledge 

advancement is possibly more difficult to achieve than individual advances. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to investigate how new learning possibilities could take 

place in environments where students are saturated with laptops. Specifically, this work draws 

upon in situ examples collected from three schools in Thailand over a one year period to 

highlight how the schools are evolving using a theoretical framework that treats change as a 

developmental process.  

Overview 
This paper is a result of Thailand’s first longitudinal study of learning with one-to-one laptop. We offer an 

analysis of the case studies based on a theoretical framework offered by Papert and his colleagues. When 

looking at how schools are embracing or resisting change, Papert sees the process as developmental. That is, 

change itself is a learning process (Papert, 1997; Cavallo, 2004). Comparing this process to Piaget’s notion of 

assimilation and accommodation, Papert suggests that it is normal for schools to initially resist innovation by 

assimilating the change into the exiting school structure (Papert, 2002). Resistance is essential for the eventual 
shift to a completely different way of thinking (accommodation). Thus, it is not so important whether or not a 

particular school is doing things “right” or “wrong”. What really matters is that the school keeps moving 

forward in the development of their thinking.  

The three schools involved in this work have used XO-1 laptops from the One Laptop per Child 

(OLPC) non-profit association for the entire duration of this study. The focus of this paper is, however, to 

present an analysis of learning opportunities with one-to-one computing and not on the particular benefits or 

drawbacks of the XO machine offered by OLPC. The intention is to put the spot light on the people and the 

institutional factors that play a significant role in the fate of one-to-one laptop programs regardless of the 

hardware choices.  

The Pilot Schools 
There were three schools involved in this work. The first site, Ban Samkha, is a small rural school while the 

later two sites, Ban Sankhumpang and Tessaban-4, are large urban schools. Ban Samkha school has twenty 

eight students and everyone have received a laptop. Ban Sankhumpang has received three hundred machines 

and they have been given to primary students from grads one to six. Tessaban-4 has experimented with one-to-

one computing in two classes. They have forty seven laptops.  

This work follows the development of learning activities from the participating schools over the course 

of one year, starting in August 2008. The data collected for this work was gathered from three main sources: my 

own observation from site visits, interview sessions with teachers and students, and written documents from 
student journals and teachers’ monthly reports. 

Case Studies 

Household Accounting 
In the late 1990s, Ban Samkha was suffering from debt problems and villagers who cannot manage their 

finances were losing their homes. The village responded by creating a local debt-relief fund for those in trouble. 

There was a condition that those who which to receive help must build up a good financial habit by keeping a 

log of their income and expenses. Given that many villagers were illiterate, their children became helpful in 

keeping the account book up to date (see Figure 1 left). This activity unsurprisingly led to the idea of using a 

computer spreadsheet. Since the students were allowed to take the laptops home, the spreadsheet idea really 

worked (Figure 1 right). Khru Srinuan, a teacher at the school, described that the parents immediately became 

interested in the idea. Being able to utilize the technology at home made the activity much more personal and 

lowered the existing metal barrier towards technology.  

The Laptop Band 
This activity involved students forming a band mixing the laptops with traditional Thai music instruments. The 

idea emerged after a group of students became fascinated using the laptop to create music. A parent who is a 

vocalist from a traditional Thai band saw what the students were doing and engaged them to sing along. The 

group then came up with an idea that the laptops can serve as instruments in the village’s band. This band (see 
Figure 3) became extremely popular and they performed at many shows including a few in Bangkok.  
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Because the laptop band became rather popular, the two other schools in this pilot program took on the 

idea and created their own version of the band. However, these later bands were different. The activity was 

adapted from its original context of a small rural school to an urban setting with a much larger class size. The 

activity was not a failure. In fact, feedback from students and teachers were highly positive. But the quality and 

authenticity of the activity were different from Ban Samkha. The differences observed of the same activity in 

different schools show how learning is tightly coupled to the local context at which it takes place. Such learning 
activities do not transfer easily. 

 

    
Figure 1. (Left) An account book logged by students. (Center) Example of an account book created in Google 

Docs. (Right) Students taking pictures with the laptop’s built-in webcam. 

Rich Media and Storytelling 
Many teachers were able to utilize the fact that most students love the laptop’s built-in camera to develop novel 

learning activities. For example, Khru Srinuan in Ban Samkha School organized a photography fieldtrip along 

the nearby mountain. The assignment was for the students to take pictures of plants or flowers that they do not 

recognize in the forest as shown in Figure 1 (right). They would then show the pictures to their friends and try to 

figure out what the plants are and write descriptions for others to later see. Other observed examples include 

video assays showing indigenous medicine using captured video interviews, stage acting using the computer 

screen for props and making sound effects, and making animated electronic cards for teachers and friends 

during the New Year’s celebration. 

Innovation as a Developmental Process 
Despite the described case studies of how one-to-one laptop can open up new learning opportunities, it has been 

clear to the researcher that the schools’ primary responsibility is to deliver the content defined in the national 

curriculum. Any intervention or innovation must first address how this ultimate responsibility can still be 

fulfilled. Curriculum mapping has been the most commonly used technique to deal with this issue. Teachers 

would evaluate students’ projects and map what was learned to items in the curriculum. This method satisfied 

the school system while giving room for project-based activities. It is important to note that teachers do not see 

this as a compromise. Instead, they usually promote this practice as a standard procedure  

We believe this situation is an example of how assimilation is taking place in the schools. Curriculum 
mapping is a good example of how the new is assimilated into the old without requiring a major change to the 

system’s foundation. However, this is a kind of assimilation less severe than many other cases where the 

innovation is transformed entirely to keep every aspect of the traditional schooling the same. The schools have 

changed in many ways (i.e. long-term projects are possible), but some key aspects of traditional schooling are 

still kept the same. Thus, from a Papert’s perspective, these schools are well in their developmental stages. It is 

essential, though, that they continue to evolve. Otherwise there is a danger of becoming too comfortable with 

the current practices that they may become stuck in an artificial stable state. For example, even though 

curriculum-mapping allows for project-based activities, project ideas often stem from the need to cover a certain 

topic in the curriculum more than the students’ interests. All parties involved must work together to keep 

pushing things forward in a positive direction. 
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Abstract: This poster outlines an two-year ethnography of an informal after school lab for 

adolescent boys using the online game World of Warcraft. The purpose of the lab was to promote 

academic interests and practices to participants who were generally disengaged in traditional 

school settings. A variety of data was collected including chatlogs, multimedia fieldnotes, etc. The 

data was coded and analyzed, and general findings show that academic skills were used in a non-

academic setting.  

 

Introduction 
For the past two years, we have hosted an informal after school lab called the GLS (Games, Learning, and Society) 

Casual Learning Lab on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus for adolescent boys from local (mostly rural) 

areas using the online game World of Warcraft as a vehicle for the development of pro-academic practices and 

dispositions such as digital and print literacy, problem solving, and prosocial skills (Steinkuehler & King, 2009). 

Twenty-two local male youth ranging in age from 12-18, six undergraduate students, and six education researchers 

met regularly during the week for gaming sessions (as part of an in-game “guild”) and monthly for face-to-face 

Saturday pizza parties on campus over the period of eight months (two years if we include the pilot). The pilot 

program ran from October 2007- May 2008, while the official program was from October 2008 – May 2009. The 

boys chosen for participation were described as “at risk” or chronically “disengaged”. This population, adolescent 

boys, has been traditionally marginalized in studies and programs related to literacy (Newkirk, 2006), and have 

become increasingly disengaged in school (Steinkuehler & King, 2009). At the start of the program the graduate and 

undergraduate students provided mentoring and leadership for the guild; with the transfer of the leadership of the 

guild occurring as the study progressed. 

 

The goal of this program was to use the natural tendencies of online gaming communities as a way to re-engage the 

academic interests of local youth who love gaming but hate school. Examples of skills that were promoted in the lab 

include distributed expertise and collective intelligence (Levy, 1999). At the same time, the lab functioned as both a 

quasi-naturalistic setting for ethnographic work and as a lab for conducting comparative studies of their academic 

practices, performances, and attitudes in the context of school (formal learning context) versus games (informal and 

unintentional learning context).  

 

Data Collection 
From this study we collected a variety of multimedia data, both in person and virtually. Data types included in-game 

chatlogs, multimedia fieldnotes including screenshots of game play, interviews, forum discussions, photos, videos 

and transcription, and school versus games studies data. The data because of its many faceted nature required strict 

organizational rules. A naming scheme was created, as well as a folder hierarchy, while the data was being collected 

for chatlogs, fieldnotes, video, photos, and study data. Proper naming conventions were essential to good data 

organization. Once the data were collected it was prepared for analysis. The fieldnotes, chatlogs, and photos were 

loaded into NVIVO, qualitative data analysis software. The videos themselves were kept separate due to their size 

and incompatible format with NVIVO. However, the videos and interviews were transcribed and these transcripts 

were included in NVIVO for analysis. The smaller school versus games studies were also kept separate from the 

main data set because they were intended to be analyzed individually. The data in NVIVO was analyzed through the 

use of a priori and emergent coding. The other studies were each analyzed with methods determined by their design.  

 

Analytical Framework 
The analytical framework developed for this data set included both a priori and emergent coding. The a priori coding 

set included a total of 11 themes. These themes included argument, problem solving, reading, information literacy, 

digital media literacy, design thinking, model-based reasoning, attitudes, sociocultural learning, cross cultural 

fluency, and work place literacy. With sub-themes there were a total of 48 codes that were used a priori during 

analysis. This framework of themes allowed us to trace the development of key practices, capacities, and 

dispositions longitudinally. Coding was undertaken in pairs with each code having two people coding to ensure 
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inter-coder reliability, with an inter-coder reliability rate of 90% or higher deemed acceptable. Actual coder 

agreement was 98%. 

 

School versus games studies  
There were a series of five studies conducted within the larger ethnography that were all designed to examine each 

phenomena in a school versus games context. The five topics were chosen to target key domain areas. The studies 

conducted included a study on the participants’ epistemological beliefs, an ethical decision making study, a reading 

study, an online reading comprehension study and a model-based reasoning study. A description of a sample of 

these studies is presented here. The ethics study conducted supplied the participants with two hypothetical scenarios, 

one being set in everyday life, the other in-game. These scenarios were designed to compare ethical decision making 

of the participants in life versus in the game. Another of the studies was a reading study that was designed to 

discover if the participants read at a higher level on a text that they read for interest as opposed to a standard school 

text, miscue analysis was used in the analysis of this study. Also an online reading comprehension study was 

conducted modeled on the study by Coiro and Dobler (2007). For this study, the participants were asked to answer a 

set of questions from a website about Tigers and one about Murlocs (small Non-Player Characters from World of 

Warcraft). The participants were asked to think aloud and were video recorded. The data was analyzed using the 

coding scheme developed by Coiro and Dobler (2007).  

 

General Results 
Figure 1 illustrates the data saturation of the aforementioned themes.  Interesting patterns have been seen in overlap 

between codes such as the overlap that occurs between collaborative problem solving (which is a sub-theme of the 

theme sociocultural learning) and information literacy, which illustrates that information literacy is happening as a 

collaborative instead of an individual process in this virtual world. Another insight from the data was that practices 

of civic engagement (which is a sub-theme of the theme attitudes) are used by the participants to establish good 

practices within their guild.  

 

 
Figure 1: Coding Saturation for Themes 
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Abstract: An exploratory case study approach was used to study twenty pre-service secondary 

science teachers to learn: What impact does post-activity reflection debriefs have on teacher 

identity development as a reform-minded science teacher? Analysis of debrief video and audio 

recordings revealed that debriefs provide opportunities for pre-service teachers to wrestle with 

issues related to practice and the struggle to enact the reform-based practices that they are learning 

about and believe they should implement. 

 

Introduction 
There is significant research on the benefits of reform-based practices specifically defined by the NRC as 

inquiry into authentic questions generated from student experiences (NRC,1996, pp. 32-33). Our reform-based 

teacher preparation program provides several field opportunities that are designed to afford pre-service teachers 

opportunities to take risks in a safe and nurturing environment, and learn from them through semi-structured 

reflection events. One of the instantiated reflection events is the post-activity reflection debrief. We argue that 

post-activity reflection debriefs can be an effective and integral part of a multi-pronged unified approach to 

identity repair (Gee, 2003) to facilitate an identity trajectory toward more reform-minded orientations. 

There remains little evidence that reform-based practices occur in science classrooms today (Anderson, 

2002). When we engage them in a reform-based teacher preparation program, the ensuing cognitive dissonance 

can be difficult to overcome. Post activity reflection debriefs are a vehicle to support the necessary changes in 

pre-service teacher identity toward reform-mindedness. 
 

Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

Recent literature (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005) has identified the complexity involved in adequately 

preparing novice teachers to reconcile a reform-based image of instruction with personal, prior beliefs (Kagan, 

1992), position themselves within a larger community of practice (Windschitl, 2002), develop confidence and 

manage the emotional dimensions of personal development (Alsup, 2006), and integrate theory and practice 

(Feiman-Nemser, 1990). Program elements identified as successful include coherence between theory and 

practice, developmentally appropriate curriculum, and teacher learning situated in supportive, authentic contexts 

(Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005) We have much to learn about the unique challenges faced by beginning 

science teachers who are not only preparing to be expert practitioners but also agents of change. 

Identity theory is a powerful lens for considering pre-service teachers trajectory in their professional 

development. Professional identity theory, addresses some of the unique challenges of the learning involved in 

becoming a reform-minded science teacher (Luehmann, 2007) and offers a lens in which one’s experiences are 

considered in light of how they impact one’s professional practices, values, and commitments. (Flores & Day, 

2006).  Professional identity development is the means by which one becomes a full participant in a community 

of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). We have argued elsewhere (Luehmann, 2007) that this framework offers 

the field of science teacher preparation two primary insights: 1) Trying on a new identity within a community of 

practice (especially when it is counter to the norm) involves assuming risks; and 2) Learning as identity work 

occurs in the interpretation, narration, and thus recognition of that participation (by self and others). Studying 

post-activity reflection debriefs affords an opportunity for understanding how recognition events afford greater 

access to identity resources so we can map trajectories of identity development. 
 

Research Design 
An exploratory case study approach was used where the unit of analysis was twenty pre-service secondary 

science teachers in a teacher preparation program that foregrounds reform-based science teaching and social 

justice. These pre-service teachers constitute the most recent cohort in this fifteen-month teacher preparation 

program. The two research questions we posed were: What impact does post-activity reflection debriefs have on 

teacher identity development as a reform-minded science teacher? What are the nature of the debriefs that 

contribute to meaningful change in teacher identity? Two core field experiences for these pre-service teachers 

completed thus far: 1) leading a summer science camp for urban middle school students; and 2) leading an after-

school science club for urban middle school girls (Science STARS), have afforded us the opportunity to engage 

in debriefs with the pre-service teachers directly after a teaching event where semi-structured debriefs were 

employed as a routine. There were five days of the summer camp and ten days of Science STARS. The debriefs 

all use a “plusses and arrows” format whereby participants record plusses - elements of the lesson that went well 
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- and arrows - elements that can be improved or suggestions for improvement. These are generated in small 

group (including faculty) then shared with the large group. 

The primary data sources for this study were video of summer camp debriefs and video and audio 

recordings of STARS debriefs. Secondary sources facilitated triangulation and included personal professional 

blogs that pre-service teachers keep for the entire fifteen-month program and semi-structured interviews 

targeting inquiry-based science teaching and social justice. Transcripts of debriefs were coded independently by 

two researchers with respect to: 1) the focus of the plusses and arrows; 2) the type of recognition; 3) statements 

of understanding of, appreciation for, commitment to, or confidence in using inquiry; 4) specialist language 

usage related to inquiry or reform-based science teaching or social justice. Blogs that correlated to these debriefs 

were analyzed for any carryover of these into public spaces and what shifts in perspective and stories or 

reporting occur. Due to this approach, two illustrative cases emerged and were explored in more detail. 
 

Results 
Our analyses revealed that the debriefs provide opportunities for pre-service teachers to wrestle with issues 

related to practice and the struggle to enact the reform-based practices that they are learning about and believe 

they should implement. The major issues raised in debriefs are: making learning engaging to students, moving 

away from teacher-centered lessons to student-centered lessons, scaffolding inquiry as a process to get students 

to design and carry out their own investigations. The activity structure of debriefs creates a bidirectionality 

between partner and group such that participants are not an island, can support each other in their quests for 

improvement as they articulate their struggles, tensions and dilemmas. Acknowledgement of things done well, 

recognition by self and others fosters a greater sense of commitment to a common purpose. The power of the 

debriefs in fostering safe exploration of reform-based identity is evident in the perceived failures that are coaxed 

into being true arrows and mechanisms for change; Reflection to move forward and continue desirable practices 

and change out-of-line practices into in-line practices within the tenets of reform-based science teaching that 

we, as a group, care about. 
 

Discussion & Implications  
Plusses and arrows facilitate recognition and enticement to change the pre-service teachers outlook and practice 

of what they do to purposefully become more reform-minded. Debriefs serve to establish an equilibrium toward 

greater congruency of who the pre-service science teachers are and who they want to be. These debriefs serve as 

a strong pathway to change teacher identity toward a more reform-minded path. Giving pre-service teachers 

access to a variety of supports for interpretation and recognition is essential to supporting professional teacher 

learning with reform-based teaching. 
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Abstract: The efficiency of feedback content has received much attention in prior feedback 

research, but students’ feedback perceptions have hardly been studied. A structural validation 

was conducted of a feedback perceptions questionnaire amongst 1535 secondary education 

students. The structural validity of the scales was confirmed: fairness (FA), usefulness (US) 

and acceptance (AC) constitute the joined component ‘Perceived Adequacy of Feedback’ 

(PAF), which in turn positively predicts willingness to improve (WI) and affect (AF). 

 

Feedback content and perceptions 
In instructional contexts the term “feedback” refers to all post-response information which informs the learners 

on their actual state of learning and/or performance (Narciss, 2008). Several recent reviews of research on 

feedback adopt a multidimensional view of feedback (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Narciss, 2008; Shute, 2008). 

Widely investigated types of feedback are (a) simple feedback types providing outcome-related information, and 

(b) elaborated feedback types providing additional information besides outcome-related information (Narciss, 

2008). The question of which feedback content is most efficient (i.e., which has the most beneficial effects on 

performance) has received much attention in prior feedback research. The issues of how learners perceive 

feedback content and how the perceptions relate to performance have not been addressed explicitly.  

The perception of feedback – if measured – is commonly measured in terms of the single dimension 

‘usefulness’, after the feedback has been applied and/or at the end of the task (Kwok, 2008). Yet, several authors 

have emphasised the ‘mindful processing’ of feedback as a critical factor for feedback efficiency (Kluger & 

DeNisi, 1996; Narciss, 2008). In instructional contexts there are at least five feedback sources, i.e. the teacher, 

peer, parents, book and/or computer-based environment, and the task (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Depending on 

the source’s characteristics, feedback content might be perceived as less useful or less credible, and affect task 

completion or learning differentially. Thus far the measurement of feedback perception has been neglected in 

feedback research. This study investigates the structural construct validation of a multidimensional feedback 

perceptions questionnaire. 

 

Method 
The sample consisted of 1535 pre-university and senior general secondary education students in the Netherlands 

from 130 schools. There were 817 female and 713 male students and their mean age was 15.75 (SD = 1.19). 

Participation to the study was based on informed consent. Students were presented with a scenario in which a 

fictional student received feedback by a fictional peer (in the context of the task of ‘writing a business letter’). 

Feedback content was Concise General (CGF) or Elaborated Specific (ESF). CGF contained solely general 

remarks regarding the quality of the performance, whereas ESF provided the position and error type, as well as 

information on how to proceed. We used the Strijbos, Narciss and Dünnebier (in press) multidimensional 18-

item feedback perceptions questionnaire. This questionnaire measures feedback perceptions in terms of fairness 

(FA), usefulness (US), acceptance (AC), willingness to improve (WI) and affect (AF). Questionnaire items were 

measured on a 10 cm bi-polar scale from 0 (fully disagree) to 10 (fully agree). Four scales consist of three items 

(FA, US, AC and WI). Affect was measured with three positive items and three negative items. 

 

Confirmatory factor analysis 
We conducted confirmatory factor analyses using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) in EQS version 6.1. To 

interpret a model’s fit, the following indicators were used: SRMR and RMSEA below 0.10 is considered 

adequate fit and below 0.05 an excellent fit, and CFI scores above 0.90 indicate adequate fit and above 0.95 

excellent fit; and as the !
2
 statistic becomes increasingly unreliable in sample sizes > 250 it was not used as a 

criterion for model fit (Byrne, 2006). 

 SEM on all 18-items – with a common factor PAF for FA, US and AC items, and a common factor for 

all AF items – yielded a very weak fit, !
2
(127) = 2752.36, CFI = .799; SRMR = .189; RMSEA = .116. We then 

conducted a separate analysis for the common factor PAF and a separate analysis for WI+AF. SEM was used to 

confirm the second-order factor structure of PAF (with correlated errors for negatively worded items AC2 and 

AC3). The proposed second-order factor structure fitted adequately, but a high RMSEA indicated poor fit, 
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!
2
(22) = 576.07, CFI = .929, SRMR = .051, RMSEA = .128. Inspection of LM-multipliers suggested that item 

FA1 was more indicative of the US scale. This change resulted in a excellent model fit, !
2
(22) = 350.52, CFI = 

.958, SRMR = .039, RMSEA = .098. We then tested the proposed correlated first-order structure of WI+AF. 

The initial correlated factor model fitted poorly, !2(26) = 1390.903, CFI = .612, SRMR = .143, RMSEA = .185. 

Inspection of the LM-multipliers suggested a positive wording effect in the AF scale due to both negatively and 

positively worded items. Correlating errors for the positively worded AF items yielded an excellent fit, !
2
(23) = 

278.26, CFI = .927, SRMR = .070, RMSEA = .085). Tests for measurement invariance for type of feedback 

(CGF vs. ESF) and gender (Male vs. Female) revealed strong factorial invariance. Finally, to test the theoretical 

relationship between PAF, WI and AF, a path analysis was conducted using SEM (Figure 1). Modelling PAF as 

a predictor of WI and AF yielded a good fit, !
2
(122) = 1636.07, CFI = .884, SRMR = .074, RMSEA = .090. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Path estimates and first and second order loadings [FA = fairness; US = usefulness; AC = acceptance; 

PAF = perceived adequacy of feedback; WI = willingness to improve; AF = affect]. 

 

Discussion 
The results clearly reveal that students’ feedback perception – in terms PAF, WI and AF – can be adequately 

captured. In addition, WI and AF were correlated – yet distinct measures. PAF was confirmed as a predictor of 

WI and AF. Both the PAF and WI+AF part of the questionnaire were invariant across both types of feedback as 

well as gender. Given the increased recent interest for feedback practices (between peers or by a teacher) in 

view of formative purposes of assessment, students’ perception of feedback they receive could be a crucial 

determinant of how they treat the feedback and possibly help to uncover why elaborated feedback types are not 

always more efficient. With this questionnaire researchers can now reliably and validly investigate possible 

relations between feedback perceptions, subsequent performance and feedback efficiency. 
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Designing Environments to Encourage Collaborative Creativity:  
Two Case Studies in Higher Education 

 

Abstract: Collaborative creativity often is lacking in university learning, despite its relevance 

to the 21st Century workplace. We describe two case studies of designed environments to 

teach collaborative creativity, along with the successes and challenges that we found in each 

approach. Overall, we found both environments, though different, to foster collaborative 

creativity, while there are still areas for improved instruction. 

Teaching Collaborative Creativity to University Students 
There is a modern emphasis on creativity—evidenced in part by a 68.3% increase in the level of patent 

applications from 1996-2001—that has led our emerging society to be called the "creative economy" (Banahan 

& Playfoot, 2004) where creative skills are critical to job and business success (Ogunleye, 2006). There is an 

additional emphasis on collaboration in the creative process, as this is the “secret to breakthrough creativity” 

and “group genius” (Sawyer, 2008, p. 3). Some researchers have found that collaborative creativity can be 

effectively taught in higher education. For example, Hokanson (2006) found that students who received 

creativity instruction improved their creative thinking. Ginamarie, Leritz, and Mumford (2004) reported in their 

meta-analysis that well-designed creativity programs produced performance gains. Driver (2001) argued that 

creativity education could be effectively integrated into business education. Finally, Cole, Sugioka, and 

Yamagata-Lynch (1999) found that supportive classroom environments promoted more creativity in higher 

education. However, higher education systems still often lack quality instruction in collaborative creativity. 

Ramocki (1994) argued, “we must be concerned with how creativity operates within groups” (p. 17) but 

lamented that marketing education has neglected the teaching of essential group creative skills.  

Research Questions and Methods 
The purpose of this research agenda was to analyze two examples of how collaborative creativity might be 

taught in higher education. Specifically, the research questions for this study were: 

1. How well did each instructional experience assist students in learning to develop collaborative 

creativity? 

2. What shared principles might be extracted from both contexts to inform the effective teaching of 

collaborative creativity in higher education? 

Research Design and Participants 
This study compared two case studies from two different settings. The first setting was a Design Studio for 

graduate-level instructional designers, occurring winter semester 2009. This Studio consisted of three courses 

with high levels of student collaboration within and between the different courses. Students were directly taught 

creativity principles during one class period, and then implicitly encouraged to be creative through faculty 

mentoring and the open and shared nature of the Studio community and class assignments. Four participants 

were selected as representative case studies from the Studio setting. The second research setting was an 

Innovation Boot Camp for technology and engineering undergraduate students. The Boot Camp was an 

intensive one-week experience where students from different departments were explicitly taught group problem 

finding, brainstorming, convergent thinking, prototyping, and other activities key to group innovation as they 

developed solutions to problems they identified in their community. This camp was repeated once a month over 

two semesters with 10-30 new students each time. 

Data Collection 
A combination of methods were used to explore the nature of the collaborative creativity process within the 

Studio community. In studying the Studio, we followed Seidman’s (2006) strategy for phenomenological 

interviewing, except for one modification. In Seidman’s process, the first interview is designed to understand 

the participant’s background relevant to the experience at hand; the second interview asks for specific details 

about the experience itself, and in the third interview the participant and researcher co-interpret the significance 

and meaning of the experience. We conducted the first and third interviews, and in lieu of Seidman’s second 

interview, we collected weekly 5-10 minute voice memos from the four participants. This provided more 

specific details of how their ideas developed through weekly group collaboration. This information was 

triangulated with an analysis of the students’ weekly design journals and through first-hand observation. 

 In studying the Boot Camp, we observed and video-recorded several of the groups in each iteration. 

We also collected pre- and post-participation survey data about their learning outcomes and the emergence of 

creativity and community-related elements in their groups. Survey items related to creativity were drawn from 

the literature and an innovation process developed by the instructors. Items related to the emergence of 
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community were drawn from Rovai’s (2002) Sense of Community scale and Anderson and West’s (1996) 

innovation climate instrument.  

Data Analysis Methods and Rigor Guidelines 
Qualitative data were analyzed using constant comparison coding techniques for forming categories and theories 

derived from categories. Trustworthiness was developed through member checking case study reports with the 

participants, asking independent coders to analyze uncoded portions of the data to confirm emerging themes, 

peer review of the theoretical and methodological frameworks, and the use of multiple data sources. 

Findings 
Several positive outcomes were found in the design of the Studio. Students reported a high sense of community 

(50 comments), and collaboration (173 coded comments). The students also reported that a high percentage of 

their creative ideas coming through interactions with other people (78% of total new ideas identified). 

Interestingly, the students reported learning not only from being critiqued by their peers but in giving critiques 

and assistance as well. While this data indicated some success in fostering collaborative creativity, challenges 

from the Studio setting included an overt focus on task completion and grades rather than creativity, a lack of 

time and prerequisite skills for developing and implementing ideas, and superficial collaboration in the 

community at large (outside of a tight peer group). 

From the surveys about the Boot Camp, we discovered several positive outcomes. These surveys were 

reported on a 7-point rating scale, with 7 representing the strongest level of agreement. Students reported high 

levels of community within their groups (5.5 average), innovation team climate (5.6) and a perception that the 

Boot Camp successfully taught them principles of creative thinking (5.8). We are currently analyzing the video 

and observational data to understand why these trends existed in the survey data, as well as to better understand 

the process of idea generation and development within the groups of the Boot Camp.  

Implications for Creativity Instruction in Higher Education  
As Greeno (1997) said, we need to understand “which combinations and sequences of learning activities will 

prepare students best for the kinds of participation in social practices that we value most” (p. 9). Because 

collaborative creativity is crucial to our students’ success in the workforce, understanding how collaborative 

creativity can be successfully fostered in successful higher education experiences is critical.  
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Abstract: We analyze how middle grades teachers in a professional development program 

reasoned about fraction arithmetic using length and area models. We discovered that teachers’ 

abilities to partition length and area quantities were critical. In particular, we focus on ways 

that teachers’ used multiplication factor/product relationships, distributive reasoning, and 

levels of units. Our findings contribute to the learning sciences’ growing understanding of 

what teachers must know in order to use drawn representations effectively in instruction.  

Theoretical Issue & Significance 
External representations are important for organizing, recording, and communicating relationships in both 

mathematics (NCTM, 2000) and science (National Research Council, 1996). Given this importance, it is natural 

that representations would hold an important place in discussion of teacher knowledge. When introducing the 

construct of pedagogical content knowledge, Shulman (1986) emphasized knowledge of students’ thinking 

about particular topics, typical difficulties that students have, and representations that make mathematical ideas 

accessible to students. More recently, Ball and colleagues (e.g., Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008) have developed 

the notion of mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) that refines Shulman’s categories. MKT emphasizes 

the mathematics that teachers use to accomplish tasks central to their practice––for instance, using curricular 

materials judiciously, choosing and using representations, skillfully interpreting and responding to students’ 

work, and designing assessments. Clearly, using representations is important for teachers. 

Despite scholars’ acceptance of the importance of PCK and the inclusion of external representations in 

theoretical perspectives on teacher knowledge, educational researchers do not know much about what teachers 

can do with drawn representations of problem situations and what they need to learn in order to use drawn 

representations effectively in instruction. The present study examines the knowledge that teachers need for 

reasoning about fraction arithmetic with drawn models. Fractions are an essential foundation for the study of 

algebra and functions that are used widely in mathematics and the sciences.  

Research on teachers’ knowledge of fractions for teaching has concentrated on fraction division. One 

finding that cuts across studies is that teachers can confuse situations that call for dividing by a fraction with 

ones that call for dividing by a whole number or multiplying by a fraction (e.g., Ball, 1990; Ma, 1999). Ma not 

only reported such constraints but also began to unpack PCK by indentifying knowledge packages that consist 

of numerous subtopics that are connected to one another and that support the teaching of a larger topic. To 

illustrate with the example most relevant to the present study, Ma described a knowledge package for fraction 

division in terms of the meanings of addition, multiplication, and division with whole numbers; the concepts of 

inverse operation, fraction, and unit; and the meaning of multiplication with fractions (p. 77). Other researchers 

(e.g., Behr, Khoury, Harel, Post, & Lesh, 1997; Izsák, 2008) have focused on the conceptual units that teachers 

form when using drawn models and manipulatives to reason about fraction arithmetic. This requires a more 

fine-grained perspective on knowledge than the subtopics Ma used to describe knowledge packages. In the 

present study, we extend this more fine-grained work by considering the knowledge teachers need to partition 

(e.g., subdivide) quantities when reasoning about fraction arithmetic. Understanding the fine-grained knowledge 

required to use drawn representations in instruction can inform more effective learning experiences for teachers.  

Methodological Approach 
We collected data for this study during a 15-week professional development course on fractions, decimals, and 

proportions offered to 14 middle grades teachers. The course emphasized solving problems in small groups and 

comparing solutions during whole-class discussions. Using drawn representations (e.g., number line and area 

models) to solve fractions problems was a central theme for the course. Software that allowed flexible 

manipulative of area models was often used by the teachers to support their reasoning. The teachers came from 

one large, urban school district. The course met once a week, and each session lasted three hours. We 

videotaped all sessions using two video cameras, one to capture the participants and one to capture their 

inscriptions. We analyzed the videos to identify the key mathematical challenges that teachers encountered. 

Through this analysis we discovered that teachers often have trouble partitioning quantities in ways that lead to 

problem solutions.  
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Findings, Conclusions, & Implications 
We found that teachers’ abilities to partition quantities were critical to their success in reasoning with drawn 

representations of fraction arithmetic. Specifically, we identified three aspects of partitioning that mattered. 

First, teachers’ ability to anticipate factor/product pairs was vital. Teachers who did not invoke this whole-

number knowledge were unable to anticipate how they might use subdivisions on a number line or in an area 

model. To illustrate, if a number line was partitioned into thirds and teachers needed to find fourths, many 

teachers did not understand that partitioning into 12ths would show thirds and fourths at the same time.  

Second, teachers varied in their abilities to think about partitions distributively. In one example, 

teachers were asked to share two candy bars evenly between five people. The teachers partitioned each candy 

bar into five pieces but struggled with the question of how much of one candy bar each person got. They 

determined that two people got 2/5 of one bar, two people got 2/5 of the second bar, and the fifth person got 1/5 

from each bar. The teachers recognized that 2/5 and 1/5 + 1/5 were the same numerically, but about half the 

class was unable to reconcile that getting 2/5 of one bar or 1/5 from each bar were the same.  

Third, we noted that the teachers often resisted thinking in terms of nested levels of units. Research on 

students’ multiplicative reasoning (e.g., Steffe, 1994), which includes fractions, has indentified nested levels of 

units as essential and challenging for students. To illustrate, one teacher was trying to use drawings to 

demonstrate why 2/3 ÷ 1/4 = 8/3. She drew a rectangle, partitioned it into thirds, and shaded two of the thirds. 

She then discarded one of the thirds and explained that the problem only asked about 2/3. She divided each of 

the remaining thirds into four pieces and said that these eight pieces corresponded to the numerator in the 

numerical answer and that the thirds gave the denominator in the answer. Her interpretation of fourths in this 

answer was incorrect, and a fundamental difficulty appeared to be that she did not maintain correct relationships 

among fourths, nested in thirds, nested in the whole. (A correct explanation would describe 8/3 and the number 

of fourths that are in 2/3.) More generally, teachers who simplified tasks by ignoring “missing” parts struggled 

to make sense of their answers because they had eliminated the units to which the answers referred.  

Our findings suggest that teachers need to develop a set of understandings related to partitioning 

quantities if they are to reason with drawn representations of fraction arithmetic effectively. Furthermore, 

teachers must be able to reason with drawn representations for themselves before they can use similar drawings 

in instruction. More generally, although researchers have investigated teachers’ understanding of fraction 

arithmetic, most studies have not examined teachers’ knowledge at a sufficiently fine grain-size to specify with 

precision what teachers must know in order to use representations in instruction. By uncovering the knowledge 

teachers need to use to interpret and reason with representations and drawings, we will be better able to provide 

the professional learning opportunities necessary to support teachers.  
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Abstract: A comparative synthesis of multiple graphs is a common practice in scientists’ 
work as well as in everyday contexts. We refer to this process as graph meta-analysis. We 
present findings from a classroom enactment in which cultivating students’ graph meta-
analysis skills was one aspect of fostering scientific literacy through an inquiry-based unit on 
socio-scientific dilemmas. We highlight the challenges that learners and teachers encountered, 
and their implications for future instruction and design.   

 
Scientists conducting a literature review or citizens searching the web often encounter the same conundrum: 
making sense of an abundance of sources, each of which provides only a partial answer to the search question. 
In many cases, these may even be contradictory answers. This creates a need to synthesize and compare the 
different sources. Research articles that deal with similar questions often test different variables, operationalize 
the same variables in different ways, use different experimental manipulations or sample different populations. 
A simple comparison or aggregation of the information can yield erroneous conclusions. Therefore, special 
meta-analytic steps need to be taken to juxtapose and synthesize the information, such as using effect size to 
normalize findings to a common scale. This can be a complex and demanding process.  

We have chosen to address this issue in the context of graph comprehension (Bertin, 1983). Graphs are 
central communication devices in most empirical reports, especially in science. Not surprisingly, graph 
interpretation and production skills are emphasized in national science standards (NRC, 1996). However, 
several studies have shown that full competence in reading and producing graphs is not achieved even by 
college and university graduates (Bowen, Roth, & McGinn, 1999; Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, & Stein, 1990). Bowen 
and Roth (2005) found that pre-service teachers, most of whom had a BSc degree, lacked basic skills in graph 
interpretation, and reached the sad conclusion that “preservice teachers do not seem to be ready to teach data 
collection and analysis in the way suggested by reform documents.” These findings highlighted the need for 
concerted instructional attention on graphic literacy skills (di Sessa et al., 1991; Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). If 
making sense of a single graph is a difficult task, then having to glean information from a comparative synthesis 
of multiple graphs is even more challenging. This activity, which we refer to as graph meta-analysis, is a 
common feature in the work of scientists (and other professionals) when they analyze their own data or when 
they review data published by others. A similar challenge is faced by citizens who encounter graphs when they 
make decisions about science-related issues based on information that they garner from news reports, web 
searches or other similar sources.  

We examined the ways in which 10th grade students (N= 35) and their teacher (in a pilot study) tried to 
contend with a graph synthesis task. The students compared drug effectiveness studies for four pharmacological 
smoking cessation treatments in order to recommend the best treatment for a particular case. This activity was 
part of a broader research project (“CoReflect”) that aims to cultivate scientific literacy among European youth 
by having them produce evidence-based decisions, explanations and recommendations on socio-scientific 
dilemmas. The project uses web-based inquiry environments, one of which was developed by the authors and 
concerns nicotine addiction. 

The specific inquiry task on which we focus required the students, who worked in pairs, to extract data 
from two graphs (one bar graph and one line graph) in order to rank the 4 treatments by their success rate, 
defined as abstinence from smoking. The graphs were modified from recent published articles. Each graph 
contained data from a different clinical study, in which only 2 or 3 treatments were compared, in addition to a 
placebo control group, but none of the graphs contained data concerning all 4 treatments. This is typical of 
clinical studies (and applied science in general), because very few studies compare all available treatments and 
the overall ranking of treatments requires a process of meta-analysis, involving measures of effect size. Another 
feature of the meta-analytic process represented in this task is the need to handle variability in the 
operationalization of the same variable, mainly, one study defined abstinence as refraining from smoking since 
the inception of the study, while the other defined it as refraining from smoking over the past seven days. We 
recorded the responses of the students to these graphs in the form of computerized worksheets (“templates”). In 
addition, we used audio recordings to document discussions between the teacher and student pairs, as well as 
whole-class discussions. These recordings were consulted in combination with retrospective reflections of the 
teacher in order to identify points of impasse and progress on the part of the students.   
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Preliminary findings 
Not surprisingly, the students found the overall investigation very challenging and even frustrating. Their 
science studies to date did not prepare them to deal with the demands of complex graph interpretation and 
synthesis. Some students were completely helpless, and did not make any progress prior to teacher intervention. 
Others seemed oblivious to the fact that the two studies used different operational definitions for abstinence. 
Therefore, they simply used raw data (percentages) in order to rank the treatments. . The teacher tried to raise 
students’ awareness of these issues through discussions with individual groups while they were working on their 
investigation, and through the asynchronous feedback notes that attach to the students’ workspace. These 
mediations were not enough, so the teacher also held an impromptu whole class discussion that delved deeper 
into these issues. Obviously, the challenge for students became a challenge for the teacher, who played a central 
role in providing guidance (Tabak, 2004) that was not provided by the computerized environment. This 
challenge is amplified in settings where students work in small groups, each of which faces different obstacles 
in different time points.  

Some of the specific challenges faced by students include:  
1. Merging data from different graph types. Similar data (independent variables: time, treatment type; dependent 
variable: abstinence rate) were presented using a bar graph and a line graph, making the synthesis even more 
difficult.   
2. Focusing on specific features of data in the line graph. In this task, abstinence rates were plotted as a function 
of time using multiple lines of different colors. One of the challenges was to differentially focus on the latest 
time points depicted, in order to discern long-term abstinence. The second challenge had to do with noting and 
understanding that two lines crossing each other means that one treatment is superior in the short run and the 
other in the long run. 
3. Understanding the implication of different operationalizations for the same variable. Students needed to 
realize that “raw” success rates could not be used to merge the findings from the two studies, because one used a 
much stricter criterion to consider a participant as abstaining from cigarette smoking.  
4. Understanding the need to consider effect size. The data in the graph showed that one treatment was the best 
in both studies and therefore should be ranked first of the four. However, identifying the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
treatments required students to estimate the effect size of each treatment, using the data from the control groups. 

Conclusions and implications  
We realized that answering inquiry questions through a synthesis of existing disparate sources of information, 
especially scientific research reports, relies on a better understanding of the nature of experimentation, and on 
specific synthesis strategies as we described above. This informed some redesign decisions that include: (a) 
replacing the bar graph with a second line graph, thus ameliorating the cognitive load on students (see point 1 
above); (b) adding prompting questions and hints in the text that accompanies the graphs and adding “synthesis 
templates” in the students’ computerized workspace. These additions focus students on key issues and structure 
the synthesis process, and are aimed to reduce the load on the teacher as an agent of scaffolding. In fact, the 
added text was based on stimulating questions asked by the teacher (in class or using the feedback notes); (c) 
adding an introductory class on placebo effects and control groups in clinical trials. This class introduced the 
importance of the use of control group data in order estimate effect size. The efficacy of this redesign is to be 
tested in a second enactment, conducted in the same school. Our hope is that this work will yield key 
instructional strategies for supporting the critical, but neglected skill of graph meta-analysis. 
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Abstract: Researchers have advocated for the development of educative curriculum materials to 

support teachers as they engage in reform-oriented teaching. In this poster we report on the design 

and evaluation of a set of just-in-time, educative, teacher supports for an online project-based unit. 

Our design of the supports was informed by frameworks for educative materials (e.g. Davis & 

Krajcik, 2005), and we analyzed their use with 17 middle and high school teachers in a pilot study. 

 

Introduction 
Engaging students in inquiry practices is challenging and effective instructional materials need to support teachers as 

they learn and implement reform-based teaching (Varma, Husic, & Linn, 2008). Such materials have been termed 

“educative’ by Davis and Krajcik (2005). While there is a growing body of research on the development of 

educative materials, most of it refers to paper-based curricula and much less is known about the ways in which 

online inquiry-based environments can be educative for teachers (Davis, Smithey, & Petish, 2004; Varma et al., 

2008). Moreover, educative materials tend to present teachers with a large amount of information. These materials 

can seem overwhelming to teachers who often request, and need, just-in-time support as they enact the unit or 

lesson. In this poster we describe our efforts to develop and pilot test a set of just-in-time teacher supports embedded 

into an online project-based learning environment called the COOL Classroom. Specifically, we designed the 

supports to aid teachers in their implementation of a unit on the impacts of the Hudson River water on the ocean 

waters of the Hudson Bay. We conducted a pilot study with middle and high school teachers to ascertain the ways in 

which teachers used the set of supports. In our poster we will discuss our design of the teachers support, findings 

from the pilot study, and our current attempts to revise the design in ways that address the challenges identified in 

the pilot study. 

  

The Instructional Design 
The two-week unit, entitled Hudson River Plume, focuses on the impact of non-point pollution from watersheds on 

the Hudson Bay ecosystem, and begins with the driving question “How does your watershed impact the ocean?” The 

unit included both on-line and off line activities. In this unit students explore Satellite Surface Temperature data sets 

to study the interaction between river and ocean water, they learn about non-point source pollution in watersheds, 

and they investigate the process of eutrophication through an online simulation.   

The teacher supports, a set of text-box tabs, are superimposed on the student interface and can be toggled 

on or off (supports are only visible when the teacher is logged in). There are four support categories that we 

developed based on existing frameworks for educative materials. Ball and Cohen (1996) argued that educative 

materials can foster teacher learning, and they provided general suggestions to facilitate the development of these 

materials, for example the need to help teachers understand and deal with student ideas. Davis and Krajcik (2005) 

built on the ideas of Ball and Cohen (1996) and proposed nine heuristics for pedagogical content knowledge for 

educative science curricula. The nine heuristics are organized in three strands: pedagogical content knowledge for 

science topics, pedagogical content knowledge for scientific inquiry, and developing teachers’ subject matter 

knowledge.  In reference to these frameworks we developed four supports: in-class notes, related activities, student 

difficulties, and resources. In-class notes provided just-in-time information about running the lesson segment 

associated with the specific interface (or sequence of interfaces) such as: stopping for discussion, questions to ask 

students, etc. The related activities category provided information and links to additional offline activities relevant 

to the content on the current interface. Under student difficulties, we provided information about common student 

alternative conceptions and potential misunderstandings. The latter three categories provided pedagogical content 

knowledge for science topics in terms of teaching strategies, relevant student ideas and difficulties. The final 

category, resources, provided teachers with additional background information about the scientific phenomenon to 

extend their subject matter knowledge. Text in these tabs was kept  as succinct as possible and tabs only appeared if 
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there was relevant information for that specific interface. Our design goal was to provide support to teachers, that 

they could use in a just-in-time manner, as they engaged students with specific activities on the specific interface. 

 

Methods 
To study teachers’ use of the supports we conducted a pilot study with 17 middle and high school teachers. We 

collected three sources of data from the pilot teachers: (a) teacher journals in the form of an online survey that we 

asked teachers to complete on a daily basis whenever the unit was implemented; (b) videotape recordings of a focus 

group session in which the teachers discussed their positive and negative experiences using the unit; and (c) small 

group exit interviews focused on teachers’ experience with the implementation of a handful of specific activities and 

in particular the teacher supports for those activity pages.  

We analyzed the data in terms of the following questions: (a) when did teachers use the supports? (b) which 

supports were useful for the teachers, and which were not as useful? and (c) in what ways did teachers’ 

implementation of the unit vary from the instructions provided in the supports and what was their reasoning for 

these deviations? We began by looking at the teacher journals to ascertain trends in teachers’ evaluation of the utility 

of the supports. We then analyzed the focus group sessions and small group interviews to determine when and how 

teachers were using the supports, as well as to characterize the reasons for low fidelity implementations.  

 

Results and Discussion   

Our findings suggest that teachers varied in how they used the supports, specifically there were variations in the just-

in-time use of the supports, as well as the chunking or lesson segmentation. The latter variations were often due to 

underdeveloped or underspecified supports, and the use of supports in a just-in-time manner. Some of the variations 

in lesson segmentation, such as finding it difficult to have class discussions at times designated in the in-class notes, 

were due to teachers’ misinterpreting the lesson segmentation information provided, or disagreeing with the 

segmentation as defined in the online environment. A solution to this issue is to make salient, via the web interfaces, 

where activity sets begin and end. We intend to revise the environment to introduce a third view that will provide a 

simultaneous view of a segment as a set of thumbnail images of the interfaces included in that segment. This will 

allow the teachers to view the sequence of segments, and what is included in each segment. We found that 

sometimes the variation in implementation were due to a lack of information in the supports. This was due to one of 

two reasons: (a) we as the designers did not anticipate and address problems relating to certain aspects of an activity 

or students’ engagement with it; (b) we as designers provided instructions for implementation but did not explain the 

reasoning behind these instructions. The solution to the first problem is to more fully develop these supports given 

new information about the implementation of each activity obtained in the pilot study. The underspecified supports 

problem was often due to our attempt to keep the text of the teacher supports simple and brief. In our redesign we 

will supplement the text of the supports to include the missing rational as well as provide additional information 

about the design in the teacher lounge section of the environment. While we designed the supports for just-in time 

use (to reduce the cognitive load placed on teachers as they implement), we did not find evidence that teachers used 

them in such a manner. Most teachers read the supports prior to teaching the day’s lesson. It may be that just-in-time 

supports are not conducive for first-time implementations. A solution to this issue is to enable teachers to print out 

the teacher supports (with thumbnail images of the student interface) as one document that can help them see the 

unit in its entirety as well as the specific supports for every student page. In addition we may include an automated 

prompt to remind teachers to log in so that they can view the supports as they are teaching.  
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Abstract: Through a design experiment, we explored the potential for a suite of commercial 

physical activity monitoring devices to be used as data collection tools. Two pairs of high-

school students were asked to engage in a week-long set of data investigations of physical 

activity that culminated in the design and implementation of their own mini-studies. This 

poster reports on those mini-studies, the challenges associated with the technologies used, and 

the supports that needed to be introduced. 

Introduction 
There has been a great deal of interest in the Learning Sciences around the potentials for portable technologies 

to support engagement in authentic disciplinary practices (e.g., Aleahmad & Slotta, 2002). These potentials arise 

because such technologies allow students to model phenomena, record observations, test hypotheses, and gather 

data. The latter potential is of particular interest for the current work. We are exploring the use of a portable 

athletic technology as a data collection device that can be used to support student engagement with data 

modeling practices (Lehrer & Romberg, 1996).  Specifically, we are exploring the use of portable heart rate 

monitors and accelerometers students can use to collect data about their physical activities. We began this work 

under the assumptions that (1) personal relevance can make data about one’s self intrinsically interesting for 

students and (2) prior knowledge about one’s body and activities can bootstrap understandings students must 

develop in order to analyze and make sense of personalized data.  

 Operating under those assumptions, we conducted a first-iteration design experiment (Brown, 1992) in 

which a week-long, out-of-school learning experience was designed and implemented. Over the course of five 

two-hour sessions, two pairs of high school students (ages 14-16) conducted four inquiries into bodily activity, 

two of which were researcher-designed and two were student-designed. We had multiple goals in conducting 

this design experiment. First, we wanted simply to determine the feasibility of repurposing commercial athletic 

devices as data collection instruments for students. Second, we wished to ascertain what supports might be 

necessary in order to engage students in data analysis practices when working with physical activity data. Third, 

we hoped to make some initial determinations regarding the quality of investigations students would design, 

with guidance, after having been introduced to these technologies. 

Technological Devices and Software 
For this design experiment, we obtained a Garmin ForeRunner 50 device set for each student. The ForeRunner 

50 is a multi-instrument set consisting of a sport watch that wirelessly communicates with a heart rate monitor 

chest-strap and a “Footpod®” accelerometer secured to one’s shoe. The chest strap, worn underneath one’s 

shirt, calculates heart rate in beats per minute based on the natural electrical activity of the circulatory system. 

The Footpod® approximates speed and distance measurements based on specific changes in acceleration due to 

foot impact. Every five seconds, a reading from both devices is automatically stored on the watch’s memory, 

producing a hundred data points within five minutes. These records can be immediately uploaded onto a Mac or 

PC via an included wireless USB antenna. Once uploaded, the data are stored in specialized, easily accessed 

.xml files. We developed a script to extract the data from these files and append them with additional metadata 

such as who wore the device and what activity was being monitored. 

 As a data exploration and modeling tool, we chose the TinkerPlots software (version 1.1) (Konold & 

Miller, 2005) as it allowed for rapid importation of our enhanced data files. Although recommended for grades 

4-8, our initial exploration of the software and review of other interventions that used TinkerPlots led us to 

conclude it was powerful enough for our sample of students to use for their data analysis purposes.  

The Learning Experience 
As stated above, the students participated for five two-hour sessions facilitated by a single researcher during the 

students’ summer break. On the first day, the four students were introduced to the devices, shown how to collect 

data, and given a tour of the athletic facilities they would be provided access to throughout the intervention. On 

day two, they explored the TinkerPlots software, collected heart rate data of themselves as they were sitting at 

their computers, and under the researcher's guidance, devised and executed a plan to collect data enabling them 

to compare heart rates and distances when playing the basketball game “H.O.R.S.E”. against repeatedly tossing 

a flying disc (e.g., a Frisbee®). On day three, the students explored the previous day's data and worked in pairs 

to design a physical activity investigation of their own choosing. The student-designed investigations compared 

distances and heart rates in different running environments (tracks and treadmills) and compared heart rates 
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when using two cardiovascular machines that involve fluid, cyclical motions (elliptical trainers and stationary 

bicycles). Data for these two student-designed investigations were collected by all participants on the fourth 

day, and then examined and analyzed by both pairs of students on the fifth and final day. Details of each 

investigation, such as the students’ data collection plans and their results, will be presented on the poster.  

Data Sources and Analysis 
Video recordings of each pair's work with TinkerPlots on the computer and all group discussions of 

investigation planning were collected on days 1, 2, 3 and 5. Students completed short worksheets each day that 

served to help the researcher assess prior knowledge related to representing data, estimating heart rates, and 

students’ perceptions of what constituted scientific and mathematical activity. Several of these worksheets were 

repeated at the end of day 5 in order to gauge any change in opinions, perceptions, or intuitions about 

mathematical and scientific practices and their bodies’ reactions to physical activity. Finally, all ForeRunner-

obtained data files and student-modified TinkerPlots files were collected. 

 Selected video clips of student pairs were transcribed and analyzed qualitatively. Codes were assigned 

based on the mathematical content being discussed (e.g., averages, distributions, rates of change), the students’ 

understandings of what the data showed, and explicit references to personal knowledge of their bodies or the 

data collection experience (e.g., “that can’t be right! I know I didn’t work that hard then.”) Design notes, video 

of group discussions, post-mortem review of the design process, and ad-hoc instructional modifications from the 

week were reviewed in order to generate design recommendations for future iterations. 

Results 
With respect to feasibility, our conclusion from the first design iteration is that these devices could be 

repurposed and used relatively easily by students for data collection. Students were generally successful in 

operating the devices, and at the end of the week, all reported the equipment was easy to wear and use “once 

you got the hang of it”. All students reported that they often forgot they were wearing the equipment. During a 

closing discussion about the experience, all students expressed that the technologies provided interesting 

feedback about their bodily efforts and expressed interest in using them in their math or PE classes.  

 However, problems emerged in the preparation of the data. The students did not have the technical 

know-how to convert the data to the appropriate formats. Despite development of scripting tools, an effort on 

Day 1 to provide instruction on how to upload and convert data was unsuccessful. As a result, the lead 

researcher provided support by manually uploading, converting, and preparing the data in TinkerPlots between 

sessions. A refined software tool is currently in development to simplify data preparation and transfer.  

 Additional support was required to encourage student data analysis. On the first days of examining data 

in TinkerPlots, the students were quick to decide on an answer to an overarching question with only a cursory 

glance at the data displays. In response, the researcher added a set of open-ended data-related questions for 

students to answer on subsequent days. The written responses to these were generally poor, in that they were 

often sentence fragments and often did not answer the given question. However, the quality of discussions that 

took place with respect to the questions showed a great deal of sophistication and engagement with 

mathematical and statistical ideas, such as how to compare two populations or measures of center. Those 

observations were encouraging and validate some of our core assumptions about the utility of these devices. 

 During days 3-5, the students successfully devised and enacted data collection plans. However, despite 

having designed their own investigations, the level of engagement in the data analysis appeared much lower 

than in the researcher-planned investigations. This result was surprising, and we believe could be attributed in 

part to the predictability of the outcomes of the student-designed investigations; all students had easily predicted 

the outcome of their designed investigations. This suggests more actively steering student-designed 

investigations toward questions that produce ambiguous results may be more fruitful. We are hopeful that 

observation and other lessons learned through this first-iteration design experiment will support our planned 

classroom enactments to take place later this year. 
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Abstract: In order to address "design talk" within online gaming fan spaces, content analyses 

were used first to classify the predominant forms of design talk, then to provide a principled 

segmentation of forum data to come under further Discourse analysis. Serial implementation 

of these two approaches affords researchers of informal learning the ability to (1) identify 

productive exchanges within gaming affinity spaces to come under further d/Discursive 

analysis and (2) combine analyses of learning using both nomothetic (content analysis) and 

idiographic (Discourse analysis) approaches. 

Learning in Gaming Affinity Spaces 
Recently, learning scientists have focused on the educational implications of productive, “in the wild” 

(Hutchins, 1995) communities that have arisen to discuss games online (e.g., Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2008) 

and, within which, participants can develop sophisticated peer instructional materials (e.g., Squire & 

Giovanetto, 2008), tools for others to interact with games, and environments in which participants can negotiate 

the meaning of their gaming experiences. In this light, both the designed and ad hoc communities of practice 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991) that have come to exist "around" games are increasingly relevant for researchers 

interested in moving beyond appropriating games for traditional learning models toward understanding the 

dynamics of learning with popular media. 

A renewed focus on social affiliations, collaborative problem-solving, the development of projective 

identities (Gee, 2003), and concomitant other skills and dispositions associated with gaming has become an 

important new emphasis for games and learning research, leading to a shift in focus from the individual gamer 

to communities of learners that critique, modify, and further explore game play. Toward this end, I investigate 

Gee's (2004) concept of "affinity spaces," or fan sites, often instantiated online, with shifting memberships in 

which participants can develop and express an affinity for a like-minded group around a particular media 

artifact. Although it has been a productive concept for understanding engagement with digital media (see Black, 

2008; Duncan, in press; Gee and Hayes, in press), important methodological questions abound, including how 

best to analyze textual interactions within affinity spaces, as well as how to relate different forms of analysis 

with one another. 

In this poster, I argue for the use of both content analysis (Mayring, 2000) and Discourse analysis (Gee, 

2006) as productive means to make sense of the learning practices present within these affinity spaces.  Using 

examples from analyses of online discussion forum text in the affinity spaces around three different games, 

game series, or gaming distribution platforms (World of Warcraft, The Legend of Zelda, and Kongregate, 

respectively), I forward an explicitly dual-level implementation of these methodologies. 

Content Analysis 
By “content analysis,” I refer to the principled means of applying a qualitative coding scheme to the text present 

within the online discussion forums that make up much of the asynchronous, distributed discussions present 

within gaming affinity spaces.  Mayring’s (2000) content analysis model has similarities to other approaches for 

assessing verbal data (e.g., Chi, 1997), and has seen parallels with attempts to understand other phenomena, 

such as informal scientific reasoning within online gaming forums (Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2008).  By applying 

a fundamentally nomothetic — or attempting to discern a general “state of the world” — approach to online 

discussion forum text, we can highlight the prevalence of the learning practices being studied within a 

potentially representative sample, and make generalizations regarding the typicality of the learning practices 

within the case(s) being analyzed. 

I have developed a coding scheme to capture elements of design thinking (the iterative collaborative 

and competitive construction of artifacts) within the online discussion forums around three gaming affinity 

spaces.  Basing the coding scheme largely upon Donald Schön’s (1983; 1988) theories of design, this coding 

scheme was developed to assess discursive practices, design practices, and content of each case’s forum text.  

Applying the coding scheme to representative samples of each case (World of Warcraft n = 242 posts; Zelda n = 

125 posts; Kongregate n = 130 posts) the applicability of Schön’s scheme was found to be only partial, with 

some codes highly applied while others found to be a poor fit to the particulars of a case.  And yet, these were 

only the first step in the analysis: Addressing the prevalence of the design codes was useful for determining 

their general applicability and the overall commonality of some design practices, but did little to help “unpack” 

the finer details of specific meaning-making exchanges within the forums. 
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Discourse Analysis 
Across a wide range of domains, Gee’s (2006) “big-D Discourse theory” has put an emphasis upon 

understanding language acts as situated within cultural and social frameworks.  As a methodology, it has 

provided a great deal of utility for the investigation of meaning-making, learning, and the social construction of 

knowledge (see, for example, Steinkuehler’s, 2006, analysis of in-game Discourses).  In terms of online gaming 

affinity spaces, the methodology’s key utility is in helping to make sense of specific interchanges between 

participants in an online affinity space, and identifying the ways that particular turns of phrase represent larger 

social and cultural concerns. 

 Thus, following the content analysis methodology presented above, I have conducted Discourse 

analyses on specific exchanges within each of these three affinity spaces (World of Warcraft, The Legend of 

Zelda, and Kongregate).  Shifting focus from analyzing design practices within each space to isolating how a 

subset of debates within the forums formed and evolved, I argue that Discourse analysis provides an important 

idiographic — or characterization of unique and situated meaning-making — approach to understanding 

learning within these spaces.  In the three affinity space cases, these led to the uncovering of common framing 

narratives regarding the design practices within each space (design as a “science,” design as a “technical 

literacy” and design as “fan activity”).  For, as Discourse analysis ideally helps to situate specific exchanges in 

social and cultural frameworks, the results of the analyses can be revealing regarding important phenomena 

(e.g., framing narratives) that could not be easily uncovered via a content analysis based on an a priori coding 

scheme (a la the one based upon Schön’s 1983; 1988 work). 

A Dual-Level Interpretation of Text 
The staged, dual-level approach described here is beneficial for two key reasons.  First, content analysis 

addresses the overall coding saturation of a particular interpretive scheme, but does so necessarily divorced 

from individuals’ unique trajectories of meaning-making; by incorporating Discourse analysis, we are thus able 

to address the “gaps” in one method by the judicious use of another method on a subset of the same data.  

Second, Discourse analysis is necessarily fraught with issues of sampling, and the results of a previous content 

analysis can help to provide justification for why certain excerpts of data are chosen for subsequent Discourse 

analysis.  By using the results of a content analysis to justify which segmentation of the data is most promising 

to further investigate using Discourse analysis, assessments of the text within online affinity spaces become 

multi-faceted.  In understanding learning within these spaces, researchers need to both be able to address the 

overall prevalence of a given learning practice, while also developing a stronger basis for data selection when 

using qualitative methodologies such as Discourse analysis. 
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Abstract: Modern planning practices recruit stakeholders to add specialized expertise to the 
planning process, but this expertise often remains inert, leading to superficial and circular 
discussions. By encouraging stakeholders co-construct an external shared representation, more 
nuanced debates could emerge. This work reports on formative interviews that will inform the 
design of software that will allow stakeholders to articulate and share their knowledge, and to 
inspect the underlying assumptions of others and the outcomes of the system. 

Introduction 
Watershed planning brings together diverse representatives (e.g. local govts., advocacy groups, business, 
industry, and academia) to contribute specialized knowledge to water use policy, but devising effective 
recommendations requires a comprehensive understanding of outcomes emerging from interactions between 
natural processes and human actions (Zellner, 2008). This work’s ultimate aim is to design a computer-based 
tool to encourage stakeholders to share knowledge, learn from one another, and develop a systemic perspective. 

Study & Findings 
We observed one public session to understand meeting dynamics, and conducted telephone interviews with four 
stakeholders representing business, municipality, county government, and academia/public interest to assess 
their perceptions regarding modeling tools. Our preliminary findings focus on the means, content, and context of 
presenting models to stakeholders. 

Means – Tools & processes to support stakeholder participation 
Unlike Decision Support Systems (DSS) which are designed for a specific case and thus have limited reusability 
and require extensive data and resources to build (Densham, 1991), we are interested in repurposable software 
that can leverage the knowledge of attending stakeholders. Existing attempts at creating stakeholder-accessible 
models (e.g., MetroQuest, http://www.metroquest.com) tend to mask the system complexity by only eliciting 
pre-defined inputs and presenting pre-defined outputs. Our interviews found that this restriction on decision 
makers’ ability to modify the model caused some of the stakeholders to view them as an unreliable “black box” 
as evidenced by this remark: “I feel it [software] was biased… I looked at the results and said it’s not worth 
something to look at. This was a conclusion that somebody had and they wrote a survey and study to come to 
that conclusion.” Another stakeholder, whose ideology was more aligned with the outcome of the software, 
indicated complete confidence in the outcome. Both respondents seemed to be suffering from a confirmation 
bias (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). These black-box models thus do not allow for the skeptics to explore how 
the outcomes emerge and do not encourage the believers to question their assumptions. 

One strategy to address the black box problem is to migrate to more transparent Agent Based Models 
(ABMs), which allow stakeholders to inspect the system’s rules and potentially even use their expertise to 
modify or create rules for agents. Our goal is to maximize participation so that every stakeholder’s ideas and 
viewpoints get reflected. We found that stakeholders are more likely to bring mobile devices than laptops, which 
suggests an “audience response system”-style form factor, seen in participatory simulations augmented with a 
shared display (Wilensky & Stroup, 2000). This has the added benefit of grounding the conversation in a shared 
artifact, allowing the stakeholders to learn from their peers and to build a more nuanced mental model of the 
policies and their effects. Some findings (e.g., Brignull & Rogers, 2003) suggest that anonymity improves 
participation in such contexts but we found that stakeholders strongly felt that ideas and actions needed to be 
attributed to the creators. Thus a mechanism is needed for clearly identifying the originator of any changes to 
model settings, as evidenced by this quote: “No I don’t think [anonymous contributions are] a good idea. There 
are many groups represented by the planning group members and they bring up many viewpoints and it’s 
important that those viewpoints be acknowledged as belonging to that particular group.” 

Content – What is to be simulated? 
Some classroom-based implementations of ABMs required students to build entire systems so that they have an 
understanding of all the agents in the system (Wilensky & Reisman, 2006). However, it is impractical at best to 
ask each of the more than 35 stakeholders to build a model of an entire system when they often lack an 
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understanding of or an interest in issues outside of those which affect them directly, as indicated by the 
following quote: “I never speak up during the meeting… [the local government] viewpoint is well represented 
and I don’t think there are major issues for us as there are for the environment and business.” The interviewee 
seems to believe that policies that concern business and environmental interest groups will not impact the local 
government. There is obviously a need for the gestalt understanding that one could get by virtue of building 
everything, but an alternate strategy may be to present the model content so as to emphasize the inter-
connectedness between model elements, so that even when stakeholders do not fully understand the position of 
another interest group, they are at least aware of how their interests intersect. 

Sometimes, though, disconnects result from the difficulty in understanding how actions compound over 
time: “[We] have maintained wetlands, even created wetlands [and] open space, have … water facilities that 
meet & exceed the EPA standards… [The cities don’t] and yet we keep hearing [from them and 
environmentalists] that [we] need to have growth control, slow down or stop to avoid urban sprawl.” The 
interviewee is justly upset over a perceived “do as I say, not as I do” argument originating from city officials, 
but neglects that over time, their community may begin to resemble the city. Making the trajectory of the 
decision path evident (i.e. when a decision was formalized, identifying what model elements informed the 
decision, identifying what elements are affected by that decision, and characterizing the effect on those 
dependent elements, etc.) might help in identifying and planning for “unintended” consequences of decisions. 

Context – Where, how long, and how often. 
Interviews revealed the stakeholders were willing to use a computer-based tool for the entire duration of the 
meeting if it did not distract them from interacting. For example: “If the software is a facilitation tool, it can be 
used to run the meeting,” or, “[It] should not distract from meeting – interaction should be live and not 
dependent on software.” However, most existing classroom-based ABM projects require extended interaction 
with the model over several weeks (e.g., Klopfer, Yoon, & Um, 2005). This kind of interaction is not feasible in 
our context, where stakeholders meet once every month for 3 hours. Consequently, we have to consider 
facilitating participation and interactions between the stakeholders outside the meeting space. We found that 
the stakeholders had internet access at home and were willing to use the model outside the meeting setting for 
about 10-20 hours every month. In order to support extended interaction, the ABM tool should provide multiple 
access points for the stakeholders so that they can access the model from any location. Also, while allowing 
multiple accesses, we have to ensure that all the content generated for the model is credited to their creators. 

Conclusion 
The design guidelines that emerged from these preliminary findings were italicized above, and are summarized 
here. With relation to the means of presenting models, we found that model-based tools for diverse adult users 
in an informal learning environment should allow for inspection (and alteration/creation) of the underlying 
model rules, suggesting the use of ABMs. With respect to the content of the models, we found that contributions 
to the models must be clearly credited, and the model should emphasize element interconnectedness and 
decision trajectories to help stakeholders adopt a more comprehensive perspective. With respect to the context 
of use, we found that stakeholders will need multiple points of access, even outside meetings. Future work will 
be focused on implementing and refining these recommendations. 
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Abstract: Students’ views of their online collaboration and samples of scientific writing were 

studied within a principal contrast of U.S. students in domestic or international class 

partnerships. Results show that U.S. students in international partnerships maintained a higher 

level of excitement about their partnership and wrote a larger number of accurate scientific 

claims using more evidence and certain discourse components. Findings from this study have 

implications for further research and classroom practice.  

Introduction 
Current science learning communities are often constrained within the physical walls of a classroom. In 

contrast, scientific communities expand beyond the physical confines of a laboratory or meeting room. 

Scientists often engage in ongoing discourse with colleagues from all over the world. They participate in and 

contribute to peer-reviewed journals, newsletters, list-serves, conferences, and web seminars. The science 

education community can make use of online communication tools, as scientists have, to help students and 

teachers venture out of their classroom and become involved in global learning communities (GLCs). Research 

and thinking in this area of learning communities has focused on the contexts of group work, single classrooms, 

or limited online interactions (e.g. Lave & Wenger, 1991; Kelly & Green, 1998). However, global science 

education is emerging as a new area of research that has the possibility to significantly impact student discourse 

and the structure of science education.  

Context 
This research is set in the context of the From Local to Extreme Environments (FLEXE) instructional unit on 

energy concepts. FLEXE is an Earth Systems Science Project funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation 

and developed in partnership with Global Learning through Observation to Benefit the Environment, a 

worldwide web-based science and environmental education program. In FLEXE, students and teachers from 

United States, Thailand, Australia, and Germany along with deep-sea scientists engaged in online discussions 

about scientific data. FLEXE (both classroom based and on-line) activities promote student discourse in 

comparisons of local and extreme environments.  

Approximately 1400 students and 50 teachers were involved in the FLEXE program during the spring 

of 2009. Most students were in grades seven through nine in Earth Science, General Science, or a related course. 

Students worked locally in pairs to complete classroom activities and submit online responses. Students then 

communicated by way of asynchronous online communication in class profiles, peer reviews bioassay 

experiments, student-scientist forums, and a wrap-up deep-sea research cruise. Local environmental data 

provided by students were used in these and other online and in-class activities. A principal contrast of domestic 

U.S. and U.S. to international class partnerships was established to study online learning communities. For a 

thorough description of the design decisions considered during the construction of FLEXE online collaboration 

tools see Kerlin, Goehring, Carlsen, Larsen, & Fisher (2009).  

Methodological Approaches 
A mixed methods approach was used to study the GLC established in the FLEXE program. Embedded surveys 

called quick questions (QQs) were employed to gather students’ reactions to their class partnerships. Qualitative 

argumentation analysis of students’ written scientific arguments characterized how students used evidence from 

different sources to back their scientific claims. One QQ from each of two sets of questions was randomly given 

to students upon completion of each online activity. The first, a multiple-choice question, was from a set about 

science content and processes. The second question, a Likert scale question, was selected from a set of students’ 

views of the nature of science, attitudes toward science, and views of their class partnership. At this point, the 

six Likert scale questions that characterized students’ views of their class partnership have been analyzed and 

are available for discussion. The Likert scale responses from samples of students are treated as interval data. 

The treatment of the responses as such allows for the comparison of the responses using T-tests and univariate 

two-way ANOVAs to determine differences between the two partnerships.  

Qualitative analysis of student writing samples was conducted to characterize U.S. students’ scientific 

writing. A framework for analysis of students’ arguments with different data sources was applied to a stratified 

random sample of two student arguments associated with each U.S. teacher from four activities within the unit. 
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A few additional randomly selected student arguments were added to the samples to equalize the number of 

samples from each partnership. The framework was iteratively refined throughout initial analysis but has its 

foundations in an earlier studies by Kerlin, McDonald, & Kelly (2009), Jimenez-Aleixandre, Rodriguez, & 

Duschl (2000), and Kelly, Regev, & Prothero (2005). This study also expands on earlier work by Kerlin et al. 

(2009) and Hug and McNeil (2008) to gain understanding of how students use various primary and secondary 

scientific data sources to justify scientific claims. 

Findings 
The trends from initial analysis of students’ views of partnerships and student scientific writing all support the 

hypothesis that international partnerships lead to favorable educational outcomes The embedded QQ results for 

questions about student excitement of their partnership show that U.S. students in international class 

partnerships maintained a higher level of excitement, throughout the instructional unit, to learn about the 

environment of their partner school and the lives of students in that environment than U.S. students in domestic 

class partnerships.  

Argumentative discourse analysis of samples of student writing from four different activities showed 

favorable trends for participation of U.S. students in international partnerships. U.S. students in international 

partnerships wrote a higher number and greater percentage of correct scientific claims than U.S. students in 

domestic U.S. partnerships in three out of four of the activities analyzed. Students in international partnerships 

used larger count, mean, and median bits of evidence to support their scientific claims. We also found that 

students in international partnerships had fewer incorrect or invalid bits of evidence. In addition, U.S. students 

in international class partnerships had greater use of contrast, experience, and causality evidentiary discourse 

components. 

Conclusions 
The results from this study provide insight into student use of a complex set of data sources and views about 

online class partnerships. Variation in environmental data provided by students in different online partnerships 

and unfamiliarity of perceived audiences may account for the results described above. For example, U.S. 

students in international class partnerships examined environmental data from their partners that had a greater 

chance of being dissimilar to their local environmental data than their counterparts in domestic partnerships. 

Students innately considered and used the disparate scientific data more carefully and more thoroughly because 

the data itself prompted them to think from different perspectives and reconsider scientific reasoning from a 

global stance. The second factor that may account for the results is a function of the perceived audience. 

Throughout the activities students wrote responses to their teacher, scientists, and/or other students. Students 

with international partners seemed to place more stock in the use of data to justify their written arguments.  

The methodologies employed have implications for use in other research projects and instructional 

practice. The embedded QQ survey method may be particularly useful in other large-scale projects with on-line 

components. The use of the argumentation analytic is useful in other studies of how students use data to support 

their scientific arguments. The instructional implication from this study is that students should be provided with 

opportunities to communicate with peers and use data sources from outside their classroom. The findings show 

that science classrooms should begin to incorporate online communication tools and engage in GLCs.  
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Mathematics at Play 
 

Abstract: Based on interviews with 21 families, we found that school-aged children and their 
families engage in rich forms of mathematical reasoning as they engage in play and leisure 
activities at home. We present examples of the wide variety of activities and kinds of math 
reported, as well as an in-depth look at a few cases.  From our results, we draw design 
implications for linking formal and informal mathematics learning. 

Introduction 
Although addressed by important visionaries in education (Vygotsky, 1967; Piaget, 1932), play and leisure are 
largely perceived to be orthogonal to children’s learning, especially once children reach school age (Okan, 
2003).  Research suggests that play activities may be valuable for learning (Rieber, 1996), particularly in the 
domain of mathematics (Guberman & Saxe, 2000; Siegler & Ramani, 2008).  However, relatively little research 
relates play and mathematics learning in the context of the home setting. The aims of this project are three-fold: 
First, we seek to investigate how families encounter and engage in mathematical practices during play and 
leisure activities.  Second, we aim to provide a broad, cross-family account of the kinds of math involved in 
these activities, as well as an in-depth analysis within case families. Third, we hope to develop design 
implications from our results that bridge the informal mathematics learning we see in families with the formal 
mathematics in schools. 

Method 
21 families, who represented the racial and economic diversity of the San Francisco Bay Area, participated in 
semi-structured interviews as part of a larger study (Goldman et. al, 2006; Pea et. al, forthcoming).  The 
interviews occurred in the home, lasted approximately two hours each, and centered on contexts in family life 
previously shown to be fertile for mathematical problem solving. The current analysis draws on this data set to 
specifically consider the many instances in the interviews where play and leisure organically came into 
conversation as families discussed mathematics. To conduct the analysis, we revisited our previously cataloged 
database to look at all the instances in which families discussed a problem they believed to have involved math, 
looking for instances that involved play and leisure as defined by Rieber (1996).  
   We coded each instance, noting the family, the members of that family participating in the activity, an overall 
summary of the activity, and the kinds of math that were involved. The play/leisure activities were broken into 
three categories: hobbies and projects, games, and informal sports related activities (i.e., activities related to 
sports but that were not being officially organized by a coach at the time).  See Table 1 for a small sample of the 
full table of play/leisure activities reported that involved mathematics. 
 
Table 1: A short excerpt of our Play and Leisure Analysis; includes hobbies and projects as well as games  
 

Family Name Who was involved? What was the event? Kinds of Math 

Echevarria Daughter Inventing make-
believe businesses 

Arithmetic, Comparing Magnitudes, 
Decimals, Optimization, Proportional 
Reasoning 

Pulepule Mom, Daughters, 
Relatives, and 
Friends 

Making Tongan mats Arithmetic, Estimation, Measurement, 
Proportional Reasoning 

Walters Daughter, Son, 
Grandfather, and 
Grandmother 

Playing bridge Arithmetic, Logic, Probability 

Muntz Daughter Playing Neopets 
game online 

Arithmetic, Comparing magnitudes, Data 
analysis, Interest Rates 

Case Studies 
In addition to the cross-family analysis, we examined several cases in more depth.  Given the space limitations 
of this paper, we highlight two of our examples. 

Playing Neopets 
 
The Muntz family includes the father, Donald, the mother, Nancy, and a 6th grade daughter, Erin. Like another 
middle school girl in our sample, Erin’s plays Neopets, an online game where players care for computer pets. In 
this environment, players can buy things with Neopoints, which they earn by playing games. Erin buys things at 
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the Neopoints store, and then later sells them for a profit at an auction. The balance of Neopoints is kept in an 
online bank account, which earns interest. To earn Neopoints, Erin sends in the scores she received playing a 
game. She is only allowed to send in three scores per day, so if she gets a score of 100, she has to decide if later 
she is more likely get a higher or lower score, and whether to send it in. Erin says she thinks about her average 
score in making the decision.  From this small excerpt from the data, we can start to link how Erin is using 
standard financial practices such as maximizing interest and profit to achieve her goals in the game.   

Imaginary Businesses 
In a second example, the entire family is involved in a play activity, supporting the middle school-aged 
daughter’s mathematical activity. The Echevarria family is from Columbia. The mother has lived in the US for 
14 years, the father for 19 years. Their two children—the younger 6th grade daughter Sabrina and the older 9th 
grade daughter Rebecca—were born in the USA.  The dad noted how “Sabrina loves to set up businesses, here, 
at home,” as she “goes off by herself” to create make-believe businesses. Sabrina described a recent example, a 
laundry business: “I have to set up everything, like a stand, and figure out what materials I will need, and make 
things on paper for it to work out.  I have to figure out how much I have to have in my cash register, and to 
spend on things, for the business to work.” When asked how she kept track of all of this, she replied: “I have 
different prices for different things to be washed - pants $3 and shirts like $2.99. And then from these prices I 
kind of figure out how much I’d need for washing machine costs. And how many people’s things coming in I 
would need to make my business work.” The family reviewed the list of businesses she had developed in this 
way: magic shows, laundry, bank, restaurant, grocery store, play house. Her father said: “She goes off all by 
herself until she invites us to the show or to buy things – she plays the lady who sells the tickets at the entrance 
and also plays the star of the show.” These businesses have large socio-dramatic components: she dresses up, 
prices items, and requires her family to come and buy things.  

Design implications 
In this analysis we look specifically at play and leisure activities to understand how math is understood in the 
context of informal and fun activities. Family members discussed hobbies, projects, games, and sports. We 
found that these events involve various family members and a range of math, including 2D and 3D geometric 
reasoning, estimation, arithmetic, probability, and proportional reasoning. The diversity of math-related problem 
solving in these activities, their repetitive nature, and the co-participation of family members make them ripe 
contexts for math learning, especially since these play and leisure activities are a matter of pleasure for the 
family members. Activities such as these are mathematically engaging, and in some cases, have links to other 
STEM fields such as engineering, science and technology. 

The analysis of play and leisure is helpful as we move into creating designs for tools that encourage 
mathematical identification, problem solving, and support. It is also instrumental for building our design and 
cross-setting research work in and between homes and schools. We see more profound opportunities to craft 
boundary-crossing supports for mathematizing experience and supporting mathematical alignment across home 
and school settings. Our upcoming work builds off of these results, providing tools for family members to 
identify and treat daily activities in math-rich ways, raising awareness of math in family life and encouraging 
family conversations and problem solving with mathematics. For schools, we will design resources for upper 
elementary and middle-school that help teachers recognize and utilize families as resources for mathematics 
learning and thinking.  
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Learning as mediated by a nodal ecology: 
Findings from studies of Gamestar Mechanic and Quest to Learn 
!

Abstract:  The authors present two research studies related to game-based learning 

environments designed to help middle and high school students develop systems thinking 

skills.  Pre and post testing and mixed-methods (quantitative and qualitative) longitudinal 

collection methods were used.  The two studies focus on: (a) Gamestar Mechanic, an 

online video game, and (b) Quest to Learn, a games-based school which recently opened 

in New York City. Both studies assessed middle school students’ ability to develop 

system-thinking skills as result of participating in these educational interventions. Levels 

of change in the development of systems thinking will be described in the paper, but the 

authors’ main focus concerns how these gains were attained by the students. What role 

did context play in the learning process?  The authors argue that a “nodal ecology” of 

redundant and predictable learning experiences serve to explain changes in cognitive 

development.   

!

This poster presentation presents two studies that assessed middle school participants’ development of 

systems thinking after participating in games-based learning environments.  Both learning environments 

were designed using a “nodal ecologies framework,” and claims about cognitive development have 

therefore been analyzed to understand the efficacy of this framework.  Conceptualization of learning 

contexts as learning ecologies was guided by research and theories pointing to meaning making, cognitive 

development, and identity formation as a process whereby individuals travel through sets of varied but 

inter-related learning spaces (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Goldman-Segall, 1998; Lave & Wenger, 

1991; White, 2008).  The learning ecologies for both studies discussed in this paper have been framed 

around a set of interacting, interdependent learning nodes.  Nodes in a particular ecology are defined as 

interconnected, but distinct physical or virtual spaces that house predictable and redundant instances of 

specialized content (e.g, systems-thinking, algebra, fashion, basketball), social activity, learning tools, and 

a discourse the defines certain ways of knowing and doing.   

 

One study employed a game called Gamestar Mechanic, intended to help middle and high school 

students develop basic game design skills. Both game design, as well as systems thinking skills, were 

conceptualized as dialogic in nature. The overall study, designed using design-based research methods 

(Barab, 2006; Barab & Squire, 2004), focused on testing the viability of using Gamestar Mechanic—and 

the learning ecology it instantiated—to improve students’ systems thinking skills. A principal research 

question that guided the study was: Does a learning ecology generated and mediated by the game design of 

Gamestar Mechanic improve participants' ability to engage in systems thinking?  

 

The second study, which is currently underway and uses both qualitative and quantitative methods 

(Shute, 2009), similarly considers the nodal ecology of Quest to Learn, a new games-based school that 

opened in New York City in September 2009, in relation to middle school students’ development of 

systems thinking skills.  Similar to the Gamestar study, Quest to Learn has designed a learning 

environment framed around a nodal ecology of learning experiences.  Enabling students to develop systems 

thinking is also a core goal of the school.   

 

Brief overview of systems thinking  
We are currently witnessing a foregrounding of complexity as one of the defining characteristics of our 

new century. Stephen Hawking (2000) has said that we are living in the era of complexity and that 

complexity itself will form the science of the 21st century. Similarly, Heinz Pagel (1988) has written that 

those who master this science will form the economic, political, and cultural superpowers of this new 

century (see also Rambihar & Rambihar, 2009).  Systems thinking for both studies is defined as the ability 

to see and understand the “big picture.”  This requires learners to solve problems using a wholistic versus a 

reductive (e.g., considering discrete variables) approach (Shute, Masduki, Donmez, et al., in press; Torres, 

2009a, 2009b).  Specific systems thinking skills that both studies assessed include:  dynamic thinking (i.e., 

the abilty to account for reciprocal interactivity between variables), closed-loop thinking (i.e., the ability to 
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account for reinforcing and balancing feecback dynamics and time delays), and model transfering (the 

ability to see how similar system dynamics may be present in other seemingly dissimilar systems).   

 

 

The crux:  Implications and significance   
While this presentation will offer an overview of systems thinking, along with quantitative learning gains 

students have made in their systems thinking development, the key issue concerns the research and design 

of learning environments.  In most schools, students are given opportunities to learn in one primary node—

the classroom context. Furthermore, in most instances they are learning about something instead of 

learning to be something, such as a chemist, historian, journalist, and so on.  Seeing learning as intricately 

tied to identity development, both leaning interventions discussed here ask students to step into roles and 

specific identities (e.g., game designer, scientist, historian).  The two studies we report on depart from a 

customary “learning about” approach to teaching and learning. Indeed, the notion of cognitive development 

resulting from social, physical, and mental activity through the passage of nodes offers a striking departure 

from the design of learning environments in schools today.   
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The Role of Student Agency and Sustained Inquiry on 
Collaboration and Learning of Science Practices 
 

 

Abstract: We redesigned a traditional inquiry-based science unit, creating a unit that 

incorporates student agency and sustained inquiry during science inquiry experiences.  Using 

a quasi-experimental design, the two units were compared.  Fourteen teachers in 5th grade 

classrooms in one school district in the Pacific Northwest participated.  Data collected include 

an embedded inquiry assessment and video-recordings of student discourse.  Preliminary 

findings show that students in the redesigned unit saw gains in both collaboration skills and 

scientific practices. 

Major Issues Addressed  
At present, many schools employ hands-on science curricula to help students become proficient in aspects of 

science inquiry and knowledge. However, our analysis suggests that for the most part these curricula do not 

engage students in what might be considered authentic science practice in the sense that students do not conduct 

sustained, original inquiry nor have agency in determining the course of their inquiry.  

Research suggests that students can develop and pursue--with teacher scaffolding--their own program 

of research related to a complex problem (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Metz, 2004).  Building on this work, we 

conjecture that students, when provided with the opportunity and appropriately supported to engage in authentic 

science, will be motivated and more likely to engage in sense-making and knowledge-building in the context of 

their work, and hence, more likely to acquire a deep understanding of science concepts and inquiry processes.  

To evaluate these ideas, we examined collaborative learning processes (Herrenkohl & Guerra, 1998) 

and learning outcomes in elementary classrooms using two different hands on science units—one (of our own 

design) that offered students greater agency and opportunities for sustained, original inquiry, and one that 

involved a series of discrete investigations directed by the classroom teacher.  

Potential Significance of Work 
This research has the potential to contribute to our understanding of how student-driven, authentic science 

inquiry influences student engagement, discourse, and learning of science concepts and processes. It also has the 

potential to contribute to our understanding of effective design principles for science curricula.  

Theoretical and Methodological Approach 
Taking Science to School (Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007) suggests that teaching “science as practice” 

involves “engaging children in designing and conducting investigations and answering complex questions” (p. 

256).  In inquiry science classrooms, students are purposefully engaging in scientific practices, grappling with 

important science ideas, and building conceptual understanding through meaningful discourse and activity. In 

contrast to this idealized depiction, current classroom practice more often involves a teacher giving students the 

questions and procedures for a series of discrete science investigations, and students’ scientific work involves 

conducting these investigations and interpreting the results. In these classrooms, students’ work is largely 

procedural, and lacks personalization and consequence (other than a grade). 

In the present study, we compared a “traditional” science inquiry unit to a unit reformulated to embody 

more authentic science inquiry practices. Both units addressed similar concepts and skills, involved student 

collaboration, and were “hands on.” The cornerstones of the “authentic” unit were student-choice/agency and 

student-guided collaborative investigations related to an over-arching problem (Vye, Schwartz, Barron, 

Bransford, Zech & CTGV, 1998).  Namely, small teams of students were challenged to design and conduct a 

series of investigations that would inform their design of a habitat for isopods. We hypothesized that students in 

the Isopod Habitat unit would participate more productively in inquiry practices—that is, show greater evidence 

of sense making and knowledge-building over time--and be relatively more proficient at science inquiry 

practices. 

The study involves a quasi-experimental design. Demographically matched schools were randomly 

assigned to either a comparison (i.e., traditional unit) or intervention (i.e., isopod habitat unit) group. A total of 

fourteen 5
th grade teachers in one school district in the Pacific Northwest participated for 12 weeks each. Eight 

teachers and 122 students participated in the Isopod Habitat unit; 6 teachers and 72 students participated in the 

Comparison unit.  

Data sources presented in this paper will include: a) students’ performance on an embedded inquiry 

assessment that was conducted during week 10 in both the Comparison and Isopod Habitat classes; and b) 

videos of students’ designing two investigations (during the first and last quarters of the unit).  

In the embedded inquiry assessment, students in both conditions were asked to generate their own 
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research ideas including an investigative question, a prediction, and an explanation for their prediction. They 

conducted the study, interpreted their findings, and then were asked to decide upon and justify a good follow-up 

study. Two coders “blind” to treatment condition scored students’ responses.   

For the purposes of this paper, we have selected one group from each of 2 classes in both the 

Comparison and Isopod Habitat conditions (for a total of 4 student groups).  For the Comparison classes we 

selected the 2 expert teachers who had provided students with an opportunity to design a study.  Similarly for 

the Isopod Habitat classes, we selected 2 teachers whom we thought had implemented the unit with special 

fidelity.  The groups were chosen based on the completeness of the video records.   

For each of the 4 student groups, we selected videos of their design work early and late in the unit.  

This affords us the opportunity to examine the extent to which students’ discourse changed over time as well as 

a comparative perspective on discourse processes under conditions of greater/lesser agency and sustained 

thinking.  The video records were transcribed for discourse analysis.  

Preliminary Findings, Conclusions and Implications 
As illustrated in Figure 1, results from HLM analysis of items comprising the embedded inquiry assessment 

indicate that Isopod Habitat Challenge students performed significantly better than Comparison students in the 

following areas: generating a quality investigative question (p < .0005), prediction (p < .1) and, design for 

follow-up study (p < .05). This association cannot be considered causal, since the assignment procedure was not 

random. However, in these analyses, differences in baseline achievement are not a likely explanation for the 

estimated effects, since students’ previous year’s achievement scores on the Washington Assessment of Student 

Learning (WASL) standardized tests were used to control for prior achievement. 

 

 
Figure 1. Performance on Embedded Inquiry Assessment 

 

The discourse analyses are on-going; however, preliminary analysis indicates that Isopod Habitat 

students show greater evidence of knowledge-building over time.  More students contributed during discussions, 

and there were more knowledge-building interactions between students.  Lengths of exchanges were longer, and 

the Isopod Habitat students used greater precision in their language.  In addition, engagement was markedly 

higher for the Isopod Habitat students.  Preliminary findings indicate the value of building sustained inquiry and 

student agency into scientific inquiry experiences.  
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Abstract: This poster presentation revives Dewey’s “reflective thinking” framework to 

inform the design of problems for virtual environment-based assessments of content and 

inquiry.  After describing “reflective thinking” and illuminating a conceptualization of what is 

a problem, we show how we are using the “reflective thinking” framework to inform the 

design of problems in our SAVE Science virtual environment assessment modules. 

Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) 
Since digital media are increasingly becoming a part of students’ lives in and out of school, VLEs and 

supporting technologies can be woven into the fabric of their everyday school science experiences to prompt 

reflective thinking.  It has been shown that contemporary education using virtual methods of inquiry can play a 

significant role in substituting for physical experimentation in K-12, because they obviate the need for 

expensive equipment and minimize the impact of deficient training for teachers on how to implement inquiry 

(Ketelhut and Nelson, in press; Nelson & Ketelhut, 2007).  Furthermore, it has also been shown that virtual 

environments have the advantage of giving students time to ‘reflect’ on their course of action (Schank & Cleary, 

1995). But, what are the design heuristics necessary for prompting reflective thinking? In this paper, we propose 

a framework for designing problem-based VLEs to promote reflection based on Dewey’s Reflective Thinking 

Framework (1910). We discuss how this framework was used to design modular assessments in an NSF-funded 

project, called Situated Assessment in Virtual Environment for Science Content and Inquiry (SAVE Science). 

Reflective Thinking 
“Reflective thinking,” according to Dewey (1910), is “[a]ctive, persistent, and careful consideration of any 

belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and the further conclusions to 

which it tends” (p. 6).  Reflective thinking is part of the critical thinking process of analyzing and making 

judgments about what has occurred or what problem has been posed.  Reflective thinking ranges from simple 

acceptance of a judgment to deep inquiry into posed problems.   

Dewey developed and articulated the four steps required for reflective thinking, or problem solving.  

The four steps are:  1) identify or define the problem; 2) suggest solution; 3) collect evidence; and 4) conclude.  

Although the steps are enumerated, reflective thinking (problem solving) does not necessarily occur in that 

order or in a linear fashion.  One does not have to complete the first step in order to proceed to the second.  The 

formal steps involved in reflective thinking are less important than a sequence that results in the solution to the 

specific problem.  Furthermore, during reflective thinking the problem solver goes back and forth through 

general stages before settling on a solution.  

Reflective Thinking Problem Design 
Problems that arise from experiences can be arrayed on a continuum with simple problems (easy task) to 

complex problems (hard task) as extremities.  Simple problems are those that typically appear in classroom 

science and mathematics and can be solved easily.  The simplest of all problems would be solved progressing 

through each of Dewey’s four reflective thinking stages only once before a conclusion is made.  However, 

problems in life are never this easy.  Complex problems can be difficult social problems, like hunger and 

poverty, and are hard to solve.  As problems become increasingly more complex, the problem solving pathway 

through the reflective thinking stages can occur multiple times before a conclusion is drawn. 

According to Dewey (1910), experiences are imbued with rich sources of problems.  He believed that a 

problem causes a “state of perplexity, hesitation, [or] doubt” (p. 9) creates a tension mental unrest 

(disequilibrium) and suspense.  This imbalance was a precondition for inquiry and reflective thinking.    Indeed, 

the perception of a disturbance “would lead to an act of search or investigation directed toward bringing to light 

further facts which serve to corroborate or to nullify the suggested belief” (p. 9).  Dewey assumed that this 

tension was often vague and not clearly focused.  In fact, his first state of reflective thinking was a search 

performed within the environment for information that would clarify the problem.  

What are the characteristics of a good problem that creates this mental unrest? Drawing on Dewey’s 

notion of genuine problems (1910), Polanyi (1957) suggests that good problems should: 1) hint that there is a 
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known but hidden solution; 2) result in the amount of effort matching the reward of finding that solution; and 3) 

have clues that hint at or are part of the solution. Dewey (1910) further recommended that the problem should 

be based in a story, and should have interest for the solver. Foreshadowing Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of flow 

years later (1990), Polanyi (1957) cautions that the “logical gap” (the difference between what is known and 

what is needed to be known to solve the problem) is a major factor to be considered in designing the problem.   

Applying Reflecting Thinking Problem Design to SAVE Science 
The SAVE Science project is designing and implementing a series of virtual environment-based assessment 

adventures (or quests) used for assessing both science content and inquiry in middle grades. To do this, we are 

creating assessment quests for students to solve using knowledge they have gained in their middle school 

science classroom. We are using the above framework to guide our design of our assessment quests. “Sheep 

trouble” is the first quest that we designed to assess student understanding of concepts of adaptation and 

structure/function. First, to create a problem with a knowable but hidden solution, we have students greeted by a 

medieval farmer who asks them to help him find a scientific solution for why his new sheep are dying. His 

brother and many of the townsfolk think that there is no findable solution, but he is convinced that there is and 

that the student-scientist can help him find it. Second, we are supporting student effort as they progress through 

the problem by foregrounding relevant elements and events in the virtual environment. We are doing this by 

highlighting computer agents and other interactive items. Third, students are provided clues to the solution 

through posters, computer agents, and the design of the actual world. For example, a poster shows that the new 

sheep come from a very different locale (flat, snowy island) from the current farm (hilly, rocky, and dry). By 

exploring, students also discover that to find the best grass to eat, the sheep need to climb the hill. Finally, the 

problem is firmly based in a narrative that includes helping the farmer save his sheep from the town executioner 

who is under orders to destroy them unless proof that they are not ‘bad magic’ is found. 

SAVE Science Pilot 
A pilot was conducted in May 2009 in a mid-Atlantic school. Twenty students participated in the sheep trouble 

module. While this was primarily a usability implementation, we were also evaluating our problem design 

framework. Using students’ own words (see table 1), we discovered that our problem narrative was interesting. 

All students felt that the solution was discoverable as witnessed by their engagement with the project. Students 

used the provided clues to solve the problem and when questioned, pointed to those clues in their rationale. 

Finally, students indicated that our ‘logical gap’ might have been too small as many students asked for more 

complexity or difficulty in future modules. 
 

Table 1. Example student comments on the four aspects of our design framework (n=20). 

Solution availability Effort-benefit ratio Clues to problem Narrative interest 

it was fun with the 

evidence that you had to 

find on the two kinds of 

sheep 

It was really fun 

because you got to go 

around and explore why 

the new sheep were sick 

I liked how you 

could interact with 

the different people 

its really fun 

the game was very 

intriguing. It was a brain 

puzzle but still lots of fun 

it was sort of a 

challenge. 

Give a second hint 

about what the 

problem is 

its real enough looking that I 

can really get into it. 

I think this a great way for 

students to test their skills 

I think the barriers of 

the game was too small. 

I need more stuff to 

interact with 

But the story will get old and it 

would probably be better if 

there were different challenges 

You get to figure out 

what’s wrong 

It was fairly easy (need) more clues or 

hints 

It seemed like a real-life 

question 

the most interesting part 

was trying to find out what 

was wrong with sheep. 

Make a bit harder and 

longer 

 It was fun and realistic. It 

didn’t feel like we were just 

taking a test on a blank screen. 
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Abstract: We summarize an emerging pedagogical approach to learning science subjects as 

iMVT (Modeling and Visualization Technology Integrated Inquiry-based Learning) based on 

our school-based research and the literature of technology for science education. The authors 

use evidence in their chemistry, biology, and physics studies to show the potential of using 

iMVT as a uniformed theoretical framework for designing effective learning environments to 

support science learning.     

1. The iMVT Innovative Pedagogy 
We summarize an innovative pedagogy that applies to chemistry, biology, physics, and perhaps other subject 

learning as iMVT (Modeling and Visualization Technology integrated inquiry-based learning). It is a 

collaborative inquiry-based pedagogy to address student science learning difficulties. A Modeling approach 

allows students to represent and construct understanding of science phenomena as complex systems by 

elaborating on variables, relationships, and the interaction among the components of the systems. Visualization 

is to simulate abstract and invisible interactions (e.g. particle level interaction during chemistry reactions) 

through visible manipulative. This usually involves the use of Technologies. Figure 1 provides a process model 

of the iMVT pedagogy according to a chemistry study of our project Enhancing Inquiry-based Science Learning 

through Modeling and Visualization Technologies. Students started from asking questions like ‘what affects the 

speed of chemical reaction’. Next they made their hypotheses, designed and carried out lab investigations, 

collected data to analyze how different variables (e.g. temperature and concentration) affect the speed of 

chemical reaction, and then derived the conclusions. Based on their observations in real lab, they further 

explored what might happen at particle level that affected their data by drawing paper models to explain the 

micro-level interaction like the example shown in Figure 2. However, this was not as efficient and effective as 

running computer models such as NetLogo chemistry models as shown in Figure 1. Also in Figure 1, we can see 

that students actually worked in pairs collaboratively and their teacher served as a facilitator to guide their 

model-based inquiry process. The elaboration of this iMVT approach used data from the project mentioned 

above. The process model is similar to a modeling-based inquiry process described in a paper by Hay and his 

colleagues (Hay, Kim, & Roy, 2004 ). Although learning sciences through the i, M, V. T described above is not 

uncommon, to put them together to form an iMVT framework can be a new paradigm to reshape the science 

learning pedagogy when using technology. The core idea is that student modeling and visualization practices 

were not “add-ons” to teacher-centered instruction but an integrated part of student-centered inquiry processes.  

       
Figure 1. The iMVT pedagogy                     Figure 2. Paper model: How temperature affect the speed of reaction 

 

2. Subject Characteristics 
Chemistry is a science that systematically studies the composition, properties, and reactivity of matter at the 

atomic and molecular level. Johnstone (1982) indicated three worlds of chemistry: the macroscopic, the 

microscopic, and the symbolic world.  The symbolic or representational world is used by scientists to reason and 

represent the dynamic interactions in the micro world and how the visible phenomena appear to our senses. 

Modeling is central to chemists’ work to describe, explain, and even predict the behaviors of chemical 

phenomena using chemistry representations. When the micro-level phenomena are visualized using models, it is 

easier to understand and learn (Gilbert & Treagust, 2009).  Physics is concerned with the observation, 

understanding and prediction of natural phenomena and the behavior of man-made systems. In order to create 

quantitative predictions, physics uses mathematical models of experimental observations; the equations for the 

model are generated and the model formed related back to what is observed experimentally (Quality Assurance 
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Agency for Higher Education, 2008). Biology is the subject of life and living organisms. Biologists answer 

questions about diversity and about the common characteristics of living organisms through their investigation 

(Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, 2008).  Models take up the intermediate position between the 

observed reality of phenomena and the theory explaining it (France, 2000). Biological models are used in 

biology to represent the empirical systems such as DNA double-helical structure and biologists often describe 

models as having three components – parameters, variables, and laws, while laws are the relationships between 

parameters and variables (Otto & Day, 2007). Modeling process is utilized by biologist to express this 

relationship and make sense of life. The iMVT approach is in essence central to chemistry, physics and biology; 

students should also benefit from iMVT when learning natural and probably social phenomena as systems. 

3. Empirical Findings 
In our project, there were three studies on chemistry, biology, and physics, respectively. Each had one learning 

sciences research agenda. The studies were carried out in two Singapore secondary schools to explore the ideal 

conditions for using iMVT to facilitate student learning. The chemistry study compared two different modeling 

software in supporting students to learn the same chemistry topic. We studied how equation-based modeling 

tool (Model-It) and agent-based modeling tool (NetLogo) facilitated student learning the Speed of chemical 

reaction as described at the beginning of this paper. The results showed that students in both classes improved 

their content understanding significantly measured by pre- and post-tests (Zhang, Deng, Jacobson, & Kim, 

2008). The physics study went beyond using algebraic models for teaching the physics of electricity, which was 

supported by real laboratory experiments that verify Ohm’s law, formulae for resistance of series and parallel 

circuit. With NetLogo models, we enabled students to visualize the electricity phenomenon at microscopic level, 

such as the behavior of electrons under varying voltage and resistances; the software also allowed for relating 

voltage to velocity, current to number of electrons and resistance to the time taken for electrons to travel from 

one point to another. The number of electrons and time are concrete concepts as compared to current and 

resistance that are more abstract in nature. Students overcame many misconceptions and learning difficulties. 

Analysis of pre-tests and post-tests showed large improvements in understanding (Pathak, Jacobson, Kim, 

Zhang, & Deng, 2008). The biology study compared different conditions in applying visualization software 

called Biologica to facilitate secondary four students in learning genetics. Results showed the open-inquiry 

environment with manipulative in general improved student understanding significantly measured by pre- and 

post tests (Zhang et al., 2008). All the three studies collected both process (e.g. video recordings of student 

computer screen activities and conversation when using modeling and visualization tools) and outcome data 

(e.g. student understanding of modeling measure by survey questionnaires). Preliminary analysis results showed 

a combination of i, M, V, T had great potential in engaging students in representing, simulating, and testing their 

ideas about how things were related in natural phenomena to gain conceptual understanding of science. 

4. Conclusions and Discussion 
In this short paper, we analyzed subject characteristics of chemistry, biology, and physics to argue that iMVT 

can be a pedagogy that applies to all the three and perhaps more subjects. We present results from our project to 

show the efficacy of the iMVT pedagogy. Adapting scientific models and visualization tools in education has 

been the focus of important research not only for physical models (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000) but also for 

computer models (Loh et al., 2001). Edelson, Gordin, and Pea (1999) suggest that technology support (e.g., 

computer modeling and visualization) is an important principle for implementing inquiry-based learning. Our 

iMVT pedagogy is aligned with the above proposals. The empirical results have proved that the iMVT 

combination is more powerful in facilitating student learning difficult science concepts such as the speed of 

chemical reaction, genetics, and the physics of electricity. The well-designed tools have software–realized 

scaffolding in addition to human face to face scaffolding as a way of thinking about and exploring disciplines 

(Guzdial, 1995). We hope to invite more research to explore how iMVT combination might have changed the 

way science is represented and learned by students to argue for the novelty of the iMVT pedagogy. 
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Abstract: A cross-sectional study (101 grade 6-14 students) and teaching experiment (24 

grade 6-8 students) suggest measurement units are important in conceptual understanding of 

size and scale. Students were significantly better at absolute size than relative size estimation 

after the teaching experiment. Students appear to off-load the requirement for fractions or 

decimals onto the notational system of measurement units. A planned cross-cultural study will 

indicate likely improvements if US students had greater schooling in metric units.  

Introduction  
The concepts of size and scale are important both in science and for science learning. Size is a characteristic of 

every object, and is the magnitude or extent of the object. The size of an object is established by comparing it to 

a standard, which functions as a scale. Scales are “the spatial, temporal, quantitative, or analytical dimensions 

used by scientists to measure and study objects and processes” (Gibson et al. 2000, p. 219). Tools that allow the 

exploration of new size regimes have opened entire scientific fields, e.g., the invention of the optical microscope 

led to microbiology and the development of atomic force microscopes to the nanotechnology revolution.  Scale 

is a “common theme” that pervades science, and can be used to unify student learning (AAAS, 1993). 

Theoretical Background 
Vygotsky (1978, 1985) pointed out the importance of cultural tools to thinking and learning. More recently, Pea 

(1988) noted that “intelligence is often distributed by off-loading what could be elaborate and error-prone 

mental reasoning processes as action constraints of either the physical or symbolic environments.” (p. 48), 

including “notational systems such as algebra equations” (p. 54). Research revealed that experts and gifted 

seniors in high school use units as a notational system on which to distribute intelligence, by visualizing small 

units (e.g., the nm) “as a new unit (rather than as a fraction of a meter)”, with this unitizing possibly underlying 

conceptual understanding of spatial scales (Tretter et al., 2006, p. 1063). The research reported in this poster 

studies whether and how typical middle school students use units to construct understanding of size and scale. 

Methods 
The data used in this poster were obtained from a cross-sectional study with 101 students in grades 6-14 

(Delgado, 2009), and a teaching experiment involving 24 students who had finished 6th through 8th grades at a 

diverse, low SES public school district in a small Midwestern city, during a summer camp (Delgado, Short, & 

Krajcik, 2009). The curriculum for the teaching experiment was built following a construct-centered design 

(CCD) approach (Pellegrino et al., 2008) and incorporating findings from the cross-sectional study. The 

instructional activities (Delgado et al., 2009) were designed to build conceptual understanding of size and scale 

by having students explore four aspects of size (ordering by size, grouping by size, relative scale or how many 

times bigger one object is than another, and absolute size) and the connections among the aspects. An engaging 

driving question – How can nanotechnology keep me from getting sick? – provided the context for the 12-hour 

curriculum. Participants were audiotaped while being individually interviewed; in the case of the teaching 

experiment, one week before camp, and after completion of the curriculum on size and scale. The interview 

includes questions about the smallest known unit of length, estimating the relative scale of atom, red blood cell, 

human, and Earth (relative to a 1-mm pinhead), and estimating the absolute size of the same four objects. The 

author coded the interviews according to a rubric; a second rater coded 10% of the interviews with inter-rater 

reliability above 90%. Paired-sample t-tests or McNemar tests (depending on the type of variable) were used to 

test for changes in the means of student performance pre- and post- instruction, as well as independent-sample t-

tests or McNemar tests to compare groups or variables at a given point in time.  

Findings 
In the absence of the teaching experiment curriculum, next to no pre-university students knew of units of length 

smaller than the millimeter, yet students often felt a need for these. While any length can be expressed using any 

unit, many students asked what unit was smaller than a millimeter when prompted to estimate the absolute size 

of a red blood cell or atom. In the cross-sectional study, around 41% of students mentioned units larger than a 

millimeter (e.g., centimeter or inch) for the smallest unit they knew. Half of these students did not use the 

millimeter even after this unit had been provided to them in subsequent interview tasks. Students who continued 

to use the centimeter or inch scored significantly lower than those who did not initially respond with the 
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millimeter but later used it (p < 0.01 for t-test, and effect sizes above 1 [calculated using pooled standard 

deviation]). Additionally, students became significantly more accurate at absolute size estimation compared to 

relative scale estimation at the end of the teaching experiment (p < 0.01), while there was no statistically 

significant difference at the beginning of the teaching experiment. This is noteworthy because previous research 

focusing on perception has shown that relative size is more accessible than absolute size (e.g., Vasilyeva et al., 

2004), and research focusing on size estimation has found no consistent difference (Tretter et al., 2006).  

Discussion and Implications 
The power of units may reside in their allowing students to work with more familiar numbers. Many students 

struggled to find fractions, decimals, or powers of 10 to express the size of the cell or atom in millimeters, 

centimeters, or inches. Units may be allowing students to off-load the requirement for fractions or decimals onto 

the notational system (Pea, 1988) of measurement units. Despite having introduced students to micrometers and 

nanometers as fractions of a millimeter, most students resorted to micrometers and nanometers when expressing 

the size of a cell or an atom in the post-teaching experiment assessment, rather than using fractions of a 

millimeter. The few students who did use fractions of a millimeter mainly estimated grossly inaccurate sizes. 

While scientists around the world near-universally employ the SI system, the United States still 

employs English units like the foot and mile for everyday use. Most other countries have long employed the 

metric system or are further along than the US in their transition from English to metric. Non-US students may 

be enjoying an advantage in their learning about size and scale by virtue of being more familiar with the metric 

system of units compared to US students. Finding better ways to help students construct their understanding of 

“common themes” (AAAS, 1993), including scale, through better curriculum and instruction may be a powerful 

way of improving US science education. A planned cross-cultural study will shed light on what kinds of 

improvements, if any, we might expect if US science and mathematics education included earlier and more 

extensive instructional experiences with the metric system, with the intention of supporting greater student 

learning and understanding of the common theme of scale. The data collection phase of this new study is 

scheduled to be completed shortly before ICLS 2010; preliminary findings will be included in the poster. 
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@,%G$K2%!L#5M,-.!76-$0<4,!1%23,-4256.!708##*!#9!:;<0$52#%.!!

?FN!O<%52%M5#%!O$**'!76-$0<4,.!BC!?PNQQ.!R;#5M,-I46-',;<!

!
!"#$%&'$(!L,4J25,!9$K2*6!2%3#*3,K,%5S4!2KJ#-5$%0,!2%!082*;-,%S4!,;<0$52#%.!5,$08,-!

J-,J$-$52#%!J-#M-$K4!#95,%!9$2*!5#!8,*J!,;<0$5#-4!;,3,*#J!58,!0#KK<%20$52#%!4+2**4!58,6!

H2**!%,,;!5#!,%M$M,!,99,0523,*6!H258!9$K2*2,4'!(824!,TJ*#-$5#-6!45<;6!<4,;!0#KJ$-24#%!#9!

5H#!42K<*$5,;!J$-,%5U5,$08,-!0#%9,-,%0,4!5#!$44,44!$%;!,%8$%0,!J-#4J,0523,!,;<0$5#-4S!

2%5,-J,-4#%$*!4+2**4.!+%#H*,;M,!$%;!;24J#4252#%4!9#-!9$K2*6!2%3#*3,K,%5'!V54!J<-J#4,4!

H,-,!5#W!3$*2;$5,!58,!0$4,4S!0#%5,%54X!J2*#5!58,K!$4!5,$082%M!5##*4X!$%;!;,3,*#J!-<R-204!9#-!

,3$*<$52%M!45<;,%5!-,4J#%4,4'!!

!

<,'*3=),.&
V%5,-J,-4#%$*!4+2**4!$-,!,44,%52$*!5#!4<00,44!2%!$!3$-2,56!#9!J-#9,442#%4!6,5!58,6!$-,!;29920<*5!5#!Y<$%5296!$%;!

5,$08'! &,;20$*! ,;<0$52#%! $;;-,44,4! 5824! 08$**,%M,! 32$! $! 42K<*$5,;! *,$-%2%M! J$-$;2MKUU58,! 75$%;$-;2Z,;!

/$52,%5! /-#5#0#*! [H8208! 2KK,-4,4! J-#4J,0523,! ;#05#-4! 2%! $<58,%520.! %#U9$<*5! 0*2%20$*! 2%5,-$052#%4! H258!

\45$%;$-;2Z,;]!J$52,%54! ^@$--#H4.!?__P`'!A,0,%5*6.!L#5M,-!$%;!0#**,$M<,4!8$3,!$;$J5,;! 5824!J$-$;2MK! 5#!

58,! 0#%5,T5! #9! 5,$08,-! ,;<0$52#%.! 2KK,-42%M! 5,$08,-! 0$%;2;$5,4! 2%! $! 4,-2,4! #9! 42K<*$5,;! 5,$08,-UJ$-,%5!

0#%9,-,%0,!40,%$-2#4!0$**,;!$!\75$%;$-;2Z,;!/$-,%5]!^7/`!J-#5#0#*!^L#5M,-!a!7K258.!NDD_X!L#5M,-.!O$--24!

a!O$%4,*.!NDD=`'!!
!

(8,! J-,4,%5! 45<;6! -,J<-J#4,;! 32;,#4! #9! 58,4,! 42K<*$5,;! J$-,%5U5,$08,-! 0#%9,-,%0,4! H258! $%! ,6,! 5#H$-;!

5,452%M! 58,2-! <52*256! $4! 5##*4! 9#-! *,$-%2%M! 58-#<M8! 320$-2#<4! ,TJ,-2,%0,'! b-#<%;,;! 2%! 0#M%2523,! 402,%0,!

-,4,$-08! ;,K#%45-$52%M! 58$5! 0#KJ$-24#%! #9! ;299,-,%5! $JJ-#$08,4! 5#! 58,! 4$K,! J-#R*,K! 2KJ-#3,4! *,$-%2%M!

^,'M'.!B$K6!a!b,%5%,-.!NDDNX!A255*,U"#8%4#%!a!75$-.!2%!J-,44X!b,%5%,-.!c#,H,%45,2%!a!(8#KJ4#%.!NDDP`.!

H,! $4+,;! 5,$08,-! 0$%;2;$5,4! 5#! 0#KJ$-,! 5H#! ?EUK2%<5,! 32;,#5$J,4! 0$J5<-,;! 2%! 58,! 7/! J$-$;2MK'! :$08!

32;,#!2%3#*3,;!58,!4$K,!J$-,%5!^$%!$05-,44`!$%;!08$**,%M,.!R<5!5H#!;299,-,%5!5,$08,-4!^R#58!9,K$*,!5,$08,-!

0$%;2;$5,4`X! 58<4! 58,! 5$4+! 48#H,;!8#H! 5H#!;299,-,%5! 5,$08,-4!$JJ-#$08,;! 58,! 4$K,!425<$52#%'!(8,!$05-,44!

H$4! 5-$2%,;! 5#!J-,4,%5! R#58! 5,$08,-4!H258! 58,! 4$K,!0#%3,-4$52#%$*! \5-2MM,-4]! $%;! $5525<;,4X! 8#H,3,-.! 48,!

H$4!$*4#!2%45-<05,;!5#!08$%M,!8,-!R,8$32#-4!^,'M'.!R#;6!*$%M<$M,.!J-#3242#%!#9!2%9#-K$52#%`!2%!$00#-;$%0,!

H258!58,!5,$08,-S4!2%5,-J,-4#%$*!45$%0,'!d00#-;2%M!5#!$!J$%,*!#9!,3$*<$5#-4!H8#!2%;,J,%;,%5*6!32,H,;!58,!

0#%5-$452%M! 32;,#4.! 58,! 5,$08,-! 2%! 42K<*$52#%! ?! H$4! 82M8*6! 45-<05<-,;! R<5! <%-,4J#%423,! ^M$3,! K$%6!

4<MM,452#%4! R<5! ;2;! %#5! *245,%! H,**`X! 58,! 5,$08,-! 2%! 42K<*$52#%! N! H$4! 82M8*6! -,4J#%423,! R<5! <%45-<05<-,;!

^,KJ$582Z,;! $%;! M$2%,;! K#-,! 2%9#-K$52#%! R<5! 9$2*,;! 5#! 4<MM,45! 9#**#HU<J! 45,J4! #-! J-#R*,KU4#*32%M!

45-$5,M2,4`'!!!
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>3/?)7"&
/$-5202J$%54!H,-,!QF!45<;,%54!,%-#**,;!2%!$%!,;<0$52#%$*!J4608#*#M6!0#<-4,4!5$<M85!R6!58,!92-45!$<58#-!^??!

M-$;<$5,! 45<;,%54! e=! 9,K$*,X! ?! d9-20$%UdK,-20$%.! F!)825,fX! P>! <%;,-M-$;<$5,4! eNE! 9,K$*,X! ?! d9-20$%U

dK,-20$%.! ?! O24J$%20! dK,-20$%.! NP!)825,f`'! g#<-! J$-5202J$%54! H,-,! J$-,%54! H8#! 8$;! $55,%;,;! J$-,%5U
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J#42523,!-,*$52#%482J!^F_j`!$%;!,45$R*2482%M!$%!$052#%!J*$%!^FFj`'!g,H!J$-5202J$%54!9#0<4,;!#%!,45$R*2482%M!

$!J#42523,!#J,%2%M!5#!58,!K,,52%M!^?Pj`.!$00,J52%M!58,!J$-,%5S4!,K#52#%4!^>j`!#-!K$%$M2%M!58,!9*#H!#9!58,!

K,,52%M!^Nj`'!!d%$*64,4!#9!-,4J#%4,4!5#!58,!Y<,452#%.!\V9!6#<!H,-,!58,!5,$08,-.!H8$5!,*4,!H#<*;!6#<!*2+,!5#!

+%#Hi]!-,3,$*,;! 9-,Y<,%5! -,Y<,454! 9#-!R$420! 2%9#-K$52#%!^=Ej`.!R<5! 9,H!45<;,%5U0,%5,-,;!Y<,452#%4!^,'M'.!!

\V4!8,!,%M$M,;!2%!$%6!$95,-!408##*!$0523252,4i]X!?Ej`!#-!J$-5%,-482JU#-2,%5,;!Y<,452#%4!$2K,;!$5!*,3,-$M2%M!

58,!J$-,%5S4!,TJ,-524,!^\O#H!;#!6#<!+,,J!82K!9#0<4,;!$%;!$55,%523,i]X!??j`'!!

75$M,!N'!75<;,%54S!J,-0,J52#%4!#9!,$08!5,$08,-S4!45-,%M584!$%;!H,$+%,44,4!$*2M%,;!H258!#<-!J$%,*S4!

,3$*<$52#%4'!

75$M,!P'!&#45!45<;,%54!08#4,!(,$08,-!N!^<%;,-M-$;<$5,4!h!>Qj!e%!h!NPf.!M-$;<$5,4!h!QEj!e%!h!Ef.!

"
.
! h! 'EQ.! ?! k! '>>`'! d%$*6424! #9! 58,2-! -$52#%$*,4! 4<MM,45! 5824! 08#20,! 45,KK,;! 9-#K! 58,! R,*2,9! 58$5!

-,4J#%423,%,44!H$4!K#-,!2KJ#-5$%5!58$%!8$32%M!$%!$052#%!J*$%.!\@-&1*(&"4<,&4&<,#1&"4#%"&?,#%*+46$)1&4+0&

4#,&+*)&9,65*:$+3&)",+&@&0*+A)&)"$+B&)",&?4#,+)&9*(60&C,&6$B,61&)*&5*:,&C45B&)*&1*(&*#&B,,?&$+&)*(5"&-*#&

4+1&#,4%*+']!(8#4,!H8#!08#4,!(,$08,-!?!9,*5!;299,-,%5*6\D)*&:4B,&%(#,&)"4)&1*(&0*&+*)&94%),&1*(#&)$:,&

4+0&)",&)$:,&*-&)",&?4#,+)&1*(&:(%)&"4<,&4&),:?64),&*-&9"4)&9$66&C,&0$%5(%%,0D1*(&:(%)&"4<,&4&?64+&-*#&

%)(0,+)& $:?#*<,:,+)']! l58,-! 0#KK,%54! 4<MM,45! 58,! 5$4+! 8,*J,;! 45<;,%54! $JJ-,02$5,! 58,! 0#KJ*,T256! #9!

J$-,%5U5,$08,-! 2%5,-$052#%4! $%;! 58,2-! #H%! ;24J#4252#%4! $%;! 4+2**4'! g#-! ,T$KJ*,.! #%,! 45<;,%5!H-#5,.! \@& %,,&

:1%,6-&4%&C,$+3&)",&-#$,+0&)1?,&),45",#&)*&)",&?4#,+)7&'()&@&%,,&)"4)&@&%"*(60&+*)&3,)& )**&-#$,+061&C,54(%,&

)",+&+*)"$+3&9*(60&3,)& %*6<,0&*#&455*:?6$%",07&E,45",#%&+,,0&4&C464+5,&9$)"&C,$+3& )",& -#$,+0&C()&46%*&

C,$+3&$+&5"4#3,']!&
!

0#%$#C#4'$43&
(8,!J-,4,%5!45<;6!<4,;!0$-,9<**6!4,*,05,;!0#%5-$452%M!32;,#4!#9!42K<*$5,;!J$-,%5U5,$08,-!0#%9,-,%0,4!$4!$!

5##*! 9#-! 5,$082%M! J-,U4,-320,! ,;<0$5#-4! $R#<5! 5H#! ,44,%52$*! ;2K,%42#%4! #9! 2%5,-J,-4#%$*! 0#KK<%20$52#%W!

-,4J#%423,%,44! $%;! 45-<05<-,'! (8,-,!H,-,! 58-,,!K$G#-! 92%;2%M4W! ^?`! 32;,#! 0#%5,%54! 0$%! R,! -,*2$R*6! 0#;,;!

$00#-;2%M! 5#! $! K#;,*! #9! J-#9,442#%$*! 0#KK<%20$52#%.! ^N`! 32;,#4! K$;,! 5H#! 2KJ#-5$%5! ;2K,%42#%4! #9!

0#KK<%20$52#%!m3242R*,S!5#!45<;,%54!2%!-,*$523,*6!48#-5!#-;,-.!$%;!^P`!0#KJ*,52%M!58,!5$4+!J-#KJ5,;!2%42M854!

$R#<5!J-#9,442#%$*!R#<%;$-2,4!$%;!2;,%5256'!!!

!!

B3C3,3$43"&
@$--#H4.!O'!^?__P`'!d%!#3,-32,H!#9!58,!<4,4!#9!45$%;$-;2Z,;!J$52,%54!9#-!5,$082%M!$%;!,3$*<$52%M!0*2%20$*!

4+2**4'!F540,:$5&G,0$5$+,;&2H^>`.!QQPUQEP'!

L#5M,-.!@'!a!7K258.!&!^NDD_`'!!m)8,-,S4!58,!*2%,iS![!B,M#52$52%M!42K<*$5,;!,TJ,-2,%0,4!5#!;,92%,!5,$08,-!

2;,%5256'!!E",&I,9&J0(54)*#.!/^N`.!?>?U?=D'!!

L#5M,-.!@'!O'.!O$--24.!7'.!a!O$%4,*.!d'!^NDD=`'!:K,-M2%M!$<58,%520256W!(8,!0-$952%M!#9!42K<*$5,;!J$-,%5U

5,$08,-!0$%;2;$5,!0#%9,-,%0,4'!E,45"$+3&J0(54)$*+;&KLMN>;!PPF[PQ_'!

B$K6.!c'!c'.!a!b,%5%,-.!L'!^NDDN`'!&$+2%M!$!42*+!J<-4,!#<5!#9!5H#!4#HS4!,$-4W!C#<%M!082*;-,%S4!<4,!#9!

0#KJ$-24#%!2%!0$5,M#-6!*,$-%2%M'!O*(#+46&*-&JP?,#$:,+)46&Q%15"*6*31R&S,+,#46;&KTK;!EU?E'!

A255*,U"#8%4#%.!@'!"'.!a!75$-.!"'!^2%!J-,44`'!n#KJ$-,;!H258!H8$5i!(8,!,99,054!#9!;299,-,%5!0#KJ$-24#%4!#%!

0#%0,J5<$*!+%#H*,;M,!$%;!J-#0,;<-$*!9*,T2R2*256!9#-!,Y<$52#%!4#*32%M'!O*(#+46&*-&J0(54)$*+46&

Q%15"*6*317&

b,%5%,-.!L'!c#,H,%45,2%.!"'.!a!(8#KJ4#%.!c'!^NDDP`'!c,$-%2%M!$%;!5-$%49,-W!d!M,%,-$*!-#*,!9#-!$%$*#M20$*!

,%0#;2%M'!O*(#+46&*-&J0(54)$*+46&Q%15"*6*31;&L/;!P_PUQDE'!

&$+#<*.!b'!^NDD?`'!:44,%52$*!,*,K,%54!#9!0#KK<%20$52#%!2%!K,;20$*!,%0#<%5,-4W!(8,!o$*$K$Z##!0#%4,%4<4!

45$5,K,%5'!F540,:$5&G,0$5$+,;&U2MN>.!P_DUP_P'!

!
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Abstract: "Scientific café" refers to the public discussion of socially pertinent questions 

which have scientific content in an informal setting, typically a bar. This scheme has been 

adapted to middle and high school class settings. This paper presents an experimental 

organizational scheme which uses electronic voting. The scheme is evaluated with respect to 

student engagement and participation, as well as the relationship between the preliminary, 

private discussion in the small groups and students’ public space interventions.  

Current practice 
Beginning in 1997, scientific cafés have been developed as a means of engaging the general public in discussion 

and debate of scientific research. Stated goals of the organizers include not only the advancement of general 

scientific literacy with regards to current trends in research and technology, but also the reunion of individuals 

having widely different experiences and attitudes to discuss the social consequences of recent advances in 

technology.  Stated otherwise, the scientific café has the objective of forming better informed, more engaged 

citizens by proving a context for rational discussion and debate of science related social issues. French 

curriculum standards echo this objective: starting at the middle school level an accent is placed on 

pluridisciplinary approaches (including social sciences) to the examination of complex issues such as global 

warming, genetically modified organisms in agriculture or sustainable development. Indeed, argumentation in 

class has been widely studied as a practice for building students’ ability to make explicit their representation of 

facts and phenomena, validate common representations and articulate them to everyday experience. (For 

reviews of the study of argumentation in school setting facilitate a variety of teaching goals, see von Andriessen 

2006 and Aufschnaiter 2008) For this reason, the format has been transposed to middle and high school settings 

with varying results (“café junior”).  

Under the classical organizational scheme of a junior scientific café, the organizer will invite two or 

three experts who answer questions which have been prepared by some of the students. Most often, an attempt 

is made to reproduce the café setting, and so the students are often arranged in a disordered fashion, in groups of 

4-6 around tables, and they may actually be served refreshments. The basic interactional scheme of the scientific 

café is maintained: there is a public debate/discussion which is organized by a neutral leader who gives the floor 

in turn to experts and students and guides the advancement of the subject. There is however a second level of 

discussion in the scientific café, that is the small discussions held sotto voce around the tables. It is assumed that 

this private discussion space should enrich the public discourse. 

Research-based development 
The authors have been leading an action research project in collaboration with several nonprofit associations 

which aims at the adaptation of the scientific café format so as to better engender the engagement of the students 

in discussion and facilitate their participation in the public debate. A preliminary observation of current practice 

in café junior organization based on the scheme described above found a general lack of engagement on the part 

of the students in the subject. In short, the interaction was often reduced to simple question-response between 

confident students and the experts. This fell short of the organizers’ ambitions (and the teachers’ objectives) for 

the café format. We found that the presence of identified experts under this scheme was a major factor limiting 

student participation. We also observed the tendency of the students to discuss among themselves, and the 

tension that exists between the desire to foster discussion with the need for classroom order in order to have the 

public debate. 

We proposed and developed a novel organizational scheme designed to relieve some of these obstacles. 

In the experimental, the scientific café revolves around the results of real-time polling of the students rather than 

interactions with experts. One subject has been fully developed and has been deployed (in six 8th grade classes, 

two hours of café each) using this organizational scheme. The title question of this café is “Why do people drink 

bottled water?” and the café is organized around four thematic phases: water on earth, water in your body, water 

in the city, water pollution. The café is run by a discussion leader who has some expertise in the subject of the 

café (but is not announced as an expert) who poses a series of multiple choice questions to the students using the 

presentation software included in the ActiVote (1) public response system. After reading each question, the 

leader explicitly allows time for small group discussion around the table before calling for a vote on the 

question. The collective results of the vote are immediately displayed. The discussion leader incites discussion, 
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particularly for opinion questions (see below), by asking for justification for both majority and minority 

responses.  

Depending on the nature of the question, a public discussion of the result may ensue. After a question 

for which a single valid response is possible (e.g. “What percentage of your body weight is water?”), discussion 

is limited to resolving any misunderstanding on the part of students. In a typical thematic phase, four such 

knowledge questions will be followed by an opinion question, for which there is no single valid response (e.g. 

“In your opinion, which of these waste water sources is the most polluting.” – “bath water”, “toilet”, “car 

washing”, “dish washing”, “cleaning the floors”, “watering crops”). The students are given more time for 

private discussion before voting these opinion questions, and the public discussion of the results of the opinion 

polls represents nearly half of the time spent in the café junior.  

Methodology 
The scientific café corpus analyzed consists of three major elements: the questionnaire together with the 

individual responses of each student to each question as recorded by the ActivStudio software; the public debate 

as recorded by minimally guided video camera placed behind the students; and a sample of private space student 

discussion, recorded by unmanned hidden cameras and body microphones on each student at two tables. 

Primary analysis of the audiovisual corpus focused on identifying each phase of the event, notably the private 

space interactions. Independent schemes are used to code group leader and student verbalizations, each of which 

are evaluated quantitatively as indicators for the evaluation of the efficiency of the new debate organizational 

format (see below). Systematic transcription is limited to the short private space discussions. Cross analysis 

identifies relationships between most notable between private space utterances with not only the student’s 

anonymous electronic vote, but also with his eventual public space interventions.  

Results and perspectives 
As stated, the action research goal for this study is stated as greater student engagement and participation. We 

have developed criteria for the evaluation of these aspects. Engagement is evaluated by measuring the time that 

the students’ stay “on topic” during private space discussion versus time spent talking about extraneous 

subjects. Student participation is evaluated in terms of public space discussion: organizational schemes are thus 

compared through the actions of the discussion leaders (for example, how often must the leader solicit student 

interventions to keep the discussion moving) and through the nature of student public utterances (does the 

student make a statement, ask for information, refute another statement, ask for clarification, etc.). Early results 

indicate that the experimental café organizational scheme performs better than the classical café scheme as 

judged by these criteria.  

The broader research subject considers finer aspects of students’ interactions during the event and the 

articulation between the informal, private space discussion and the more ordered public space discussion. Early 

analysis on the corpus (twelve hours of private space discussions) has identified episodes where individual 

students put forward first in the private, table-talk space tentative positions before intervening in the public 

debate.  Of particular interest will be the incidence of group co-construction of arguments and the eventual role 

of peer validation as a factor leading to public space intervention. In an extension of our previous studies,  

(Buty, 2009) attention will also be given to the position adapted by the student with respect to his own 

responses: does he intervene publicly to justify or explain his own response or, rather, does he comment on 

positions he does not support? Does he identify with his true position, as recorded in the electronic vote?  

Endnotes 
(1)  http://www.prometheanworld.com/server.php?show=nav.15999 
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Abstract: This study investigated the efficacy of case-based professional development in 

helping teachers build capacity for technology integration.  Specifically, it examined the ways 

in which case discussion and case development helped teachers deepen their understanding of 

the relationship between technology, content, and pedagogy.  Data sources included content 

analysis of case discussions, examination of written cases, and teacher questionnaires. 

Findings indicated that the use of cases enhanced teacher understanding of the inter-relations 

between technology, content, and pedagogy. 

 

Introduction  
In recent years, researchers emphasized that some of the most powerful professional development 

opportunities available for teachers are grounded in the systematic study and analysis of classroom practice 

(Ball & Cohen, 1999). A specific pedagogical approach that engages teachers in a form of practice-based PD is 

the use of case methods, such as case analysis and case development. During case analysis, teachers engage in 

critical assessment of practice and exploration of complex pedagogical issues by discussing cases developed by 

other teachers (Merseth, 1996). During case development, teachers turn their classrooms into a site of inquiry 

and critically examine their own practice in order to develop cases from which other teachers can learn from (J. 

Shulman, 2002). Despite the potential of the case approach, little is still known about the impact of case 

methods on teacher knowledge and practice, as well as the specific features and instructional interactions that 

make cases most effective (Merseth, 1996).  

This paper has three inter-related objectives. First, it investigates the ways in which teachers assessed, 

interpreted and made sense of teaching with technology when they read and analyzed cases developed by other 
teachers. Second, it looks at how they integrated different facets of knowledge as they discussed and analyzed 

the cases under study. Third, it examines the ways in which teachers connected knowledge to practice as they 

designed, enacted and reflected on their own technology enhanced activities in the context of case development.  

 

Theoretical Framework: Defining Teacher Knowledge of Technology Integration 
Research has recently conceptualized a new form of teacher knowledge required for effective application of 

technology in teaching called Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK; Mishra & Koehler, 

!""#$%& '()*+),-& (./,& 0%& 12(*34,56& 7/89& :;<=#$>& ?@ABC& D/,6)6E6& /F& E28GG& .8)348H& I/+)G6& /F& 9,/7*G+-GJ&

Technological Knowledge (TK), Content Knowledge (CK), and Pedagogical Knowledge (PK). TK refers to 

computer literacy and the ability to apply technological tools for everyday tasks. CK is concerned with the 

knowledge of the subject matter to be taught. PK involves knowledge of general teaching and learning methods, 

knowledge of learners, and knowledge of assessment and classroom management strategies. More importantly, 

TPACK emphasizes the links and relationships that exist between these bodies of knowledge. The relationship 

between technology and content, for example, results in Technological Content Knowledge (TCK), which 

focuses on the manner in which technology and content are reciprocally related. Similarly, the relationship 

between content and pedagogy results in Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), which involves knowledge 

for teaching within a specific discipline (Shulman, 1986). Finally, the relationship between technology and 

pedagogy results in Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK). TPK includes the ability to identify specific 

pedagogical techniques and the ways in which they can be applied to the use of technology. Together, these 

bodies of knowledge represent TPACK, the ability to integrate TK with CK and PK to enhance student learning.  

 

Methods 
The study was conducted in the context of graduate level course offered at a Mid-Atlantic University, titled 

Cognition and Technology, taught by the author over a period of 14 weeks. The course focused on learning 

sciences theories and their role in the design and use of educational technology in real-world settings. In 

addition to reading relevant materials, participants explored a range of computer-based learning environments 

developed within a learning sciences framework. As a culminating activity, students were required to complete 

a project that centered on case development. The course used a hybrid design whereby students met every other 

week for three hours. When not meeting face-to-face, all students engaged in asynchronous online interactions 
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where they discussed course readings and analyzed cases developed by other K-12 teachers. To facilitate 

communication and interaction a course management system available at the university was used.  

 

Participants 
A total of 12 students participated in the course. All participants engaged in case discussion and analysis. Of 

those 12 participants, 8 held K-12 teaching positions and completed the case development project. Three of 

those teachers taught at the elementary level. The other five taught mathematics, science, social studies, 

language arts or foreign languages at the middle and high school level. Six teachers were in their first 5 years of 

teaching. One teacher had 5-10 years of experience while the other one was seasoned with more than 10 years of 

experience. With the exception of one teacher, all others taught at public schools.  

 

Use and Pedagogy of Case Methods in this Study 
The use of case methods in this study was divided in two phases. In Phase 1 (Weeks 2-9), participants discussed 

and analyzed a set of three cases developed by other K-12 teachers who had previously engaged in a case 

development project. Each case provided a detailed account of a real teaching experience that focused on the 

design and implementation of a technology enriched curriculum unit consistent with state standards. All cases 

were built around the same format and included both a narrative and a reflective section. Teachers discussed the 

cases online using the communication features of the course management system. A set of open ended questions 

was provided to scaffold case discussions and analysis.  

In Phase 2 (Weeks 4-14), 8 participants engaged in a case development project. The process of case 

development was divided in four stages. In stage 1, teachers identified a current pedagogical problem from their 

classrooms (e.g., helping students see the application of mathematics in real-world) and considered ways in 

which technology can offer solutions to this problem. In stage 2, teachers developed a technology integration 

plan to address the identified problem. In stage 3, teachers enacted their technology integration plans in their 

classrooms and collected relevant artifacts. In stage 4, teachers wrote a narrative case based on the cycle of 

preparation, enactment, and reflection of the technology integration plan in their classroom. To facilitate case 

development participants followed a template, which incorporated a series of writing and reflection prompts. 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 
Data were collected from three sources: online case discussions, examination of written cases, and written 

questionnaires on the value of case analysis and case development. These data were first analyzed qualitatively 

to identify emerging patterns. Subsequently, verbal analysis (Chi, 1997) was employed to count and represent 

facets of knowledge evident in participants5 discussions and cases, using an a priori coding scheme. 

 
Findings 
Findings indicated that case analysis provided an engaging context for discussing technology integration where 

multiple perspectives were generated and theoretical principles were illuminated through practice. Further, both 

case analysis and case development helped teachers strengthen their knowledge by helping them build or link 

connections among the different facets of TPACK. What is most promising is the fact that issues related to 

technology did not dominate case discussions or case narratives, as is typical in traditional professional 

development opportunities on the use of technology. Rather, issues related to pedagogy such as learners, 

instruction and assessment, both independently and in relation to technology were emphasized. In addition, 

teachers did not only strengthen their knowledge of technology integration, but they also had an opportunity to 

connect their knowledge to the daily work of the classroom.  
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Abstract: Quantitative analyses from our previous research indicated that collaboration is more 

effective when learning with conceptual instruction than when learning with procedural instruction. 

To explain this differential effect, we analyzed student interaction during instruction. First analyses 

show that the conceptual instruction elicited more fruitful interaction behavior than the procedural 

instruction. Furthermore, in the procedural condition, students more often split potential learning 

opportunities between each other, yielding decreased practice opportunities.  

Introduction 
While research has generally shown that collaboration may facilitate student learning in mathematics, such positive 

effects are not always found (Lou et al., 1996). Quantitative analyses from our previous research indicated that the 

impact of collaboration may depend on the type of knowledge students are expected to acquire during the interaction 

(Diziol, Rummel, & Spada, 2010). The study compared the effect of four conditions on student learning in 

mathematics. In two procedural conditions, students learned the execution of computational procedures that are 

necessary to solve equations; in two conceptual conditions, students learned to translate between verbal and algebraic 

representations of basic mathematical concepts. During instruction, students worked either individually or 

collaboratively. Post-test results indicated a differential impact of collaboration on the individual learning outcome: 

When learning with procedural instruction, collaboration impeded student procedural knowledge acquisition 

compared to individual learning; when learning with conceptual instruction, collaboration improved students’ 

conceptual understanding. Furthermore, collaboration had a different influence on student learning behavior during 

instruction depending on the type of tasks they solved. As indicators for student learning processes, we assessed the 

time students spent prior to problem-solving steps and the time after errors. While collaboration reduced the time 

prior to steps for procedural instruction, it increased the time prior to steps and after errors for conceptual instruction. 

How can this differential impact of collaboration be explained? Following the interaction paradigm introduced by 

Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, and O’Malley (1996), we argue that the different task types that students worked on 

during instruction elicited different types of interactions, and that the elicited interactions were not equally effective 

to promote student learning. To evaluate the influence of the instruction material on student interaction, we analyzed 

student learning processes during instruction. The results of these process analyses can help to increase our 

understanding of when and why collaboration is helpful.  

Evaluation of students’ learning processes  
Seventy-nine high-school students were randomly assigned to four conditions: individual vs. collaborative learning 

with procedural instruction, and individual vs. collaborative learning with conceptual instruction. During instruction, 

students worked in a computer-supported learning environment on linear algebra problems. The instruction 

alternated between worked examples and tutored problem-solving. During tutored problem-solving, the learning 

environment provided immediate feedback to student actions: Errors were marked in red, and correct answers were 

marked in green. To ensure that students would not get stuck, the learning environment automatically launched a hint 

after the third incorrect student attempt which told students the correct solution to the problem-solving step. The 

procedural and conceptual instruction differed in the following way: In the procedural conditions, students learned to 

solve linear equations. In the conceptual conditions, students derived linear equations from story problems. To 

enable the comparison of learning processes of individual students and collaborating dyads, half of the students in 

both the procedural individual and the conceptual individual condition received additional instruction to think aloud 

during problem-solving, and we recorded both audio and video data and students’ problem-solving actions (log data). 

To compare students’ learning processes during instruction, we developed a coding scheme that evaluates 

student behavior after making errors and receiving hints. Earlier studies have shown that errors and hints are 

important learning opportunities in tutoring environments; however, students do not always take advantage of these 

opportunities. Two ineffective learning strategies are trial and error, and hint abuse (i.e. students merely copy the 

correct answer from the hint). In contrast, it is more fruitful for learning if students elaborate on how to correct an 

error or if they try to understand the solution step proposed by a hint, and particularly the mutual elaboration with a 
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learning partner can promote students’ knowledge acquisition. For student behavior following errors, we classified 

for each error whether students were able to correct the error, whether they engaged in the ineffective trial and error 

strategy, or whether they elaborated on the error (learning processes dimension; for an overview of the categories, 

see Table 1). For student behavior following hints, we classified for each hint whether students engaged in hint 

abuse, whether they elaborated on the hint, and whether they were able to understand it. In the collaborative 

conditions, we furthermore analyzed if both students capitalized on the learning opportunity (interaction dimension): 

Did they collaborate to correct the error or to understand the hint, was only one student responsible for the action 

following the error or hint, or did they not discuss the error or hint at all? We expected that students particularly 

benefit from collaboration if they interact with each other, while they may not benefit from the learning opportunity 

if they are not both engaged in problem-solving. We implemented the coding scheme with Activity Lens (Avouris, 

Fiotakis, Kahrimanis, Margaritis, & Komis, 2007). By combining log data from the learning environment and video 

recordings, Activity Lens enabled us to navigate to the relevant sequences of the video for the process analysis. 

So far, we concentrated our analysis on the collaborative conditions. Analyses of students thinking aloud are 

in progress, and results will be presented at the conference. The comparison of the two collaborative conditions 

suggests that the conceptual instruction elicited more fruitful learning behavior than the procedural instruction 

(learning processes dimension, Table 1). Dyads in the conceptual condition showed higher elaboration following 

errors. In contrast, dyads in the procedural condition engaged more often in ineffective learning behavior: After 

nearly half of the errors that were not immediately corrected, students showed trial and error behavior, and a fifth of 

the hints were merely copied by students. Furthermore, in the procedural condition, the learning opportunities after 

errors and hints were more often split between learning partners (interaction dimension): Mostly one dyad partner 

was responsible for the subsequent solution step (after 49 % of errors and 40 % of hints), while mutual interaction 

was rare (32 % of the errors and 20 % of the hints). Frequently, dyads even did not talk about the following step at 

all (after 19 % of errors and 40 % of hints). The consequential decrease of practice in the procedural collaborative 

condition can explain why these students did not profit from the interaction with a partner. In contrast, in the 

conceptual collaborative condition, all hints were verbally addressed by at least one student of the dyad, and in 74 % 

of the errors and in 62 % of the hints, students worked together to decide on the next action. Our next steps will be to 

statistically compare the learning processes in the four conditions and to evaluate the impact of the different learning 

processes on students’ learning outcome. These analyses can further increase our understanding of the influence of 

the instruction material on the quality of student interaction and reveal when and why collaboration is helpful. At the 

conference, we will present the results of these analyses and discuss implications of our research for practice.  

 

Table 1: Percentage of student behavior following errors and hints (learning processes dimension).  

 

 procedural conceptual 

error: next step incorrect trial and error: immediately next error 44 % 15 % 

 reflection on error, without verbal elaboration 6 % 15 % 

 reflection on error, with verbal elaboration 50 % 70 % 

error: next step correct immediate correction 60 % 32 % 

 reflection on error, without verbal elaboration 10 % 0 % 

 reflection on error, with verbal elaboration 30 % 68 % 

hint hint abuse: copying the correct step 20 % 0 % 

 reflection on hint, without verbal elaboration 40 % 19 % 

 verbal elaboration on hint, but step is not understood 20 % 24 % 

 reflection on hint, with verbal elaboration 20 % 57 % 
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Abstract: Researchers have argued against deficit-based explanations of students’ troubles 

with mathematical sense-making, pointing instead to factors such as epistemology: students’ 

beliefs about knowledge and learning can hinder them from activating and integrating 

productive knowledge they have.  But such explanations run the risk of substituting an 

epistemological deficit for a concepts/skills deficit.  Our analysis of an undergraduate 

engineering major avoids this “deficit trap” by incorporating multiple, context-dependent 

epistemological stances into his cognitive dynamics. (Support: NSF 08-335880). 

Introduction 
Engineering students often have trouble learning and using mathematics effectively (Redish & Smith, 2008), 

and epistemologies play a major role in explaining these difficulties (Hammer, 1994; Schoenfeld, 1988; 

Schommer, Crouse, & Rhodes, 1992).  Our case study of a student who gets stuck while solving a problem 

during a clinical interview adds to this literature in two ways. First, we provide a fine-grained account of how 

Jim’s epistemology affects his mathematical problem-solving in the moment.  This complements large-N studies 

showing that epistemological beliefs correlate with approaches to learning and using mathematics and with 

performance (reviewed by Muis, 2004).  Second, we show that Jim’s “problematic” epistemological stance is 

nuanced and flexible in response to conceptual cues, and we provide a toy model that can explain his subtle shift 

between epistemological stances.  In this way, we avoid attributing to Jim an epistemological deficit, i.e., an 

absence of productive epistemological resources.  Our analysis also has instructional implications:  instead of 

needing to confront and replace “mis-epistemologies” such as the one Jim initially appears to hold, instructors 

can create instructional environments that tend to trigger more favorable epistemological stances. 

Methods and theoretical framework 
We videotaped clinical interviews of Jim and six other engineering majors taking a first-semester physics 

course, probing their approaches to using mathematics in physics.  Subjects were asked to explain both a 

familiar and an unfamiliar equation to themselves and to others, and to solve problems while thinking aloud.  

Jim solved one problem easily, but got stuck on another despite his fluidity with mathematical manipulation and 

his understanding of the relevant physical ideas.  We thought that understanding why Jim got stuck — and then, 

why a particular conceptual cue helped him get past the impasse — could shed light on the cognitive dynamics 

by which epistemological stances and conceptual ideas interact during mathematical problem-solving.   

Our analysis began with close scrutiny of the episode where Jim gets stuck and later unstuck, 

borrowing tools from discourse analysis (Gee, 1999) and framing analysis (Tannen, 1993) to interpret gestures, 

word choice, and the contextualized substance of his utterances, taking into account that social expectations and 

power dynamics play a role in interviews. We formed explanations for his behavior and looked for confirmatory 

or disconfirmatory evidence elsewhere in the interview (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Working from a 

knowledge-in-pieces perspective (diSessa, 1993; Minsky, 1986), we did not attribute patterns of behavior to 

globally robust (mis)conceptions and epistemological beliefs; we continually considered how contextual cues 

might trigger different local coherences in his thinking (Hammer, Elby, Scherr, & Redish, 2005). 

Data and analysis:  Brief synopsis 
The interviewer asks whether the pressure 7 meters beneath the surface of a lake is greater than or less than 

pressure 5 meters beneath the surface.  Jim uses the equation p = pat top + !gh, to which he had just been 

introduced (p, ! , and g denote, pressure,  density of water, and acceleration due to gravity, and h denotes the 

distance beneath the surface.  Jim thinks h must be negative (i.e., 5 meters beneath the surface corresponds to h 

= –5 m), and concludes that the p is greater at a depth of 5 meters. The interviewer tries to correct the sign error: 

 

Interviewer: Suppose I told you that h is positive.  

Jim:  Always positive? 

Int.:   Yes, ... Would that help you? 

Jim:  I mean, that would just make 7 greater than 5. 

Int.:   Okay. Does that bother you? 

Jim:  I mean... What I keep thinking is that you are going down (gestures down) so 7 

cannot be greater than 5 and negative. That's why I keep coming back to that. 
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Meaning, if you do say it's positive then ... I guess it doesn't bother me. (sighs) 7 is 

greater than 5 in positive-land. 

 

Jim is skeptical about h being is positive, given that its direction is down from the surface.  Jim sighs as he tries 

to accept that idea and perhaps tries to distance himself from it by saying it’s true in “positive-land,” which he 

says with a hint of sarcasm.  In the conversation that follows, Jim reverts to thinking of h as negative. 

The interviewer then asks Jim how a friend who doesn’t know physics would answer this question.  

Jim says that, based on personal experiences, the friend would say the pressure is higher at greater depths.  Jim 

acknowledges the conflict between the common-sense answer and the mathematical answer, but thinks the 

mathematical answer is more trustworthy partly because perceptions can be misleading: 

 

For an equation to be given to you it has to be like theory and it has to be fact-bearing. So, fact 

applies for everything. It is like a law. It applies to every single situation you could be in. But, 

like, your experience at times or perception is just different - or you don’t have the knowledge 

of that course or anything. So, I will go with the people who have done the law and it has 

worked time after time after time. 

 

He doesn’t try to reconcile “perceptions” with math, though he has the tools to do so, as shown below.   

 At first glance, we might think Jim’s behavior stems from the robust conception that downward always 

corresponds to negative.  But solving an earlier problem, Jim took downward as positive.  We can also rule out 

conceptual or skill deficits, using data we lack space to present here.  The reason he gets and stays stuck, we 

argue, is that his perception of how difficult it would be to reconcile common sense and the formal result (while 

he’s “on the spot” in the interview!) stabilizes his epistemological stance that mathematical formalism and 

common-sense ideas need not speak to each other, and that mathematical formalism expresses confirmed truths. 

 This stance is more nuanced and flexible than a globally-robust “belief” that mathematical formalism is 

disconnected from everyday thinking or the real world.  When the interviewer asks about the sign of g, Jim 

immediately reconciles the mathematics with common sense:  with g and h both taken as negative, !gh is 

positive and hence the pressure is greater 7 meters beneath the surface.  Upon reaching this conclusion, Jim 

displays relief in his physical posture and his vocal pitch while noting that this makes more sense and agrees 

with the physical experience of pressure. We argue that his epistemological stance has shifted in this moment 

(not necessarily permanently!), towards a greater expectation that mathematical formalism should mesh with 

everyday experience.  And this shift is actually quite subtle:  even before the reconciliation, in response to the 

interviewer’s query about whether the mathematical formalism relates to real-life experiences under water, he 

adds, “I think there is some way that just completely links the two together, but it's not obvious what that 

relation is.”  So, Jim always thought reconciliation was possible, but he thought achieving it would be 

prohibitively difficult until the interviewer pointed him toward a path.  In our poster, we will model Jim’s 

stances before and after the reconciliation as networks of finer-grained knowledge elements, and the subtle 

epistemological shift as a cascade resulting from a conceptual cue.                                                                                                                                                                                          
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Abstract: Some of the most important patterns of change that we encounter in our everyday 

world – global warming, fluctuations in the unemployment rate, voter trends – are produced 

by the interactions and accumulation of many different individuals and events. This 

interactive poster will demonstrate NetLogo HotLink Replay, a computational tool designed 

to provide students a context to reconcile large-scale patterns of mathematical change with the 

interactions and events that contribute to and are reflected by that change. 

Introduction 
One of the primary goals of education should be to equip students with the tools to make sense of and 

act within an increasingly interconnected and changing world. Whether reading a newspaper report about 

increasing global temperatures due to individual consumption and feedback cycles, or learning about the 

dynamics of a predator-prey system (Wilensky & Reisman, 2006), the mathematical patterns we observe in the 

world are often reflective of complex systems – systems that are comprised of a number of individual agents 

(such as consumers, employees and employers, or voters) that interact with one another and their environment 

to produce large-scale outcomes. In this sense, mathematical change is not produced by a single entity or 

phenomenon, but by the interactions and accumulations of many. NetLogo HotLink Replay is an environment 

designed to help students link the behavior of complex systems to the mathematical trends they generate. 

Background 
The NetLogo HotLink Replay software environment leverages findings about the kinds of experiences 

that help students to make sense of both mathematical change over time and complex systems. For example, 

although the mathematics of change is often considered a difficult topic (Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, & Stein, 1990), 

research has shown that educators can leverage students’ real-world experiences to address these difficulties – 

primarily in the context of motion (Nemirovsky, Tierney, & Wright, 1998; Roschelle, Kaput, & Stroup, 2000). 

From this literature we know that students can benefit especially from activities such as controlling a 

phenomenon that produces change over time (Kaput, 1994; Wilhelm & Confrey, 2003); interacting with time-

series plots and other representations of a value its rate of change (Confrey, Maloney, & Castro-Filho, 1997); 

and making linkages between intervals and shapes of plots and the events they represent (Yerushalmy, 1997).  

At the same time, complex systems are becoming increasingly important in education (Jacobson & 

Wilensky, 2006). One way to provide students a context within which to think and learn about complex systems 

from the perspective of embodied experience is with agent-based modeling environments such as NetLogo 

(Wilensky, 1999). An agent-based model is built by defining the agents or individual entities of a system (such 

as voters), and the behaviors and interactions of those agents that make that system work (such as the ways that 

friends may influence on another’s vote). By interacting with and building agent-based models, students can 

reconcile behavior and outcomes on multiple levels of a system (Wilensky & Resnick, 1999), and develop 

generative and deep understandings of complex systems in a number of domains (Wilensky & Reisman, 2006).  

The NetLogo HotLink Replay Environment 
NetLogo HotLink Replay is designed to leverage the strengths of agent-based modeling, which provides 

students a means to connect large-scale complex systems to more personal, individual actions; as well as the 

strengths of dynamic, controllable mathematics environments, while providing opportunity and context for 

student interpretation and meaning-making through modification and annotation. NetLogo HotLink Replay 

includes a number of features intended to foster a deeper understanding of the mathematics of complex systems: 

Dynamically Linked Representations. The two primary representations included in the environment are 

visuospatial agent-based models and time-series plots. These two representations are dynamically linked, such 

that students can click on critical features of a plot and observe that corresponding point in time in the 

simulation, or play the simulation over time as a cursor indicates the corresponding area on the plot. 

Annotation Tools. Students are able to identify any intervals on a plot, and annotate that interval with respect to 

the aggregate (whole-system) or agent-based (individual actors) behavior that it reflects. 

Numerical Approximation Tools. In addition to plots and visuospatial representations, the environment also 

calculates a user-defined piecewise linear approximation of change on any area of a featured model plot. 

Recording Function. Students can opt to run a model in the NetLogo modeling environment, modifying 

parameters (for example, infection or illness mortality probabilities in the model featured in Figure 1) and 
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observing the outcomes. These interactions can be captured and replayed, so that students can then reflect on 

their own modifications to the system and the resulting mathematical patterns.  

 
Figure 1. NetLogo HotLink Replay, featuring an annotated set of “runs” of  

an agent-based model of virus spread in a population 

Pilot and Future Work 
The design of the HotLink environment is informed by preliminary interviews with 12, 10

th
 and 11

th
 

grade students enrolled in a precalculus course at a high-performing, urban public school. In one-on-one 

interviews, they were asked to interact with a simple NetLogo model of exponential population growth and 

describe their understanding of rate of change and accumulation in terms of results of the model, as well as their 

understanding of the individual behaviors and their implications for the system. They were then asked these 

same questions as they constructed their own models by including different behavior patterns of interest. Each 

interview was analyzed along a number of dimensions: to determine which representations students leveraged 

(and, at times, coordinated) to think about different properties of systemic change; to identify when students 

“slipped between levels” (Wilensky & Resnick, 1999) and how those conflicts were resolved; and to explore 

how students’ conceptualizations of notions of rate and accumulation changed during those activities. 

We found that by noticing and attempting to resolve differences between conventional (aggregate 

trends and smooth graphs) and computational (individual behaviors and noisy graphs) representations of 

population growth, students began to consider how factors such as randomness, heterogeneity, and feedback 

effect systems and how they might or might not manifest in different representations, as well as how 

mathematical notions such as “rate of change” could include or reveal information about some real world 

events, such as a catastrophic event or shift in the behavior of individuals. We hope that the NetLogo HotLink 

Replay environment will leverage these findings, to provide students a more integrated way to interpret and 

connect the events and mathematical patterns that characterize complex systems across representations.  
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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to share findings in using video games and/or virtual 

environments to facilitate the understanding of basic science concepts with pre-service 

elementary teachers. We explored the impact of using a game called Supercharged! on pre-

service teachers’ understanding of electromagnetic concepts compared to students who 

conducted more traditional inquiry oriented investigations. Additionally, we looked at how 

students responded to learning about water quality through their participation in the virtual 

environment known as Quest Atlantis.  

The Major Issue 
Many scientific domains deal with abstract and multi-dimensional phenomena that students have difficulty with 

both in comprehension and application. Mastery of abstract scientific concepts requires that students build 

flexible and testable mental models (Barnett, Keating, Barab & Hay, 2000; Redish, 1993). Digital technologies 

can immerse the learner in worlds that not only represent scientific phenomena, but also behave according to the 

rules of physics and other scientific phenomenon.  By representing the simulation through digital gaming 

conventions, educators can potentially increase engagement while also fostering deeper learning, as learners 

engage in critical and recursive game play, whereby they generate hypotheses about the game system, develop 

plans and strategies, observe their results and adjust their hypotheses about the game system (Annetta, 2008; 

Gee, 2003; Mayo, 2009; Squire, 2008). Supporting future elementary teachers in learning basic science concepts 

has proven to be challenging (e.g. McDermott & Shaffer 2000; Schoon & Boone, 1998). In fact, many science 

educators have recognized that elementary teachers struggle teaching science topics conceptually (Forbus, 1997; 

diSessa, 2000). Elementary teachers have particular difficulty in comprehending physics concepts, such as the 

basics of electrostatics, which have very few real-life referents and incorporate invisible factors, forces 

operating at a distance, complex abstractions (Chi, et al., 1991). We believe that educators might use gaming 

structures such as fantasy, challenges, cooperation, or competition to create even more powerful learning tools, 

coupling the intrinsically rewarding aspects of games with the pedagogical power of simulations in order to 

teach complex conceptual science topics (e.g. Cordova & Lepper, 1996). 

Context, Methods, and Analysis  
This study examined the pedagogical potential of Supercharged! and pre-service teachers engagement with 

Quest Atlantis. We first examined the classroom practices that emerged when Supercharged! was used to teach 

an electrostatics unit in an undergraduate content course designed for future elementary teachers. The control 

group (n=65) participated in a series of scientific investigations that were designed to help them learn the same 

concepts as their experimental group (n=71) peers. These investigations included understanding the force of a 

magnetic field on a charged particle, the relationship between force on a test charge and distance, and the impact 

of electric fields on charges. The experimental group was expected to complete five levels of the Supercharged! 

game where at each level there was increased difficulty or the introduction of a new concept. The quantitative 

data was analyzed using ANOVA and ANCOVA analysis. The qualitative data was analyzed using naturalistic 

methods (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to examine how learning unfolded during game play. Using the constant-

comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), researchers generated assertions from the data, consulting video 

tapes and field notes to search for supporting and disconfirming evidence. 

The second part of this study examined how pre-service elementary education teachers perceived and 

interacted with an immersive, 3D virtual world – Quest Atlantis. Students in a elementary science methods 

course engaged with Quest Atlantis using the Taiga unit on water quality. The students (n=75) participated in 

the water quality activities while, learning the science content as well as the pedagogical tool.  This qualitative 

data was analyzed using naturalistic methods (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to understand students’ perceptions of 

how these environments could be used in the classroom setting.  Researchers generated assertions from the data, 

consulting field notes in order to search for supporting and disconfirming evidence.  

 

Results 
In general the experimental group outperformed the control group on the conceptual assessment questions.  
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Table 1: Pre-Post Assessment Results.  
Group N NM NF Pre-Test  Std. Dev Post-Test  Std. Dev Change  

Experimental 71 30 41 6.2 1.70 9.4 1.20 3.2 

Control 65 20 45 5.9 1.72 8.3 1.27 2.8 

 

A two-way ANOVA was also calculated with post-test scores as the dependent variable. Intervention 

(Experimental or Control) and Gender (Male or Female) were between-subjects variables. There was a 

significant difference between the experimental and control groups, F(2,134) = 4.8, p < 0.05, !2=0.59. The 

qualitative data supported the idea that the students in the experimental group began to see themselves as the 

charge experiencing forces which influenced their understanding of how magnetic fields effect charged 

particles.  Additionally it was shown that the game play supported student conversations on “force vs. distance” 

and the trajectory of moving charges and superposition of forces.  Finally, despite the positive learning gains, 

students in the experimental group disliked the playing of the game versus traditional instruction.  

In the Quest Atlantis experience, students engaged in the 3D water quality environment.  The 

qualitative data exposed the notion that the students were concerned about “the role of the teacher.” They had 

difficulty understanding the paradigm shift in their role from being the “distributer” to the “facilitator of 

inquiry.” Additionally, students became concerned about student play versus what they perceived to be learning 

in the environment.  While content was presented on topics of water quality  (dissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity, 

etc) and ecosystems, this educational value appeared to be lost on these students.  Students had very traditional 

ideas about what constituted classroom learning.  

 

Conclusions 
Our findings suggest that video game designers should embed meta-cognitive activities such as 

reflective opportunities into educational video games to provide scaffolds for students and to reinforce that they 

are engaged in an educational learning experience. For example, most educational video games that are being 

used in classrooms have an implicit assumption that learning and skill development, such as scientific 

argumentation practices, will unfold organically. Steinkuhler and Duncan (2008) found that game-related 

forums were rich sites for social knowledge construction where “discursive practices include argument, counter-

argument and the use of evidence to warrant one’s claims”(p.541) was prevalent and where “the predominant 

epistemological disposition exhibited in the forum posts was ‘evaluative’ and therefore appropriate to science” 

(p. 541).  This study supports these notions purported by Steinkuhler and Duncan (2008), but we include the 

caveat that learning would be supported if appropriate scaffolds are purposively built into video games.   

Additionally, in the Supercharged! study, we were concerned that the experimental group of students 

did not find playing the game to be a learning experience. This perspective was also demonstrated with the 

Quest Atlantis pre-service teachers.   There are several reasons for these viewpoints. First,  Supercharged! has a 

relatively unpolished graphical interface compared to what students may experience in game consoles (3D), 

television (HD), or movies. Another reason could be that the game-based lab was vastly different from their 

expectations and experiences of a typical lab resulting in the students being disconnected from the learning 

aspect of the game, instead judging it solely on “entertainment” value.  However, the students’ writing and 

comments suggested that their discomfort with the video game and virtual world was due to the fact that neither 

group perceived that video games or virtual worlds could have educational value.  This perspective is potentially 

problematic; if pre-service teachers do not see video games and virtual environments as a learning tools during 

their teacher education years, then it is unlikely that they will experiment with games or use them as a part of 

their own practice once they have their own classroom (e.g. Russell, Bebell, O’Dwyer, & O’Connor, 2003).  
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Abstract: Definition is a form of mathematical activity that is fundamental to the profession’s 

emphasis on conjecture, theorem and proof, yet is often treated in school as rote memory. We 

describe an alternative approach in which sixth-graders invented and revised definitions 

during investigations of space and geometry. Defining led to contest about taken-for-granted 

intuitions. A mathematical system emerged as relations among defined objects were 

constructed and extended, first by conjecture and later by theorem and proof.  

 

Introduction 
Often, in mathematics classrooms, definitions are learned by mere naming and memorizing. Not only is this 

practice problematic for students’ conceptual development (Vinner, 1991), but it also denies students 

opportunities for mathematically richer work. Here, we describe an alternative approach, in which sixth-grade 

students (ages 11,12) created and refined mathematical definitions of objects featured in their school’s 

curriculum. We conjectured that the activity of definition would encourage analysis of important qualities of 

these mathematical objects and would afford opportunities for developing relations among multiple objects. 

Reasoning about relations constitutes a mathematical system, and a focus on system is the departure point for 

other forms of important mathematical work, such as questioning, conjecturing, and proving.   

The sixth grade class’s work with definition was conducted within a curriculum unit on polygons 

(Connected Mathematics Project). Our emphasis on space and geometry stemmed from the prospects afforded 

by spatial reasoning for a general mathematics education: “Geometry, broadly conceived, can help students 

connect with mathematics, and geometry can be an ideal vehicle for building what we call a ‘habits-of-mind 

perspective’ (Goldenberg, Cuoco, & Mark, 1998, p. 3).” Goldenberg et al. (1998) stress that a habit-of-mind 

entails a close coupling between a specific form of mathematical practice and the grounds for knowing. For 

example, proofs should explain even as they secure the foundations of a particular conjecture. Hence, a habit-of-

mind reflects epistemic disposition as well as a particular form of activity. 

Our design for instruction capitalized on students’ everyday experiences and conceptions of space, 

especially bodily motion, and on everyday forms of argument, especially propensities to categorize and classify. 

For example, we anchored students’ learning about polygons to paths that they walked (Abelson & diSessa, 

1980; Lehrer, Randle, & Sancilio, 1989) and related familiar properties of polygons, such as “straight” sides to 

experiences of unchanging direction while walking. Working from these embodied forms of activity, we 

cultivated students’ dispositions toward posing questions and making conjectures. We privileged forms of 

explanation that were oriented toward the general and that appealed to mathematical system.  

Given this support for reasoning about the mathematics of space, we aimed to support student authority 

to create their own definitions as a mathematical community. Here we trace initial mathematical explorations 

that emerged as students pursued one deceptively simple question: “What is a polygon?” The teacher asked this 

question to get a sense of what students had learned about polygons from a week of previous activity with their 

classroom teacher. We illustrate how the dynamic of definition unsettled what students took for granted (e.g., 

straight) and supported the development of a mathematical system. We then illustrate how the initial work of 

defining supported later forms of mathematical activity, as we describe how students elevated a conjecture 

about the number of diagonals in a polygon to the status of a theorem. 

 

Method 

Participants (n =18, 10 male, 11-12 years of age) attended an urban school serving primarily underrepresented 

youth in the southeastern region of the United States, where 60 to 80-percent of the school qualifies for free or 

reduced lunch each year. One of us served as the primary classroom instructor for mathematics during the 

school year. Mathematics class was conducted for 1.5 hours twice each week. Each lesson was videotaped and 

digitally rendered. Field notes were taken of whole group interactions in order to contextualize the video 

recordings and serve as a platform for reflection to inform the next day’s instruction. Although our choice of 

mathematical topics was informed by the school’s grade-level standards for mathematics, the conduct of any 

particular class was informed by our interpretations of students’ questions and by our judgments of their current 

levels of understanding. The latter were informed by classroom interaction, by the results of periodic 

assessments and by summaries written in the students’ journals of their understandings and experiences. 

 The analysis was informed by our history as participant observers and as designers to focus on themes 

that emerged during the course of our year-long involvement with the class. We employed comparative methods 
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of interpretation to guide our analysis of the unfolding of student thinking, as suggested by the field notes and 

episodes of video. We watched video of lessons and generated preliminary ideas about what we noticed about 

the class’s developing definitions. We then followed up on selected classroom lessons to refine or refute our 

conjectures about the emergence and history of use of particular definitions, focusing on episodes at the start of 

the year and several months later. We traced the development of definitions through the first six lessons by 

parsing whole class activity into segments of “definitional activity,” which included instances where a 

mathematical object (e.g., polygon) was being defined or its definition contested in some form (e.g., is an circle 

a polygon?). We then identified links between one definitional activity and another, that is, where discussion 

about one mathematical object spurred discussion of another. For example, when defining polygon as “sides and 

angles and closed,” a question arose of what constitutes a “side.” We used these references in classroom 

conversation to generate an image of the mathematical system developed within the span of these initial lessons.                      

 
Results 
Definition was an avenue for developing mathematical qualities of space, especially fundamental notions such 

as straight, angle, side and closure. Definitions began with contested claims about an aspect of space. Embodied 

activity served as a starting point and definition as means for resolving these contested claims about aspects 

such “straight” and “bent.” Definitions were made increasingly public via practices of representation. For 

example, rotating his body different amounts (e.g. 90-degrees, 120-degrees), the teacher asked the students to 

describe the turns on paper, using words and/or drawings. Students were selected to present their representations 

while others were asked to describe, compare and contrast them. The discussion highlighted differences in how 

the drawings showed relative amounts of turn and ultimately supported a conception of angle as rotation. As 

definitions of these qualities of space were refined and elaborated, they were increasingly interconnected and 

related.  

 Explorations of central concepts in Euclidean space began by pursuing the definition of a polygon. 

Students’ initial definitions of polygon introduced new mathematical objects: side, angle and regular polygon, 

all of which were contested. Students increasingly became more central participants in discussions about 

definitions. For instance, during the third class, when a student posed a football-shaped object as a possible 

polygon (in response to the teacher’s question of whether a polygon can have two sides), another group of 

students responded with the question, “What’s a side, people?” During the first six lessons analyzed, students 

constructed systems of relations among defined qualities. For instance, straight participated in subsequent 

definition of vertex. Moreover, all of these were considered from multiple perspectives: as dynamic paths 

created by motion (a local view), and as structures emerging from this dynamic activity (a global view). Hence, 

definitions increasingly reflected these multiple perspectives on shape and form.  

These central concepts served as building blocks for other important forms of mathematical activity. 

For instance, later in the year the definition of diagonal set the stage for the development of a theorem relating 

the number of sides of a polygon to the number of diagonals. The theorem, that the number of diagonals of a 

polygon is a function of the number of sides [(n
2
 -3n)/2, where n represents the number of sides], originated in 

small-group investigations where students first noticed and described empirical patterns. The students’ 

justifications of the pattern were supported by one student’s introduction of the diagonal as a path in which the 

direction of connection did not matter. This embodied definition helped students conceptualize the number of 

vertices that could be “reached” from a single vertex as (n-3). Because there were n vertices, they reasoned that 

the number of “reachable” vertices was n x (n-3). But, as the student had earlier pointed out, reaching via a 

diagonal was a special kind of path, one that did not preserve direction. Hence, the expression must be n(n-3)/2. 

This expression of generalization was built from the particular, but its structure relied on embodied perspectives 

of a polygon’s diagonal, sides, and vertices. It also was an argument of necessity, an important mathematical 

habit-of-mind. Although humble, definition and classification has traditionally resulted in fruitful mathematical 

pursuit (Senechal, 1990), and this historic trend was evident in the mathematical activity of the classroom too.  
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Designing an online environment for all teachers: 
Supporting teachers in learning to learn online 
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Abstract: Online collaborative environments have the potential to transform how teachers are 

supported in their professional learning and work. Yet, many teachers fail to fully or productively 

participate in these opportunities. To address this challenge, A Learning Community of Teachers 

(ALCOT), an online professional collaboration environment, was designed to support mentors and 

leaders in providing guidance to novices as they learn to develop and share ideas online.  
 

Introduction 
Web-based communication tools can provide teachers the opportunity to share ideas and interact with experts in 

ways otherwise not possible. To encourage professional growth, however, online environments need to encourage 

thoughtful collaborations around real issues in science and mathematics teaching and learning. In addition, 

developing professional identity appears to be particularly important for professional growth. We have some 

evidence that online conversational tools can be helpful. For example, blogs have been shown to support teachers’ 

developing identities as professionals (Luehmann, 2008). But not all teachers take advantage of these new 

opportunities for support. Only 15 percent of teachers have participated in a professionally-oriented online 

community or social networking site and only 28 percent have read or written a blog about teaching (Berry, 2009). 

To be effective online environments need to engage all teachers in opportunities to develop as professionals.  

A Learning Community of Teachers (ALCOT) is an online environment designed to support teacher 

learning and community at each phase of the professional continuum. The idea is to explicitly support productive 

and professional relationships for all teachers. Guided by ideas about how teachers learn to teach and become active 

members of professional community, this web-based environment is centered on the individual, facilitates one-to-

one and group guidance, and encourages continuing participation. ALCOT is specifically designed to support 

mentors and leaders in providing guidance to novices as they learn to develop and share ideas online. The goal of 

this study is to describe the challenges and leverage points for teachers new to online collaboration when they are 

supported by specific communication features – such as electronic journals, blogs, or public dialogue – and 

instructional guidance – such as individual mentoring, prompting, and feedback – as they learn to use web-based 

communication to learn and participate in a professional community. 

 

E-learning for teachers’ professional learning and work 
To be effective, online environments need to facilitate collaborations in ways that match teachers’ needs for learning 

and support. Based on ideas about how expertise develops, I propose that science and mathematics teachers’ 

learning and participation can be supported by learning the practices and discourse of reform-oriented teachers and 

teacher educators. Participating in the discourse of a community can help teachers develop their identity as a 

member and encourage their continued and increasingly competent participation (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 

2004). Identity in particular appears to be important in explaining how teachers engage students with content and 

participate in guiding new teachers (Beijaard, et al., 2004). Teachers will, however, need guidance – including 

guidance from within the community – to productively participate in these dialogues. Creating such active and 

interactive environments will require rethinking how we support teachers’ learning and community online. 

The community of inquiry model (Garrison & Anderson, 2003) proposes that in an e-learning environment, 

educational experiences are at the intersection of cognitive, social, and teaching presences. Consistent with this 

model, A Learning Community of Teachers (ALCOT), an online environment, is designed to encourage professional 

conversations, projects, and identities that integrate cognitive, social, and guidance aspects for teachers. ALCOT 

centers assets and conversations on individuals, facilitates one-to-one and group guidance from leaders and peers, 

and has ongoing or durable assets and groups to encourage continued and increasing participation. Although other 

researchers have explored strategies for supporting teachers online (e.g., see: Davis, Smithey, & Petish, 2004; 

Farooq, Schank, Harris, Fusco, & Schlager, 2007; Fishman, et al., 2001; Moore, 2002; Schlager, Farooq, Fusco, 

Schank, & Dwyer, in press), and have illustrated the power of online communities and teacher-to-teacher 

interactions, these efforts struggle to encourage all teachers to participate in meaningful ways. Through ALCOT 

design and research, I am exploring strategies to explicitly support teachers, including those who might be most 

hesitant, in learning how to learn and teach in innovative online environments.  
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Methods 
To begin putting the ALCOT model into practice, the tools to support conversations, projects, and identities were 

piloted during the 2008-2009 academic year. These features were used by 20 experienced teachers (4-12 grade) 

participating in a graduate course for new mentor teachers hosting a preservice candidate and by 18 initial licensure 

teachers (4-12 grade) participating in a graduate course just prior to or during their first two year of teaching. In this 

pilot, the mentor role was filled by the faculty instructor of the graduate courses. Thus, experienced teachers 

learning about mentoring were themselves mentored by the instructor. Participating online was a component of the 

course grade but no set number, frequency, or timing of posts was required. This was to encourage authentic use and 

explore the value of the supports. Feedback was collected through interviews and recording of verbal comments 

throughout the semester. In addition, records of online conversations and identities were collected to determine how, 

when, and for what purpose teachers used ALCOT features.  

 

Outcomes 
One leverage point for developing conversations was the one-to-one conversations supported by the mentor-mentee 

journal. Here the course instructor/mentor provided direct questions for the teachers’ response. In this way, teachers 

were first encouraged to post online. Over the course of the semester, teachers first posted simple responses to direct 

questions, then responses to follow-up questions (which they did not do initially), then began to post their questions, 

then information such as thoughts on class activities. The questions that prompted the most descriptive answers for 

experienced teachers were related to their classroom events. For initial licensure teachers, prompts regarding their 

course paper resulted in more detail and many follow-up questions from the teachers. One request was for the ability 

to post audio rather than text only so that the mentors or mentees could “talk” to each other. Both groups quickly 

used comments to post ideas in response to the leader’s blog.  

The leverage point for developing identity online was the group leader blog. In this blog, the group leader 

modeled blogging and took a lead in sharing ideas. Teachers were quick to post comments to the blog entries 

including thoughtful comments based on the ideas posed. Teachers reported and showed evidence in their posts of 

reading these entries regularly. Personal blogs, on the other hand were more challenging. Teachers did not know 

what a blog was and were unsure how or why to blog. Sometimes they posted random questions to their mentor on 

the blog rather than using the journal. They also did not necessarily understand they could post a blog without it 

being an instructor guided task. This challenge indicates that learning to blog, as a form of presenting yourself, will 

take more time than other types of online posts.  
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In Thought and Language, Vygotsky discusses the potential for leveraging intuitive 

understandings from everyday experience ("spontaneous concepts") with “instructed” 

scientific concepts to build robust understandings. The question remains whether or not 

the intuitive spontaneous concepts players develop in through computer games can be 

successfully leveraged into robust instructed concepts in a manner that transfers to 

academic assessments and across domains recognized as central by the scientific 

disciplines themselves. This poster presents data from early studies with the SURGE 

video game, where students demonstrated significant learning across multiple items of a 

posttest based on the Force Concept Inventory, suggesting that the sequence and structure 

of the models and representations designed in the SURGE game are effective in changing 

how students think about the formal instructed concepts. However, care must be taken to 

ensure that the ideas that students take away from the game are the ones intended. 

Research Goals and Theoretical Framework 
School science, with its focus on explicit formalized knowledge structures, seldom connects with students' tacit 

intuitive understandings. Interestingly, many commercial video games focus on physics, ecology, engineering, 

and other critical STEM concepts at their core. Furthermore, commercial video games are exceptionally 

successful at helping learners build accurate intuitive understandings of the concepts and processes embedded in 

the games due to the situated and enacted nature of good game design (Gee, 2003, 2004, 2007). As SURGE 

advisor James Gee explains, good game design is inherently about problem solving. According to Gee, 

however, these games fall short because they do not help students articulate and connect their evolving tacit 

intuitive understandings into larger explicit formalized structures allowing knowledge transfer and application 

across broader contexts. In Thought and Language, Vygotsky (1986) discusses the potential for leveraging 

intuitive understandings from everyday experience ("spontaneous concepts") with instructed scientific concepts 

to build robust understandings. The question remains whether or not the intuitive spontaneous concepts 

developed in games can actually be successfully leveraged into robust instructed concepts in the format and 

terminology of academic assessment and across domains recognized as central by the scientific disciplines. 

Game Context and Data 
SURGE (Scaffolding Understanding by Redesigning Games for Understanding) investigates design principles 

for connecting students' intuitive “spontaneous concepts” about kinematics and Newtonian mechanics into 

formalized “instructed concepts.” SURGE integrates research on conceptual change, cognitive processing-based 

design, and socio-cognitive scripting with design principles and mechanics of popular commercial video games 

such as Mario Galaxy, Switchball, Orbz, and Portal to support students’ articulation and connection of their 

evolving tacit intuitive understandings into larger explicit formalized structures allowing knowledge transfer 

and application across broader contexts relevant to Newtonian mechanics. SURGE incorporates the game play 

designs of these games in levels alternating between marble “travel” and marble “launching” in the context of a 

space-based adventure. Each level involves specific challenges directly linked to physics concepts. To complete 

these challenges, students need to learn and apply many principles related to mechanics (e.g., impulse, inertia, 

vector addition, elastic collision, gravity, velocity, acceleration, free-fall, mass, force, projectile motion).Each 

level highlights one or two topics, and levels allow students to connect the concepts together and to see the 

relations that exist among the topics. For example, the initial levels do not include gravity or friction. However, 

as the game progresses, gravity and then friction are gradually introduced. This approach allows students to gain 

a firm grasp of a concept before new concepts are introduced. 

Assessment Methods 
Assessment in SURGE involves standard experimental design in terms of random assignment of participants 

within classrooms across experimental groups. In addition, SURGE is conducting formative quantitative and 

qualitative analyses of student learning during development/pilot-testing phases. Student learning in SURGE is 

measured (a) in terms of intuitive understanding of "spontaneous concepts" through students’ performance in 
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the actual game levels and (b) in terms of formal understanding of "instructed concepts" through items from the 

Force Concept Inventory (FCI) (Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992; Jackson, 2007). In-game performance 

is measured via data recorded as students employ concepts of velocity, force, and gravity to spheres of varying 

mass through a series of obstacle courses. We are also utilizing visualization tools to map connections between 

students’ performance and choices in the game (intuitive concepts) with the formal academic assessments 

(instructed concepts). 

   

Data and Results 
The first SURGE study took place in summer 2009. We analyzed 24 undergraduate and graduate students 

playing SURGE. A paired-samples t-test was performed on the pre/post items and revealed a significant gain 

from pre to post (p = .037). One of the largest gains on an individual item was the one about vector addition. 

The second SURGE study involved 180 eighth grade students in Taiwan that showed significant gains in 3 test 

items dealing with Newton’s First Law. The gains observed are not dependent on gaming experience and apply 

to both genders. The items in which gains were observed are those most closely aligned with the experience of 

controlling the player-object in SURGE. These items deal with things in SURGE players do, rather than see. 

The third SURGE study focused on the complexity of formal physics representations to optimize student 

learning about the physics concepts and representations. The study involved 138 undergraduates enrolled in an 

introductory calculus-based physics course at a large university. Students in “full” condition (components and 

resultant velocity vector) did better on vector addition problems (76.7% versus 69.5%), and the post-test 

(average gain of 11.0% versus 6.8%) than those in “simplified” condition (only resultant velocity vector). 

Significance 
The results of these first studies suggest that the sequence and structure of the models and representations 

designed in the SURGE game are effective in changing how students think about the formal instructed concepts 

in a manner that transfers to certain items from the Force Concept Inventory, but care must be taken to ensure 

that the ideas that students take away from the game are the ones intended by the designers. In post-gameplay 

interviews, students remark that the game helps them understand how to improve their answers on the posttest 

even though they weren’t consciously thinking about their learning while they were playing the game. Ongoing 

work will focus on the balance of guidance and freedom in the gameplay mechanics, the structuring of 

mechanics to focus students on key concepts, as well as on the nature of representations that best support 

learning in a gaming context. 
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Abstract: This study reports on the development and research validation of a web-based 

learning environment (LE) for helping students, ages 12-14, to appreciate uncertainty and 

subjectivity in science. The environment was implemented once and the research results are 

used for revising it to better address the learning objectives. Results in relation to students’ 

understanding of subjectivity and possible emerging modifications of the LE are discussed. 

 

Aim of the Study 
The tremendous progress witnessed in the fields of science and technology tends to bring about dilemmas on a range of socio-

scientific issues (SSI), such as global warming. Science education aims at preparing students to engage with such SSIs in an 

informed manner. One of the resources underpinning this ability is awareness relating to the nature of science (NOS) (Sadler et 

al., 2004). However, evidence suggests that students and lay adults do not possess informed ideas. Clearly, there is a need for 

developing teaching innovations, especially for elementary grades (Lederman, 2007). 
This study draws on the paradigm of design-based research (Barab, 2006). It seeks to design a learning environment 

(LE) dealing with certain aspects of NOS, and refine it on the basis of the data collected during its implementation in 

classroom settings. In particular, we have developed a LE for helping students aged 12-14 appreciate the subjective and 

uncertain nature of science and develop simple criteria for evaluating the validity and reliability of scientific claims. Empirical 

data from the first enactment of the LE were collected and analysed so as to inform its refinement. Due to space limitations, we 

only report data on students’ understanding of subjectivity and present how these results are used for refining the LE. 

 

Methodology 
Participants 
Thirty eight students from two 6th grade classrooms (19 students in each class) of a public school in Cyprus participated in this 

study. Students were working in pairs or triads. The implementation lasted 10 weeks (24 40-minute sessions). 

 

The learning environment 
The LE was hosted on the STOCHASMOS web-based platform. The context of the investigation is a topical SSI, namely the 

bovine tuberculosis problem in cattle in the UK. Each group of students assumed the role of scientists who represent relevant 

organizations, as a means for illustrating that scientists’ agendas may lead to different scientific claims on the same issue. 

Students’ goal was to study the data and construct scientific claims on how the problem could be best solved. The learning 

sequence provided students with multiple opportunities to construct and evaluate scientific claims and it systematically 

engaged them in explicit reflective discourse on relevant epistemological ideas such as the role of uncertainty and subjectivity. 

 

Assessment task 
A task for assessing understanding on subjectivity focused on the extent to which students are able to appreciate that scientists 

studying the same phenomenon might subscribe to different interpretations and to identify possible reasons for this. Students 

were presented with simplified versions of the man-made and natural theory regarding the global warming causes and a 

dialogue between two students who argued whether scientists can disagree. Students needed to agree with one of the two 

positions stated in the dialogue and explain their reasoning. The task was administered prior to and after the implementation. 

Thirteen students (34%) also participated in interviews (pre, post) for additional insights into their reasoning.  

 

Results and consequences for the refinement of the learning environment 
Students’ responses were analyzed in order to identify qualitatively different categories of responses (Table 1). Only justified 

responses are included in this table. Interestingly, fewer students justified their responses in post tests (Npre=27, 71%, Npost=19, 

50%). Examining the responses without justification, both the number of students believing that scientists can disagree (Npre=8, 

21% overall, Npost=12, 32% overall) and of those believing that they need to agree (Npre=0-0% overall, Npost=5-13% overall) 

increases. Although there are no interview data from these students, the fact that more students believe scientists need to agree 

has probably emerged as a byproduct of their interaction with the LE: Students judged claims that were at variance with 

available data as invalid, as this was the validity criterion they were guided to develop. Incidentally, students ended up with 

just one valid claim. This might reinforced the belief that scientists eventually agree on the same claim. This suggests the need 

to modify the LE so as to increase the likelihood for multiple valid claims and, hence, facilitate discourse on subjectivity. 

Justified responses suggest a decrease in the number of students who discussed disagreements in relation to how 

productive they are (category 3, Npre=9, 34%, Npost=3, 16%) and in students attributing disagreements to scientists themselves 

because, as human beings, they have the right to disagree (category 2, Npre=17-63%, Npost=7-37%). Interestingly, while no 

students considered the role of data in relation to subjectivity (category 1), 9 students (47%) gave such post responses. This 
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category is thought to be more informed than categories 2 and 3 because students take into account the role of data in science. 

However, no students referred to the possibility of having different claims due to different interpretations. This fact may also 

be connected to certain aspects of the LE: Even though students were scaffolded to appreciate the distinction between data and 

their interpretation (by asking them to separately refer to these constructs when reporting scientific claims), they did not seem 

to make this distinction to a satisfactory extent. It is possible that explicit discourse on this distinction and comparisons of 

different interpretations could help them recognize the possibility of having various claims due to different interpretations. 

  

Table 1: Students’ pre & post justified responses in relation to subjectivity and typical student responses 

 
The LE sought to help students appreciate that scientists’ objectives might influence the data collection and/or 

interpretation as sources of subjectivity. This perspective addresses the role of both scientists (category 2) and data (category 1) 

in constructing claims and, thus, this kind of responses were coded as mixed (category 4). There was only one such response in 

the pre-tests but the student referred to the role of scientists and data separately. Even though there were not any written mixed 

responses after the enactment, such responses were discerned in the interviews, as shown in the next quote [Student (D2)]. 

 

“Each group of scientists will collect the data that relate to what they represent or think. Scientists who thought that 

temperature increased due to some gases, tried to find data to prove this. On the contrary, the others tried to find 

supporting evidence for their position. Each group might have studied the same data but focused on parts fitting their 

position. […] this is sometimes unintentionally done depending on the goals and beliefs of the group you belong to.” 

 

However, not many such responses emerged and this also has implications for the revision. For example, more activities may 

be added so as to facilitate students’ adoption of their role. The LE could also be enriched with explicit discourse in relation to 

existing interpretations of data of other topical SSIs so as to give more opportunities for discussing this learning objective. 

 

Conclusions 
This study contributes to existing knowledge on elementary students’ initial ideas on uncertainty and subjectivity in science, 

the difficulties they encounter when trying to understand about these aspects and the extent to which it is possible to impact 

through the use of inquiry-based LEs. Although the results show that students can learn about NOS aspects with such LEs with 

embedded explicit discourse in the context of SSIs, the LE has limits and weaknesses. For instance, we discerned difficulties 

that were not anticipated during the design, while some learning objectives were not achieved to a satisfactory degree. These 

suggest the need for refinement through multiple cycles of design-evaluation-revision until an effective LE is established 

(Andersson, 2004). The study also provides insights into how empirical results can be used for further refining the LE. 
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Abstract: In order to better understand how people construct maps when they are located 

within the setting they are mapping, we compared how people drew maps between two 

contexts. Thirty subjects drew maps that included three topological features: the lagoon, the 

edge of Lake Michigan, and the land between these two bodies of water. We present 

preliminary data that suggests the accuracy and coherence of the maps generally improved 

with experience in both contexts.  

Motivation 
Using and building maps to see the big picture is a complex cognitive task, drawing upon direct perception and 

requiring reasoning with multiple pieces of spatial information visualized from different perspectives (Uttal, 

2000). Constructing a map view of a large-scale local landscape requires knowledge for building relationships 

among topological features as well as strategies for thinking about space as a collection of organized and 

systematic relations among features that fit into a coherent whole (Liben, 2006; NRC, 2006). In taking a situated 

approach to thinking and learning (Greeno, 1998), our motivation with this exploratory study was to understand 

how mapping a local landscape depends on the context in which the mapping is located. In particular, we were 

interested in knowing how people construct maps when they are located within the setting they are mapping, 

and how direct navigational experiences compare to mapping from digital photographs.  

Procedure 
Of the 30 adults recruited through flyers posted around campus, 23 were students, and seven were university 

staff, neighbors, or former students. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the indoor or the outdoor 

condition. Each subject was fitted with a digital audio and video camera that attached to the bill of a hat and 

continuously recorded what was said and how the maps were drawn.  

In the outdoor condition, 14 subjects walked around a man-made lagoon while being clinically 

interviewed about the lagoon and surrounding “lakefill,” stopping periodically to complete a variety of 

interview tasks (see Figure 1).  In the other condition, 16 subjects were clinically interviewed as they viewed 

photographs of the lakefill on a computer screen inside a building near the lagoon, These subjects were asked to 

imagine they were on a walk around part of the lagoon and viewed eight high-resolution panoramic digital 

photographs shot from strategic points on the lakefill. Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes and 

followed the same semi-structured protocol that included questions about the history and future of this part of 

the campus and predictions about how the lagoon could change over various spans of time.  

Partway into the interview, the subjects were handed a clipboard, white typing paper, and a pen and 

asked to draw a map that shows the entire lagoon, the edge of Lake Michigan, and the land beside the lake and 

the lagoon. Near the end of each interview, the subjects drew a second map and were provided the same 

instructions to do so. After each mapping task, subjects described the map they drew, how they drew it, and they 

indicated north, if they hadn’t already done so. We measured the three principal topological relationships the 

subjects mapped and compared them to the actual ratios. 

Preliminary Findings 
In both conditions, the mapping tasks started and ended at approximately the same time during the interview 

(see Table 1). The indoor interviews lasted on average about 15% longer than the outdoor interviews mostly due 

to additional time needed for image resizing and management and toggling between photographs. The mapping 

tasks usually lasted around three minutes, with the exception of the second outdoor mapping task, which took 

noticeably less time to complete.  

Initially, in the outdoor condition, subjects tended to map the lagoon as an elongated oval shape 

(NS/EWlagoon > 1) with a wide patch of land depicted between the lagoon and the Lake (EWlagoon/ EWLand. ! 1) 

(see Table 2). In the indoor condition, however, the lagoon was typically represented relatively long, but 

without much space for land between the lagoon and the Lake. In both conditions, after having seen and 

experienced more of the lakefill, or perhaps having had the experience mapping, subjects drew the relationships 

among features closer to the actual values, portraying the lagoon more like a bulb or bean than like an oval and 

depicting the land beside the Lake relatively more narrow (see Figure 2A). Interestingly, after walking around 

the lagoon, more than twice as many subjects in the outdoor condition (n=8) than subjects who mapped from 

photographs in the indoor condition (n=3) lengthened the lagoon by including the football field shaped feature 

near its southern tip (see Figure 2B). This observation suggests that certain features of this landscape may be 
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easier to grasp by being in the actual location than by viewing representations of that place. We find that 

constructing maps from digital photographs, just like being in the location being mapped, can be a productive 

and meaningful context for representing a local landscape. Future work will investigate how learners construct 

and use maps and other symbolic representations to learn science across contexts, in class and on field trips. 

Figures and Tables 
Table 1: Average interview length and durations of mapping tasks within and across contexts.  

 

Time (min:sec) Outdoor Indoor 

Average Interview Length 42:06 49:48 

Average Start-Finish Times for First Mapping Task 11:24 - 14:50 (3:26) 14:09 - 17:28 (3:19) 

Average Start-Finish Times for Second Mapping Task 35:40 - 38:00 (2:20) 43:00 - 45:54 (2:54) 

 

Table 2: Average ratios of distances between three topological features. 

 

 First Mapping Task Second Mapping Task 

Topological Relationship Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor 

Actual Ratio 

EWlagoon/ EWLand 1.3 2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 

NS/EWLand 3.6 5.7 5.5 4.2 3.8 

NS/EWlagoon 2.2 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.3 

 

 
Figure 1. The route walked or viewed through photographic representations during each interview.  

 

 
Figure 2. Two example drawings. A. At the widest part of the lagoon, note the shift in lagoon width relative to 

land width. B. This subject chose to include a rectangular tail toward the south. 
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Abstract: This research investigates the use of engineering design challenges as the basis for 

primary school science learning environments. We used pre-post tests to compare 

engineering-based students’ science content gains to those of students using their district’s 

typical science curriculum. Across the domains of animal adaptations, simple machines, 

material properties, and sound, the engineering-based science students showed significant pre-

post learning gains, and for all domains except sound, their gains were significantly higher 

than those of comparison students. 

Introduction 
Recent investigations of the use of technological design activities as contexts for secondary science instruction 

have produced promising findings (e.g., Fortus, Dershimer, Krajcik, Marx, & Mamlok-Naaman, 2004). Primary 

students may be even more receptive to design-based science instruction, since children of this age have been 

found to exhibit less apprehension toward designerly endeavors than do adults or adolescents (Baynes, 1994). 

When children engage in design activities that require specific scientific expertise, they may make progress 

toward two important learning outcomes: knowledge of and skills in engineering design (Pearson & Young, 

2002) and improved understanding of the science they use in the service of design completion (Layton, 1993).  

 We have developed four new curriculum modules to investigate the impact of using engineering design 

in primary-grade science learning environments. Our approach to incorporating engineering design problems 

into primary-level science instruction draws upon the Learning by Design™ approach to middle-school science 

instruction (Kolodner, 2006). It also reflects the perspectives of situated cognition (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 

1989) and socio-constructivistism (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, & Scott, 1994). We view science learning 

as comprised of both social enculturation into practices and personal construction of ideas. Engineering design 

is one social activity that requires the use of both science practices and science content knowledge.  

Method 
We are exploring the research question: what are the consequences of using engineering-design-based activities 

as contexts for specific science content instruction in the upper primary grades? To investigate this question, we 

have collaborated with local teachers to develop and implement four design-based science curriculum modules 

for third- and fourth-grade classrooms. Each module poses an overarching engineering design challenge as a 

motivator for science investigations within a particular science domain, uses interlocking (LEGO ™) 

construction elements and electronic sensors as tools for prototyping, and requires approximately 12 hours of 

instructional time. The Design a Musical Instrument module centers on the science of sound, Design a Model 

House focuses on the properties of materials and objects, Design an Animal Model emphasizes the structural 

and behavioral adaptations of animals, and Design a People Mover focuses on the force-distance trade-offs of 

simple machines. The module learning objectives are aligned with local and national science content standards. 

 Fourteen third- and fourth-grade teachers from six urban public schools in the northeastern United States 

volunteered to implement at least one of the four engineering design-based science modules. Before and after 

module enactment, their students completed paper-and-pencil science content tests. These pre-post tests were 

also administered in twelve comparison classrooms of the same grade levels and in the same geographical area. 

We refer to these as comparison classrooms because their science curricula had been chosen by teachers and 

district supervisors to meet local and national science learning standards on animal adaptations, simple 

machines, material properties, or sound, but they did not use LEGO-engineering design activities. That is, the 

comparison teachers used their typical science instruction methods to address the same learning objectives 

addressed by the engineering-design-based modules. There was one science test form for each of the four 

science domains. The material properties and sound tests each had four open-response and five multiple-choice 

items. The animal adaptations and simple machines tests each had five open-response and five multiple-choice 

items. Each item addressed one learning standard from the relevant science domain. 

Results 
The students’ responses to the open-response items were scored by two raters according to a 2-point rubric. 

Inter-rater reliability and percent exact match were above 0.8 for all questions. Multiple-choice responses were 
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scored either 0 or 1 point. Total test scores were computed by summing the item scores and dividing by the 

maximum possible number of points. Thus, all tests scores are represented as percentages. 

 Overall, paired t-tests revealed significant gains from individual pretests to posttests, across all four 

domains and both treatment groups. However, there was a main effect of treatment on the magnitude of pre-post 

gain score. On average, in three of the four science domains (material properties, simple machines, and animal 

adaptations), the engineering-design-based science students improved significantly more (p<.01) than the 

comparison students, as shown in Figure 1. In the domain of sound, the engineering students’ average gain was 

higher than that of the comparison students, but this difference was not significant. However, as shown in 

Figure 2, the engineering students earned equivalent sound posttest scores, despite having significantly lower 

sound pretest scores than the comparison students. Thus, after the engineering-design-based curriculum module 

on sound, students were able to achieve at levels equal to those of comparison students who had previously been 

outperforming them. In fact, on the posttests, students in engineering-based science classrooms achieved at 

statistically equal or higher levels in all domains but animal adaptations.  

 

 

Figure 1. Average learning gains after engineering-

design-based and comparison science instruction.  

Figure 2. Average pretest and posttest scores in 

engineering-design-based and comparison classrooms.

Discussion 
These results suggest that using engineering design as the basis for science learning environments may facilitate 

children’s learning in the domains of sound, material properties, simple machines, and animal adaptations. 

However, for young students, the impact of engineering-design-based science curricula appears to vary across 

science domains. In this study, animal adaptations was the only domain in which students in engineering-

design-based classrooms performed significantly lower at posttest than did comparison students, despite having 

shown significantly greater gains from pre- to posttest. We speculate that students in the comparison classrooms 

outperformed students in the engineering-based classrooms on the animal adaptations posttest because this 

domain is within the discipline of life science, which primary grade teachers have traditionally favored. Though 

the engineering-based Design an Animal Model curriculum was effective, comparison curricula were also 

effective because primary grade teachers have developed strong instructional programs for life science. In 

contrast, in the discipline of physical science, which includes the sound, material properties, and simple 

machines domains, there may be more room for design-based science to make an impact on children’s learning.  
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Abstract: The ubiquity of new technologies has led many educators and researchers to 

wonder about the best way to prepare students for participation in a digital world.  The Robot 

Diaries workshop provides an opportunity for adolescent girls to engage with technology in 

creative ways.  Preliminary analysis suggests the workshop enables three patterns of creative 

technology engagement:  technical, integrative, and expressive.   These findings have 

implications for understanding the range of fluency pathways available in such settings. 
 

Research conducted on out-of-school technology use suggests that even school-aged children have frequent 

access to technologies such as computers, game systems, and mobile phones (Sefton-Green, 2006).  But what 

type of engagement do most children experience with technology?  A survey of British children between the 

ages of 9 and 18 suggests that the most common computer activities in this population include writing and 

searching the Internet, while more creative endeavors such as making websites, animations or films were 

reported less frequently (Kent & Facer, 2004).  Were we to characterize the technology engagement of the 

students interviewed by Kent and Facer, those that primarily engage with computers by using word processing 

programs or searching the Internet might fall into the category of technology ‘consumer’ (Resnick & Rusk, 

1996).  In other words, they are comfortable navigating and utilizing existing technologies but stop short of 

creating or designing.  These consumers represent the mid-point on a continuum of technology engagement, 

with non-users of technology on one extreme and fluent technologists on the other.  Existing research provides 

rich descriptions of individuals at multiple points along the continuum (e.g., Barron, 2006; see also NRC, 1999).   

The question remains of how best to encourage movement along the fluency continuum.  The current 

work explores this question by defining habits of mind associated with fluent technology engagement, and 

examining the implementation of a learning environment designed to support them. Robot Diaries is an out-of-

school workshop that promotes the development of technological fluency through participation in creative 

robotics (see Hamner et. al, 2008, for a description of earlier workshops).  

Research Context 
The Robot Diaries workshop is designed to support the development of three habits of mind consistent with 

fluent technology engagement:   

• Approaching technology both as a tool and as a creative medium, and understanding how to express one’s 

own interests with, in, or through technology. 

• Understanding how to engage in a design process. 

• Seeing one’s self as competent to engage in acts of technological creativity. 

In the workshop, middle school-aged girls (roughly ages 10-13) build expressive communication 

robots using a combination of crafts and robotic materials (e.g., motors, LED’s, sensors).  Each girl designs and 

builds her own programmable robot, which can use light, sound, and movement to tell stories, express emotions, 

make statements, or otherwise engage in communication (see figure 1).  A networking site allows workshop 

participants to share their robot programs with other members of the group.   

The data presented in this paper are drawn from a Robot Diaries workshop run as part of a homeschool 

enrichment program.  Participants were seven homeschooled students (all female) between the ages of 9 and 14.  

Two homeschooling parents ran the workshop.  The instructors, both female, were trained on the curriculum and 

technology prior to the start of the workshop.  Each instructor had a daughter in the workshop.  Researchers 

observed the workshop, conducted interviews with participants, parents, and instructors, and collected workshop 

related artifacts (e.g., design journals, video journals) for analysis.   

   
Figure 1. Technology built by a participant during a Robot Diaries workshop (front and back views). 
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Research Questions 
The primary research questions for Robot Diaries concern the workshop’s ability to forward the habits of mind 

identified above.  For each habit of mind, we can ask:  (1) Did participants move towards this understanding, 

and (2) What aspects of the workshop facilitated their movement?  The current paper examines participants’ 

movement towards the first habit of mind, seeing technology as a creative medium.   

Preliminary Findings 
Amabile’s (1996) definition of the term ‘creative’ provides a useful framework for understanding technological 

creativity: “a product or response will be judged as creative to the extent that (a) it is both a novel and 

appropriate, useful, correct or valuable response to the task at hand, and (b) the task is heuristic rather than 

algorithmic” (p. 35).  This definition, which emphasizes the novelty (to the individual) and appropriateness or 

value of the response, leaves room for the creation of technologies that respond or react to situations, 

circumstances, or events in functional or aesthetic ways.   

A preliminary analysis of the Robot Diaries workshop data suggests three primary categories of 

creative response to the technology:  technical, integrative, and expressive.  

Technical Creativity 
Technically creative responses include those that required participants to adapt their technical knowledge to 

achieve a particular outcome.  For example, the creator of the robot pictured above wanted her robot to move on 

wheels, but was concerned that the two wheels would not properly coordinate if they needed to be programmed 

separately.  Her solution was to plug the wires for each wheel into the same port, so that they were subject to the 

same programming controls.    

Integrative Creativity 
Participants achieved ‘integrative creativity’ by integrating the technology with a personal or fictional narrative.  

Examples of integration with a personal narrative include one participant’s spoof of a presidential campaign 

commercial (in her commercial, the robot expresses its support for a candidate in the 2008 election), and another 

participant’s ‘trick or treat’ robot which was dressed up for Halloween and used its sensor and speaker to 

request candy from passers-by.  Examples of a fictional narrative include creating a ‘persona’ for the robot, such 

as one participant’s desire to build a robot whose actions suggest it is afraid of the dark.  

Expressive Creativity 
Participants achieved ‘expressive creativity’ by developing novel ways of communicating emotion in their 

robots.  Examples include one participant’s use of light patterns to simulate moving feet on her robot. 

Conclusions 
Preliminary analysis suggests that Robot Diaries participants displayed a variety of creative responses.  This 

analysis helps us understand the range of fluency pathways that may exist inside such a community.  Future 

analysis will examine the prevalence of each pathway and consider the impact of workshop design.  
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Abstract: Our research explores online social networking sites to describe the patterns of 

participation and knowledge sharing in these spaces. We examine how knowledge is shared and 

how participation is potentially shaped by social or material resources of the space. Our 

presentation will focus on data gathered from two different types of social networking sites.  

Theoretical Background  
Educational researchers have begun to explore how people learn in a range of informal contexts, where free-

choice learning is the dominant focus, and which involves participation within social networks of families, 

hobbyists, or other communities (e.g. Bell et al., 2009; Dierking & Falk, 1994). A fundamental characteristic of 

informal learning is that learners have some choice over what they want to learn, and is thus tightly connected to 

individual interests or intentions (Bell et al).  Investigations of informal learning have been conducted within 

contexts such as museums (Ellenbogen et al, 2004; Falk & Dierking, 2002), farming (Saxe, 1991), and game 

playing (Nasir, 2002). Learning in informal settings can be framed within sociocultural perspectives, where 

learning is viewed as individual participation within a community of practice (Ellenbogen et al, 2004) and 

where cognitive shifts in individual reasoning are closely linked with the social processes that are part of the 

sociocultural setting (Nasir, 2005). Thus, learning can be considered as participation in everyday, situated 

activities that arise from interaction with material and social resources (Barab & Roth, 2006).   

Online learning communities are often studied in classroom or professional development contexts.  

Online communities can be either created by design or emerge in more self-organized ways because of their 

function in the world (Barab, 2003; Barab & Roth, 2006; Hoadley, in press).  Our goal is to examine 

participation in informal, online social networks. Broadly characterized as social network sites (identified by 

Boyd & Ellison, 2007), these online spaces offer individuals the opportunity to establish an identity within a 

bounded context and interact with others that share similar interests (Gunawardena et al, 2009). These activities 

closely resemble Wenger et al’s (2002) definition of a community of practice as a group of individuals who 

share interests about a topic and engage with one another to deepen knowledge. The communities we are 

exploring foster networks of weak relational ties solely online, differentiating them from notions of community 

with sustained history or common heritage (Barab & Duffy, 2000). Network theory allows the study of some of 

these aspects, by exploring the nature of ties between the community -- i.e., how are nodes (or actors in the 

network) connected to other nodes with ties. For example, communication ties show who talks to whom, 

workflow ties show who provides and receives resources, and proximity ties show who is 

spatially/electronically close to someone else in the network (Katz et al., 2004).  

Our research explores how everyday, online social worlds create opportunities for participation that are 

quite different from those encountered in formal educational settings. Yet, these spaces nonetheless may serve 

to mediate knowledgeable participation and accomplishment of goals in everyday life worlds (Barab & Roth, 

2006) of people. Third spaces (Moje et al., 2004), which is closely associated with hybridity theory, is a 

theoretical construct that may provide a useful perspective for considering everyday learning in online social 

network spaces.  Third spaces describe spaces where new forms of participation are established through a 

merging of a first space (e.g., everyday home contexts) and a second space (an institutional space like schools or 

work, or formal technical or scientific discourse) (Bell et al., 2009; Moje et al.).  Bell et al. forward the notion 

that virtual worlds, like chat rooms or game worlds, might be considered third spaces because they are neither 

home nor work spaces, and provide a "unique potential for the development of identity where new resources and 

constraints evolve in the social milieu of the virtual space" (p. 264).  Bell et al (p. 264) further note: "Whereas 

geographic, cultural, and technical boundaries have historically constrained cultural exchange among groups 

and individuals, virtual environments can facilitate transactions across these barriers, opening up new 

intersections of people, tools, and traditions to support identity development."  

 

Research Questions 
The following questions guided our research: 

What patterns of participation are visible in various social network communities? 

• How are patterns of participation related to membership within the community?  

• How do participants share knowledge within the group?  
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Research Context and Methodology 
Our research examines existing social networking sites. We focus on data gathered from two different types of 

social networking sites: (1) public hobby sites (e.g., ESPN Fantasy Sports-Basketball); and (2) self-directed 

learning social network sites (e.g., language, health). . We use primarily a descriptive research design to observe 

participant discourse without influencing it. Data were based on discussion posts within social network sites. 

Social Network Analysis (using UCI-Net) and content analysis were conducted for some of the sites.  

 

Preliminary Findings and Implications: What patterns of participation are 
visible in informal social networking communities? 
To address questions about the relationship between patterns of participation and community membership, our 

data analysis has thus far focused on examining social networks within the Fantasy Sports site. The site attracts 

a large number of participants, approximately 1300 or more, who contribute between 50,000-80,000 messages 

per year. We accessed data for two years from 2004-05 and 2005-06, totaling about 150,000 messages. Our 

initial analyses of the networks in this site produced a dense, highly connected sociogram (leftmost image in 

Fig. 1), which was difficult to parse. We subsequently focused attention on cliques with 30 or less actors to 

identify highly connected individuals and patterns of participation within those cliques. By identifying these 

cliques, we hoped to gain a better understanding of actors (participants) who were most prominent in the 

networks. The two right most sociograms in Fig. 1 indicate cliques from 04-05 and 05-06, which show 

participation by some of the same actors, i.e., the nodes marked 8, 9, and 19. As is visible in the sociograms, we 

see that the participant represented by node #9 has moved into a more central position in the clique in the 

second year of participation, while the participant represented by node #8 has moved only a bit closer to the 

center of the network. Participant #19 remains at a similar location of centrality in both years. We hypothesize 

that this change in degree centrality (i.e.,the total number of ties that connect the participant -- both ingoing and 

outgoing) could be related to personal connections with other actors in the network and the quality of 

communication. Until this point, social network analysis has helped to focus our attention on specific groups of 

interest within this overall community, as well as on specific individuals with greater prominence within each of 

the cliques. Our next step is to qualitatively explore the ties between these participants to identify the nature of 

participation, knowledge and resource sharing, and identity enactments.  

 

 
Figure 1: Sociogram for the whole fantasy sports network 2004-2005 and cliques from 04-05 and 05-06 

 

To examine knowledge-sharing practices in social network spaces, we identified recurrent patterns of discourse 

that emerged from several online community discussion boards.  Patterns included: (a) knowledge telling; (b) 

seeking advice/explanation; (c) experience sharing; (d) public deliberation; (e) mutual goal setting and 

achievement; (f) data sharing to improve practice. 

 

Potential Significance  
The potential significance of this work lies in its contribution to the growing literature on lifelong, informal 

learning (Bell et al., 2009). Our research studies online spaces where people voluntarily go to learn and to 

participate in a shared goal or activity.  This research may add to the knowledge base of how participants 

exchange knowledge and practices, as well as extend what is known about online virtual spaces as "third 

spaces" for everyday learning (Moje et al., 2004). 
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Abstract: Recent research using games as learning environments has provided us with 

examples of situated learning processes (e.g., Gee, 2007). Board games, in particular, foster 

rich think-aloud cognition and small group reasoning (Smith, 2007). This study uses a 

collaborative board game as a site for understanding sense-making in small groups. We 

investigate how groups ‘reconstruct’ rules, and unpack how and when they coordinate an 

understanding of goals. We suggest this is done with the aid of. handles: concrete signifiers, 

such as physical objects, words, or gestures that players use as substitutes for complex rules.  

Introduction 
Recent research using games as learning environments has provided educational researchers with new 

examples of situated learning processes (e.g., Gee, 2007). Many of the most recent studies have focused on 

computationally based games, but we maintain the position that the affordances of game environments, both for 

observing and orchestrating learning, are not restricted to the computational medium. Board games, a similarly 

rule-based and interactive game environment, constitute an especially promising class of games for study 

because foster the kinds of think-aloud cognition and small group reasoning that is the target of empirical 

research and educational reform efforts (Smith, 2007). In this study, we use a collaborative board game as a site 

for understanding sense-making in small group collaboration. We examine a situation where players are 

provided with all the materials packaged with a collaborative board game and unpack how and when they 

coordinate an understanding of their individual and group goals. In our pursuit of this endeavor, we have noticed 

a phenomenon across our samples thus far in which rule reconstruction goes awry. Essentially, players make up 

their own rules without realizing they are creating something new that deviates from what is prescribed by the 

rulebook. Upon iterative review, and as we will describe in this paper, these faulty rules are seeded by players 

grasping at what we describe as a “bad handle”. 

As will be illustrated by our case, handles serve in these social sense-making situations as material 

anchors (Hutchins, 2005) around which players share and build knowledge. Handles are concrete signifiers, 

such as physical objects, words, or gestures, which players repeatedly use or reference as stand-ins for more 

complex concepts and rules. Problems arise when the group’s understanding of a complex rule is shaped by a 

handle that they have (perhaps unwittingly) chosen. The original referenced meaning is lost or converted into 

something new.  

The interest of this work to the Learning Sciences community is two-fold. First, it is an expansion of 

the recent interest in research related to learning that takes place in and around games and gaming practices 

(e.g., Squire & Barab, 2004). The second point of interest in this work is in small group collaboration. 

Collaborative discourse has long been an interest in the Learning Sciences (e.g., Barron, 2003; Engle & Conant, 

2002). What we intend to do is carefully consider how the signifiers that we describe as “handles” are 

instrumental to the sense-making and discourse that takes place.  

Handles and Material Anchors 
Our term handle is a targeted extension of Hutchins’ (2005) definition of material anchor to this context. 

Hutchins uses the term material anchor to describe how physical objects (or signifiers thereof) solidify group 

understanding of a particular metaphor. An example he provides is that subjects will be more successful in 

identifying the correct answer in statement 2 than statement 1: 

1. If x is true, then y is true. We know that y is not true. Is x true? 

2. If this is a garnet, then it is a semi-precious stone. We know that this isn’t a semi-precious stone. Is it a 

garnet? 

Statement 2 is easier to understand, because subjects can use outside information (D'Andrade, 1989).  

 Groups do not have a facility for sharing the same understanding of the rules other than through 

concrete signifiers in the world. Thus, material anchors are a necessary mediator of group understanding – they 

form one of only a few anchors around which groups can share understandings of an abstract concept (Kripke, 

1982). However, the outside information that individuals unconsciously use to understand these material 

handles colors how they process the problem. Fauconnier & Turner (2002) describe this mix of unconscious 

understanding and target content as involving conceptual blending. A bad handle can be understood as an 

anchor that results in conceptual blending that, as it is taken up by the group, nudges groups away from correct 

interpretations of shared information toward jointly agreed-upon misunderstandings. 
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Example: Role Handle 
For this work, we collected multiple video-recorded observations of four groups as they were provided 

with a collaborative board game about disease spread, Pandemic, to learn and play. The participants gathered 

for up to three two-hour game play sessions. Twelve of the sixteen participants were undergraduate students at a 

large university in the American West. The other four were a group of adults from the same regional area. 

Participants were told at the beginning of the game sessions that the researcher would not participate nor answer 

any questions related to the game, and as much as possible, the players should act as if the researcher and 

camera were not there. Transcripts were generated of the initial game sessions for all four groups.  

We present a short example to illustrate how a handle can be taken up and seed bad information. The 

group from the excerpt below used a bad handle to misunderstand the word ‘role’ in relation to the game. At the 

beginning of each game of Pandemic, each player is randomly assigned a permanent game role through 

distribution of ‘role cards’. Each role has unique capabilities that allow that player to take different “special” 

actions throughout in the game. The error that the group made was to overlook an entire phase of the game 

because of how they handled of the word ‘role’. Only when their game was entirely finished did they begin to 

notice where the problem had been: 

Andi:  [reading from the instructions] Special event: the next player to play the infector phase can 

skip their turn entirely.   

Jesse:  How come we haven’t had any outbreaks [i.e., difficulty increases in the game]?  

... 

Elena:  [in reference to Andi’s reading] What's the infector phase? The infector example, lets see: [she 

reads from instructions] “Brandon's playing the infector.  To finish his turn the infector 

marker is on three to end the infector rate.” Oh... whose, is anyone's role card the infector?  

Jesse:  This [an unused role card, face down, located to the side of the board] is the infector right 

here. 

Throughout the game, the group had conflated the existence of the “infector phase” with a role one must play 

and, in turn, with the “role card.” They substituted the “role card” concept in every situation in which the 

“infector phase” should have been played the game. This substitution provided a convenient ‘handle’ with 

which to incorrectly interpret large chunks of the game. 

Conclusions  
 Small, self-directed groups can make big mistakes when building rules. Sometimes this can occur when 

ideas are not heard or built upon (e.g., Barron, 2003). However, we have seen instances here where listening to 

others and building up on ideas leads to errors. Individuals were all attempting to coordinate understandings 

through physical and verbal externalizations their individual rules, and, as such, the group ultimately changed 

the content of the rules for the game as a whole. Our work thus serves to add to our understanding of how 

interacting with signifiers might change collaborative rule construction. Through this poster, we demonstrate 

some of the potential for Learning Sciences games research can involve board games, and in particular how 

some of the observable interactional phenomena can be traced to group interactions and handles. Although still 

preliminary, we conjecture from these observations that small design changes to target bad handles could 

manifest in significant learning gains in the domain of a complex gaming activity. A future paper will outline 

the effect of specific design implications for collaborative rule-building.  
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Abstract:  Our study expands current literature on the professional growth of experienced 

teachers in educational innovations. Using a case study approach, we investigate changes in 

instructional practice of an experienced science teacher over two cohorts of students in the 

context of a content innovation, and reveal the reasons behind these changes. The 

Interconnected Model of Teacher Professional Growth framework is used to interpret findings.  

 

Introduction 
Teachers continually draw upon a range of experiences and information to help mediate their learning and 

teaching in new contexts, but these vary according to their beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions (Clark & 

Hollisworth, 2002). Although theories and models of teacher learning and growth already exist, most studies 

focus on novice teacher learning, and very few have examined teacher learning and growth for more than a year 

(Henze et al., 2009; Mouza, 2009). Our study-in-progress investigates the changes in instructional practice of an 

experienced science teacher over two cohorts of students. We compare changes in instructional practice when 

novel nanoscience content is taught for the first time in 2008 and again in 2009. We make the assumption that 

when teachers implement innovations learned through professional development (PD), they undergo stages of 

change that are a result of underlying factors across various salient domains (Mevarech, 1995).  

Theoretical Framework and Research Questions 
Drawing from novice-expert and cognitive science literature, we define professional growth as a process of 

!"#$%&' ($' )&#!"&*+,' -&$)#.' -/0&.+1' 2&.(&3+1' #$0' 4&*!&4)(/$+' *&%#*0($%' !"(.0*&$,+' -($0+' #$0' .&#*$($%1' #$0'

knowledge and competencies concerning teaching (Richardson & Placier, 2001). There are several models that 

offer explanations for teacher professional growth. Sprinthall et al. (1996) classify them into three categories: 

craft, expert and interactive. Interactive models integrate both craft and expert models and recognize that growth 

is enhanced through reflection of experiences and supported by PD. The Interconnected Model of Teacher 

Professional Growth (IMTPG) is one such model (Clark & Hollisworth, 2002). According to IMTPG, change 

occurs through mediating processes of reflection and enactment in four distinct domains: personal; practice; 

consequences; and external. IMTPG acknowledges the non-linearity of professional growth by identifying the 

multiple growth pathways between domains. It also posits that any interpretation of growth requires an 

appreciation of the changes across these interconnected domains. As this interactive perspective aligns with our 

belief that teachers should be actively involved in professional growth through reflection and enactment, we 

chose IMTPG as our analytical tool for interpreting the changes in instructional practice of the teacher as he 

repeats the implementation for the second year. Two research questions are formulated: 1) how do the 

instructional practices of an experienced teacher in a content innovation change from the first to the second year 

of implementation; and 2) what are the reasons for these changes?  

Methods 
This study is a slice of a larger project aimed at increasing opportunities in science for students and teachers in 

underserved schools. Our project specifically addresses knowledge and workforce development goals in the 

emerging field of nanoscience. Teachers participate in a three-week summer PD workshop, where they construct 

and pilot nano-related curricular units anchored in cognitively-rich pedagogies, real-world applications, and 

information and educational technologies. The participant for this study was Mr. R, an eighth grade science 

teacher in a small public K-8 school with six years teaching experiences. The students had Mr. R as their science 

teacher for at least two years thus he had a good understanding of +)50&$)+,'4*(/*'6$/7.&0%&'#$0'#4)()50&+' ($'

science. A case study approach was adopted to compare the two cohorts of students (C1 and C2) as they 

engaged in activities to learn about nanoscience in the fall semesters of 2008 and 2009. The same researcher 

observed every 8nano, lesson over the two years. Field notes were analyzed for themes that indicated changes in 

his instructional practices through an iterative process together with the primary investigator of the larger project. 

Teacher interviews conducted at the end of each implementation gave insights into the reasons for the changes. 

Preliminary Findings and Discussion 
Mr. R conducted the same activities for both cohorts of students. These included experiments, a problem-based 

learning project and a digital media production. We illustrate in depth only one difference in the implementation 

due to space constraints; the other difference had )/'0/'7()"'9*':,+'+"(3)'($'($+)*5!)(/$#.'&-4"#+(+'3*/-'+(-4.;'

delivering the novel content and fulfilling the requirement of the project to facilitating deeper student 

understanding of the novel content. In terms of general sequence and structure, Mr. R infused the new 
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nanoscience content within the atomic theory unit of physical science curriculum for C1, whereas for C2, the 

new content was introduced only after the atomic theory unit had been taught. Mr. R explained that the change 

in the implementation sequence was for organizational coherence in the way the content was taught and the pre-

requisite understanding of other concepts. 

 

[It is] organizationally easier to do nano at the end of the standard unit. I want to complete the 

syllabus first before I go into nano. Last year, it was some nano, then atomic theory, then nano 

again. It,+'messy. So this year, I tried a different approach . . . Because I teach 8
th
 grade, not 

high school, I have to teach so much of the background stuff first before I can get to the 

problem. I !"#$% teach about unique properties of nanotechnology if the kids d/$,)'6$/7'7"#)'

properties are. (Interviews, Oct 22 and 24, 2009)  

 

We used IMTPG to map the reasons for the changes: i) For C1, Mr. R infused nanoscience concepts 

into the curriculum because he was told to do so during the PD. This is a straightforward case of an external 

0/-#($' &$#!)($%' /$' )"&' 0/-#($' /3' 4*#!)(!&<' ((=' >"&' ($+)*5!)(/$#.' +&?5&$!&' *&+5.)&0' ($' #' !"#$%&' ($' 9*@' :,+'

0/-#($'/3'!/$+&?5&$!&'#+'"&'*&3.&!)&0')"#)')"&'/*%#$(A#)(/$'/3' )"&'!5**(!5.5-'7#+'B-&++;C<' (((='D52+&?5&$).;'

for C2, Mr. R tried a new sequence with the knowledge and experience of the first year outcomes; iv) With the 

second experimentation, a more coherent sequence was developed; v) Mr. R reflected and preferred the revision. 

His belief in this new organization was affirmed, causing a change in his personal domain. The observation of 

"(+'($()(#.'(-4.&-&$)#)(/$'!/**/2/*#)&+'9&E#*&!",+'FGHHI='3($0($%+'7"&*&'&J4&*(&$!&0')&#!"&*+'($'(-4.&-&$)($%'

innovations were observed to depend extensively on the in-service designers and mentors in applying the new 

knowledge in classroom practice, behaviors consistent with those of novice teachers. The follow-up 

observations of the subsequent implementation allow us to see the changes and infer the active processes of 

enactment and reflection undertaken by the experienced teacher. This suggests that while the external domain 

may have initiated the innovation and dictated how it is implemented, the domains of consequence (i.e., 

outcomes) and practice (i.e., experimentation) play a more significant role in the adaptation of the 

implementation. And although still at a preliminary stage of analysis, anecdotally we observed that student 

products for C2 showed greater depth of understanding of the novel content. The improved student learning 

outcome may also "#E&'+&*E&0')/'*&($3/*!&'9*@':,+'4*&3&*&$!&'($'"(+'*&E(+&0'/*%#$(A#)(/$@'' 

Conclusions and Implications for Further Research 
Few studies have compared changes made by experienced teachers to the instructional practice between the first 

and subsequent implementations of educational innovations. However, such investigations are crucial because 

they give important feedback to professional developers on how and why innovations are adapted and/or 

sustained. In our study, we have identified domains of consequence and practice playing significant roles in the 

adaptation of our innovation. From this finding we suggest that PD incorporates scaffolds to help teachers 

during the implementation, especially one that encourages both classroom experimentation and reflection as 

deliberate active processes of change, may enhance the success of innovations in terms of adaptation to specific 

classrooms and sustainability. Developing such a scaffold will be our long term research goal. Further research 

will also include other teachers with different characteristics (e.g. age and teaching experience) engaged in 

similar innovations for a more generalizable and definitive conclusion.  
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Title: Formative Feedback Handheld Tools for Teachers 
 

Abstract: Formative assessment has been found to improve teaching and learning but 

formative feedback tools are often left out of school data systems. Via a Design-Based 

Research process we collaborated with 11 elementary school teachers, leaders, and staff to 

examine data collection practices and design handheld formative feedback tools for classroom 

practice. The iterative design process revealed surface-level differences but deep functional 

similarities across teachers and highlighted the tension between data and tool standardization 

and customization.  

 

 A prior NSF-funded study that explored how leaders help their schools develop the capacity to act on 

achievement data demonstrated the important role played by formative feedback systems (Halverson, Prichett, 

Grigg, & Thomas, 2005; Halverson, Prichett, & Watson, 2007). “Formative feedback systems are systems of 

structures, people, and practices that help teachers and administrators translate testing data into practical 

information for everyday use” (Halverson, Prichett, & Watson, 2007). The study revealed that school data 

systems typically consist of two levels. One level is a technologically-complex, district-sponsored summative 

system that meets external accountability requirements. The second level is a distributed, fragmented, teacher-

driven formative system located in the classroom. The research found that 1) information was rarely exchanged 

formally across these levels largely because of the lack of attention paid to the teacher level, 2) tools that 

provide teachers the kinds of formative information necessary for student learning are often left out of holistic 

district-school-classroom data system designs, and 3) formative tools that exist are often low-tech paper-and-

pencil designs which result in data fragmentation between classroom-based data systems as well as the district 

system. Therefore, we were interested in understanding specifically how teachers collect, track, make sense of, 

and reflect on student classroom data and instruction. We wanted to fully describe the classroom-centric 

formative feedback system that has an immediate, direct impact on learning. Based on these findings, we 

intended to explore how a software tool could reveal, support, and stretch teacher formative feedback practices. 

Because we are in an era of mobile technology, we can now think of education as “a conversation in context 

enabled by continual interaction through and with personal and mobile technology” (Sharples, Taylor, & 

Vavoula, 2005). In addition, as Roschelle, Penuel, Yarnall, & Tatar (2004) found, teachers need ways to 

increase the quality of assessment information and need tools that “informate” rather than “automate” existing 

assessments.” This poster describes the preliminary findings from our design experiment to build digital 

handheld formative feedback data tools with and for the highly mobile classroom teacher.  

Method 
We selected a design-based research approach for our study as “design is central in efforts to foster 

learning, create usable knowledge, and advance theories of learning and teaching in complex settings…and for 

understanding how, when, and why educational innovations work in practice” (Design-Based Research 

Collective, 2003). A design-based model for research surfaces the real constraints and affordances that shape 

what professionals see as possible. Such a collaborative, iterative model identifies the moments for which 

formative feedback tools might be constructed and provides a real-world participatory opportunity for testing 

and customizing the new tools in context. 

We collaborated throughout the research process with 11 teachers, leaders, and staff in a rural 

intermediate school (grades 3-5). We selected the school because of its reputation for effective data use to 

inform student learning and its established record of improving student test scores as discovered via the prior 

Data-Driven Instructional Systems study (Halverson, Prichett, Grigg, & Thomas, 2005). We worked with the 

principal and instructional coach and by purposive sampling, recruited experienced (had taught between 8-18 

years) educators who were knowledgeable about both school-wide and classroom-centric data and assessment 

programs and processes. The participants included two teachers from each of the three grade levels (who teach 

core academic subjects) as well as the art teacher, instructional coach, literacy specialist, school principal and 

the district technology coordinator.  

We collected 40 teacher-level student data collection and assessment documents. These documents 

consisted of grade sheets, student-teacher conference tools, weekly quizzes and assessment tools from grade-

level subject-matter third-party curricula, observation checklists, rubrics, report cards, and student self-

evaluation forms. All teacher-level artifacts were paper-based and half included student data that was de-

identified. Via content analysis we developed a detailed typology of assessment practices and codes to inform 

the tool design in a way that would both support and stretch practice. Parallel to and integrated with the 

document analysis, we observed the teachers during instruction in order to identify the junctures for which 

digital formative feedback tools might be used in practice. We also engaged in focus group design meetings. At 

these meetings we discussed and applied assessment practices to the designs, reviewed assessment software 

tools and devices, examined interface sketches, and discussed tool feature and functionality needs and priorities.  
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Preliminary Findings 
During the design process, underlying assumptions on formative data practice and use surfaced while 

the team discussed needs and practices and identified common and individual tools, symbols, and symbol 

meanings. Our classroom observations suggested that a tool for formative feedback would integrate best with 

individual and small group activity in the classroom. Our document analysis revealed data collection practices 

and idiosyncratic assessment symbol system consistencies and variances across teachers and disciplines (See 

Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Example teacher-centric formative assessment symbol systems  

 

Subject Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teacher 3 

Math 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, blank, 

absent 

A, N, A/N, N/A  

!, 2/3, " 

+, !, – , blank, abs, 

LATE 

Literacy – Reading 

Comprehension 

3, 2, 1 4/ !, 3, 2, 1/ " 3, 2, 1, blank, abs, – 

!, " 

 
Like our initial document analysis, the design-based research process highlighted a tension between 

standardization and customization; although we found patterns in how teachers collected and recorded data 

within disciplines, we also found that teachers generally valued the ability to customize their data-collection 

tools as well as the data types. Although teachers thought about data collection in terms of the curriculum and 

assessments already in place in their school, they wanted data collection tools that could be customized to their 

own needs. Teachers repositioned our initial plan to build a completely standardized tool and encouraged us to 

enable as much customization as possible.  

Conclusion 
We intend for this research to contribute to understanding of the formative aspects of school data 

systems and inform designs for compatible tools that might alleviate the tension between standardization and 

customization. We hope to stretch formative classroom practices and initiate dialogs about data to influence 

learning and teaching in new, positive ways. Despite the differences between teachers’ formative feedback tools 

and systems, we believe that we are able to accommodate for deep structural similarities across teachers’ 

formative feedback practices as well as individual differences. Our tool designs could therefore enable 

informate conversations across teachers and the district data system. We will demonstrate KidGrid Apple 

iPhone/iPod Touch application we built during the poster session in conjunction with a poster of our design-

based research process and preliminary findings. 
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Abstract: This study focuses on a high school urban ecology curriculum that was enacted by 

twenty-two teachers. We investigated how teachers’ beliefs about science instruction and 

enactment of the curriculum impacted student learning. Results from the hierarchical linear 

model suggest that teachers’ use of lecture, incorporation of group work, level of adaptation of 

the curriculum and beliefs about argumentation all significantly impact student achievement. 

Theoretical Framework 
Learning environments consist of a variety of different social and material supports that can interact 

synergistically to support students in developing rich disciplinary knowledge (Tabak, 2004). Historically, the 

role of the teacher has been overlooked when examining the impact of curriculum on student learning (Ball & 

Cohen, 1996). Yet the teacher is essential in enacting curriculum materials in terms of the culture of inquiry that 

is fostered in the classroom, which ultimately impacts students’ development of rich conceptual understandings 

(Puntambekar, Stylianou & Goldstein, 2007). Teachers’ understanding of the curriculum as well as their beliefs 

about teaching and learning influence their enactment of curriculum (Ball & Cohen, 1996).  

Recent research emphasizes the importance of moving away from a traditional model of instruction in 

which the teacher’s main role is that of transmission of information to a new model of a community of learners 

in which students actively construct their own conceptual understandings (Sawyer, 2006).  Although there are 

numerous qualitative studies investigating the role of such environments, large-scale quantitative studies still 

need to be conducted to validate these findings and link teaching practices to student outcomes (Thadani, 

Stevens & Tao, 2009).  The large scale studies that have been conducted in science education provide mixed 

results on student achievement with studies finding that standards-based inquiry teaching practices have a 

positive effect (Kahle, Meece & Scantlebury, 2000), both positive and negative effects (Von Secker & Lissitz, 

1999), and no significant positive or negative effects (Lee, Penfield, Maerten-Rivera, 2009) on student learning.  

Furthermore, none of these studies investigate teacher beliefs in conjunction with their instructional practices. 

Consequently, our research question is: How do teachers’ beliefs about science instruction and their enactment 

of an inquiry-oriented high school science curriculum impact students’ learning in science? 

Study Design 
 This study took place in the context of a year-long high school urban ecology curriculum entitled 

Urban EcoLab: How Can We Develop Healthy Cities?. The curriculum consists of eight modules covering 

different topics including patterns of land use, climate change, hazardous waste, public health and biodiversity. 

Each module consists of approximately 10 lessons that include different activity structures such as inquiry 

investigations, development of models, role-play, computer simulations, field investigations of their city, and 

environmental action plans. 

The participants in this study included 22 teachers from 21 different schools piloting the urban ecology 

curriculum and 366 students. The schools were located in three regions of the United States: Northeast, 

Midwest, and Southwest. Student demographics among schools varied within a spectrum with some schools 

serving predominantly one race (Black, Hispanic or White) of student and others serving a more diverse group 

of learners with similar representations of two or more races.  Over 50% of the students in most schools 

participated in a free or reduced lunch plan with only five schools falling below 20% participation. Teacher 

experience ranged from 1-29 years with an average of 10 years for all teachers.   

 We collected a variety of data sources to address our research question.  Teachers completed a pre-

survey, which asked questions about their beliefs about science content, scientific inquiry, and instructional 

practices.  During the enactment, teachers completed module surveys that asked about the level of completion, 

the level of adaptation, and the amount of time using different activity structures (e.g. lecture, discussion, group 

work, etc.).  The students completed an identical two-day pre and posttest that consisted of twenty-one multiple-

choice items and four open ended questions. The open-ended responses were scored by one rater using a rubric. 

Twenty percent of these open-ended test items were randomly sampled and scored by a second independent 

rater.  Estimates of inter-rater reliability were calculated by percent agreement.  Interrater reliabilities for the 

four questions were 94%, 88%, 96%, and 95% respectively.  

Determining the impact of teachers’ beliefs and curricular enactment on student achievement is 

complex because students in the same class are not independent. Multi-level modeling recognizes the 
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dependence and grouping of data, which leads to a more correct estimation of effects and variance.  We used 

Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) in a two-level format to investigate the teachers’ beliefs and enactments 

on student learning (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2001). The creation of the model consisted of three steps.  First, we 

created a fully unconditional model (FUM) to compute the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Next we 

created a level 1 or within-teacher model to examine the effect of student level variables (e.g. demographics and 

pre-test) on student achievement.  Finally, we developed a level 2 or between-teacher model to examine the 

effect of teacher level variables (e.g. teacher beliefs and curricular enactments) on student achievement.   

Results and Discussion 
  The fully unconditional model (FUM) suggests that there was a significant difference in student 

achievement between teachers, !2
 = 255.58 (df = 21), p < .001.  The reliability of the FUM is high, 0.87, 

suggesting that it is appropriate to use the adjusted ICC ("/(" + (#$2
)).  The adjusted ICC is 0.426, which 

suggests that 42.6% of the variance in student achievement exists between teachers. 

The within-teacher model explored the effects of students’ gender and pretest scores.  The preliminary 

results suggest that gender did not have a significant effect, while students’ pretest scores did significantly 

predict their achievement on the posttests, t = 6.746 (df = 363), p < .001.  Adding students’ pretest scores to the 

model explained 12% of the variation at level 1.  

 The between teacher model investigated the impact of teacher beliefs and enactments on student 

achievement. We first examined the effect of eight enactment variables and seven teacher belief variables on 

student achievement separately.  Three enactment variables had a significant effect on student achievement: the 

more group work students completed had a positive effect, the more a teacher lectured had a negative effect and 

the more the teacher adapted the curriculum had a negative effect.  Only one of the teacher belief variables 

significantly impacted student achievement: the more frequently a teacher reported the importance of having 

students engage in argumentation and the sharing of ideas, the greater student achievement.  We then examined 

each combination of two variables.  The only significant combination included both that 1) the more group work 

students completed had a positive effect on student achievement, t = 2.096 (df = 19), p < .05, and 2) the more 

the teacher adapted the curriculum had a negative effect on student achievement, t = -2.248 (df = 19), p < .05.  

Including these two teacher level variables in the model explained 48% of the variance at level 2. 

One limitation of this study is that it is dependent on teacher self-report. Self-report of teacher practices 

can be limited in part because of a lack of shared language between teachers and researchers (Thadani, 2009).  

Yet these findings suggest that teachers who report having classrooms that align more with a community of 

learners perspective in which students actively construct their own knowledge (Sawyer, 2006), specifically 

through argumentation, group work and less lecture, results in greater student learning.  Previous research 

suggests that teacher instructional practices in inquiry science instruction can have different impacts on 

students’ conceptual understanding when measured by multiple-choice items competed to open-ended questions 

(Puntambekar, et al., 2007).  For the final version of this poster, we will extend our analysis to include two 

separate models for the multiple-choice and open-ended items to investigate whether the effect of teachers’ 

beliefs and enactments was different depending on the measure of students’ disciplinary knowledge.  
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Abstract: This research project aims to examine how participation in authentic community-situated science 

!"#$%&'($)*+ $"+ ,-".)*!)#$+ ,//%)#$&!)*0+ *)#*)+ "1+ $2)+ *!&)#$&1&!+ )#$)%/%&*)+ ,#-+ &-)#$&$3+ -)4)."/5)#$+ &#+ $2&*+

discipline. Using a theoretical framework based on the current research perspectives on informal science 

learning, learning science in the context of the local community, and research on communities of practice, 

we examine how apprentices develop an identity in science while also strengthening ties to their own 

community. 

 

Issues Addressed! 
Our research follows adolescent youth through a year-long community-based science apprenticeship program (CBSA), 

composed of their peers and members of an oceanographic lab on a large university campus in the Pacific Northwest. The 

program aims to positively influence the learning trajectory of adolescent apprentices from groups that are underrepresented 

in the sciences; engage the local community in scientific inquiry through community relevant, researchable questions; and 

cultivate and showcase the scientific skills and interests of the youth apprentices through presentations of findings through 

public venues. The guiding research questions are: How does the identity of individual apprentices as science learners shift 

over the course of their participation in a CBSA? How does their sense of the scientific enterprise change?  

 

Potential Significance 
Understanding how adolescent apprentices begin to solidify a scientific identity while leveraging that identity within their 

own community has implications for future study design in informal science learning. This research can help to bridge the 

gap between school and community science and provide a new framework for practitioners, as well as for future research.  

 

Theoretical Framework 
In order to serve as a bridge between school and community, informal science programs must be culturally-responsive, utilize 

cognitive apprenticeship models, and focus on authentic, interrelated science practices. 

The program should be tailored to the needs, interests and values of the local community (NRC, 2009). Project 

stakeholders partner to identify specific mentoring supports, educational experiences, and research activities. The focus on 

youth science learning in CBSA is based on prior approaches taken in ocean science education research (Tzou, Scalone 

&Bell, submitted).  

 CBSA is premised on a cognitive apprenticeship model in which novices develop an understanding of disciplinary 

thinking and practices through scaffolded inquiry, structured feedback, and guidance from more expert mentors (Collins, 

Brown & Holum, 1991). Participation in bona fide ocean science research projects associated with a university-led citizen 

science effort allows apprentices to identify and investigate hypotheses of interest to them. Learning trajectories must be 

considered long-term pursuits associated with deepening participation and emergent problems over multiple years of 

involvement in disciplinary research and learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  

 CBSA participants include youth from non-dominant groups and scientists who are primarily from the dominant 

cultural group.  Thus, there is a critical need for cultural bridging among participants in order to promote a generative and 

inclusive educational experience for the youth apprentices (Banks, et al., 2007; Bell, et al., 2006). Educational supports must 

be responsive and appropriate in order to promote the academic achievement of youth from historically non-dominant groups 

(Banks, et al., 2007; Gordon, Bridglall & Meroe, 2004).  

 6#+!"#$%,*$+$"+/(%*(&#7+*!&)#!)+8!"#$)#$9+,#-+8/%"!)**9+7",.*+,*+&*+$3/&!,.+&#+*!&)#!)+*$,#-,%-*+,#-+!(%%&!(.(5:+$2)+

current perspective in research on science learning is that goals should reflect an integral vision of interrelated science 

pr,!$&!)*;+<2)+#"$&"#+"1+ *!&)#!)+/%,!$&!)*+"($*&-)+"1+ *!2"".+ &*+ ).,'"%,$)-+ &#+ $2)+=>?0*+ @ABBCD+ %)/"%$+Learning Science in 
Informal Environments which describes six strands of scientific proficiency in nonschool settings. Focusing on these strands 

of learning in the informal environment of the apprenticeship program will lead to more equitable participation in the 

scientific community. Our research focuses most heavily on Strand 1 and Strand 6. These state that in ideal informal learning 

environments, learners who engage with science:  
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world (Strand 1); and   

 E$2&#G+,'"($+ $2)5*).4)*+,*+ *!&)#!)+ .),%#)%*+,#-+-)4)."/+,#+ &-)#$&$3+,*+*"5)"#)+H2"+G#"H*+,'"($:+

uses, and sometimes contributes to science (Strand 6). (NRC, 2009, p. 43) 

 

Specifically, this research addresses these issues by examining apprentic)*0+&-)#$&$3+,*+*!&)#!)+.),%#)%*  

through analysis of their participation. We are exploring the ways in which participation in authentic community-situated 

*!&)#!)+!"#$%&'($)*+$"+$2)+,//%)#$&!)*0+*)#*)+"1+$2)+*!&)#$&1&!+)#$)%/%&*)+,#-+*)#*)+"1+&-)#$&$3+%)7,%-&#7+*!&)#!);+ 

 

Data Collection 
Data collection will include three parts:  

 Baseline, pre interviews with participants about their familiarity with water quality, their interests in environmental 

science, and their academic and career goals science. 

 Videorecording of social interactions. The primary data collection activity of the study will consist of 

videorecording the youth apprentices across settings of the scientific work: in data collection, analysis and 

interpretation, and in public events related to disseminating findings. As we are interested in how participation in 

particular scientific activities relates to understanding the scientific enterprise and identity in science, we will 

conduct systematic discourse analysis on this video data. We employ a theoretical framework premised on 

8/%"1)**&"#,.+4&*&"#9+@I""-H&#:+JCCKD:+8-&*$%&'($)-+!"7#&$&"#9+@L($!2&#*:+JCCMD:+,#-+8!"..,'"%,$&4)+%)/)%$"&%)*+"1+

/%,!$&!)9+@N,%%"#+)$+,.;:+ABBCD;+ 

 Delayed post-interviews approximately three months after the end of the year-long apprenticeship. We will 

document post-,//%)#$&!)*2&/+.),%#&#7:+,//%)#$&!)*0+&#$)%)*$+,#-+*)#*)+"1+&-)#$&$3+&#+*!&)#$&1&!+%)*),%!2; 

 

Research findings are still emergent. Initial insights suggest that apprentices see only vague connections between 

science and their local communities. Their understanding of science is that it is something that happens in a classroom or a 

lab and requires expertise in specific scientific domains. We anticipate that through participation in this program, this 

distinction will begin to blur- that apprentices will begin to recognize their place in the scientific community, and the science 

in their local community.  !
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to examine discourse as a way to identify evidence of 

impasses to innovation in the development and design of new media curriculum within an in-

school/ out of school digital arts program. Using data collected in a 3-year ethnographic study, 

we use qualitative coding and conversational analysis methods to provide examples of diverse 

discourses competing in the development of a new media curriculum. 

 

Major Issues Addressed:  
• What happens when informal new media knowledge and experiences are brought into the schooling 

context through curriculum design and implementation in an in school and after school digital arts 

program?  

• How does the positioning of knowledge affect innovations to the curriculum?  

Schooling contexts now must compete with new media contexts for youth engagement and learning (Ito et al, 

2008). New media technologies and communications have created “new digital divides” between informal, out 

of school learning, and formal, in-school learning. This post-industrial society requires that individuals are able 

to communicate, make meaning and construct knowledge within diverse social situations and settings (Gee, 

2008).  However, if educational institutions are to adapt to emergent social / cultural demands of new media 

literacies that are inquiry, project-based, collaborative and production orientated, educational institutions must 

provide spaces for students to learn to be literate with new media tools and within new media environments. 

However, integrating new media education into the schools will require schools to undergo “a paradigm shift in 

understanding how people learn and what people need to learn to be literate members of society (Buckingham, 

2007, p.7).” However, this shift can be difficult to implement within institutionalized settings such as schools 

that are built around very specific norms and practices that are not necessarily preparing youth for a post-

industrial age. Consequently, opportunities to learn and develop knowledge and practices related to the digital 

arts and new media literacies have traditionally been implemented as informal, after school programs (Collins 

and Halverson, 2009).  
 

Potential Significance of the Work 
The purpose of this study is to examine discourse as a way to identify evidence of impasses to innovation in the 

development and design of new media curriculum within an in-school/ out of school digital arts program. In this 

paper, we examine the discourses that emerge within one year of a professional development program that was 

designed to teach seven digital artists pedagogical knowledge through the development of a new media 

literacies curriculum and instructional framework. This program design was part of an out of school / in school 

digital arts program where one facilitator, a former high school English teacher and literacy coach was in charge 

of leading and directing the professional development meetings and one on one coaching sessions with seven 

individual digital artist-mentors. The task was to develop a new media education curriculum and learn to apply 

and adapt pedagogical practices to this emerging new media curriculum. The artist-mentors were positioned as 

experts within their subject areas and the facilitator was positioned as expert in pedagogical practices.  

Using qualitative coding and discourse analysis methods, we will provide examples of diverse discourses 

competing in the development of a new media curriculum. We will examine schooling, pedagogical discourses 

and how these discourses created impasses to innovation and learning through the silencing of competing non-

schooling, artist discourses. We believe that understanding the nature of schooling discourses can offer ways of 

using D/discourses as a tool to create safe and equitable conditions that promote innovations in new media 

curriculum development.  
 

Theoretical & Methodological Approaches: 
Discourse analyses within K-12 schools in the United States reveal how schooling cultures, contexts and 

systems are supported and reinforced through the discourse of schooling (Gee, 2004).  Studies have shown that 

this schooling discourse tends to support monolingual, mono cultural and conflict avoidant ways of learning as a 

way to “silence” other discourses (Smith, 2005). Thus, a monologic rather than dialogic stance when making 

meaning and constructing knowledge can hinder innovation to take place (Gutierrez, 1999; Wells, 2006). 

Further, this tendency of schooling Discourses to silence “other” discourses can be problematic as schools look 
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to collaborate with experts from outside the school setting when building and designing new media curriculum.  

In order to understand the culture and practices of a professional development program, one researcher was 

positioned as a participant observer within a larger ethnographic study of the digital arts program. The 

participant observer attended the whole group meetings and occasionally participated when asked by the 

facilitator. Twelve whole group meetings were documented. Each meeting was audio recorded, field notes were 

drafted and materials that were used in the meeting were collected. The field notes for the whole group meetings 

were coded for content and themes that emerged within each meeting as they related to individual mentor and 

facilitator talk about assessments (Ryan and Bernard, 2003). Descriptive field notes that were coded will later be 

transcribed for a conversational analysis as a way to locate discourse.  

 

Findings, Conclusions, and Implications: 
Using an inductive approach to guide the preliminary analysis of the data, emergent themes related to 

talk about assessments has revealed that impasses to innovation within new media curriculum development 

appeared to be more prevalent within the less verbal digital domains such as music, graphic design and video 

game design. This difficulty appears to be due to an inability of both the facilitator and mentors within these 

domains to build understandings across content and pedagogy. When examining instances of talk about 

assessments, the facilitator did not have enough content knowledge in music, graphic design and video game 

design, and the mentors in these domains did not have enough pedagogical background and in some cases a 

willingness to adopt particular schooling practices such as creating new media literacy standards across all 

digital domains.  

Analysis has revealed that the facilitator’s prior knowledge was based on a pedagogical knowledge 

rooted in traditional reading and writing literacy. The traditional literacy practices were reproduced in the design 

and implementation structures of the professional development meetings in several ways. 1) Readings that were 

used to guide the professional development sessions and facilitate talk about assessment were based on 

traditional reading and writing literacy. 2) Although the mentors had created rubrics for their respective digital 

domain, the facilitator predominately used the digital storytelling rubric within professional development 

settings. 3) Instructional strategies and assessment strategies that were introduced and expected to be adapted 

into all digital domains required verbal interactions between mentor and students. In order for the mentors to 

have access to the pedagogical knowledge presented within the rubric, readings and instructional strategies, the 

mentors needed to be able to apply the more verbal, traditional literacy paradigm to their digital media domain. 

Digital domains that do not emphasize verbal interactions within that domain’s cultural practices can make 

application of a verbal and written assessment tool an inauthentic and awkward instructional practice. The more 

digitally technical and non-verbal digital domains such as music, graphic design and video game design did not 

easily fit within the traditional literacy paradigm thus, making access to the pedagogical knowledge within these 

domains more difficult for the facilitator and mentors to identify and incorporate into the new media curriculum.  
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Abstract: We examine math anxiety in a sample of 33 middle school mathematics teachers in 

a large socioeconomically disadvantaged urban district. Most reported some math anxiety. 

Furthermore, findings suggest that math anxiety may adversely affect teachers’ practices: the 

intensity negatively correlated with the emphasis they placed on instructional practices critical 

to students’ development of both mathematical understanding and productive dispositions. We 

discuss the necessity to address math anxiety in research and practice in teacher professional 

development. 

Introduction 
Math anxiety is common in the classroom, in the workplace, and in many adults’ everyday experience. It is 

classically defined as a “feeling of tension and anxiety that interferes with the manipulation of numbers and the 

solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic situations” (Richardson & 

Suinn, 1972). For students, it is strongly associated with disengagement from mathematical activities, failure to 

enroll in advanced math courses, poor mathematics performance, and failure to graduate from high school. 

Our study focuses on math teachers, those most directly responsible for facilitating student learning 

and shaping students’ lifelong mathematical dispositions. Although research has documented the occurrence of 

math anxiety among elementary school teachers (e.g., Hembree, 1990), little work has examined math anxiety 

in the middle school teaching population and the impacts it might have on practice. The middle school years are 

a particularly important and vulnerable transition point in the school trajectory, as mathematical concepts 

become increasingly difficult and abstract, and many students begin to lose interest in mathematics, fall behind 

in achievement, and consolidate their motivational attitudes toward mathematics. Ideally, teachers at this level 

should be able to support students’ development of conceptual understanding and create a learning environment 

that facilitates students’ development of productive dispositions toward mathematics. A teacher’s own math 

anxiety could potentially undermine his or her capacity to engage with complex student thinking and model the 

mindset that will support successful future studies in higher level mathematics. 

Within the context of a larger study examining the teaching practices, mathematical knowledge, and 

attitudes and beliefs of veteran middle school math teachers, we will examine four research questions: 

1. To what extent do these middle school math teachers exhibit math anxiety? 

2. What is the relationship between teachers’ math anxiety and their mathematical knowledge? 

3. What is the relationship between teachers’ math anxiety and their teaching practices, particularly those 

supportive of the development of student thinking and productive dispositions? 

4. What do middle school math teachers do when they encounter mathematical content that is unfamiliar? 

Research Design 
The data was collected as part of a study that is exploring the construct of adaptive expertise in middle school 

math teaching. We are investigating the tendency for teachers to approach the professional practice of teaching 

as a lifelong learning process. We are examining the relationships among habits of mind, pedagogical and 

content expertise, teaching practices, approach to professional development, and teaching effectiveness. 

 Veteran middle school math teachers were recruited via mass mailing from a large urban district in 

California serving large populations of primarily economically disadvantaged students (mean of 69% of 

campus-level students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch). The sample was composed of 33 teachers. 

The mean years teaching was 14.1 (SD = 7.5) with a range of 5 to 33; 56% were female; the ethnic distribution 

was 61% White, 13% African American, 13% Hispanic, and 9% Asian. 

Teachers did an in-depth phone interview, a written survey, and a written assessment of mathematical 

knowledge for teaching (MKT) middle school mathematics. In this analysis, we focus on their responses to (1) 

the Abbreviated Math Anxiety Rating Scale (AMAS; Hopko, Mahadevan, Bare, & Hunt, 2003), a 9-item scale 

(alpha = .90) that measures anxiety in math-related situations, with an emphasis on learning new mathematics; 

(2) an assessment MKT emphasizing the mathematics necessary to teach core NCTM Focal Points for seventh- 

and eighth-grade mathematics; (3) a questionnaire about how much teachers emphasize various practices in their 

mathematical instruction; and (4) teachers’ interview responses to the questions about their formative 

assessment practices and how they deal with unfamiliar mathematical content. 

Preliminary Findings 
Teachers exhibited a range of math anxiety. Scored as an average of items rated on a 5-point Likert scale, the 
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mean AMAS score was 2.1 (SD = 0.58), with a minimum of 1.2 and maximum of 3.5. Female teachers were 

slightly higher in math anxiety (mean of 2.3 versus 1.9; t(32) = 2.1, p < .05). MKT did not differ significantly. 

In a preliminary analysis of the interview data, we encountered a range of approaches that teachers took to 

unfamiliar mathematical content, from highly motivated learning to complete avoidance. An example of the 

latter was Abby in our pilot. She admitted that she still did not understand several mathematical concepts in her 

sixth-grade curriculum. When asked what she does when she gets to these topics each year, she said she simply 

skips over them because they are not important. 

As shown in Table 1, teachers’ math anxiety was negatively correlated with their self-reported 

emphasis on several important teaching practices. Their MKT negatively but not significantly correlated with 

their math anxiety (r = -.18, n.s.) and was only significantly related to emphasis on one of the probed practices. 

Table 1. Correlations between self-reported emphases on various teaching practices and the AMAS and MKT. 

* p < .05; **p < .01 

Teaching Practice AMAS MKT 

Increasing students’ interest in mathematics. -.501** -.359* 

Developing students’ conceptual understanding. -.019** -.052* 

Having students learn mathematical procedures and algorithms. -.081** -.096* 

Having students learn to reason mathematically. -.265** -.033* 

Helping students understand the logical structure of mathematics. -.571** -.196* 

Proof and justification/verification (e.g., using logical argument to demonstrate 

correctness of mathematical relationship). 
-.217** -.069* 

Problem solving (e.g., finding solutions that require more than merely applying 

rules in a familiar situation). 
-.362** -.090* 

Communicating (e.g., expressing mathematical ideas orally and in writing). -.415** -.023* 

Connections (e.g., linking one mathematical concept with another; applying 

math ideas in contexts outside of math). 
-.386** -.007* 

Representations (e.g., using tables, graphs, and other ways of illustrating 

mathematical relationships). 
-.324** -.201* 

Discussion 
The findings suggest that math anxiety is present in the middle-school teacher population, and that it may 

adversely impact practice in important ways. Most teachers reported at least some math anxiety. In examining 

relationships with practice, math anxiety was negatively related to emphases on practices critical to student’s 

development of conceptual understanding (e.g., understanding the logical structure of mathematics, problem 

solving, communicating, making connections) and productive dispositions (e.g., increasing students’ interest in 

mathematics). Math anxiety was not significantly related to MKT in this small sample; however, the negative 

trend aligns with previous research that consistently shows negative relationships between math anxiety and 

math knowledge (Hembree, 1990). MKT was related to an emphasis on increasing students’ interest in math. 

 In the poster, we will expand on these results with our qualitative analysis of teachers’ responses to 

questions about how they approach formatively assessing and responding to student thinking in the classroom. 

We will also expand on the results of the analysis of how teachers approach unfamiliar content. 

These findings point to an important issue in research and practice in teacher professional 

development. Math anxiety may entail an experience of fear and risk for teachers, contributing to an avoidance 

of practices that require their engagement with more difficult mathematics. It may also entail the transmission of 

negative attitudes, consciously or unconsciously, to students. Although the impacts of math anxiety can be 

deleterious, substantial evidence shows that there are effective strategies for significantly reducing it. For 

example, for students, a number of psychological approaches such as anxiety management training and 

cognitive restructuring have been shown to both reduce math anxiety and increase math achievement (Hembree, 

1990). Adapting such strategies to adult populations and incorporating them into pre-service and in-service 

teacher training could substantially reduce teachers’ math anxiety and enhance their capacity to support their 

students’ development of conceptual understanding and productive dispositions. 
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Abstract:  Research has linked a student’s affect to her epistemology (Boaler & Greeno, 

2000), but those constructs often apply broadly to a discipline and/or classroom culture. 

Independently, an emerging line of research shows that a student in a given classroom and 

discipline can shift between multiple locally coherent epistemological stances (Hammer, Elby, 

Scherr, & Redish, 2005). Our case study of Judy, an undergraduate engineering major, begins 

our long-term effort at uniting these two bodies of literature.  

Introduction 
In this poster, we incorporate an affective node into a fine-grained toy model of an engineering major’s 

cognitive dynamics during a clinical interview. We seek to characterize Judy’s annoyance toward a particular 

kind of homework problem in her Circuits course, and its consequences. In our model, affect is not just an add-

on; we use it to account for aspects of her conceptual and epistemological thinking that epistemology-only 

models can’t and don’t explain.  

This kind of affective modeling responds to a specific literature gap between emotion and cognition. 

Many well-known studies link learners’ affect and epistemology with large, often group-level constructs (Boaler 

& Greeno, 2000; Duit & Treagust, 2003; Lee, Hansen, & Wilson, 2006; Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993). Those 

constructs provide broad descriptive power, but tell us less about contextualized, in-the-moment student 

behaviors. Conversely, sensitive accounts of students’ conceptual and epistemological cognition are plentiful in 

fine-grained details (diSessa, 1993, 2006; Hammer et al., 2005), but sparing in relating emotion to conceptions 

and epistemologies.  

Summary of Three Patterns of Judy’s Thought and Behavior 
In a one-hour clinical interview, we probed Judy’s views about her Circuits course and her approaches toward 

problem-solving. Working as a group we then identified four cognitive patterns in her responses to certain 

prompts, seeking confirmatory or non-confirmatory evidence elsewhere in the data (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 

(1) Annoyance at conceptual problems: Like many students in her class, Judy distinguished between 

two types of homework and exam problems: traditional equation-based problem-solving vs. conceptual 

problems asking for explanations of what’s going on physically. Judy repeatedly emphasized that conceptual 

problems were annoying in words (“they are kind of annoying”), gestures, and facial expressions (frowns and 

facial distortions). 

(2) Conceptual reasoning as useless: Judy sees conceptual reasoning as useless for practical purposes 

and considers equation-based problem-solving as “more helpful” and “more important.” 

(3) Real/ideal gulf: In Judy’s view, her course spends too much time discussing “ideal circuits and 

theoretical methods,” which “are not related to the actual circuit” or to “a professional engineer’s job.” This 

unbridgeable gulf between ideal and real circuits, she says, is what makes the conceptual problems annoying; 

those problems call for students to use concepts that apply only to ideal circuits. 

(4) Non-activation of (3) during traditional problem-solving. When talking about or engaging in 

equation-based problem solving, Judy displays positive affect, and we find no evidence that in these moments 

she is ever thinking about the real/ideal gulf. Crucially, the equations she uses encode the same idealizing 

assumptions she disparages elsewhere in the interview. Her epistemological view about the real/ideal gulf is 

thus context-dependent: present when she discusses conceptual problems, but absent when she solves traditional 

ones.  

The Need for Affect in Toy Models of Judy’s in-the-moment cognition 
The four patterns discussed above are consistent with a context-dependent but affect-free toy model (Fig 1 (a)) 

in which Judy’s epistemological view about the gulf between real and ideal circuits reinforces and is reinforced 

by her sense that the conceptual problems are useless. But two other episodes from the interview show the 

inadequacy of this model. 

Disconfirmatory episode A. Near the end of the interview, Judy builds momentum using conceptual 

reasoning to (re)solve a homework problem from earlier in the course. She thinks in terms of “squeezing” the 

area under a voltage vs. time curve to change the peak voltage without affecting the average voltage. In her 

successful solving, she shows positive affect. Afterward, the interviewer asks about the squeezing: “Do you ever 
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…think about the mathematics that you use in that way?”  Judy laughs, says “no no no,” and adds “No, I never 

think of that before…. Yeah, I mean it's I feel like it's not very formal [smiles], but it's very useful.”  The toy 

model in figure 1 (a) doesn’t predict such a reversal of her epistemological stance towards conceptual reasoning. 

Disconfirmatory episode B. At one point, not discussed above, while Judy was still thinking about her 

annoyance at the conceptual problems, the interviewer probes her views about both the real/ideal gulf and 

conceptual reasoning: “So do you think if you’re analyzing a real-world circuit, it’s important to know about the 

physical aspects of the circuit?” Judy responds, “Not very important.”  The two-node model in figure 1 (a) 

didn’t predict this. 

To explain these two episodes and the four patterns discussed above, we must modify our toy model to 

include an affective state, Judy’s annoyance at conceptual problems, as mediating the connection between her 

epistemological stance and her view that conceptual problems are useless (Fig. 1(b)). Our proposed three-node 

toy model explains how suppressing annoyance can cue Judy’s epistemological reversal in Episode A. It also 

explains explains Episode B, because targeting Judy’s epistemology (by focusing on real circuits) without 

addressing Judy’s affect fails to suppress Judy’s view that conceptual reasoning is “not very important.”  

Ultimately, though limited to one student in one interview, our analysis shows the importance and feasibility of 

incorporating affect into fine-grained models of cognitive dynamics. 
 

 

Figure 1 - Toy cognitive model with (a) only epistemological nodes and (b) incorporating affect 

(annoyance) with epistemology. The model in (b) better explains the contextual dynamics of Judy's 

epistemological stances. 
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Reflection and self-regulated learning are important skills for college level students to learn. 

We have developed Model Eliciting Activities (MEAs) to integrate these activities while 

teaching students engineering concepts. A multi-tier design approach is used with MEAs as an 

element of change for students, instructors and researchers. Three generations of reflection 

!""#$%&'()%)("#()*%!"%*"+,-).!%&"/%$!,*).!%!)'-$0%/"12%".%resolving a posed problem and 

what have they learned from the experience. 

Introduction 
Reflection is seen increasingly as a valuable part of a portfolio of self-regulatory competencies in learning. One 

of the most promising research topics in fields such as complex reasoning, problem-solving, critical thinking, or 

modeling involves reflective activity. This poster addresses research on reflection in modeling. A focus on 

modeling in problem-solving (creating structured and manipulable representations of a problem-situation) has 

proven productive in research on mathematical cognition in applied or real-world settings, including 

engineering. In particular, the paper reviews how devices called Reflection Tools, or RTs, have been 

conjectured to improve modeling competencies, or the abilities of students to draw upon, use, and change 

models in mathematical and engineering team problem-solving.  

A companion website (http://modelsandmodeling.net/icls2010) furnishes a fuller set of modeling 

scenarios and the data to which this paper refers. The research is supported by a Type III Collaborative Scale-

34% 51'.!% 61"-% 7890$% :",1$);% :,11<+,#,-% '.*% ='>"1'!"1?% @-41"()-).!% A::=@B% C1"51'-% ANSF Award 

0717861). The instructional improvements sought involve the use of model-eliciting activities, or MEAs D in 

undergraduate learning. MEAs are specialized problem simulations that are treated at length in numerous 

sources recapped at http://modelsandmodeling.net. They were originally developed as tools to understand the 

micro-evolution of mathematical cognition. That is, they were used to trace how, in small teams, learners 

expressed conceptual models as ways to describe a problem, and then manipulated or revised their models to 

create a better fit to the problem and to test solutions to it. Over the course of a first generation of research in 

modeling eliciting activities, several crucial observations became foundational to the current generation of 

research. One is that although MEAs were useful for exposing conceptual models and their evolution, they also 

proved to have intrinsic instructional value. That is, as students participated in MEAs, they grew in the 

modeling competence. Indeed, some of the strongest performance changes came from youngsters for whom 

little was expected in terms of mathematical achievement. The applied problem-solving settings of model-

eliciting activities and the opportunity to express, test and revise models nourished and expanded mathematical 

skills while students were serving as research subjects. Eventually, MEAs were developed for engineering 

students, and introduced in the first year curriculum of one of the largest engineering programs in the nation, at 

Purdue University, as an instructional approach. Not only did students develop new expertise as they were 

immersed in MEAs, but teachers and professors who 

focused on learner modeling and changes therein 

changed their own approaches to instruction. A third 

observation is that the various research teams began 

altering their own models of modeling. The collective 

observation of multiple dynamic levels of progress 

towards greater expertise (in modeling by students; in 

focusing on student modeling and development by 

teachers; and in recasting the type of emphases on 

problem-solving studies by researchers) eventually gave 

rise to what has been referred to as multi-tier design 

methodology. 

One other observation became incorporated 

into current model-eliciting-activity research. Students 

engaged in MEAs began sharing reflections about 

modeling in small groups that mimicked, at a 

metacognitive level, the phenomena of teachers become 

more astute observers of student learning. That is, as 

students became more sophisticated in reflecting on their 

Figure 1: The Tires Reliability MEA 

(fully appearing at http://modelsandmodeling.net/icls2010) 
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modeling, they became more sophisticated modelers. This led to theorizing about the role of guided reflection 

and theorizing about using formal reflection tools as part of or subsequent to modeling activities. The focus 

entails emphasizing how representations of the structure of a problem-situation D that is, a model - can evolve 

through short-term cycles of expressing, testing and revising the representations in a team.  

The Tires Reliability MEA and Associated Reflection Tool 
The Tires Reliability MEA depicted in Figure 1 entails a set of reliability statistics that a team of three students 

are expected to analyze in advance of preparing a report on the safety of a line of automotive tires. The website 
for this work-in-progress paper includes the full problem, data, reflection tool versions, and student 
reflections. The Tires MEA requires students to develop a general model for determining if a tire production 

run meets acceptable reliability and then apply that model to specific cases: three different grades of tires to 

*)!)1-<.)% <6% !&)?% '1)%/<!&<.% '% E5"#*F% $!'.*'1*. Students must use the data set to determine the shape of the 

distribution, use probability plots and fully understand the concept of variance. A grading rubric is also 

available on the website. Of interest here is the use of a reflection tool that evolved through three generations of 

administering the MEA. Table 1 reflects each generation of the tool, the rationale for revising the tools, and the 

strengths and weaknesses that emerged from the revision. We are using reflection in two ways: both as a 

learning intervention and as an assessment tool.  
As instructors and researchers we are searching for deeper understanding of the use of reflection tools 

in concert with MEAs. Do student reflections help researchers suggest the most productive ways to guide 

students and when to let them struggle with ambiguity?  Can reflection tools be designed to provide a fuller 

picture of the team problem solving and modeling processes?  The revision of the reflection tools will also help 

researchers elaborate on whether and to what degree reflection tools help students think about modeling, and 

whether it leads to stronger modeling competencies. 

 

Table 1:  Summary of Revisions in Three Generations of a Reflection Tool 

 
Refl. Tool ! Generation 1  Generation 2 Generation 3 

Where Used 

Technical elective, upper 
class students, during lecture 
time; experienced instructor 
to MEAs 

Stats course, required for some 
students; new instructor to 
MEAs 

Required Stats course, sophomores; 
experienced instructor to MEAs; 
also branched out into other 
engineering courses 

Characteristics 
of reflection 
tool 

Focus on team process, 
through Wiki statistics 
(number of contributors, 
number of edits, questions 
posed in postings, number of 
drafts) 

Concept learning assessed 
through exam questions; in 
process assessment; on paper; 6 
question format, See Figure 1 

Identify misconceptions in learning; 
pre/post concept inventories used; 
provide high quality and timely 
feedback to students; focus on 
modeling skills; 12 question format 
online. 

Strengths 

Rubric focused on: iteration 
(express-test-revise), ethics, 
mathematical concepts, 
problem solving) 

Individual reflections blended 
into team narratives; short, 
concise; drawing graph and 
label it provided rich insight 

Learning experience for student; 
defined important terms; guides 
$!,*).!$0%!&<.2<.5%"6%!)'-/"12;%
concepts learned and skills used; 
reinforcing targeted concepts 

Weaknesses 
Instructor interpretation of 
process 

In process assessment very 
difficult; used unfamiliar terms 
with open ended questions, wide 
variety of responses; closed 
question made assumptions 
about student feelings 

Long, almost all open ended 
questions with multiple parts 

Reason for 
new 
generation 

More insight needed into 
team process ; try to use 
repetition to move students 
from novice to expert 
problem solvers 

Move to standardization and 
easier implementation; move to 
electronic version 

Reintroduce draw team progress 
chart and description 
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Abstract: We show that a meticulous design can encourage students in dyads to shift 

from informal reasoning (visual, inquiry-based) to reasoning moved by logical 

necessity (abductive and deductive). We describe a case study in which one dyad 

solves a series activities purposely designed. We show that argumentation first relies on 

intuition, and then intertwines the activities of conjecturing and checking the 

conjectures though the use of different gestures.

With the multiplicity of tools available in mathematics education, instructional design can do miracles: in 

this study, we show that one can encourage students to shift from informal reasoning to reasoning moved 

by logical necessity. We show how various kinds of reasoning processes (visual, inquiry-based, abductive 

and deductive) can stem from interactive argumentation. The activity of proving which was always 

difficult to trigger, can stem from argumentation. The use of special software helps to prop on intuitions, 

and on visualization. In a proper environment, dyads use gestures that accompany verbal argumentation.

Productivity of collective argumentation consisted not only in a shift in reasoning type (towards 

deductive considerations), but in co-construction of knowledge – in the progressive emergence of 

geometrical principles combined in arguments. These positive outcomes resulted from collaborative 

rather than adversarial interactions as the students tried to accommodate their divergent views.

The research design experiment
Leading researchers have recognized the importance of CSCL tools in learning mathematics (e.g., Stahl, 

2009). Researchers in mathematics education have invested a special effort in designing situations 

incorporating computerized tools for learning (e.g., Hadas, Hershkowitz & Schwarz, 2001, 2002). In the 

present study, (1) we design an activity in geometry as an inquiry-based activity that invites participants to 

raise and check hypotheses and encourages them to engage in argumentation which is productive in the 

sense that it leads to deductive reasoning; (2) we identify and analyze the various kinds of reasoning 

processes students adopt  (visual, inquiry-based, deductive) while they are engaged in such an activity and

show how these ways of reasoning are interwoven in collective argumentation; (3) we trace dynamic 

changes and development of individuals' and collective's argumentation processes of peers of students, 

working on such a designed activity - from what is usually called: "informal" kinds of reasoning to more 

"formal" ways. (Rasmussen et al, 2005).

Research subjects

The subjects in this research are pre-service teachers trained to teach mathematics at the elementary 

school level. They participate in a course about “Geometry and Computerized Environments", in a 

Teacher's college in Jerusalem. The pre-service teachers (called 'students' onward) generally worked in 

dyads. They were familiar with Dynamic Geometry software tools. 

Analysis of data

We adopted a methodological approach used by Rasmussen and Stephan (2008), who used Toulmin 

model of argumentation for tracing and analyzing the argumentation process. We analyzed with this 

method the protocol of each dyad in each task. We identified the characteristics of the arguments the dyad 

developed, including the resources and reasons (warrants and backings) invoked. We looked at the kinds 

of interactions that developed; also we discerned shifts in the argument schemes in the collective 

argumentation within or between tasks. 

To achieve the research goals, we had first (as we mentioned before) to design the activity, its 

environment!and conditions, in such a way as to encourage students to engage in argumentative processes 

that would lead to the elaboration of logic deductive argumentation

The designed activity 

Figure 1 shows the activity we designed. It was designed according to three design principles: (1) 

creating a conflict situation (2) creating a collaborative situation (3) providing an environment for raising 

and checking hypotheses. It is organized in three successive tasks. In each of the three tasks, students were 

asked to go through similar phases: i) to find individually a solution for the shape that was drawn on the 

worksheet. In this phase they could check their solution with a first hypothesis testing device, a ruler for 

measurement ii) to work in dyads and to reach a consensus concerning the solution (collaboration 
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principle) iii) to check their conjectured solution. At this phase, the hypothesis testing device was the 

Dynamic Geometry software with which they could undertake manipulations (hypothesis testing/checking 

principle). In case they made a wrong conjecture, they were asked to make a new conjecture and recheck 

it with the DG tools.

The purpose of Task 1 is to get acquainted with the issue of finding a point which is equidistant from the 

vertices of a given figure. In Task 2, the shape of the recreational park is an equilateral triangle. Our 

assumption was that students would choose “special lines” – the three medians, the angle bisectors, or 

altitudes, and would find the intersection point of the three special lines, as a solution for the task.  

Our assumption was that the students would imagine that the methods they used in Task 2 would be 

suitable for Task 3 as well, meaning that the solution would be the intersection point of the medians, or of 

the angles’ bisectors, or of the altitudes. None of the above is the right solution, so students enter a 

conflict situation. Intuitions could certainly help in Task 1 and probably in Task 2, but naturally led to a 

wrong conjecture in Task 3 (conflict principle). In cases that they faced conflict - their conjecture was 

wrong; they were "pushed" to propose a new conjecture and to justify it.

Analysis and Implications 
The activity we will analyze, invited the use of concrete methods and visualization in argumentation, but 

at the same time offered opportunities that point out the limitations in adopting such methods. We will 

present a case-study, in which students realize the importance of using Dynamic Geometry software for 

checking their conjectures, and yet find themselves in a dead-end position (conflict situation) and face the 

need to adopt logical-geometrical reasoning to find and justify the solution of their problem.

All dyads that coped with the activity were led to believe that the methods they used in the 

second task would be suitable for the third task as well, so the designed conflict situation was achieved. 

On the poster we will focus on the story of one dyad. We will demonstrate through this story how 

argumentation developed from being based on intuition and visual considerations to deductive 

considerations. The apparatus in which argumentation develops – different tools at disposal and the 

presence of two collaborating students, affords shifts in argumentation, not only in the person leading it, 

not only in its structure (focused on reasons instead of claims), but in the nature of arguments evoked, as 

reasons (warrants, backing) progressively become deductive. In this transformation, multimodality plays a 

central role. We will show that visual elements can serve as precursors of arguments, but sometime they 

are not enough and deductive considerations are the only solution.  We argue that beyond the general 

lessons that we will present concerning the importance of design principles for learning in dyadic 

interaction, the specific achievement of this study, is the fact that the outcome of the dyadic interaction 

was deductive proving as an activity that convinces its actors.
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Task 1:

A recreational park has a rectangular shape. At each vertex of the rectangular park there is an attraction. The manager 
of the park decided to locate the ticket booth at an equal distance from the four vertices of the rectangle.

Find the point in the rectangle, which fits for the ticket booth

Task 2:

Another park has the shape of an equilateral triangle. At each vertex of this triangular park there is an attractive facility. The 
manager decided to locate the tickets booth at an equal distance from the three vertices of the triangle.

Find the point in the triangle that would satisfy the requirements.

Task 3:

What if the recreational park has the shape of a scalene triangle?

Find the point (if any) in this triangle that would satisfy the requirements.

Figure 1: The sequence of tasks (A shortened version)
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Abstract: This poster addresses a learning biography study which aims at analyzing learning 

histories of both expert and non-expert improvisers (five recognized expert improvisers and 

five renowned musicians lacking improvisational expertise). It was hypothesized that by 

choosing both experts and non-experts it is possible to distinguish successful and unsuccessful 

learning strategies and instructional methods. Results of within-case analyses and cross-case 

analyses are presented. Further, consequences for two subsequent experimental studies will be 

discussed. 

Introduction 
It is frequently stated that creativity is an important quality for both the individual and society at large, and that 

educating for creativity should be conceived a key mission in educational practice (Sawyer, 2006). 

Unfortunately, both education and psychology have not been able to deduce a universal set of instructional 

guidelines for creativity enhancement (Sweller, 2009). For some, this is reason to believe that creativity is 

inborn and not the result of training and practice. However, studies on expertise development contradict this 

belief and point out that differences in early experiences, training, and practice are the real determinants of 

excellent and creative performance (Howe, Davidson, & Sloboda, 1998). The question is what exactly 

comprises early experience, training, and practice regarding creativity enhancement.  

 For the present study the domain of musical improvisational expertise development has been selected 

to answer this question. Musical improvisation can be described as the creation of musical novelty in real time. 
It is a performing activity that involves highly skilled responses to an unpredictable reality. This description fits 

Johnson-Laird’s (2002) NONCE definition of creativity which claims that the outcome of a creative process is 

Novel for the person producing the result, Optionally novel for society at large, the result of a Nondeterministic 

process that is guided by Criteria or constraints, and that is based on existing Elements. 

A learning biography study is set up to explore the learning histories of both recognized expert 

improvisers and non-expert improvisers. Retrospective interviews are used to reveal effective learning 

strategies, to generate effective instructional methods, and to determine whether improvisation can be learned. 

The learning biography study is fundamental to two subsequent experimental studies which are framed into the 

paradigm of deliberate practice (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer 1993) and holistic instructional design 

approaches to complex learning (Van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2007). 

Method 
Participants. We invited ten musical experts to participate in this study. Five experts were renowned expert 

improvisers in music; five experts were recognized musicians in the same musical domain but not regarded to 

be expert improvisers. A group of peers, musical scholars, and critics selected the experts. Since it is often 

stated that expert performance is not reached with less than ten years of intense practice (Ericsson et al, 1993), 

the experts selected for this study completed at least a 10-year period of deliberate musical improvisation 

practice. Experts were below the age of forty (range between 25 and 40 years). 

Data collection. A variant of the procedure for ‘autobiographical self-thematisation’ (Kelchtermans, 1999) has 
been used for collecting data from the experts. In this procedure respondents are stimulated to reflect on their 

career (auto-biographical) and narratively share their experiences and the meanings these hold for them. Data 

collection started with a questionnaire for recording (a) formal and non-formal musical and improvisation 

learning episodes (see Figure 1) and (b) critical environmental influences (critical incidents and critical 

persons). The questionnaire was followed by a semi structured interview which consists of two parts: a narrative 

biographical part where the interviewee is asked to describe his/her ‘road to musical excellence’, and a 

thematically structured part, directed at revealing improvisation learning on a detailed micro level. The narrative 

biographical part focuses on the dynamic dimension of the conversation, where the thematically structured part 

is more dialogic. The semi-structured interview can be regarded cued retrospective, since both parts of the 

interview build on results from previous data gathering stages (interview part one elaborates on answers 

questionnaire and interview part two elaborates on interview part one). Due to practical reasons (e.g., 
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preparedness and availability of experts) it was decided to conduct one face-to-face interview. Internal validity 

is addressed by giving the subject the opportunity to reread and evaluate the (adapted) transcriptions of the 

interviews. The results of the interviews were finalized telephonically. 

 
Figure 1. Example of input for semi-structured interview. 

 

Data analysis. Interviews are tape-recorded and transcribed. Codes are both descriptive and interpretative (see 

Miles & Huberman, 1994). In the first phase a vertical or within-case analysis has been conducted. The second 

phase of the analysis included a horizontal or comparative analysis (cross-case analysis). During cross-case 

analysis the focus is on a comparison between the expert and non-expert improvisers. 

Results and Conclusion 
A pilot study proved that the procedure for collecting and analyzing data was feasible. Preliminary results of the 
main study indicate that the amount of practice is probably a decisive determinant for successful improvisational 

development. Based on the analysis of the some questionnaires and interviews non-expert improvisers seem to 

spend less time on deliberate practice (i.e., individual and group imitation tasks, completion tasks, and 

conventional tasks) and goal-free practice (i.e., ‘messing about on the instrument’) than expert improvisers (cf. 

Ericsson et al., 1993). However, beside (guided) practice, also intelligence is mentioned as an important factor 

for successful skill learning (cf. Ruthsatz et al., 2008). Further, personality is brought up as the key to creativity 

with a ‘big C’ (cf. Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). At the ICLS Conference the final results of the learning 

biography study will be presented.  
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Abstract: The Virtual Math Teams (VMT) service provides an integrated Internet-based 

environment for small teams of people to discuss math and to work collaboratively on math 

problems or explore interesting mathematical micro-worlds together. We are presenting an 

overview of VMT’s traditional features and usage in K-12 teaching and group cognition 

research contexts, and the affordances of its new features, including the first collaborative 

Internet-based dynamic mathematics whiteboard.  

The VMT Project 
The Virtual Math Teams (VMT) Project has conducted research for the past seven years on how to support 

small teams of students around the world to collaborate online in discussions of stimulating mathematical 

topics. The project has developed an extensive Internet-based environment and conducted about 400 sessions of 

usage. Analysis of usage has resulted in over a hundred academic publications (Stahl, 2006, 2009; Çakir, Zemel 

& Stahl, 2009; Sarmiento & Stahl, 2008). The Math Forum of Drexel University offers the VMT free of charge 

to the world and also provides VMT professional development workshops to practitioners and school districts. 

Various features of VMT have traditionally enabled its ability to enhance collaborative learning and 

teaching of mathematics: 

! A social networking Web portal called the VMT Lobby (http://vmt.mathforum.org/VMTLobby/). 

! A Java Web Start application that: 

o Integrates text chat (much like chat facilities found in instant messaging applications) with a 

shared whiteboard tab for synchronous collaboration. The chat panel includes social awareness 

indicators, so collaborators can easily see who is typing and who is graphically making changes. 

o Has an embedded Web browser linked to an asynchronous community wiki 

o Has an embedded Web browser linked to topic-based pages. 

o Includes referencing from chat to sections of Web pages in an embedded Web browser. 

o Includes referencing from chat messages to previous chat messages. 

o Includes referencing from chat to an area or an object in the whiteboard.  

o Features scrollable history of the chat and the whiteboards, allowing learners, educators, and 

researchers to see at any time the history of a group’s interaction. 

Dynamic Math  
We wanted to tailor the system more to the discipline of school mathematics by taking advantage of new 

computer-based tools for dynamic math. We hypothesized that this would enhance mathematical exploration 

and communication in VMT to foster more powerful and precise inquiry of mathematical disciplinary content. 

Dynamic math tools (like Geometer’s Sketchpad, Cabri, SimCalc, and GeoGebra) have been thought to have 

“revolutionized” K-12 math learning. We wanted to include this power in VMT. We selected GeoGebra as the 

most accessible (available in open source) and powerful (including algebra, geometry, spreadsheet, graphing 

and calculus). However, GeoGebra—like all available dynamic math systems—was only available as a single-

user application and VMT is designed to support collaborative learning and group cognition. 

A New Version of VMT 
To improve inquiry of mathematical disciplinary content we implemented the first multi-user and synchronous 

dynamic mathematics whiteboard (see Figure 1). This was accomplished using the open source dynamic 

geometry/algebra/calculus GeoGebra system (http://www.geogebra.org). This new GeoGebra whiteboard 

includes all the history and chat referencing features of our traditional whiteboard. It also has all of the features 

of GeoGebra, including the ability to support importing and exporting of GeoGebra dynamic worksheets. This 

allows teachers and students to take advantage of available curricular materials. It also provides a multi-user 

version of GeoGebra for the community of teachers and students currently using the single-user versions of 

GeoGebra. 
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Figure 1. The GeoGebra Tab of VMT. 

 

Despite the reputation of dynamic math systems to potentially transform the way that mathematics is 

taught and learned, there is relatively little research about the cognitive effects of these tools. In particular, there 

is almost no analysis of how these tools can mediate collaborative learning of the important discipline of 

mathematics. We have found that VMT provides excellent data sets for the study of how students learn in a 

collaborative, computer-supported environment by engaging in mathematical discourse. The VMT system 

includes a Replayer tool that reproduces an entire student session, allowing a researcher to study the interaction 

as closely as desired, progressing through the session like in a digital video and observing everything that the 

students observed. Because mathematical thinking is made visible in a collaborative problem-solving session 

(Stahl, 2006), it is possible to conduct a broad range of analyses (Stahl, 2009). For instance, one can describe in 

detail how students coordinate their graphical, narrative and symbolic constructions (Cakir, et al, 2009) and how 

they construct and reason about their joint problem space (Sarmiento & Stahl, 2008). 

The Math Forum plans to release the new system for worldwide usage, providing a convenient online 

venue for students to engage in synchronous collaborative learning within a rich environment for mathematical 

inquiry and knowledge-building interaction. We also plan to release VMT to the open source communities. 
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Abstract:  Students’ understandings of number in solutions chemistry were probed through a 

qualitative study.  Through the use of a semi-standardized interview, students’ various ways of 

understanding number were pooled so that coding categories could be formed.  Preliminary data 

show that students experience number differently with respect to molarity and significant figures.   

Introduction 
The preliminary results of a full study, “Student Understandings of Solutions” have prompted another full study that 

examines how students understand number in terms of stoichiometry and significant figures within molarity.  

 Students’ conceptions of number are an important factor  in learning because of the prevalence of number in many 

aspects of chemistry.  This is especially true in solutions where measurements of mass, volume, moles, and 

concentration occur.  An understanding of student conceptions of number affect instruction and learning in science, 

the use and refinement of standards, and efforts to understand how quantification helps or hinders student 

understandings of science, in particular chemistry.  A qualitative study is being used in this research to document 

how students experience number, within the context of solutions chemistry.  Specifically this study addresses the 

following research questions: 

• What are students’ conceptions of number in solutions chemistry problems involving molarity? 

• What are students’ conceptions of number with respect to molarity and volume? 

• What are students’ conceptions of significant figures in solutions chemistry? 

 

A number without a unit in chemistry is useless because of all of these possible uses of number.  In the same vein, 

because of all of the different possibilities for numbers in chemistry, students may have different conceptions of 

number for each possibility.  Number is an essential component to the teaching of chemistry and students are often 

tested on their algorithmic skills.  However, as studies suggest, students can perform algorithmically and have no 

understanding of the concept being tested (Nakhleh, 1993; Schmidt & Jignéus, 2003). This suggests that a study 

focused on students’ experiences with numbers would be worthwhile.  Solutions chemistry is a critical concept that 

connects to many other areas of science, such as earth, environmental and life sciences. Therefore solutions 

chemistry is an important area for students to master as they will encounter it many times in their academic careers. 

Each state can create their own standards based upon the NSES and their own education requirements.   Illinois has 

two sets of standards:  the Illinois Learning Standards (ILS)  which are the basis of the Illinois Science Assessment 

Framework (ISAF).    A closer look at the ISAF statements shows that a vast majority of them involve number.  

Many of the statements are also related to solutions chemistry.  Because more students are taking chemistry each 

year, we need to understand how they learn various concepts within the domain to better teach in the future 

Methods   
In light of the importance of number in standards based education and the paucity of research on how STEM 

students experience number, I have chosen a qualitative approach to study the experiences students have with 

number in chemistry, especially solutions chemistry for a more complete study.  Students were interviewed through 

tasks probing their understandings of number in solutions chemistry.  For example, in one task three bottles are 

labeled with the same molarity but different volumes.  Students are asked what is the same and what is different in 

the bottles.  Another task, has four bottles with the same volume but four different molarities.  Students are asked 

what is the same and what is different in the bottles.  Finally, during a dilution task, students are asked what happens 
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when 50mL of a 100mL solution of 0.15M CaCl2 is taken away. All of these tasks are designed to find various ways 

of understanding number. 

Preliminary Results  
Preliminary results from the larger “Solutions” project involving five students show that students are experiencing 

number with respect to molarity in a variety of ways.  Students experienced molarity in an algorithmic way, citing 

the definition which is moles per litre of solution or they experienced molarity as a percentage of solution rather than 

the ratio that it is.  For example, one student indicated that 0.05M was 5% less than 0.10M rather than being 50% 

less. This illustrates the need for further study of student understandings of number in solutions chemistry.  An 

unusual preliminary finding that resulted from this study was that one student experienced molarity in relation to its 

significant figures, thinking that 0.05M was less significant than 0.10M because it has less significant digits and less 

was “looked at”.  Due to its unexpected nature, the task was not designed to afford this type of experience with 

number.  This is another illustration of the need for further study of students’ understandings of number in solutions 

chemistry as students held different conceptions than experts predicted. This is also an example of how a student 

could algorithmically solve a problem correctly yet hold a misconception about what the numbers mean.  

Instructionally, knowing what conceptions students hold with respect to number in solutions chemistry would 

facilitate student-centered learning.  This could also inform the use of standards in that concepts of number could be 

tested rather than knowledge of an algorithm. 

Finally, the dilution task revealed a conception that the molarity is decreased by half when half of a solution is 

poured out of the beaker.   This conception does not involve the ratio of molarity, indicating varying ways of 

experiencing this type of number in solutions chemistry.   

Conclusions and Implications 
The preliminary results from this qualitative study indicate the need for further study of student conceptions of 

number in solutions chemistry.  A study of student conceptions of number in solutions chemistry would be 

beneficial to science educators on three levels.  First, teacher conceptions could differ from student conceptions and 

being aware of those differences could allow teachers to design instruction that will bridge that gap (Orgill 2007).  

Effective instruction needs to address the conceptions that students bring to learning tasks, especially when the 

conceptions conflict and differ from those accepted by the community.  (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000). 

Second, participating students may become aware of their own contradictions as they reflect (Marton 1986, Orgill 

2007).  Third, other educators could use the outcome space to inform their work.  A study of students’ conceptions 

of number in solutions chemistry also has implications for our current research project, instruction in science, and 

the use and refinement of standards.  Equipped with an outcome space of student conceptions of number, we could 

design better interviews to see if quantification helps or hinders student understandings of solutions.   
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Abstract: The Video Mosaic is a collaboration portal that integrates the Davis Institute video 

collection capturing mathematics learning across a range of grades, schools and a span of 20+ 

years. We present preliminary research using the VMC for teacher professional development. 

 

A common approach to teacher professional development (TPD) in mathematics education focuses on teachers’ 

content knowledge for teaching by engaging them in tasks that represent major conceptual strands in 

mathematics, and encouraging them to connect lessons learned from this problem solving to classroom practice 

(Philip et al., 2007). Video allows learning to be studied in the complex contexts in which it naturally occurs 

(e.g., Brown 1992). An important aspect of video data is that it enables one to study how learning actually 

unfolds in context (Darling-Hammond, et al., 2005). Teachers do not ordinarily have the opportunity to study in 

detail how students in their own classrooms learn.   This makes video especially useful for research on learning 

and teaching as well as for TPD (e.g., Lampert & Ball, 1998). Collections of video provide a source of data for 

careful analysis and reflection on practice. While large-scale projects often collect large amounts of video, often 

only a small subset of the video is relevant for addressing particular research questions. This video can be 

productively used beyond the projects for which they were collected with great investments of time, effort, and 

money. This argument echoes recommendations made by a recently-commissioned NSF report on video 

research in education (Derry et al., 2007), which emphasizes the important role of cyber-enabled video tools in 

achieving this goal. Video tools make it possible for teachers and researchers to observe students’ learning of 

mathematics and reflect on students’ potential for doing mathematics (Powell, Francisco & Maher, 2003).  

The Video Mosaic  
The Video Mosaic (VMC; www.videomosaic.org) is a collaboration portal that integrates the Robert B. Davis 

Institute for Learning Video Collection, which captures mathematics learning across a range of grades, schools 

and a time span of 20+ years, with a collaboration platform and tools designed to transform mathematics 

teaching and learning research (Maher, 2005).  The VMC combines innovative research into the teaching and 

learning process with videos and tools to enable teachers, teacher educators and researchers to analyze and use 

the videos to make new discoveries in math education and the learning sciences (Agnew, Mills & Maher, 2010).   

 
Figure 1. VMC Analytic Tool 

This project has involved development of the VMC repository and pilot studies of TPD.  The VMC has been 

constructed to preserve videos, catalog resources using the METS (metadata encoding and transmission 

standard) and develop a prototype analytic tool to enable individual and community use of videos (Agnew, et al, 

2010).  Developing an analytic tool for a large, complex video collection that would support both individual and 

collaborative analysis is a key challenge.  Video analytics can range from simple coding to complex interpretive 
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texts that must be associated with the appropriate video it analyzes, and are thus metadata; but these analytics 

are also creative works and need to be afforded the same treatment as the video that it analyzes.  Analytics are 

thus information objects in the repository that can be associated not only with the video being analyzed but also 

another analytic, as when an instructor creates an analytic to critique a student’s analytic.   

Preliminary Design Research  
We are studying the VMC through a program of design research (Bielaczyc, 2006). We conducted pilot studies 

using VMC in interventions that used video cases showing multiple forms of reasoning in a range of school 

settings, math content, and grades. We developed instruments to measure beliefs about teaching and learning 

mathematics, content knowledge, and a video assessment of ability to recognize forms of mathematical 

reasoning.  These studies were conducted at three preservice sites and one inservice site with elementary and 

middle school teachers.  In a typical intervention, teacher-learners collaboratively engaged in challenging 

mathematical tasks with manipulatives available for building models from which they could reason and develop 

solutions.  They shared solutions, representations, and justifications.  Following their own problem solving, 

teacher-learners studied children working on the same task.  Our analysis of teacher beliefs (Table 1) shows that 

there are two factors: one related to beliefs about student learning and another about effects of teaching, and that 

these beliefs are positively affected (shown by lower scores) by participating in VMC interventions.   

 

Table 1, Teacher Beliefs 

 Factor 1 Score Factor 2 Score 

 Pre Post Pre Post 

Mean 1.95 1.58 2.34 1.94 

Standard Deviation 0.63 0.55 0.43 0.56 

T(69), all p <.001 4.97 7.42 

Conclusions 

The VMC is demonstrating the use of cyber-enabled technologies to build and share adaptable interventions for 

TPD that effectively make use of major video collections and have high promise of success at multiple sites. 

The cyber infrastructure provided by the VMC and significantly extended through this project is supporting 

development and documentation of furthers interventions for TPD using this video collection, as well as other 

videos that might be added in the future by teacher educators or researchers, including those working in other 

STEM domains. Future research will examine how interventions in different contexts over different iterations 

affect teacher learning and try to better understand the characteristics of different interventions.  
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Abstract: TwHistory is a project designed to organize and promote a variety of historical 

reenactments using Twitter as a tool for computer mediated communication of historical 

events. Thus far, volunteers and educators have organized reenactments of the Battle of 

Gettysburg and the Cuban Missile Crisis while other efforts are underway. This poster 

will share an iteration of design and development for historical reenactments using 

Twitter and examine the initial feedback within the paradigm of design-based research.  

Introduction 
The issues surrounding historical thinking and reasoning have drawn a great deal of attention in recent 

years; with special attention as to the role technology has played in this endeavor (Wineburg, 2001). Few 

students have a deep understanding of the processes by which historical accounts are constructed or the 

perspectives that are brought to bear on the interpretation of historical events. Questions have arisen 

concerning the possible benefits of learning from original sources and resources. In other words, what 

affects students’ thinking when experiencing accounts from other people who have access to the original 

sources? It is worth considering that future-oriented technologies may enable new means to improve how 

one relates to the past. This idea has been illustrated, for example, by research centered on computer games 

that show re-enactments of historical events, how they can promote student engagement, and how they can 

help to initiate reflection related to historical events (Squire, 2003). This poster presents the preliminary 

results of the design, development, and implementation a project involving historical re-enactments through 

the use of the Twitter Microblogging system. 

Project History: Twitter and Microblogging 
Twitter is a relatively well-known microblogging technology and used by those who comprise the “digital 

youth” generation (Ito et al., 2008). Twitter messages, or tweets, are sent and received from these profiles 

through varying protocols, mostly obtained through computers and hand-held devices. The 140 character 

constraint of tweets had been set as part of an effort to ensure compatibility with Simple Message 

Syndication (SMS) texting systems, and has remained even though texting technologies have advanced 

such that that limit is no longer necessary. As with other types of microblogs, tweets are often of a personal 

nature, involving commentary or description of one's activities and one's opinions about some current state 

of affairs (Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz, 2004). Increasingly, Twitter is being used for marketing 

purposes and in the political arena (Comm, 2009). Thus far, research regarding the potential of texting 

systems within education has yet to be fully explored. 

Simulations, and in particular, participatory simulations have shown tremendous promise in 

supporting learning (Colella, 2000). With that in mind, the TwHistory project began in early 2009 with a 

participatory reenactment of the Battle of Gettysburg that took place over a period of two months. 

TwHistory is based on the idea that historical reenactments can take place online and have the same 

positive effects for volunteer participants and virtual onlookers. Twitter provides many of the necessary 

elements for a recreating a historical event: actors, communication, and relationships. Followers of Twitter 

reenactments receive tweets in real-time as the characters of a particular historical event communicate 

report from their perspective what is happening. In the original Gettysburg reenactment, generals, citizens, 

soldiers, and even Abraham Lincoln had profiles from which tweets reporting the events of the battle were 

sent out. A sample set of tweets is shown in Figure 1a. 
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Figure 1. Screenshots of Twitter feeds from (a) Gettyburg reenactment and (b) the Cuban Missile Crisis 

reenactment, as they appear in reverse-chronological order from within Twitter. 

 

The initial instance of Gettysburg, once public, drew a diverse set of followers who subscribed to 

the Twitter feeds. One of the Gettysburg followers was a high school teacher in the American Midwest. 

With assistance, she adapted the Gettysburg model as part of her Cold War History course. Students played 

the role of President Kennedy, Nikita Kruschev, Robert MacNamara, and others in a reenactment of the 

Cuban Missile crisis (Figure 1b). While this reenactment took place prior to any planned research studies, it 

is motivating new work to research the learning gains for K-12 students who perform the reenactments as 

part of formal history instruction. 

Data Sources and Implications 
Data sources to inform design decisions include usage data obtained through the Twitter service, feedback 

messages from followers, and firsthand reports from volunteers who participated directly as actors in the 

historical reenactments. These sources are used to report on the geographic spread of TwHistory and 

provide accounts regarding the use of primary sources and subsequent learning gains of reenactment actors. 

Data from a new reenactment the Pioneer Trek of 1848 comprises one case analyzed from beginning to end 

presented in the poster. While still largely an exploratory report, researchers are observing that for 

volunteer actors, the synthesis of historical documents and accounts is leading to knowledge gains reflected 

in lesson plan goals. For example, in volunteer message boards, a reenactment author asks about references 

to markers that were used every ten miles along the trail and mentions the use of an odometer. Another 

author adds that it was Appleton Harmon who created a type of wagon wheel odometer during the pioneer 

trek. Currently, the researchers are preparing for classroom-based reenactments from which more 

systematic data collection and analysis allows for deeper examination of how students and teachers use 

primary sources as part of their research. Findings report what changes occur, both in individuals’ 

knowledge and affective stances toward history, through use of TwHistory.  
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Abstract: This short paper presents the authors’ experiences and reflections from using an 

existing tool (CORDTRA) for analyzing collaborative learning interactions evident in wiki 

and threaded discussion technologies. The paper aims to discuss the strengths and limitations 

of the tool, in terms of existing research, and provide thoughtful recommendations for its 

improvement. 

A Brief Review of the Study 
CORDTRA (Chronologically-Oriented Representations of Discourse and Tool-related Activity) provides “an 

innovative representation for analyzing the evolution of discourse and tool-related activity across time” (Hmelo-

Silver, Chernobilsky, & Nagarajan, 2009, p. 3). This short paper presents a formative evaluation of the 

CORDTRA tool. We adapted the CORDTRA tool to investigate the collaborative learning (CL) interactions 

evident in wiki and threaded discussion technologies as students worked in groups to analyze a case. This work 

was part of a larger-scale study which examined the affordances of these two Web 2.0 technologies to promote 

or constrain successful computer-supported (CS)CL in online settings. We very briefly discuss the context of 

this work below, however the complete study is reported elsewhere (Ioannou & Brown, 2010).   

We collected data from 34 graduate students enrolled in two sections of an online, learning theories 

course at a large public University in the Northeast USA. Additionally we collected data from 10 students 

enrolled in a blended e-learning learning, educational psychology course at a private University in Cyprus. 

During the 4-week investigation, students (in groups of 3-4) collaborated on case study analysis, online. Groups 

discussed two different case scenarios and produced a consensus plan suggesting a solution to the problem 

embedded in each case. Groups in the USA used WebCT’s threaded discussion board and a wiki built in 

MediaWiki (the open-source platform originally written for Wikipedia) to support their collaboration. Similarly 

groups in Cyprus used Moodle’s threaded discussion board and MediaWiki. Data included: (a) logs of groups’ 

online discourse archived in MediaWiki discussion pages and threaded discussion board (i.e., day/time stamp, 

collaborator’s name, collaborator’s contribution), and (b) groups’ consensus plans developed in wiki article-

pages and Word documents attached back and forth on the threaded discussion board. 

The online discourse of each group was analyzed using a coding-and-counting approach to Computer-

Mediated Discourse Analysis (CMDA; Herring, 2004). Subsequently, the CORDTRA tool (a CORDTRA for 

each group) allowed the investigators to beyond coding-and-counting to carefully examine the relationships 

between the collaborators, the discourse they engaged in, the mediating tools they used, and the construction of 

their consensus plan (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2009). Each time-point on a CORDTRA diagram represents a 

collaborator, one or more discourse/construction categories, and the corresponding technology feature that the 

collaborator is using. The coding scheme and sample CORDTRAs will appear in the poster presentation. 

Reflections on the Use of the CORDTRA Analysis Tool  
CORDTRA seems to be an appropriate analysis tool for the study of CL using Web 2.0 technologies, such as 

wikis and threaded discussion. The diagrams are effective in revealing patterns in context in CSCL settings. 

Also, as a history flow visualization technique, CORDTRA may have advantages over more popular analytical 

techniques, such as social network analysis. Social network analysis graphically represents the patterning of 

people’s interaction (i.e., who interacted with whom). Although this is useful information, it discards the content 

and nature of knowledge construction that take place in the interactions (Stahl, 2006). Instead, the CORDTRA 

diagram, in relation to the corresponding discourse, seems to support deeper understanding of CSCL. At the 

very least, this tool brings the investigator closer to what is happening between the students, the discourse they 

engage in while collaborating, and the mediating tools they use.  

However, this tool does not come without its limitations. Firstly, generating the diagrams using Excel 

scatterplots is a quite labor intensive process. If CORDTRA is to be used extensively by the CSCL community, 

an automated process for generating these diagrams should be developed. In the literature, there are a few 

attempts to develop analytical and visualizing tools that automate the study of CSCL. Yet, there is a need for a 

toolset that supports, (a) data from different platforms (e.g., MediaWiki and WebCT discussion forum), and (b) 

different forms of data analysis (see Law, Yuen, Huang, Li, & Pan, 2007). With regards to integrating data from 

different platforms, Klamma and Haasler (2008) implemented a system for generating and visualizing wiki 
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networks for wikis built on MediaWiki. Their goal was to study the evolution and dynamics of wikis, within a 

social network analysis framework. Additionally, Viégas, Wattenberg, & Dave (2004) developed a history flow 

user interface, again for MediaWiki, in order to study the evolution of Wikipedia. Using this interface the 

investigators were able to see the contributions on a wiki page, the authors who contributed, and a visualization 

of the history flow. Recently, Giguet and Lucas (2009) developed the “Calico Website”-- a tool that 

incorporates analytical and visualization features for the study of threaded discussion forums from different e-

learning platforms, such as WebCT and Moodle. Nevertheless, none of those tools allows the development of 

chronological diagrams from data generated in both wiki and threaded discussion tools. Moreover, with regards 

to analyzing data in different forms, Law et al. (2007) argued that lots of time is wasted in transforming data 

into different formats for different analyses, because the tools for different kinds of analysis in CSCL are not yet 

integrated. The investigators experienced this difficulty during the study. Specifically, a significant portion of 

CMDA (Herring, 2004) was initially conducted in NVivo -- a specialized coding tool. Later, the investigators 

realized that all codes had to be re-entered in an Excel sheet in order to generate the CORDTRA diagrams. 

A second limitation of the CORDTRA methodology involves the interpretation of the diagram, which 

requires significant additional time commitment on top of generating it. A CORDTRA makes sense only in 

relation to the corresponding discourse; patterns of collaboration are not clear from the diagram, unless one 

carefully considers the discourse and the diagram together. As Hmelo-Silver et al. (2009) explained, the 

investigator needs to zoom in on the areas of the diagram where interesting patterns exist to explore the 

phenomenon deeper, going back and forth between the CORDTRA and the coded discourse. A potentially 

useful functionality for the CORDTRA analysis tool would be the ability to select a particular instance on the 

scatterplot to see the corresponding lines of discourse. This would make the concurrent exploration of discourse 

and scatterplot more efficient. A similar functionality was implemented in the “Calico Website” for the study of 

threaded discussion forums (see Giguet & Lucas, 2009). Additionally, it would be practical to have a “zoon in” 

functionality for CORDTRAs to spread out the scatter plot around a particular time point. When there is 

significant activity, collaborators’ discourse and actions overlap extensively on the diagram; this, not only 

makes it difficult to observe any patterns, but also underestimates the amount of activity taking place at that 

time. Such “zoom in” functionalities are currently implemented in video and audio editing software.     

Our poster presentation will provide thoughtful recommendations for the improvement of the 

CORDTRA analysis tool. The presentation should be of interest to the scientific community using instruments 

of this nature for the study of CSCL.  
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Validity Evidence for Games as Assessment Environments 
 

Abstract: This poster provides empirical evidence of a highly specific use of games in 

education—the assessment of the learner. Linear regressions were used to examine the 

predictive and convergent validity of a math game as assessment of mathematical 

understanding. Results indicate that prior knowledge significantly predicts game performance. 

Results also indicate that game performance significantly predicts posttest scores, even when 

controlling for prior knowledge. These results provide evidence that game performance taps 

into mathematical understanding.  

Games as assessment contexts 
Games have long been attractive as learning environments given that games can entertain, motivate, and 

energize us. This poster will address a highly specific use of games in education—the assessment of the learner. 

Games can be used as formative (in-the-process-of-learning) assessments, as well as for criterion trials, either to 

determine the level of performance of an individual or to gauge the speed and agility with which a learner 

acquires a new set of skills in an unfamiliar game environment (Baker & Delacruz, 2007; Gee, 2008). When 

designed properly, the underlying game engine can enable increases in challenge, complexity, and the cognitive 

demands required as the game progresses such that game play can be one form of assessment. Assessment is a 

process of drawing reasonable inferences about what a person knows by evaluating what they say or do in a 

given situation. However, it is insufficient to state that an assessment task is or is not valid. Rather, determining 

the validity of assessment tasks requires creating an argument that examines how well assessments answer the 

questions they purport to answer, as well as ensuring the data obtained provide the appropriate evidential basis 

for the claims made about students (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological 

Association, and National Council for Measurement in Education, Standards for Educational and Psychological 

Testing, 1999). In this poster, we report findings from a study that investigated the validity of a mathematics 

game as assessment of mathematical understanding by examining the relationship between mathematical 

knowledge and performance in the game.  

Puppetman as an assessment context 
We developed a mathematics game, Puppetman, which targets two pre-algebraic concepts: defining a “unit” and 

addition of rational numbers (integers and fractions). Specifically, game play in Puppetman focused on the idea 

that all rational numbers are defined relative to a single, unit quantity (e.g., a unit of count, measure, area, 

volume) and that rational numbers can be summed only if the unit quantities are identical. Puppetman is a 

puzzle game in which players need to determine the appropriate “units” to navigate from a starting point to a 

goal. Players build trampolines using coils, which determine how far Puppetman will bounce. The trampolines 

can bounce Puppetman left to right (Figure 1), or right, up, and down (Figure 2). 

 

  
Figure 1. Screenshot of early level in Puppetman.  Figure 2. Screenshot of advanced level in Puppetman. 

Method 
Data were collected from 134 summer school high school students. A pretest was administered that included 

items comprised of adding fractions, determining the size of the unit in various graphical representations, and 

completing word problems. Students were given between 30 to 40 minutes to play the game. They then took a 

posttest, which included the same items on the pretest, some additional math items that incorporate game 

features from Puppetman, and a background questionnaire, which targeted attitudinal and interest information in 

both mathematics and games.  

Analysis 
In order to examine the validity of Puppetman as an assessment task, using a linear regression 

framework, we examined the predictive validity of pretest scores (i.e., prior knowledge) on game performance, 

and to obtain convergent evidence, we examined the predictive validity of game performance on posttest scores.  
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Puppetman was designed to get increasingly complex, with the latter levels requiring the most knowledge of 

mathematics to be successful. Thus, we used the last level attained as our metric for game performance.  

We collected validity information by examining the relationship between various math outcomes 

scales: (1) pretest scores on pre-algebra items targeting rational number concepts (e.g., identifying numbers on a 

number line), (2) a smaller subscale of items on the pretest that directly relate to Puppetman content (e.g., 

symbolically adding fractions or identifying the size of a unit), and (3) and items on the posttest that comprised 

of both of the pretest scales above, as well as additional items that asked students to use the mathematics learned 

in the game to solve problems posed within the game context.  

Results 
Reliability analyses were conducted on three scales of math outcomes to ensure that the data of each scale had a 

unidimensional structure. First, the pretest scale was comprised of eight items on the pretest that targeted a 

range of conceptual understanding of fractions. These items asked students to translate graphical representations 

of fractions into its symbolic counterparts, identify fractions and define a unit on a number line. The Cronbach’s 

alpha for this pretest scale was .63. Another scale was formed for four computational adding fraction items on 

the pretest. The Cronbach’s alpha was for this scale was .73.  Finally, the third scale was comprised of 21 items 

on the posttest. These included the same computational adding fraction items as the pretest, isomorphs of the 

symbolic items within the context of the game, and other items that asked students to define a unit and represent 

fractions. The Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .88. 

Predictive Validity Results 
Descriptive statistics were obtained on the pretest items, pretest adding fraction items, and game performance. 

For the 134 students, the average pretest score was 6.26 (SD=3.40). The average pretest score on the adding 

fraction items was 2.21 (SD=1.44). The average last level attained in the game was 14.01 (SD=3.19).  

A linear regression analysis indicated that math pretest scores significantly predicted game 

performance, !  = .546, t(133) = 8.234, p < .001. Performance on the math pretest also explained a significant 

proportion of the variance in game performance, R2 = .34, F (1, 132) = 67.698, p <.001. Performance on the 

adding fraction items also significantly predicted game performance, !  = 1.036, t(115) = 6.084, p < .001. 

Performance on the math pretest also explained a significant proportion of game performance, R2 = .22, F (1, 

132) = 37.02, p <.001.  

Convergent Validity Results 
Descriptive statistics were obtained on performance on the posttest items and game performance (Note: three 

students were dropped from the original sample because they did not take the posttest). For the 131 students, the 

average posttest score was 13.05 (SD=5.51). The average last level attained in the game was 14.09 (SD=3.12).  

The linear regression analysis indicated that game performance significantly predicted performance on 

the posttest items, !  = .67, t(128) = 2.86, p < .05. Game performance also explained a significant proportion of 

the variance in performance on the posttest items, even after controlling for pretest scores, R2 = .57, F (2, 128) = 

86.38, p < .001, with game performance explaining 3% of the variance above and beyond pretest scores.  

Conclusion 
This study presented empirical evidence to support our claim that games can be valid assessment contexts. It is 

important to note that although space did not permit the presentation of survey results, responses to the survey 

indicate that many students did not perceive Puppetman to be a test and responded that they would like to play it 

at home and during school. While we present empirical evidence of validity of one game as an assessment 

context, this study demonstrates the potential for games to be valid assessments of understanding. We are 

currently analyzing the process data in the game play (e.g., time spent on each level, specific actions taken) as a 

formative assessment tool, to gain insight into the strategies that players employ while playing Puppetman. 
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Leveraging Multiple Representations to Support Knowledge 
Integration in Plate Tectonics 

 
Abstract: This poster explores how students make connections between multiple representations 

to integrate their ideas about plate tectonics. An existing plate tectonics project was redesigned to 

incorporate interactive dynamic visualizations and activities in order to support students in making 

connections between representations and constructing a more coherent understanding of plate 

tectonics. Preliminary analysis of an observational study suggests that plate tectonics is a rich 

domain for investigating how multiple representations can support knowledge integration. 

 

Introduction 
This study examines how generating and interacting with multiple representations of plate tectonics helps students 

develop an integrated understanding of plate tectonics. Students study a six-day technology-enhanced curriculum 

project developed using the Web-Based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE, Linn, Davis, & Bell, 2004). Plate 

tectonics is a causal theoretical framework for past, current, and future geographical phenomena (Bencloski & Heyl, 

1985). It is currently taught as an earth science unit in sixth grade in the state of California. It has traditionally been 

a difficult concept for middle school students, requiring students to learn about abstract processes and phenomena 

that lie outside of their direct experience and to integrate spatial, causal and dynamic information (Gobert, 2000).  

Prior studies have demonstrated that students often have difficulty integrating information from different 

representations and need support in making connections among them (Ainsworth, 2006).  Yet the complexity of 

phenomena and necessity of integrating information across multiple levels make it advantageous for students to use 

powerful representations to learn plate tectonics. 

 

The WISE Plate Tectonics Project 
Building on a tested plate tectonics module, we revised the project based on prior results and a commitment to 

connect to the core scientific idea of energy (Varma et al, 2008). Guided by the integration framework (Linn, Eylon, 

& Davis, 2004), the revisions involved incorporating new dynamic visualizations and activities requiring students to 

make connections between representations as well as generate their own representations. The project elicited 

!"#$%&"!'( )$%*!(*+,#"(-.*"%( "%/",&)/!( )&( "0%(/,&"%1"(,2(%1-.,3)&4(4%,.,4)/*.(-*""%3&!( )&( "0%(5&)"%$(6"*"%!(7)*(8*-!9(

then guided them to link visible geological patterns on maps to sub-surface processes involving energy in plate 

tectonics. These included dynamic visualizations of convection in the mantle at the macroscopic level (involving 

heat flow) as well as at the molecular level. The project also asked students to generate explanations about the 

visualizations, as well as their own representations of the processes involved in plate tectonics, in ways that required 

them to synthesize information from the representations and integrate their ideas about plate tectonics. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The Plate Tectonics project. (a) A dynamic visualization of subduction. (b) The MySystem generation 

activity. 

 

Methods 
Nine teachers teaching 6th grade earth science classes (N:;<<) implemented the newly redesigned plate tectonics 

project. Pre- and Post-tests were completed by individual students; project activities and embedded assessments 
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were completed in pairs.  Embedded assessments included short-response explanation prompts, reflection notes, 

visual models of energy transfer and transformation called MySystem diagrams (see Figure 1b), and longer narrative 

explanation prompts called Energy Stories (see Figure 2).  Classroom observations and teacher interviews helped 

clarify the impact of the project.  

 

Assessments were scored using rubrics based on the knowledge integration framework (Linn, Lee, Tinker, Husic, & 

Chiu, 2006). The rubric rewards coherence of ideas as represented by the number and complexity of connections 

students make between their ideas. We analyzed how the project helps students link ideas and representations about 

the plate tectonics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)          (b) 

Figure 2. Sample student responses. (a) A MySystem diagram. (b) An Energy Story. 

 

Results 
Implementation of the Plate Tectonics project was successful. Students gained understanding of the topic as 

measured by pretest/posttest improvements. In interviews, teachers attributed !"#$%&"!' progress in understanding 

convection to their prior experience with conduction and to the revisions of the Plate Tectonics project.  Comparison 

of performance on Energy Stories and MySystem diagrams demonstrated that these representations elicit 

complementary aspects of understanding. MySystem elicits connections without requiring students to generate 

correct terminology. Energy Stories elicit specific, nuanced ideas and can reveal confusions about geologic 

terminology such as mantel. Embedded assessments showed that students make valid connections between the 

various representations.  For instance, students explain that the molecules in the mantle become less dense due to 

thermal energy transfer from the core, based on a molecular simulation showing the relationship between heat and 

density in water. They link their understanding of the results of convection to geologic features and events on the 

surface such as mountains and volcanic eruptions. Thus, different representations may have different affordances for 

assessing student understanding.  These initial findings suggest that plate tectonics is a rich domain for exploring 

student learning with multiple representations that are both self-generated and imposed upon the learner. 
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 Abstract: This paper investigates the nature of evidence that six grade students use when constructing 

scientific explanations in biodiversity situations. We employ a coding scheme that specifically targets the 

coherence of students’ arguments and the way students use inscriptions when completing tasks. We found 

out that students use inscriptions differently depending on the nature of the inscription and that oftentimes, 

students’ explanations have logical coherent reasoning regardless of scientifically accepted answers.    

Introduction  
 Toulmin (1958) characterizes scientific arguments by a claim that is backed up by data that warrants the 

claim, and reasoning that explains how data or evidence supports the claim. This pattern has been widely used in the 

literature as a way to teach students how to construct scientific explanations. In their recent article, Songer and 

Gotwals (2009) describe a learning progression of ideas in classification, ecology and biodiversity and how those 

ideas can progress over three grades – 4th, 5th and 6th. Parallel with this content progression is the progression in 

inquiry skills, which is manifested with a four level progression describing increasingly sophisticated explanations, 

with each level also containing elements of scaffolding to guide students in their development. Moreover, Gotwals 

& Songer (in press) discuss the trajectories students follow in order to reason about biodiversity issues and 

categorize several kinds of reasoning that they call “middle knowledges” which are elicited by using assessment 

items based on writing scientific explanations. They found that even when students are scaffolded in formulating 

scientific explanations, there still existed “messy middle” knowledge, where students may understand content in 

certain types of situations, but not others. Also, even when students understood the science content in the tasks, 

constructing sound scientific explanations was often still difficult. Sandoval (2003) found that when learning about 

natural selection, students often failed to cite sufficient evidence to support their claim because they failed to 

recognize the importance of being explicit with evidence. He also found out that sometimes students’ explanations 

were “coherent”; that is logical, even though they were not the “correct” scientific answer. Moreover, in later work, 

Sandoval and Millwood (2005) recognized that students often treated inscriptions in different ways when they 

considered them as evidence. For example, some students would consider the mere presence of a representation 

enough to consider it as evidence, and many times failed to explicitly explain how a certain representation provided 

evidence for the claim. This work investigates the difficulty that students have when they structure scientific 

explanations in ecology, and investigates the kinds of evidence that students use to back up their claim, specifically 

looking for coherence in the explanation.  The work can also help to inform the literature about the pathways that 

students take as they learn to formulate more sophisticated scientific explanations in ecology.  We address the 

following research questions: 

a- How coherent are the students’ claims in relation to evidence regardless of scientific correctness? 

b- How do students use inscriptions as data or evidence to support their claims? 

 

Method and Data Analysis 
 This work examines 6th grade students’ written responses to assessment items who have participated in an 

inquiry-based biodiversity curriculum. The curriculum and assessment items were administered in six sections of 6th 

grade classrooms for a total of 170 students. The test contained 9 items which included questions about biodiversity 

with some multiple choice and food web questions in addition to complex scientific questions that required students 

to provide claim, evidence and reasoning for their answers. Originally, we coded the items using a rubric that 

focused mainly on scientific correctness, with codes from 0 to 4, with 4 being the highest code for correct scientific 

claim backed up by correct evidence and reasoning. For our current purpose, we recoded all of the selected 

questions based on whether there was a logical explanation with a claim backed by a logical evidence and/or logical 

reasoning. For example, even if the student did not give the scientifically correct answer, we still look at the logic of 

the explanation. Therefore in response to a question about destiny of large fish if all small fish in a pond, the student 

who answered: “All of the large fish in the pond will have to adapt to something else or they will die” has a logical 

claim even if this claim is not what the “correct” answer is. In order to further probe how students use inscriptions, 

we choose to examine item 9 that has two bar graphs of organisms in different habitats where students need to 
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interpret the graphs in order to make a claim about which habitat likely has more food and shelter. Our new rubric 

distinguishes between the different ways students use the graph as evidence: those who don’t use the graph as 

evidence, those who just mention that the evidence is in the graph, those who observe the higher bars in one graph 

and mention that their evidence is the graph with higher bars, and finally those who are able to interpret the bar 

graphs and mention how that supports their original claim.   

 

Findings and Implications 
 The results indicate that even when students don’t have the “right” answer, many are still reasoning 

logically about the questions and could either provide a logical claim or a logical claim backed up by logical 

reasoning and/or logical evidence.  Due to space limitations we illustrate our point with examples from two 

questions. In item 2, which asks what happens to algae in a pond if fertilizers were added; the majority of answers 

which were scientifically incorrect had logical reasoning. A representative answer for this category is:  

 The algae would decrease because the river would dry up. By things you put in river it would affect the 

soil and soil will increase and dry up the river (DTF08550111)  

Note that the logic of the student above is based on an idea that the fertilizer affects the soil and the reasoning and 

evidence are based on common sense logic. It is probably safe to say that the student does not understand what a 

fertilizer does to the soil, but even with that, the student was able to make logical guesses that if it made the soil 

increase, then that is harmful for the algae thinking that it might take over the algae and make it decrease.  

With regard to how students used inscriptions in item 9 with bar graphs comparing organisms found in two 

habitats, we found that the majority of students’ responses somehow referenced the graph as evidence; however, 

many students were not explicit in comparing the numbers of different organisms between habitats. For example a 

common answer is represented by:  

Habitat B, because you just look at it, if you look at the charts one is higher than the others 

(DTF08550303)    

The answer above is probably a necessary step in reasoning about the graph but it is insufficient to explain 

why one had more shelter than the other; that is, it does not explicitly specify what those bars are and how that is 

related to food and shelter. Moreover, we found out that while many students used some type of evidence from the 

graphs to answer the question, no student included scientific reasoning linking the evidence to the claim; they often 

just reiterated the evidence from graphs for the reasoning. An interesting dichotomy in our results was how very few 

students were able to mention correct evidence for item 2 (what would happen to algae with the addition of 

fertilizer) while many students referenced some evidence in item 9 (comparing organisms across habitats), but very 

few students were able to mention correct reasoning. One possible explanation for this result is that the evidence for 

question 2 did not originate from the representation; rather, the student had to know that fertilizers make algae grow.  

In contrast, in item 9 almost all students used the graph as evidence (even when they did not use that graph 

correctly), but were not able to mention correct reasoning because it somehow required relating it to the concept of 

biodiversity, something that was not explicitly evident in the question.  

The different types of evidence used in the assessment items originated either from inscriptions (like bar 

graphs, or biological diagrams), individual experiences, knowledge of scientific phenomena, or what students learnt 

in the classroom. Many of students’ responses were logically plausible even if they were not scientifically accurate. 

These findings compliment and add to the types of “messy middles” that Gotwals & Songer (in press) mention.  

Better understanding what types of messy middles students have helps to inform how educators can support students 

in moving from where they are to more sophisticated scientific reasoning, both in terms in content and reasoning.  
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The Function of Mathematical Terminology: The Case of ‘Slope’  
Darrell Earnest, UC Berkeley, dearnest@berkeley.edu 

 
Abstract: This poster presents a case study of one Grade 6 student to illustrate and 

consider the role of introducing key mathematical terminology as a semiotic means to 

objectify mathematical ideas at hand  (Radford, 2003). The poster describes how in two 

classrooms mathematical terminology provided a context for discussing graphs of linear 

functions, whereas everyday language used for the same mathematics resulted in 

ambiguous or unproductive discussion.  As a component of an eight-day unit, students 

(n=50) were introduced to the word form slope to describe and compare linear functions.  

The case reported here presents a student before and after the introduction of the word 

slope.  Interviews provide reason to consider the productive role of mathematical 

terminology in the development of mathematical understandings. 

 

In this poster, I provide an example of a mathematical term, slope, functioning as a semiotic 

means of objectifying (Radford, 2003) the mathematical properties of slope. The case described here gives 

examples of one student providing responses that are mathematically normative when using technical 

terms, yet ambiguous or incorrect when using everyday terms to describe the same mathematics. While to 

many having an appropriate word to describe an applicable phenomenon may seem obvious or 

straightforward, there is a complex phenomenon in mathematics education.  Symbol systems and other 

semiotic forms, including terminology, may be difficult to teach to students who have not yet grasped the 

concepts that the symbols or terms represent; nevertheless, the concepts may be difficult to teach to 

students who have not yet mastered the symbols or terms (Uttal, Scudder & DeLoache, 1997).  One task of 

mathematics educators is to address this tension and determine instructional techniques to overcome this 

paradox. The poster presents a case study in which a Grade 6 student, Carolyn, uses mathematical and 

everyday terminology to describe linear functions on a graph. In particular, the word form slope provided a 

way to talk about the rate of change of each function in a way that everyday terms—such as words like 

faster or steeper that proliferated throughout this instructional sequence—left unclear. The case illustrates 

the semiotic role of specific mathematical terminology in mathematics meaning making and conversely the 

ambiguity everyday language can bring to bear on the same mathematics.   

For the purposes of this study, slope was defined as the ratio, of one variable to another.  

Instruction often fails to connect the value of slope to qualitative descriptions of linear functions. Slope is 

often taught in a strictly procedural way, the result of which is a reduction of the concept of slope to a 

formula without any foundation in patterns of change.  Caddle and Earnest (2009) reported on Grade 7 and 

8 students reciting various formula for slope who then failed to connect these ideas to a ratio of change in a 

particular story context, displaying some of the pitfalls of having learned slope only as a procedure without 

conceptual grounding.  Likewise, Moschkovich (1996) described Algebra 1 students successfully refining 

everyday terminology involving the ideas of slope without the technical term; at the same time, she 

acknowledged that everyday terms, such as steeper or less steep, “that may be sufficiently precise for 

everyday purposes proved to be ambiguous for describing lines in the context of a mathematical 

discussion” (273). Yet unanswered is the question of when the introduction of such terminology may 

behoove students in their inquiry into graphing. The introduction of the word form slope to the classroom 

discourse served as a semiotic means of objectifying (Radford, 2003) the rate of change of a function, with 

student interviews serving as data points to determine how students might have appropriated such a term. 

Since slope is a core idea to the study of linear functions, I focus on this concept and the possible 

semiotic means that can be used by students to objectify their emerging understandings of this concept. The 

research question guiding the design and subsequent analysis of this study included:  How might the 

technical term slope serve as a semiotic means to objectify mathematical ideas of slope? 

Theoretical Framing 
Given the underlying focus on semiotics, the analysis demands a framework that allows for 

detailed exploration of meaning ascribed to particular representational features.  For this reason, I use 

Saxe’s form-function framework (Saxe, 2004; Saxe & Esmonde, 2005), a cultural development framework 

that provides an analytic foothold on various semiotic means of objectification as they emerge and shift in 

activity. The framework provides a way to describe how the same ostensible form may have varied 
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meanings across individuals at a point in time, while at the same time, one particular function, such as 

comparing trends in two linear functions, may be satisfied by various forms across individuals.   

Forms are the various artifacts that can be found and used in a particular setting; in a mathematics 

classroom, forms can be various symbols or artifacts.  They may range from components of written 

representations, such as a tickmark on a number line or an axis on a graph, to a specific word form, for 

example, even or odd, or in this case study, slope, faster, or steepness.  These forms have meanings that are 

negotiated in social activity.  Function refers to the use of a form in activity.  The functions of such forms 

may vary across individuals.  At the same time, there may be a culturally normative function associated 

with a given form in the context of a particular activity.  The analysis makes use of this framework by 

considering word forms and the various functions the forms may be serving to the focal student. 

Methods and Materials 
The case study was drawn from a larger data corpus, a study that involved a sample of 50 Grade 6 

students in two classrooms in Northern California with a predominantly Latino and African American 

population.  One teacher provided instruction in both classrooms. Individual cognitive interviews were 

given to 10 students, including the focal student presented here, to further understand student approaches to 

solving these particular tasks and reveal learning hurdles.  These interviews drew upon ideas that came up 

during classroom observations, and materials included particular problems from written assessments about 

which the interviewer asked the student to reflect.  These interviews sought to probe more deeply students’ 

written and oral responses and test the stability or fragility of such responses.   Data Sources included 

videotapes of 8 classroom lessons and cognitive interviews, as well as copies of written student artifacts.  

Videos were transcribed and written responses were coded for response frequencies and the functions of 

representational forms. 

Preliminary Findings, Conclusions and Implications 
I chose Carolyn as a case study because the pattern of her responses well-reflected overall trends 

in student responses over the unit, making her a typical case.  She was also one of ten students that 

participated in a cognitive interview, providing further insight into her reasoning. This analysis treated 

technical terminology a semiotic means to both enable and constrain the focus of individuals’ meaning 

making. 

The poster will present Carolyn’s interviews regarding the same problems given before and after 

the classroom intervention.  Results show that Carolyn interpreted two interview questions designed to 

address the same content in different ways.  For prompts using the word slope, Carolyn drew upon the 

graph as a resource to talk about the slopes of two different linear functions. However, for prompts that 

made use of everyday language such as faster, Carolyn provided different answers that communicated a 

less sophisticated understanding of the mathematics at play.  The use of particular words in the given 

prompt resulted in Carolyn interpreting the graph in different ways. 

 The case study seeks to demonstrate the complexity of language, both everyday and mathematical, 

with which students grapple as they engage in mathematics.  While the larger study was exploratory in 

nature, Carolyn’s interview gives reason to consider technical terminology as a key mechanism by which 

instruction may focus on particular mathematical concepts.  In this case, such concepts seemed to remain 

ambiguous absent of that terminology. Findings have potential implications for curriculum development 

and instruction, in addition to considering in future research what various semiotic means, such as technical 

vocabulary, bring to bear on student understanding.  
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Abstract: Applying a particulate model of matter requires learners to translate among several 

levels of representations–macroscopic, microscopic and symbolic. Successful instruction and 

assessment require that students properly interpret representations. As part of the development 

of validated assessments to place students along a learning progression, this study explores 

how students’ interpretations of representations change and affect their responses to items as 

they progress through the science curriculum. We find that different representations may 

enhance different alternative conceptions.  

 

A particulate model of matter provides a basis for understanding the structure and behavior of matter, and 

enables learners to explain a vast number of phenomena. Applying a particulate model requires learners to 

translate between the macroscopic representations of the phenomena that they can experience in their daily 

lives, and submicroscopic representations (e.g., molecules, atoms) that explain what is happening at the 

molecular level, as well as representations such as chemical symbols, formulas, and equations (Harrison & 

Treagust, 2002). The abstract nature of submicroscopic representations and symbolic representations make it 

difficult for students to connect them with macroscopic phenomena (Griffiths & Preston, 1992). When students 

first begin developing a particulate model of matter, they tend to focus on phenomena involving molecules (e.g., 

water in different phases; how smells travel). The terms particle and molecule are often used interchangeably to 

describe molecules, while individual spheres, multiple spheres or multi-lobed figures, may be used to represent 

them. As students progress, they are expected to be able to transfer between more types of submicroscopic 

representations (e.g., Lewis structures, space-filling models, ball-and-stick figures).  
 The larger goal of our project is to develop assessments that place students along a learning progression 

(LP) for the nature of matter, which focuses on the structure, properties and behavior of matter (Stevens, 

Delgado, & Krajcik, in press). In order to create validated assessments, it is critical that students understand the 

item, which includes correctly interpreting the meaning of the question, the answers and any associated 

representations. Extensive learning research has focused on how students use and translate between the three 

types of representations required to explain phenomena using a particulate model (e.g., Keig & Rubba; Kozma 

& Russell, 1997). We extend this work by investigating students’ ability to translate among different 

submicroscopic representations and how those interpretations affect their thinking. This work will inform 

assessment and curriculum materials development linked to students developing a particulate model of matter. 

Methods  
We developed assessment items to measure how well students apply ideas within and across topics to explain 

phenomena involving transformations of matter following the Construct-Centered Design process (Stevens et 

al., in press). The items were validated through rounds of internal and external review, followed by collection of 

student data. To ensure that students interpret the questions and representations as intended, the items were each 

accompanied by a set of questions (e.g., Was the question clear? Were there any words that were confusing? 

What does the picture represent? DeBoer, et al., 2008). Each item will be piloted with students of grades 6-14. 

Semi-structured interviews with a subset of students supplemented this data. We will also investigate the range 

of representations students connect with atoms and molecules over grades 6–14 using a written survey. 

Results and Discussion  
Tests and textbooks often use multiple submicroscopic representations for atoms and molecules, and we 

questioned whether students can readily shift between them. To this end, we created four versions of an item 

designed to measure students’ submicroscopic models of the solid, liquid and gas states of water. The four 

versions contain the same four answer choices that are represented differently (version 1–molecules as spheres 

and ice represented as a close-packed lattice [CPL]; version 2–molecules as spheres, and ice represented as a 

hexagonal patterned lattice [HPL]; version 3–molecules as three-lobed structures and ice as a CPL; version 4–

molecules as three-lobed structures and ice as a HPL). The HPL is a more scientifically accurate representation 

for the structure of ice than the CPL; distinguishing between the two models will help separate students at the 

higher levels of the LP. In addition, the set of models associated with response A is consistent with amorphous 

solids (e.g., wax) in which the molecules do not arrange in a regular pattern, potentially providing another way 

of measuring students’ understanding of the structure of matter in the upper levels of the progression.  
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 Middle school students appeared to favor the traditional representation of a solid (CPL) with either 

form for the water molecules (versions 1 and 3; see Figure 1), as only slightly over 11-12% of students did not 

provide a response to the item. Not unexpectedly, the middle school students struggled with the hexagonal 

representations of solid water. Approximately 25% of the students did not provide an answer to either version 2 

or 4. Ten percent of students answering version 2 considered response A and response D to be equivalent, 

perhaps not recognizing the hexagonal pattern or its meaning in the representation of ice. 

 The different versions of the item seem to draw out different alternate conceptions from the students. 

Slightly over 50% of the middle school students responded correctly to version 1. Approximately twice the 

number of students with versions 1 and 3 chose response B (no water molecules in the gas phase, much more 

space between molecules in liquid as compared to solid form–two common alternative conceptions; Harrison & 

Treagust, 2002) relative to the other incorrect answers. This result suggests that the alternate idea that ‘the space 

between molecules in liquid form is significantly greater than that in the solid form’ dominates students’ 

reasoning leading to the observed preference for choice of response B. The hexagonal arrangement of water 

molecules in the solid form elicited a different proportion of responses. Students with version 2 exhibited a very 

strong preference for response B (2-3-fold greater than for response A or C). In contrast, very few students with 

version 4 chose response B (2-3-fold less than for response A or C), while the other incorrect answers were 

chosen with fairly even distribution. Thus, the relative amount of space between the molecules in the solid and 

liquid form do not seem to dominate students’ thinking with the version 4 set of representations. Further 

investigation through interviews will help explain the observed change in students’ responses. These results also 

suggest that using different representations of a solid in assessments will help assign students’ location on a LP 

for the nature of matter. Piloting the four versions of the items with more advanced students will provide 

information on the effectiveness of this strategy. While we only focused on results related to students’ 

interpretation of models of water molecules and their arrangement in representations of different phases here, in 

the final poster, we will discuss students’ interpretation of representations in multiple contexts for students 

throughout the LP (grades 6-14).  

 
Figure 1. Item requiring students to choose appropriate models to represent water in various states. 
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Abstract: We examined after-school classroom practices to understand how a game based 

curriculum based on American standards is taken up in Singapore schools. The Singapore 

educational system privileges a certain model of success and failure, which led students and 

teachers to adopt roles and practices which ran counter to the intended outcomes of the 

curriculum. Despite this, emergent student-oriented activities presented opportunities for 

successful implementations of the curriculum. 

Introduction 
Video games are immersive environments that engage learners in experiences that have personal, 

epistemological, cultural connections and potentially transformative. (Shaffer, Squire, Halverson & Gee, 2005) 

Unsurprisingly, schools have forayed into video games in order to promote learning among students. While 

game-based curriculum has its advantages, the impact of a multi-disciplinary curriculum within a classroom 

framework and what it means to learn in an informal school environment is less apparent. In the water quality 

unit in Quest Atlantis (QA), a learning environment, students adopt the role of a field investigator to explore 

why fishes were dying in Taiga national park (Barab, Sadler, Heiselt, Hickey & Zuiker, 2006).  We examine 

how the unit normalized by both students and teachers in order to ensure its relevance to school. Additionally, 

we focus on how the models of success and failure can be re-constituted through student oriented activities.  

Theoretical Framework 
The classroom is a site of competing discourses; certain actions legitimize dominant discourse while 

silencing other forms (Delpit, 1988).  It is a site where the techniques of surveillance and self-discipline occurs 

and where power is not acted upon the individual but is exercised through relationships and actions of free 

individuals who can either accept or resist (Foucault, 1982). Luke (1995) argued that classrooms are sites in 

which teachers and students construct what success and failure means, thereby producing “‘versions’ of 

successful and failing students” (p.12). Based on the notion that power is central to an analysis of competing 

discourses in the classroom, we identified identity and world building situations (Gee & Green, 1998) that 

helped us analyze how students and teachers constructed the various models of success and failure.  

Context and environment 
 The Singapore educational system consists of primary, secondary, college, polytechnic and tertiary 

level education. Secondary education is targeted for 13 to 16 year olds and students are placed in three academic 

tracks, Special, Normal and Express. Students placed in the Special and Express track complete their secondary 

education in 4 years whereas the Normal track students complete theirs in 5. These students are placed in these 

academic tracks based on the Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE), a major examination undertaken by 

all students to progress to secondary education. Due to the perceived differences in student abilities, Express 

track students are believed to be better students, both in terms of academics and behavior, thus shaping student 

and teacher attitudes.  

Design and methodology 
Students from two Express and Normal classes participated in an after-school program using QA for 

four weeks. Two teachers were in charge of each class and given guides which gave suggestions on how to 

structure classroom activities. Participation in the Express class was constant; at least 40 students were engaged 

in Taiga every week. In contrast, participation in the Normal class averaged 10 students or less per week. 

Two pairs of same sex dyads from each class were selected and videotaped for the duration of each 

two-hour session. These pairs were present during most of the implementations, which meant that we could 

observe their participation and trajectory. Whole classroom and group discussions were also videotaped and 

teachers were interviewed after the implementation. Dyad, group and whole classroom interactions were then 

transcribed and through emergent coding, we initially identified episodes of acceptance or resistance, in which 

students and teachers would accept, challenge or impose assumptions on the game-based curriculum and other 

individuals. Building on these set of initial codes, we framed these episodes as identity and world building 
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episodes (Gee & Green, 1998). The former refers to situations in which students and teachers projected their 

identity to others while the latter included how they constructed success and failure in the classroom.  

Findings 
 The Taiga curriculum was positioned as a Geography subject, although the unit included Science, 

Geography and English Language topics. As a result of this alignment, teachers in this implementation did not 

engage formal concepts unrelated to Geography, treating unfamiliar concepts such as eutrophiction as an 

“Other”. The lack of take up was possibly due to time constraints and lack of expertise. For instance, when 

students in the Express class expressed confusion over concepts such as phosphate and nitrates, Wendy, the 

teacher, chose not to explicate further.  In that same discussion, Wendy also summarized students’ impressions 

on the relevance and amount of learning gleaned by going through the Taiga curriculum. She concluded that 

“you (the students) have not learnt as much things as compared to class”. As a person of authority, she noted the 

lack of relevance of the curriculum therefore positioning it as a less useful learning environment for students.  

Despite the lack of curricular connection, Wendy characterized Taiga as “serious work”. Since students 

were engaged in Taiga as an extra-curricular involvement, the curriculum needed features of schooling, such as 

outcomes that encourage analytical skills and criticality in assessing information. Being a good learner from the 

teacher’s perspective meant that students had to take notes in their log book, being able to “look through all the 

answers before you (the students) come to a conclusion” and knowing the “proper etiquette” of how to interact 

with others in the chat space. Teachers in both tracks adopted a surveillance stance, walking around to make 

sure students were on task and not "playing". Students had to ensure that they were successful in features of 

Taiga that featured testing and assessment, such as taking a non-player character’s test to gain power cells. Nic, 

an Express student, voiced concern over the possibility of failing the test and panicked when he thought he had 

missed an opportunity to get a power cell. Tanya and Joy, from the Normal track, on the other hand, ensured 

that they were prepared mentally and in terms of copious note-taking before attempting a different test. To 

students, passing tests was representative being successful in class.  

The two teachers from the Normal track mainly ensured that students remained on task (procedural and 

behavior) and/or understood the vocabulary in the curriculum. However, the Normal track students resisted the 

notion of unsuccessful learners and were able to articulate and synthesize information gathered from 

interviewing characters just as well as their Express peers. In a student produced video, one of the students, 

Pingying, adopted the role of a teacher and facilitated the interview process with her peers.  She pushed other 

students to critically assess information that was presented to them, rather than reading from their notes. This 

student's negotiation of her role as a knowledgeable person however, remained unnoticed by teachers. Activities 

that reflected the abilities of the Normal students were mostly invisible; while the curriculum encouraged 

students to take up legitimate roles that empower them; their public identities remain that of mediocre learners. 

Discussion and implications 
Since the Taiga curriculum content was not taken up by the teachers, students were unable to see the 

relevance of their activities.  As the curriculum was implemented as an after school activity, the informal setting 

was immediately framed by discourses surrounding what success and failure meant in schools. Thus, both 

students and teachers were engaged in performing what they thought the classroom should look like, instead of 

enlisting the opportunities that the Taiga curriculum offered. However, student oriented activities such as 

making group videos, provide opportunities for students to reconstitute a narrative of their own, based on the 

experiences afforded by the game based curriculum and through peer interactions. Teachers expressed the need 

for units aligned to Singapore's standards so that the content can be better leveraged. However, this does not 

address the invisibility of certain students, although in other implementations, activity structures have 

demonstrated that it is possible to empower such students. 
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This study examined the historical reasoning of Grade 4 students exploring medieval times using a 

Knowledge Building approach and Knowledge Forum technology. Discursive analysis of student 

contributions was conducted according to six attributes of historical reasoning: contextualization, using 

substantive concepts, asking historical questions, using meta-concepts, using historical sources, and 

argumentation. Results show student engagement with the first two attributes in particular, and 

pinpoint components of less developed attributes that require further pedagogical support. 

 
Introduction  
Theoretical explanations are central to historical inquiry. The ability to create coherent explanations, which 

demonstrate how well a particular theoretical proposition explains a set of established facts, becomes especially 

critical for addressing historical questions with no “right answer” (Thagard, 2006). Thus, the objective of this 

study was to explore what attributes of historical reasoning help to develop coherent explanations and under 

what conditions these attributes could be developed in students. Van Drie and Van Boxtel (2008) propose a 

framework for conducting empirical analysis of historical reasoning that includes six critical attributes: (1) 

asking historical questions—a core competency in the domain that “drives” historical reasoning; (2) 

contextualization—required to interpret and make sense of historical phenomena; (3) argumentation—

supporting claims with valid reasons, (4) using substantive concepts—those that name and organize historical 

phenomena (e.g. ‘serf’ or ‘Middle Ages’); (5) using meta-concepts—those that deal with broader historical 

phenomena (6) using historical sources—which involves interpretation, evaluation and comparison of primary 

and secondary sources. These aspects are fundamental to high-level historical reasoning and a provide basis for 

developing students’ capacities to produce coherent explanations.  

So what are the pedagogical practices that would help to develop these six attributes of historical 

reasoning in students? In this study, we choose to focus on a Knowledge Building pedagogical approach 

(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003) to historical inquiry. This approach is defined as ‘the production and continual 

improvement of ideas of value to a community’ (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003: p. 1370). Knowledge Building is 

expected to be particularly conducive to the development of historical reasoning because it requires students to 

propose and improve their own working theories, a pedagogical practice that is central to genuine historical 

inquiry. Knowledge Building is supported by Knowledge Forum (KF), a multi-media space where students 

contribute ideas, questions, evidence, and so on, as multimedia notes into a collective knowledge space.! 

Benefits of engaging in Knowledge Building discourse associated with gains in explanation-based 

inquiry have been demonstrated (Zhang et al., 2007), but this study will be the first to address the following 

questions: Does sustained engagement in Knowledge Building help young students develop sophisticated 

historical reasoning? What critical attributes of historical reasoning were fostered in the setting under 

investigation? Which attributes remain unaddressed or underdeveloped, and thus require additional support?  

 

Methods  
Participants 
Participants included 21 Grade 4 students (9-10 years) attending a primary school located in downtown Toronto. 

Knowledge Building and KF were introduced to students as early as junior kindergarten.  

 

Classroom Structure 
The Grade 4 teacher was new to both Knowledge Building and KF prior to this unit of study, which spanned 

approximately three months. During this time the class engaged in Knowledge Building (KB) for three hours a 

week for 45-60 minutes at a time. Students used KF in tandem with “KB talks” and active research. During this 

time, students discussed their ideas, questions, theories, and research on medieval times. The teacher allowed 

the study to grow organically, situating herself as a co-learner with the students. Responsibility for advancing 

individual and collective knowledge remained with the students as they worked to produce and improve their 

own ideas about medieval history. At the end of every KB session, students were given 10-15 minutes to enter 

any new information or knowledge generated during in-class discussion and research into the KF database. 
 
Knowledge Forum Environment 
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In the KF online environment, students contributed ideas, questions, evidence, and so on, as multimedia notes 

into a shared knowledge space. Students could organize notes thematically into views, which served as 

workspaces for various inquiry goals. Students could build on, annotate, and co-author notes, make reference 

links to other notes, and create rise-above notes, which represented higher-level conceptualizations. 

 

Plan of Analysis 
A total of 445 notes were generated in the database, distributed over 13 views. The most complex view, entitled 

“Medieval Times” and containing 92 notes, was chosen for data analysis. To guide the analysis, we created a 

coding scheme that included the attributes of historical reasoning as outlined by Van Drie and Van Boxtel 

(2008) and adapted it to our research study. More precisely, we examined whether each note falls into one or 

more of the following categories: (1) asking historical questions—category that included explanation-seeking, 

fact-seeking, or evaluative questions; (2) contextualizing—category that situated historical phenomena in a 

spatial, temporal or social context; (3) arguing—category where claims or theories were supported with 

arguments, or refuted with counter-arguments; (4) using substantive concepts—category that included unique, 

inclusive and colligatory concepts; (5) using meta-concepts—category that dealt with cause and consequence, 

change and continuity, historical significance, moral judgment, and historical perspective; and (6) using 

historical sources—category where new facts were introduced or described, references were sought or used to 

support or refute an idea, and sources were evaluated or compared.  In addition to these six categories, already 

identified by Van Drie and Van Boxtel (2008), we added a seventh—theorizing. This category allowed us to 

detect how often students proposed theories to explain historical phenomena, how often they worked to improve 

these theories, or sought alternative theories. Two raters independently coded the notes with a result of 80% 

agreement. To resolve the 20% disparity, raters discussed the discrepancies and thereby attained full agreement.!

 

Results 
The analysis of KF notes produced in the Knowledge-Building classroom showed that historical theorizing was 

present in 18% of the notes. Close examination of these notes demonstrated that with help of Knowledge 

Building pedagogy, 9-10 year old students were not only able to develop their own theories to explain historical 

phenomenon, but also to perform substantial work on theory improvement.  

So, what attributes of historical reasoning helped students to develop historical theories at this young 

age? Analysis indicated that the most apparent attributes of historical reasoning were contextualizing (which 

was present in 63% of student notes), and use of substantive concepts (present in 47% of student notes). 

Students repeatedly introduced familiar historical concepts into the collaborative dialogue in an explicit effort to 

advance their knowledge about these concepts and to construct meaningful historical contexts around them. For 

example, S1 writes, “Was Shakespeare in Medival Times? I think he was because he wore those goofy clothes.” 

S2 builds onto this comment in an effort to improve his classmate’s ideas: “Actually back then they were very 

stylish clothes so I wouldn't call them goofy. also I think that he wasn't in the medieval times but in fact in the 

elizabithen era.” 

Other aspects of historical reasoning, such as using historical sources, historical questions and using 

meta-concepts, were detected in 28%, 27 % and 25% of the notes respectively. Sources were most often used to 

introduce or describe new facts,!historical questions were extensively of an evaluative nature (e.g. “why back 

then they painted so much?”), and finally, meta-concepts referred mostly to historical continuity and change 

(e.g. “How were the Elizabethan times different from medieval times?”). These findings demonstrate that 

Knowledge Building pedagogy allows engagement with history in a much more exploratory manner than 

traditional texts, and encourages students to discuss historical events from different perspectives. 

Less present, but still quite high for this age is the number of notes demonstrating argumentation (18% 

in total). This attribute is among the most difficult for students to master, as it requires sophisticated use of 

historical evidence. Future pedagogical intervention would involve additional work on the evaluation and 

comparison of historical sources, which represent important processes but were lacking in students discussions. 
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Abstract: If students learn multiple inter-definable relational concepts, their resulting 
knowledge will be more stable, flexible, and likely to be applied on transfer tasks. A 
videogame has been developed to teach fractions. Based on analysis of Asian curricula in 
mathematics, the favored instructional sequence and relative emphasis on various topics have 
been incorporated into the game design. Through the game, students interact with different 
numbers and operations. Their performance on pre- and post-test are compared. 
 

Objective 
Learning mathematics involves recognizing relationships between different pieces of information including 
mathematical facts, ideas, and procedures, constructing new relationships between previously disconnected 
information or reorganizing already connected information, and finally building a network of representations 
(Brownell, 1935; Hiebert & Carpenter, 1992). To achieve this goal, most attempts to use games to teach 
mathematics have focused on practicing procedures. Some games have focused on teaching understanding of 
specific concepts (e.g., why the denominators cannot be added when adding fractions). Our approach is to use 
games to teach an inter-related set of concepts by helping students recognize relationships between different 
number systems and different operations. Our hypothesis is that if students learn a number of relational 
concepts, their resulting knowledge will be more stable, more flexible, and more likely to be applied on transfer 
tasks. Skemp (1976) distinguishes relational understanding from instrumental understanding in mathematics 
learning, and argues that relational understanding is more adaptable to new tasks and easier to remember 
because learners can remember inter-related concepts as parts of a connected whole, rather than as disconnected 
pieces of information. 

Method 
We have analyzed curricula of Asian countries that have shown high achievement levels in mathematics (Japan, 
Singapore, and South Korea), and defined what kinds of experiences enable students to acquire conceptual 
understanding of fractions. Based on our analysis, we provided game designers with the instructional sequence 
and relative emphasis on various topics related to operations with fractions.  

Instructional game design and content goals 
A videogame has been developed to teach fractions intending to be played by students who already have some 
prior experience with fractions (i.e., not a substitute for an introductory course). In this project, three major 
connections have been emphasized and incorporated into the game design process. First, students should be able 
to see relationships between concrete representations they manipulate and conceptual representation to be 
taught. Many teachers use concrete examples (e.g., visual diagrams, physical manipulatives) to help students 
understand abstract mathematical concepts and symbolic notations. Use of concrete materials, however, does 
not guarantee their effectiveness. Concrete materials seem to be useful in teaching only if learners recognize 
“the correspondence between the structure of the materials and the structure of the concept” (Boulton-Lewis, 
1992, p. 10). Also, for an analogy between a concrete representation and a conceptual representation to be 
effective, the relations found in one representation should be clearly mapped to the relations present in the other 
representation (English & Halford, 1995). To achieve this goal, two distinct workspaces have been developed to 
teach fractions in the game: a realistic problem space which includes a concrete visual representation, and a 
symbolic number representation space. Players are allowed to manipulate simple visual forms of quantities 
using operator tools in the realistic problem space to test their hypotheses. 
 A potential issue with physical representations of quantities is that students may attend to superficial 
features of the representation rather than to the concept embodied by the representation. To address this issue, 
we have incorporated a design element into the game in which the intermediate visual representation fades out 
as players encounter “night-time” gameplay.  Players learn early on in the game that night-time looms, and thus 
they must pay attention to the quantities being represented as well as to the visual representations of the 
quantities. Also, in a later phase of the game, the aid from the visual representation space fades out altogether so 
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that students must work directly on the symbolic number representation. By having each manipulation tool in 
the visual representation space clearly correspond to one of the mathematical operations, students should be able 
to map unambiguously between different representations.  

Second, students should be able to see relationships between different operations. Students should 
understand the way in which different operations are related, and how each operation works to change a quantity 
from one state to another. For example, students should understand that multiplication and division have an 
inverse relation to one another. Students will use the inverse relationship in two ways. One way is to reverse or 
undo an action and the other way is to use division to find an unknown scalar operator. By ensuring that 
students are exposed to problems that have the same structure but a different goal, inverse relations can be 
understood.  

Third, students should be able to see relationships between different number systems. In most U.S. 
classrooms, operations with different types of numbers are taught separately. For example, after mastering 
operations with whole numbers, students move on to operations with decimal numbers or fractions. However, 
connections between different types of numbers, and subsequently operations with these different types, are not 
emphasized. When these number systems and operations with them are taught as distinct concepts, students may 
construct separate mental models for each of different number systems. This hypothesis is supported by the 
finding that students often treat the same word problems differently depending on the type of the numbers 
(Sowder, 1995). To prevent students from developing separate mental models, in this game, a common visual 
representation is used across different types of numbers. The main concepts common across different number 
systems include units, decomposing and recomposing numbers, and different operations and their inverse 
relations. For example, any number can be understood as a collection of units: whole numbers as a collection of 
1’s, fractions as a collection of 1/n’s, and decimals as a collection of 0.1’s. Besides emphasizing common 
mental models across different types of numbers, problem situations with different number systems were inter-
mixed in the game sequence. Rather than mastering one number system with all kinds of operations and moving 
on to another number system, students have to operate with several different types of numbers together from a 
very early phase of the game.  

In each level of the game, players are challenged to solve a problem involving lengths. This challenge 
makes students reflect on their own knowledge and strategies, and focuses their effort on construction of rich 
relationships among different representations and mathematical concepts. Students are not encouraged to simply 
memorize demonstrated rules or principles.  

Results 
To test the effectiveness of the video game for teaching fractions, the game is played by a group of sixth- 
through ninth-grade students. Students’ performances on a pre-test and on a post-test of fraction operations are 
compared. Players are tested in terms of both conceptual understanding and procedural fluency with materials 
learned directly from the videogame, and with transfer tasks. Additional data are collected during game play, 
allowing evaluation of students’ mistakes and their hypothesis testing throughout game play. The findings will 
be discussed in terms of advantages of teaching inter-related concepts, and the possibility of constructing a 
videogame-playing experience that results in increased relational understanding of mathematics.   
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A bstr act: This poster explores the ways in which students participating in a scientific 

modeling curriculum engaged with a specific scaffold, !"#$ %&'(#)-Evidence Link* (MEL) 

diagram, designed to reduce cognitive load and facilitate modeling literacy. Completed MEL 

diagrams, along with the small-group argumentation sessions they supported, represent rich 

sources of data '+$,!-(#+!,*$norms for model-evidence coordination, both before and after the 
,./00')(*,$ 1+!2'(-.!1'+. We consider various approaches to coding these data and present 

preliminary results.      

Objectives & Theoretical Framework 
This poster presents ongoing results from the PRACCIS (Promoting Reasoning And Conceptual Change in 

Science) project, a microgenetic investigation of the effectiveness of classroom argumentation around scientific 

modeling for promoting learning and reasoning in middle school life-science classes. PRACCIS has explored 

ways in which the challenges of developing sophisticated model-based inquiry might be met in instruction. The 
effectiveness of scaffolds in promoting authentic, reflective inquiry suggests that they might be the kind of 

instructional tool for engendering model-evidence fluency among science students (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007). 

Previous research by the project team has identified the central evaluative modeling and argumentation 

criteria used by students engaged in the PRACCIS research project has and tracked changing patterns of criteria 

use over the course of the school year (Pluta et al., 2009). Here we investigate the ways in a specific modeling 

scaffold served to facilitate and constrain the reasoning and argumentation practices of students.  

A goal of the analyses presented in this brief 3/3#2$1,$ !'$.21!1./))4$/,,#,,$,!-(#+!,*$-,#$'0$/$ ,./00')($

used prominently in the PRACCIS curriculum5the model-evidence link (MEL) diagram (see Figure 1). This 

scaffold is a graphical representational and reasoning tool designed to facilitate the coordination of multiple 

pieces of evidence in the evaluation of one or more models. When using the MEL diagram, students use 

different kinds of arrows to denote different kinds of relationships between evidence and models: supports; 
strongly supports; is irrelevant to; or contradicts a model. The scaffold encourages students to present reasons 

for particular model-evidence relations and to consider how model-evidence relationships can vary not only in 

direction (support versus contradict) but also in strength (e.g., strongly support versus support). The scaffold 

allows students to consider multiple models against multiple pieces of evidence, each of varying relative 

strength. Accomplishing this kind of reasoning presents multiple difficulties for students unaccustomed to 

modeling practices, not least due to the cognitive load involved.  

Methods and Data Sources 
Data are drawn from a yearlong microgenetic study of 16 classes taught by 7 teachers, including a full school 

year of class video and small-group audio recordings. Our analyses focused on the use of the scaffold in written 

pretest and posttest assessments in the classes of four teachers. Additional data are drawn from written work and 

from class and group discourse sampled (a) several weeks before, (b) during and (c) several weeks after the 

introduction of the MEL diagrams.  

The data analyzed in this paper come from two separate inquiry investigations in which MEL diagrams 

were embedded, allowing for counterbalanced assessment of students reasoning. For reasons of space we shall 

briefly describe one of these5a problem in which students used evidence to determine which of two 

explanations of the cause of gastrointestinal ulcers should be preferred. Students considered two models: (a) a 

stress model, on which increased tension leads to overproduction of stomach acid which damages the stomach 

lining; and (b) a bacteria model, in which bacterial infection results in damage to the stomach lining. After 
deciding which model they initially considered better, students were presented with three pieces of evidence: (1) 

the pain produced by the action of stomach acid on wounds in the stomach lining; (2) associations between 

stressful jobs and ulcers; and (3) the effectiveness of antibiotics (which kill bacteria) on alleviating ulcers. 

Students then completed a MEL diagram that presented the models and evidence in a perspicuous form, and 

students justified their choice of links they considered to be the most important for comparative model 

evaluation.       

Completed scaffolds 32'61(#$/$.'+.1,#7$8-,!101#($,-99/24$'0$/$,!-(#+!*,$2#/,'+1+:. In our analyses, we 

.'(#($,!-(#+!,*$.'93)#!#($(1/:2/9,$to capture the particular pattern of weighted links for each student, as well 

as the argumentation strategies revealed in their justifications. ;!-(#+!,*$3/!!#2+,$'0$)1+< judgments were initially 

assessed against those generated by domain experts solving the same problems.  
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Results and Significance 
;!-(#+!,*$8ustifications were coded in several ways. First, according to their degree of elaboration, specifically 

in terms of the nature of the link between the model and evidence they coordinated. Highly elaborated 
justifications, e.g. => because ulcers are commonly found in dangerous jobs, like firefighter, or coal miners> 

jobs [that] can be hard on the body causing stress that lead to excessive body acid which causes ulcers? typically 

introduced a new element or perspective which served to fit some feature(s) of the evidence with the model. 

Low elaboration answers merely asserted the presence of a substantive link, without taking steps to integrate 

them in unifying explanation, or simply restated the characteristics of the model and/or evidence. This coding 

scheme provides a useful way of delineating high and low quality of reasoning in student responses, as high 

levels of creative elaboration is needed to bring apparently disparate models and evidence together in successful 

explanation. Creativity and narrative fluency appeared to play an important role 1+$,!-(#+!,*$2#/,'+1+:@ 

Additional coding categories included various classes of factual and inferential error, including 

responses in which the relevance of evidence for a model was missed (e.g., many students judged the antibiotic 
evidence as irrelevant to the bacterial model, as it only dealt with the healing of ulcers and not explicitly with 

their causation). Students appear to need to learn strategies that can help them recognize the relevance of such 

evidence.  

&'2#$,'3"1,!1./!#($,!2/!#:1#,$,-."$/,$%#A.)-,1'+*$B#@:@$=!"#$#61(#+.#$,-33'2!,$!"#$,!2#,,$9'(#)7$C#./-,# 

1!$.'+!2/(1.!,$ !"#$C/.!#21/$9'(#)?D$E#2#$/),'$('.-9#+!#(7$/,$E/,$ %9#!/-9'(#)1+:*$ 0/.1)1!47$ 1+$E"1."$(100#2#+!$

criteria for good and bad models were expressed in their justifications. Less sophisticated strategies were also 

evident7$ 1+.)-(1+:$ %+'+-8-,!101./!'24*$ 2#,3'+,#,7$ 1+$E"1."$9'(#)-evidence judgments were defended in ways 

that failed !'$32'61(#$:#+-1+#$2#/,'+,$B#@:@$=>C#./-,#$!"/!$1,$E"/!$F$!"1+<?D@$  

 The MEL diagrams provided students with an intuitive and simplifying means of representing complex 

sets of model-evidence relations, and they supported collaborative argumentation about issues such as the 

strength of evidence. However, the impact of the diagrams varied somewhat between teachers. Gains in the 
G-/)1!4$ '0$ ,!-(#+!,*$ 8-,!101./!1'+,$ E#2#$ 91A#(. Differences were noted in the frequency of non-justificatory 

responses between two groups of teachers demonstrating quite different styles of classroom inquiry and 

argumentation management. The students in classes taught by the teachers who were considered to most 

effectively balance teacher-scaffolded instruction and feedback with student-led inquiry and discussion 

exhibited a decrease in the non-justificatory responses (that is, responses that failed to provide substantive 

reasons for claims). However, the students of teachers who provided less clear scaffolding or dominating the 

inquiry discourse in their classrooms increased slightly in their tendency to give non-justificatory responses. It 

appears that in the context of this learning scaffold, the instructional styles of teachers may substantively impact 

,!-(#+!,*$8-,!101./!'24$32/.!1.#,.  

 

Figure 1.  A completed Model-Evidence Link Diagram. 
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Rhythm Games and Learning 
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Abstract: This paper extends studies of music cognition to the genre of video games known as 
“rhythm games” – a popular, understudied video game genre. In this study, eight Guitar Hero II 
songs were analyzed and six participants were asked to perform a listening and tapping task. 
Results suggest that players do not exhibit knowledge of underlying metrical structure.  
 

Introduction 
Contemporary research on video games and education argues that the social, authentic and engaging activities that 
games encourage provide players with learning environments that outstrip traditional schooling (e.g. Gee, 2004). 
While this perspective has produced compelling evidence in support of the theory that games encourage exemplary 
educational activities, difficult questions have begun to arise from pragmatic issues of implementation and from 
structural issues of formal educational settings (Van Eck, 2006), not to mention the inherent (and non-trivial) issue 
of figuring out how one goes about designing an educational game that engages a player and promotes learning 
specific content (Gaydos & Squire, in press). Specifically, new methods still need to be explored to investigate and 
interpret the complex player behaviors and measurable changes that result from play.  

The purpose of this investigation was to specifically investigate the nature of meter learning in the popular 
music game Guitar Hero 2. It re-appropriates methods used in the study of music cognition to the genre of rhythm 
video games – a genre of video games that has only in the past ten years or so, achieved market prominence and 
widespread popularity.  

This paper presents preliminary results of a study that examined the rhythm game Guitar Hero for the way 
that it conveys meter, and explored whether Guitar Hero players were leveraging musical resources similar to those 
of trained musicians. Discussion of the potential for the design of rhythmic interactive environments and 
performance-based assessment is provided.   
 

Guitar Hero, Meter, and Music Cognition 
Recently, rhythm/music games have exploded in popularity. For example, the Guitar Hero franchise, for 

example, has become the third franchise ever to break the billion-dollar mark (Carless, 2009). Despite this success, 
rhythm games have received relatively little attention from researchers.  In a recent study by Miller (2009), a survey 
and interviews suggests that Guitar Hero is like lip-syncing, in that it is a hybrid of traditional music and 
performance. Miller describes the satisfaction that results from Guitar Hero as arising from the players re-
assembling of the recorded music that the game designers took apart. Miller argues that, rather than evaluating 
Guitar Hero as a bastardized form of music performance, a tension often found within game communities, the game 
should be considered for its own merits and for the experiences it provides players. Nevertheless, investigating the 
nature (musical or not) of Guitar Hero play is interesting from the perspective of music cognition, where a robust 
corpus of research has been developed to explain musical mechanisms such as timing, tone, and rhythm.  

According to Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s Generative theory of tonal music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1996) 
meter is comprised of beats, or zero-duration points in time, and is structured hierarchically, with lower equivalence 
classes comprising higher equivalence classes. The beat is said to be strong where coordination is high amongst 
these classes and weak where coordination is low amongst these classes. Meter is thus defined as the hierarchically 
organized structure of beats. Within Guitar Hero, players are forced to synchronize their actions in time with 
musical, structured stimuli.  

Over the course of game play, players may be learning the structure, or meter, of the stimuli, and that this 
learning might result in behavioral differences between expert guitar hero players and guitar hero novices.  
 

Methods 
This study is comprised of two components, an analysis of Guitar Hero II (GHII) songs and an experiment on 
players. One song from each of the eight song sets within the game Guitar Hero II was randomly selected and, 
similar to Palmer & Krumhansl (1990), the frequency of notes with respect to their location in the “measure” were 
recorded for the first twenty measures of each song on all four difficulties (easy, medium, hard, and expert), starting 
with the first measure that contained notes.  
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In the experimental portion of the study, three expert GHII players (age 21 – 37, all male) and three non-
GHII players (age 25 – 33, 1 male) who did not regularly play music were recruited from the local university 
community. GHII expertise was verified at the end of each study session by asking participants to play a song on 
progressively harder difficulties. All GHII experts could complete at least two songs on the hardest difficulty level. 
No non-GHII players could complete a song on either the hard or expert level. Participants performed a listening 
task in which they provided goodness of fit ratings on a 7-point likert scale for the timing of tones within a 4/4 
meter. Participants also performed a tapping task in which they synchronized taps in time with a metronome, which 
sounded at inter-stimuli-intervals (ISIs) of 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms. They continued tapping once the metronome 
was removed. Results for the tapping task were analyzed in light of the Wing Kristofferson model (1973), which 
posits that for ISIs greater than 250 ms, time-keeper variance can be thought of as originating from a stochastic wait 
process in which an internal time keeper and motor control processes account for tap variances.  
 

Results  
The GHII song analysis suggests that increasingly metrical as difficulty increased from easy to expert.  Results from 
the listening task were unclear. A 4 (ISI Times) x 2 (Synchronization/Continuation) x 2 (Level) ANOVA was 
conducted on the inter-response intervals and a significant 3-way interaction effect (F = 3.32, p = .019) was found 
for Player Level*Times*Synchronization/Continuation, results that align with previous findings in the literature. A 
significant effect for player level was found at the shortest inter-stimulus interval (F = 10.087, p < .01).  
 

Discussion and Conclusion 
Though rhythm games may appeal specifically to the already musically inclined as Miller’s (2009) survey suggests, 
it is interesting to note that, even in spite of GHII’s distinctly non-traditional musical form, this study does not 
support the theory that players are improving their sensitivity to meter, rather suggests expertise entails improved 
performance at the fastest levels of perception and action. It is important to consider that the primary purpose of the 
game is entertainment and the primary goal of the company is revenue; the game is not designed for music 
education. In some ways, these results are unsurprising considering the difficulty in associating language learning 
with merely exposure frequency. The results suggest that frequent structured actions may not be sufficient for 
adopting specific mental representations.  
 The line demarcating where perception stops and cognition begins is not easily determined and theories that 
highlight the active nature of “seeing” (e.g. Noe, 2005) suggest a connection between perception, action and 
thought. Reconsidering the role of perception may be important for theories that emphasize the meaningful 
experiences that games can provide for education (e.g. Squire, 2005) as experiences that change how we see the 
world may lay the groundwork for future learning (diSessa, 2000).  
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Abstract: Using a systems-based approach to creativity and situated approach to learning, this 

study is a pilot exploration into how creative ideas emerge within a community and are spread 

amongst its members. This study takes place within the Multi-User Virtual Environment, Quest 

Atlantis, and uses chat data, screenshots, and offline conversation to explore creativity and 

collaborative learning in the context of virtual 3D architectural building.  

 

21
st
 century Internet culture has produced a growing number of public forums in the digital realm geared 

toward the sharing of creative ideas. Blogs, wikis and chatrooms are all spaces where millions of dispersed 

members create community around new or shared ideas from within simulated environments. A more 

elaborate form of social interaction in online spaces is the Multi-User Virtual Environment (MUVE), where 

players contribute to virtual communities by putting forth original ideas, actions or physical objects that, in 

turn, shape the aesthetic/philosophical landscape of the community. If other community members engage 

and value these contributions, the contributions then become recognized as meaningful expressions of 

creativity. A creative idea, object, or action is thus in part a socially-determined process, consistent with 

Csikszentmihalyi’s (1996) systems model of creativity. In this model, a system is composed of individuals, 

knowledge domains, and the related social contexts that form a field. An individual builds on culturally 

valued meanings, practices and designs to produce new variations of the domain, which, if deemed 

valuable by the community (field) become part of what constitutes the evolving domain. This field 

component implies that colleagues and domain norms are essential to the realization of individual creativity 

(Schneiderman, 2000). Such a view removes the aura of mystery around creativity and, instead, emphasizes 

the importance of sustained discussion with peers and the need for appreciation of the constraints that one 

is augmenting or violating while producing a creative contribution.  

 Central to this model is the relation of creativity to a system, with the idea that how one’s social 

group takes up the work ultimately defines its value as a creative act. Our study takes place within the 

MUVE, Quest Atlantis (QA), an educational virtual world that engages players with educational content 

while supporting dynamic interaction between a live community of players (Barab, Thomas, Dodge, 

Carteaux, & Tuzun, 2005). The reflexive relationship between users and the environment makes this an 

ideal setting to study how creative ideas emerge within a community and are spread amongst its members. 

For these purposes, we created an architectural world within QA based on Ayn Rand’s novel, The 

Fountainhead, to explore how communities take up the themes of creativity and constraint within their 3D 

virtual building. Our questions for this study are: Using a systems-based approach to creativity, what ideas 

are seen as creative and taken up by the field? Further, how do learners collaboratively engage in the 

learning process to enable the spread of such ideas?   

  

Methods  
Quest Atlantis is a 3D MUVE that immerses players in educational tasks, combining commercial gaming 

elements and educational lessons. Players engage in socially and academically meaningful activities, being 

part of stories, interacting, and developing social and academic skills. 124 elementary- and middle-school 

students from several countries around the world participated in this study, engaging in the architecture 

mission in schools, afterschool centers or at home. Our architecture mission, following the themes of the 

Rand novel, has players join an architecture firm where they must chose whether to align with 

individualistic head Architect, Howard Roark, which guarantees members complete freedom over their 3D 

building in the virtual world, or align with the more capitalistic architect, Peter Keating, which guarantees 

the member lots of city contracts but under the condition that they adhere to strict building restrictions. 

Regardless of their choice, players have the opportunity to rent real estate and practice their creative ideas.  

 Data was collected from multiple sources throughout the architecture trajectory, including submitted 

review reports throughout the gaming missions, screenshots from Questers’ buildings, chat and messages, 

as well as online interviews from the researchers’ online interactions with several players. We extracted 
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Questers’ architectural review reports, the chat logs in all the relevant worlds, as well as the chat logs for 

specific Questers whose creations were of special interest. Using a qualitative approach to data analysis, we 

used a top-down approach to coding derived from our theoretical frame to code and analyze chat data, log 

files, artifacts and player responses. Coded events were then further analyzed to better understand how 

players learn about such “spreadable” ideas and collaborate with one another to learn about how to build 

their own architectural structures.  

  

Findings  
Using a systems-based approach to creativity, we identified architectural ideas that were seen as creative by 

the larger field of Questers. In other words, creative ideas were those that new builders wanted to 

appropriate and the field of participant observers (those without a building license spent time discussing 

and highly valued for one reason or another). After the thematic analysis of our categories, we have focused 

on the following “creative” ideas within the community: fire textures, mushroom shaped houses, glass, 

bright colors/aesthetics, and animated objects. Further analyses of each of these ideas are presented below 

as well as insights are shared about how a community learns to adopt creative innovations through shared 

collaborative learning. Further analysis of how Questers learned to take up these ideas is presented in our 

poster. One of the creative ideas is presented below in further detail.  
 

Playing with Fire  
A number of Questers found changing the specific texture of objects challenging but a key space for 

creativity in their buildings. At the start of August 2008, several buildings began to have fire textures on 

their walls and on some of the objects. Questers seemed to like the particular texture because of its 

animated fire image. They also seemed to associate it with the feelings they had viewing the buildings and 

some Questers also link the fire texture to their real life experiences. Jath554mse observed a house and 

reported: “It makes me feel cool and very warm inside. It is this way because of its fiery color and the way 

the color moves…. I like what it looks like on the inside when you are in it because it looks like you are in a 

fire.” However, learning to change the textures was difficult. As a result, several of the Questers built 

tutorials for others to follow and a flurry of chat activity (both an and offline) resulted around this activity. 

Chat records, screenshots, and interviews were further analyzed to better understand how creative ideas 

evolved over time within the community and how knowledge of these practices were spread within the 

community.  

 

Discussion  
Implications for creativity and collaborative learning are discussed. While the use of video games as an 

educational medium continues to entail issues of deep concern, we are seeing more and more games that 

are gender-neutral, have pro-social narratives at their core, and that support collaborative inquiry and deep 

learning. Moreover, the utility or even indispensability of creativity in meeting this need is evident but even 

less well understood, and this poster brings together two domains to harness and foster children’s 

creativity: Spreadable ideas and collaborative learning. Indeed, the social dimension involves not simply 

the presentation of the building artifacts, but the critical reception and discussion around the work, 

contributing to the legitimacy and caliber of the work and, in turn, to the community and their engagement 

in practices relating to computer programming and interactive narrative composition.  
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Abstract: This paper introduces Online Communities of Creators, the subset of social networking 

sites in which the focus is sharing, developing and understanding personal creations. It proposes 

that two kinds of influence are important in these communities: social influence and project 

influence. Using multiple linear regressions the factors that predict each type of influence were 

identified for one Online Community of Creators called the Scratch Community web site.  

Introduction 
As more of our time is spent online, more opportunities for learning and creating are available in virtual spaces. The 

sites that offer the richest communities engage participants in a range of ways. These sites may support establishing 

an online identity, making small talk that leads to common ground, developing a dialogue about personal creations, 

and presenting, trying-out and critiquing projects.  

In this paper I define a subset of SNS called Online Communities of Creators (OCOCs). OCOCs are the online 

communities in which the core activity is sharing personal creations. In these communities, a network of people is 

brought together by the projects they create and share. These sites provide features that emphasize: 

• the sharing their own original creations (such as photographs, music, writing, or computer programs); 

• the discussion of one another’s work; 

• the association of particular contributions with the people who make them. 

When members post projects, they reveal themselves and create a public self for others to reflect upon. Thus, 

they are conscious of what they share, the attention it might garner, and how they hope others will react. To be 

accepted by their community, they develop relevant skills and perspectives that stimulate the community. Through 

their public persona and supported by their creations, they build online relationships with other members.  

Online communities of creators must find a balance between supporting the social system and project 

sharing. If the design and use of the community focuses too much on the social system and not enough on projects, it 

risks losing its core mission. If the community focuses upon the projects without allowing for personal recognition 

and social interaction, it can seem a dry, undesirable place. In a community in which people are making different 

kinds of contributions, understanding the factors that bring these contributions recognition is also important.  

One way to approach understanding influence in OCOCs is to examine their most important features, 

specifically, the social system and the original creations. I propose that in OCOC two kinds of influence are key 

(Sylvan, 2007). The first, social influence, is how much a member is a social bridge between otherwise unconnected 

members. Social influence can be measured by betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality is defined as how 

much a particular member is part of the shortest path between two other members in a given community (Brandes, 

2001). The second, project influence, is a measure of the degree to which the community recognizes members’ 

work. Members who exhibit this trait are influential because of the work they create. Project influence can be 

defined as how much a particular member’s work is cited by other members.  

The Current Investigation 
This paper investigates an Online Community of Creators called the Scratch Online Community (Monroy-

Hernandez & Resnick, 2008). Scratch is a visual programming environment that lets users create their own 

animations, games, and interactive art (Maloney et al, 2008). To program in Scratch, users run the software locally 

on their machines. Once their project is ready, they can upload it to the Scratch Online Community. 

This data was gathered from February to June 2007. During this time Scratch had over 16,000 users who 

created over 10,000 projects. Members’ mean age was 25.61 and fifty-two percent report they were 21 or younger. 

Twenty-nine percent of users described themselves as female. Forty-six percent of were from the United States. (For 

greater description of methods and sample, see Sylvan, 2010). 

Results 

Social Influence 
In the Scratch Online Community members can request to be listed as each other’s friends on their profile pages. In 

the current multiple linear regression social influence was measured by members’ betweenness centrality in this 
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friendship network. This means that people who commonly are the shortest path between other members in the 

network would have higher social influence than those who rarely acted as bridges. 

Betweenness centrality values in the friendship network were regressed on four factors: number of 

comments made, number of galleries the user participated in, number of “love-its” received, and number of tags 

added to people’s projects. These four predictors accounted for over one-third of the variance in the betweenness 

values (R
2
 = .37), which was highly significant, F(5050) = 755.01, p<.0001. All of the relationships were positive 

ones, except for tagging, which was a negative relationship. All measures demonstrated significant effects on the 

betweenness centrality of the friendship network. Two factors had the most sizable impacts participating in galleries 

(T=26.65) and writing comments (T=29.42) while the other effects were smaller. 

Project Influence 
In the Scratch Online Community people can run other people’s projects in the browser, but to see how they are 

built, they must download the source code. When someone downloads another person’s work in this community, 

they are likely to be interested in the inner workings of the project. As a result, the number of times someone’s work 

is downloaded is used to measure of project influence in this community. 

Project download counts were regressed on eight factors: number of friends, number of comments, number 

of times a user’s project was featured, days since first project, days since last project, number of projects, date the 

user joined, and date of last login. These eight predictors accounted for a little more than half of the variance in the 

project influence values (R
2
 = .53), which was significant, F(2781) = 392.73, p<.0001. All measures demonstrated 

significant effects on project download counts. By far the biggest predictor of having one’s project downloaded was 

being featured by administrators (T=38.30).  

Discussion 
When the variables that were predictive of project influence were added to the social influence regression, none, 

except number of comments, was found to predict social influence. Additionally when the variables that were 

predictive of social influence were added to the project influence regression, none, except number of comments, was 

found to be predictive. This evidence suggests that these two types of influence may be distinct constructs. On the 

site comments are used for both social and project-related reasons. Future work will discriminate between different 

kinds of comments. 

Conclusions 

This paper introduces Online Communities of Creators, the subset of social networking sites in which the focus is 

sharing, developing and understanding personal creations. It proposes that two kinds of influence are important in 

these communities: social influence and project influence.  In the Scratch Community web site social influence was 

predicted in a multiple linear regression by number of comments made, number of galleries the user participated in, 

number of “love-its” received, and number of tags added to people’s projects. Project influence was predicted in a 

multiple linear regression by number of friends, number of comments, number of times a user’s project was 

featured, days since first project, days since last project, number of projects, date the user joined, and date of last 

login. Other than number of comments, the factors that predicted these two kinds of influence were distinct from one 

another. Thus, in this community, these two concepts seem to be distinct constructs. The current work provides 

concepts and measures that, with further study, may be applicable, and valuable, to understanding and designing 

other communities. 
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Abstract: This poster presents a design-based research study aimed at exploring the use of 

commercial mobile devices to support guided, yet open-ended and emergent explorations of place. 

As part of our study we explore the potential of a design studio model to support students’ ability 

to investigate, analyze and report on contested issues and places in and around their school and 

guide their design of place-based Augmented Reality simulations and games.  

 

Introduction 
Mobile devices allow for new forms of learning that challenge the traditional culture of schools. While some schools 

have chosen to focus on the potentially negative consequences of these devices, others have begun to more seriously 

consider the growing disconnect between school policies and practices and the way that learning takes place outside 

of school (Squire, 2009; Norris & Soloway, 2009). The study presented here seeks to address this disconnect by 

exploring the potential of commercial mobile devices (particularly iPhones and similar smart phones) and “off-the-

shelf” software to support guided, yet open-ended investigations of place. As such, it builds on previous research 

highlighting the potential of mobile media to support inquiry-based and constructivist learning environments 

(Rogers & Price, 2009; Sharples, Taylor, & Vavoula, 2005), as well as research related to critical, place-based 

learning (Gruenewald, 2003; Hull & James, 2007). 

 

Study Design and Methods 
Neighborhood Investigations and Game Design is a studio-based design curriculum piloted with two groups (N=10 

and N=12) of 11
th

 and 12
th

-grade students over a period of twenty days. Both of the implementations took place in a 

suburban high school and included a place-based inquiry workshop, where students used mobile devices to identify 

and investigate contested issues in their city and a mobile game design workshop, where students collaboratively 

designed place-based Augmented Reality games using mobile devices. We utilized a design studio model during 

both of these workshops as a way to simultaneously scaffold the students’ designs and teach them about the design 

process (Cox, Harrison & Hoadley, 2009). A normal class period (90-minute block) included the following: (1) 

Large-group check-in at the start of class. This usually occurred at the school, but on occasion took place at a 

location outside of the school (e.g., we used a local coffee shop and the city hall as meeting locations). This time 

was used for full-group presentations, critiques and discussions related to the concepts we were studying (e.g., game 

design, contested places) and as an avenue for checking in on individual and group progress; (2) Community-based 

independent and small group research and investigation. During this time students left the school building to 

conduct field work that was relevant to their design(s) (e.g., conducting interviews, taking photos, making 

observations, testing prototypes). During these field excursions, students either selected from pre-scripted design 

quests or developed their own design tasks to guide their investigation. In addition, they used mobile devices (both 

their own and ones supplied by the researchers) to receive additional quests, collaborate, gather data and share their 

progress; and (3) Large-group debrief sessions where students reported on their field and design experiences, shared 

works in progress and participated in formal critiques. During the AR game design workshop the students also used 

studio time to play several pre-designed Augmented Reality games, design and prototype “micro-AR games”, and 

collaboratively design their own Augmented Reality simulation aimed at teaching other students and staff at the 

school about a controversial issue in their local community.  

Because we were interested in exploring the curriculum and the overall learning environment as an integrated 

system we employed a design-based research methodology. As such, a major goal was to iteratively redesign the 

curriculum and intervention strategies in situ in order to ground our questions, findings and re-designs in both the 

existing theory surrounding mobile and place-based learning and the issues, challenges and questions that emerged 

from our unique context (Cobb, diSessa, Lehrer & Schauble, 2003). The data we analyzed to make (re)design 

decisions included: observations, students’ design journals, small group and individual interviews and student 

generated artifacts. Because of space constraints we chose to limit our discussion of the data/data analysis in this 

short paper, however, as part of our presentation we will share photographic evidence, excerpts from interviews and 
design journals, and student generated artifacts (e.g., design documents, media assets and final games) that both, 
exemplify the key components of the intervention, and support our findings.    
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Findings 
Our preliminary findings suggest that framing the students’ investigation around the concept of contested issues and 

places served as a conduit for developing their understanding of the multiple perspectives surrounding contentious 

issues in their community. Not surprisingly, students’ positionality shaped the way they initially perceived and 

discussed the issues, people and places they chose to study. However, each student’s understanding of the issues 

became more complex as their investigations advanced and they developed a greater capacity for empathetic 

thinking. Studying issues within their local community increased students’ engagement and challenged them to think 

more complexly about these issues, while also providing opportunities for them to perform and explore a range of 

identities (e.g., game designer, researcher, community activist). Similarly, the AR design experience also provided a 

space for students to share their own perspectives on the places where they live their daily lives. For many students 
a highlight of the design experience was seeing their voices and perspectives represented in the final AR 
design/simulation.  

The studio model, in conjunction with the use of mobile devices, helped cultivate a hybrid-learning 

environment where students fluidly moved between the classroom and the broader community in order to complete 

investigatory and design tasks. The mobile devices allowed us to maintain contact with students as they explored the 

broader community, while providing them space to semi-autonomously and flexibly manage their own research, 

social interactions, and progress. We maintained contact with the students as they worked in the community via 

mobile-to-mobile (text messaging, emails, phone calls) and face-to-face conversations. It was common practice for 

us to setup in a central location, where we were in close proximity to the students as they worked in the field. If a 

question came up or we wanted to check-in with a student or a group, we would communicate with them via cell 

phones and/or arrange a meeting place. These “in the field” meetings provided opportunities to connect with 

individuals or small groups to offer feedback or just in time instruction. Despite our emphasis on the use of mobile 

devices, a central design space (e.g., a shared work space and physical design board where students posted and 

collectively organized their work) and consistent design rituals or practices (e.g., journaling, group discussion, 

critiques) also proved critical to the studio/learning experience. The physical design space provided opportunities for 

students to share their work informally and often became the site of emergent design conversations. Similarly, the 

design journals provided an opportunity to gauge students’ conceptual understanding and general reactions to 

particular activities and/or the overall design process.  

Finally, consistent with previous research around the use of a studio model for designing and learning about 

design, our study found that: (1) Developing AR games recruited students’ digital media skills, tools, and Web-
based communities that were not ordinarily used in school to complete tasks; (2) Creating games for an authentic 
audience deepened the design experience and increased engagement; (3) The complex, distributed nature of the 
design task led to the development of particular areas of expertise (related to both content, design and technology 
use) within the groups and allowed students to select design tasks that met their interests and skill levels. Overall 
these factors provided an avenue for differentiating the learning experience, which in turn, led to increased 
engagement, more autonomous learning behaviors, and increased feelings of self-efficacy.  
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Abstract: In this paper we present our ongoing research project on UAV operator training and 

cognitive workload assessment for safe piloting to exemplify the potential for conducting 

interdisciplinary research that incorporates insights from learning sciences and cognitive 

neuroscience. The goal of the project is to devise cognitive neuromarkers to assess the 

cognitive workload experienced by UAV operators and to monitor their development of 

expertise through analysis of optical brain imaging data and flight-training videos. 

 

The past decade has seen an increasing interest towards connecting research on learning sciences and cognitive 

neuroscience around various topics of common interest such as language learning, creative problem solving, 

learning disabilities and development of expertise (de Jong et al., 2009). Although the mind, brain and education 

movement has recently gained considerable momentum, initial findings of neuroscience on learning were 

received with reservations by educational researchers and practitioners (Bruer, 1997; Varma, Schwartz & 

McCandliss, 2006). This was largely due to lack of practical applications of neuroscientific findings to the 

design of real-life learning activities and environments. Earlier neuroscientific research in learning was confined 

to highly controlled laboratory settings and relied on protocols limited in scope due to the constraints imposed 

by the instruments used for monitoring brain activity. However, this body of research has brought important 

findings with regard to the correlations between brain activation patterns and basic cognitive processes such as 

attention, memory and visual/auditory perception that are fundamental to understanding the biological basis of 

higher order cognitive processes like learning. Different neuroimaging modalities such as positron emission 

tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and electroencephalography (EEG) studies 

have consistently found correlations between specific brain activation patterns and underlying cognitive 

processes. Moreover, recent advances in brain imaging technology have led to the design of more portable 

instruments that afford new ways to study learning in real life settings. Therefore, recent developments have 

opened up new and exciting possibilities for collaboration across learning sciences and cognitive neuroscience, 

which may shed further light on our collective quest for better understanding the nature of learning. 

This paper introduces an ongoing research study where we aim to identify cognitive indices related to 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) operations by using an emerging optical brain imaging technique called 

functional near-infrared (fNIR) spectroscopy. We brought together an interdisciplinary team of researchers with 

backgrounds in cognitive neuroscience, biomedical engineering, signal processing, and learning sciences to 

study the correlation between increasingly competent performance demonstrated by novice pilots during 

simulated missions and brain activation data obtained from subjects’ prefrontal cortices that correspond to an 

area known to be associated with executive functions (e.g. judgment, decision making, planning).  

fNIR is a neuroimaging modality that enables continuous, noninvasive, and portable monitoring of 

changes in blood oxygenation and blood volume related to human brain function. fNIR technology uses specific 

wavelengths of light, introduced at the scalp, to enable the noninvasive measurement of changes in the relative 

ratios of deoxygenated hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) and oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) in the capillary beds 

during brain activity. Over the last decade, studies in the laboratory have established that fNIR spectroscopy 

provides a veridical measure of oxygenation in the brain. Our recent findings indicate that fNIR can effectively 

monitor cognitive tasks such as attention, working memory, target categorization, and problem solving 

(Izzetoglu et al., 2007). These experimental outcomes compare favorably with fMRI studies, and in particular, 

with the blood oxygenation level dependent signal. Since fNIR can be implemented in the form of a wearable 

and minimally intrusive device, it has the capacity to monitor brain activity under real life conditions and in 

everyday environments. Moreover, the fNIR system is amenable to integration with other established 

physiological and neurobehavioral measures, including EEG, eye tracking, pupil reflex, heart rate variability, 

respiration, and electrodermal activity. 

Research on human factors of UAV flight has identified several reasons underlying mishaps in UAV 

operations (Cooke et al., 2006). Firstly, UAV operators have limited situational awareness due to the 

disembodied nature of UAV flight where operators need to fly UAVs by relying on limited camera angles. 

Since commands are transmitted over satellite links, UAVs are less responsive to operator input as compared to 

manned aircraft. In addition to this, typical UAV missions take long durations of time that require transitions 
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from long periods of dull flight mode to critical moments where operators need to stay alert to engage with a 

target or to attend to a contingency. In short, physically and cognitively taxing aspects of UAV flight have 

resulted in a large number of mishaps during military and civilian use. Therefore, devising reliable indices for 

assessing cognitive load and level of expertise are of critical importance for evaluating training regiments and 

interface designs, and ultimately for improving the safety and success of UAV operations. 

We are currently in the data collection phase of our research project. Our initial pilot study includes 10 

adults who have no prior experience with UAV flight. The simulation platform is based on Microsoft’s Flight 

Simulator X with the Predator UAV add-on by Firstclass Simulations. Using a complete joystick, throttle, and 

rudder pedal controller set, this simulation environment approximates an actual MQ-1 Predator user interface 

(Figure 1). After completing a demo session, each subject completed a total of 8 two-hour long training 

missions within three weeks. During each session subjects fly variants of the same mission, where they are 

asked to successfully take off, locate a submarine in a specified geographical area, pass over it to allow 

identification photographs to be taken, navigate back to an airfield with given coordinates, fly within 500ft of 

the ground en route to the airfield over mountainous terrain, and successfully land after following a contingency 

maneuver revealed towards the end of the mission. These aspects, as well as other factors such as crosswinds, 

are added to the simulation to create realistic cognitive and physical demands, similar to those experienced by a 

real UAV pilot. The simulation environment allows us to replay each session. In addition to the flight video, we 

collect brain activation data, as well as additional parameters such as pitch, roll, yaw, altitude, longitude, 

latitude and air speed from within the simulation to aid in the assessment of performance.  

We employ both quantitative and qualitative methods to monitor the progress of each subject. Critical 

aspects of the mission that are likely to increase or decrease cognitive load (e.g. actively searching for a target, 

navigating towards a set of coordinates, etc.), are identified through video analysis and the flight data. Once 

critical moments are identified and sampled, fNIR data collected at those moments will be correlated with 

operator performance to identify cognitive markers indicating expertise development and cognitive workload.  

Our preliminary analysis has focused on the moment when two pilots reported that they have detected 

the submarine by pressing a button during 16 missions. In an effort to measure the effect of sub sighting on the 

change in oxygenation levels in the prefrontal cortex, we have compared 100-second blocks before and after the 

subjects located the submarine. For preprocessing the signals, a linear phase, finite impulse response (FIR) low 

pass filter with cut-off frequency of 0.1Hz is applied to the raw fNIR data to eliminate high frequency noise. 

Next, for oxygenation calculations, modified Beer Lambert Law is applied to the filtered data to calculate oxy-

hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin concentration changes for 16 measurement locations (voxels). The averages 

of total hemoglobin concentration changes were calculated for pre- and post- blocks, and then normalized by 

calculating z-scores for each pair independently. Repeated measures analyses of variance, with the Geiser-

Greenhouse correction, indicated that the decrease in oxygenation only at voxel 2 is significant in both subjects  

F(1,28)=794.73, p<0.023. This result is in-line with our previous findings (Izzetoglu et al., 2007) and can be 

interpreted as a sign of relief where cognitive resources corresponding to voxel 2 become less active once the 

search task is complete. Therefore, voxel 2 seems to be highly associated with the search process. 

      
Figure 1: The Experimental Setup for the UAV study and the location of voxel 2 
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Abstract: This study examines the ways in which middle school students (N=39) approach 

problems which require scientific reasoning about seasonal change and how this relates to 

their overall improvement across the domain.  Students!"limited use of observable evidence in 

reasoning about observational astronomy concepts indicates the need for further instruction on 

scientific reasoning in this domain.  

Introduction 
Recent research syntheses, such as Taking Science to School (NRC, 2007), promote the importance of both 

#$%&'()*$%+$," )-&" .-*//&$,&(" +$" .-*$,+$," .-+/%'&$!(" .0$.&1)#*/" 2'*3&40'5(" 6#)" */(0" +$" )-&" +310')*$.&" 02"

providing opportunities to further develop their abilities in scientific reasoning.  Given )-*)"7(.+&$)+2+."'&*(0$+$,"

+(" +$)+3*)&/8" +$)&')4+$&%" 4+)-" .0$.&1)#*/" 5$04/&%,&9" 02" $*)#'*/" 1-&$03&$*" +31/8" )-*)" '&(&*'.-" 3#()" 6&"

designed to investigate this interplay within different disciplines (NRC, 2007, p. 129).  This article examines 

()#%&$)(!" #(&" 02" &:+%&$.&" +$" &;1/*$*)+0$(" about the reasons for the seasons to assess how their growth in 

conceptual knowledge influences their reasoning strategies. 

Theoretical Framework 
We locate this study of children learning about the seasons in a learning progression framework.  Learning 

progressions (LP) are hypothetical descriptions of how students understanding of big ideas in science become 

more sophisticated through targeted instruction across time (e.g. NRC, 2007).  Big ideas hold broad explanatory 

power in the domain, make connections across isolated concepts, and are developed over time as learners 

understanding them in increasingly sophisticated ways (e.g. NRC, 2007).  One of the central concepts of 

astronomy experienced by humans is the changing of the seasons; yet extensive research has shown the 

prevalence of alternative ideas about this conceptual area (e.g. Sharp, 1996) and the resistance learners have 

towards developing full understanding (e.g. Schneps & Sadler, 1988).  The seasons, in itself is not a big idea but 

rather a manifestation of the more generalized concept of celestial motion that unifies this with other related 

concepts in astronomy (Plummer & Krajcik, 2010).  We do not present a full learning progression, across 

multiple grade-bands in this study; rather we focus on aspect of the progression in more detail and the ways in 

which these connect to earlier conceptual development on the progression (Plummer & Slagle, 2009).  Songer et 

al. (2009) have laid out the argument for integrating content and inquiry reasoning into learning progressions, 

rather than focusing on content alone.  Their learning progression is developed around dual strands: the big 

ideas of biodiversity and evidence-based explanations.  The results of this preliminary research on children 

reasoning about the seasons will allow us to take a critical first step towards developing an integrated learning 

progression hypothesis and plan for further instruction to test our theories in celestial motion.  We are guided by 

following questions: 1. Do students provide explanations that make connections to evidence when reasoning 

about celestial motion and the season? 2<""=04"%0&("+$.'&*(&%"#$%&'()*$%+$,"02")-&".0$)&$)"+31*.)"()#%&$)(!"#(&"

of observable evidence when reasoning about the seasons?   

Research Design 
Participants were students in five of Lori Agan!(">)-",'*%&"(.+&$.&"./*((&( (N=39).  The 10-day curriculum was 

based on published curricula and teacher-created materials.  The pre/post assessment consisted of six multiple-

choice questions and seven open-responses questions.  The open response questions were assigned codes for 

scoring.  Inter-rater reliability for the pre and post open response questions for 15 students (38% of the set) was 

94% (by scores) and 89% (by individual codes).   Student responses to both the multiple-choice items and the 

open-ended prompts were aligned to levels on a 4-level scoring guide to examine change in understanding.   

Results 
The results of a paired samples t-test indicates that there was significant improvement from the pretest to the 

posttest (t= -7.458; p<0.001).  However, only eight students (21%; compared to 1 student prior to instruction) 

were able to provide scientifically accurate responses (which did not also include alternative ideas) on at least 6 

out of 7 seasons-concept questions.  We present three cases in our anal8(+(" 02" ()#%&$)(!" '&*(0$+$,"about the 

seasons, from different levels of the learning progression.  First, we analyzed student reasoning on a lower level 

of the learning progression?" #(&" 02" )-&" &*')-!(" '0)*)+0$.  Students were given an image showing the sun!("
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location and a pole casting its shadow in the morning; they were asked to draw the location of a shadow cast by 

a pole in the afternoon and then to explain this apparent motion.  @*6/&"A"(-04(")-&".-*$,&"+$"#(&"02")-&"&*')-!("

rotation and our examinatio$"02"()#%&$)(!"'&*(0$+$,<""After instruction, students were significantly less likely to 

make a clear connection between observation and explanation (students did not provide evidence or gave a 

reason that did not logically correspond to the evidence they presented).   Second, Table 1 shows the results of 

Scenario A (temperature changes with latitude in water along Atlantic Coast) and Scenario B (temperature 

changes in water between summer and winter at a set location), where students were specifically prompted to 

reason with what they know about light from the sun.  This type of reasoning is an important step in the 

progression towards scientific sophistication on the seasons (Plummer & Agan, 2010).  Note that this analysis is 

not looking at scientifically accurate uses of light and explanations but rather how they attempt to reason in 

these situations (change in number of accurate responses is also reported in Table 1).  Significant change was 

only found for understanding in Scenario A and increased use of explanation for Scenario B.  

 

Table 1: Three cases of students connecting explanations with evidence in the seasons (N=39) 

 

 Pre Post 

B*')-!("'0)*)+0$ - Accurate use to explain observations 

B*')-!("'0)*)+0$"- Explanation logically corresponds to evidence*** 

14 (36%) 

39 (100%) 

22 (56%) 

27 (69%) 

Scenario A C Use of light 

Scenario A C Explanation for change in light 

Scenario A C Scientific response to question* 

19 (49%) 

12 (31%) 

3 (8%) 

21 (54%) 

16 (41%) 

11 (28%) 

Scenario B - Use of light 

Scenario B - Explanation for change in light* 

Scenario B - Scientific response to question 

13 (33%) 

3 (8%) 

9
 
(23%) 

19 (49%) 

11 (28%) 

13
 
(33%) 

D
2
 test - p<0.05: *; p<0.001: *** 

Discussion and Implications 
Learning to explain the seasons involves the ability to explain observable evidence relating to patterns of change 

in sunlight with rotational and orbital motion of the earth on its tilted axis.  Student responses indicate that 

additional guidance in using observational evidence will be necessary to advance their ability to reason 

scientifically about the seasons.  First, s)#%&$)(!" *))&31)(" )0" '&*(0$" *60#)" )-&" &*')-!(" '0)*)+0$" (#,,&()(" )-*)"

because many students did not have a strong understanding of this concept initially, instruction on the tilt model 

3*8"-*:&"7%+()'*.)&%9"()#%&$)("2'03"*11/8+$,"appropriate reasoning strategies.  S)#%&$)(!"%+22+.#/)8"+$")-+("/04&'"

level of sophistication on the learning progression may have inhibited progress in the more sophisticated levels 

(Plummer & Agan, 2010).  Second, students showed some improvement in scientific knowledge of how 

changes in sunlight across the seasons and across locations on the earth affect seasonal temperature changes.  

But many students did not attempt to use sunlight to reason about changes in temperature or to attempt to 

explain changes in sunlight.  In our poster, we will consider how instruction in this intervention may have 

supported some but not all students in moving forward in their reasoning about the seasons and the implications 

for future curriculum interventions and research. Our results suggest that successful instruction along the 

celestial motion progression will first (#110')"()#%&$)("+$"#(&"02")-&"&*')-!("'0)*)+0$"0$"%*+/8"*11*'&$)"30)+0$E"

then provide students with experience in applying the observable seasonal change to temperature pattern; and 

finally support students in constructing explanations that use the tilt model in a way that uses reasoning between 

frames of reference.  Without the observational knowledge, the use of th&"7)+/)"30%&/9"+("3&*$+$,/&((< 
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Abstract:  Child experts in museums have demonstrated their ability to rehearse well organized 

dinosaur knowledge in conversation with their parents that distinguishes them from novice 

children and parents (Palmquist & Crowley, 2007). This study builds on research about parent-

child learning conversations and considers the potential opportunities made possible when prior 

knowledge can be activated in museum exhibitions to support learning conversations that include 

ecological and evolutionary relationships. 

Research on early childhood expertise has found that child experts distinguish themselves from novices in their 

ability to organize dinosaur knowledge, reason hierarchically, generate inferences about behaviors, and categorize 

novel dinosaur examples (Chi, Hutchinson, and Robin, 1989; Gobbo & Chi, 1986). The islands of expertise concept 

suggests that this level of childhood knowledge can emerge through the convergence of parent child activity and 

engagement with learning resources around a topic like dinosaurs (Crowley & Jacobs, 2002). Parents are often well 

positioned to provide explanations during conversations with their children across contexts that have the potential to 

support early science learning and the development of scientific literacy (Callanan & Jipson, 2001; Callanan & 

Oakes, 1992; Crowley et. al, 2001). Museums provide opportunities for intergenerational learning through 

conversation where children and adults are more equitably empowered to adopt the roles of knowledge presentation 

and reception (Hilke, 1989). Child experts in museums have demonstrated their ability to rehearse well organized 

dinosaur knowledge in conversation with their parents that distinguishes them from novice children and parents 

(Palmquist & Crowley, 2007). This study considered whether parents and children in a dinosaur exhibition could use 

islands of expertise as a knowledge resource to support learning conversations that include ecological and 

evolutionary relationships. This analysis describes patterns of parent-child learning conversations observed among 

expert and novice families and considers the implications for disciplinary engagement and the design of learning 

environments.  

 

Research Context 
The redesigned Dinosaur in Their Time exhibition highlights the Carnegie collection of Mesozoic fossils. Dinosaurs 

are displayed in ecological and temporal contexts that suggest a narrative of interactions that may have occurred 

between different species including pterosaurs, early mammals, and birds. The layout and design of the information 

mediation (printed labels, touch screen labels, videos, and murals) was intended to support conversations about 

ecological and evolutionary relationships.  

 

Methods 
A total of 50 families with children between the ages of 5-8 years old participated in this study. Target children 

included 30 boys and 20 girls with a mean age of 6 years, 9 months. A dinosaur knowledge assessment was 

completed by all children that measured ability to identify dinosaurs, familiarity with causal relationship between 

features and behaviors, awareness of extinction theories, familiarity with paleontology practices, and temporal 

relationships between dinosaurs. Parents and children completed a pre and post visit task in which they discussed 

images of the exhibition and were encouraged to engage with ecological and evolutionary themes.  

Through a combination of emergent and deductive approaches, three coding categories were developed to 

explore patterns of topic and thematic engagement in parent-child conversations: object focused talk, ecology talk, 

and evolutionary talk. Object focused talk captured four types of conversations about the specimens and features of 

the exhibition. These include: identification, dinosaur comparisons, form & function, and affective talk. Ecology talk 

captured levels of connection between species that parents and children noticed and discussed. Evolution talk 

captured the themes of change over time and common ancestry. 
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Preliminary Findings 
Novice and expert children and their families produced different patterns of learning during visits to this exhibition. 

Consistent with previous research, expert children consistently labeled species with their scientific names (both 

dinosaur and non dinosaur), made comparisons between dinosaurs, highlighted examples of form and function and 

often commented on their favorite species and features. Novice children also engaged in conversations across these 

categories but more often referred to dinosaurs through descriptive labels and followed the lead of their parents 

when they engaged in dinosaur comparisons and recognized form and function relationships between dinosaur 

features. Patterns of disciplinary talk captured by ecological and evolutionary coding categories suggested that 

experts and their parents engaged in more explanatory depth than novices.  

 

Conclusions 
This study builds on research about parent-child learning conversations and considers the potential opportunities 

made possible when prior knowledge can be activated in museum exhibitions. Examining how islands of expertise 

in a topic like dinosaurs might facilitate early engagement with disciplinary thinking and reasoning provides a model 

for exploring this kind of interest driven learning pathway across contexts.  
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Abstract: This poster focuses on approaches and strategies tied to pedagogy, facilitation, 

and assistance employed by members of the Informal Science Education (ISE) and 

Learning Sciences (LS) communities working toward informing understanding of 

teaching that accounts for the challenges and unique affordances particular to informal 

learning contexts.  

Intersections 
This poster is part of a collaborative effort

1
 among Learning Sciences (LS) and Informal Science Education 

(ISE) researchers and practitioners. The authors discuss principles that apply across diverse settings 

compared to facilitation within constrained settings whose dimensions are more easily described, how 

"good" pedagogy outside of schools may be defined, what informal facilitator content knowledge might 

look like, and productive researcher/practitioner partnerships that can help advance practice, using four 

research studies as examples that characterize the application of these principles. 

 

Research Studies 
Study #1: Sharing spaces: Examining the continuum of self-managed and community-managed 
learning and engagement in informal science environments 
As state and federal agencies in the U.S. increase their commitment to informal science, technology, 

engineering, and math (STEM) learning, the role of outreach in STEM learning has come under increasing 

scrutiny. LS approaches, including design experimentation, can highlight important aspects of the interplay 

between self-managed learning and community-managed learning in STEM outreach programs. However, 

it is important to highlight the effect that stakeholder involvement in STEM outreach has on participants' 

experiences, not only concerning STEM content learning, but regarding overall satisfaction with the 

outreach experience, including outcomes that may not be considered central to learning sciences 

approaches to STEM learning. Questions addressed by this study include: How is the viability of a design 

experimentation approach to improving STEM outreach affected by programs with an increasing numbers 

and kinds of stakeholders, including local, state, and federal agencies?; Does the nature of self-managed 

learning change when more (and more powerful) stakeholders are involved?; and Can we adapt best 

practices from both ends of the continuum despite the complexities and difficulties of meeting stakeholder 

interests? 

Study #2: Nonformal Science Learning within a F ramework of 4-H Positive Youth Development 
This study focuses on pedagogical opportunities and challenges related to nonformal science learning 

within 4-H programs. 4-H programs are delivered through the extension offices of land-grant universities 

across the United States and serve over 6 million youth ages 8-18. In 2008, National 4-H announced a 

commitment to engage 1 million new youth within science, engineering and technology (SET). A recent 

report from year five of a longitudinal study by Lerner and colleagues (2009) found that 4-H youth are 

more than twice as likely as other youth to be in the highest trajectories of contribution to their 

communities and 41% lower on the risk behavior measure than youth who participated in other out-of-

school activities. The study includes a review of abilities targeted within the 4-H program and how these 

are situated within the pedagogical structures of positive youth development. The analysis of abilities 
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presented considers opportunities and challenges of nonformal science learning within the 4-H model and 

highlights affordances for learning in the interactions linking youth, adults and educative materials. Case 

examples are shared in domains of robotics, GIS/GPS mapping, alternative energy and veterinary science.  

Study #3: Astronomical Concepts and Audience Self-Perceptions of Learning and Understanding 
Researchers and informal science education practitioners can work together to identify research questions 

and design appropriate tools to measure and assess STEM learning, with learning defined as a process of 

knowledge acquisition that is constructive in nature. Understanding informal science learning and tapping 

into cognitive processes at play during informal educational programs is challenging because of space and 

time constraints, but it is known that even brief interactions have had demonstrated impacts (Dunlop, 2000; 

Sunal, 1973). This study focuses on informal science learning during 55-minute planetarium shows and 

,34156752*&,783121.1#6&#!&7#6.56.&96#:"54;5%&3645$2.,6416;&#!&7#675<.2, and =121.#$2*&perceptions of their 

own learning. Findings include that, in general, audiences tend to be overly optimistic in their self-

reporting, and more specifically, while visitors wanted most to learn how to identify constellations, they 

felt that finding constellations was the hardest idea discussed. Implications for practice relative to identified 

correlations across demonstrated ability, self-perceptions, and demographic information, are discussed. 

Study #4: Parent Pedagogy: Digging into Disciplinary Talk 
Scientific practices such as observation are disciplinary specific rather than domain general in nature 

(Eberbach & Crowley, 2009), and this paper examines how parent disciplinary talk mediates family 

scientific observations of biological phenomena. In a controlled study, 79 parent-child pairs observed and 

talked about pollination during a visit to a botanical garden. In order to help parents elaborate upon 

7>1"4$56*2&#?25$=,.1#62%&<,$56.2&16&.>5&.$5,.@56.&;$#3<2&:5$5&162.$37.54&16&.>5&325&#!&!#3$ naturally 

occurring conversational strategies. To detect evidence of disciplinary talk, a Disciplinary Model that drew 

upon philosophy of science (Machamer, Darden, & Craver, 2000), disciplinary content, and emergent 

parent-child disciplinary talk was developed. The findings revealed that parents and children who knew 

more about pollination at the start of the study had higher levels of disciplinary talk in the garden, as 

expected. However, the use of the conversational strategies also increased the amount of disciplinary talk in 

the garden, independent of what families knew about pollination. In effect, the use of the four 

conversational strategies enabled parents to support more disciplinary talk whether they knew a lot or knew 

a little about pollination. These results provide new insights into how parent talk may support science 

learning in informal learning environments.  

 
Importance of This Work  
This work on pedagogy, facilitation, and assistance builds upon recent work that summarizes what we 

know about learning outside of school in science-related fields. The authors, both researchers and 

practitioners, apply what we know about teaching in informal science environments to the building of more 

inclusive models of STEM learning in the Learning Sciences and the connecting of methods of research 

and methods of informal learning practice.  

Endnotes 
(1) Collaborative Research: Building Capacity and Collaboration at the Intersection of the Learning Sciences 

and Informal Science Education (Intersection project); National Science Foundation ISE awards: 0813874 

and 0814831. Sandra Toro Martell, Heather Toomey Zimmerman, and Leslie Rupert Herrenkohl lead the 

Intersection project. Opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the National Science Foundation. 
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Abstract: Characterizing the design process is critical for design-based research as a research 

method. In this study, we propose that the design process of design-based research may be 

perceived as a dialogic process among four major design components—frameworks for 

learning, the affordances of the chosen instructional tools, domain knowledge presentation, 

and contextual limitations. It is essential for researchers to align these design components 

based on the frameworks for learning. 

Developing Design-based Research as a Research Method 
Designing and studying a learning context is an emerging method employed by many learning scientists in 

transforming learning practices with new approaches of learning. This method in studying how learning occurs 

in designed environments is often coined as design experiment (Brown, 1992; diSessa & Cobb, 2004), design 

research (Edelson, 2002), or design-based research (Barab & Squire, 2004).  

As an emerging research method, design-based research has yet developed itself as a comprehensive 

research method like ethnography or case studies. Though there are some key features many design-based 

researchers would identify as core elements of design-based research, researchers have not reached general 

agreements on certain key constructs of design-based research, such as issues of validity, appropriate units of 

analysis, and the concept of context (Sandoval & Bell, 2004).  

Examining the design-based research literature, we find that efforts in developing design-based 

research as a research methodology contribute mostly to (1) how theoretical constructs may inform design (e.g., 

diSessa & Cobb, 2004), (2) what the design-based research method may contribute to in terms of theory 

development (e.g., Edelson, 2002), and (3) how design-based research differs from other research approaches 

that investigate learning (e.g., Sandoval & Bell, 2004).  Based on the research literature, we argue that the 

following features are key constructs for design-based research as a research method: 

1. The design in design-based research is informed and guided by theoretical constructs of learning. 

2. Design-based research engineers the learning context in order to transform current learning 

practice. 

3. Design-based research studies learning in the designed context, which is also shaped by the local 

social-cultural-material environment. 

4. Design-based research seeks to improve design and develop context-laden theories via iterative 

design and enactment. 

Such broad strokes about design-based research not only help us identify the major research 

orientations toward developing design-based research as a method, but also help us articulate the missing pieces 

in the puzzle. In this puzzle, little has been argued about the design process through which a design-based 

research project takes shape. Arguments have been made mostly on the theories that inform design, designing 

and engineering the learning context, and the theories to be developed. Little, however, is theorized when it 

comes to the process that shapes design-based research. We maintain that the design process in a design-based 

research demands more attentions than it is currently receiving. Characterizing the design process constitutes an 

important step toward the development of design-based research as a research methodology.  

Research Method 
One way to explore how the design process may be characterized is to build cases along design challenges. 

Design challenges reflect the gaps unforeseen by researchers and issues hard to resolve using conventional 

methods. Situating the analytic primacy in design challenges provides a pragmatic approach in understanding a 

key aspect of the design process in design-based research.  

We employ a method akin to participatory action research (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000) to examine 

the design challenges of a game-based learning project The Legends of Alkhimia, an inquiry curriculum 

designed for secondary Chemistry in Singapore. To clarify what, when and how major design challenges turn 

into design decisions and curricular activities, we analyze the following data: (1) major design documents such 

as the game design narratives and flow charts, (2) finalized game products, and (3) a reflective account of the 

design process among key project participants.  

Design of the Legends of Alkhimia Game  
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In a ten-day chemistry curriculum (20 hours), young people role-play as teams of four apprentice chemists to 

solve six levels of game challenges presented in the Legends of Alkhimia game. The game engage young people 

in cycles of scientific inquiry. In order to defeat monsters made of unknown substances, players propose 

hypotheses, conduct virtual experiments and test the effectiveness of their hypotheses and weapons in virtual 

combats. The scientific inquiry is situated in a personal narrative in which young people describe their 

experiences in the Legends of Alkhimia curriculum. 

Findings and Discussion 
Our efforts in unpacking the design process suggests four major design challenges in this game-based learning 

project: (1) conceptualizing theoretical constructs that informs learning, (2) reframing chemistry domain 

knowledge, (3) transforming theoretical constructs as game design features and curricular activities, and (4) 

situating curricular design in local school culture. The following describes how these challenges emerge in the 

design process. 

We initiated the design process with the goal to transform the content-mastery learning paradigm with 

game-based learning approaches. Therefore, we asked what it means to learn and why learning chemistry is 

important to young people. Our questions eventually boiled down to the mantra “situating the inquiry of self in 

the inquiry of science.” We drew from Dewey (1938) and scientific inquiry literature (White & Frederiksen, 

1998) as our orienting frameworks for learning, but these frameworks do not inform game and activity design as 

directly as domain-specific instructional theories (diSessa & Cobb, 2004). The situation was further complicated 

by the need to rethink how chemistry might be learned without foregrounding chemistry contents. We classify 

the above challenges as “theoretical challenges” in design-based research. The other two major challenges fall 

into design category. Not only did we have to transform the orienting frameworks into concrete game and 

activity design decisions, but also situate the design decisions within the constraints of local school culture and 

curricular structure. We classify such challenges as “practical challenges.”  

The theoretical and practical challenges above are the major stumbling blocks in the design process of 

this design-based research project. To further thematize these design challenges, we conclude that a design-

based research project aiming to transform learning with technologies requires appropriate alignment of four 

major design components: frameworks for learning, the affordances of the chosen instructional tools, domain 

knowledge presentation, and contextual limitations. In our design practice, these design components are deeply 

intertwined. Ideally, frameworks for learning is the core based on which the other components of design are 

aligned with in a dialogic process. In reality, however, the contextual limitations, such as the underlying culture 

and structure of schooling, often dominate the other design components. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we argue that it is critical to unpack the design process in design-based research in order to 

develop design-based research as a research method for learning. This explorative study is our initial attempt at 

characterizing the design process in a game-based learning project. We maintain that depicting design process 

along design challenges affords researchers a beneficial way to unpack the design process in a design-based 

research. We present two types of challenges that emerge in the Legends of Alkhimia game-based learning 

project: theoretical challenges and practical challenges. Four core design components are derived from the 

design challenges. We believe that these are also core design components shared by many other design-based 

research projects. The success of a design-based research depends largely on the alignment of these core design 

components and it is critical to align the design based on the frameworks of learning.  
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Abstract: Asynchronous computer mediated conferencing (CMC) is widely employed as a 

medium for collaborative discourse in distance education courses.  However, one frequently 

cited problem with CMC is the lack of coherence in many online discussions.  To address this 

problem, we have developed a new technology called “Knowledge eCommons” that uses wiki 

functionality to provide representational guidance for online discourse.  Our poster 

presentation describes the results of our initial Knowledge eCommons design experiments.  

Introduction 
Despite the tremendous promise of CMC, the educational benefits of online discourse are uncertain. While 

students in online courses frequently interact with one another and exchange information, there is little 

empirical evidence that they are engaged in the sophisticated processes of joint meaning-making and social 

negotiation (Wallace, 2003).  In fact, conventional threaded discussions have been characterized as lacking 

coherence (Herring, 1999; Thomas, 2002), and are thought to offer relatively weak support for online 

collaborative knowledge construction (Hewitt, 2001; Suthers et al., 2008).  Hewitt (2001) argues that the source 

of the coherence problem is the intrinsically divergent nature of threaded discourse. Over time, online 

discussions tend to branch into dozens of sub-discussions.  It is not uncommon for participants to be engaged in 

many parallel conversations, not all of which are necessarily germane to the original purpose of the thread. 

While branching is often useful for drawing out a broad range of ideas and perspectives, the resulting lack of 

coherence makes it difficult to ascertain whether or not the group is making progress.  Moreover, it is often 

unclear which direction the discourse is taking, what conclusions the group has reached, or whether particular 

issues warrant further inquiry.  

A promising solution to the coherence problem involves augmenting conventional threaded discourse 

with a shared meta-level representation of the group’s progress. For example, this might involve displaying an 

online discussion on one part of a computer screen, and a discussion summary on another part of the screen.  As 

the discussion unfolds, the jointly-owned summary is updated. Shared, explicit representations of this sort are 

advantageous because they encourage participants to clarify their thinking, identify areas of disagreement, and 

help learner’s monitor the group’s growing understanding (Brna, Cox, & Good, 2001).  Past efforts to provide 

representational guidance for CMC have used various discussion visualization tools as an adjunct technology 

(e.g., Reyes & Tchounikine, 2003; Suthers, 2003; Suthers et al., 2008).  For example, in one experiment 

(Suthers et al., 2008), students were asked to continually update a group concept map as they engaged in online 

discussion with a partner.  This produced promising results.  In line with expectations, it was discovered that the 

small groups (dyads) who maintained a shared concept map during their discussion were more likely to 

converge to similar conclusions, and score higher on post-tests than dyads in the control condition (i.e., 

discussion-only).  However, the authors of the study questioned the practicality of this approach with larger 

groups, or over longer periods of time.    

Wiki Supports for the Synthesis of Ideas 
The current study is also concerned with discourse coherence, but it approaches the problem from a new 

direction.  Rather than use concept maps, we explore how wiki-style supports might provide representational 

guidance. Wikis offer several advantages in this regard.  As the success of Wikipedia illustrates, wikis are useful 

technologies for creating complex, cohesive artifacts authored by many individuals (Wheeler, Yeomans, & 

Wheeler, 2008). The ability of wikis to support group coherence is grounded in three different design elements: 

1) The existence of a single group-owned document that necessitates negotiation among participants; 2) The 

preservation of all previous versions of the group-owned document, which prevents the loss of data and permits 

backtracking; and 3) The provision of meta-level communication supports in which participants can identify 

problems, resolve disagreements and negotiate consensus.  Since a wiki page is a single, jointly owned 

construct, it can serve as an up-to-date summary of the discussion that can guide further discursive activity.   

Knowledge eCommons 
The current program of research is being carried out using a new open-source learning environment called 

Knowledge eCommons (KeC), which has been specifically designed to investigate the coherence problem. 

While conventional threaded discourse environments are powerful for promoting a diversity of ideas, they tend 

to be weak at encouraging the collapsing of messages into one larger idea, or the creation of a collective 
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summary.  To address this shortcoming, KeC encourages the interplay between the expansion of ideas in the 

discussion mode and the synthesis of ideas in the wiki mode. To illustrate: In one of the current trials, graduate 

students discussed the educational potential of handheld computers in a KeC forum on the left side of the 

screen.  As their discussion progressed, they periodically updated a wiki page summary on the right side of the 

screen. After some discussion, one of the students added a new sentence to the wiki page, “We still need to 

answer the big question, ‘Do handhelds offer any advantages over laptops beyond cost? This inspired new 

discussion. This process continued to repeat, with an ongoing interplay between discussion messages on the left 

side of the screen, and summary statements and new ideas on the right side. 

Method 
We are currently conducting a series of design experiments (Brown, 1992) crafted to explore how to optimize 

the interplay between the idea expanding nature of the asynchronous discourse forum and the idea condensing 

nature of the wiki. Our first trial was conducted in an online graduate course in September-December 2009 

(n=17). Our poster presentation will focus on this initial experiment.  A second trial is currently underway. The 

online wiki pages, students interviews and a questionnaire serve as our primary data sources.   

Results 
The results of the initial trial suggest that the summary wiki page offers promise as a tool for representational 

guidance. The final wiki pages were judged to be excellent summaries of the course material. Interview data 

reveal that the high level of visibility associated with the wiki page’s construction (i.e., people could easily see 

who made contributions, and the nature of those contributions) produced a heightened sense of accountability 

among students, which encouraged participation. However, some students felt that this visibility made people 

more reluctant to edit or delete the text of their classmates. Students were also cautious about making large-

scale organizational changes to the wiki page, worrying that their actions might be viewed as presumptuous.   

To move students beyond the construction of simple summaries, a number of scaffold labels were 

added to the wiki pages in December 2009.  These scaffolds include: “Big ideas from this week”, “Unresolved 

issues”, “New ideas that move us ahead”, and “What we don’t understand yet”.  The goal of these scaffolds was 

to foster a deeper and more reflective collective analysis of the group’s progress. 

The full poster presentation will provide a more detailed account of the completed research and a 

demonstration of the Knowledge eCommons environment (if facilities for a demonstration are available). 
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Abstract: This poster presents design implications related to findings from research on the 

development of Interactive Learning Assessments (ILAs). Standardized assessments using 

multiple choice questions cannot measure the most critical aspects of learning for the 21st 

century. ILAs place students in advisory roles, leveraging a place-based metaphor to navigate, 

learn, then give counsel in situations in which they do not already know how to solve the 

problem; we assess how students learn to learn. 

 
“I think it was because it’s like it’s a real thing, like genetic counseling is a real thing in the world and then if you 

know that what you’re learning in class can actually help somebody it just gives you more of a reason to learn it.” 

Introduction 
The above quote highlights the potential for successful integration of learning and assessment in the 21st century 

context. Rather than emphasizing facts and fragmenting the curriculum, students should see connections to their 

everyday and professional future selves. Preparing students for diverse and technologically demanding lives requires 

a substantively different skill set than has been traditionally in school curricula (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 

2002). Towards this goal, we have been designing assessments and related curriculum practices. Our work builds on 

theories of teaching, learning, transfer and assessment (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Bransford & Schwartz, 

1999). While being assessed, students should have the opportunity not only to demonstrate what they already know, 

but also how prepared they are to learn in the future. Learning should pause while students are assessed. Though 

strides have been made with respect to teaching practices and the use of formative assessments to improve teaching 

and learning (Black & Wiliam, 1998), we envision major changes in what we assess. Most assessments emphasize 

factual knowledge rather than problem solving and thinking skills, or attempt to measure these skills in the absence 

of content, leaving out key elements of what is known about the development of expertise (e.g., Ericsson, 2006). 

Therefore, if the assessment of 21st century learning is to reveal and drive meaningful learning, it must be authentic 

and occur at the nexus of skills and content. 

Learning Assessment Design Principles 
With these issues in mind, we have engaged in design-research, iteratively designing Interactive Learning 

Assessments (ILAs). As an illustration, the learning assessment we designed for the domain of human genetics has 

three cases that relate to a common scenario, in which students assume the role of an intern genetic counselor 

(Svihla, et al., 2009). Each case involves a simulated meeting between the student-as-intern, a virtual mentor and 

client(s) seeking genetics counseling. Clients have authentic presenting circumstances—for example, in one case the 

clients, a Mr. and Mrs. Jones, wish to start a family but are concerned about the risk of their children inheriting 

sickle cell disease. To successfully counsel these virtual clients, students need to understand and be able to apply a 

set of core genetics concepts and skills and to communicate with their clients in ways that are professional and 

appropriate to the role of genetics counselor. Sickle cell disease was chosen because it is frequently included in 

high-school biology curricula and is sufficiently nuanced, providing many layers for exploration: inheritance, 

evolution, gene-environment interactions, protein structure-function, political policy and bioethics. Each of the cases 

is organized into three phases: preparation, in which students familiarize themselves with the case and conduct 

research prior to counseling their virtual clients; formative assessment plus feedback in which students interact with 

a virtual mentor to review their preparation, and as needed, further prepare for meeting their clients; and 

performance and reflection, in which students counsel their clients and reflect on their learning. 

Findings from Design Cycles 
Design cycles have been conducted in high school biology classrooms in a rural North Carolina community and in a 

suburban, high-SES Washington state community. Our research with this learning assessment shows that this 
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approach provides a rich source of information about students’ learning related to content and ability to synthesize 

across resources, especially as compared to traditional assessments (Gawel, Philips, et al., 2008;  Gawel, Phillips, 

Svihla, Vye, & Bransford, 2008; Svihla, et al., 2009). Teachers appreciated that it changed their perspective of how 

they interacted with students.  

Although pleased with aspects of the design, classroom iterations highlighted redesign opportunities, 

presented in Table 1. The most significant change involved moving from linear, programmed instruction to a place-

based metaphor, which provides virtual locations for types of activities and allows the student to make decisions 

about when she or he is prepared to counsel clients. The place-based metaphor includes the Lobby, where students 

can learn about general aspects or get a new case, Mentor’s office, where students can be mentored, an Intern room, 

where students can interact and give and get peer feedback, and a Consultation room, where students can answer 

questions from their virtual clients. Also provided are tools to scaffold students in making effective and responsible 

use of internet resources, and for professional writing. This place-based metaphor requires that students take greater 

control of their learning, allowing assessment of metacognitive aspects in addition to contextualized problem 

solving. 

 

Table 1. Emergent design needs and directions 

 

Needs Design directions 

Students did not do initial research to prepare 

themselves to meet with their clients. 

Provide more explicit scaffolding and expectations;  

Block access to client if student has not prepared;  

Show “final product” example to hint at scope of expectations. 

Students did not use internet to revise answers. Provide case report tool to scaffold writing; 

Include opportunity for peer review; 

Add bibliographic tool to store notes, rate reliability of sources, 

tag with key words, and cite sources. 

Students didn’t understand what an internship 

is. 

Provide explicit introduction to what an internship is. 

Students wanted to be told what to do. Provide guidance that puts students in control, leveraging game-

like atmosphere; 

Allow time for implementation dip. 

Linear structure limited ability to assess 

students’ judgments about their preparedness 

Shift to place-based metaphor. 

Teachers were uncertain about placement in 

curriculum. 

Provide teacher guide showing options (e.g., as formative 

introduction or summative conclusion to a unit). 
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This paper reports on the initial development of a program that uses engineering design 
challenges with middle school students to facilitate ST E M learning and interest . W e 
present the goals and design features of the modules and compare them to other 
successful approaches.  W e also present data showing differences in how students who 
worked with the modules perceive engineering.  The results are discussed as they relate 
to the continued successful design and development of the modules.  

*
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 Education in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM fields) is often discussed as 

important to economic growth.  The project described here emerged from such a community concern for 

workforce development in a medium size city. The work was spearheaded by the local education foundation. 

Before the foundation began its work, the focus on engineering was initially was sparked by a high school that 

developed an engineering themed curriculum to boost enrollment. The foundation started by developing 

engineering clubs and camps for elementary school students.  Then the project moved into middle schools to 

help build opportunities for theses students. Along with this expansion has come funding to pursue further 

design and development.  

 The centerpiece of the project is a set of modules that use engineering design challenges.  Students 

work on these design challenges each quarter during their middle school years. The goal of the modules is 

provide students with experiences that help them learn and motivate their interests in STEM. There are many 

potential benefits to the design challenges that suggest that they may enhance STEM learning and motivation.  

First, they provide a meaningful context for learning of science and mathematics. Second, given that the 

challenges involve meaningful applications, students are more likely to see the value of math and science. Third, 

students often have misconceptions about how engineers work. Practice working in collaborative groups to 

solve engineering problems provides a context that mimics the actual practice of engineers and may reduce 

student misconceptions. 

<%)"().8$*0.-(.+.58(5"*%+*)6"*=%/>*

* While in the past engineering challenges have been used in k-12, most of the time they have not been 

required in the curriculum (Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, & Rogers, 2008).  So, one potential significance element 

is that the project involves the design of engineering challenges for all students. A second significant element is 

that the modules involve work in both mathematics and science classes.  Thus, as we study the modules, we can 

potentially learn about how to integrate these engineering related themes across the two content domains.  A 

third significant element of this project is that the modules are being developed so that students get a glimpse of 

the communities of practice of engineers. Finally, a fourth significant element is that the long term goal of this 

project is motivation and interest in STEM fields, not just student learning that occurs in the modules. Thus, 

there are potential insights that might be gleaned concerning the building long-term motivation and interest.      

?6"%/").58$*;&&/%856*

 As the modules are being designed and revised we are using elements of design from anchored 

instruction (CTGV, 1997), Learning by Design (Kolodner, et al., 2003), and the How People Learn Model to 

guide our work (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking 1999). Also, since one of our goals is motivational, we also are 

designing the modules with theories of interest and motivation in mind (e.g., Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). Our 

goal is to explore how we can develop and improve modules from these existing models.  

1")6%2%$%-.58$*;&&/%856*

 The project is designed to examine both the development of the modules, and outcomes for students, 

teachers, and parents.  For this poster, we focus on two different elements.  First, we report quantitative data 
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showing differences in student perceptions of engineering from the school that was used to develop the 

preliminary versions of the modules. Second, we analyze the currently designed modules in light of classroom 

observations, and through comparing them to other successful programs.    

18:%/*@.(2.(-0*8(2*A%(5$30.%(0*

* First, in analyzing the modules in comparison to other initiatives, we learned that our modules are not 

as thematically tight nor are the units as long as those of other programs. The concepts covered across the 

different challenges involve different types of engineering and different aspects of science, and typically do not 

last more than one week or two.  However, they all have the in common idea of designing something in a 

collaborative group to solve a problem.  The diversity of topics is intentional.  First it was done to fit within 

current math and science standards (the modules were meant to enhance not replace the curriculum). Second it 

was done to provide students with evidence of the diversity within fields of engineering. Third, an important 

element of design for the modules is that the modules are set up so that the work takes place in science and math 

class.  We believe that this feature has potential for helping students recognize the value of mathematics.  If they 

just worked in science class they might not as easily see the importance of mathematics to these challenges.  An 

initial analysis of a videotape of the implementation of the first module suggests that one issue that needs to be 

considered is whether the math class involves a continuation of the design process or whether the goal of 

activities in math class is to expand the concepts and facilitate transfer. For example, in a wind-turbine module, 

the science part of the activity involved working in groups to design and test the turbines, whereas the 

mathematics part of the activity involved working with a computer-based simulation of wind turbines.  The 

teacher reviewed turbine concepts, and then the students and the teacher filled out a worksheet that asked 

students to make estimates from graphs, fill in charts, and do other calculations.    

 An additional feature of this project is that it has a strong community!based focus.  We use the 

community focus in ways suggested by Bransford et al. (1999). First, engineers in the community have 

volunteered to help with the modules and visit classrooms.  For example, an aerospace engineer was present for 

part of the wind turbine challenge. He told the students about his career and helped the students work on 

developing their turbines. Hence, there is involvement of the professional community in supporting the work. 

Second, the issues addressed by the modules are ones that are important to the community.  For example, the 

community is located along a coastal area so a soil erosion challenge was built. Third, there is a pathway to 

continuing the emphasis on STEM fields in specialty high schools.  

 Finally, as noted earlier, an important element to the modules is an emphasis on the design process 

"#$%&'()"&*'+,"-'*&"-.#."&(-&/012(-.&0-&#&)0,+3"4&&5%"&6,"*(.-7&1('+#3*&#1"&1"(-801$",&#-,&'()"&(*&'#2"-&to help 

them focus on how the design process is present throughout the modules.  This focus on the design process 

along with the connection to engineers of different types from the community provides students who work on 

the modules the opportunity to learn that engineering is a collaborative process. Part of the data for the project 

involves examining ideas students have about engineering. We asked students whether they agreed, disagreed, 

or did not know about statements concerning what engineers do. Students from the school that worked on the 

modules were more likely to believe that engineers mainly worked with other people to solve problems, were 

more likely to believe that engineers designed things that helped the world, and were more likely to know that 

engineers can choose different kinds of jobs than students from a matched comparison school. They were more 

3(2"39&'0&,(*#.1""&/('%&'%"&*'#'")"-':&6"-.(-""1*&/012&0-&'%(-.*&'%#'&%#;"&-0'%(-.&'0&,0&/('%&)"47&&<"-$":&'%"1"&

is some initial evidence that the beliefs of students may be influenced by the modules. 
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Abstract: Clinical interviews provide a rich source of data about the nature of student 

understanding. We use the “knowledge in pieces” (diSessa, 1993) epistemological framework 

to analyze a clinical interview of a sixth-grade student’s knowledge of fraction equivalence. 

We focus on the coordination of his knowledge across representational contexts. Our analysis 

reveals a local understanding of “fraction as quantity” that we hypothesize could be leveraged 

in helping the student build a more coordinated understanding of fraction equivalence.  

Introduction 
In March of 2004, Deborah Loewenberg Ball conducted a public, ninety-minute clinical interview with one 

sixth-grade student, Brandon, at the first MSRI “Critical Issues in Mathematics Education” Workshop on 

Assessment. The purpose of the interview was to give a vivid demonstration of what clinical interviews reveal 

about student understanding.  Over the course of 90 minutes, Ball and Brandon explored a variety of fraction 

concepts, using several different representational forms (e.g. area models, number lines, Hindu-Arabic notation, 

the physical activity of paper folding, and “real world” contexts). Schoenfeld’s (2007) discussion of this 

interview illustrates the complex nature of what it means to learn and understand by highlighting various aspects 

of Brandon’s emergent knowledge of fractions. In this poster, we develop a complementary line of analysis and 

explore what we can conclude about Brandon’s understanding of fractions through the lens of a particular 

epistemological frame.  

Theoretical perspective 
The “knowledge in pieces” (KiP) epistemological framework starts from the assumption that it is productive to 

think about emergent knowledge of a domain as a complex system of diverse and loosely organized pieces (as 

opposed to an integrated, coherent system) (diSessa, 1993, 2004). Two central ideas of KiP are coordination 

and contextuality. One of the indications of deep conceptual understanding from this framework is “seeing” and 

coordinating relevant knowledge across a broad range of contexts. Furthermore, KiP highlights the productive 

role of prior knowledge in building deeper understandings of a domain.  

 

Focus of inquiry 
To illustrate the nature of our analysis, we share here a summary of one striking example of a “coordination 

issue” across three representational contexts in which he explores fraction equivalence:  Hindu-arabic notation, 

area model, and number line.  In order to get traction on why the lack of coordination across contexts is not 

salient to Brandon, we focus on the question of how Brandon attends to features of the representational forms 

and what this reveals about his understanding of fraction equivalence. 

 

A summary of an exemplar preliminary analysis 

Table 1: Contextuality and coordination in the case of Brandon’s knowledge of fraction equivalence 

 

Hindu-

Arabic 

Notation 

Context 

In the context of working with fraction notation, Ball asks Brandon if he can write another 

fraction for one-fourth.  Brandon writes down 2/8 as another fraction for 1/4 and explains 

“Umm, two-eights ‘cause it takes four—it takes four two’s to equal eight, so two would be 25 

percent—or one-fourth.”   

Area Model 

Context  

 

Later in the interview, Ball and Brandon are working together with area models.  Ball asks 

Brandon to draw area models of 1/4 and 2/8. She then asks him which one he thinks is bigger.  

In this context, Brandon answers that 1/4 is larger than 2/8 and reasons that it is the 

denominator alone that determines the size of a fraction: fourths are “bigger chunks” than 

eighths and so 1/4 is bigger than 2/8. This is despite having just constructed area models for 

1/4 and 2/8 that suggest visually that 1/4 and 2/8 represent the same amount of shaded area. 

When Ball re-directs Brandon to the fraction notation context and his previous assertion, 

Brandon sees no conflict with his previous assertion that 2/8 is another fraction for 1/4 

and his new assertion that 1/4 is greater than 2/8.  

Number After Ball and Brandon finish discussing area models, they turn to working on fraction 
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Line Context equivalence using number lines. Brandon has labeled 1/4 and 2/8 at the same position on a 

number line. In this context, Brandon again concludes that 1/4 is greater than 2/8 and 

reveals an understanding that is similar in nature to what he shows in the area model context. 

Specifically, he reasons that it is the length of the line segments that determine the size of the 

fraction: since fourths are longer segments than eighths, 1/4 is bigger than 2/8. This is despite 

having constructed a number line on which 1/4 and 2/8 label the same position that suggests 

visually that 1/4 and 2/8 represent the same distance from zero. When Ball re-directs Brandon 

to the location of 1/4 and 2/8 on the number line, Brandon sees no conflict with the 

noticing that 1/4 and 2/8 label the same position on the number line juxtaposed with his 

statement that 1/4 is greater than 2/8.    

Discussion 
In this poster, we used the “knowledge in pieces” epistemological perspective to frame the phenomenon of a 

student reasoning about fraction equivalence across a range of representational contexts.  In the example 

discussed above, we see that Brandon has different ways of comparing fractions and determining “sameness” 

across the different representational contexts. When he works with area models and number lines, he cues up a 

rule involving the denominator in order to compare fractions.  He can specify the logic of his rule locally in 

terms of features of the representational form at hand (i.e. chunks of pieces or lengths of segments). 

 

We hypothesize that in order to understand equivalence of fractions, Brandon must first develop a coordinated 

understanding of fractions as quantities. That is, he must come to see a fraction as a relationship between the 

numerator and denominator that represents an amount (Mack, 1990).  When reasoning about fraction 

equivalence, “quantity” is not salient to Brandon in his interpretations of area model and number line 

representations. Without recognizing fractions as quantities, it makes little sense to ask whether two fractions 

are equivalent or whether one fraction is bigger than another.  We see resolving this issue as deeper than merely 

learning the conventions about how to properly express fractions as quantities in whatever representational 

system (number line, area model, etc) he is working with. We see the kernel of a “fraction as a quantity” 

understanding in his talk about the fraction notation 1/4 and 2/8 as both representing 25% of the whole.  We 

hypothesize that this idea could be leveraged in helping Brandon build a more coordinated understanding of 

fraction equivalence. 

 

Conclusions 
The preliminary analysis discussed in this poster raises issues about how we interpret the nature of student 

reasoning revealed through clinical interviews.  On one hand, probes across representational contexts can paint a 

complex picture of student understanding of mathematical ideas like equivalence of fractions.  However, our 

analysis makes us aware that we cannot consider various representational forms as neutral windows into student 

thought about underlying mathematical ideas.  Rather, expanding our focus to include the ways that students 

themselves understand the purpose of representation can help us give a more accurate characterization of how 

they understand underlying mathematical ideas.   
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Abstract: While there is some consensus on the importance of students’ beliefs about 

mathematics, it can be difficult to measure those beliefs. Thirty-five sixth-graders and 54 

undergraduates completed a photo sort task that required them to make judgments about the 

extent to which activities depicted in a series of photographs “involved math.” Results show 

the measure had some desirable properties, thus providing a proof of concept for non-verbal, 

photograph-based measures of students’ views of mathematics.   

Introduction 
Students’ beliefs about what is and is not mathematical are associated with a number of important problem-

solving and motivational outcomes (Muis, 2004). In particular, studies have shown that the belief that 

mathematics is largely computational and meaningless outside of the classroom context can be a significant 

barrier to flexibility in problem solving (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1991). Despite widespread interest in students’ beliefs 

about mathematics, they can be difficult to assess properly. Hammer and Elby (2002) note that, in spite of 

evidence to the contrary, many researchers tacitly assume that students’ beliefs are coherent and consistent 

across context and across time. This mistaken assumption can lead to an over-reliance on verbal measures of 

beliefs, such as surveys and questionnaires, which can misrepresent these beliefs. As such, new, non-verbal 

measures of students’ beliefs about mathematics may be particularly valuable to the field.  

This paper reports on an exploratory effort to develop such a measure. As a part of a broader design 

study looking at students’ views of mathematics in and out of school, a photo sort task was developed to help 

assess students’ views of mathematics. As Schwartz, Chang, and Martin (2008) note, one of the most important 

contributions that design research can make is the development of new research instrumentation (i.e., measures) 

that can be shared with others. The photo sort task and its properties are the focus of the analysis here.  

Method 

Participants 
Participants were 35 sixth-grade students (19 girls, 16 boys) from a diverse middle school in an urban area in 

California. Students participated as part of their math class. In addition, 54 undergraduates enrolled in an 

education course served as a comparison group. 

Materials and Procedure 
The photo sort task made use of a set of 25 photographs depicting everyday activities such as cooking, 

construction, dancing, and playing videogames (photos are available from the authors on request). Each student 

sorted the photographs into one of four categories based on whether they thought the activity “involved math”: 

definitely math; probably math; probably not math; and definitely math. Students then categorized the photos 

based on their experience with the activities: things they had done themselves (personal experience), things they 

had not done but a family member had done (family experience), and things neither they nor a family member 

had done (no experience).  

Following this initial photo sort, students completed a series of homework and in-class activities that 

gave them the opportunity to take their own photographs, share those photos with classmates, and participate in  

online and in-person discussions about what “counts” as mathematics. Students then completed a second set of 

ratings for the photo sort task.  

In addition to the sixth-graders, a group of 54 undergraduates completed a modified version of the 

photo sort task. The instructions were the same, but they viewed digital projections of the photographs, rather 

than sorting physical prints. Their data served as an adult baseline.  

Results 
We present three pieces of evidence for the value of the photo sort task as a measure of students’ beliefs about 

what “counts” as mathematical. First, sixth-grade students’ ratings from the first and second photo sort were 

moderately highly correlated, r = .62. While this correlation is not as high as one would expect for a well-

established measure, it is a reasonably good indication that students’ responses were not random, but were 

related to an enduring underlying variable.  
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Second, students’ ratings of activities were predicted by their experiences with those activities. There 

was a risk that a spurious association between experience and rating could arise from the choice of photographs 

(e.g., if photos showed only two activities, math class in school – high experience and high math – and writing 

novels – low experience and low math). To address this potential problem, we treated undergraduate data as an 

approximately normative guide to how mathematical each photograph was (results remain the same with or 

without this correction) . For each sixth-grade rating, we computed the deviation from the mean undergraduate 

rating for that photograph. For example, undergraduates rated the photograph of people playing chess as 

“probably math” and dancing as “probably not math.” A sixth grader who rated both photographs as “probably 

not math” (as many did) would have deviation scores of -1 and 0, respectively, for those two items.  

 

 
Figure 1. Sixth graders’ deviation from adult ratings on the photo sort task. 

 

We found that sixth-graders’ personal experience with activities was predictive of their ratings for 

those activities. That is, students were the most adult-like in their ratings for activities with which they had 

personal experience, and the least adult like (and the least willing to call things mathematical) for activities with 

which they had little experience (see Figure 1). This result shows that the photo sort measure was sensitive, on 

an individual item level, to students’ actual, real world experiences. Note that this improves upon measures of 

beliefs which treat them as independent of experience (Hammer & Elby, 2002).  

Finally, as is evident in Figure 1, the measure was responsive to an intervention designed to have 

students reflect on the nature of what counts as mathematics in and out of school. Across all items, mean ratings 

increased about 0.15 points (about 0.4 standard deviations). The lack of control group requires caution in 

interpreting this result, as other factors may be responsible for the change. However, the change is in the 

anticipated direction, and it shows promise for the sensitivity of the measure to an intervention. Further analysis 

of the data will investigate the sensitivity of the measure at the individual item level.  

Discussion and Conclusion 
The photo sort task showed several promising properties. It was reasonably consistent from pre- to post-test, 

while still being responsive to an intervention. Most important, it was sensitive to students’ real world 

experiences with the items depicted in the photographs. The analysis given here should not be taken to suggest 

that the photo sort task, as presented, should be widely adopted. Instead, the results provide a proof of concept 

that non-verbal, photograph-based tasks may provide a promising addition to researchers’ arsenal of measures 

of students’ beliefs about mathematics.  
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Abstract: In the learning sciences some scholarship investigating game-based learning 

environments has focused on studying large-scale identity transformations rather than describing 

the ‘everyday’ social processes. This paper investigates the specifics of the latter, arguing that 

relational identity resources may have be increasingly important for understanding identity 

formation and learning with games. 

 

Introduction 
‘Identity’ has become an increasingly important analytic construct in the learning sciences for understanding socio-

technical learning practices. Learning is increasingly viewed as part a process of identity transformation – a change 

in the way a person recognizes herself relative to her mastery of a knowledgeable social practice (Wenger 1999).  

In the learning sciences some scholarship has investigated the way that game-based learning environments 

help players take up new identities relative to a given knowledgeable practice (Barab et al., 2007).  However, this 

scholarship has focused on studying large-scale identity transformations rather than describing the ‘everyday’ social 

processes that effect identity work. As part of a larger research project aimed at this end, this paper draws on 

methods from sociolinguistics to describe the micro-context of identity formation in game-based learning 

environments. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

This study utilizes both interactionist  (Mead, 1934) and sociocultural perspectives on identity (Holland et al., 1998) 

that have arisen after it. Interactionist scholarship understands a person’s identities and selves to develop primarily 

through interaction with and in the social world (Mead, 1934), and places import on how identity is negotiated 

through language. Sociocultural scholarship similarly emphasizes the dialogic and socially-enacted nature of 

identity, but distinguishes itself by emphasizing the importance of social resources in identity self-authorship 

(Holland et al., 1998).  
 

Research Context & Method 
This investigation grows out of a larger research initiative on game-based learning environments called CivWorld. 

Situated at an after-school center for adolescent working-class youth, CivWorld was a four year long research 

project that was focused on helping young people learn about history and geography (see Squire et al., 2008) using 

researcher-modified versions of the Civilization historical strategy game series. Data took the form of some two-

hundred hours of program sessions that were audiovideo recorded along with supplemental field notes.  

This investigation adopts tools of inquiry from ethnographic discourse analysis, a sociolinguistic method 

for studying how social identities are enacted through language and action over time (Gee & Green, 1998). After a 

thematic analysis of general content in the data corpus, both theoretical and representative sampling methods were 

used to select data so that the analysis would illuminate some larger research question while reflecting everyday 

activity in the space. The verbal data, transcribed in Jeffersonian notation, is presented in stanza form. 

 

Results 
Over the course of the analysis, it became evident that participants’ identities relative to the CivWorld space were 

mediated as much by the club’s structures for participation and relationships with other participants as they were by 

the game’s semiotic system. Participants’ trajectories of identity enactment in the space were very much dependent 

upon the social resources present during significant moments of identity work. Thes eries of interactions 

surrounding Salim one, a young newcomer who is the club illustrate this phenomena. 

 

Example Interaction: Salim and Social Resources 
Salim is an eight-year-old whose brother, Malik, age twelve, is a frequent and enthusiastic participant in the 

CivWorld club. Although he has frequently watched game sessions, Salim, who has a genial and deferential 

demeanor, has only played the game once some six weeks prior because he was intimidated by the typically older. 

As such, Salim is a very young and novice player of a game that can take hundreds of hours to master. 
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Salim has chosen to play in a competitive multiplayer game session - his second time playing the game – 

when his brother will arrive to the club late. Two more experienced players, Leo, age eleven, and Matt, age twelve, 

have secretly agreed to ally against Salim. They sit at the two computers to his right. Daniel, an adult, sits to Salim’s 

left to help him with game play. At the start of game play, another sympathetic player attempts to trade to Salim in-

game technologies, which might help him defend himself: 

 

Daniel:   The Persians wanna trade with you. 

Salim:  [Again?  

Leo [turning]: DON’T DO IT!] NO! don’t do it! >>don’t do it! don’t do it!<< 

[Matt and Leo physically pull Salim away from his computer and whisper in his ear] 

Salim [grinning]: [B-b-butt <Aaa.aaa.aaah.> 

Daniel [smiling]: No coercion (.) only by talk (.)] no force. 

 

During this exchange, Salim appears to relish the sudden attention and uninvited physical contact, rather than 

become upset by it. This attitude extended toward in-game play, where, with Daniel’s constant advice and attention, 

Salim’s non-aggressive civilization flourished despite the attempted in-game assaults by Leo and Matt. By the time 

his brother Malik arrives, Salim has by far the highest score in the game. Malik walks by Sami as he enters the room 

and greets a number of other participants, including Leo and Matt, with familiarity before turning to Sami’s 

computer: 

 

Malik: Who are you? You’re GREECE? DAAAANG. See Salim? see? Good job 

Salim! Good job! 

 

 Salim became a regular and active participant in the CivWorld club over the next four months, and 

continued to participate frequently over the next three years. While his new interest in the game-based learning club 

cannot be attributed solely to his experiences that day, it certainly seemed to be a primary motivating factor. Salim 

seemed to enjoy the attention of older youth, even if it was hostile, and appeared to take great pleasure in his older 

brother’s praise.  

 

Discussion 
Drawing on sociocultural research on identity (see Holland et al., 1998), Nasir & Cooks have recently  argued that 

identity-linked social resources can be classified as material, ideational or relational – e.g. semiotic artifacts, 

cultural models or social relationships (2009). Learning sciences research has thus far placed primacy on the 

‘material’ identity resources in game-based learning environments. By this I mean that researchers have emphasized 

the roles, values and dispositions for action that are ‘designed into’ the digital artifact for players to inhabit.  

This analysis and evidence from other ongoing research suggests that the relational identity resources 

embedded in the social-discursive space of the game-based learning environment are important for understanding 

how identity formation takes place in these spaces. While the extent to which different types of social resources are 

leveraged in identity work is no doubt contextual, it seems that the relational identity resources may have be 

increasingly important for understanding identity in game-based learning environments. 
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Abstract:  In order to examine the literacies involved with the digital media practices and 
affinity space involvement of a group of adolescent boys, multiple methods for data collection 
and analysis were adopted to supplement traditional case study methods.  Longitudinal 
research crossing multiple sites from individual and group perspectives was essential to track 
development of literacies over time, and to mark the intersection of trajectories of interest-
driven expertise development sparked by affinity space involvement individually and 
collectively. 

 

Introduction 
“New capitalism” (Gee, Hull &Lankshear, 1996) has caused many education-based tensions as workers at lower 
levels of the organization are being called upon for increasingly complex levels of critical thinking, decision making 
and higher levels of literacy skills, identified broadly as 21

st
 century literacies.  Today, unskilled positions have 

nearly disappeared and the modern workplace requires all students graduate from high school college ready, as the 
preponderance of jobs in the future will require at least some level of post secondary education incorporating broad 
based 21

st
 century literacies, including traditional literacy areas (Wagner, 2008).  Curtailing the trend of allowing 

boys, especially those from low income, minority and working class backgrounds, to opt out of literacy related 
activities has never been more urgent.   
Research into boys’ out of school literacies presents an optimistic picture of the kinds of literacy related activities 
they engage in using digital media.  Affinity space involvement in conjunction with digital media offers a 
potentially rich area for the development of these productive practices.  As Gee (2004) indicates, an affinity group is 
a space people congregate to share and forward a particular interest with participation ranging from hanging out to 
publishing artifacts, sharing knowledge or furthering the collective knowledge of the space.  Participating in affinity 
spaces associated with massively multiplayer online games (MMOs) has been shown to host a veritable 
“constellation” of literacy practices (Steinkuehler, 2007), while also providing affiliation around interest driven 
learning (Hayes & King, 2009) immersed in popular culture.  Supporting the development of broader 21

st
 century 

literacies, other studies have highlighted the productivity of participatory culture (Jenkins, 1992), and affinity spaces 
associated with participating in online forums (Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2009) as well as writing and publishing fan 
fiction (Black, 2005) and taking part in “challenges” associated with The Sims games (Gee & Hayes, in-print).   
 

Description of the Problem 
While these studies have been useful in illuminating the kinds of affinity group practices “in the wild,” (Hutchins, 
1995), they focus on visible contributions published online.  Unpublished practices of literacies shared between peers 
both online and offline have largely gone undetected.  Therefore there is currently a somewhat limited picture of the 
kinds of literacy practices afforded by online participation, which omits discussion of the intersection between online 
and offline affinity group affiliation.  This appears to be a relevant area to pursue especially concerning the literacy 
practices of males which, as research suggests is sparked by peer participation and shared as a social practice among 
the peer group (Newkirk, 2002).   
 

Description and Discussion of the Research 
My research is based on a longitudinal study (three years) of a racially mixed friendship group of eight teenage males 
from predominately working class backgrounds.  Research was conducted in multiple locations in naturalistic face to 
face environments such as hanging out with friends, sleep overs and home settings, and online in settings such as 
in-game and hanging out on social networking sites.  This was supplemented by activities in the quasi-naturalistic 
setting of the University of Wisconsin-Madison GLS Casual Learning Lab (see Steinkuehler & King, 2009 for 
program description).  Data collection methods integrated participation in collaborative and parallel play, numerous 
interviews with participants and their parents, field notes from observations of individual and group play, survey 
administration and the collection of artifacts documenting literacy practices and digital media involvement.   
Case study methodology (Stake, 1995) was effective for providing a basic framework for data collection and analysis 
however borrowing from other methodologies was essential (Steinkuehler, Black & Clinton, 2005).  Incorporating 
methods associated with connective ethnography (Leander & McKim, 2003) to trace participation along trajectories 
of affinity space involvement and tease out cultural practices stemming from different affinity spaces ported into the 
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friendship group provided necessary contextual underpinnings for understanding situated practices (Gee, 2004).  Data 
analysis provided equally complex challenges and involved multiple perspectives as well.  Being able to shift the 
lens of analysis from the individual to the group, as well as from specific incidents to group-enacted practice was 
essential.  This was supported by a learning ecologies (Barron, 2006) framework to further explore trajectories of 
online involvement to illuminate patterns of affinity space involvement that seeded practices that were subsequently 
taken up or rejected by the friendship group.  Adopting a phenomenological perspective to tease out how the boys 
learned to “be” experts in their game worlds (Thomas and Brown, 2009) and affinity spaces was also necessary in 
order to unpack how literacy practices impacted their online and offline identity.  Adopting an orientation toward 
identifying and studying the development of individual areas of expertise, similar to Squire, DeVane & Durga 
(2008) as a way of identifying and tracking the dissemination of practices across the group was also beneficial.   
 

Conclusion 
The process of developing and adopting literacy practices across the group was a slow process marked by 
unanticipated activities, therefore a longitudinal study was essential to mark the dissemination of practices and 
knowledge over time.  In addition, data collected from multiple settings, contexts and from both group and 
individual perspectives, online and offline appeared to provide a more complete picture of the breadth of literacy 
practices these boys engage in during the range of their affinity space involvement.  Key challenges involved the 
continually evolving nature of the boys’ gameplay as well as the complexities associated with collecting data from 
collective and parallel gaming practices both triggering the need for data analysis drawing upon multiple methods.  
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Abstract: This poster session brings together six perspectives on the role of explanations in 
learning.  Each poster presents recent empirical and/or theoretical findings that address how, when 
or why explaining is beneficial for learning. This session will highlight the similarities and 
differences among how the term explanation is used in cognitive science, psychology, and science 
education with the aim of moving the field towards a better understanding of how explanations 
can support learning. By bringing together these researchers we aim to encourage communication 
around what constitutes an explanation and how the researchers from different communities are 
addressing similar issues, such as the nature of teacher’s explanations, student’s explanations, 
expert’s explanations, and self-explanations and their role in learning. 

Introduction 
Explaining a phenomenon or why it occurs is viewed as a central element of science.  Similarly, learning from 
scientific explanations is seen as an important goal of science education (National Research Council, 2007).  A 
multi-disciplinary line of research from the science education community, cognitive psychology community and 
learning sciences community is interested in understanding the role of explanations in learning.  In this symposium 
we bring together these different perspectives to highlight current research surrounding how and why explanations 
benefit learning, and identify similarities and differences among these approaches as to what constitutes an 
explanation. 

Rationale 
There is a great deal of evidence that the process of generating explanations can be beneficial to learning  (e.g. Chi 
et al. 1994), and there is some evidence that explaining can promote conceptual change in young children 
(Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006; Chi, 2000), but we do not know in detail how explaining helps learning (Lombrozo, 
2006). Specifically we do not know what types of explanations are more or less beneficial for learning, what 
explanations look like in different disciplines, and what other factors might influence if and how explaining supports 
learning.  This symposium has two main foci.  First, we explore the relationship between the explanation and the 
type of learning being sought after, and second, we aim to identify variations within the term explanation. 

The researchers in this symposium address the role of explanations in learning in a variety of ways.  For 
example, one poster investigates how teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of scientific explanation and 
argumentation changes while they learn new practices in professional development.  Another poster investigates the 
relative impact of explanation, exploration and observation on children’s learning of underlying causal relationships 
and mechanisms. Across these posters there are differences in the populations being studied and how researchers 
operationalize learning; however, the common focus on explanations in learning will enable productive 
communication between the researchers from different perspectives, and should support a fruitful discussion with 
audience members. 
 Within the learning sciences community the term explanation is used in a variety of ways. The second goal 
of this symposium is to support a more precise understanding of the similarities and differences among these 
complementary perspectives. For example, one presenter views explanations as the “big ideas” or conceptual 
frameworks that are socially accepted by the professional science community, and aims to help students develop 
these kinds of complex understandings. Other posters view constructing explanations as a critical practice within the 
scientific community and present research that explores how both students and teachers develop epistemic 
understanding of scientific explanations. A poster from the cognitive science perspective builds upon the philosophy 
of science to view explaining as a constraint on learning that facilitates the interpretation of observations in terms of 
unifying patterns. One poster puts forth a comprehensive taxonomy of the possible components of a scientific 
explanation that can be used to characterize and better understand various types of novice and expert explanations 
(for a complete summary of posters, see Table 1). By bringing these perspectives together, we aim to encourage 
greater communication across fields and further our collective understanding of the nature and utility of 
explanations. 
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Table 1. Summaries of research focus, participants, and contributions for each poster. 
Presenter Focus Participants Research Contribution 
Legare & 
Lombrozo 

Compares self-explanation to 
exploration and attention 

36 children aged 5 
and 6  

Explanations promote learning about mechanisms, 
but may have less benefit for memory of individual 
features 

McNeill & 
Knight 

Explores changes in teachers’ 
pedagogical knowledge of 
scientific explanation and 
argumentation 

24 grade 5-8 
teachers 

Teachers need to develop an awareness of the 
nature and importance of scientific explanation and 
argumentation as a key part of their pedagogical 
content knowledge 

Sandoval et 
al. 

Investigates relative influence of 
conceptual and epistemic 
understanding on biology students’ 
ability to construct explanations 

400 grade 6 and 7 
students 

Will clarify the degree to which conceptual 
knowledge and the understanding of epistemic 
requirements of a scientific explanation promotes 
learning 

Williams & 
Lombrozo 

Explores the effect of explanation 
on the ability to generalize to novel 
contexts 

University 
undergraduates 

Explaining constrains learners to interpret what they 
are learning in terms of general unifying patterns, 
driving the discovery of subtle generalizations that 
support transfer to novel problems and situations 

White et al. Presents a comprehensive 
taxonomy for the possible 
components of scientific 
explanations 

Novice and expert 
explanations in 
physical and life 
science 

Ability to characterize learners’ existing and 
developing explanatory capabilities, as well as to 
characterize expert explanations that are generated 
by teachers and scientists 

Zembal-
Saul 

Investigates how teachers’ 
preparational experiences mediate 
their learning to teach science 

Preservice K-5 
teachers 

Preservice teachers were able to adopt an increasing 
emphasis on evidence, explanation, and science 
content in addition to classroom discourse 

  
Explanation as a guide to learning 

Cristine Legare, Department of Psychology, University of Texas at Austin, 1 University Station #A8000, Seay 
Building 5.216, Austin, TX 78712-018. Email: legare@psy.utexas.edu 

Tania Lombrozo, Department of Psychology, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720. Email: 
lombrozo@berkeley.edu 

 
Although prior research with adolescents and adults has demonstrated that self-explanation benefits learning (Chi et 
al., 1994), little is known about the effect of self-explanation on learning in young children (but see Crowley & 
Siegler, 1999). The objective of the present study is to investigate the relationship between explanation and learning, 
and most importantly, to measure learning more directly by comparing self-explanation to other potential learning 
mechanisms such as exploration and attention.  Does constructing a causal explanation benefit learning more than 
exploration or simple observation?   

In order to test the differential effects of explanation on learning and to explore the relationship between 
explanation and learning experimentally we have constructed a novel problem-solving task that consists of a 
machine with five interlocking gears (see figure 1). When the gears are connected in the correct way a crank 
operates the machine and makes a fan turn.  The three middle gears have peripheral pieces attached to them, which 
are used to differentially assess children’s memory versus their understanding of the functional mechanism of the 
machine.  Prior to participating in the test conditions children observe the intact machine. Using a between-subjects 
design, children will participate in one of four conditions:  a control condition in which children attend to the 
machine but do not explain or explore (attend condition), exploration without constructing an explanation (explore 
condition), exploration after constructing an explanation (explain plus explore condition), and explanation without 
exploration (explain condition).  

 
 
 
 

Following the experimental manipulation, children participate in three additional tasks.  Two of the tasks 
are learning measures (presented first) followed by one procedural knowledge measure in which children are asked 
to reconstruct the machine.  In each of the learning tasks the intact machine is presented to the child with one gear 
missing.  In the functional relationship learning task, five candidate parts are presented to the child, none of which 

Figure 1. Gear machine. Shown with missing part and five candidate parts.  
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are identical to the missing part. The choices are: the correct size and shape but different color, a part of the correct 
shape but incorrect size, a part of the correct size but incorrect shape, a peripheral part they have seen before but is 
not the correct shape, and a distracter part.  In the memory learning task another 5 candidate parts are presented to 
the child to assess the child’s memory for the exact missing piece.  All 5 pieces are the correct size and shape but 
only one is the same color as the missing piece. In each task the child is asked to select the part that will make the 
machine work.  After completion of the learning tasks the machine is taken apart.  All of the gears are removed from 
the base, and the peripheral parts are removed from the 3 middle gears. Participants are asked to reconstruct the 
machine in exactly the same way they saw it before and make it work. 

Preliminary analyses with 32 children ages 5 to 6, in two key conditions, indicate that engaging in 
explanation leads to greater success in recreating the functional relationships within the machine (14 of 16 children) 
than simply attending to the machine (6 out of 16 children). Conversely, children who attend to the machine but do 
not engage in explanation are more successful in correctly matching peripheral parts to individual gears. Preliminary 
analyses also support a benefit for explaining in the learning measures. For the functional relationship learning 
measure only, children were more likely to select the correct functional part after engaging in explanation than 
merely attending, t(31)=2.45, p<.05. This suggests that explanation promotes learning about underlying causal 
relationships and mechanisms, but may have less of a benefit for memory of individual features. In sum, our data 
provide preliminary evidence that the process of constructing an explanation differentially promotes causal learning 
and suggest that explanation plays a role in young children's learning by highlighting functional and causal 
relationships and helping them integrate elements along a causal pathway.   

 
The role of explanation in discovery and generalization: evidence from category learning 

Joseph Williams & Tania Lombrozo, Department of Psychology, University of California, Berkeley 
Email: joseph_williams@berkeley.edu, lombrozo@berkeley.edu 

 
A convergence of theory and data in education research, cognitive development, and cognitive psychology provides 
evidence for the significant role explanation plays in learning. Research in education (Chi et al, 1994) and cognitive 
development (Siegler, 2002) suggests that generating explanations drives the acquisition of knowledge that is 
retained in the long term and produces a depth of understanding that gives learners the basis to transfer and 
generalize to new situations. Explanation also plays a key role in theories of how conceptual knowledge is 
represented (Murphy & Medin, 1985) and explaining can even promote conceptual change in young children 
(Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006).  
 Although explanation’s effect on generalization is well-established in real-world contexts, less is known 
about the mechanisms that underlie explanation’s privileged effect on generalization, possibly because of the 
complexity of these domains. We used three experiments on how people learn artificial categories in order to 
rigorously test a specific hypothesis: that explaining drives people to interpret what they are learning in terms of 
unifying patterns, which drives the discovery of underlying regularities that provide the basis to generalize. This 
hypothesis is motivated by theories in philosophy of science about what properties explanations possess, which we 
use to address a concern of this symposium: characterizing what explanations are in order to understand why they 
help learning. 

Subsumption theories propose that explanations show how what is to be explained is an instance of a 
general pattern or regularity. Unification theories propose that explanations are better to the extent they account for 
diverse observations under a single pattern. These theories predict the privileged relationship between explanation 
and generalization: trying to construct explanations that satisfy the properties of subsumption and unification 
constrains learning, by driving learners to reason and form beliefs that allow them to interpret what they are learning 
in terms of unifying patterns. This drives the discovery of regularities that are present, producing exactly the kind of 
knowledge that supports generalization to novel contexts. 

The basic design examined people’s learning about a category when explaining, compared to the control 
conditions of describing, thinking aloud, and free study. Participants learned about two categories of alien robots, 
‘glorps’ and ‘drents’, from 8 training items. The items’ features (color, body shape, foot shape) supported two 
different generalizations about category membership: (1) the ‘75% rule’, as 3 glorps and 1 drent had square bodies 
while 3 drents and 1 glorp had round bodies, or (2), the subtle ‘100% rule’, as all glorps had pointy feet and all 
drents had flat feet- though each robot’s feet were a unique shape. Participants were given a sheet displaying the 8 
robots with category labels. The robots were also shown onscreen, and participants either explained why robots 
might belong to a category, described robots, thought out loud, or were allowed to engage in free study. Following 
study, the sheet was removed and participants categorized new robots that pitted the 75% rule against the 100% rule, 
received a memory test for the studied robots, and reported perceived differences between glorps and drents.  
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Relative to the control conditions of describing, thinking aloud, and free study, explaining promoted 
discovery of the subtle 100% foot rule, which supported generalization of category membership to new robots. 
Explaining exerted constraints that drove people to discover a regularity that provided a unified explanation for the 
membership of all items, as predicted by subsumption and unification accounts. Despite explanation’s beneficial 
effects on discovery and generalization, describing resulted in better memory for item details and provided insights 
into what kind of information explaining is useful for learning. A coding of explanations and descriptions suggested 
that explaining might drive the generation of abstract hypotheses. Experiment 2 further suggested that explaining 
anomalies plays a role in promoting discovery and rejecting incorrect beliefs, compared to focusing attention on 
those anomalies.  

By testing the predictions of theories of explanation, the experiments give insight into why and how 
explaining promotes generalization. They further suggest intriguing possibilities for future research: whether the 
subsumption and unification constraints of explanation may drive ‘illusory’ discovery. Speculatively, errors such as 
forming ‘conspiracy theories’ or stereotypes could be due to explaining small or unrepresentative samples of 
observations, which drives the induction of spurious patterns.  
 

Teachers’ Pedagogical Content Knowledge of Students’ Science Writing and Talk 
Katherine L. McNeill, Amanda M. Knight, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 

Email: kmcneill@bc.edu, amanda.knight.1@bc.edu 
 
The practice of science is not the uncovering of truth; rather, science is fundamentally about a community of 
scientists developing, debating and refining explanations through the use of evidence (Duschl, Schweingruber & 
Shouse, 2007). Implicit in this essential process are the scientific practices of explanation and argumentation.   
Developing an explanation in science focuses on how or why natural phenomena occur (Nagel, 1961).  Constructing 
an argument includes both a social meaning, which focuses on debate between multiple individuals, and an 
individual meaning, which focuses on the argument product as a claim justified with evidence, warrants, and 
backing (Jiménez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2008).  Our goal is to combine these two practices to help teachers support 
their students in developing explanations about phenomena in which they debate and justify their claims with 
appropriate evidence and reasoning (McNeill, Lizotte, Krajcik & Marx, 2006).  

Although recent research suggests the importance of these practices, teachers rarely engage students in 
explanation and argumentation in their own science classrooms (Newton, Driver, & Osborne, 1999). One reason for 
why this rarely occurs is teachers’ lack of pedagogical strategies to support students in this complex practice (Zohar, 
2008).  Simon and her colleagues (2006) argue that for teachers to change their classroom practice they need 
professional development experiences that focus on teachers’ existing understanding of evidence, explanation, and 
argumentation. We cannot expect teachers to incorporate explanation and argumentation into their classrooms if 
they do not have stronger understandings of these scientific inquiry practices (Zembal-Saul, 2009).  Teachers require 
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) for scientific inquiry practices or knowledge of how to teach students to 
engage in scientific inquiry practices (Davis & Krajcik, 2005). Yet there is currently little research in the field 
focused on teachers’ understandings or teacher education in this area of scientific explanation and argumentation 
(Zohar, 2008).  Consequently, our research looks to address the following research questions: 1) How does teachers’ 
pedagogical content knowledge for scientific explanation and argumentation change while participating in 
professional development focused on this topic? 

This study took place with twenty-four grade 5-8 teachers in a large urban district in New England.  The 
teachers participated in a series of workshops over the span of four months.  Multiple data sources were collected to 
evaluate teachers’ initial pedagogical content knowledge as well as to determine whether or not that knowledge 
changed.  Data sources included: pre and post surveys, videotapes of the professional development workshops, 
artifacts produced by the teachers, and samples of strong and weak student writing that the teachers brought to the 
workshops. The coding schemes for the data sources were developed from the theoretical framework and iterative 
analyses of the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Data sources were coded by two independent raters and all 
disagreements were resolved through discussion. 

Preliminary analysis of the data suggests that the majority of teachers began the professional development 
with different understandings of what counts as high quality student writing compared to high quality student talk.  
On the pre-survey when teachers were asked to analyze samples of student writing, 67% of teachers included in their 
discussion whether or not the student was using evidence in their scientific explanations and 29% commented on 
students’ reasoning for why their evidence supported their claim.  This is in contrast to their discussion of the 
transcripts of student talk where only 48% of the teachers discussed the role of evidence and 15% discussed the 
students’ reasoning.  Rather, the teachers tended to focus more on the teachers’ questions and comments in the 
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transcript (59%) and student interactions (26%). This suggests the importance of supporting scientific explanations 
and argumentation as discourse practices that are not limited to one form of communication, but rather are essential 
to developing an effective science classroom culture.  The final poster will explore how these and other aspects of 
the teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge changed over the course of the workshops. 

 
Toward an emphasis on evidence and explanation in K-5 science teaching 

Carla Zembal-Saul, College of Education, Pennsylvania State University, 148 Chambers Building, University Park, 
Pennsylvania 16802. Email: czem@psu.edu 

 
In this work, scientific explanations can be likened to Roth’s description of science content ideas (Roth et al., 2009). 
They are the “big ideas” accepted within the scientific community, which also serve as the intended outcomes of 
student learning. Engaging students in the discourse and practices of science is a means by which explanations are 
socially negotiated in school science. 

The Framework for Teaching School Science as Argument (Zembal-Saul, 2009) leverages essential 
elements of inquiry (NRC, 2000), emphasizing evidence and argument in the development of scientific explanations 
(NRC, 2007). Three main components are fore-grounded in the framework: (1) using an argument structure to 
organize learning opportunities, navigate classroom discourse, and shape the science explanation; (2) reasoning 
publicly about the construction and evaluation of evidence-based claims; and (3) engaging authentically with the 
language of science. Guided by this framework, participation in investigations is not an end in itself, but rather 
provides the evidence for negotiating scientific explanations and making sense of science concepts. The aim is to be 
explicit and intentional about moving beyond activities in K-5 science teaching and toward co-constructing 
evidence-based explanations. 

In recent years, argumentation in school science has gained support within the science education 
community (Driver, Newton & Osborne, 2000; Erduran & Jimenez-Aleixandre, 2008; Erduran, Simon & Osborne, 
2004). This is due in part to the potential of argumentation practices to engage learners with the language of science 
and science learning (Mortimer & Scott, 2003), make thinking visible (Linn, 2000), and support an understanding of 
science concepts (Jimenez-Aleixandre, Rodriguez & Duschl, 2000). Some have suggested that arguing to learn may 
not be productive given how limitations in content knowledge constrain engagement with the task and quality 
argumentation (von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008). There is increasing evidence, however, that scaffolded argumentation 
can contribute to meaningful science learning (Andriessen, 2006; Clark & Sampson, 2007). Moreover, 
contemporary definitions of proficiency in K-8 science (NRC, 2007) identify the centrality of constructing, 
evaluating, and using scientific explanations, as well as participating in scientific discourse, including 
argumentation. 

A fundamental strand of my research investigates the ways in which teacher preparation experiences 
informed by the argument framework mediate learning to teach science (Zembal-Saul, 2009, 2007, 2005). This 
poster will report on a small-scale study of five preservice elementary teachers’ enrolled in their science methods 
course and concurrent field experience. The research questions underlying this work are: What is the nature of 
participants’ initial science teaching? What do participants’ self-analyses of teaching reveal about the ways in which 
they make sense of the framework? The primary sources of data were (1) video recorded science instruction of each 
participant, which consisted of three consecutive 45-50 minute lessons, and (2) video-based self-analyses of 
teaching, which consisted of 10-15 minutes of edited video with text captions justifying why particular clips were 
selected. The teaching events were coded using Studiocode! video analysis software, and event maps were 
constructed. Event maps provided a starting point for examining participants’ self-analyses. Analytic categories 
were generated through examination of the teaching events and of the focus of preservice teachers’ self-analyses. 
These categories helped identify the ways in which participants employed aspects of the argument framework to 
inform their initial science teaching, as well as how they used the framework to make sense of their practice. Results 
suggest that the ways in which preservice teachers think about the role of evidence in science teaching is critical for 
an appropriate emphasis on scientific explanations. Additionally, approaches to scientific discourse appear to be 
closely linked to preservice teachers’ thinking about children’s engagement in constructing explanations from 
evidence.  
 

Disentangling conceptual and epistemic influences on scientific explanation 
William A. Sandoval, Jarod Kawasaki, Graduate School of Education & Information Studies, University of 

California – Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, 90095. Email: sandoval@gseis.ucla.edu, jkawasaki@ucla.edu, 
Tina Stanford, Sara Carriere, Bladimir Lopez-Prado, SRI International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, 

California, 94025. Email: tina.stanford@sri.com, sara.carriere@sri.com, bladimir.lopez-prado@sri.com 
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Constructing a good scientific explanation would seem to require both a sound conceptual understanding of 
whatever is being explained and an understanding of the epistemic requirements of what makes an explanation good. 
The epistemic standards for a good scientific explanation have been refined historically in response to the issues that 
arise from not making conceptual claims and their warrants clear (Bazerman, 1988). This process of making one's 
claims and the evidence for them clear involves rhetorical moves aimed not just at making explanations persuasive, 
but comprehensible (Kitcher, 1991). For students then, learning to construct scientific explanations entails more than 
just learning the scientific theories and concepts that are relevant to explaining particular phenomena. It includes 
learning what counts as a good explanation and how to articulate one. It is not simply a cognitive skill (Kuhn & 
Udell, 2003; von Aufschnaiter, Erduran, Osborne, & Simon, 2008), but a complex discursive practice driven by 
epistemological motives that students often fail to appropriate in the science classroom (Berland & Reiser, 2009). 
The analysis of students' explanations of scientific phenomena, therefore, can illuminate both what students know 
about a particular topic – their conceptual understanding – and what they know about how to make a scientific 
explanation – their epistemic understanding. In practice, disentangling these influences simply by looking at 
students' explanations can be problematic (Kelly & Takao, 2002; Sandoval, 2003). 

The study described here attempts to at least partially disentangle the influences of students' conceptual and 
epistemic understanding on their ability to construct good explanations for a complex question in biology. The study 
was conducted as part of a field test of curricular materials designed to support guided inquiry into topics of plant 
biology and evolution. The specific focal topics included photosynthesis, transpiration, structure-function 
relationships (in leaves), and evolutionary adaptation. More than 400 grade 6 and 7 students from a large, urban 
school district completed a three-week unit, Why do plants look different? The field test employed a pre-post design 
to measure learning of the focal topics. The capstone activity of the unit was students' investigation of remote 
sensing data to construct an explanation to the driving question. Analyses of the written explanations are based on a 
scheme that assesses three aspects of causal explanations: 1) conceptual quality; 2) degree of warrant for claims; and 
3) rhetorical reference (Sandoval, 2005). That is, how well do students apply the conceptual ideas targeted in the 
unit to explain a complex problem; how well do they understand the epistemic criterion to have evidence for causal 
claims; and how well do they justify the relations between evidence and claims? These last two elements reflect 
students' appreciation of the epistemic demands of scientific explanation.  

We pursue two questions in our analysis, which is currently underway. The first is whether or not students' 
prior knowledge, as measured by the pre-test, predicts their performance on the explanation task. We expect that 
prior knowledge should only affect scores of conceptual quality, if anything. If this expectation holds true, it would 
suggest students learning something important during the unit about the epistemic demands of explanation. If, on the 
other hand, all three aspects of explanation performance are predicted by pre-test score, it would support the claim 
that conceptual knowledge is what separates good explanations from bad. A second question we pursue is whether 
or not performance on the explanation task, particularly on the epistemic aspects of the task, predicts learning gains 
from the unit. If so, it would suggest that learning the epistemic demands of scientific explanation help to 
consolidate, at the very least, conceptual understanding when learning science. Whatever the specific outcomes of 
our analyses, they will clarify the influences of conceptual and epistemic understanding on students' efforts to 
construct, and learn from, scientific explanation. 

Towards a Taxonomy of Explanations in Science Education 
Barbara White, Jennifer L. Chiu, Lauren Barth-Cohen, Beat Schwendimann, Eric Berson, Jennifer King Chen, 

Hillary Swanson, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley CA, 94720. Email: bywhite@berkeley.edu, 
jenchiu@berkeley.edu, lbarth@berkeley.edu, bschwendimann@berkeley.edu, eberson@berkeley.edu, 

jykchen@berkeley.edu, hswanson@berkeley.edu 
 
One major goal of science education is for students to develop sophisticated explanations of the natural world (NRC, 
2000). Scientists create and revise conceptual scientific models that they employ to develop and refine explanations. 
Scientists also have distinct forms and criteria for accepted explanations. Likewise, inquiry-based teaching enables 
students to ask questions, develop conceptual models and explanations, and critique and refine their explanations. 
However, students build upon existing, everyday ideas to make explanations that are different than those of 
scientists and judge explanations differently than the way that scientists judge them (Brewer, Chinn & 
Samarapungavan, 1998). Most existing approaches evaluate students’ explanations along scientific criteria and 
overlook learners’ existing ideas and skills in generating explanations. Instruction that encourages students to use, 
distinguish and refine these existing ideas can promote sophisticated and robust explanations (Linn & Eylon, 2006). 
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 We aim to characterize learners’ existing and developing explanatory capabilities by creating a taxonomy 
of explanations that builds from literature in psychology, cognitive science, philosophy of science, and science 
education. Existing definitions and operationalizations of scientific explanations tend to be specific to particular 
domains with widely varying grain sizes.  We see students’ explanations containing a variety of ideas and forms that 
cut across these existing taxonomies. For example, students may have naïve ideas about a scientific phenomenon yet 
use sophisticated deductive reasoning within their explanation. Students can provide insight into their understanding 
of causal mechanisms using narrative forms in explanations. A broad taxonomy of explanations that builds upon the 
diversity of expert and novice explanations can capture these varied types of ideas and reasoning. By doing so, a 
general taxonomy can identify the fruitful aspects of explaining that novices gain from everyday experience, as well 
as identify aspects of expert explanations that novices should develop. Ultimately, this taxonomy can guide 
curriculum and assessment development, and help students and teachers develop a meta-level understanding of what 
constitutes a good explanation.   
 This poster presents our taxonomy as developed from our review of the literature and refined through 
coding of student and expert explanations in various domains. Our taxonomy outlines general categories of purpose, 
form, content, characteristics, reasoning, and meta-talk. Purpose identifies causality and mechanism within the 
explanation. The form category captures the overall structure of the causal explanation, such as a causal chain or 
cyclical causality. Content distinguishes specific domain ideas used, such as laws or facts. Characteristics include 
attributes of explanations that have been identified as important in the literature, such as generalizability or varying 
perspectives. Reasoning captures the various forms of reasoning embedded within explanations, such as deductive 
or inductive reasoning. Meta-talk captures the explainer’s higher-level knowledge about what makes a good 
explanation and what are good strategies for explaining, as well as regulatory awareness, such as monitoring of the 
effectiveness of an explanation. Our poster will present these categories in detail with data from expert and student 
explanations.  
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